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Abstract
Surfactants, or surface active agents, are used in many pharmaceutical, industrial, and
environmental applications. Selection of the appropriate surfactant or mixture of surfac-
tants for any given application is driven by the need to control bulk solution micellization
and solubilization characteristics. The goal of this thesis has been to develop computer
simulations and molecular-thermodynamic modeling approaches to predict these solution
characteristics based on knowledge of surfactant and solubilizate chemical structure. The
ability to make such predictions would give formulators in industry the ability to design
and optimize surfactant formulations with a minimum of e¤ort and expense.
This thesis has explored the application of three theoretical approaches to model surfac-
tant micellization and micellar solubilization. The rst theoretical approach involves the
use of computer simulations (CS) to obtain input parameters for molecular-thermodynamic
(MT) modeling of surfactant micellization and micellar solubilization. This approach was
motivated by the limitations inherent in computer simulations (the high computational
expense of modeling self-assembly) and in MT modeling approaches (their restriction to
structurally and chemically simple surfactants and solubilizates). A key input required for
traditional MT modeling is the identication of the hydrated and the unhydrated portions
(head and tail) of surfactants and solubilizates in a self-assembled micellar aggregate. By
conducting simulations of surfactants and solubilizates at an oil/water interface (modeling
the micelle core/water interface) or in a micellar environment, I have determined head and
tail input parameters for simple and complex surfactants and solubilizates. This informa-
tion has been successfully used as an input to MT modeling, and has been shown to extend
the applicability of the traditional MT modeling approach to more complex surfactant and
solubilizate systems than had been possible to date. A wide range of surfactant and sol-
ubilizate systems have been modeled with this approach, including ionic, zwitterionic, and
nonionic surfactant/solubilizate systems. For each of the systems modeled, theoretical
predictions were in reasonable agreement with the experimental data. A novel, alternative
approach has also been developed to more accurately quantify the hydrophobic driving force
for micelle formation by using atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to quantify
the hydration changes that take place during micelle self-assembly. This new approach is
referred to as the computer simulation/molecular-thermodynamic (CS-MT) model. In the
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CS-MT model, hydration information determined through computer simulation is used in
a new MT model to quantify the hydrophobic e¤ect, which is decomposed into two com-
ponents: gdehydr, the free-energy change associated with the dehydration of hydrophobic
groups that accompanies aggregate self-assembly, and ghydr, the change in hydration free
energy experienced during aggregate self-assembly. The CS-MT model is formulated to
allow the prediction of the free-energy change associated with the formation of aggregates
of any shape and size after performing only two computer simulations  one of the surfac-
tant/solubilizate in bulk water and the second of the surfactant/solubilizate in an aggregate
of arbitrary shape and size. The CS-MT modeling approach has been validated by using it
to model the formation of oil aggregates, the micellization behavior of nonionic surfactants
in aqueous solution, and the micellization behavior of ionic and zwitterionic surfactants in
aqueous solution. For each of the systems modeled, the CS-MT model predictions were
in reasonable agreement with the experimental data, and in almost all cases were in better
agreement with the experimental data than the predictions of the traditional MT model.
The second theoretical approach explored in this thesis is the application of computer
simulation free-energy (FE) methods to quantify the thermodynamics of mixed micelle for-
mation. In this theoretical approach, referred to as the CS-FE/MT modeling approach,
the traditional MT modeling approach, or experimental data, is rst used to determine the
free energy of formation of a pure (single) surfactant micelle. Subsequently, computer sim-
ulations are used to determine the free-energy change associated with alchemically changing
the identity of individual surfactants present in the micelle to that of a second surfactant
or solubilizate. This free-energy change, when added to the free energy of single surfac-
tant micellization, yields the free energy associated with mixed micelle formation. The
free energy of mixed micelle formation can then be used in the context of a thermodynamic
description of the micellar solution to predict bulk solution properties such as the CMC and
the equilibrium composition of the mixed micelle. The CS-FE/MT model has been used
to model both binary surfactant micellization and micellar solubilization. The CS-FE/MT
model was shown to be most accurate when the chemical structures of the mixed micelle
components were similar and when small alchemical transformations were performed.
The third theoretical approach explored in this thesis is the use of all-atomistic computer
simulations to make direct predictions of surfactant solution properties. Although the
computational expense associated with atomistic-level MD simulations restricts their use
to the evaluation of a limited subset of surfactant solution properties, these simulations
can provide signicant insight into the structural characteristics of preformed surfactant
aggregates and the self-assembly behavior of surfactant molecules over limited timescales.
Simulation of monolayers of a homologous series of structurally complex uorosurfactants
has been conducted in order to explore their behavior at a water/air interface and the origin
of their ability to reduce surface tension. In addition, atomistic-level MD simulations have
been conducted to study the self-assembly behavior of the triterpenoids asiatic acid (AA)
and madecassic acid (MA) in aqueous solution. The computer simulation results were
used to obtain information about: i) the kinetics of micelle formation, ii) the structural
characteristics of the self-assembled micelles, and iii) micellization thermodynamics.
This thesis presents a detailed, atomistic-level computer simulation and molecular-
thermodynamic investigation of the micellar solution behavior of nonionic, zwitterionic,
and ionic surfactants in aqueous solutions, as well as of the aqueous micellar solubilization
of solubilizates by surfactants. It is hoped that the approaches developed in this thesis to
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use computer simulations and molecular-thermodynamic theory in a complementary way
will not only extend our ability to make accurate predictions of surfactant solution behavior,
but will also contribute to our fundamental knowledge of the solution behavior of surfac-
tants and solubilizates. It is further hoped that this thesis will provide a solid foundation
for future research in the area of surfactant science, and, more generally, that it will assist
future researchers working to connect atomistic-level computer simulation methods with
continuum thermodynamic models.
Thesis Supervisor: Kenneth Beers
Title: Visiting Assistant Professor
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Surfactants are used in many pharmaceutical, industrial, and environmental applica-
tions because of their unique solution properties. When dissolved in water, at concen-
trations that exceed the critical micelle concentration (CMC), surfactant molecules
self-assemble into micellar aggregates, with their hydrophobic portions shielded from
water in the aggregate interior, and their hydrophilic portions exposed to water at the
aggregate surface. This self-assembly is driven primarily by the hydrophobic e¤ect,
although van der Waals, hydrogen-bonding, and screened electrostatic interactions
(in the case of charged surfactants) also play an important role in determining how
micellization occurs [1].
The solubility of hydrophobic or partly hydrophobic substances in aqueous solu-
tion can be increased through the addition of surfactants to the solution at concentra-
tions that exceed the CMC and solubilization of the hydrophobic substances within
the micelle interior [25]. In general, solubilization can be thought of as occurring in
three general ways: (i) formation of a pure droplet of solubilizate in the micelle core,
(ii) solubilization within the surfactant tails, or (iii) solubilization in the head-shell
region. Solubilization may lead to changes in micelle shape and size and can there-
fore inuence the bulk solution properties of micellar solutions. For example, the
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solubilization of aromatic hydrocarbons can result in a micelle shape transition from
spherical to rodlike. Such a shape transition serves to increase the bulk viscosity of
the surfactant solution [3].
A wide variety of industrial, pharmaceutical, and biological processes make use
of surfactants [2, 3]. The ability of surfactants to aid in the mixing of hydrophobic
and hydrophilic molecules is used extensively in the chemical industry in applications
such as the removal of oily materials from a substrate, reaction rate enhancement in
polymerization reactions, and separation processes [2,3,6]. Surfactants also have po-
tential application in the pharmaceutical industry to solubilize water-insoluble drugs
in aqueous solutions for subsequent injection into a patients body [7]. Examples of
biological processes involving surfactants include the role of phospholipid biosurfac-
tants in the gastrointestinal tract during digestion, and the bodys use of bile salts to
solubilize cholesterol [2].
Because micellar solubilization is such a broadly applicable phenomenon, gaining
a fundamental understanding of the factors that a¤ect micellar solubilization is of
great academic as well as practical interest. Frequently, a specic set of micellar
solution and solubility characteristics are desired for a given application. These
characteristics include the CMC and the shape and size of the micellar aggregates
that form in solution. Other characteristics include the extent of solubilization, which
can be quantied in a number of ways, and the location of the solubilizate within the
micelle, referred to as the locus of solubilization.
The development of theoretical modeling approaches that both (i) provide fun-
damental, molecular-level understanding of micellization phenomena, and (ii) enable
prediction of bulk solution (CMC, extent of solubilization) and microstructural (lo-
cus of solubilization, micelle shape and size) properties would signicantly reduce the
e¤ort and cost associated with surfactant solution formulation. For example, in de-
tergency applications, it is important to maximize the amount of material solubilized.
For this application, theoretical prediction of the extent of solubilization for various
classes of surfactants is directly relevant. For drug delivery, a wide range of criteria
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must be met, including: (i) low toxicity, (ii) su¢ cient residence time in the body, (iii)
high solubilization capacity, and (iv) the ability to deliver the drug to the desired
site in the body. To develop a surfactant solution capable of meeting each of these
criteria, it is important to know the extent of solubilization, the micelle shape and
size, and the locus of solubilization. In many cases, theoretical predictions of bulk
micellar solution properties such as the CMC and the extent of solubilization, and
the theoretical prediction of micelle microstructure can be correlated with other bulk
solution properties of practical relevance. For example, researchers have reported
correlations between the geometry and size of micelles with solution viscosity, and
between the monomer and micelle concentrations with the potential of a surfactant
to induce skin irritation [8].
With the above motivation in mind, this thesis explores the application of three
approaches to model surfactant micellization and micellar solubilization. The rst
approach involves the use of computer simulations (CS) to obtain input parame-
ters for molecular-thermodynamic (MT) modeling of surfactant micellization and
micellar solubilization. Development of a hybrid computer simulation/molecular-
thermodynamic modeling approach is motivated by the limitations inherent in com-
puter simulations (namely, the high computational expense of modeling self-assembly)
and MT modeling approaches (their restriction to structurally and chemically simple
surfactants and solubilizates). A key input required for traditional MT modeling is
the identication of the hydrated and the unhydrated portions (head and tail) of sur-
factants and solubilizates in a self-assembled micellar aggregate. Prior to this thesis,
no approach was developed to determine this information for structurally complex
surfactants and solubilizates. By conducting simulations of surfactants and solu-
bilizates at a water/oil interface (modeling the water/micelle core interface) or in
a micellar environment, we have determined hydration information for both simple
and complex surfactants and solubilizates. This information has been successfully
used as an input to MT modeling, and has been shown to extend the applicability of
the traditional MT modeling approach to more complex surfactant and solubilizate
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systems than had been possible to date. In total, 46 surfactant and solubilizate sys-
tems have been modeled with this approach, including systems of anionic, cationic,
zwitterionic, and nonionic surfactants. For each of the systems modeled, theoretical
predictions have been compared with experimental data available in the literature and
with experimental data gathered by our research collaborators in São Paulo, Brazil.
A novel, alternative approach has also been developed to more accurately quantify
the hydrophobic driving force for micelle formation. This new approach is referred to
as the computer simulation/molecular-thermodynamic (CS-MT) model. In the CS-
MT modeling approach, atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are used to
quantify the hydration changes that take place during self-assembly. This hydration
information is then used in a new MTmodel to quantify the hydrophobic e¤ect, which
is decomposed into two components: (1) the free-energy change associated with the
dehydration of solute hydrophobic groups that accompanies aggregate self-assembly
(as captured in gdehydr), and (2) the change in hydration free energy experienced by
these same hydrophobic groups during aggregate self-assembly (as captured in ghydr).
The CS-MT model is formulated to allow the prediction of the free-energy change
associated with aggregate formation of solute aggregates of any shape and size by
performing only two computer simulations  one of the solute in bulk water and the
second of the solute in an aggregate of arbitrary shape and size. The CS-MT model-
ing approach has been validated by using it to model the formation of 15 di¤erent oil
aggregates of various shapes and sizes in aqueous solution, the micellization behav-
ior of seven di¤erent simple and complex nonionic surfactants in aqueous solution,
and the micellization behavior of nine di¤erent ionic and zwitterionic surfactants in
aqueous solution. For each of the systems modeled, the CS-MT model predictions
were in reasonable agreement with the experimental data, and in most cases, were in
better agreement with the experimental data than the predictions of the traditional
MT model.
The second approach explored in this thesis involves the use of computer simula-
tion free-energy methods in the context of micellization and micellar solubilization.
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This e¤ort was motivated by the desire to understand how successfully alchemical
free-energy methods can be used to compute the free-energy change associated with
changing micellar composition  whether by adding a solubilizate or a di¤erent type
of surfactant to the micelle. In this approach, traditional MT modeling, or experi-
mental data, is rst used to determine the free energy of formation of a pure (single)
surfactant micelle and the pure surfactant micelle aggregation number. Subsequently,
computer simulations are used to determine the free-energy change associated with
alchemically changing the identity of individual surfactants present in the micelle into
a di¤erent type of surfactant or into a solubilizate. This free-energy di¤erence, when
added to the free energy of micellization already determined, yields the free energy of
formation (gform) associated with the mixed micellar aggregate. In principle, the free
energy of formation can then be used in the context of a thermodynamic description
of the micellar solution to estimate bulk solution properties such as the CMC and
the equilibrium composition of the mixed micelle. This modeling approach has been
used to model both binary surfactant micellization and micellar solubilization, and
the results have been compared with the predictions of the traditional MT model and
with experimental data.
The third approach explored in this thesis involves using all-atomistic computer
simulations to directly predict surfactant solution properties. Although the computa-
tional expense of atomistic-level MD simulations limits their use to the evaluation of a
limited subset of surfactant solution properties, these simulations can provide a great
deal of insight into the structural characteristics of preformed surfactant aggregates
and into the self-assembly behavior of a limited number of surfactant molecules over
limited timescales. Simulation of monolayers of a homologous series of structurally
complex uorosurfactants has been conducted in order to explore their behavior at a
water/air interface and the origin of their ability to reduce surface tension. In addi-
tion, atomistic-level MD simulations have been conducted to study the self-assembly
behavior of the triterpenoids asiatic acid (AA) and madecassic acid (MA) in aqueous
solution. The computer simulation results were used to obtain information about:
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i) the dynamics of aggregate formation, ii) the rates of monomer association and dis-
sociation into aggregates, iii) aggregate microstructure, iv) the local environment of
di¤erent surfactant groups within the aggregate, v) surfactant monomer concentra-
tions, and vi) the average aggregation numbers of the self-assembled aggregates.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 1.2, general
background information on surfactants and their micellar solution behavior is pre-
sented. This section also includes a discussion of micellar solubilization, including a
description of the main experimental observations. Section 1.3 presents an overview
of theoretical models that have been used to model micellization and micellar solubi-
lization. Section 1.4 presents a brief introduction to computer simulation modeling
approaches that can be used to study micellization and micellar solubilization. This
is followed in Section 1.5 by a review of previous computer simulation studies of
micellization and micellar solubilization. In Section 1.7, the specic objectives of
this thesis are stated. Finally, in Section 1.8, an overview of the thesis material is
presented along with a discussion of the organization of the remainder of the thesis.
1.2 Introduction to Surfactant Micellization and
Micellar Solubilization
Surfactants, or surface-active agents, are dual-natured molecules that contain both
hydrophilic and hydrophobic moieties. The hydrophilic moiety of the surfactant mole-
cule (conventionally referred to as the head) may be anionic, cationic, zwitterionic,
or nonionic. The hydrophobic moiety (referred to as the tail) is frequently com-
posed of either linear or branched hydrocarbons or uorocarbons. Benzene rings may
also be present in the surfactant tail. The dual water-lovingand water-fearing
nature of surfactants can result in highly complex solution behavior when placed in
either aqueous or non-polar solvents, including self-assembly into micelles [9]. When
poorly-water soluble compounds (solubilizates) are also present in aqueous solution,
they partition into surfactant micelles because the hydrophobic nature of the micelle
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interior provides a more favorable environment than the aqueous solution.
1.2.1 Surfactant Micellization
Self-assembly of surfactants into a signicant number of micellar aggregates begins to
occur when the surfactant concentration exceeds a value known as the critical micelle
concentration (CMC). Once micelles begin to form, the concentration of free surfac-
tant monomers in aqueous solution becomes independent, or only weakly dependent,
on the total concentration of added surfactant [1]. The CMC depends on the chemi-
cal structure of the surfactant and the solution conditions, including the temperature,
the pressure, and (particularly in the case of ionic surfactants) the ionic strength. Mi-
celles may form in a number of di¤erent geometries. Spherical, or globular, micelles
typically are observed when total surfactant concentrations are low and/or repulsions
among the surfactant heads are strong. At higher surfactant concentrations, one-
dimensional growth into cylindrical micelles, or two-dimensional growth into planar
disklike micelles, may occur. For ionic surfactants, the addition of counterions, re-
ducing the extent of electrostatic repulsions between the surfactant heads, can result
in a sphere-to-cylinder or a sphere-to-disk shape transition [1]. Reduction of elec-
trostatic repulsions between the surfactant heads occurs through counterion binding
(i.e. counterions that intercalate among the surfactant heads in the micelle), as well
as through association of non-bound counterions within the di¤use region beyond the
micelle Stern layer [10,11].
1.2.2 Micellar Solubilization
In the context of the research undertaken in this thesis, micellar solubilization is
dened as the spontaneous dissolution of a material by reversible interaction with
micelles to form a thermodynamically stable isotropic solution which exhibits re-
duced thermodynamic activity of the solubilized material [9]. For the purposes of
this thesis, a solubilizate may be considered to be a molecule which has a solubility
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limit in aqueous solution. A solubilizate may be completely hydrophobic, or may
contain some hydrophilic and hydrophobic moieties as part of its chemical structure.
Solubilizates which contain both hydrophilic and hydrophobic moieties may be viewed
as being similar to surfactants in that they are dual-natured and can be thought of
as possessing a head and a tail. However, unlike surfactants, solubilizates do not
spontaneously self-assemble into micelles in aqueous solution, and therefore do not
have a CMC. However, solubilizates with both hydrophilic and hydrophobic groups
may behave much like conventional surfactants within a mixed micelle.
Two key characteristics associated with how micellar solubilization occurs are the
extent of solubilization and the locus of solubilization, both of which are discussed
below.
Extent of Solubilization
Experimental determinations of the extent of solubilization can be carried out through
several methods, including measuring changes in the surfactant CMC, measuring va-
por pressures, calorimetry, head-space gas chromatography, semiequilibrium dialysis,
uorescence, and UV/Vis spectrophotometry. Often, the experimental observations
allow determination of information about either the innite dilution limit of the sol-
ubilizate (the Henrys law limit) or the saturation limit of the solubilizate in the
aqueous micellar solution [3,4,1214].
The extent of solubilization is traditionally quantied by several parameters [2,3],
which include:
1. The Partition Coe¢ cient (K): This parameter is used in the context of the
pseudophase separation model of micellization, which considers the micelles to be a
separate, innite phase [15]. K is dened as the ratio of the solubilizate solubility in
the aggregate (Xm) to its solubility in the aqueous phase (Xw), that is, K = Xm=Xw.
Both Xm and Xw are usually expressed as mole fractions, but the use of molarity
units is also encountered. The free energy of solubilization (G) can then be dened
as G =  RT ln(K) [4].
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Solubilization isotherms, or the observed extent of solubilization as a function of
solubilizate concentration at a xed temperature, have been measured for a variety
of surfactant/solubilizate systems [3,14,16]. Most of these studies report solubiliza-
tion results in the innite-dilution limit. The experimental data indicate that K is
frequently a function of the solubilizate concentration within the micelle. The fol-
lowing empirical expression has been found to apply to many surfactant/solubilizate
systems [3,12,14]:
K = Ko(1 BXm)2 (1.1)
where Ko is the partition coe¢ cient in the limit of zero solubilizate concentration,
and the parameter B corresponds to the initial slope of the solubilization isotherm,
and is a function of the type of surfactant and solubilizate present. Because non-
innite dilution conditions cannot be considered ideal, the observed dependence of K
on concentration (Xm) is not surprising.
2. The Saturation Concentration: The concentration at which no more solubi-
lizate will solubilize within the micelle while remaining in a single, isotropic solution
is dened as the Maximum Additive Concentration (MAC). Saturation can be esti-
mated by detecting an increase in the turbidity of the solution. However, because
the measured turbidity also increases when phase separation occurs, and upon the
formation of stable microemulsions, the appearance of a pure solute phase constitutes
a more rigorous method to identify the MAC [2,3].
3. The Molar Solubilization Ratio (MSR): The MSR is dened as the ratio of the
total number of solubilizate molecules associated with the micelle to the total number
of surfactant molecules associated with the micelle (which is equal toXm=(1 Xm)) [5].
In practice, the MSR can be calculated as follows:
MSR =
Csol   Csat
Csur   CMC (1.2)
where Csol is the solubilizate concentration in the solution, Csat is the solubilizate
aqueous solubility, Csur is the surfactant concentration in solution, and the CMC is
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the critical micelle concentration.
The extent of solubilization depends on the surfactant structure [2,1745], on the
solubilizate structure [2, 4, 5, 13, 17, 18,35, 4649], and on the solution conditions [14,
17,18,21,48,50,51]. Many experimental studies have been conducted to measure the
extent of solubilization of various surfactant/solubilizate systems at di¤erent solution
conditions. In addition, a variety of theoretical models (see Section 1.3.2) have been
formulated to predict the extent of solubilization.
Locus of Solubilization
The locus of solubilization plays an important role in determining the extent of solu-
bilization, the rate of micellar reactions where the solubilizate acts as a reactant or as
a catalyst, and the rate at which solubilizate di¤usion out of the micelle occurs [52].
The locus of solubilization also a¤ects the way in which the solubilizate may inuence
solution properties such as the CMC and the micelle shape and size.
The location of the solubilizate within micelles can be determined by direct ex-
perimental measurement (using techniques such as IR spectroscopy or uorescence),
or it can be inferred indirectly using thermodynamic data such as partition coef-
cients [35, 13, 53, 54]. Experimental studies have indicated that there are three
distinct regions within a micelle where solubilization may occur: (i) the core region,
or deep interior of the micelle, (ii) the palisade layer, which refers to the region con-
sisting of the surfactant tails, and (iii) the corona region, which refers to the region
comprising the polymeric surfactant heads in the case of polymer-like surfactants such
as the alkyl ethoxylates (CiEjs). These three solubilization regions are depicted in
Figure 1-1 [2,3,55], where the smaller circles represent solubilizate molecules and the
larger circles or the thick grey lines represent surfactant heads. Solubilization may,
of course, take place simultaneously in more than one region.
Below, I discuss solubilization in each region separately:
1. Core Region: Here, solubilization takes place within the deep interior of the ag-
gregate, and may even result in the formation of a separate phase within the aggregate
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Figure 1-1: Regions of solubilization in a surfactant micelle.
core. This has been shown to occur in the case of aliphatic hydrocarbons. However,
theoretical predictions by Srinivasan and Blankschtein [56] for the SDS/hexane sys-
tem indicate that there is not necessarily a sharp transition between the hydrophobic
core phase and the rest of the aggregate. The number of solubilizate molecules that
are dispersed among the surfactant tails instead of being located in a separate phase in
the aggregate core is strongly dependent on lc, the aggregate core-minor radius [56].
Spherical surfactant/solubilizate aggregates possessing such a solubilizate-rich core
are also referred to as oil-in-water (o/w) droplet microemulsions [1]. In some systems,
such as SDS/alcohol, it has been shown that, at low alcohol concentrations, alcohol
solubilization in the core region does occur, but that at higher alcohol concentrations,
the additional alcohol molecules are located in the Palisade Layer [57].
2. Palisade Layer: This layer refers to the region composed of the surfactant tails
within the dry hydrophobic micelle core, and extends further to include the surfactant
heads (unless the surfactant heads are polymeric, in which case the surfactant-head
region is referred to as the corona region). Solubilizates that are located within this
region do not form a separate phase in the micelle core. Depending on the nature
and the concentration of the solubilizate, the solubilizate molecules may be located
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closer to, or farther away from, the micelle core/water interface [18, 46]. Partly hy-
drophilic solubilizates may, much like surfactants, localize at the micelle core/water
interface with their hydrophilic moieties exposed to water and their hydrophobic moi-
eties shielded from water within the micelle core, as shown in Figure 1-1. Solubilizates
that exhibit this behavior include salicylates, alcohols, and amines [57,58]. Semipolar
compounds such as benzene can exhibit interesting locus of solubilization behavior,
where the locus of solubilization may be inuenced by the solubilizate concentration
and by the type of surfactants present in the micelle [4, 18, 47]. Experimental ev-
idence suggests that, in cationic surfactant micelles, benzene is solubilized near the
micelle interfacial region because of attractions between the p-electrons in benzene
and the positively charged surfactant heads. However, in anionic surfactant micelles,
benzene is solubilized deeper within the micelle core [18].
3. Corona Region: Here, solubilization takes place among the heads of surfactants
containing polymeric headgroups, such as those having a number of poly(ethylene
oxide) groups. Solubilization in this region may be preferred by semipolar solubilizates
such as chloroxylenol or benzene [19].
Inuence of Solubilization on Micelle Characteristics
Micelle characteristics such as CMCs, shapes, and aggregation numbers may all be
a¤ected by solubilization. The addition of solubilizate decreases the CMC relative to
that of the surfactant in the absence of solubilizate. Theoretical descriptions of the
CMC as a function of the solubilizate partition coe¢ cient have been advanced [56,59].
The e¤ect of the solubilizate on micelle shape and aggregation number depends
upon the locus of solubilization. In the case of ionic surfactants, charged solubilizates
that solubilize within the micelle head-shell region can act essentially as counterions
and facilitate a decrease in the electrostatic repulsions between the charged surfactant
heads. This promotes the formation of cylindrical or discoidal aggregates [58,6065].
This micelle shape transition has been predicted using the molecular-thermodynamic
theory of solubilization developed by the Blankschtein group, as well as observed ex-
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perimentally for the SDS/alcohol/NaCl system [56]. Solubilization in the micelle core
region, on the other hand, increases the micelle core radius, and favors a shape transi-
tion from rodlike to spherical or globular micelles [60,62]. Solubilization in the micelle
interfacial region of the palisade layer favors the elongation of cylindrical micelles, or a
shape transition to a disklike micelle. For some aliphatic compounds possessing short
chain lengths, it has been shown that as the chain length decreases, radial growth
is favored progressively over axial growth [61,66]. For semipolar compounds such as
aromatics, the locus of solubilization, and hence, the e¤ect of solubilization on micelle
shape, may be a function of solubilizate concentration [60,61,66,67].
1.3 Theoretical Models of Micellization and Mi-
cellar Solubilization
In this section, an overview of the theoretical approaches that have been introduced
to study micellization and micellar solubilization is presented. Emphasis is given
to molecular-thermodynamic models because these represent the most successful and
predictive models of micellization and micellar solubilization that have been developed
to date.
1.3.1 Molecular-Thermodynamic Models of Micellization
A signicant number of researchers have conducted important theoretical work to
model micellization in aqueous solution and enable the a priori prediction of bulk
solution properties such as the CMC and the structure of micellar aggregates from
knowledge of the chemical structures of the surfactants present in solution and the
solution conditions [8,19,6871]. Groundbreaking work by Tanford resulted in the de-
velopment of a phenomenological theory providing signicant insight into the physical
processes underlying micelle formation [72]. Next, Israelachvili developed a geometric
packing theory to model micellization, providing an approach to make predictions of
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micelle shape and aggregation number based on the surfactant geometry [1]. These
models were followed by the development of molecular-thermodynamic modeling ap-
proaches, that have been used by a number of researchers, including Nagarajan and
Ruckenstein [4,5,19,47,53,7385].
Currently, the most accurate theoretical models of surfactant micellization make
use of a predictive molecular-thermodynamic approach [10]. In the molecular-
thermodynamic approach, the free energy of micellization is calculated as the sum of
several free-energy contributions, all of which can be computed molecularly given the
chemical structures of the surfactants present in the solution and the solution condi-
tions. The free energy of micellization is dened as the free-energy change per surfac-
tant molecule associated with transferring the surfactant monomers and the counteri-
ons (in the case of ionic surfactants) from the bulk aqueous solution to the aggregate.
The micellization description introduced by Nagarajan and Ruckenstein permits pre-
diction of the CMC and of the shape and size of micellar aggregates composed of
nonionic, zwitterionic, and ionic surfactants [19]. In recent years, the Blankschtein
group has made important progress in the molecular modeling of surfactant solution
behavior, both in the bulk solution [8,10,11,8690] and at interfaces [9195].
1.3.2 Molecular-Thermodynamic Models of Solubilization
Molecular-thermodynamic models of solubilization combine thermodynamic descrip-
tions of self-assembly with a molecular approach to estimate the free energy of sol-
ubilization, or the free-energy change per surfactant molecule associated with trans-
ferring the surfactant monomers, the counterions (in the case of ionic surfactants),
and the solubilizates from the bulk aqueous solution to the micelle. Important
contributions to the development of molecular-thermodynamic descriptions of solu-
bilization have been made by Landgren and coworkers [9698], by Nagarajan and
coworkers [4, 5, 19, 47, 53, 77, 78, 80, 81, 85], and very recently, by Srinivasan and
Blankschtein [56]. Below, I briey review these contributions.
Landgren and coworkers developed a Poisson-Boltzmann Cell Model (PBCM) to
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model solubilization in isotropic solutions and in liquid crystalline phases [9698].
Their model includes inter-aggregate interactions, which makes it suitable for use
at high surfactant concentrations. These authors developed two models to describe
isotropic solutions, each applicable to di¤erent types of solubilizates. In the rst
model, all molecules (including the solubilizates) are considered to be anchored at
the micelle surface. In the second model, solubilization is considered to take place
either in a pure solubilizate domain in the aggregate center, or within the palisade
layer. The maximum amount of solubilizate that can be solubilized is not considered
in either model. In addition, because both models apply only to spherical aggregates,
they do not describe the e¤ect of the solubilized solute on the aggregate shape. Fur-
thermore, the chain conformations inside the aggregate and their contribution to the
free energy of aggregate formation are assumed to be a function of the interfacial
area per surfactant molecule in the aggregate. An empirical Taylor series expansion
of this free-energy dependence is then used to describe the free-energy contribution
associated with the chain conformations.
Nagarajan and coworkers developed a solubilization model that allows the predic-
tion of the locus and the extent of solubilization, as well as of the e¤ect of solubilization
on micelle shape and size [4,5,19,47,53,77,78,80,81,85]. Their model takes as input
the surfactant and the solubilizate molecular structures. The e¤ects of molecular
size, aromaticity, interfacial activity, and enthalpic interactions between the solubi-
lizate and the surfactant tails (as described by Flory-Huggins interaction parameters)
are accounted for. However, in modeling solubilization in the core region, the au-
thors assume a uniform solution of surfactant tails and solubilizates in the micelle
core, and utilize polymeric theories to estimate the packing free energy that are not
strictly applicable in the case of surfactants possessing short tails. These authors also
developed two limiting models to describe the head-head interactions of surfactants
possessing large (>10 monomers) poly(ethylene oxide) heads. Micelles composed of
surfactants with large poly(ethylene oxide) heads form spherical or cylindrical mi-
celles, because the steric interactions between the heads are too large for a planar
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(discoidal) micelle geometry to be favored. The rst model considers the head-shell
region to have a uniform polymer segment concentration, and a nonuniform defor-
mation along the radial coordinate characterizing the micelle geometry. The second
model treats the polymer chains as being uniformly deformed, while having a radial
concentration variation of the polymer segments in the head-shell region. However,
these authors did not consider solubilization in the corona region of micelles formed
by surfactants with poly(ethylene oxide) polymeric heads [19].
The methods used by Landgren and coworkers and by Nagarajan and coworkers to
calculate the packing free energy associated with the micelle core are only applicable
in the case of surfactants having linear hydrocarbon tails, and for solubilizates having
relatively simple chemical structures. In an e¤ort to overcome some of these limi-
tations, Srinivasan and Blankschtein recently calculated more rigorously the packing
free energy associated with the micelle core for a variety of surfactant tail structures
and solubilizates [56]. These authors generalized a mean-eld approach, introduced
originally by Ben-Shaul, Szleifer, and Gelbart, to compute the packing free energy of
surfactants having linear alkane tails, branched alkane tails, and alkylbenzene tails,
and of solutes, such as salicylate, alcohols, and aromatics [99]. In their packing calcu-
lations, only repulsive interactions were considered, although attractive interactions
could also have been included through the use of pairwise interaction energies or
Flory-Huggins  parameters. These interactions are likely to be important for polar-
izable surfactant tails and solubilizates. Srinivasan and Blankschtein also developed a
computational framework to model counterion binding onto the aggregate head-shell
region of ionic surfactant micelles [10, 11]. The existence of counterion binding has
long been believed to play an important role in controlling the aggregate shape, size,
and ability to solubilize solutes [1, 100]. The theoretical methodology developed by
Srinivasan and Blankschtein is capable of predicting the locus and the extent of solu-
bilization, CMCs, and micelle shapes and sizes for relatively simple solubilizates and
ionic surfactants in the presence of counterion binding. Their methodology uses the
concept of e¤ective headand tailregions for the solubilizates as well as for any
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lipophilic counterions, which is most applicable in the case of relatively simple struc-
tures where it is clear a priori how the solubilizate is located and oriented relative to
the micelle core/water interface [56].
1.3.3 Limitations of Previous Molecular-Thermodynamic
Modeling Approaches
Although signicant progress has been made, molecular-thermodynamic approaches
to model surfactant micellization and micellar solubilization have been successfully
applied only to relatively simple surfactants and solubilizates. The most severe
limitation associated with molecular-thermodynamic modeling is that to apply it,
the hydrated and the unhydrated portions of surfactants and solubilizates within a
micelle must be known a priori. This information is used to assign a head and a tail
to each of the species present, and is one of the most important inputs required to
evaluate the free-energy change associated with micelle formation.
Based on experimental evidence, it is possible to make educated guesses about
which portions of a surfactant or a solubilizate will be hydrated for simple chemical
structures, such as surfactants with linear or branched hydrocarbon tails attached
to a single anionic, cationic, zwitterionic, or nonionic head [10, 11, 15, 19]. For ionic
and zwitterionic surfactants of this type, the approximation is made that every car-
bon except the rst carbon attached to the hydrophilic moieties in the surfactant is
included as part of the surfactant tail. For nonionic surfactants of this type, every
carbon attached to the hydrophilic moieties is included as part of the tail. However,
for more complicated chemical structures it is much more di¢ cult to make reasonable
head and tail assignments. Examples of such challenging surfactants are shown in
Figure 1-2.
In the case of the surfactant alkyl 3-hydroxy sulfonate (AOS), the presence of
the two hydrophobic CH2 groups between the two hydrophilic groups (SO 3 and OH)





























Figure 1-2: Examples of challenging surfactants to model using molecular-
thermodynamic theory.
decanoyl-n-methylglucamide (MEGA-10), it is di¢ cult to determine the micellar hy-
dration state of each of the three groups bonded to the nitrogen atom (CH3, CH2, and
the carbonyl group). In the case of o-, m-, and p-aminobenzoate, it is unclear what
the e¤ect of changing the location of the NH2 group within the molecule will have on
head and tail identication. In addition, it is unclear whether the ethyl ester group
attached to the benzene ring should be modeled as being part of the solubilizate head
or tail.
A key need, therefore, to extend molecular-thermodynamic modeling to more
chemically and structurally complex surfactants and solubilizates is the a priori
knowledge of the hydration states of molecules in the post self-assembly, micellar
state. For even slightly complex surfactants and solubilizates such as those shown
in Figure 1-2, no simple rule of thumb can be used to make such an identication.
The prediction of such information is beyond the ability of simple group-contribution
methods, because the hydration state (and therefore the head and tail identication)
for various moieties within a complex surfactant or solubilizate is intimately related
to the way in which the moieties are connected. Although it may be possible in the
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future to develop a group-contribution approach that takes molecular connectivity
information into account, the approach must be parameterized based on a training
set of detailed hydration data for relatively complex surfactants and solubilizates.
At the present time, such data is not available. However, computer simulations
represent a promising approach to gather such data on a surfactant-by-surfactant or
solubilizate-by-solubilizate basis.
1.4 Introduction to Computer Simulation Meth-
ods
The objective of computer simulation methods of molecular systems is to estimate
time averages or ensemble averages in order to estimate properties of the system.
Two of the most popular computer simulation methods used today are molecular
dynamics (MD) and Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. Both methods can be used to
determine equilibrium properties, but only MD can also be used to determine dynamic
properties. Computer simulations allow researchers to explore complex, many-body
systems for which analytical, closed-form solutions do not exist.
Frequently, properties of interest depend on the positions and momenta of all the
particles present in a system. Given this dependence, the instantaneous value of the
property of interest A can be expressed as A(pN(t); rN(t)), where pN(t) represents
the momenta of the N particles at time t, and rN(t) represents the positions of the
N particles at time t. The instantaneous value of the property A may uctuate with
time, and it is frequently useful to determine the time average value of the property
through integration [101]:






In molecular dynamics simulation, the time evolution of a system is determined by
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solving Newtons equations of motion. To this end, a potential energy model (referred
to as a force eld) must be used to describe the intermolecular and intramolecular
interactions of each of the system components. The forces acting on each particle
in the system are determined through di¤erentiation of the potential energy model.
Once the force acting on each atom is known, movement of the atoms in response
to these forces is computed numerically by incrementing forward in time with small
timesteps and using an integration technique such as the velocity Verlet or the leap-
frog algorithm [102]. For unconstrained chemical systems, very small timesteps of
approximately 1 femptosecond (fs) must be taken because of the high frequency of
bond vibrations. A owchart illustrating the computational steps involved in an MD
simulation in GROMACS (Groningen Machine for Chemical Simulations), a powerful
open-source molecular dynamics program, are shown in Figure 1-3 [102].






A(pN ; rN) (1.4)
An alternative to determining a time average value of the property A of interest is
to instead calculate the ensemble average, or expectation value. In this approach, a
large number of replicas of the system of interest are considered simultaneously. The
ensemble average can be expressed mathematically as follows:
hAi =
Z
A(pN ; rN)(pN ; rN)dpNdrN (1.5)
where (pN ; rN) is the probability of nding a conguration with momenta pN and
positions rN : Although only a single integral sign is shown, in reality integration
must be carried out over all 6N momenta and positions of the particles present in
the system. Therefore, in this approach, the average value of the property A is
determined by averaging over all possible congurations of the system rather than
by taking a time average. In MC simulation, changes in the system conguration
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THE GLOBAL MD ALGORITHM
1. Input initial conditions
Potential interaction as a function of atom positions
Positions of all atoms in the system
Velocities of all atoms in the system
repeat 2,3,4 for the required number of steps:
2. Compute forces
The force on any atom
is computed by calculating the force between non-bonded atom
pairs:
plus the forces due to bonded interactions (which may depend on 1,
2, 3, or 4 atoms), plus restraining and/or external forces.
The potential and kinetic energies and the pressure tensor are
computed.
3. Update con guration
The movement of the atoms is simulated by numerically solving








4. if required: Output step
write positions, velocities, energies, temperature, pressure, etc.
Figure 3.3: The global MD algorithm
fi
Figure 1-3: Sequence of steps involved in molecular dynamics (MD) simulation.
Taken from [102].
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are proposed, and the proposed congurations are accepted or rejected using a set
of criteria that ensures that the probability that the proposed conguration will be
present in the new system is equal to the Boltzmann factor, or exp(-V (rN)=kBT );
where V (rN) is the potential energy of the system given the positions of the N
particles comprising the system [101]. A wide variety of potential moves can be
proposed, including particle translations, particle exchanges, particle insertions, and
changes in the system volume. For every accepted conguration, the value of the







where S is the total number of property values calculated.
1.5 Computer Simulation Studies of Micellization
and Micellar Solubilization
In recent years, a growing number of researchers have been exploring the use of com-
puter simulations to examine the structural characteristics of micelles and to model
the self-assembly of surfactants in solution. The majority of the research reported
in recent years have used either molecular dynamics or Monte Carlo simulation. In
theory, MD and MC simulations based on atomistic force elds have the advantage
of being able to model arbitrarily complex chemical structures. However, computer
simulation of micelle formation is computationally challenging because: (i) micel-
lar systems may consist of many surfactant and solvent molecules, (ii) of the high
liquid-like density of micellar systems, and (iii) of the long time scales involved in
surfactant self-assembly. As a result, researchers have been forced to either simulate
coarse-grained systems to gain a simplied insight into self-assembly, or have been
restricted to simulating small systems over short periods of time with more realistic,
fully atomistic, models of the system components and of the intramolecular interac-
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tions [103]. An additional area of research still in its infancy is the use of computer
simulations to assess the free energy of micelle formation. In Sections 1.5.1, 1.5.2,
and 1.5.3, computer simulation of preformed surfactant systems, computer simulation
of surfactant self-assembly, and computer simulation estimation of the free energy of
micelle formation are discussed, respectively.
1.5.1 Computer Simulation of Preformed Surfactant/
Solubilizate Systems
Simulation of preformed surfactant systems (whether of monolayers [104114] or of
micelles [115125]) to obtain information about their equilibrium structure and dy-
namics in solution is computationally feasible. Recently, a large number of computer
simulation studies of surfactant systems, including a number of studies of SDS mono-
layers and micelles, have appeared in the literature. Although such simulations
provide a wealth of structural information, they do not provide insight into the self-
assembly process of these systems and cannot be used by themselves to predict many
of the properties that are of most interest in micellar solubilization applications, in-
cluding the CMC, the extent of solubilization, and the aggregation number. Only
a limited number of simulation studies of solubilization in surfactant micelles have
been reported. In an early study, Karaborni et al. investigated oil solubilization in
surfactant solutions by performing MD simulations using a simplied model for water,
oil, and surfactant [126]. More recently, Kholov et al. studied n-butanol behavior
in SDS micelles using realistic models of the system components, and reported ro-
tational di¤usion coe¢ cients and rotational correlation times for SDS and n-butanol
within the micelle [127]. Kuhn et al. conducted an all-atomistic study investigating
solubilization of pentanol in a sodium octanoate micelle [128]. They report simula-
tion results for the micelle radius, the e¤ect of pentanol on micelle shape, the locus of
pentanol solubilization, radial distribution functions for various micelle components,
and trans-to-gauche ratios of the SDS alkyl chains.
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1.5.2 Computer Simulation of Micelle Self-Assembly
Although simulations of micelle formation with atomistic-level detail are possible, be-
cause the simulation time is severely limited by the size and the density of the micellar
systems, such simulations have only been performed well above the CMC [103]. To
accurately identify the CMC, extended simulations of large surfactant/solvent systems
would be necessary at a range of low surfactant concentrations and over prohibitively
long time scales [103]. To reduce the computational complexity, researchers have
implemented a number of approaches. Several researchers have used lattice models
to study surfactant self-assembly [129133]. These lattice model studies have used
simplied models of the intermolecular interactions of the system components. For
example, Larson et al. modeled oil, water, and surfactant by treating the surfac-
tant head and tail segments as water and oil beads [131, 132]. Floriano et al.
modeled the interactions between surfactant heads and between surfactant heads and
water molecules as having no energy, while interactions between surfactant tails were
treated as having negative energies [133]. Using this model, they identied the CMC
of two model surfactants by performing lattice grand-canonical MC simulations and
identifying a kink in the osmotic pressure as the surfactant concentration was varied.
They report observing a decrease in the CMC with increasing surfactant tail length
and an increase in the CMC with decreasing solution temperature. Such behavior
corresponds to what has been observed experimentally for nonionic surfactants in
aqueous solution. Obviously, however, the simplied models used to describe the
system components and their interactions in such lattice studies are not capable of
predicting solution behavior with quantitative accuracy. Several researchers have
also used o¤-lattice simulations to study surfactant self-assembly, but the majority
of these studies have also used coarse-grained models of surfactants and solvent with
approximate models for the interactions of the system components [103,134136].
Several researchers have simulated spontaneous micelle, vesicle, and bilayer forma-
tion in water at an atomistic level of detail. Maillet et al. conducted large scale mole-
cular dynamics simulation of the self-assembly process of short-chain and long-chain
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cationic surfactants [137]. In their work, simulations of n-nonyltrimethylammonium
chloride (C9TAC) and erucyl bis [2hydroxyethyl] methylammonium chloride (EMAC)
surfactants were conducted for up to 3 ns. Starting from an isotropic distribution
of surfactant molecules in solution, spontaneous micelle formation was observed and
analyzed in terms of generalized classical nucleation theory. They concluded that
for systems far from equilibrium, or for systems at high surfactant concentration, the
basic aggregation and fragmentation mechanism was of Smoluchowski type (cluster-
cluster coalescence and break up); however, for systems closer to equilibrium, or for
systems at lower surfactant concentrations, the aggregation and fragmentation mech-
anism followed a Becker-Döring process (stepwise addition or removal of surfactant
monomers). Marrink et al. have simulated the spontaneous aggregation of phospho-
lipids into bilayers during simulations between 10 and 100 ns in duration. From the
self-assembly results, they identied several time scales characterizing the aggrega-
tion process, and determined that the rate-limiting process in phospholipid bilayer
formation is the gradual disappearance of hydrophilic, water-lled transmembrane
pores [138]. Marrink et al. have simulated the self-assembly of 54 dodecylphos-
phocholine (DPC) surfactant molecules in water at two concentrations above the
CMC [139]. Self-assembly was observed to occur after 1 to 12 ns of simulation.
Marrink et al. also studied the self-assembly behavior and micelle structure of mi-
celles modeling human bile using MD simulations of up to 50 ns [140]. In their study,
Marrink et al. compared MD results on the internal structure of mixed micelles of
long-chain phosphatidylcholine lipids and bile salts with two proposed structures for
the mixed micelles, the stacked disk structure and the radial shell structure.
Their MD results, which showed that phospholipids are packed radially in the micelle
with bile salts wedged between the phospholipid heads, supported the radial shell
micelle model. Marrink et al. simulated the formation, structure, and dynamics
of small dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) vesicles [141]. They found that by
mixing 25% dipalmitoylphosphatidylethanolamine (DPPE) or lysoPC the aggrega-
tion process took less time to come to completion. From their results, they were able
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to shed light on the mechanism of vesicle fusion [142]. More recently, de Vries et al.
studied the spontaneous formation of an oblong DPPC vesicle in water through 90 ns
of molecular dynamics simulation [143]. Braun et al. simulated the formation of a
complete SDS micelle around glycophorin A (GpA) transmembrane helices starting
from isotropically distributed SDS monomers in an aqueous solution over the course
of 32 ns of simulation [144]. The authors found that the characteristics of the self-
assembled SDS micelle around the GpA dimer was indistinguishable from that of a
preformed SDS micelle surrounding the dimer that was equilibrated for 2.5 ns.
1.5.3 Determination of the Free Energy of Micelle Formation
To date, only a small number of researchers have attempted to use computer simu-
lations to determine the free energy of micelle formation. However, if the system of
interest has a low CMC, free-energy methods may provide a more computationally
e¢ cient method to determine the CMC than brute force simulation of self-assembly
because only a single micelle must be simulated in aqueous solution.
Recently, Pool et al. reported determining the free energy of micelle formation for
ve di¤erent model surfactants in a Lennard-Jones solvent though computer simula-
tion [103]. The authors developed a hybrid MD/MC semi-grand canonical simulation
approach to estimate the critical micelle concentration. In this approach, umbrella
sampling and congurational bias techniques are used to obtain better estimates of
the free energy of micelle formation as a function of micelle aggregation number and
total surfactant concentration. The ve surfactants investigated by Pool et al. were
modeled as containing several hydrophobic tail beads (with each bead being equiva-
lent in size to three CH2 groups) and a single hydrophilic head bead. The ratio of
the size of the head bead to that of the tail bead was di¤erent for each of the ve sur-
factants considered. CMCs for each surfactant were determined in a Lennard-Jones
solvent, where each solventmolecule in the simulation was of roughly the same
size as that of seven water molecules. In the future, the approach that they outline
could be used with more realistic models of surfactants and solubilizates, although
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this would involve a large increase in computational expense.
1.6 Combined Computer Simulation/Molecular
Thermodynamic Models
As discussed in Section 1.5.3, determining the free energy of micelle formation through
computer simulations is di¢ cult and computationally expensive. To circumvent the
limitations associated with implementing a purely computer simulation approach,
Mohanty et al. developed an approach that combines free-energy determination
through computer simulations with molecular-thermodynamic modeling. The au-
thors used this approach to model a system consisting of cetyltrimethylammonium
bromide (CTAB) and sodium salicylate (NaSal) [58]. Mohanty et al. obtained rea-
sonable estimates of the e¤ect of the salicylate ions on the CMC, on the aggregate
geometry, and on the aggregate size. From their simulation results, they also obtained
detailed structural information about the manner in which salicylate ions locate and
orient themselves within the micelle.
In the approach of Mohanty et al., a MC simulation was rst performed to deter-
mine the equilibrium characteristics of a preformed, mixed CTAB/salicylate micelle.
Based on this information, the micelle was compartmentalized into a head-shellre-
gion and a coreregion. The core region was dened as the spherical or cylindrical
kernel that contained no part of the salicylate ions. The shell was dened as the rest
of the micelle, including the salicylate ions, the CTAB heads, and a short segment of
each CTAB tail. After compartmentalization, a molecular-thermodynamic model of
micelle formation was used to determine the free-energy associated with the formation
of the CTAB micelle. Next, a MC simulation was used to calculate the free-energy
change associated with exchanging salicylate ions with CTAB surfactants within the
shell region. The objective of these simulations was to determine the free energy of
CTAB within the micelle shell at a given composition with respect to the free energy
of CTAB in a single-surfacetant (pure) CTAB micelle. These simulations were con-
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ducted in the semi-grand canonical ensemble (constant Ntot, P , T , and sal). In this
simulation, the composition and volume (or aggregation number) of the micelle was
equilibrated at a specied value of sal, or the salicylate chemical potential. In their
MC simulation, the core of the micelle was not modeled explicitly. Instead, surfac-
tant heads were constrained to lie on the surface of a sphere of appropriate volume
given the aggregation number of the micelle. To prevent this shell of surfactant heads
from collapsing, movement of the heads into the micelle core, or outwards into the
aqueous solution, were penalized with roughly-estimated free-energy penalties. The
size of the constraining sphere was allowed to change as the aggregation number of the
micelle varied over the course of the simulation, and an appropriate pressure-volume
work free-energy correction was applied to account for the associated change in free
energy. Counterion interactions with the charged species present at the surface of
the micelle were modeled with the Poisson-Boltzmann equation. It is important to
note that Mohanty et al. only accounted for the presence of water using a mean eld
term calculated separately from simulations using the method of Bocker et al. [123].
Mohanty et al. report CMC estimates for spherical CTAB micelles within 25% of
the experimental value, and CMC estimates for CTAB wormlike micelles within 83%
of the experimental value. The authors theoretical estimate of the spherical and
the sphere-to-wormlike shape transition was within 20% of the experimental data.
Although the results, particularly for the sphere-to-wormlike shape transition, ap-
pear quite reasonable, given the large number of approximations made during the
simulation (including the implementation of approximate constraints to maintain the
structure of the shell region, the use of approximate models to account for the inter-
actions of the micelle components with counterions and water, and the approximate
molecular-thermodynamic modeling of the core region) the level of agreement that
the authors obtained with the experimental data could well have been fortuitous. No
additional articles using the Complementary Model of surfactant micellization have
been published since the article by Mohanty et al. was published in 2001.
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1.7 Thesis Objectives
The central objective of my thesis has been to develop modeling approaches to en-
able prediction of micellar solution properties based on the chemical structures of
the solution components and the solution conditions. As part of this thesis, I have
developed approaches to predict the CMC, the locus and the extent of solubilization,
micelle shape and size, the degree of counterion binding, and information on micelle
dynamics. To accomplish this, I have explored computer simulation (CS), molecular-
thermodynamic (MT), and combined computer simulation/molecular-thermodynamic
(CS-MT) modeling approaches. My thesis research can be divided into the following
three parts:
1. Part I: Application of Computer Simulations to ObtainMolecular-Thermodynamic
Inputs. This part of the thesis can be further subdivided into two research ar-
eas:
 Extension of micellization modeling by: (i) using computer simulations to
obtain input parameters for MT modeling, and (ii) conducting MT model-
ing based on the computer simulation inputs. This approach was shown to
yield accurate results for simple surfactants, and to enable the extension of
the molecular-thermodynamic modeling approach to more complex surfac-
tants than had been possible to date. A number of approaches to combine
computer simulation results with MTmodeling have been explored, includ-
ing using computer simulations to make head and tail identications, and
the development of a CS-MT modeling approach that takes water contact
data from computer simulations as an input to determine the hydrophobic
contributions to the free energy of micelle formation.
 Extension of solubilization modeling by: (i) using simulations to obtain in-
put parameters for MT modeling, and (ii) conducting MT modeling based
on the computer simulation inputs. This modeling approach was used to
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model 7 di¤erent solubilizates, and was shown to yield reasonable predic-
tions of solution properties. Computer simulations were used both to make
head and tail identications for MT modeling, and also to determine wa-
ter contact information that was used as an input to the newly-developed
CS-MT model.
2. Part II: Free-Energy Calculations Using Molecular Dynamics Simulations.
 Modeling of binary micellization and solubilization by combining an MT
model of micellization to determine the free energy associated with the
formation of a single surfactant micelle with atomistic-level simulations to
determine the free-energy change associated with changing the composition
of the micelle by adding either a di¤erent type of surfactant or solubilizate.
This approach was applied to both ionic and nonionic systems, as well as to
micellar systems with varying degrees of structural dissimilarity between
the various micellar components.
3. Part III: Direct Prediction of Surfactant Solution Properties Using Molecular
Dynamics Simulations.
 Implementation of atomistic-level MD simulations to characterize the be-
havior of surfactants in monolayers and surfactants in micellar environ-
ments. From such simulations, detailed structural and dynamic infor-
mation about monolayers and micelles, as well as information about the
self-assembly behavior of surfactants, was obtained.
1.8 Thesis Overview
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, a computer
simulation/molecular-thermodynamic modeling approach is described in which com-
puter simulations are used to obtain head and tail input parameters for MT modeling.
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This is accomplished by simulation of surfactant molecules at innite dilution at a at
water/oil interface (modeling the water/micelle core interface) to determine the ex-
tent of hydration of di¤erent portions of each surfactant molecule. A computational
approach is developed to identify the head and tail groups of each surfactant from
the simulation results. The approach is used to determine the heads and tails for the
simple surfactants sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), cetyltrimethylammonium bromide
(CTAB), dodecylphosphocholine (DPC), and octa(ethylene oxide) (C12E8), as well as
for three more complex surfactants, 3- and 4-hydroxy sulfonate (AOS) and decanoyl-
n-methylglucamide (MEGA-10). The sensitivity of the head and tail assignments
obtained to the method used to assign atomic charges is evaluated and discussed.
The theoretical predictions are also compared with the experimental data.
In Chapter 3, the micellar solubilization of the drug ibuprofen in aqueous so-
lution is investigated theoretically and experimentally for three surfactants  the
anionic surfactant SDS, the cationic surfactant dodecyltrimethylammonium bromide
(DTAB), and the nonionic surfactant C12E8  each having the same hydrocarbon
tail length but di¤ering in their hydrophilic heads. Simulations of ibuprofen are con-
ducted at a water/oil interface to identify the head and tail portions of this molecule.
Using the input parameters determined from computer simulation, MT theory is then
used to predict: (i) the micelle composition as a function of surfactant concentration,
(ii) the aqueous solubility of ibuprofen as a function of surfactant concentration, and
(iii) the micellar solubilization capacity. The theoretical predictions are compared
with experimental solubilization data provided by our research collaborators at the
University of São Paulo in Brazil [145].
In Chapter 4, computer simulations are used to determine head and tail input
parameters for 7 solubilizates (ibuprofen, benzamide, acetophenone, benzonitrile, o-
aminobenzoate, m-aminobenzoate, and p-aminobenzoate). To accomplish this, 21
extended MD simulations of solubilizates at a water/oil interface, in a spherical SDS
micelle, and in a cylindrical SDS micelle are performed. Simulations in di¤erent
environments were conducted to evaluate the e¤ect of curvature, ordering of the
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surfactant tails, and the presence of the surfactant heads on the simulation results.
In addition, the traditional MT modeling approach used to evaluate gtr, gint, and gpack
are generalized for solubilizates, and an approach to couple gint and gpack is discussed.
In Chapter 5, MT modeling results are presented for each of the 7 solubilizates
introduced in Chapter 4, and MT modeling is implemented using each of the head
and tail identications made in Chapter 4. MT predictions of: (i) the free energy of
micelle formation, (ii) micelle shape and size, (iii) micelle composition, and (iv) the
micelle/water partition coe¢ cient have been made and are reported. When possible,
the theoretical predictions are compared with experimental data.
In Chapter 6, a computer simulation/molecular-thermodynamic (CS-MT) mod-
eling approach is introduced. In the CS-MT modeling approach, atomistic MD
simulations are used to quantify the hydration changes that take place during self-
assembly. This hydration information is then used in a new MT model to quantify
the hydrophobic e¤ect, which is decomposed into gdehydr, the free-energy change asso-
ciated with the dehydration of solute hydrophobic groups that accompanies aggregate
self-assembly, and ghydr, the change in hydration free energy during aggregate self-
assembly. The CS-MT model is formulated to allow the prediction of the free-energy
change associated with aggregate formation of solute aggregates of any shape and
size by performing only two computer simulations  one of the solute in bulk water
and the second of the solute in an aggregate of arbitrary shape and size. To test the
validity and the accuracy of the new CS-MT modeling approach, it is used to model
the formation of 15 di¤erent oil aggregates of various shapes and sizes in aqueous
solution, and the results are compared with the predictions of the traditional MT
model.
In Chapter 7, the validity and accuracy of the CS-MT model is further evaluated
by using it to predict the micellization behavior of seven di¤erent nonionic surfac-
tants in aqueous solution  octyl glucoside (OG), dodecyl maltoside (DM), octyl
sulnyl ethanol (OSE), decyl methyl sulfoxide (C10SO), decyl dimethyl phosphine
oxide (C10PO), and decanoyl-n-methylglucamide (MEGA-10). Detailed information
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about the changes in hydration that occur upon the self-assembly of each surfactant
into micelles is obtained through MD simulation, and subsequently used to compute
the hydrophobic driving force for micelle formation. To enable a straightforward
estimation of gdehydr and ghydr in the case of nonionic surfactants, a number of ap-
proximations are made. The CMC predictions of the CS-MT model are compared
with experimental CMC data because the CMC depends exponentially on gform, and
as such, it provides a stringent quantitative test with which to evaluate the predic-
tive accuracy of the CS-MT model. The accuracy of the approximations made to
implement the CS-MT model in the case of nonionic surfactants is discussed.
In Chapter 8, the validity and accuracy of the CS-MT model is further evalu-
ated by using it to model the micellization behavior of nine ionic and zwitterionic
surfactants in aqueous solution  SDS, dodecylphosphocholine (DPC), CTAB, two
3-hydroxy sulfonate surfactants (AOS-12 and AOS-16), and a homologous series of
four cationic DCNA surfactants with a dimethylammonium bromide head attached
to a dodecyl alkyl tail and to an alkyl sidechain of length CN , having the chemical
formula C12H25CNH2N+1N(CH3)2Br, with N = 1 (DC1AB), 2 (DC2AB), 4 (DC4AB),
and 6 (DC6AB). Both the CS-MT model and the traditional MT model are used to
predict the micellization behavior of simple and complex ionic and zwitterionic sur-
factants. The accuracy of the approximations made in Chapter 7 to model nonionic
surfactants is evaluated in the context of modeling ionic and zwitterionic surfactant
micellization, and the CMC predictions of the CS-MT model are compared with ex-
perimental CMC data.
Chapter 9 discusses the development of a new computer simulation-free energy/molecular-
thermodynamic (CS-FE/MT) modeling approach. In the CS-FE/MT model, tradi-
tional MT modeling, or experimental data, are used to determine the free energy of
formation of a single (pure) surfactant micelle and the single surfactant micelle ag-
gregation number. A micelle with the theoretically or the experimentally determined
aggregation number is then built and equilibrated in aqueous solution in a simulation
cell. Computer simulations are then used to compute the free-energy change associ-
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ated with: (i) changing the identity of surfactant molecules of type A to surfactant
molecules of type B (to model binary surfactant micellization), or (ii) with changing
the identity of surfactant molecules of type A to solubilizate molecules of type B (to
model micellar solubilization). The free-energy change associated with this process
is referred to as gexchange, reecting the fact that a new molecule is exchanged with
the original molecule.
In Chapter 10, the CS-FE/MTmodel is implemented for spherical micellar geome-
tries using a dual-topology thermodynamic integration approach in which molecules
of type A are exchanged with molecules of type B as a function of a coupling parame-
ter, . To evaluate the accuracy of the CS-FE/MT model, MD simulation results for
gexchange for the exchange of ibuprofen with SDS, p-aminobenzoate with OG, octyl
sulfoxide with decyl sulfoxide, (octylsulnyl)ethanol with (decylsulnyl)ethanol, and
decyl sulfoxide with decyl phosphine oxide are compared with the predictions of the
traditional MT model and with experimental data.
In Chapter 11, atomistic-level MD simulations are used to determine and un-
derstand the interfacial behavior of a homologous series of structurally complex
uorosurfactants. Constant surface tension (NT ) and constant volume (NV T )
MD simulations are conducted on a series of bolaamphiphilic ;$-(diammonium
disulfato)poly(uorooxetane)s with several peruoroalkyl chain lengths and a typical
long-chain anionic uorosurfactant used to improve the ow-and-leveling charac-
teristics of aqueous coatings, in order to compare their behavior at a water/air in-
terface. Recent research has shown that these poly(uorooxetane) surfactants are
an e¤ective substitute for traditional uorosurfactants used in ow-and-leveling ap-
plications [146]. From MD simulation, the saturated interfacial area per surfactant
molecule, the interfacial area per surfactant molecule as a function of surface tension,
density proles, order parameters, the degree of hydration of various atoms in each
surfactant molecule, and the degree of counterion binding are each determined. A
geometrically dened penetration parameter is calculated from the density proles to
evaluate the ability of each surfactant to separate the air and water phases and to re-
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duce enthalpically unfavorable contacts. The degree of hydration is also determined
for di¤erent atoms in poly(uorooxetane) during simulation.
In Chapter 12, extended MD simulations are used to study the self-assembly of the
triterpenoids asiatic acid (AA) and madecassic acid (MA) from randomly distributed
monomers to micelles in aqueous solution. A total of 50 ns of MD simulation was
conducted, requiring roughly 8,000 CPU hours. The computer simulation results are
used to obtain information about: i) the dynamics of micelle formation, ii) the rates
of monomer association and dissociation into micelles, iii) the micelle microstruc-
ture, iv) the local environments of hydrophobic and hydrophilic groups within each
AA and MA molecule, v) the AA and the MA monomer concentrations (which are
compared with experimental data), and vi) the average aggregation numbers of the
self-assembled AA and MA micelles.
Finally, Chapter 13 summarizes the main results of the thesis, presents concluding
remarks, and proposes possible directions for future research. The future research
directions proposed include: (i) improvements to the approaches developed in Part I
of this thesis to use computer simulations to obtain inputs for MT theory (including
head and tail identication through water/oil interface simulation, head and tail
identication through micellar simulation, and CS-MT modeling of surfactants and
solubilizates), (ii) extensions to the approaches developed in Part II of this thesis to
use computer simulations to determine free-energy changes (including selection of the
optimal transition path and alternative free-energy models), and further exploration
of the research discussed in Part III of this thesis to use computer simulations to
make direct predictions of surfactant solution properties.
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Chapter 2
Complementary Use of Simulations
and Molecular-Thermodynamic
Theory to Model Micellization
2.1 Introduction
Surfactants are used in many pharmaceutical, industrial, and environmental applica-
tions because of their unique solution properties. When dissolved in water, surfactant
molecules self-assemble into micellar aggregates, with their hydrophobic tails shielded
from water in the aggregate interior, and their hydrophilic heads exposed to water
at the aggregate surface. This self-assembly is driven primarily by the hydrophobic
e¤ect, although van der Waals, hydrogen-bonding, and screened electrostatic interac-
tions (in the case of charged surfactants) also play an important role in determining
how micellization occurs [1].
Because micellization is such a broadly applicable phenomenon, gaining a fun-
damental understanding of the factors that a¤ect it is of great academic as well as
practical relevance. Frequently, a highly specic set of micellar solution characteris-
tics is required for a given application. These characteristics typically include the
critical micelle concentration (CMC) and the shape and size of the micellar aggregates
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that form in solution.
Theoretical work has been carried out in the past to enable the a priori pre-
diction of the CMC and the structure of the micellar aggregates from knowledge
of the chemical structures of the surfactant(s) present in solution [27]. However,
to date, theoretical methodologies have been developed only for relatively simple
surfactant systems. The most advanced theoretical descriptions that have been de-
veloped can be used to model surfactants with linear and branched hydrocarbon (or
uorocarbon) tails and a single, rigid head, such as, sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)
and cetyl trimethyl ammonium bromide (CTAB), or a polymeric head group such as
poly(ethylene oxide) [3,810].
Currently, the most accurate theoretical models of surfactant micellization make
use of a predictive molecular-thermodynamic approach [9]. A number of researchers
have worked on this approach in the past [2, 3, 8, 9]. The micellization description
introduced by Nagarajan and Ruckenstein allows prediction of the CMC and the
shape and size of micellar aggregates composed of nonionic, zwitterionic, and ionic
surfactants [3]. In the molecular-thermodynamic approach, the free-energy change
associated with the formation of the surfactant aggregate is expressed as the sum of
several free-energy contributions, all of which can be computed molecularly given the
chemical structures of the surfactant. In recent years, our group has made important
progress in the molecular modeling of surfactant solution behavior, both in the bulk
solution [2,915] and at interfaces [1620].
Molecular-thermodynamic modeling works well for surfactants that possess a rel-
atively simple chemical structure. However, a major current challenge to use the
molecular-thermodynamic approach to model surfactant micellization is that for the
approach to yield accurate predictions, a reasonable a priori estimate must be made
about how a given surfactant will position and orient itself within the micelle. Such
an identication is necessary because the interaction energies involved depend on the
specic position and orientation of the surfactant molecule within the micelle. In
the case of surfactants possessing more complex chemical structures, devoid of clearly
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identiable hydrophilic and hydrophobic moieties, it may be di¢ cult to determine
what portions of a surfactant molecule should be modeled as the head and what
portions should be modeled as the tail in the context of molecular-thermodynamic
micellization theories.
An alternative to using molecular-thermodynamic descriptions of micellization
is to use molecular dynamics (MD) or Monte Carlo (MC) computer simulations to
simulate the formation of micelles. In theory, MD and MC simulations based on
an atomistic forceeld have the advantage of being capable of modeling arbitrar-
ily complex chemical structures. Recently, various researchers have explored this
approach [2142]. However, an atomistic-level description of micelle formation is
computationally challenging because: (i) micelles may consist of many surfactant
molecules, and (ii) of the liquid-like density of micelles. Although simulations of
micelle formation with atomistic-level detail are possible, because simulation time is
severely limited by the size and density of micellar systems, such simulations have
only been performed well above the CMC [31]. Indeed, at or around the CMC,
computer simulation of micelle formation requires simulation of a large-sized system
over prohibitively long time scales [31]. To reduce the computational complexity,
researchers have implemented coarsegrained models when attempting to estimate
the CMC. Lattice and o¤-lattice models have been used with simple intermolecular
interaction potentials [2331]. Signicant simplications have been made in these
studies to reduce the computational demands on the simulation. For example, Lar-
son et al. modeled oil, water, and surfactant by treating the surfactant head and
tail segments as being identical to water and oil beads. Such simplied descriptions
are not capable of accurately predicting solution behavior, and have prevented these
researchers from obtaining more accurate predictions using simulations than using
free-energy models [43].
Given the shortcomings of the current modeling approaches, there is a need to
develop a predictive, molecular-level theoretical description that can predict the solu-
tion behavior of complex surfactant systems. Molecular-thermodynamic methods are
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most applicable for systems with relatively simple surfactant chemical structures, and
computer simulations, although capable of modeling complex chemical structures, are
computationally very expensive.
With this in mind, McCormick et al. developed an approach which combines
computer simulations and a molecular-thermodynamic model of micellization, and
applied it to model a system consisting of cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB)
and sodium salicylate (NaSal) [43]. These authors used computer simulations to: (i)
determine how a complex counterion (salicylate) would locate and orient itself in a
CTAB micelle, and (ii) calculate the free-energy change associated with exchanging
the Sal  ions with the surfactant molecules. McCormick et al. obtained reasonable
estimates of the e¤ect of the Sal  ions on the CMC, the aggregate geometry, and the
aggregate size. To accomplish (i), the salicylate ion was simulated in a micellar envi-
ronment using Monte Carlo simulations. This information was then used in (ii) to di-
vide the micelle into a coreregion, modeled solely using molecular-thermodynamic
modeling, and a head-shellregion, modeled using both molecular-thermodynamic
models of micellization and computer simulation.
In this chapter, we show that molecular dynamics simulations of complex surfac-
tant molecules at an oil/water interface (modeling the micelle core/water interface)
can be used to identify what portions of the surfactant should be modeled as the
head and what portions should be modeled as the tail in the context of molecular-
thermodynamic theories of micelle formation. Instead of simulating the surfactant
molecule in a micellar environment, as was done by McCormick et al., we will show
that simulation of a single surfactant molecule at a at oil/water interface is su¢ cient
in many cases to determine input parameters for the molecular-thermodynamic mod-
eling approach. When appropriate, simulation at a at interface has the advantage
of computational simplicitysimulation times are kept to a minimum by simulating
a single surfactant molecule instead of the entire micelle. By combining computer
simulations and molecular-thermodynamic theory, we will show that it is possible
to model more complex surfactants with less computational expense than has been
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possible to date.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. The molecular-thermodynamic
approach to model surfactant self-assembly is reviewed in Section 2.2. Section 2.3
describes the computer simulation approach used in this chapter. Computer sim-
ulation results are presented in Section 2.4. Molecular-thermodynamic modeling
results based on computer simulation inputs are described and compared with avail-
able experimental data in Section 2.5. Concluding remarks are presented in Section
2.6.
2.2 Molecular-Thermodynamic Approach
The molecular-thermodynamic approach relies on a thermodynamic framework to de-
scribe the micellar solution [9]. This framework permits the calculation of solution
properties, such as the critical micelle concentration (CMC), the distribution of ag-
gregate shapes and sizes, and microstructural characteristics of the aggregate (such
as its core minor radius) from the free energy of micellization. In Section 2.2.1, we
briey describe the thermodynamic framework that relates the free energy of micel-
lization to various micellar solution characteristics, and in Section 2.2.2, we review
molecular-thermodynamic techniques that have been developed and used in the past
to calculate the free energy of micellization [810].
2.2.1 Thermodynamic Framework
The theoretical framework considered here is applicable for nonionic, zwitterionic,
and ionic surfactants with bound counterions at the micellar surface. Consider a
solution of Nw water molecules and a distribution fNnsncg of micellar aggregates at
thermodynamic equilibrium at temperature T and pressure P , where ns is the number
of surfactant molecules (component s) and nc is the number of bound counterions
(component c) in each aggregate. Micellar aggregates will form in solution if the
surfactant concentration exceeds the CMC.
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According to the multiple-chemical equilibrium model [1], each aggregate can be
considered as a distinct chemical species in equilibrium with the other aggregates and
with the individually-dispersed molecules present in the solution. At thermodynamic
equilibrium, the solution free energy attains its minimum value, which implies that [9]:
nsnc = nss + ncc (2.1)
The chemical potential, nsnc , in Eq. 2.1 can be calculated by taking the partial
derivative of the total solution free energy with respect to Nnsnc [9,10]. The chemical
potentials of the surfactant monomers, s, and of the unbound counterions, c, are
obtained by setting {ns = 1; nc = 0} and {nc = 1; ns = 0}, respectively, in the
resulting expression for nsnc [9,10].
Using the resulting expressions for s and c in Eq. 1, the following expression is













onsnc   nsos   ncoc
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(2.2)
In Eq. 2.2, Xs is the mole fraction of the monomeric surfactant and Xc is the
mole fraction of the unbound counterions (where Xi = Ni=N , i = s or c). Note
that the factors of e appearing in Eq. 2.2 reect the manner in which we have













Alternatively, Eq. 2.2 can be expressed in terms of the degree of counterion
binding (j, dened as j = ncj/ns). Using this denition in the case where multiple
counterion species are present, the resulting aggregates can be treated as ns{j}-mers,
where j is the degree of counterion binding of counterion species j. Dening gmic
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The free energy of micellization, gmic, reects the free-energy changes associated
with transferring the surfactant monomers and the counterions in their corresponding
standard states from the aqueous solution to form an aggregate in its standard state
(the term in the square brackets in Eq. 4), as well as with the translational entropic
penalty associated with localizing the counterions (the second term in Eq. 4) when
that aggregate is formed [9].
For the values of ns, j, and the micellar shape (S) that minimize gmic (denoted
as ns, 

j , and S
), gmic has a minimum value denoted as gmic. Due to the exponential
dependence of Xnsnc on ns  gmic in Eq. 2.3, small deviations from gmic yield Xnsnc
values that are negligibly small. Accordingly, by solving for gmic as a function of n

s,
j , and S
, the optimal aggregation number, ns, can be predicted. In addition, the







Note that Eq. 2.5 is obtained as an upper bound of the surfactant monomer
concentration (Xs).
2.2.2 Molecular Model of Micellization
The evaluation of gmic, using as little experimental information as possible, has been
the subject of much investigation. The most recent theoretical description of gmic
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requires knowledge of the chemical structures of the surfactants and the counterions,
as well as an estimate of how the surfactants will locate and orient themselves within
the micellar aggregate [9].
A surfactant aggregate can be characterized as follows: (i) the aggregate geometry
(S), (ii) the aggregate composition (j), and (iii) the aggregate core minor radius (lc).
Minimization of gmic with respect to each of these variables enables the prediction of
aggregate characteristics and of the CMC [8,9].
The free energy of micellization (gmic) is modeled as the sum of various free-energy
contributions (each a function of S, j, and lc), and of the translational entropy

















where each term is discussed below.
Approaches have been developed to calculate each contribution listed in Eq. 2.6.
Specically, gtr, or the transfer free energy, is typically computed from experimental
solubility data [45]. The interfacial free energy, gint, is computed from the surfactant
tail/water interfacial tension data, mixing rules, and the use of the Gibbs-Tolman-
Koenig-Bu¤equation to approximate the dependence of the tail/water interfacial ten-
sion on curvature [8]. A relatively complex numerical procedure is used to compute the
packing free-energy contribution (gpack), in which a large number of the possible con-
formations of the surfactant tails within the aggregate core are generated to determine
the free energy required to x the tail moieties at the aggregate/water interface [9].
Analytical techniques have been developed to compute the steric free-energy contri-
bution (gst) that arises from packing the surfactant heads at the aggregate/water
interface [46]. The electrostatic free-energy contribution (gelec) results from the elec-
trostatic repulsions between ionic groups, if present, in the micellar aggregate [9].
Analytical approximations have been developed to calculate this contribution that
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are based on the Poisson-Bolzmann equation or its modications [47].
Each of the free-energy contributions appearing in Eq. 2.6 depends on how the
surfactant molecule is identied as being located and oriented within the micelle.
Surfactant segments that are shielded from water in the micelle core contribute di-
rectly to the transfer (gtr) and to the packing (gpack) free-energy contributions. The
steric (gst) and the electrostatic (gelec) free-energy contributions reect interactions
that operate within the head-shell region of the micelle, where water molecules are
also present. Finally, the interfacial free-energy contribution, gint, depends on what
portions of the surfactant molecule are identied as lying at the aggregate/water in-
terface. As a result, to accurately calculate the free energy of micellization in Eq. 6, it
is imperative to know how the surfactant molecules will locate and orient themselves
within the micelle.
Previously, the approximate hydrophilicity or hydrophobicity of the various atoms
comprising the surfactant molecules was determined using Molecular Modelling Pro
[48], a computer program that makes use of a proprietary group-contribution method
to estimate the hydrophilic and the hydrophobic portions of molecules [49]. For
relatively simple surfactants such as sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), Molecular Mod-
eling Pro identies the sulfate (SO 4 ) group as being quite hydrophilic, and the rst
methylene (CH2) group attached to SO 4 as also being somewhat hydrophilic [9].
Therefore, in previous studies, the rst CH2 group in the alkyl chain attached to
the SO 4 group was not included as contributing to gtr or to gpack. On this ba-
sis, the SO 4 and the rst CH2 group were identied as the surfactant head. For
alkyl poly(ethylene oxide) surfactants, Molecular Modeling Pro indicates that only
the ethylene oxide groups are hydrophilic, implying that all the CH2 groups in the
alkyl chain are shielded from water. Making these assumptions in identifying the
heads and tails of relatively simple surfactants has yielded reasonable predictions in
previous studies [8,10].
The group-contribution approach underlying Molecular Modeling Pro, although
successfully applied to relatively simple surfactants with clearly identiable hydrophilic
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and hydrophobic portions, is not adequate in the case of surfactants possessing a more
complex chemical structure. Indeed, more complex surfactants can have multiple hy-
drophilic and hydrophobic portions within their structure, and therefore, in such
cases, it is not clear a priori how such molecules will orient within a micellar aggre-
gate. Because of these shortcomings, in this chapter, computer simulations at an
oil/water interface (modeling the micelle core/water interface) are used to identify
the hydrophilic and hydrophobic portions of surfactant molecules.
2.3 Molecular Dynamics Simulations
2.3.1 Computational Approach
In this section, we describe our e¤orts to use computer simulations to determine the
e¤ective head and tail of the surfactant involved in the micellization process. By
performing a simple molecular dynamics (MD) simulation, the average position of a
surfactant molecule at an oil/water interface has been determined. The interactions
between each atom comprising the surfactant molecule and its environment are de-
scribed using the all-atom Optimized Performance for Liquid Systems (OPLS-AA)
force eld [50]. This method permits the determination of the e¤ective head and the
e¤ective tail portions of the surfactant, even in cases where the chemical structure is
su¢ ciently complex that such a division is not apparent a priori.
The computer simulation approach presented here is most applicable to a surfac-
tant that adopts a consistent position and orientation relative to an oil/water interface
which is similar to the position and orientation that it will adopt within a micellar
environment. When the surfactant position and orientation depends strongly on
factors such as the interface radius of curvature and the presence of neighboring
surfactant molecules, this relatively simple method may not be applicable, because
the input parameters for the molecular-thermodynamic theory may not be constant
(specically, they may become functions of aggregate shape, aggregation number, and
aggregate composition). In such cases, the method presented here may not be accu-
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rate. However, it is noteworthy that full-micellar simulations that we have conducted
recentlythe results of which are currently in preparation for publicationindicate that
water/oil interface simulations serve as an e¤ective proxy for full-micellar simulations
in determining molecular-thermodynamic input parameters for a wide range of chem-
ical structures.
2.3.2 Simulation Parameters
We have carried out computer simulations of sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), cetyltrimety-
lammonium bromide (CTAB), dedecylphosphocholine (DPC), dodecyl poly(ethylene
oxide) (C12E8), 3-hydroxy sulfonate (AOS), and decanoyl-n-methylglucamide (MEGA-
10) using the OPLS-AA forceeld. Some additional parameters (needed to describe
angles and angle vibrations) were taken from the literature in order to more accu-
rately model the sulfate (SO 4 ) head in SDS [51]. Dodecylphosphocholine (DPC) was
modeled using the united-atom GROMACS forceeld with parameters implemented
by Tieleman et al. [52]. It is noteworthy that the GROMACS forceeld [53] is not
an all-atom forceeld, and treats all methylene (CH2) and methyl (CH3) groups as
unied atoms. Water was treated explicitly using the simple extended point-charge
model (SPC-E) for water [54]. Van der Waals interactions were treated using a cuto¤
distance of 1.2 nm, and Coulombic interactions were described using Particle Mesh
Ewald (PME) summation. All simulations were run using xed bond lengths, which
allowed the simulation timestep to be set at 2 fs.
Two di¤erent approaches were used to assign atomic charges to the surfactant and
the oil molecules. In the rst set of simulations, atomic charges were assigned based
on the atomic charges specied within the OPLS-AA forceeld. Because charge pa-
rameterization was not available for SO 4 in the OPLS-AA forceeld, atomic charges
implemented by other researchers in their computer simulations of SDS micelles were
used instead [51]. In the second set of simulations, the atomic charges were deter-
mined using the CHelpG method implemented in Gaussian 98 [55]. The CHelpG
algorithm assigns atomic charges to t calculated electrostatic potentials at a number
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of points on the van der Waals surface. This method is frequently used to estimate
atomic charges for molecular mechanics simulations [56]. Octane was selected as our
model oilfor all the computer simulations. We believe, based on full-micellar sim-
ulation results that are currently in preparation for publication, that similar results
should be obtained using both longer and shorter alkane molecules. Atomic charges
on each surfactant, with the exception of SDS, and on octane were predicted using the
RBLYP density functional and the 6-31G(d) basis set [56]. Because of the presence
of the sulfur atom in SDS, a larger 6-31+G(3df) basis set was used to predict atomic
charges for this surfactant. To ensure self-consistency of the simulation parameters,
the same charge assignment method was used in each simulation for both the sur-
factant and the octane molecules. In other words, when OPLS-AA atomic charges
were used to model the surfactant molecule in a simulation, OPLS-AA atomic charges
were also used to model the octane molecules. Because SPC-E charge groups have
been carefully optimized to match experimental data of the physical and structural
characteristics of water, these charge parameters were not changed [54].
2.3.3 System Preparation and Equilibration
All the reported simulations were performed using the GROMACS software package,
version 3.2 [57,58]. For each interfacial simulation, a single surfactant molecule was
placed between a layer of water and a layer of octane, with the interface oriented
parallel to the x-y plane. The water and the octane layers, in turn, were surrounded
by vacuum. Each simulation cell was specied to be 4.0 nm long in the x and y
dimensions, a distance large enough to approximate innite dilution for the sim-
ulated surfactant molecule. The thicknesses of the simulated oil and water layers
varied from 10 to 30 nm, and were specied such that approximately 10 nm sepa-
rated the surfactant molecule from the surrounding vacuum to prevent the presence
of vacuum (as opposed to bulk water or octane) from a¤ecting the simulation results.
The presence of the vacuum made it unnecessary to adjust the simulation cell dimen-
sions to attain pressure equilibration. As a result, all the reported simulations were
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carried out at a constant volume. In both the equilibration and the data-gathering
simulation runs, the simulation cell temperature was maintained at 300 K using a
Berendsen temperature coupling algorithm implemented in GROMACS [59].
After constructing the water-surfactant-octane system, each simulation cell was
allowed to equilibrate for at least 100 ps before gathering data. In the case of C12E8,
1-2 ns was required for the initially fully-extended E8 head to reach its equilibrium
position relative to the octane/water interface. However, the other surfactants sim-
ulated appeared to reach an equilibrium conguration at the interface much more
rapidly (within 100 ps). This was veried by showing that the local environment of
each surfactant molecule had stabilized using the data analysis method described in
the following section.
2.3.4 Data Analysis Method
To identify the local environment of each surfactant atom, two analysis methods were
investigated. In the rst analysis method, the number of contacts per timestep
experienced by di¤erent surfactant atoms with water and with octane was counted
over the course of a simulation run. In this method, a contact was dened as two
atoms approaching each other within a set distance at any time during the simulation.
Because the van der Waals radii of the simulated atoms ranged between 0.120.19
nm, a reasonable minimum distance to identify such contacts is twice the maximum
van der Waals radii, or around 0.38 nm. The distance was set at 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6
nm, and the results were found not to be sensitive to the value of the distance chosen.
Both the size of the atom and its local environment a¤ect the number of contacts that
it experiences with water and with octane. The larger the surfactant atom under
consideration, the greater the number of water or octane molecules that will surround
it, and the greater the number of contacts that will be recorded during a simulation.
By computing the ratio of the number of contacts with water and the number of
contacts with octane for each surfactant atom, these size e¤ects cancel out and it is
possible to determine whether the surfactant atom is surrounded primarily by water
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or by octane. Computer simulations conducted on a surfactant molecule surrounded
entirely by water, as well as on the same surfactant molecule surrounded entirely by
octane, revealed that a surfactant molecule in bulk water is contacted 1.13 times as
often as a surfactant molecule in bulk octane. Based on this result, any surfactant
atom contacting water over 1.13 times as often as it contacts octane is surrounded, on
average, more by water than by octane. For the purpose of carrying out molecular-
thermodynamic modeling, any surfactant atom that is surrounded primarily by water
will be approximated as being entirely in the water phase, and will therefore be
included as part of the surfactant head. To make the presentation of the results more
intuitive, each contact ratio has been scaled by a factor of 1/1.13, or 0.88. On this
basis, a scaled contact ratio greater than one indicates that a surfactant atom makes
more contacts with water than with octane, and is therefore part of the surfactant
head. Conversely, a scaled contact ratio smaller than one indicates that a surfactant
atom is part of the surfactant tail. Note that the scaling factor of 0.88 corrects for
the atom density di¤erence between octane and water, and therefore, should not be
a strong function of the chemical structure of the surfactant simulated in order to
determine this correction factor.
An estimate of the error in the evaluation of each scaled contact ratio was carried
out using block averaging, a useful technique to analyze correlated data [6062]. In
general, error estimates for correlated data (such as data obtained from MD simula-
tions) are underestimated. Block averaging removes the e¤ect of this correlation to
yield an accurate estimate of error by dividing the simulation data into blocks and
then computing averages for each block. If each block is su¢ ciently large, successive
blocks become uncorrelated and an accurate estimate of the error can be obtained.
This approach was implemented by computing the the standard error of the mean
from the variance between averages of each block of data, and increasing the block
size until the standard error estimate stopped increasing. To aid in the identication
of this asymptotic value, an analytical block average curve (based on the assumption
that the autocorrelation in the data can be described as the sum of two exponentials)
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was t to the standard error versus block size data [6062].
In the second analysis method, we computed density proles along the z -axis of
each simulation cell for water, for octane, and for each surfactant atom. Each surfac-
tant atom uctuates around an average position relative to the water-octane interface.
The distribution of the positions of each atom is broadened by capillary waves at the
water/octane interface. Experimental and computer simulation results indicate that
this distribution is well described by a Gaussian function [6365]. Accordingly, the
density distribution for each surfactant atom generated from the computer simula-
tion results was t to a Gaussian curve. Each atom was then identied as part of
the surfactant head or tail by comparing the peak of the atoms Gaussian density
distribution to the location of the water/octane interface. The location of the wa-
ter/octane interface was determined by rst normalizing the water and the octane
density proles by the bulk densities of pure water and pure octane, respectively,
and then by identifying the point at which the water and the surfactant densities
were equal. Very similar results were obtained using both number-weighted and
mass-weighted density proles. With su¢ cient simulation time, the density prole
for each surfactant atom should generate a smooth Gaussian curve [6365]. The
second analysis method was used to analyze each of the surfactants considered in
this chapter. However, the density proles generated during the course of the 1-6
ns simulations that we conducted did not result in a smooth, Gaussian prole for
the surfactant atom density distribution. The noise in the density data made the
identication of the surfactant head or tail groups using this method approximate.
More generally, the identication of the surfactant head and tail based on the contact
analysis method is more reliable than that based on the second method because: (i)
the density histogram data is too noisy to accurately t a Gaussian function to the
data in all cases, and (ii) the contact data conveys direct information about the local
environment of each surfactant atom at any given time step during the simulation. In
addition, the contact analysis method provides a convenient method to quantitatively
determine the standard error. Therefore, in the remainder of the chapter, we will
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only present results based on the contact analysis method.
2.4 Simulation Results and Discussion
To determine the accuracy of the proposed computer simulation approach, we rst
modeled a relatively simple anionic (SDS), cationic (CTAB), zwitterionic (DPC), and
nonionic (C12E8) surfactant. Extensive experimental data is available in the literature
for these surfactants, thus enabling comparison with our theoretical predictions of
CMCs and weight-average micelle aggregation numbers. Following that, we studied
two additional surfactants, possessing more complex chemical structures, to further
test the range of applicability of the proposed approach. The rst surfactant, AOS,
is anionic, and the second one, MEGA-10, is nonionic. In Sections 2.4.1-2.4.6, we
discuss each of these six surfactants separately.
2.4.1 Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate (SDS)
SDS is a widely-used, anionic surfactant for which extensive experimental micelliza-
tion data is available. A sample simulated scaled contact ratio prole for SDS located
at the water-octane interface is shown in Figure 2-1, where the data presented is based
on a 1 ns simulation of SDS using OPLS-AA atomic charge assignments. In Figure
2-1, the simulated scaled contact ratio (as described in Section 2.3.4) is shown for
groups of surfactant atoms. The horizontal dashed line denotes a scaled contact
ratio of one. Surfactant groups whose scaled contact ratios are greater than one
(above the horizontal dashed line) are identied as being part of the surfactant head.
Conversely, surfactant groups whose scaled contact ratios are smaller than one (below
the horizontal dashed line) are identied as being part of the surfactant tail. Figure
2-1 shows that both the SO 4 group and the rst CH2 group experience more scaled
contacts with water than with octane, and both are therefore part of the surfactant
head. All the other groups have a scaled contact ratio smaller than one, and are







































Figure 2-1: Scaled contact ratios predicted using simulations are plotted for each SDS
surfactant group, where the scaled contact ratio is dened as the number of contacts
of each surfactant group with water divided by the number of contacts of the same
group with octane (for details, see Section 2.3.4). Each ratio is based on contact
data averaged over the course of a 1 ns simulation run. Error bars are shown for
each scaled contact ratio, although only the error associated with the sulfate group
is large enough to be visible. The dashed horizontal line is drawn at a contact ratio
of one, which represents the dividing line between what we identify to be part of the
surfactant head(scaled contact ratio > 1) or part of the surfactant tail(scaled
contact ratio < 1).
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In Table 2.1, we list scaled contact ratios and standard errors for SDS determined
from simulations based on the assignments of CHelpG and OPLS-AA atomic charges.
The scaled contact ratios are reported in the same form as that shown in Figure 2-
1. In some cases, averaged results for groups of several atoms (as in the case of
SO 4 ) are presented to reduce the amount of reported data. Note that scaled contact
ratios corresponding to the surfactant head are shown in bold. In Tables 2.1-2.6,
which report our computer simulation results, only those atoms that are part of either
the surfactant head or the surfactant tail have been grouped together. The standard
error of the mean for each scaled contact ratio (calculated through the block averaging
approach discussed in Section 2.3.4) is reported to provide a measure of the statistical
signicance of the results. If the scaled contact ratio for each group is changed by
plus or minus the standard error computed for that group, none of the head and tail
assignments reported in Table 2.1 would change. Therefore, we consider the head
and tail assignment for each group to be statistically signicant. As shown in Table
2.1, both methods of assigning atomic charges indicate that SO 4 and the rst CH2
group attached to the sulfate moiety are part of the surfactant head. If n denotes
the total number of carbon atoms in the surfactant alkyl chain, then the computer
simulation results indicate that the number of carbon atoms that should actually be
included in the surfactant tail is (n   1).
2.4.2 Cetyltrimetylammonium Bromide (CTAB)
CTAB is a commonly-used cationic surfactant for which extensive experimental mi-
cellization data is available. In Table 2.2, we list scaled contact ratios determined for
CTAB using simulations based on the assignment of CHelpG and OPLS-AA atomic
charges. In some cases, averaged results for groups of several atoms (as in the case
of each methyl group attached to nitrogen) are presented to reduce the amount of
reported data. The standard error of the mean for each scaled contact ratio is re-
ported to provide a measure of the statistical signicance of the results. Based on the






















CHelpG Atomic Charge Assignments, 1 ns Simulation
Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
SCR 7.37 1.11 0.72 0.66 0.37 0.36 0.24 0.24 0.19 0.20 0.18 0.25 0.17
SE 0.45 0.09 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.07 0.04
OPLS-AA Atomic Charge Assignments, 1 ns Simulation
Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
SCR 9.23 1.43 0.69 0.92 0.38 0.48 0.22 0.27 0.17 0.17 0.14 0.13 0.13
SE 0.80 0.08 0.05 0.07 0.03 0.06 0.03 0.05 0.04 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.07
Table 2.1: Simulated scaled contact ratios (SCR) and standard errors (SE) for SDS
based on the assignment of: i) CHelpG atomic charges, and ii) OPLS-AA atomic
charges. Scaled contact ratios corresponding to the surfactant "head" are shown in
bold.
cally signicant. Our results indicate that either (n-2) carbon atoms are part of the
surfactant tail, as predicted using the CHelpG assignment of atomic charges, or that
(n-3) carbon atoms are part of the surfactant tail, as predicted using the OPLS-AA
assignment of atomic charges. Note that both estimates di¤er from the (n-1) value
predicted for SDS (see Table 2.1). The predicted (n-3) value appears too small for
reasons that will be discussed in more detail in Section 2.5.2. The scaled contact
ratios deduced from all our simulations were quite noisy in the case of CTAB, and
relatively long (2 to 3 ns) simulations were necessary to reduce the magnitude of the
error in the simulated scaled contact ratios in order to obtain statistically meaningful
results.
The OPLS-AA assignment of atomic charges yields a slightly more polarized
charge distribution than that obtained using the CHelpG algorithm. Our simulation
results show that this increased polarity has a signicant e¤ect on the simulation re-
sults, and therefore, on the identication of the surfactant head and tail in the case of























CHelpG Atomic Charge Assignments, 2 ns Simulation
Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
SCR 5.56 9.30 3.87 7.02 2.64 1.21 0.91 0.47 0.20 0.06 0.04
SE 1.10 1.44 0.53 0.56 0.22 0.11 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.03
OPLS-AA Atomic Charge Assignments, 3 ns Simulation
Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
SCR 7.37 8.99 7.72 7.83 3.83 1.81 1.11 0.62 0.29 0.12 0.11
SE 1.03 1.58 1.81 0.79 0.37 0.13 0.08 0.05 0.05 0.07 0.07
Table 2.2: Simulated scaled contact ratios (SCR) and standard errors (SE) for CTAB
based on the assignment of: i) CHelpG atomic charges, and ii) OPLS-AA atomic
charges. Scaled contact ratios corresponding to the surfactant "head" are shown in
bold.
to correctly identify the surfactant head and tail.
2.4.3 Dodecylphosphocholine (DPC)
DPC is a popular zwitterionic surfactant used as a model membrane system for the
NMR study of lipid-bound peptides and proteins because it resembles common phos-
phatidylcholine lipids [66]. DPC was selected for this study because it is zwitterionic,
and because experimental and computer simulation results are available for this sur-
factant [52,66,67].
The forceeld parameters used in our simulations are the same as those used by
Tieleman et al. in their computer simulation work [?,52,66,67]. We have determined
the head and the tail of DPC using both the CHelpG atomic charge assignments and
the atomic charge parameters used by Tieleman et al.
As Table 2.3 shows, predictions based on the CHelpG atomic charge assignments
indicate that all the carbon atoms in the dodecyl chain attached to PO 4 are part of




























CHelpG Atom ic Charge Assignm ents, 3 ns S imulation
G roup 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
SCR 4.40 2.39 2.41 4.21 1.84 2.08 0.66 0.35 0.28 0.18 0.15 0.11 0.10 0.08 0.08
SE 0.69 0.31 0.41 0.29 0.17 0.12 0.05 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02
T ieleman Atom ic Charge Assignm ents, 3 ns S imulation
G roup 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
SCR 50.85 27.71 32.99 81.79 46.25 4.26 1.05 0.80 0.36 0.23 0.15 0.10 0.09 0.08 0.07
SE 16.32 9.85 19.16 39.80 18.11 0.18 0.05 0.05 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03
Table 2.3: Simulated scaled contact ratios (SCR) and standard errors (SE) for DPC
based on the assignment of: i) CHelpG atomic charges, and ii) OPLS-AA atomic
charges. Scaled contact ratios corresponding to the surfactant "head" are shown in
bold.
al. indicate that the rst CH2 group attached to PO 4 should not be included as part
of the surfactant tail. Averaged results for groups of several carbon and hydrogen
atoms have been reported near the tail end of the surfactant to reduce the amount
of reported data. The standard error of the mean for each scaled contact ratio is
reported, and show that all the head and tail assignments made are statistically sig-
nicant. A discussion of the modeling results obtained based on both identications
of the surfactant head and tail, including commentary on which identication is most
accurate, is presented in Section 2.5.5.
2.4.4 Dodecyl Poly(Ethylene Oxide) (C12E8)
C12E8 was selected as our model nonionic surfactant. This surfactant has been the
subject of considerable study because of its industrial relevance [68]. The interac-
tion of this nonionic surfactant with the water/octane environment lacks the strong
electrostatic forces present in the case of the ionic surfactants SDS and CTAB con-
sidered above. Before conducting the simulations, it was not clear whether the ionic,
zwitterionic, or nonionic surfactants considered would have their head and tail groups
predicted most accurately using the OPLS-AA forceeld.
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Each of the ethylene oxide (EO) groups present in C12E8 was found, after extended
simulation time, to come to equilibrium sandwiched between the water and the octane
layers, rather than to extend into the water layer. Most likely, this conformation was
adopted to shield the maximum possible number of water molecules from the octane
molecules, and hence, to maximize the entropy of water. Unfortunately, because
the EO groups were wedged between the water and the octane molecules, it was
more di¢ cult to accurately identify the head and the tail of C12E8. In a micellar
environment, of course, such a conformation would not be possible because crowding
by neighboring surfactant heads would force the E8 moiety away from the aggregate
core/water interface and into the water phase. Scaled contact ratios and standard
errors of the mean for C12E8 are presented in Table 2.4. In Table 2.4, to reduce
the amount of reported data, we have reported averaged results for groups of several
atoms. Results vary signicantly based on the atomic charge assignments made.
One should note that the standard errors on the mean of the scaled contact ratios are
large enough to prevent statistically signicant head or tail identication for several
groups, in particular, for groups 8, 9, and 11 when CHelpG atomic charges were used,
and for groups 2, 7, and 8 when OPLS-AA atomic charges were used.
Based on extensive modeling work done by other researchers and by our own
research group, as well as on experimental NMR evidence, we conclude that the head
and tail identications made using the CHelpG atomic charge assignments shown
in Table 2.4 are not appropriate for modeling the micellization of C12E8 because
the existing evidence suggests that each EO group in a C12E8 micelle is hydrated
[3, 8, 63, 69]. Although the scaled contact ratio results based on the assignment of
OPLS-AA atomic charges are more reasonable, the fact that EO groups 1 and 2
and CH2 group 12 are identied as being part of the surfactant tail suggests that
innite-dilution simulation of polymeric, nonionic surfactants at an interface does
not give reliable results for molecular-thermodynamic modeling. However, group 13
listed in Table 2.4 is identied as being part of the surfactant head, while group 14 is












































C H e lp G A tom ic C h a r g e A s s ig nm e n t s , 3 n s S im u la t io n
G ro u p 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6
S C R 1 .6 8 1 .0 7 0 .6 5 0 .7 1 0 .8 1 0 .6 9 0 .9 0 0 .9 9 1 .0 6 1 .0 8 1 .0 6 0 .7 0 0 .7 5 0 .5 1 0 .3 4 0 .1 6
S E 0 .1 0 0 .0 5 0 .0 4 0 .0 4 0 .0 7 0 .0 6 0 .0 8 0 .1 0 0 .0 9 0 .0 7 0 .1 1 0 .0 6 0 .0 5 0 .0 4 0 .0 4 0 .0 9
O P L S -A A A tom ic C h a r g e A s s ig nm e n t s , 3 n s S im u la t io n
G ro u p 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6
S C R 0 .1 0 0 .9 0 1 .2 1 2 .5 6 3 .8 8 1 .7 5 1 .0 3 1 .1 6 1 .4 4 1 .6 7 1 .7 4 0 .8 8 1 .1 1 0 .6 1 0 .4 3 0 .1 8
S E 0 .2 0 0 .1 3 0 .1 7 0 .6 5 1 .2 3 0 .4 4 0 .1 3 0 .2 8 0 .3 0 0 .1 3 0 .1 9 0 .0 7 0 .0 5 0 .0 5 0 .0 5 0 .0 6
Table 2.4: Simulated scaled contact ratios (SCR) and standard errors (SE) for C12E8
based on the assignment of: i) CHelpG atomic charges, and ii) OPLS-AA atomic
charges. Scaled contact ratios corresponding to the surfactant headare shown in
bold.
which suggests that n carbon atoms should be included as part of the C12E8 tail.
Molecular-thermodynamic modeling results based on this identication of the head
and the tail of C12E8 are presented in Section 2.5.4.
Because of the at conformation adopted by the E8 moiety at the water/octane in-
terface, it is not surprising that subtle di¤erences in the assignment of atomic charges
have a signicant impact on the identication of the C12E8 head and tail using the
computer simulation approach presented here.
2.4.5 3-Hydroxy Sulfonate (AOS)
Sodium -olensulfonates (AOS) are ionic surfactants used frequently in household
and industrial formulations [70]. These surfactants are useful because of their salient
wetting and detergency attributes, as well as for their tolerance for hard water ions.
AOS, as it is used industrially, is a mixture of several chemical species, composed
of: 60-70% sodium alkenesulfonate, 30% hydroxyalkanesulfonate, and 0-10% sodium
disulfonate. The hydroxyalkanesulfonate fraction is present in both the 3-hydroxy
sulfonate and the 4-hydroxy sulfonate forms [70]. In addition, the hydroxyalkanesul-
fonate backbone can contain between 12 and 18 carbon atoms.
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We have selected two hydroxyalkanesulfonates for modeling to determine if com-
puter simulations can be used to correctly identify the head and tail portions of sur-
factants with: (i) two hydrophilic groups (SO 3 and OH) connected by hydrophobic
CH2 groups, and (ii) two di¤erent carbon backbone lengths (n = 12 and 16 carbons).
Scaled contact ratios and standard errors for the (n = 12 and 16) 3-hydroxy
sulfonate surfactants at a water/octane interface are presented in Table 2.5. In
some cases, averaged results for groups of several atoms are reported to reduce the
amount of reported data. Both simulations based on CHelpG atomic charges were
conducted for 3 ns, which gave statistically signicant results for all the groups with
the exception of groups 3 and 4 in the 12 carbon 3-hydroxy sulfonate. The scaled
contact ratio values deduced from all our simulations were quite noisy, and for the
simulations using OPLS-AA atomic charges, 6 ns simulations were required to reduce
the magnitude of the error in the calculated contact ratios and to obtain statistically
meaningful results.
The simulation results presented in Table 2.5, based on the CHelpG and the
OPLS-AA assignments of atomic charges, indicate that both surfactants should be
modeled as having (n-3) carbon atoms in the surfactant tail. Based on the CHelpG
results, groups 3 and 4 in the 12 carbon 3-hydroxy sulfonate cannot be assigned
conclusively to be part of the surfactant head or of the surfactant tail given the
statistical uncertainty in their scaled contact ratios. However, the OPLS-AA data
for this surfactant is statistically signicant, and indicates that both groups are part
of the surfactant head. In spite of the hydrophobicity of groups 2 and 3, our results
indicate that the close proximity of the SO 3 and the OH moieties forces these groups
into the water phase. For a surfactant such as 3-hydroxy sulfonate, which possesses
two hydrophilic groups separated by a carbon backbone, computer simulations provide















CHelpG Atomic Charge Assignments, n = 12, 3 ns Simulation
Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
SCR 7.82 1.32 0.94 1.02 1.89 0.48 0.52 0.20
SE 0.71 0.13 0.10 0.13 0.19 0.04 0.11 0.06
CHelpG Atomic Charge Assignments, n = 16, 3 ns Simulation
Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
SCR 10.87 3.57 1.54 2.83 2.34 0.59 0.81 0.17
SE 1.67 0.73 0.30 0.21 0.18 0.07 0.15 0.03
OPLS-AA Atomic Charge Assignments, n = 12, 6 ns Simulation
Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
SCR 9.27 1.78 2.02 1.11 2.48 0.62 0.43 0.16
SE 0.35 0.10 0.08 0.08 0.13 0.03 0.04 0.02
OPLS-AA Atomic Charge Assignments, n = 16, 6 ns Simulation
Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
SCR 9.37 1.81 2.43 1.11 2.25 0.71 0.47 0.15
SE 0.53 0.10 0.25 0.07 0.17 0.04 0.04 0.02
Table 2.5: Simulated scaled contact ratios (SCR) and standard errors (SE) for n = 12
and n = 16 (where n is the alkyl chain length of group 8) 3-hydroxy sulfonate (AOS)
based on the assignment of: i) CHelpG atomic charges, and ii) OPLS-AA atomic
charges. Scaled contact ratios corresponding to the surfactant "head" are shown in




Recently, alkylpolyglucoside (APG) nonionic surfactants such as MEGA-10 have gen-
erated great interest because of their unique solution properties [71]. APG surfactants
are both more strongly lipophobic and hydrophilic when compared with ethoxylated
CiEj nonnionic surfactants [71]. In addition, they have great practical value because
they are biodegradable and dermatologically safe [71]. As a nonionic surfactant with
a relatively complex hydrophilic moiety, MEGA-10 allows us to further test the range
of applicability of the proposed computer simulation approach to identify the head
and tail portions of surfactants possessing a more complex chemical structure. Note
that MEGA-10 is considered a relatively complex surfactant because it contains an
amide group (groups 8 and 9 in Table 2.6), which is a structure that has not been
modeled in the past using molecular-thermodynamic models of micellization due to
the di¢ culty in identifying the appropriate head and tail portions of this surfactant.
As shown in Table 2.6, the simulation results depend on the method used to
assign atomic charges. Averaged results for groups of similar atoms are presented
in some cases to reduce the amount of reported data. The standard error of the
mean for each scaled contact ratio is reported to provide a measure of the statistical
signicance of the results. The standard errors of the mean for the scaled contact
ratios are large enough to prevent statistically signicant head or tail identication for
several groups. This is the case for group 4 when CHelpG atomic charges are used,
and for group 3 when OPLS-AA atomic charges are used. Some of the unexpected
head or tail assignments (particularly for group 4) are due to the nonionic glucoside
moieties spreading out between the water and the oil layers, as opposed to extending
into the water phase. This is similar to what was observed for the E8 moiety in
C12E8. In a micellar environment, of course, such a spread conformation would not
be allowed because of crowding by neighboring surfactant heads. As a result, each
of the C-OH groups in MEGA-10 will be considered as part of the surfactant head in
molecular-thermodynamic modeling.






























CHelpG Atomic Charge Assignments, 3 ns Simulation
Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
SCR 1.86 2.63 1.59 0.91 1.75 0.64 0.34 1.17 0.89 0.68 0.56 0.45
SE 0.37 0.83 0.42 0.26 0.23 0.22 0.06 0.09 0.05 0.07 0.10 0.34
OPLS-AA Atomic Charge Assignments, 3 ns Simulation
Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
SCR 2.25 3.69 1.01 0.42 1.24 0.30 0.39 0.68 0.55 0.70 0.56 0.25
SE 0.27 1.01 0.13 0.04 0.23 0.04 0.08 0.09 0.03 0.16 0.09 0.04
Table 2.6: Simulated scaled contact ratios (SCR) and standard errors (SE) for MEGA-
10 based on the assignment of: i) CHelpG atomic charges, and ii) OPLS-AA atomic
charges. Scaled contact ratios corresponding to the surfactant "head" are shown in
bold.
ments is that the nitrogen atom (group 8) is identied as being part of the surfactant
head when the CHelpG atomic charges are used, while it is identied as being part
of the surfactant tail when the OPLS-AA atomic charges are used. In both cases, all
n carbon atoms in the linear alkyl chain are included as part of the surfactant tail.
Molecular-thermodynamic modeling results using both estimates for the MEGA-10
head and tail portions are presented and discussed in Section 2.5.6.
2.5 Molecular-ThermodynamicModeling Based on
Computer Simulation Inputs
In Section 2.4, a computer simulation approach was introduced to determine sur-
factant head and tail input parameters for use in molecular-thermodynamic mod-
eling. Specically, we used this approach to identify the head and tail portions
of SDS, CTAB, DPC, C12E8, AOS, and MEGA-10. In this section, the head and
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tail portions of each surfactant determined in Section 2.4 are used as inputs in a
molecular-thermodynamic theory of micellization developed by our group to predict
various useful micellization properties of the surfactants considered [810]. Using
the thermodynamic framework presented in Section 2.2.1 and the molecular model
of micellization presented in Section 2.2.2, CMCs and weight-average micelle aggre-
gation numbers for each surfactant are predicted, and the results are compared with
available experimental data in Sections 2.5.1-2.5.6.
2.5.1 Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate (SDS)
As discussed in Section 2.4.1, computer simulation results, based both on the CHelpG
and the OPLS-AA charge assignments, indicate that the SO 4 group and the CH2
group attached to it should be modeled as being part of the surfactant head. If the
number of surfactant carbons is denoted by n, the number of carbons shielded from
water within the micelle core is therefore equal to (n-1). Using this information, a
number of parameters needed as inputs for molecular-thermodynamic modeling can
be dened based on the proposed surfactant chemical structure. First, ahthe cross-
sectional area of the surfactant headmust be specied, and can be estimated from
knowledge of the chemical structure of the surfactant head. Specically, the cross-
sectional area of SO4-CH2 is equal to that of the larger SO 4 group. Based on the
sulfur-oxygen bond length and the cross-sectional area of oxygen, ah was estimated to
be 25 Å2. To accurately treat electrostatic e¤ects (that is, the repulsions between the
negatively-charged SO 4 groups), the distance between the beginning of the surfactant
tail and the location of the charge in the surfactant head must be specied. This
distance (dcharge) includes the length of the CH2 group attached to the SO 4 group, and
is equal to 3.7 Å. Finally, the length of the surfactant head (lhg), or the distance from
the tip of the surfactant head to the start of the surfactant tail, must be specied,
and is equal to 5.57 Å. Using these inputs, it is possible to estimate each of the
contributions to the free energy of micellization shown in Eq. 2.6. Theoretical
predictions for each of these free-energy contributions are reported in Table 2.7 to
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gmic gtr gint gpack gst gelec CMC p r e d hNiw; p r e d CMC e x p t hNiw; e x p t
-8 .67 kT -18.45 kT 4.34 kT 2.51 kT 1.09 kT 4.36 kT 9.6 mM 44 8.1 mM 74
Table 2.7: Molecular-thermodynamic modeling results for SDS using the headand
tailidentications predicted based on computer simulation. The predicted transfer
(gtr), interfacial (gint), packing (gpack), steric (gst), and electrostatic (gelec) contribu-
tions to the free energy of micellization (gmic) are presented, and theoretical pre-
dictions for the CMC and the weight-average micelle aggregation number hNiw are
presented and compared with the corresponding experimental values. The following
input parameters were used: ah = 25 Å2, dcharge = 3.7 Å, and lhg = 5.57 Å (see text).
allow comparison of the relative contribution that each makes to gmic. Molecular-
thermodynamic modeling has been performed for an SDS/water solution at 25 C,
the temperature at which experimental CMC and weight-average micelle aggregation
numbers were measured [1,72].
Our predictions of the CMC and the weight-average micelle aggregation number,
hNiw, using the head and tail surfactant portions determined from computer simula-
tion are also reported in Table 2.7. Our predicted CMC is 9.6 mM, in close agreement
with the experimental value of 8.1 mM [1]. The hNiw value is predicted to be 44,
which is signicantly lower than the experimental value of 74 [72]. The smaller
hNiw value predicted reects the fact that in the current molecular-thermodynamic
description, micellar aggregates are approximated as being either perfectly spherical,
cylindrical, or at in geometry. In the case of SDS, a spherical shape was predicted
by the model to be the optimal shape, and as a result, a perfect spherical geometry
was used to model the SDS micelle. In fact, SDS micelles are somewhat non-spherical
under the solution conditions considered here, allowing them to have an aggregation
number which is larger than what has been predicted [1].
The identication of the surfactant head and tail made for SDS through com-
puter simulation is fully consistent with what was assumed previously in performing
molecular-thermodynamic modeling [9]. Modeling an SDS micelle as having water
penetration up to the rst CH2 group attached to the polar surfactant head is also
consistent with experimental evidence obtained from NMR measurements of SDS
micelles [73]. For purposes of comparison, if the rst CH2 group attached to SO 4
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in SDS is taken to be part of the tail instead of part of the head, our molecular-
thermodynamic theory predicts a much lower CMC of 4.27 mM, which is almost
two times smaller than the experimentally reported CMC of 8.1 mM. This reects
the more negative transfer free-energy contribution associated with transferring the
additional CH2 group from the water phase to the micelle core. The sensitivity of
the predictions to the proper identication of what atoms should be included in the
surfactant head and tail, and the close agreement between our theoretical predictions
and experiments, suggests that the computer simulation results that we have obtained
for SDS are valid.
2.5.2 Cetyltrimethylammonium Bromide (CTAB)
As discussed in Section 2.4.2, our computer simulation results indicate that the rst
two (based on the CHelpG assignment of atomic charges) or three (based on the
OPLS-AA assignment of atomic charges) CH2 groups attached to the trimethyl am-
monium (CH3)3-N) moiety in CTAB should be modeled as being part of the surfac-
tant head. Input parameters (ah, dcharge, and lhg) required to model CTAB using
molecular-thermodynamic theory have been estimated based on both head and tail
identications using the same approach described for the modeling of SDS in Sec-
tion 2.5.1. Molecular thermodynamic modeling results obtained using both sets of
input parameters are reported in Table 2.8. The surfactant head predicted based
on the CHelpG atomic charges results in a CMC prediction of 1.32 mM and in a
weight-average micelle aggregation number prediction of 50. The head predicted
using the OPLS-AA atomic charges results in a CMC prediction of 2.56 mM and
in a weight-average micelle aggregation number prediction of 42. The most impor-
tant free-energy term contributing to the di¤erence in CMC predictions based on the
CHelpG and OPLS-AA atomic charges is the transfer free energy (gtr). As can be
seen in Table 2.8, including an additional CH2 group as part of the surfactant head
makes gtr less negative by approximately 1.5 kBT . The experimental CMC and
weight-average micelle aggregation number for CTAB are 0.9 mM and 90, respec-
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CHelpG Atomic Charges: head = (CH3)3N-CH2-CH2-
gtr CMCpred hNiw; pred CMCexpt hNiw; expt
-22.93 kT 1.32 mM 50 0.9 mM 90
OPLS-AA Atomic Charges: head = (CH3)3N-CH2-CH2-CH2-
gtr CMCpred hNiw; pred CMCexpt hNiw; expt
-21.44 kT 2.56 mM 42 0.9 mM 90
Table 2.8: Molecular-thermodynamic modeling results for CTAB using the head
and tailidentications predicted based on: i) the CHelpG atomic charges, and ii)
the OPLS-AA atomic charges. The predicted free energy of micellization (gmic) and
transfer free-energy contribution (gtr) are presented for the headand tailidenti-
cations made. Theoretical predictions of the CMC and the weight-average micelle
aggregation number hNiw are reported and compared with the corresponding exper-
imental values. Based on the CHelpG headand tailassignment, the following
input parameters were used: ah = 32 Å2, dcharge = 3.8 Å, and lhg = 6.36 Å (see
text). Based on the OPLS-AA headand tail assignment, the following input
parameters were used: ah = 32 Å2, dcharge = 5.1 Å, and lhg = 7.66 Å (see text).
tively [74].
Clearly, the CHelpG predictions for the surfactant head are in closer agreement
with the experimental values than the predictions based on the OPLS-AA atomic
charges [74]. The OPLS-AA forceeld is not well-parameterized for the (CH3)3-N+-
CH2- group present in CTAB, and the atomic charge assignment used in this case was
based on similar, but not exactly analogous, compounds. The nitrogen in (CH3)3-
N+-CH2- contains three CH3 groups adjacent to the positively-charged nitrogen, and
unfortunately, only atomic charge parameters for a simple CH3 group adjacent to
NH+3 were available. Therefore, it is not particularly surprising that the OPLS-
AA results are not as accurate. Our results suggest that using the CHelpG atomic
charges is more accurate than using the OPLS-AA atomic charges determined based
on ionic surfactants which are not completely analogous to the actual surfactant under
consideration.
It is also interesting to compare the CHelpG results that we have obtained with
the results that would be obtained using the (n - 1) convention that has been used
previously in molecular-thermodynamic modeling of ionic micelles [9]. If the (n - 1)
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convention is used, molecular-thermodynamic theory predicts a CMC of 0.68 and a
weight-average micelle aggregation number of 50. Therefore, in moving from mod-
eling the system with the (n - 1) convention to the (n - 2) prediction based on the
CHelpG computer simulation results, the CMC goes from being slightly underpre-
dicted to being slightly overpredicted. Both the (n - 1) and the (n - 2) carbon atom
assignments for the CTAB tail yield reasonable results for the CMC, and therefore,
both tail assignments appear acceptable from a molecular-thermodynamic modeling
perspective.
2.5.3 Dodecylphosphocholine (DPC)
As discussed in Section 2.4.3, application of the atomic charge assignments used by
Tieleman et al. indicates that the rst carbon atom in DPCs linear alkyl chain should
be included as part of the surfactant head. On the other hand, the CHelpG atomic
charge assignments indicate that all the carbon atoms should be included as part of
the surfactant tail. The head cross-sectional area (ah) and the distance separating
the two charges present in the zwitterionic surfactant head (dsep) were each identied
based on the chemical structure of the surfactant and the two surfactant head and
tail identications made (they are the same in both cases), and were used as inputs
for molecular-thermodynamic modeling.
Molecular-thermodynamic modeling results for DPC are shown in Table 2.9. The
surfactant head identied based on the CHelpG atomic charges yields a CMC pre-
diction of 0.24 mM and a weight-average micelle aggregation number prediction of
56. The surfactant head identied using the OPLS-AA atomic charge yields a CMC
prediction of 0.95 mM and a weight-average micelle aggregation number prediction of
48. The experimental values are 1.0 mM for the CMC and 44 for the weight-average
micelle aggregation number [66].
Our theoretical results based on the OPLS-AA atomic charge assignments are
in excellent agreement with the experimental results for DPC, while those based on
the CHelpG atomic charge assignments underpredict the CMC by a factor of 4 [66].
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CHelpG Atomic Charges
CMCpred hNiw; pred CMCexpt hNiw; expt
0.24 mM 56 1.0 mM 44  5
OPLS-AA Atomic Charges
CMCpred hNiw; pred CMCexpt hNiw; expt
0.95 mM 48 1.0 mM 44  5
Table 2.9: Molecular-thermodynamic modeling results for DPC using the head
and tail identications predicted based on: i) the CHelpG atomic charges, and
ii) the OPLS-AA atomic charges. The predicted free energy of micellization (gmic)
and the theoretically predicted CMC and weight-average micelle aggregation number
hNiw are reported and compared with the corresponding experimental values. The
following input parameters were used: ah = 32 Å2 and dsep = 4.33 Å (see text).
The micelle aggregation number predicted using the OPLS-AA atomic charges is also
in closer agreement with the experimental value than that predicted based on the
CHelpG atomic charges [66].
2.5.4 Dodecyl Octa(Ethylene Oxide) (C12E8)
As discussed in Section 2.4.4, we had di¢ culty in determining the head and tail por-
tions of C12E8 using near innite-dilution simulations of C12E8 at the octane/water in-
terface. Nevertheless, the head and tail results based on the OPLS-AA atomic charge
assignments indicated that all n carbons in the linear alkyl chain of C12E8 should be
included as part of the surfactant taila result that appears reasonable based on spec-
ular neutron reectivity measurements and hydrogen/deuterium isotopic labelling, as
well as on previous molecular-thermodynamic modeling experience [8,65].
To use molecular-thermodynamic theory to model micellization of non-ionic sur-
factants, only the head cross-sectional area, ah, must be specied [8]. An estimate of
ah for the E8 head was made based on previous theoretical and experimental studies
of CiEj surfactants conducted within our group. In these studies, correlations were
developed to predict the average Ej head size in a micellar environment as a function
of temperature and the concentration of salt present in the solution [8].
Theoretical results are presented in Table 2.10 based on the head and tail identi-
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CMCpred hNiw; pred CMCexpt hNiw; expt
0.53 mM 41 0.1 mM 69
Table 2.10: Molecular-thermodynamic modeling results for C12E8 using the head
and tailidentications predicted based on computer simulation. The predicted free
energy of micellization (gmic) and the theoretically predicted CMC and weight-average
micelle aggregation number hNiw are reported and compared with the corresponding
experimental values. Correlations developed to predict the average E8 headsize
in a micellar environment (ah = 61.1 Å2) were used (see text).
cations made using the OPLS-AA computer simulation results and our estimate of ah
based on the head identication. The predicted values for the CMC (0.53 mM) and
for the weight-average micelle aggregation number (41) are in reasonable agreement
with the experimental values (0.1 mM and 69, respectively) [68].
2.5.5 3-Hydroxy Sulfonate (AOS)
The computer simulation results presented in Section 2.4.5 indicate that each 3-
hydroxy sulfonate surfactant has (n-3) carbon atoms that should be included as part
of the surfactant tail. The head cross-sectional area (ah), the charge distance (dcharge),
and the length of the head (lhg) have been identied for each of the two surfactants
based on their chemical structures. For each surfactant, ah was derived from the
cross-sectional area of SO 3 , the bulkiest group in the surfactant head.
Molecular-thermodynamic modeling predictions for the CMC of 3-hydroxy sul-
fonates with carbon chains of length n = 12 and n = 16 are presented in Table 2.11,
along with the experimental CMC values [75]. Theoretical modeling was done at 30
oC in a pure water/3-hydroxy sulfonate solutionthe same solution conditions corre-
sponding to the experimental data. Micelle aggregation number predictions are not
shown because only CMC experimental data was available for this system. The the-
oretically predicted CMCs, based on the computer simulation inputs, are in excellent
agreement with the experimental values. The agreement obtained conrms that the
head and tail identications made based on computer simulations are appropriate for
molecular-thermodynamic modeling. In fact, the head and tail identications made
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n = 12
CHelpG and OPLS-AA Atomic Charges
CMCpred CMCexpt
25.4 mM 24.8 mM
n = 16
CHelpG and OPLS-AA Atomic Charges
CMCpred CMCexpt
1.48 mM 1.45 mM
Table 2.11: Molecular-thermodynamic modeling results for n = 12 and n = 16 3-
hydroxy sulfonates using the headand tailidentications made using simulations.
Since the headand tailpredicted based on the CHelpG atomic charges and the
OPLS-AA atomic charges were the same, the results are reported together. The-
oretically predicted CMCs are reported and compared with the experimental CMC
values. The following input parameters were used: ah = 23 Å2, dcharge = 5.27 Å,
and lhg = 7.14 Å (see text).
result in the best possible agreement with the available experimental CMC data.
Changing the tail identication to include (n-2) or (n-4) carbon atoms for either of
the AOS surfactants considered here would lead to a signicant underprediction and
overprediction of the CMC, respectively.
2.5.6 Decanoyl-n-Methylglucamide (MEGA-10)
As discussed in Section 2.4.6, the computer simulation identication of the head and
tail portions for MEGA-10 was found to depend on the atomic charge assignment
method used. Simulations based on the OPLS-AA atomic charge assignment in-
dicated that nitrogen should be included as part of the surfactant tail, while the
CHelpG atomic charge assignment indicated that it should be included as part of the
surfactant head.
The tail structure identied for MEGA-10 is signicantly more complex than
the linear or the branched hydrocarbons that have been modeled in the past using
molecular-thermodynamic theory. In modeling relatively simple surfactants having
linear alkyl chains, a simple empirical correlation describing aqueous solubility as a
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function of chain length and of the solution temperature has been used in previous
studies [3,810]. Aqueous solubility is related to the transfer free energy by the rela-
tionship gtr = kBT ln(s), where s is the aqueous solubility of the compound expressed
on a mole fraction basis. In order to determine gtr for the more complex tail moiety
of MEGA-10, which includes both hydrophobic and hydrophilic groups as well as a
branched structure, a generalized approach was needed in order to estimate aqueous
solubilities for more complex chemical structures.
Estimation of aqueous solubility from molecular structure has been the subject of
much research, since solubility is an important physical property in many practical
applications, including drug delivery [76]. Aqueous solubility depends strongly on the
presence of functional groups with the ability to hydrogen-bond, such as carboxyl and
amino groups [76]. Accurate determination of aqueous solubility is complicated by
the fact that it is a function of both temperature and salt concentration. Property-
solubility relationships, structure-solubility relationships, and group-contribution ap-
proaches can all be used to estimate solubilities [76]. Property-solubility relation-
ships relate solubility to another physical property that is experimentally known or
which can be estimated. Structure-solubility relationships and group-contribution
approaches rely on relating molecular size, shape, and connectivity indices to sol-
ubility. Some of the better-known approaches are Quantitative Structure-Water
Solubility Relationships (QSWSRs), and group-contribution methods such as those
developed by Kopman, Wang, and Blthasar, by Wkita, Yoshimoto, Miyamoto, and
Watanabe, or those based on the AQUAFAC approach [76].
In the case of MEGA-10, we have used a computer program developed by Tetko et
al., based on the use of associative neural networks for the prediction of lipophilicity,
to estimate the aqueous solubility of the tail group identied using the CHelpG atomic
charges and the OPLS-AA atomic charges. This program was developed using 1,291
test molecules, and the predictions using the program were found to t experimental
data with an RMS of 0.49 and a standard deviation of 0.38 [77,78].
Similar to the case of C12E8 discussed in Section 2.5.4, it was only necessary to
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estimate the head cross-sectional area, ah, to use molecular-thermodynamic theory
to model the micellization of the MEGA-10 surfactant. The cross-sectional area
of the short, polymeric hydroxyl sugar moiety present in MEGA-10 depends on the
conformations that it adopts in a micellar environment. An estimate of ah was
made by extracting the average radius of gyration of the head from our computer
simulation results. In a micellar environment, the area per surfactant head would be
expected to be smaller because of crowding e¤ects. Therefore, estimates obtained
in this manner should be regarded as an upper-bound estimate for the head cross-
sectional area. The values of ah obtained through this analysis are 62 Å2 and 68
Å2 based on the CHelpG and OPLS-AA atomic charge assignments, respectively.
Using these ah estimates, molecular-thermodynamic modeling indicates that MEGA-
10 forms spherical micelles.
Table 2.12 presents theoretical predictions for the free energy of micellization
(gmic), the transfer free energy (gtr), the CMC, and the weight-average micelle aggre-
gation number, hNiw, for MEGA-10 based on the CHelpG and the OPLS-AA atomic
charge predictions of the surfactant head and tail. Using the CHelpG atomic charge
results, a CMC of 8.16 mM and a weight-average micelle aggregation number of 42
are predicted. This is in reasonable agreement with the experimental values of 5
mM and 71 for the CMC and the weight-average micelle aggregation number, respec-
tively [71]. If the surfactant head area, ah, is lowered by just 10%, the predicted
CMC decreases from 8.16 mM to 4.66 mM, in very close agreement with the experi-
mental value. Since the ah value used represents an upper-bound on the surfactant
head area, the results suggest that a more realistic method of determining the head
area of MEGA-10 in a micellar environment would yield better predictions.
Using the OPLS-AA atomic charge results, the predicted CMC and weight-average
micelle aggregation number are 663.8 mM and 33, respectively. These predictions,
based on only a slightly di¤erent head and tail identication, are in poor agreement
with the experimental results. In this case, the e¤ect of including the nitrogen
atom in the surfactant tail has a large e¤ect on the modeling results. Because this
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CHelpG Atomic Charges
gtr CMCpred hNiw; pred CMCexpt hNiw; expt
-16.89 kT 8.16 mM 42 5  0.05 mM 71
OPLS-AA Atomic Charges
gtr CMCpred hNiw; pred CMCexpt hNiw; expt
-13.09 kT 663.8 mM 33 5  0.05 mM 71
Table 2.12: Molecular-thermodynamic modeling results for MEGA-10 using the
headand tailidentications predicted based on: i) the CHelpG atomic charges,
and ii) the OPLS-AA atomic charges. The predicted free energy of micellization
(gmic) and the predicted transfer free-energy contribution (gtr) are provided for the
two head and tail identications made. Theoretically predicted CMCs and
weight-average micelle aggregation numbers hNiw are reported and compared with
the corresponding experimental values. The following input parameters were used:
ah = 62 Å2 (based on the CHelpG results) and 68 Å2 (based on the OPLS-AA results)
(see text).
group is hydrophilic, its inclusion in the surfactant tail makes the transfer free-energy
contribution (gtr) less favorable (less negative) than that of the tail identied using
the CHelpG atomic charge results. This, in turn, makes micellization less favorable
and greatly increases the CMC.
Clearly, the CHelpG predictions of the surfactant head yield more reasonable pre-
dictions than those obtained using the OPLS-AA atomic charges. This is similar to
what was observed in modeling CTAB [74]. Unfortunately, the OPLS-AA forceeld
is not well-parameterized for the tertiary ammino geometry present in MEGA-10, just
as it was not well-parameterized for the trimethyl amino geometry present in CTAB.
As a result, the atomic charge assignments used in this case were based on secondary
amines that are similar, but not exactly analogous, in structure. Our results suggest
that using CHelpG assignments for atomic charges is more accurate for both ionic
and nonionic surfactants than applying OPLS charge assignments which were deter-




We have presented a novel modeling approach that incorporates inputs from atomistic-
level computer simulations in a molecular-thermodynamic description of micellar self-
assembly. The central goal of implementing computer simulations in the relatively
simple manner presented in this chapter was to extend the range of applicability of
molecular-thermodynamic descriptions to model surfactants possessing more complex
chemical structures by providing information about how such surfactants will localize
and orient themselves within a micellar aggregate.
Two methods were used to determine atomic charges for each surfactant con-
sidered in this chapter. The rst method involves using the CHelpG approach, in
which atomic charges are assigned to t electrostatic potentials at a number of points
on the van der Waals surface [55]. The second method involves using the atomic
charges recommended in the OPLS-AA forceeld or, if these are not available, using
atomic charge assignments reported in the literature. The computer simulation re-
sults were found, in general, to be quite sensitive to the atomic charge assignment
method used. Our results indicate that the charge assignments recommended within
the OPLS-AA forceeld give more reasonable results than those obtained using the
CHelpG algorithm if the molecular structures present in the surfactant of interest
have been specically parameterized in the forceeld. This is to be expected, since
in proper forceeld parametrization, atomic charges are one degree of freedom that
is tuned so that the computer simulation predictions agree as closely as possible with
the experimental structural and physical properties. However, our results for CTAB
and MEGA-10 indicate that if a forceeld has not been adequately parameterized
for the surfactant of interest, the CHelpG method can provide a useful approach to
estimate appropriate atomic charges.
A contact ratio analysis method was implemented to determine the head and tail
portions of the surfactants considered in this chapter. In this method, the number of
contacts made by a surfactant atom with water and with octane are recorded during
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the course of a simulation. By taking the ratio of the number of contacts recorded
for each atom with water and with octane, it is possible to infer whether the atom
is surrounded primarily by water or by octane during the simulation run. We also
attempted to use a density prole analysis to determine the average location of each
surfactant atom relative to the location of the octane/water interface. However,
noise in the density data and the fact that this method does not convey direct infor-
mation about the local environment of each surfactant atom makes the results based
on this analysis method less reliable than those obtained using the contact analysis
method. For this reason, results based on the density prole analysis method were
not reported.
Good agreement between our theoretical predictions and the experimental data
was observed as long as adequate atomic charges were used in the computer simu-
lations. Because predicted micellar properties are highly sensitive to the surfactant
head and tail identications made, our results suggest that when a properly para-
meterized forceeld is used, computer simulation results are reasonably accurate.
With the exception of C12E8, simulation of an individual surfactant molecule at a
at octane/water interface was found to be a reasonable substitute for simulating the
surfactant molecule at a curved, micelle/water interface. In the case of C12E8, the
exible, polymeric nature of the E8 moiety allowed it to localize between the water
and the octane layers, and prevented appropriate head and tail identications from an
innite-dilution octane/water interface simulation. Although octane/water interface
simulations gave reasonable results for every surfactant considered in this chapter
except C12E8, such simulations may not be appropriate for more complex surfac-
tants with multiple hydrophobic and hydrophilic pocketspresent in their molecular
structure. For such surfactants, where location and orientation within a micellar
aggregate may depend on a delicate balance of electrostatic, hydrogen-bonding, and
van der Waals interactions, a simulation that incorporates the e¤ect of neighboring
surfactant molecules and of the curvature of the micellar aggregate may be necessary
to accurately identify the appropriate surfactant head and tail portions for input into
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the molecular-thermodynamic modeling. We are currently developing other modeling
approaches to predict the micellization behavior of such complex surfactants.
The results presented in this chapter indicate that using computer simulations
to determine input parameters for molecular-thermodynamic theories of micellization
can extend the range of applicability of such theories to allow modeling of surfactants
possessing more complex chemical structures. In the case of surfactants such as 3-
hydroxy sulfonate or MEGA-10, the relatively complex chemical structures of these
molecules makes the a priori identication of how they will locate and orient them-
selves in a micellar aggregate di¢ cult and highly speculative. However, as shown in
this chapter, by performing relatively simple computer simulations of such surfactants
at a at octane/water interface, appropriate head and tail identications can be made
for use as inputs for successful molecular-thermodynamic modeling of micellization.
In the next chapter, Chapter 3, the computer simulation/molecular-thermodynamic
modeling approach developed here will be used to model the micellar solubilization of
ibuprofen by nonionic, anionic, and cationic surfactants. In the modeling presented in
Chapter 3, simplifying approximations will be made to allow evaluation of the pack-
ing free-energy contribution, gpack, using the same mean-eld chain packing model
used in this chapter. In addition, predictions of the micellar solubilization behavior
of ibuprofen will be made using what is e¤ectively a binary surfactant micelliza-
tion model. In Chapter 4, a general computer simulation/molecular-thermodynamic
model of micellar solubilization will be presented. Computer simulation results for
solubilizate head and tail and the molecular-thermodynamic model of micellar solu-
bilization introduced in Chapter 4 will be used in Chapter 5 to make predictions of
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Ibuprofen in Aqueous Media
3.1 Introduction
An important property of surfactants is their ability to form colloidal-sized aggre-
gates in aqueous solutions, known as micelles. Micelles are particularly useful in
pharmaceutical applications due to their ability to increase the solubility of sparingly
water-soluble substances [1]. In this context, solubilization is dened as the spon-
taneous dissolution of a material by reversible interaction with micelles to form a
thermodynamically stable isotropic solution which exhibits reduced thermodynamic
activity of the solubilized material [2]. It is noteworthy that the spatial position of a
drug solubilized within a micelle depends on the drug polarity.
Numerous drug delivery and drug targeting systems have been studied in an at-
tempt to minimize drug degradation and loss, to prevent harmful side e¤ects, and to
increase drug bioavailability [37]. The utilization of micelles as drug carriers in aque-
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ous media presents some advantages when compared to other alternatives such as the
use of water-soluble polymers and liposomes. Micellar systems can solubilize drugs
that are poorly soluble in water, increasing bioavailability by lengthening retention in
the body to provide gradual accumulation in the required area. In addition, the small
size of micelles permits them to accumulate in areas with leaky vasculature [7,8].
Frequently, the solubilization of a drug molecule by a micellar surfactant is char-
acterized by the molar solubilization capacity,  [9]. The  value is dened as the
number of moles of the solute (drug) that can be solubilized by one mole of micellar




Csurf   CMC (3.1)
where Stot is the total drug solubility, SW is the drug solubility in water, Csurf is
the total molar concentration of surfactant in the solution, and CMC denotes the
critical micelle concentration [10]. Since above the CMC the surfactant monomer
concentration remains approximately constant at the CMC value, the term (Csurf 
CMC) in Eq. 1 is approximately equal to the concentration of surfactant in micellar
form. Accordingly,  in Eq. 3.1 can be viewed as the ratio of the drug concentration
in the micelles (Stot   SW ) to the surfactant concentration in micellar form (Csurf  
CMC).
Ibuprofen (2-(4-isobutylphenyl)propanoic acid), pKa = 4.8, is a non-steroidal,
anti-inammatory drug that is widely used to treat inammation (see Figure 3-1) [11].
The main disadvantages of this family of drugs include a relatively short plasma
half-life, signicant gut-toxicity, and signicant nephro-toxicity [12]. Therefore, the
development of a drug delivery system that enables the controlled release of ibuprofen
would be highly benecial, particularly in high dose-dependent treatments, such as
in the treatment of chronic diseases like rheumatoid arthritis. Studies have been
conducted on the transdermal delivery of ibuprofen aimed at reducing the side e¤ects
associated with long-term treatment. Transdermal ibuprofen delivery systems based
on polymers, alkyl poly(ethylene oxide) nonionic surfactant solutions, and liposomes
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Figure 3-1: Chemical structure of the drug ibuprofen.
have been investigated [1316].
Ibuprofen is a poorly water-soluble drug [11]. Yazdanian et al. have reported a
solubility value of 11 mM (2.3 mg/mL) in 20 mM phosphate bu¤er at pH 7.4 [17],
while the therapeutic dose is approximately 600 mg [18]. This low solubility presents
an important challenge in ibuprofen formulation. Therefore, studies directed towards
obtaining a better understanding of the aqueous micellar solubilization of ibuprofen
may contribute to the development of more e¤ective ibuprofen delivery vehicles. In
this respect, very recent work has been published investigating the formulation of in-
travenous preparations of ibuprofen [19]. In addition, some recent work on ibuprofen
solubilization aiming at oral liquid formulations has also been published [20,21]. In
this chapter, the micellar solubilization of ibuprofen is investigated experimentally and
theoretically in aqueous solutions of three surfactants: the anionic surfactant sodium
dodecyl sulfate, SDS, the cationic surfactant dodecyltrimethylammonium bromide,
DTAB, and the nonionic surfactant dodecyl octa(ethylene oxide), C12E8, all having
the same hydrocarbon tail length but di¤ering in their hydrophilic head groups. In
spite of the fact that the micellar systems selected are not adequate for injectable
formulations, by studying the solubilization behavior of ibuprofen in model anionic,
cationic, and nonionic surfactants we hope to contribute to the development of a
fundamental understanding of the micellar solubilization behavior of ibuprofen in
aqueous media. In future studies, we plan to investigate solubilization in polymeric
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micelles, which are more stable and show more promise from a pharmaceutical point
of view.
In addition to the practical benets discussed above, from a theoretical perspec-
tive, ibuprofen serves as an interesting test case to determine the range of applicabil-
ity of a recently-developed combined computer simulation/molecular thermodynamic
modeling approach to model self-assembly. This theoretical approach has been used
recently to model the micellization behavior of simple and complex single surfac-
tants [22], but has not yet been used to model micellar-assisted solubilization. The
combined computer simulation/molecular-thermodynamic modeling approach used
in this chapter uses molecular-dynamics simulations of ibuprofen at an oil/water in-
terface (modeling the micelle core/water interface) to identify the hydrated and the
unhydrated portions of ibuprofen in a micellar environment. Using this informa-
tion, along with knowledge of the chemical structures of ibuprofen, SDS, DTAB, and
C12E8, it is possible to use molecular-thermodynamic theory to predict the solubi-
lization behavior of ibuprofen in the three micellar solutions considered. Molecular-
thermodynamic theory enables the prediction of the change in free energy associated
with transferring the surfactant monomers, the ibuprofen molecules, and the coun-
terions (in the case of SDS and DTAB) from their reference states in the aqueous
solution to a micellar aggregate [2325]. This free-energy change can then be used,
along with a thermodynamic description of the micellar solution, to predict various
solubilization-related properties, including the aggregate composition as a function
of surfactant concentration, the solubility of ibuprofen as a function of surfactant
concentration, and the molar solubilization capacity () [23].
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe
materials (Section 2.1), experimental methods (Section 2.2), and experimental re-
sults on ibuprofen solubilization (Section 2.3). The theoretical modeling of ibuprofen
is discussed in Section 3.3. Specically, Section 3.3.1 describes the computer simu-
lation approach employed, including a discussion of simulation methodology (Section
3.3.1), simulation parameters (Section 3.3.1), system preparation and equilibration
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(Section 3.3.1), our data analysis method (Section 3.3.1), and simulation results (Sec-
tion 3.3.1). The molecular-thermodynamic approach is introduced in Section 3.3.2,
including a discussion of the thermodynamic framework underlying the approach
(Section 3.3.2) and the molecular model of binary surfactant micellization (Section
3.3.2). Molecular-thermodynamic modeling results based on computer simulation
inputs, including a comparison with experimental results, are presented in Section
3.3.3. Finally, concluding remarks are presented in Section 3.4.
3.2 Materials, Experimental Methods, and Exper-
imental Results
3.2.1 Materials
Ibuprofen and DTAB were obtained from Sigma (St. Louis, MO). SDS was obtained
from Pharmacia Biotech (Uppsala, Sweden). C12E8 was obtained from Nikko Chemi-
cals (Tokyo, Japan). All chemicals were used as received. Solutions were prepared in
a 5 mM phosphate bu¤er of pH 7.4 (ionic strength = 0.011 M), using water puried
through a Millipore Milli-Q ion-exchange system (Bedford, MA). Note that a pH of
7.4 was specied to approximate the pH of human blood. At this pH, the carboxylic
group in ibuprofen is 99.7% dissociated, making the drug negatively-charged. All
the other reagents were of analytical grade. The glassware used was washed in a
50:50 ethanol:1 M sodium hydroxide bath, followed by a 1 M nitric acid bath, rinsed
copiously with Milli-Q water, and nally dried in an oven.
3.2.2 Experimental Methods
Determination of Ibuprofen Concentrations
Ibuprofen concentrations were determined spectrophotometrically at  = 273 nm in
a BECKMAN DU 640 (Fullerton, CA) spectrophotometer. In order to eliminate
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any possible inuence of the surfactant in the absorption measurements, a solution
of pure surfactant at the same concentration as the sample containing ibuprofen was
used as the control. The extinction coe¢ cient of ibuprofen at this wavelength is
256.5 M 1cm 1 [26].
Determination of Critical Micelle Concentrations
The CMCs of the three surfactants studied were measured at 25 oC in pure water,
in phosphate bu¤er at pH 7.4, and in phosphate bu¤er with 4 mM of ibuprofen
(corresponding to the saturation limit of ibuprofen in the bu¤er solution). CMC
determinations for SDS and DTAB were based on the change in conductance with
surfactant concentration. Measurements were performed in a MPC 227 Mettler-
Toledo (Columbus, OH) conductivity meter [27]. The accuracy of the conductance
measurements was 5 mS/cm. CMC determinations for C12E8 were based on the
change in surface tension with surfactant concentration. A Du Noüy ring tensiometer
(TE 1C/3 Lauda-Königshefen, Germany) was used to measure surface tensions with
an accuracy of1 mN/m. The e¤ect of curvature was accounted for using the Harkins
and Jordan correction factor [28,29]. Each conductivity/surface tension measurement
was carried out in triplicate, and the typical error in the CMC determination was less
than 5%.
Determination of Ibuprofen Solubilities
The solubilities of ibuprofen in the SDS, DTAB, and C12E8 solutions were measured
at surfactant concentrations between 0 and 80 mM. Excess amounts of ibuprofen were
added to vials containing 2.0 mL of the bu¤ered surfactant solutions. The sample
vials were then agitated at 8 rpm in an end-to-end rotator (Barnstead/Thermolyne,
Dubuque, IW) at 25 oC for 24 hours. After agitation, the samples were ltered
through a 0.20 m Minisart RC 25 system (Sartorius, Goettingen, Germany), and
the concentration of ibuprofen in solution was determined spectrophotometrically
as described in Section 2.2.1. All the solubility measurements were carried out in
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Surfactant Critical Micelle Concentration CMC (mM)
H2O Bu¤er Bu¤er + Ibuprofen
SDS 8.7 4.7 4.7
DTAB 15.9 13.5 11.0
C12E8 0.08 0.09 0.05
Table 3.1: Experimentally-determined critical micelle concentrations (CMCs) of SDS,
DTAB, and C12E8 in water, phosphate bu¤er at pH 7.4, and ibuprofen-saturated (4
mM) phosphate bu¤er at pH 7.4.
triplicate, and the typical accuracy of the measurements was 10%.
3.2.3 Experimental Results
The experimentally-determined CMCs of SDS, DTAB, and C12E8 are summarized in
Table 3.1. The CMCs of DTAB and C12E8 are lower in the ibuprofen-saturated bu¤er
than in the bu¤er, whereas no change is observed in the CMC of SDS. The CMCs
measured in water are consistent with what has been reported in the literature [30]:
8.2 mM for SDS, 16.0 mM for DTAB, and 0.088 mM for C12E8. The low CMCs
of nonionic surfactants such as C12E8, reecting micelle formation at low surfactant
concentrations, combined with the low relative toxicity of nonionic surfactants, makes
this class of surfactants particularly appropriate for drug delivery applications.
Figures 3-2, 3-3, and 3-4 show the experimentally-determined solubility curves
of ibuprofen as a function of surfactant concentration for aqueous solutions of SDS,
DTAB, and C12E8, respectively. As can be seen in the three gures, the solubility of
ibuprofen increases linearly with increasing surfactant concentration. This behavior
results from the association of the ibuprofen molecules with the micellar aggregates,
and will be discussed further in Section 3.3.3. The solubility curves of ibuprofen in the
SDS and the DTAB micellar solutions clearly show that micellar-assisted solubiliza-
tion is taking place, since increased ibuprofen solubility is observed only at surfactant
concentrations that exceed the respective CMCs (4.7 mM for SDS and 11 mM for
DTAB). On the other hand, a clear correlation between the onset of micelle forma-























Figure 3-2: Experimentally-determined solubility curve of ibuprofen as a function of
SDS concentration in 5 mM phosphate bu¤er at pH 7.4 and 25 oC. The error bars
represent 95% condence limits for the measurements. The line shown in the gure
was t to the solubility data above the CMC, and has the functional form: y =
0.250x + 2.057, with an R2 value of 0.999.
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ibuprofen in the C12E8 micellar solution (see Figure 3-4), due to the very low CMC of
this nonionic surfactant (0.05 mM). Nevertheless, ibuprofen solubility measurements
at C12E8 concentrations below the CMC (data not shown) revealed no increase in
ibuprofen solubility, conrming the correlation between increased ibuprofen solubil-
ity and micelle formation for C12E8 as well.
As shown in Figure 3-2, there is a 5.5-fold increase in the solubility of ibuprofen
relative to that in the aqueous bu¤er solution upon the addition of 80 mM SDS. As
shown in Figure 3-3, there is a 16-fold increase in the solubility of ibuprofen relative
to that in the aqueous bu¤er solution upon the addition of 80 mM DTAB. Figure
3-4 shows the solubility results for ibuprofen in the C12E8 micellar solution, which are
quite similar to those observed in the DTAB micellar solution.
The molar solubilization capacity () was determined for the three surfactants
using Eq. 3.1. DTAB was found to have the highest molar solubilization capacity (
= 0.97), followed by C12E8 ( = 0.72), and nally by SDS ( = 0.23). A discussion
of the physical mechanisms underlying the observed solubility behavior of ibuprofen
in the three surfactant systems studied, including a comparison with our theoretical
results, will be presented in Section 3.3.3.
3.3 Theoretical Modeling
Molecular-thermodynamic theory can be used to model the micellar-assisted aque-
ous solubilization behavior of solubilizates consisting entirely of hydrophobic groups,
which localize within the micelle hydrophobic core upon solubilization, or of solubi-
lizates which contain both hydrophilic and hydrophobic groups, and which may also
localize at the micelle/water interface. The objective of molecular-thermodynamic
modeling is to determine the free-energy change associated with transferring the sur-
factant monomers, the solubilizates, and the counterions (in the case of ionic surfac-
tants) from their standard states in the aqueous solution to form a micellar aggregate





















Figure 3-3: Experimentally-determined solubility curve of ibuprofen as a function of
DTAB concentration in 5 mM phosphate bu¤er at pH 7.4 and 25 oC. The error bars
represent 95% condence limits for the measurements. The line shown in the gure
was t to the solubility data above the CMC, and has the functional form: y = 0.768x





















Figure 3-4: Experimentally-determined solubility curve of ibuprofen as a function of
C12E8 concentration in 5 mM phosphate bu¤er at pH 7.4 and 25 oC. The error bars
represent 95% condence limits for the measurements. The line shown in the gure
was t to the solubility data above the CMC, and has the functional form: y = 0.720x
+ 4.317, with an R2 value of 0.993.
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the free-energy change associated with transferring a solubilizate from the aqueous
solution to an environment consisting of: i) unhydrated surfactant tails, and ii) other
solubilizates, must be determined [23]. For solubilizates which localize at the mi-
celle/water interface, only a portion of the molecule is transferred from the aqueous
solution to the micelle core. The remainder of the molecule is hydrated and interacts
with: i) hydrated surfactant heads, ii) other hydrated solubilizate heads, and iii)
water molecules. Solubilizates of this type behave like surfactants within a micellar
environment, in the sense that they contain both hydrated and unhydrated moieties.
As a result, their micellization behavior can be modeled in a manner similar to that of
conventional surfactants. However, it is important to note that solubilizates of this
type di¤er from conventional surfactants in that they do not have a CMC and, with-
out added surfactant, cannot form micellar aggregates in aqueous solution. Instead,
they have an aqueous solubility limit, which corresponds to the maximum concen-
tration of solubilizate that can exist in the aqueous solution. When modeling the
behavior of these solubilizates in a micellar solution, their aqueous solubility limit
corresponds to the maximum concentration of solubilizate that can exist outside the
micelles in the aqueous solution.
The drug ibuprofen has a relatively complex structure which contains both hy-
drophilic and hydrophobic moieties (see Figure 3-1). To successfully apply molecular-
thermodynamic theory to model the aqueous solubilization behavior of ibuprofen, it
was necessary to determine: i) whether ibuprofen localizes within the micelle core
or at the micelle/water interface, and ii) if localization at the micelle/water inter-
face does occur, what portions of ibuprofen are exposed to the aqueous solution
(referred to as the head) and what portions reside in the micelle core (referred to
as the tail). For the three surfactants considered in this chapter (SDS, DTAB, and
C12E8), the head and tail portions were already known from previously conducted
computer simulation/molecular-thermodynamic modeling [22].
A rough identication of the head and the tail portions of simple surfactant or
solubilizate molecules that localize at the micelle/water interface can be made us-
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ing group-contribution methods to determine the hydrophilic and the hydrophobic
portions of such molecules [31]. However, this type of approach is not suitable to de-
termine the head and tail portions of surfactant or solubilizate molecules that possess
complex chemical structures. Indeed, complex surfactants and solubilizates can have
multiple hydrophilic and hydrophobic portions within their structure, and therefore,
in such cases, it is not clear a priori how molecules of this type will locate and ori-
ent themselves within a micellar aggregate. Because of this challenge, we recently
conducted computer simulations of anionic, cationic, zwitterionic, and nonionic sur-
factants at an oil/water interface (modeling the micelle core/water interface) in order
to identify the head and tail portions of these surfactants [22]. Because of the rela-
tively complex structure of ibuprofen, molecular dynamics simulations were rst used
to estimate how ibuprofen localizes in a micellar aggregate using molecular dynamics
simulations described in Section 3.3.1.
The modeling approach presented in this chapter relies on a thermodynamic frame-
work to describe the micellar solution [24,25,32]. This theoretical framework permits
the calculation of micellar solution properties, including the critical micelle concen-
tration (CMC), the distribution of aggregate shapes and sizes, and microstructural
characteristics of the aggregate (such as the core minor radius), from the free energy
of aggregate formation. A brief overview of this theoretical framework is presented in
Section 3.3.2. Because our computer simulations indicate that ibuprofen does localize
at the micelle/water interface, and therefore behaves like a typical surfactant within a
micellar environment, a molecular-thermodynamic theory developed to model binary
surfactant micellization was used to model the solubilization of ibuprofen in aqueous
solutions of SDS, DTAB, and C12E8. This binary surfactant micellization theory is
reviewed in Section 3.3.2. Subsequently, the head and tail identications made for
ibuprofen are used as inputs to the molecular-thermodynamic theory, and the pre-
dictions made are discussed and compared with the experimental results in Section
3.3.3.
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3.3.1 Molecular Dynamics Simulations
Methodology
To identify the head and tail of ibuprofen, molecular dynamics computer simula-
tions of ibuprofen at a at octane/water interface were carried out to estimate how
ibuprofen locates and orients itself within a micellar aggregate. Note that octane
was arbitrarily selected as the model oilin all the computer simulations. Similar
results should be obtained using both longer and shorter alkane molecules. Computer
simulations were used because the chemical structure of ibuprofen is too complex
(with a hydrophilic carboxylate group, a slightly hydrophobic benzyl group, and a
hydrophobic alkyl chain, see Figure 3-1) to allow use of group-contribution theory to
accurately identify the head and the tail of the molecule.
The innite-dilution computer simulation approach used here is most applicable
to solubilizates that adopt a consistent position and orientation relative to an oc-
tane/water interface which is similar to the position and orientation that they would
adopt within a micellar environment. When the solubilizate orientation depends
strongly on factors such as the interface radius of curvature and the presence of ad-
ditional surfactant molecules, this relatively simple computational strategy may not
be applicable, because the input parameters for the molecular-thermodynamic theory
may not be constant (specically, they may become functions of aggregate shape,
aggregation number, and aggregate composition). With this in mind, ibuprofen, be-
ing a relatively complex solubilizate with both hydrophilic and hydrophobic moieties,
serves as an interesting test case to determine the applicability of inputting the results
of solubilizate simulation at a at octane/water interface to model the solubilization
of ibuprofen in curved micellar aggregates.
Simulation Parameters
Computer simulations were carried out using the OPLS-AA forceeld [33]. Because
ibuprofen was 99.7% deprotonated in the experiments conducted, the carboxylate
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group in ibuprofen was treated as being fully dissociated and negatively-charged.
Water was treated explicitly using the simple extended point-charge (SPC-E) model
for water [34]. Octane was used as the model oil in all the computer simula-
tions. Van der Waals interactions were treated using a cuto¤ distance of 1.2 nm, and
Coulombic interactions were described using Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) summa-
tion. All simulations were run using xed bond lengths, which allowed a simulation
timestep of 2 fs.
Two di¤erent approaches were used to assign atomic charges for ibuprofen and
octane. In one set of simulations, atomic charges were assigned based on the atomic
charges specied within the OPLS-AA forceeld. In another set of simulations,
Gaussian 98 was used to determine atomic charges using the CHelpG method [35].
The CHelpG algorithm assigns atomic charges to t calculated electrostatic potentials
at a number of points on the van der Waals surface. This method is frequently used
to estimate atomic charges for molecular mechanics calculations [36]. Atomic charges
for ibuprofen and octane were determined using the rblyp density functional and the
6-31G(d) basis set [36]. To ensure self-consistency of the simulation parameters, the
same charge assignment method was used in each simulation for both the ibuprofen
and the octane molecules. Because the SPC-E charge groups for water have been
carefully optimized, these charge parameters were not changed [34].
System Preparation and Equilibration
Simulations using both OPLS-AA and CHelpG atomic charges were performed using
the GROMACS software package, version 3.2 [37, 38]. A single ionized ibuprofen
molecule was placed between 20 nm-thick layers of octane and water. The octane
and water layers, in turn, were surrounded by vacuum. Each simulation cell was
specied to be 4.0 nm long parallel to the octane/water interface. The simulation
cell temperature was maintained at 300 K using a Berendsen temperature coupling
algorithm implemented in GROMACS, and simulations were carried out at a constant
volume [39].
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After constructing the octane-ibuprofen-water system, the simulation cell was al-
lowed to equilibrate for 250 ps before gathering data. During this equilibration run,
the ibuprofen molecule appeared to reach an equilibrium conguration relative to the
octane/water interface. This was veried by conrming that the local environment
of each atom in ibuprofen had stabilized using the analysis approach described in the
next section.
Data Analysis Method
After equilibration, a 3 ns run was initiated during which data was gathered. To
identify the local environment of each atom in ibuprofen from the simulation results,
the number of contacts per timestep experienced by di¤erent atoms in ibuprofen with
octane and with water was counted over the course of a simulation run. In this
method, a contact was dened as two atoms approaching each other to within a set
cuto¤ distance at any time during the simulation. Because the van der Waals radii
of the simulated atoms ranged between 0.120.14 nm, a reasonable minimum cuto¤
to identify such contacts is twice the maximum van der Waals radii, or around 0.28
nm. However, few contacts were observed at 0.28 nm. Accordingly, to improve
statistics, the cuto¤ distance was set at 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6 nm. It is noteworthy that
the identication of what atoms in ibuprofen are part of the head and the tail was
found not to be sensitive to the size of the cuto¤ distance chosen. The ratio of the
number of contacts with water to the number of contacts with octane was computed
for each atom in ibuprofen to determine whether a given atom is surrounded primarily
by water or by octane. As we reported recently, each contact ratio must be scaled
by a factor of 0.88 to account for the fact that an atom in bulk water is contacted
slightly more frequently than an atom in bulk octane [22]. Using this approach, any
atom having a scaled contact ratio greater than one has been identied as being part
of ibuprofens head. Conversely, any atom having a scaled contact ratio smaller than
one has been identied as being part of ibuprofens tail.
An estimate of the error of each scaled contact ratio was determined through the
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use of block averaging [4042]. The standard error for the scaled contact ratios was
computed from the variance between averages of blocks of data, and the block size
was increased until the standard error estimate became constant. An analytical block
average curve (based on the assumption that the autocorrelation in the data can be
described as the sum of two exponentials) was t to the standard error versus block
size data to assist in identifying the correct standard error values [4042].
Simulation Results and Discussion
In Table 3.2, we list scaled contact ratios (SCRs) and standard errors (SEs) for
atoms in ibuprofen determined from molecular dynamics simulations based on the
assignment of CHelpG and OPLS-AA atomic charges. In some cases, averaged results
for groups of several atoms (for example, CH3) are presented to reduce the amount of
reported data. Scaled contact ratios corresponding to the ibuprofen head are shown
in bold. The standard error of the mean for each scaled contact ratio (calculated
through the block averaging approach discussed in Section 3.3.1) is reported to provide
a measure of the statistical signicance of the results.
The computer simulation results show that both head and tail groups are present
in ibuprofen, indicating that ibuprofen should localize at the micelle/water interface.
Although group 4 in ibuprofen is identied as being part of the tail using CHelpG
atomic charges and as being part of the head using OPLS-AA atomic charges, this
di¤erence is not statistically signicant given the level of uncertainty in both scaled
contact ratios. If the scaled contact ratio for group 4 is changed by plus or minus the
standard error computed for group 4, the head and tail identication changes for this
group because the scaled contact ratio is extremely close to one. Therefore, based on
our simulation results, we cannot unambiguously determine whether group 4 should be
included as part of ibuprofens head or as part of ibuprofens tail. Because the scaled
contact ratio for group 4 is very close to one, in a micellar environment this methyl
group is likely to be partly, rather than fully, shielded from water. Consequently,














CHelpG Atomic Charge Results, 3 ns Simulation
Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
SCR 14.2 11.0 9.39 0.99 1.78 1.33 0.84 0.88 0.46 0.47 0.45 0.26 0.26 0.16 0.22
SE 1.50 0.71 0.62 0.03 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.03 0.06 0.03 0.02 0.03
OPLS-AA Atomic Charge Results, 3 ns Simulation
Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
SCR 15.3 16.4 11.0 1.00 1.74 1.31 0.98 0.84 0.55 0.48 0.47 0.23 0.28 0.17 0.24
SE 1.15 1.40 0.66 0.04 0.09 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.03 0.05 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.03
Table 3.2: Simulated scaled contact ratios (SCRs) and standard errors (SEs) for
groups of atoms in ibuprofen based on the assignment of: i) CHelpG atomic charges,
and ii) OPLS-AA atomic charges. Scaled contact ratios corresponding to the ibupro-
fen head are shown in bold.
both with group 4 included as part of ibuprofens head and as part of ibuprofens
tail.
3.3.2 Molecular-Thermodynamic Approach
Since the computer simulation results presented in Section 3.3.1 indicate that ibupro-
fen behaves like a conventional surfactant in a micellar environment, its solubilization
in a micellar solution can be modeled as a binary mixed micellization process involv-
ing the real surfactant (SDS, DTAB, or C12E8), denoted hereafter as surfactant
A, and ibuprofen, denoted hereafter as surfactant B (see also Section 3.3.2). Note,
however, that in this modeling approach, the aqueous solubility limit of ibuprofen in
the aqueous solution outside the micelles must be enforced.
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Thermodynamic Framework
In the multiple-chemical equilibrium model [32, 43], each micellar aggregate is con-
sidered as a distinct chemical species in equilibrium with the other aggregates and
with the individually-dispersed molecules present in the solution. By equating the
chemical potentials of the micellar aggregates, the surfactant A and B monomers, and
the counterions (denoted hereafter as c) in the case of SDS and DTAB, an expression
is obtained that describes the population distribution of micellar aggregates, Xn^,
containing n surfactant A molecules (where n is the total number of surfactant
molecules in the micellar aggregate and  = the ratio of the number of surfactant
A molecules to the total number of surfactant molecules in the micellar aggregate),
n(1   ) surfactant B molecules, and ^ bound counterions per surfactant molecule
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In Eq. 3.3, oi is the standard-state chemical potential of species i (where i =
a micellar aggregate n^, a surfactant A monomer, a surfactant B monomer, or a
counterion), kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the absolute temperature [25].
The variables X1A, X1B, and X1c in Eq. 3.2 are the mole fractions of the surfactant
A monomers, the surfactant B monomers, and the counterions, respectively. As
shown in Eq. 3.2, gmic is a function of the aggregate shape (S), the aggregate core
minor radius (lc), the aggregate composition (), and the degree of counterion binding
(^). The free energy of micellization, gmic, reects the free-energy change associated
with transferring the surfactant A monomers, the surfactant B monomers, and the
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counterions in their corresponding standard states from the aqueous solution to form
a micellar aggregate in its standard state.




), gmic has a minimum value denoted hereafter as gmic. Due to the exponential
dependence of Xn^ on n  gmic in Eq. 3.2, small deviations from gmic yield Xn^
values that are essentially zero. Accordingly, by solving for gmic as a function of S,
lc, , and ^, the optimal aggregate shape, S, core minor radius, lc , composition, 
,
and degree of counterion binding, ^

, can be predicted. In addition, the CMC of the









Molecular Model of Binary Surfactant Micellization
A molecular-thermodynamic model of binary surfactant micellization can then be
used to predict gmic for the surfactant A molecules, the surfactant B (ibuprofen)
molecules, and the counterions. This model estimates gmic based on the chemical
structures of surfactant A, surfactant B, and the counterion, as well as on an estimate
of how surfactants A and B localize within a micellar aggregate [25].
The free energy of binary surfactant micellization, gmic, can be expressed as the
sum of the following six free-energy contributions [24]:
gmic = gtr + gint + gpack + gst + gelec + gent (3.5)
In Eq. 3.5, the transfer free-energy contribution, gtr, represents the free-energy
change associated with transferring the surfactant tails from the aqueous solution to
a bulk solution of surfactant tails [44]. The interfacial free-energy contribution, gint,
represents the free-energy change associated with forming an interface between the
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surfactant tails and the aqueous solution [32]. The packing free-energy contribu-
tion represents the free-energy change required to x one end of the surfactant tail
moieties at the aggregate/water interface [24]. The steric free-energy contribution,
gst, arises from organizing the surfactant heads at the aggregate/water interface [45].
The electrostatic free-energy contribution, gelec, results from the electrostatic repul-
sions between ionic groups, if present, in the micellar aggregate [24,25]. The entropic
free-energy contribution, gent, arises from the entropy gain associated with mixing the
surfactants and the counterions within the micelle. Modeling approaches have been
developed to calculate each of these free-energy contributions [23]. Detailed informa-
tion about how this is done for binary surfactant mixtures (allowing for counterion
binding) has been reported in the literature [24,25,43].
3.3.3 Molecular-Thermodynamic Modeling Based on Com-
puter Simulation Inputs
The head and tail identications for ibuprofen discussed in Section 3.3.1 have been
used as inputs to the molecular-thermodynamic framework presented in Sections 3.3.2
and 3.3.2 to predict: (i) the micellar composition as a function of surfactant concen-
tration, (ii) the ibuprofen solubility as a function of surfactant concentration, and
(iii) the molar solubilization capacity, , for the three surfactants considered (SDS,
DTAB, and C12E8). As discussed earlier, ibuprofen di¤ers from the three surfactants
studied in this chapter in that it does not spontaneously form micellar aggregates in
aqueous solution. However, because the computer simulations discussed in Section
3.3.1 indicate that it should behave like a conventional surfactant within a micellar
environment, we have been able to model its micellar-assisted solubilization behavior
using the binary surfactant molecular-thermodynamic micellization theory discussed
in Section 3.3.2. To predict the free energy of micellization (gmic), the free-energy




ah 25 Å2 32 Å2 61 Å2
dcharge 3.7 Å 5.1 Å N/A
lhg 5.6 Å 7.7 Å N/A
Table 3.3: Input parameters for the molecular-thermodynamic modeling of the sur-
factants SDS, DTAB, and C12E8, where ah, dch arg e, and lhg have been dened in the
text.
Using the head and tail identications made from computer simulations, a num-
ber of parameters necessary for molecular-thermodynamic modeling were estimated.
These include ah, the cross-sectional area of the surfactant or ibuprofen head, dcharge,
the distance between the beginning of the surfactant tail and the location of the charge
in the surfactant head, and lhg, the distance from the beginning of the surfactant tail
to the tip of the surfactant head. The parameters used for SDS, DTAB, and C12E8
have been reported recently [22], and are listed in Table 3.3 for completeness.
For ibuprofen, ah is equal to the cross-sectional area of the carboxylate group
(20 Å2), and the distance dcharge was estimated to be 3.43 Å based on the energy-
minimized geometry of ibuprofen in vacuum. The four free-energy contributions,
gint, gst, gelec, and gent, in Eq. 3.5 were estimated in a straightforward manner using
these values of ah and dcharge. However, additional work was needed (see below)
to estimate ibuprofens transfer free-energy contribution, gtr, and its e¤ect on the
packing free-energy contribution, gpack.
The quantity gtr is one of the most important free-energy contributions listed in
Eq. 3.5 in terms of the magnitude of its contribution to gmic. It can be estimated
for relatively simple surfactants having linear alkyl chains using an empirical corre-
lation describing aqueous solubility as a function of chain length and the solution
temperature [24, 32, 46]. Aqueous solubility is related to the transfer free energy by
the relationship gtr = kBT ln(s), where s is the aqueous solubility of the compound
expressed on a mole fraction basis. However, the tail group identied for ibuprofen is
more complex than a linear hydrocarbon it includes branched hydrocarbon chains
and the majority of a benzene ring.
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A computer program developed by Tetko et al., based on the use of associative
neural networks for the prediction of lipophilicity, was used to estimate the aqueous
solubility of the tail group identied for ibuprofen (with and without the inclusion
of group 4), see Section 3.3.1 [47, 48]. A similar approach was used in a recently-
published study on the computer simulation and molecular-thermodynamic modeling
of the micellization of the surfactant decanoyl-n-methylglucamide (MEGA-10) [22].
Without the inclusion of group 4, the ibuprofen tail was estimated to have a solubility
of 6.6110 5 M, giving a gtr value of -13.63 kBT: In this case, experimental solubility
data was also available for the same tail group, giving an experimental solubility value
of 7.5910 5 M [47], which corresponds to a gtr value of -13.50 kBT . By comparison,
the transfer free energy of a linear chain of eight CH2 groups and a CH3 group is -13.97
kBT . With this observation in mind, in order to simplify the implementation of the
molecular-thermodynamic theory, the ibuprofen tail without the inclusion of group 4
was approximated as being equivalent to a nine carbon linear alkyl chain. With the
inclusion of group 4, the ibuprofen tail was approximated as being equivalent to a ten
carbon linear alkyl chain (for which gtr = -15.46 kBT ). These approximations allowed
straightforward determination of the e¤ect of ibuprofen on gpack using a previously-
developed mean-eld theoretical approach to model chain packing in micelles [24].
Previous work comparing gpack for linear alkyl tails and alkylbenzene tails indicates
that modeling the ibuprofen tail as a linear alkyl chain should not introduce signicant
error to the estimation of the packing free-energy contribution [23].
Ibuprofen Solubilization in SDS Micelles
Molecular-thermodynamic modeling of SDS in water and of SDS in the same bu¤ered
solution that was used to gather the experimental data reported in Section 2.3 yielded
CMC predictions (based on the use of Eq. 3.4 for a single surfactant, that is, with
 = 0) of 7.54 mM and 3.99 mM, respectively. The predicted CMCs are in good
agreement with the experimentally-determined CMCs of 8.7 mM and 4.7 mM reported
in Table 3.1, indicating that SDS is modeled reasonably well using the molecular-
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thermodynamic modeling approach.
The molecular-thermodynamic approach presented in Section 3.3.2 can be used
to predict the shape, core minor radius, and composition of micellar aggregates
at a specied temperature and solution composition. In addition, the molecular-
thermodynamic approach can be used to predict the solubility limit of a solubilizate
such as ibuprofen in a surfactant solution at a specied temperature, salt concen-
tration, and surfactant concentration. To perform these theoretical predictions,
however, the aqueous solubility limit of ibuprofen (in the absence of surfactant) at
the solution temperature and salt concentration of interest must be enforced in the
molecular-thermodynamic modeling. This solubility limit can be determined through
experimental measurement, as was done here, or it can be predicted theoretically, and
its value can then be used without further change as an input in modeling ibupro-
fen solubility in the presence of any surfactant. Several approaches are available
to theoretically predict the solubility limit of organic compounds in aqueous media,
including group-contribution approaches [22,49].
To test the combined computer simulation/molecular-thermodynamic modeling
approach presented in this chapter, both the micellar composition and the solubil-
ity limit of ibuprofen in the micellar solution were predicted and compared with
the experimental data. Theoretical predictions were made based on the computer
simulation inputs for the head and the tail of ibuprofen presented in Section 3.3.1.
In making micellar composition predictions, our objective was to compare the pre-
dicted and the experimentally-determined micellar compositions at the same solu-
tion composition. Accordingly, micellar composition predictions were made at the
experimentally-measured SDS and ibuprofen solution concentrations. However, we
would like to stress that molecular-thermodynamic theory can also be used to predict
the micellar composition at the theoretically-predicted solubility limit of ibuprofen in
the micellar solution.
Micellar composition estimates were made using both tail identications for ibupro-

























Figure 3-5: Micellar composition of ibuprofen (Xibu), dened as the mole fraction of
ibuprofen in the micellar aggregate, as a function of SDS concentration in phosphate
bu¤er at pH 7.4 and 25 oC. The theoretical predictions are based on modeling
ibuprofen with the inclusion of group 4 (dashed line) and without the inclusion of
group 4 (solid line) as part of the ibuprofen tail. The experimental values are based
on the approximation that: (i) the SDS monomeric concentration remains constant
at its CMC value of 4.7 mM (diamonds), (ii) the SDS monomeric concentration is
equal to that predicted using the molecular-thermodynamic theory with the inclusion
of group 4 in the ibuprofen tail (circles), and (iii) the SDS monomeric concentration
is equal to that predicted using the molecular-thermodynamic theory without the
inclusion of group 4 in the ibuprofen tail (triangles).
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ure 3-5, where the theoretically-predicted micellar composition (Xibu, or equivalently
(1   ), see Section 3.3.2) is plotted as a function of SDS concentration. Note
that Xibu corresponds to the mole fraction of ibuprofen in the micelle. The dashed
line is the theoretical prediction based on the inclusion of group 4 in the ibuprofen
tail, and the solid line is the theoretical prediction based on the exclusion of group 4
from the ibuprofen tail. Experimental data on the solubility limit of ibuprofen in the
presence of SDS have been converted to obtain the experimentalmicellar composi-
tion as a function of SDS concentration. This was done by applying a mole balance
to the entire solution (consisting of the monomer and the micellar pseudophases).
Upon applying such a mole balance, the following equation relating the experimental
ibuprofen solubility data to the micellar composition is obtained:
Xibu =
(Cibu   4:0 mM)
(CSDS   C1SDS) + (Cibu   4:0 mM) (3.6)
where Cibu is the experimentally-measured concentration of ibuprofen solubilized in
the solution, 4.0 mM is the experimentally-measured solubility limit of ibuprofen in
the bu¤er solution with no surfactant present (see Section 2.2), CSDS is the concen-
tration of SDS added to the solution, and C1SDS is the concentration of monomeric
SDS in the aqueous solution.
Three di¤erent approximations were made to determine C1SDS. The rst, and
simplest, approximation (see the diamonds in Figure 3-5) was to specify the monomeric
concentration of SDS as remaining constant at 4.7 mM, which is the experimentally-
measured CMC of SDS in the bu¤er solution saturated with 4.0 mM ibuprofen (see Ta-
ble 3.1). The second and third approximations were to specify the monomeric concen-
tration of SDS based on the theoretical predictions of the molecular-thermodynamic
theory, in one case with inclusion of group 4 in the ibuprofen tail (the triangles in Fig-
ure 3-5), and in the other without inclusion of group 4 in the ibuprofen tail (the circles
in Figure 3-5). In the molecular-thermodynamic approach, the SDS monomeric con-
centration is determined by solving for the equilibrium monomeric SDS concentration
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corresponding to the free-energy minimum for the entire solution [32]. Each approx-
imation for the SDS monomeric concentration yielded somewhat di¤erent estimates
of the micellar composition (Xibu) as a function of SDS concentration.
Without group 4 included in the ibuprofen tail (solid line in Figure 3-5), the
theoretical predictions of Xibu underestimate the concentration of ibuprofen in the
micellar aggregates over most of the SDS concentration range. With the inclusion of
group 4 in the ibuprofen tail (dashed line in Figure 3-5), more accurate estimates of
Xibu are obtained at all but the lowest SDS concentrations. However, overall, both
tail assignments yield reasonable predictions. The worst theoretical predictions, with
and without the inclusion of group 4, are obtained at the lowest SDS concentration
considered (10 mM). At very low concentrations of SDS in the solution, the ex-
perimental results indicate that the micelles are composed almost entirely of SDS.
Our theoretical predictions overestimate the tendency of ibuprofen to solubilize at
low concentrations of SDS, where the solubility predictions are most sensitive to the
accuracy of our modeling approach for SDS and ibuprofen.
Figure 3-6 compares theoretical predictions of ibuprofen solubility as a function of
SDS concentration with the experimental solubility data taken from Figure 3-2 above
the CMC (note that error bars are not shown for clarity). As expected based on the
results shown in Figure 3-5, the inclusion of group 4 in the ibuprofen tail (dashed
line) yields the best ibuprofen solubility predictions. With the inclusion of group
4, the solubility enhancement of ibuprofen due to the presence of SDS is predicted
very accurately. Using this modeling approach, the theoretically-predicted value of
the molar solubilization capacity, , is 0.23. Without the inclusion of group 4, the
ibuprofen solubility is somewhat underpredicted (solid line), and this underprediction
increases as the SDS concentration increases. Without group 4, the theoretically-
predicted value of  is 0.17. The average value of  based on both tail approximations
is 0.20, which is in reasonable agreement with the experimentally-measured value of
0.23 reported in Section 2.3.






















Figure 3-6: Ibuprofen solubility as a function of SDS concentration in phosphate bu¤er
at pH 7.4 and 25 oC. The theoretical predictions are based on modeling ibuprofen
with the inclusion of group 4 (dashed line) and without the inclusion of group 4 (solid
line) as part of the ibuprofen tail. The experimental solubility data (diamonds), taken
from Figure 2 above the CMC, is provided for comparison. Note that error bars are
not shown for clarity.
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as a function of SDS concentration appear to be very sensitive to the head and tail
assignments made for ibuprofen, the results in Figures 3-5 and 3-6 indicate that the
computer simulation method that was used to identify the head and tail portions of
ibuprofen provided accurate inputs for the molecular-thermodynamic theory. Given
the complexity of ibuprofens chemical structure, without using computer simulations
to identify the head and the tail of ibuprofen, it would not have been possible to obtain
the type of agreement between theory and experiment shown in Figures 3-5 and 3-6.
As Figure 3-5 shows, only a limited amount of ibuprofen is solubilized in the SDS
micelles, and the experimental Xibu values are between 7% and 19% over the entire
range of SDS concentrations examined. The lack of synergistic interactions between
the negatively-charged SDS heads and the ibuprofen heads would be expected to limit
solubility. Mall et al. observed a similarly low level of solubility for sulfanilamide, an
acidic drug with a pKa of 10.4, in the presence of SDS [1]. In addition to the lack of
synergistic electrostatic interactions between the SDS and the ibuprofen heads, the
ibuprofen also has a less negative transfer free-energy contribution (gtr = -13.95 kBT
or -15.46 kBT , depending on tail assignment) than SDS (gtr = -16.95 kBT ). This
makes the inclusion of ibuprofen in an SDS micelle less favorable than the inclusion
of SDS, and further limits the solubilization of ibuprofen.
As stated in Section 2.1, ibuprofen is an acidic drug that is 99.7% dissociated at pH
7.4. As a result, ibuprofen has been modeled here as being fully dissociated (both in
the molecular dynamics simulations and in the molecular-thermodynamic modelling).
It is noteworthy, however, that the pKa of ibuprofen is expected to shift to a higher
value in the presence of SDS micelles, decreasing the ionized fraction of ibuprofen [50].
To check the validity of the fully-dissociated approximation, a recently-developed
molecular-thermodynamic model of pH-sensitive micellization was used to estimate
the ionized fraction of ibuprofen in an SDS micelle at the experimental conditions
examined [25]. This recently-developed theory is capable of predicting the extent
of dissociation of pH-sensitive micellar components based on minimization of the
solution free energy and the pKa values of each component in pure water. Our
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calculations showed that over 93% of ibuprofen molecules are ionized in an SDS
micelle, indicating that the fully-ionized approximation made to model this system
is reasonable. Similar calculations showed that the fully-dissociated approximation
is also appropriate to model the ibuprofen/DTAB and the ibuprofen/C12E8 micellar
systems.
Ibuprofen Solubilization in DTAB Micelles
Recent computer simulation and molecular-thermodynamic modeling of DTAB in-
dicate that this surfactant should be modeled as possessing either 10 or 11 carbon
atoms in the surfactant tail [22]. This conclusion was reached by computer sim-
ulations of DTAB at an octane/water interface, and by the subsequent comparison
of theoretical predictions of CMCs and micelle aggregation numbers with the exper-
imental values. With this in mind, both tail approximations have been used for
the theoretical predictions made in this chapter. Molecular-thermodynamic mod-
eling of DTAB in water and of DTAB in the same bu¤ered solution that was used
to gather the experimental data reported in Section 2.3 yielded CMC predictions of
41.16 mM and 35.98 mM, respectively, when the DTAB tail was treated as contain-
ing 10 carbons, and CMC predictions of 10.34 mM and 6.25 mM, respectively, when
the DTAB tail was treated as containing 11 carbons. These predictions bound the
experimentally-measured CMCs reported in Table 3.1, which are 15.9 mM in water
and 13.5 mM in the bu¤er solution, indicating that DTAB is modeled reasonably well
using the molecular-thermodynamic modeling approach.
Theoretical predictions of the ibuprofen micellar composition (Xibu) as a function
of DTAB concentration are shown in Figure 3-7. The theoretical predictions were
made based on both tail identications for ibuprofen (with and without the inclusion
of group 4), and both tail identications for DTAB (including either 10 or 11 carbon
atoms in the DTAB tail). In Figure 3-7, the modeling results presented for ibuprofen
are an average of the results obtained based on both DTAB tail identications. Note
that Xibu reported in Figure 3-7 corresponds to the mole fraction of ibuprofen in the
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micelle, and that the DTAB concentration reported in Figure 3-7 corresponds to the
amount of DTAB added to the solution. Because cationic and anionic surfactant
mixtures are known to precipitate [51], we specically checked for precipitation of a
mixture of DTAB and ibuprofen and conrmed that this did not take place at the
conditions examined (data not shown). In Figure 3-7, experimental values of Xibu are
presented along with the theoretical Xibu predictions for comparison, where Xibu was
calculated from the experimental ibuprofen solubility data assuming that: (i) the
DTAB monomeric concentration remains constant at the experimentally-determined
CMC value of DTAB in a bu¤er solution saturated with 4.0 mM ibuprofen, or (ii) the
DTAB monomeric concentration is estimated using molecular-thermodynamic mod-
eling. Because the DTAB monomeric concentration was found to be approximately
the same regardless of whether DTAB was modeled as containing 10 or 11 carbons
in its tail or whether the ibuprofen tail was modeled with or without the inclusion of
group 4, the experimental results presented in Figure 3-7 are based on an average of
these approximations.
The experimental ibuprofen solubility data that was converted into experimental
micellar compositions based on molecular-thermodynamic estimates of the monomeric
DTAB concentration (the circles in Figure 3-7) are expected to be much more accurate
than the experimental data converted based on the assumption that the monomeric
DTAB concentration remains constant at its CMC value (the diamonds in Figure
3-7). Experimental measurements have shown that cationic/anionic surfactant mix-
tures have a lower CMC (and hence, a lower monomeric surfactant concentration)
than the CMCs of either surfactant component taken individually [51]. By analogy,
the DTAB monomeric concentration is expected to decrease below its pure CMC
value upon ibuprofen solubilization because of the electrostatic synergy between the
positively-charged DTAB and the negatively-charged ibuprofen. Strictly, therefore,
our theoretical predictions should be compared with the circles shown in Figure 3-7.
A comparison of Figures 3-5 and 3-7 shows that the theoretical modeling results


























Figure 3-7: Micellar composition of ibuprofen (Xibu), dened as the mole fraction of
ibuprofen in the micellar aggregate, as a function of DTAB concentration in phosphate
bu¤er at pH 7.4 and 25 oC. Theoretical predictions are presented for: (i) average
results based on modeling DTAB as having an 11 or 12 carbon atom tail, and modeling
ibuprofen with the inclusion of group 4 in its tail (dashed line), and (ii) average results
based on modeling DTAB as having an 11 or 12 carbon atom tail, and modeling
ibuprofen without the inclusion of group 4 in its tail (solid line). The experimental
values are based on the approximation that: (a) the DTAB monomeric concentration
remains constant at its CMC value of 11.0 mM (diamonds), (b) the DTAB monomeric
concentration is equal to an average of the theoretical predictions for the DTAB
monomeric concentration based on modeling using approximations (i)-(ii) listed above
(circles).
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this system, the degree of electrostatic synergy between the oppositely-charged DTAB
and ibuprofen molecules appears to be overestimated by the theory, leading to an
overprediction of the micellar ibuprofen concentration (Xibu). For systems exhibiting
signicant electrostatic synergy, it is more di¢ cult to accurately quantify the free-
energy contribution associated with the electrostatic interactions (gelec). The term
gelec is positive, implying that there is always a penalty for chargingthe surfactants
and the solubilizates at the surface of the micelle. In the DTAB/ibuprofen case, we
appear to underestimate the magnitude of gelec, leading to an overprediction of the
synergy between the oppositely-charged DTAB and ibuprofen molecules.
The solubility limit of ibuprofen in the presence of DTAB has also been predicted
theoretically using both head and tail identications for ibuprofen, as well as both es-
timates for the DTAB tail length. In Figure 3-8, the experimental data on ibuprofen
solubility, taken from Figure 3-3 above the CMC (note that error bars are not shown
for clarity), and the theoretical predictions of ibuprofen solubility are presented as
a function of the DTAB concentration. Note that the theoretical predictions for
ibuprofen are an average of the results obtained based on both DTAB tail approx-
imations. As expected based on the results shown in Figure 3-7, the solubility of
ibuprofen is overestimated for both of the ibuprofen tail identications used in the
theoretical modeling (solid and dashed lines). On average, over the range of DTAB
concentrations examined, when group 4 is included in the ibuprofen tail, ibuprofen
solubility is overestimated by a factor of 1.9 (dashed line). For comparison, when
group 4 is not included in the ibuprofentail, ibuprofen solubility is overestimated by
a factor of 1.7. This overprediction is also reected in our theoretical estimate of 
(based on an average of all the tail approximations), which at 2.11 is about a factor
of two larger than the experimental value of 0.97 that we reported in Section 2.3.
Molecular-thermodynamic modeling reveals that the large extent of ibuprofen sol-
ubility in the DTAB micellar solution results from the favorable electrostatic attrac-
tions between the positively-charged DTAB molecules and the negatively-charged























Figure 3-8: Ibuprofen solubility as a function of DTAB concentration in phosphate
bu¤er at 25 oC. Theoretical predictions are presented for: (i) average results based
on modeling DTAB as having an 11 or 12 carbon atom tail, and modeling ibuprofen
with the inclusion of group 4 in its tail (dashed line), and (ii) average results based
on modeling DTAB as having an 11 or 12 carbon atom tail, and modeling ibuprofen
without the inclusion of group 4 in its tail (solid line). The experimental solubility
data (diamonds), taken from Figure 3 above the CMC, is provided for comparison.
Note that error bars are not shown for clarity.
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tribution (gtr = -13.95 kBT or -15.46 kBT , depending on tail assignment) than DTAB
(gtr = -15.46 kBT or -16.96 kBT , depending on tail assignment), gtr favors micellar
aggregates that contain more DTAB than ibuprofen. This is similar to what was
observed in the case of ibuprofen solubilization in SDS micelles reported in Section
3.3.3. However, in solutions of DTAB and ibuprofen, the solubilization of additional
ibuprofen is favored because of the synergistic electrostatic interactions between the
oppositely-charged DTAB and ibuprofen heads. Caetano et al. observed a similar
behavior in mixtures of the negatively-charged surfactant SDS and the positively-
charged triuoperazine, an amphiphilic drug used as an antipsychotic and a tranquil-
izer [52].
Ibuprofen Solubilization in C12E8 Micelles
Recent molecular-thermodynamic modeling studies of C12E8 conducted by our group
indicate that every ethylene oxide (EO) group in this nonionic surfactant should be
included as part of the surfactant head, and that every carbon atom in the linear alkyl
chain should be included as part of the surfactant tail [22]. Molecular-thermodynamic
modeling of C12E8 in water and of C12E8 in the same bu¤er solution that we used
to gather the experimental data in Section 2.3 yielded CMC predictions of 0.53 and
0.52 mM, respectively, which are larger than the experimental CMCs of 0.08 mM and
0.09 mM reported in Table 3.1, but which nevertheless indicate that C12E8 is modeled
reasonably well using the molecular-thermodynamic modeling approach.
Theoretical predictions of the ibuprofen micellar composition (Xibu) as a function
of C12E8 concentration are presented in Figure 3-9, using the same approach described
in Section 3.3.3. The variable Xibu in Figure 3-9 corresponds to the mole fraction of
ibuprofen in the micelle. Theoretical predictions have been made using both head and
tail identications for ibuprofen (with and without the inclusion of group 4 in the tail).
Experimental values of ibuprofen micellar compositions, estimated based on the same
three approximations for the C12E8 monomeric concentration described in Section
3.3.3, are shown for comparison. Because the C12E8 monomeric concentration is very
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low, similar estimates ofXibu were obtained using all three approximations. As shown
in Figure 3-9, the closest agreement with the experimental results is obtained without
including group 4 in the ibuprofen tail (solid line). However, Xibu is also predicted
reasonably well with the inclusion of group 4 (dashed line), and the experimentally-
determinedXibu values are bounded by the two theoretical Xibu predictions. Without
inclusion of group 4, the theoretically-predicted value of  is 0.62. With inclusion
of group 4,  is predicted to be 1.19. The average of the two predicted  values is
equal to 0.87, which is in reasonable agreement with the experimental value of 0.72
reported in Section 2.3.
The solubility limit of ibuprofen in the presence of C12E8 was also predicted the-
oretically using both tail identications for ibuprofen. These theoretical predictions
are presented in Figure 3-10 along with the experimental ibuprofen solubility data
taken from Figure 3-4 above the CMC (note that error bars are not shown for clarity).
As expected based on the results shown in Figure 3-9, the experimental solubility val-
ues lie in between the theoretical predictions based on the inclusion or the exclusion
of group 4 in the ibuprofen tail. Both methods of modeling ibuprofen yield reasonable
predictions of ibuprofen solubility. Because the theoretical predictions of composi-
tions and ibuprofen solubilities are very sensitive to the head and tail assignments
made for ibuprofen, our results indicate that the computer simulation method used
to identify the head and the tail portions of ibuprofen provided accurate inputs for
the molecular-thermodynamic theory.
It is noteworthy that the solubility of ibuprofen in the C12E8 micellar solution is
similar to what is observed in the DTAB micellar solution, in spite of the fact that
the molar solubilization capacity of DTAB ( = 0.97) is higher than that of C12E8
( = 0.72). In other words, although the number of moles of ibuprofen solubilized
per mole of surfactant is greater for DTAB than for C12E8, the nonionic surfactant
is almost equally e¤ective at increasing ibuprofen solubility. The reason for this
behavior is the low CMC of C12E8 relative to DTAB, which indicates that C12E8 has
























Figure 3-9: Micellar composition of ibuprofen (Xibu), dened as the mole fraction of
ibuprofen in the micellar aggregate, as a function of C12E8 concentration in phosphate
bu¤er at pH 7.4 and 25 oC. The theoretical predictions are based on modeling
ibuprofen with the inclusion of group 4 in its tail (dashed line) and without the
inclusion of group 4 in its tail (solid line). The experimental values are based on the
approximation that: (i) the C12E8 monomeric concentration remains constant at its
CMC value of 0.05 mM (diamonds), (ii) the C12E8 monomeric concentration is equal
to that predicted using the molecular-thermodynamic theory with the inclusion of
group 4 in the ibuprofen tail (circles), and (iii) the C12E8 monomeric concentration
is equal to that predicted using the molecular-thermodynamic theory without the






















Figure 3-10: Ibuprofen solubility as a function of C12E8 concentration in phosphate
bu¤er at pH 7.4 and 25 oC. The theoretical predictions are based on modeling ibupro-
fen with the inclusion of group 4 in its tail (dashed line) and without the inclusion of
group 4 in its tail (solid line). The experimental solubility data (diamonds), taken
from Figure 4 above the CMC, is provided for comparison. Note that error bars are
not shown for clarity.
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a large fraction of C12E8 in the micellar solution is present in micellar form, thus
creating more locations within the solution at which ibuprofen may be solubilized.
3.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, the extent of micellar-assisted aqueous solubilization of ibuprofen in
anionic (SDS), cationic (DTAB), and nonionic (C12E8) micelles was investigated both
experimentally and theoretically. The anionic surfactant SDS exhibited the worst
ibuprofen solubility prole. Solubility proles for ibuprofen in the presence of DTAB
and C12E8 were quite similar to each other. Although the molar solubilization ratio
of C12E8 ( = 0:72) was found to be lower than that of DTAB ( = 0:97), C12E8
has a much lower CMC than DTAB, which facilitates its ability to form micelles
and to solubilize ibuprofen. Therefore, from a pharmaceutical standpoint, nonionic
surfactants like C12E8 may be the best choice for the micellar-assisted solubilization
of ibuprofen in aqueous media, since they provide a reasonable molar solubilization
capacity combined with a low CMC. In addition, the low relative toxicity of non-
ionic surfactants makes them particularly useful for solubilization and drug delivery
purposes.
A combined computer simulation/molecular-thermodynamic modeling approach
was used to model the aqueous solubility of ibuprofen in the presence of the three
surfactants considered in this chapter. Molecular dynamics simulations of ibupro-
fen at an octane/water interface were used to estimate what portions of ibuprofen
are hydrated in a micellar environment (the ibuprofen head), and what portions of
ibuprofen are shielded from water within the micellar core (the ibuprofen tail). The
simulation data was analyzed by counting the number of contacts made by the wa-
ter molecules and by the octane molecules with each atom in ibuprofen. Through
measuring the relative frequency of contacts between each atom and either water or
octane, it was possible to infer whether each ibuprofen atom was surrounded pri-
marily by water or by octane during the simulation run. The OPLS-AA forceeld
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was implemented to describe the interactions between ibuprofen, SPC-E water, and
octane. In addition, two methods were used to determine atomic charge parameters.
The rst method made use of the CHelpG approach, in which atomic charges are
assigned to t the electrostatic potential at a number of points on the van der Waals
surface. The second method simply used the atomic charge parameters recommended
in the OPLS-AA forceeld. Equivalent head and tail identications were made for
ibuprofen based on both sets of atomic charges.
Our theoretical predictions of the ibuprofen micellar composition (Xibu) and of
the solubility of ibuprofen in aqueous solutions of SDS and C12E8 compare well with
the experimental data, indicating that: (i) the head and the tail identications made
for ibuprofen based on the computer simulation results are reasonable, and (ii) the
molecular-thermodynamic approach accurately predicts solution properties based on
the computer simulation inputs. Our theoretical estimates of Xibu and of the solu-
bility of ibuprofen in aqueous solutions of DTAB were also reasonable, although the
predicted degree of electrostatic synergy due to the opposite charges of ibuprofen and
DTAB was overestimated, leading to an overprediction of the ibuprofen solubility in
the DTAB case.
In the case of molecules with relatively complex chemical structures, such as
ibuprofen, the a priori identication of how such molecules will locate and orient
themselves in a micellar aggregate is challenging and often speculative. The re-
sults presented in this chapter indicate that computer simulations of ibuprofen at
an oil/water interface (modeling the micelle core/water interface) are su¢ cient to
determine inputs for molecular-thermodynamic modeling of the micellar-assisted sol-
ubilization of ibuprofen in aqueous solution.
In the next chapter, Chapter 4, a general computer simulation/molecular-thermodynamic
model of micellar solubilization will be presented. In this general model, the mean-
eld model used in this chapter to evaluate gpack will be generalized to allow evaluation
of gpack for more complex surfactant and solubilizate tails (including tails with ringed
structures). In addition, through the inclusion of what will be referred to as a neu-
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tral groups,the mean-eld model will be extended to allow more physically realistic
modeling of surfactant/solubilizate tail groups that spend a signicant amount of time
both inside and outside the micelle core (as indicated by molecular dynamics simu-
lation results). Computer simulation results for solubilizate head, tail, and neutral
groups and the molecular-thermodynamic model of micellar solubilization introduced
in Chapter 4 will be used in Chapter 5 to make predictions of the micellar solubiliza-
tion of seven di¤erent solubilizates by nonionic, anionic, and cationic surfactants.
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Chapter 4
Complementary Use of Computer
Simulations and
Molecular-Thermodynamic Theory
to Model Micellar Solubilization.
I. Theory
4.1 Introduction
The solubility of hydrophobic, or partly hydrophobic, substances in aqueous solutions
can be increased through the addition of surfactants. Surfactants consist of a hy-
drophilic moiety, known as the head, attached to a hydrophobic moiety, known as
the tail. When dissolved in water, surfactant molecules self-assemble into aggregates
(micelles), with their hydrophobic tails and any solubilized hydrophobic substances
(referred to as solubilizates) shielded from water in the aggregate interior, and their
hydrophilic heads exposed to water at the aggregate surface. This self-assembly is
driven by hydrophobic, van der Waals, hydrogen-bonding, and (in the case of charged
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surfactants and solubilizates) screened electrostatic interactions [1].
A wide variety of industrial, pharmaceutical, and biological processes make use of
micellar solubilization processes. The ability of surfactants to aid in the mixing of
hydrophobic and hydrophilic molecules is used extensively in the chemical industry
for: (i) the removal of oily materials from a substrate, (ii) reaction rate enhancement
in polymerization reactions, and (iii) separation processes [13]. Surfactants can also
used to solubilize water-insoluble drugs in aqueous solutions for subsequent injection
into a patientsbody [4]. Examples of biological processes involving biological sur-
factants include the role of phospholipid biosurfactants in the gastrointestinal tract
during digestion, and the bodys use of bile salts to solubilize cholesterol [2]. Because
micellar solubilization is such a broadly applicable phenomenon, gaining a fundamen-
tal understanding of the factors that a¤ect micellar solubilization is of great academic
as well as practical interest.
4.1.1 Introduction to Surfactant Micellization and Micellar
Solubilization
In the context of the research undertaken in this thesis, micellar solubilization is
dened as the spontaneous dissolution of a material by reversible interaction with
micelles to form a thermodynamically stable isotropic solution which exhibits reduced
thermodynamic activity of the solubilized material [5]. For the purposes of this
chapter, a solubilizate may be considered to be a molecule which has a solubility
limit in aqueous solution. A solubilizate may be completely hydrophobic, or may
contain some hydrophilic and hydrophobic moieties as part of its chemical structure.
Solubilizates which are amphiphilic may be viewed as being similar to surfactants in
that they are dual-natured and can be thought of as possessing a head and a tail.
Amphiphilic solubilizates may behave much like conventional surfactants within a
mixed micelle. However, unlike surfactants, solubilizates do not spontaneously self-
assemble into micelles in aqueous solution, and therefore, do not have a CMC.
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Two key characteristics associated with how micellar solubilization occurs are the
extent of solubilization and the locus of solubilization, both of which are discussed
below.
The Extent of Solubilization
Experimental determination of the extent of solubilization can be accomplished through
several methods, including measuring changes in the surfactant CMC, measuring va-
por pressures, calorimetry, head-space gas chromatography, semiequilibrium dialysis,
uorescence, and UV/Vis spectrophotometry. Often, the experimental observations
allow determination of information about either the innite dilution limit of the sol-
ubilizate (the Henrys law limit) or the saturation limit of the solubilizate in the
aqueous micellar solution [3,69].
The extent of solubilization is traditionally quantied by several parameters [2,3],
which include:
1. Kx: The dimensionless partition ratioKx is dened as the solubilizate solubility









sol are usually expressed as mole fractions, but the use of molarity
units is also encountered.
2. Ks: The equilibrium constant Ks is dened as the concentration of solubilizate
in the micelles, Cmicsol , divided by the product of the concentration of solubilizate in the
aqueous solution, Caqsol, and the concentration of surfactant in the micelles, C
mic
surf [10].
Ks can also be expressed in terms of the mole fraction of solubilizate in the micelles,






















where nmicsol and n
mic
surf are the total number of solubilizate and surfactant molecules
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associated with the micelles, respectively, Vtot is the total volume of the micelles, and
ntotmic is the total number of surfactant and solubilizate molecules in the micelles.
3. The Molar Solubilization Ratio (MSR): The MSR is dened as the ratio of
the total number of solubilizate molecules associated with the micelles to the total


















Solubilization isotherms, or the observed extent of solubilization as a function of
solubilizate concentration at a xed temperature, have been measured for a variety
of surfactant/solubilizate systems [3, 9, 12]. Many of these studies report solubiliza-
tion results in the innite-dilution limit. The experimental data indicate that the
micelle/water partition coe¢ cient, K, is frequently a function of the solubilizate con-
centration within the micelle. The following empirical expression has been found to
apply to many surfactant/solubilizate systems [3,7,9]:
K = Ko(1 BXmicsol )2 (4.4)
whereKo is the micelle/water partition coe¢ cient in the limit of zero solubilizate con-
centration, and the parameter B corresponds to the initial slope of the solubilization
isotherm, and is a function of the type of surfactant and solubilizate present. Because
non-innite dilution conditions cannot be considered ideal, the observed dependence
of K on concentration (Xmicsol ) in Eq. 4.4 is not surprising.
The Locus of Solubilization
The locus (location) of solubilization plays an important role in determining the
extent of solubilization, the rate of micellar reactions where the solubilizate acts as a
reactant or as a catalyst, and the rate at which solubilizate di¤usion out of the micelle
occurs [13]. The locus of solubilization also a¤ects the way in which the solubilizate
may inuence solution properties such as the CMC and the micelle shape and size.
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The location of the solubilizate within micelles can be determined by direct ex-
perimental measurement (using techniques such as IR spectroscopy or uorescence),
or it can be inferred indirectly using thermodynamic data such as partition coe¢ -
cients [3, 6, 8, 11, 14, 15]. Experimental studies have indicated that there are three
distinct regions within a micelle where solubilization may occur: (i) the core region,
or deep interior of the micelle, (ii) the palisade layer, which refers to the region con-
sisting of the surfactant tails, and (iii) the corona region, which refers to the region
consisting of the surfactant heads in the case of surfactants with polymeric heads
such as the alkyl poly(ethylene oxide), CiEj, nonionic surfactants (see Chapter 1 for
a schmatic depiction of these three solubilization regions).
4.1.2 Theoretical Modeling Approaches
A number of theoretical studies have focused on modeling surfactant micellization
and micellar solubilization in aqueous media [1621]. The objective of these stud-
ies has been to enable the a priori prediction of the CMC, of the structure of the
micellar aggregates, and (in the case of micellar solubilization) of the locus and
the extent of solubilization from knowledge of the chemical structures of the sur-
factant(s)/solubilizate(s) present in the aqueous solution and of the solution con-
ditions (including total surfactant/solubilizate concentration, temperature, pH, and
ionic strength).
The most accurate theoretical models of micellar solubilization make use of a pre-
dictive molecular-thermodynamic approach. Molecular-thermodynamic models of
solubilization combine molecular information about the system components with a
thermodynamic description of self-assembly to estimate various contributions to the
free energy of solubilization, which is dened as the free-energy change per surfac-
tant molecule associated with transferring the surfactant monomers, the counteri-
ons (in the case of ionic surfactants/solubilizates), and the solubilizates from bulk
aqueous solution to the aggregate. Important contributions to the development of
molecular-thermodynamic descriptions of solubilization have been made by Landgren
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and coworkers, by Nagarajan and coworkers [6, 11, 14, 17, 2227], and very recently,
by Srinivasan and Blankschtein [28]. Landgren and coworkers developed a Poisson-
Boltzmann Cell Model (PBCM) to model solubilization in isotropic solutions and in
liquid crystalline phases [2931]. Their model includes inter-aggregate interactions,
which makes it suitable for use at high surfactant concentrations. These authors de-
veloped two models to describe isotropic solutions, each applicable to di¤erent types
of solubilizates. In the rst model, all molecules (including the solubilizates) are con-
sidered to be anchored at the micelle surface. In the second model, solubilization is
considered to take place either in a pure solubilizate domain in the aggregate center,
or within the palisade layer. The maximum amount of solubilizate that can be sol-
ubilized is not considered in either model. In addition, because both models apply
only to spherical aggregates, they do not describe the e¤ect of the solubilized solute
on the aggregate shape. Furthermore, the chain conformations inside the aggregate
and their contribution to the free energy of aggregate formation are assumed to be a
function of the interfacial area per surfactant molecule in the aggregate. An empirical
Taylor series expansion of this free-energy dependence is then used to describe the
free-energy contribution associated with the chain conformations.
Nagarajan and coworkers developed a solubilization model that allows the predic-
tion of the locus and the extent of solubilization, as well as of the e¤ect of solubiliza-
tion on micelle shape and size [6, 11, 14, 17, 2227]. This model requires as input the
surfactant and the solubilizate molecular structures. The e¤ects of molecular size,
aromaticity, interfacial activity, and enthalpic interactions between the solubilizate
and the surfactant tails (as described by Flory-Huggins interaction parameters) are
accounted for. However, in modeling solubilization in the core region, the authors
assume a uniform solution of surfactant tails and solubilizates in the micelle core, and
utilize polymeric theories to estimate the packing free energy that are not strictly ap-
plicable in the case of surfactants possessing short tails. These authors also developed
two limiting models to describe the head-head interactions of surfactants possessing
large (>10 monomers) poly(ethylene oxide) heads. Micelles composed of surfactants
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with large poly(ethylene oxide) heads form spherical or cylindrical micelles, because
the steric interactions between the heads are too large for a planar (discoidal) micelle
geometry to be favored. The rst model considers the head-shell region to have a uni-
form polymer segment concentration, and a nonuniform deformation along the radial
coordinate characterizing the micelle geometry. The second model treats the polymer
chains as being uniformly deformed, while having a radial concentration variation
of the polymer segments in the head-shell region. However, these authors did not
consider solubilization in the corona region of micelles formed by surfactants with
poly(ethylene oxide) polymeric heads [17].
The methods used by Landgren and coworkers and by Nagarajan and coworkers to
calculate the packing free energy associated with the micelle core are only applicable
in the case of surfactants having linear hydrocarbon tails, and for solubilizates having
relatively simple chemical structures. In an e¤ort to overcome some of these limi-
tations, Srinivasan and Blankschtein recently calculated more rigorously the packing
free energy associated with the micelle core for a variety of surfactant tail structures
and solubilizates [28]. These authors generalized a mean-eld approach, introduced
originally by Ben-Shaul, Szleifer, and Gelbart [32], to compute the packing free en-
ergy of surfactants having linear alkane tails, branched alkane tails, and alkylbenzene
tails, and of solutes, such as salicylate, alcohols, and aromatics [28]. In their packing
calculations, only repulsive interactions were considered, although attractive interac-
tions could also have been included through the use of pairwise interaction energies or
Flory-Huggins  parameters. These interactions are likely to be important for polar-
izable surfactant tails and solubilizates. Srinivasan and Blankschtein also developed a
computational framework to model counterion binding onto the aggregate head-shell
region of ionic surfactant micelles [33, 34]. The existence of counterion binding has
long been believed to play an important role in controlling the aggregate shape, size,
and ability to solubilize solutes [35, 36]. The theoretical methodology developed by
Srinivasan and Blankschtein is capable of predicting the locus and the extent of sol-
ubilization, CMCs, and micelle shape and size for relatively simple solubilizates and
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ionic surfactants in the presence of counterion binding. Their methodology uses the
concept of e¤ective headand tailregions for the solubilizates as well as for any
lipophilic counterions, which is most applicable in the case of relatively simple struc-
tures where it is clear a priori how the solubilizate is located and oriented relative to
the micelle core/water interface [28].
4.1.3 Computer Simulation Approaches
An alternative to using molecular-thermodynamic descriptions of micellization and
micellar solubilization is to use computer simulations to simulate the self-assembly of
surfactants and solubilizates into micelles. To reduce the computational complexity
associated with simulating the self-assembly process, researchers have used a number
of approaches. Early on, a number of researchers used lattice models to study
surfactant self-assembly [3741]. These lattice model studies used simplied models
of the intermolecular interactions of the system components. For example, Larson
et al. modeled oil, water, and surfactant by treating the surfactant head and tail
segments as water and oil beads[39,40]. Floriano et al. modeled the interactions
among surfactant heads and between surfactant heads and water molecules as having
no energy, while interactions between surfactant tails were treated as having negative
energy [41]. Using this model, they identied the CMC of two model surfactants
by performing lattice grand-canonical MC simulations and identifying a kink in the
osmotic pressure as the surfactant concentration was varied. These authors reported
observing a decrease in the CMCwith increasing surfactant tail length and an increase
in the CMC with decreasing solution temperature. Such behavior corresponds to
what has been observed experimentally for nonionic surfactants in aqueous solution.
Several researchers have also used o¤-lattice simulations to study surfactant self-
assembly, but the majority of these studies have also used coarse-grained models of
surfactants and solvent with approximate models for the interactions of the system
components [4245]. The simplied models used to describe the system components
and their interactions in these early o¤-lattice and lattice studies are not capable of
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predicting the solution behavior with quantitative accuracy.
In theory, molecular dynamics (MD) and Monte Carlo (MC) computer simulations
based on an atomistic forceeld have the advantage of being capable of modeling
arbitrarily complex chemical structures and enabling quantitatively or semiquanti-
tatively accurate predictions of micellization and micellar solubilization phenomena.
However, although simulations of micelle formation with atomistic-level detail are
possible, such simulations have only been performed well above the CMC, because
simulation times are severely limited by the size and the density of the micellar
systems [45]. To accurately identify the CMC, extended simulations of large surfac-
tant/solvent systems would be necessary over a range of low surfactant concentrations
and over prohibitively long time scales [45]. Nevertheless, a number of researchers
have simulated spontaneous micelle, vesicle, and bilayer formation in water at an
atomistic level of detail. Maillet et al. conducted large scale molecular dynamics
simulation of the self-assembly process of short and long chain cationic surfactants (n-
nonyltrimethylammonium chloride (C9TAC) and erucyl bis [2hydroxyethyl] methy-
lammonium chloride) [46]. Marrink et al. simulated the spontaneous aggregation of
phospholipids into bilayers using simulations between 10 and 100 ns in duration [47],
the self-assembly of 54 dodecylphosphocholine (DPC) surfactant molecules in water
at two concentrations above the CMC [48], the self-assembly behavior and micelle
structure of micelles modeling human bile using MD simulations of up to 50 ns [49],
and the formation of small dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) vesicles [50, 51].
More recently, de Vries et al. studied the spontaneous formation of an oblong DPPC
vesicle in water through 90 ns of molecular dynamics simulation [52]. Braun et al.
simulated the formation of a complete SDS micelle around glycophorin A (GpA)
transmembrane helices starting from isotropically distributed SDS monomers in an
aqueous solution over the course of 32 ns of simulation [53].
Simulation of preformed surfactant systems (whether of monolayers [5464] or of
micelles [6575]) to obtain information about their equilibrium structure and dynam-
ics in solution is much less computationally expensive than simulation of surfactant
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self-assembly. Recently a large number of computer simulation studies of preformed
surfactant systems have appeared in the literature. Although such simulations pro-
vide a wealth of structural information about surfactant aggregates, they do not
provide insight into the self-assembly process of these systems and cannot be used
by themselves to predict many of the properties that are of most interest in micellar
solubilization applications, including the CMC, the extent of solubilization, and the
aggregation number. Only a limited number of studies of solubilization in surfactant
micelles have been reported. In an early study, Karaborni et al. investigated oil
solubilization in surfactant solutions by performing MD simulations using a simpli-
ed model of water, oil, and surfactant [76]. More recently, Kholov et al. studied
n-butanol behavior in SDS micelles using realistic models of the system components,
and reported rotational di¤usion coe¢ cients and rotational correlation times for SDS
and n-butanol within the micelle [77]. Kuhn et al. conducted an all-atomistic study
investigating the solubilization of pentanol in a sodium octanoate micelle [78]. These
authors report simulation results for the micelle radius, the e¤ect of pentanol on mi-
celle shape, the locus of pentanol solubilization, radial distribution functions for the
various micelle components, and trans-to-gauche ratios of the sodium octanoate alkyl
chains.
4.1.4 Combined Computer Simulation/Molecular-Thermody-
namic Modeling Approach
To overcome the limitations of molecular-thermodynamic modeling (namely, its ap-
plicability to relatively simple surfactant and solubilizate systems) and computer sim-
ulations (the high computational cost of modeling self-assembly with atomistic detail),
we have developed a hybrid computer simulation/molecular-thermodynamic modeling
approach. This approach involves conducting MD simulations of surfactants or sol-
ubilizates at an oil/water interface (modeling the micelle core/water interface), or of
solubilizates in a micellar environment, to estimate the hydrated and the unhydrated
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portions of each molecule in a micelle, a key input for molecular-thermodynamic mod-
eling. Using this information, along with knowledge of the chemical structures of
the surfactants and the solubilizates, it is possible to use molecular-thermodynamic
theory to predict the change in free energy associated with transferring the surfactant
monomers, the solubilizate molecules, and the counterions (for ionic systems) from
their reference state in the aqueous solution to form a micellar aggregate [33,34,79,80].
This free-energy change is then used, along with a thermodynamic description of the
micellar solution, to predict various solubilization-related properties, including CMCs,
micelle shape and size, aggregate composition as a function of surfactant concentra-
tion, the solubility of each solubilizate as a function of surfactant concentration, and
the molar solubilization capacity [16,28,81,82].
Recently, a hybrid computer simulation/molecular-thermodynamic modeling ap-
proach was used to model the micellization behavior of three relatively complex
surfactants the anionic surfactant 3-hydroxy sulfonate (AOS) with two di¤erent
linear alkyl chain lengths and the nonionic surfactant decanoyl-n-methylglucamide
(MEGA-10) [80]. This modeling approach was also used to model the solubilization
behavior of the relatively complex solubilizate ibuprofen in sodium dodecyl sulfate
(SDS), dodecyltrimethylammonium bromide (DTAB), and dodecyl octa(ethylene ox-
ide) (C12E8) micelles [82]. The results of this study were reported in Chapter 3. AOS
is considered relatively complex because it contains two hydrophilic groups (SO 3 and
OH) connected by hydrophobic CH2 groups. MEGA-10 is considered relatively com-
plex because it contains an amide group. Ibuprofen is relatively complex because it
contains a hydrophilic carboxylate group, a slightly hydrophobic benzyl group, and
a hydrophobic alkyl chain. For each of these molecules, it was not clear a priori
how they would be hydrated in a micellar environment. To determine the hydrated
and the unhydrated portions of each of these molecules, MD simulations were con-
ducted for a single surfactant or solubilizate molecule at near-innite dilution at an
oil/water interface. For each of these molecules, we showed that simulation of a
single surfactant or solubilizate molecule at a at oil/water interface was su¢ cient
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to determine input parameters for the molecular-thermodynamic modeling approach.
When appropriate, simulation at a at interface has the advantage of computational
simplicity  simulation times are kept to a minimum by simulating a single surfac-
tant/solubilizate molecule instead of the entire micelle. However, such a computer
simulation approach is most applicable to a surfactant that adopts a consistent posi-
tion and orientation relative to an oil/water interface which is similar to the position
and orientation that it will adopt within a micellar environment. When the sur-
factant/solubilizate position and orientation depend strongly on factors such as the
interface radius of curvature and the presence of neighboring surfactant/solubilizate
molecules, this relatively simple method may not be applicable, because the input pa-
rameters for the molecular-thermodynamic theory may not be constant (specically,
they may become functions of aggregate shape, aggregation number, and aggregate
composition). The e¤ects of interface radius of curvature and the presence of neigh-
boring surfactant molecules on the input parameters for molecular-thermodynamic
theory will be investigated in detail in this chapter.
4.1.5 Motivation and Research Objectives
Given the shortcomings of the current computer simulation and molecular-thermodynamic
modeling approaches, there is a need to develop a predictive, molecular-level theoreti-
cal description that can predict the solution behavior of complex surfactant and solu-
bilizate systems. Molecular-thermodynamic methods are most applicable to systems
with relatively simple surfactant/solubilizate chemical structures, and computer sim-
ulations, although capable of modeling complex chemical structures, are very compu-
tationally expensive. With this in mind, in this chapter, I explore ways in which com-
puter simulations may be used to improve the predictive ability of molecular thermo-
dynamic models of solubilization. This is done by: (i) using computer simulations to
determine input parameters for a number of solubilizates in the context of molecular-
thermodynamic modeling, and (ii) presenting a molecular-thermodynamic modeling



















Figure 4-1: Chemical structures of the seven solubilizates modeled in this chapter.
lar solubilization behavior. To accomplish these two objectives, I have conducted
atomistic-level computer simulations of seven di¤erent solubilizates at an oil/water
interface and within spherical and cylindrical SDS micelles. SDS was selected for each
micellar simulation because it is a commonly used, well-characterized anionic surfac-
tant which has been extensively studied both experimentally [35,8388] and through
computer simulation [6568,70, 71]. The seven solubilizates modeled are ibuprofen,
benzamide, acetophenone, benzonitrile, o-aminobenzoate, m-aminobenzoate, and p-
aminobenzoate. The chemical structures of each of the seven solubilizates are shown
in Figure 4-1.
The seven solubilizates studied here were selected based on the availability of sev-
eral sources of experimental data describing their solubilization behavior in nonionic,
anionic, and cationic surfactant micelles and their suitability to assess the validity of
the hybrid computer simulation/molecular-thermodynamic modeling approach intro-
duced in this chapter. Each solubilizate contains both hydrophobic and hydrophilic
moieties, making accurate head and tail identication for these molecules di¢ cult
without computer simulation inputs. As such, these molecules represent important
systems for which computer simulations are expected to enable theoretical predictions
of micellar solubilization behavior. Note that although results from an experimental
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and a theoretical study of the solubilization behavior of ibuprofen in C12E8, SDS,
and DTAB micelles were presented in Chapter 3, in this chapter, the solubilization
behavior of ibuprofen will be modeled more rigorously by: (i) comparing the head
and tail identications made based on water/oil interface simulation with the head
and tail identications made based on simulations in cylindrical and spherical SDS
micelles, and (ii) rigorously computing the packing (gpack) and interfacial (gint) free-
energy contributions to the free energy of aggregate formation. In Chapter 3, gpack
and gint for the surfactant/ibuprofen aggregate were evaluated by approximating the
ibuprofen tail as either a nine-carbon linear alkyl chain or as a ten-carbon linear alkyl
chain. Although these approximations simplify the implementation of the molecular-
thermodynamic theory, they are not expected to be as physically realistic as comput-
ing gpack and gint based on the actual structure of the ibuprofen tail. Benzamide,
acetophenone, benzonitrile, and o-, m-, and p-aminobenozate were selected for study
because these solubilizates possess: (i) varying degrees of amphiphilicity, and (ii) rel-
atively complex tail structures. In addition, the micellar solubilization behavior of
o-, m-, and p-aminobenozate is quite interesting from a theoretical standpoint. Al-
though only small structural di¤erences exist between these three solubilizates, they
exhibit signicant di¤erences in their micelle/water partition coe¢ cients.
By simulating these seven solubilizates at an oil/water interface and comparing
the results with those obtained by conducting simulations in a micellar environment,
we have been able to examine in detail the e¤ects of curvature and crowding on the
hydration states of the solubilizate molecules considered. Furthermore, although
not reported in this chapter, by comparing the detailed structural information ob-
tained from computer simulations with similar structural information predicted using
molecular-thermodynamic modeling, it has been possible to assess the accuracy of
the molecular-thermodynamic modeling predictions of micelle structure.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 describes the
computer simulation approach used in this chapter, including the computer simulation
methodology (Section 4.2.1), the simulation methods and parameters (Section 4.2.2),
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system preparation and equilibration (Section 4.2.3), and a discussion of the approach
used to analyze the simulation data (Section 4.2.4). Computer simulation results
are presented in Section 4.3. The molecular-thermodynamic approach to model
surfactant and solubilizate self-assembly, as informed by computer simulation inputs,
is discussed in Section 4.4, including an introduction to the model (Section 4.4.1),
a discussion of the thermodynamic framework used in the molecular-thermodynamic
model (Section 4.4.2), and a discussion of the molecular model used to describe the
micellar solubilization process (Section 4.4.3). Concluding remarks are presented
in Section 4.5. Molecular-thermodynamic modeling results based on the computer
simulation inputs for each of the seven solubilizates considered in this chapter will be
presented in Chapter 5.
4.2 Computer Simulations
4.2.1 Methodology
To identify the headand tailof each of the seven solubilizates considered in this
chapter, molecular dynamics computer simulations of each solubilizate were carried
out at a at octane/water interface (modeling the micelle core/water interface). Oc-
tane was arbitrarily selected as the model oilin all the computer simulations. We
anticipate that similar results should be obtained using alkane molecules of di¤erent
lengths [80, 82]. Each oil/water interface simulation was conducted in a constant
number of molecules, constant normal pressure, and constant temperature ensemble
(NPNT ). As will be discussed in greater detail in Section 4.2.2, simulation cell di-
mensions parallel to the oil/water interface (x and y) were xed, but the simulation
cell dimension perpendicular to the interface (z) was allowed to change in response
to a constant normal pressure of 1.0 bar.
As discussed in Section 4.1, oil/water interface simulations are expected to yield
accurate molecular-thermodynamic inputs for solubilizates that adopt a position and
orientation relative to the octane/water interface that is similar to the position and
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orientation that they would adopt within a micellar environment. When the solubi-
lizate orientation depends strongly on factors such as the interface radius of curvature
and the presence of other surfactant and solubilizate molecules, this relatively simple
computational strategy may not be applicable. To evaluate the e¤ects of interfacial
curvature and of crowding from other surfactants in a micellar environment, each of
the seven solubilizates was also simulated in spherical and cylindrical SDS micelles.
Simulations within an SDS bilayer (being most analogous in geometry to the oil/water
interface simulations) were also attempted, but the resulting bilayers were found to
be unstable and quickly collapsed (within 200 ps) to form discoidal micellar aggre-
gates during computer simulation. The breakup of the simulated SDS bilayers was
not surprising, because all simulations were carried out in pure water without any
added salt, making the electrostatic repulsions between the SO 4 heads of SDS in a
planar conguration quite strong. As will be discussed in Sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.3,
ve solubilizate molecules were included in each spherical and cylindrical SDS micelle,
yielding a su¢ ciently low solubilizate concentration that solubilizate/solubilizate in-
teractions are much less frequent than surfactant/solubilizate interactions. Because
simulations were conducted at only one solubilizate concentration in the spherical
and in the cylindrical SDS micelles, the simulations conducted in this chapter do
not provide information about the e¤ects of solubilizate concentration on the input
parameters obtained for molecular-thermodynamic theory. Although such e¤ects are
beyond the scope of the present study, they represent an important area for future
research.
Each cylindrical and spherical micelle simulation was conducted in a constant
total number of particles, constant pressure, and constant temperature (NPT ) en-
semble. This ensemble is rigorously correct for spherical micelle simulations, but is
only an approximation of reality for cylindrical micelle simulations. In the cylindri-
cal micelle simulations, only a short sliceof each cylindrical micelle was simulated
to minimize computational time. The axis of this slicewas oriented parallel to
the z axis. During simulation, the cylindrical micelle was in direct contact with
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the periodic reecting walls on two of the six sides of the cubic simulation cell (the
sides perpendicular to the z axis). With simulations conducted in this manner,
the end capsof the cylindrical micelle that would be present in an actual micel-
lar solution [89] are not modeled. Therefore, the appropriate boundary condition
for the surfaces perpendicular to the z axis is a physically realistic surface tension,
rather than the constant pressure that was chosen. However, without experimen-
tal information on the value of this surface tension, it was not possible to perform
simulations in a thermodynamically valid NT ensemble for the cylindrical micelles.
As a result, an NPT ensemble was used in which the pressure applied parallel to
the z axis was 1.0 bar and the pressure applied perpendicular to the z axis was 0.0
bar. An alternative approach would involve conducting a constant number of par-
ticles, constant volume, and constant temperature (NV T ) simulation on a cylinder
preformed with an experimentally measured area per surfactant head, but this would
have required accurate experimental data on the aggregation number for each sur-
factant/solubilizate system that was not available. Based on research into the e¤ect
of surface tension on interfacial area conducted by other researchers [9092] (see also
Chapter 11), we do not believe that the NPT ensemble approximation adopted here
will introduce signicant error. The simulations in cylindrical micelles conducted
here, although approximate, serve their primary purpose of quantitatively evaluating
the e¤ect of interface curvature and of surfactant crowding on the hydration states
of solubilizates in a micellar environment.
4.2.2 Simulation Methods and Parameters
All system components, with the exception of water, were modeled with the bonded
and nonbonded interaction potentials included in a fully atomistic OPLS-AA force
eld [93]. Some additional parameters for angles and angle vibrations were taken
from the literature to more accurately model the sulfate (SO 4 ) head in SDS [94].
Water was modeled using the simple extended point-charge (SPC/E) model for wa-
ter. The SPC/E model represents an improvement over the SPC model in which a
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correction is made to account for the self-polarization of water [95]. Atomic charges
were assigned to each molecule based on the default atomic charge values specied
in the OPLS-AA force eld. In two previous studies, we investigated the sensitivity
of the head and tail assignments obtained from computer simulation to the method
used to assign atomic charges. In general, we found that the results were quite
sensitive to the atomic charges used, and that the charge assignments recommended
within the OPLS-AA forceeld yield more reasonable results than those obtained us-
ing the CHelpG algorithm (as implemented in Gaussian 98), in which atomic charges
are assigned to t the electrostatic potential at a number of points on the van der
Waals surface [96], as long as the molecular structure of the surfactant or the solu-
bilizate of interest was specically parameterized for in the forceeld. The CHelpG
algorithm is a method frequently used to estimate atomic charges for molecular me-
chanics simulations [97]. Fortunately, this was the case for the seven solubilizates
modeled in this chapter. However, atomic charges for the SO 4 -CH2 group of SDS
were taken from the literature because the charges for this group were not available in
the OPLS-AA force eld [94]. These charges were found to correspond closely with
atomic charges that we obtained for each atom in this group by modeling SDS using
the RBLYP density functional and the 6-31G(d) basis set in Gaussian 98 and using
the CHelpG algorithm to determine atomic charges [97,98]. Van der Waals interac-
tions were treated using a cuto¤ distance of 0.9 nm, and Coulombic interactions were
described using 3D particle mesh Ewald (PME) summation. Although the van der
Waals cuto¤ used here is shorter than the cuto¤ used in many studies reported in the
literature (where the reported cuto¤s are frequently as large as 0.14 nm), a trade-o¤
exists between using longer cuto¤s to try to capture more accurately the nonbonded
interactions present in the system and using the same cuto¤s implemented during
the original force eld parameterization. Other researchers have shown that trun-
cation schemes for electrostatic interactions give qualitatively incorrect results when
compared with newer and more accurate methods such as the use of reaction eld
treatment of electrostatics or Ewald summation [99]. Accordingly, 3D PME summa-
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tion was used in each of our simulations. However, using the OPLS-AA force eld,
Shirts et al. recently demonstrated that applying relatively short-range cuto¤s for van
der Waals interactions along with long-range dispersion corrections yields reasonable
results [100102]. In modeling short-ranged nonbonded interactions, a neighbor list
of 9.0 Å was maintained and updated every 10 steps. A long-range dispersion correc-
tion was used to more accurately estimate the energy and the pressure of the system.
Both corrections are negative; however, while the energy correction is small, the pres-
sure correction is signicant and must be included to obtain accurate results [103].
Each simulation was carried out using xed bond lengths, which allowed an increase
in simulation timestep from 1 fs to 2 fs. Bond lengths were constrained using the
SHAKE algorithm as implemented in GROMACS [104].
In each simulation, the cell temperature was maintained at 300 K using a Berend-
sen temperature coupling algorithm, which mimics weak coupling to an external heat
bath with rst order kinetics [103]. A Berendsen pressure coupling algorithm was
used to maintain each box at the specied pressure of 1.0 bar [103]. To allow only the
simulation cell dimension perpendicular to the interface to change in size during the
NPNT oil/water interface simulations, a semi-isotropic implementation of Berendsen
pressure coupling was used which allows the use of a di¤erent liquid compressibility
in the x and y dimensions than in the z dimension. By specifying a compressibility of
zero in the x and y dimensions, only the cell dimension perpendicular to the interface
was allowed to change. Each dimension of the simulation cell was allowed to change
in the NPT micellar simulations. Each oil/water interface simulation was carried
out using the GROMACS software package, version 3.2 [105,106]. The micellar sim-
ulations were carried out using a 2006 developers version of GROMACS. By using
the parallellized molecular dynamics code GROMACS, it was possible to conduct
these simulations on relatively long time scales (up to 50 ns), which has allowed a
thorough equilibration of each surfactant/solubilizate system as well as the collection
of simulation data over an extended period of time.
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4.2.3 System Preparation and Equilibration
Water/Oil Interface Simulations
Each water/oil interface (with the exception of the interface containing ibuprofen) was
constructed by placing a single solubilizate molecule between a  15 Å thick layer
of water and a  20 Å thick layer of octane. Each simulation cell was 1.9 nm long
parallel to the octane/water interface (in the x and y dimensions). A representative
oil/water simulation cell is shown in Figure 4-2A. In this gure, one solubilizate mole-
cule is located at the water/oil interface. Each solubilizate atom is depicted using
its van der Waals radii to improve the solubilizate visibility, and water molecules are
not shown for clarity. The location of the rectangular periodic boundary conditions
used during the oil/water interface simulation are indicated. Note that because of
the 3D periodic boundary conditions, two water/octane interfaces are present in the
simulation cell. A relatively small simulation cell size was used for each water/oil in-
terface simulation to permit long simulation times and thereby improve the statistical
signicance of the simulation results. In previous studies to determine the head and
tail of surfactants [80] (see Chapter 2) and ibuprofen (see Chapter 3) [82], we used a
simulation cell size that was 4.0 nm in both dimensions parallel to the octane/water
interface to approximate near-innite dilution and determine if, even at very low in-
terfacial concentrations, reasonable information about hydration could be obtained
for molecular-thermodynamic modeling. Even at near-innite dilution, the head
and tail identications made for molecular-thermodynamic modeling yielded reason-
able modeling results [80, 82]. The higher interfacial concentrations present in the
oil/water interface simulations conducted in this chapter to determine the head and
tail of benzamide, acetophenone, benzonitrile, o-aminobenzoate, m-aminobenzoate,
and p-aminobenzoate approximate an environment where a signicant amount of sol-
ubilizate is present in the surfactant micelle, and are expected to be more physically
realistic than simulations conducted at innite solubilizate dilution.
Water/oil interface simulations were conducted for extended periods of time to
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A B C
Figure 4-2: Representative snapshot of a water/oil interface (A), a cylindrical micelle
(B), and a spherical micelle (C) after equilibration. The white lines denote the
location of the periodic boundary conditions. Solubiilizate molecules are shown using
their van der Waals radii, octane (see A) or sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) molecules
are shown as lines (see B and C), and water molecules are omitted for clarity.
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improve the statistical signicance of the simulation results. Each simulation cell
was allowed to equilibrate for at least 100 ps before gathering data. Each of the sol-
ubilizates considered appeared to reach an equilibrium conguration at the interface
within that period of time, as veried by conrming that the local environment of
each solubilizate atom had stabilized using the data analysis method described in the
following section (results not shown). After equilibration, long data gathering runs
were initiated. Depending on the solubilizate, oil/water interface simulations were
conducted for between 3 ns and 50 ns. Head and tail identications obtained from
water/oil interface simulation using default OPLS-AA atomic charges have already
been reported for ibuprofen (see Chapter 3), but are included here to allow com-
parison with the micellar simulation results [82]. With the exception of ibuprofen,
which was simulated for 3 ns, the other six solubilizates were simulated for at least
10 ns. The longest simulations were conducted for o-, m-, and p-aminobenzoate at
an oil/water interface in order to improve the statistical signicance of the head and
tail assignments.
Cylindrical Micelle Simulations
A cylindrical SDS micelle was preformed using an initial guess of 45 Å2 for the surface
area per surfactant head. This initial area was selected arbitrarily, although it was
found to be su¢ ciently close to the nal equilibrated surface area per surfactant head
to make the initial micelle conguration stable. The total number of surfactant
molecules included in the simulation cell after preforming the micelle was 54, which
was found to be a su¢ ciently large number for the simulation cell to maintain a z
dimension (parallel to the cylinder axis) of greater than two times the van der Waals
and electrostatics cuto¤ distances applied during simulation. The cylindrical micelle
was preformed by placing the SDS molecules in close proximity with the hydrophilic
SO4 group in each SDS molecule oriented radially outward from the axis of the micelle.
A total of 1,520 water molecules were included in the simulation cell around the
cylindrical micelles, along with 54 counterions (giving a total of approximately 7,000
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atoms). Bruce et al. have observed that counterions are the slowest component of
an SDS surfactant/water system to come to an equilibrium distance from the center
of mass of the micelle, taking approximately 1 ns to come to equilibrium [66]. To
speed the equilibration of our system, counterions were added by replacing water
molecules experiencing the greatest electrostatic potential, with the potential being
recalculated after every ion insertion. The preformed micelle was equilibrated for 25
ns, after which the ending conguration was used as the starting point to make the
7 surfactant/solubilizate micelles.
Each surfactant/solubilizate micelle was created by exchanging 5 SDS molecules
with ve solubilizate molecules and placing them at the micelle core/water interface.
The nal number of surfactant molecules in each micelle was therefore 49. Five solu-
bilizates were inserted into each micelle to allow: (i) averaging of computer simulation
results over multiple solubilizates, and (ii) evaluation of the uncertainty associated
with the simulation results. Each of the solubilizates was initially placed at the mi-
celle core/water interface at the same location previously occupied by the SO4 head
of the SDS molecule that it replaced. This initial location was selected because all
of the simulated solubilizates possess semipolar benzene rings and some polar atoms;
therefore, it was considered most appropriate to initially introduce the solubilizates
into an environment containing both polar groups (water molecules, surfactant heads,
and counterions) and nonpolar groups (the surfactant tails), and allow them to dif-
fuse from this initial location to their equilibrium location within the micelle. After
introducing the solubilizates, the number of counterions present in each simulation
cell was adjusted if necessary to preserve electroneutrality. The fully-constructed
surfactant/solubilizate micelle was then equilibrated for an additional 15 ns in the
NPT ensemble. A semi-isotropic implementation of Berendsen pressure coupling
was used to apply 1 atm of pressure parallel to the axis of the micelle and 0 atm of
pressure perpendicular to the axis of the micelle [103]. As discussed in Section 4.2.1,
the appropriate boundary condition to use perpendicular to the z axis is a nite sur-
face tension value. However, in the absence of experimental data on the value of this
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surface tension, the pressure perpendicular to this axis was set to 0 bar. After initial
equilibration, an additional 10 ns of simulation in the NPT ensemble was performed
during which data was gathered. A number of metrics were used to verify that ad-
equate equilibration of the surfactant/solubilizate system had taken place. These
metrics include: the system potential energy, the micelle solvent accessible surface
area (SASA), and the distance from the micelle center of mass to various surfactant
segments and to the solubilizate center of mass. A discussion of the equilibration
results will be presented in Section 4.2.3.
A representative snapshot of an SDS/solubilizate cylindrical micelle after simu-
lation for 25 ns is shown in Figure 4-2B. Each atom in the solubilizate molecule is
depicted using its van der Waals radius to improve visibility. Water molecules are
not shown for clarity. The location of the rectangular periodic boundary conditions
used during the cylindrical micelle simulation are shown in the gure. In order
to minimize computational cost, the z dimension of each post-equilibration simula-
tion cell was only approximately 2.5 nm in length. The x and y dimensions of the
simulation cells were approximately 5.5 nm in length.
Spherical Micelle Simulations
A spherical SDS micelle was preformed at an aggregation number of 43 that was
determined based on molecular-thermodynamic modeling of SDS micelles in water.
In performing molecular-thermodynamic modeling, we made the assumption that the
micelle is perfectly spherical [16,81]. As a result, we tend to underpredict aggregation
numbers [80]. The observation has been made that given the relatively large aggre-
gation number of SDS micelles that are observed experimentally to form in aqueous
solution, the shape of the SDS micelles must be somewhat nonspherical (the aggre-
gation number of SDS in aqueous solution has been reported to be 69.6 by Almgren
et al. [88] and 74 by Cabane et al. [107], whereas the largest aggregation number that
is geometrically possible for a perfectly spherical SDS micelle is 56 [35]). Therefore,
the aggregation number that we have used for our computer simulation study is a
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lower-bound limit to the aggregation number, which would correspond to micelles
which form when the concentration of SDS in the solution corresponds to the CMC
of SDS. This low aggregation number was selected because it both: (i) minimizes
computational time, and (ii) corresponds to the maximum curvature state of spherical
SDS micelles and allows us to better evaluate the e¤ect of curvature on solubilizate
hydration. After determining the aggregation number, a single SDS micelle was pre-
formed as a spherical aggregate by placing SDS molecules in close proximity with the
hydrophilic SO4 group of each SDS molecule oriented radially outwards from the mi-
celle center. A total of 3,347 water molecules and 43 counterions were also included
in the simulation cell (corresponding to a total of approximately 12,000 atoms). Sim-
ilar to what was done in the cylindrical micelle simulations, to speed equilibration
the 43 counterions were placed at locations experiencing the greatest electrostatic po-
tential. After preparing the surfactant/counterion/water system, equilibration was
performed for 25 ns in the NPT ensemble. This ending conguration was used as the
starting point for each of the 7 surfactant/solubilizate micelles considered. Each sur-
factant/solubilizate micelle was created by exchanging ve surfactant molecules with
ve solubilizate molecules in each spherical micelle, yielding a nal number of 38 sur-
factant molecules in each system. Each of the solubilizates was initially placed at
the micelle core/water interface at the same location previously occupied by the SO4
head of the SDS molecule that it replaced for the same reasons discussed in Section
4.2.3. If necessary, the number of counterions was adjusted after solubilizate addition
and surfactant deletion to maintain electroneutrality. Each surfactant/solubilizate
system was then simulated for 15 ns of equilibration, and data was gathered for the
last 10 ns of simulation. A discussion of the equilibration results will be presented
in Section 4.2.3.
A representative snapshot of a spherical SDS/solubilizate micelle after simulation
for 25 ns is shown in Figure 4-2C. Each solubilizate atom is depicted using its
van der Walls radius to improve its visibility. Water molecules are not shown for
clarity. The location of the cubic periodic boundary conditions used during spherical
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micelle simulation are shown in the gure. The x; y, and z dimensions of each
post-equilibration simulation cell were approximately 5 nm in length.
Equilibration Results for Cylindrical and Spherical Micelles
For the seven cylindrical and seven spherical micelles simulated, potential energy was
found to equilibrate and begin uctuating about an equilibrium value within a small
fraction of the total 25 ns simulation time (results not shown).
SASA equilibration and uctuation was found to occur on a much longer timescale
than that corresponding to potential energy equilibration and uctuation. In Figure









































) obtained during the entire 25 ns of simulation. Results are
reported for cylindrical micelles in Figure 4-3A and for spherical micelles in Figure
4-3B. To calculate SASA, we used the double cubic lattice method as implemented
in GROMACS. The solvent accessible surface was determined by rolling a probe
sphere of radius 0.14 nm (the approximate size of a water molecule) around each
molecule within the micelle [103]. As will be shown in Section 4.3, ibuprofen has a
charged carboxylate group that is very hydrated in the micellar environment, whereas
acetophenone has a carbonyl group that is only moderately hydrated in the micellar
environment. The results presented in Figure 4-3 are representative of the SASA
proles obtained for micelles containing each of the other 5 solubilizates.
It is interesting to point out that the SDS/ibuprofen cylindrical and spherical mi-
celles have a higher value of SASA on average than the SDS/acetophenone cylindrical
and spherical micelles, an e¤ect which may be due to the fact that: (i) ibuprofen has a
larger molecular volume than acetophenone, so the SDS/ibuprofen micelle is slightly
larger than the SDS/acetophenone micelle, and (ii) the charged, highly hydrated
carboxylate group present in ibuprofen may cause the surface of the SDS/ibuprofen
micelle to be somewhat rougher than the surface of the SDS/acetophenone micelle.
As can be seen in Figure 4-3, the SASA values exhibit no noticeable upward or
downward drift during the data-gathering simulation. SASA proles for each of the
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Figure 4-3: Solvent accessible surface area (SASA) proles for the cylindrical (A)









































) as a function of simulation time.
seven SDS/solubilizate cylindrical and spherical micelles are included in Appendix
A of this chapter. However, it is interesting to note that the SASA results for the
spherical micelles are more stable in terms of the magnitude of uctuations observed
than those for the cylindrical micelles (see discussion in Appendix A). For both
cylindrical and spherical micelles, it appears that the total simulation time is su¢ cient
to ensure sampling of a large number of di¤erent micellar conformations with di¤erent
corresponding values of SASA.
The distances from the micelle center of mass (COM) to the center of mass of: (i)
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Series4results) are plotted in Fig-
ures 4-4 and 4-5 for ibuprofen and acetophenone, respectively. Each reported point
reects an average value for all the surfactant molecules (49 in the cylindrical micelles
and 38 in the spherical micelles). The distances from the micelle center of mass to















for ibuprofen in Figure 4-4 and for acetophenone in Figure 4-5. Each reported point
reects an average value for the 5 solubilizates present in the micelles. Figure 4-4
presents results for spherical (4-4A) and for cylindrical (4-4B) SDS/ibuprofen mi-
celles. Figure 4-5 presents results for cylindrical (4-5A) and for spherical (4-5B)
SDS/acetophenone micelles. The results presented in Figures 4-4 and 4-5 are rep-
resentative of distance results obtained for micelles containing each of the other 5
solubilizates. The most striking characteristic of each distance prole shown is its
variability  each distance uctuates substantially (up to 2 nm) during the course
of the 25 ns simulation. The large magnitude of distance uctuations observed
is consistent with the relatively high level of uctuations observed in micelle shape
upon visualization of the MD trajectories. Although signicant uctuations in the
distance values are observed, no consistent drift in the distance results is apparent
for the SDS/ibuprofen and for the SDS/acetophenone micelles. Distance proles
for all seven solubilizates considered in the cylindrical and the spherical SDS mi-
celles are included in Appendix A of this chapter. In addition, the average values of
dSO4 MICCOM ; dCH2 MICCOM ; dCH3 MICCOM ; and dSOLCOM MICCOM over all 25 ns of simu-
lation performed are reported in various tables presented in Appendix A. In general,
the solubilizates do not have a signicant inuence on the distance results for the
three surfactant groups examined because only ve solubilizates are present in each
cylindrical and spherical micelle.
The potential energy, the SASA, and the distance to the micelle center of mass
results discussed above suggest that: (i) the 15 ns of equilibration conducted for each
micelle is su¢ cient, and (ii) the data recorded during the 10 ns data-gathering sim-
ulation should be su¢ cient to sample the equilibrium state of the micelle reasonably
well. In total, the simulations reported in this chapter required approximately 25,000
CPU hours to complete. The water/oil interface simulations required  3 CPU hours
per nanosecond of simulation, the cylindrical micelle simulations required  25 CPU
hours per nanosecond of simulation, and the spherical micelle simulations required 
35 CPU hours per nanosecond of simulation. Clearly, water/oil interface simulations
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A. Cylindrical Micelle B. Spherical Micelle
Figure 4-4: Distances between several surfactant groups dened in the text and







































Series4), and between the center of mass of ibuprofen and the micelle













) in the cylindrical (A) and the spherical (B)
SDS/ibuprofen micelles.
are much less computationally expensive than simulating in a micellar environment.
Therefore, if reasonable inputs can be obtained for molecular-thermodynamic mod-
eling from water/oil interface simulations, this simulation approach is the preferred
one.
4.2.4 Data Analysis Method
Oil/Water Interface Simulations
To characterize the local environment of each atom in the solubilizate from the
oil/water simulation results, the number of contacts per timestep experienced by
di¤erent atoms in the solubilizate with octane and with water was counted over the
course of a simulation run. A contact was dened as two atoms approaching each
other to within a set cuto¤ distance at any time during the simulation. Because the
van der Waals radii of the simulated atoms ranged between 0.120.19 nm, a reason-
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A. Cylindrical Micelle B. Spherical Micelle
Figure 4-5: Distances between several surfactant groups dened in the text and
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) in the cylindrical (A) and the spherical (B)
SDS/acetophenone micelles.
able minimum cuto¤ distance to identify such contacts is twice the maximum van der
Waals radius, or around 0.38 nm. As shown in a previous study [80], in which the size
of the cuto¤ distance was set at 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6 nm, the size of the cuto¤ distance
does not have a signicant e¤ect on the head and tail assignment results. In this
study, as well as in our previous two studies, a 0.5 nm cuto¤distance was used [80,82].
The ratio of the number of contacts with water to the number of contacts with octane
was computed for each atom in the solubilizate considered to determine whether a
given atom is surrounded primarily by water or by octane. As we reported recently,
each contact ratio must be scaled by a factor of 0.88 to account for the fact that
an atom in bulk water experiences slightly more contacts than an atom in bulk oc-
tane [80]. Any atom having a scaled contact ratio greater than 1.0 is identied as
being part of the solubilizate head. Conversely, any atom having a scaled contact
ratio smaller than 1.0 is identied as being part of the solubilizate tail.
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An estimate of the error of each scaled contact ratio was determined through the
use of block averaging [108110]. The standard error for the scaled contact ratios was
computed from the variance between averages of blocks of data, and the block size was
increased until the standard error estimate became constant. This analysis approach
allows estimation of the true standard error in correlated data sets. An analytical
block average curve (based on the assumption that the autocorrelation in the data
can be described as the sum of two exponentials) was t to the standard error versus
block size data to assist in identifying the correct standard error values [108110].
Unfortunately, a single simulation is usually not adequate to demonstrate the sta-
tistical signicance of the simulation results. Other researchers have commented on
this problem in the context of free energy calculations made through computer sim-
ulation (see additional discussion in Chapter 9) [101, 111]. It is typically necessary
to run multiple independent simulations to check and verify that the uncertainty es-
timates obtained through block averaging are reasonable [99, 102, 104]. Due to the
rapidly diverging nature of molecular dynamics simulation results, simulations can
be made independent simply by changing the seed number used to randomly assign
initial velocities [112]. To simultaneously determine the e¤ect of simulation duration
on variance in the scaled contact ratios and on the level of run-to-run variance, three
independent runs were conducted for the o-, m-, and p-aminobenzoate solubilizates
of duration 10, 25, and 50 ns. Run-to-run variance was found to be comparable in
magnitude (typically within a factor of 2) to the block average estimates of standard
error for each of these solubilizates. Accordingly, and because of the high computa-
tional cost associated with conducting multiple simulations, independent simulations
were not considered necessary for the other four solubilizates simulated.
By computing standard errors in the scaled contact ratios, it is possible to evaluate
the statistical signicance of the head and tail assignment made for each solubilizate
group. If the scaled contact ratio for any specic group is within a standard error
of 1.0, the head or tail assignment for that group is not considered to be statistically
signicant. For ibuprofen, benzamide, m-aminobenzoate, and p-aminobenzoate, the
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level of noise observed in the simulation results led to non-statistically signicant
head and tail assignments for a total of 5 di¤erent groups (see Section 4.3).
Cylindrical and Spherical Micelle Simulations
To identify the solubilizate head and tail in a micellar environment, a di¤erent ap-
proach is necessary. In a micellar environment, a solubilizate molecule located at the
micelle core/water interface makes contacts not only with water and with surfactant
tail atoms, but also with surfactant head atoms and with atoms in other solubilizate
molecules. Consequently, taking the ratio of the number of contacts with water
to the number of contacts with surfactant tails would yield an inaccurate head and
tail assignment for each solubilizate atom (particularly because, as will be shown in
Chapter 6, contacts with surfactant heads are most appropriately treated as hydrating
contacts, similar to contacts with water molecules). Instead, the approach adopted
here to identify the head and tail of solubilizates based on cylindrical and spherical
micelle simulation results involves calculating the ratio of the number of contacts per
timestep experienced by di¤erent atoms in the solubilizate molecule with water to the
number of total contacts experienced by the same atoms per timestep. Note that the
total number of contacts per timestep includes contacts with water, with counterions
(if present), with surfactant heads, with surfactant tails, and with other solubilizates.
This ratio, which we dene as the micellar contact ratio (MCR), was also calculated
for each atom in the surfactants present in the micellar system. To minimize error in
the results, the MCR for each surfactant and solubilizate atom was averaged for all
the 5 solubilizates and for all the 38 (in the case of spherical micelles) or 49 (in the
case of cylindrical micelles) surfactants considered. The MCR calculated for each
atom quanties the degree of hydration of that atom in the micellar environment. As
shown in Chapter 2, the appropriate head and tail assignment for SDS in the context
of molecular-thermodynamic modeling is that the SO4 group and the rst CH2 group
attached to it comprise the SDS head. Each of the remaining CH2 groups and the
terminal CH3 group in the dodecyl chain of SDS comprise the SDS tail [81].
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After determining MCR for each solubilizate atom, a metric must be used to
determine whether or not the MCR value computed for each atom indicates that
the atom is part of the solubilizate head or part of the solubilizate tail. To assign
each solubilizate atom as either head or tail, the MCR for each solubilizate atom
is compared to the MCRs of the surfactant atoms, where the groups that are part
of the surfactant head and tail are assumed to be known. Using the simulation
results obtained in this chapter, solubilizate atoms were identied as head or tail as
follows: if the MCR of the solubilizate atom (or group of atoms) was greater than the
average of the MCRs of the rst and the second CH2 groups in SDS (i.e., greater than
the average of the last head group and the rst tail group in SDS), the solubilizate
atom was assigned to be part of the solubilizate head in molecular-thermodynamic
modeling. Otherwise, if the MCR of the solubilizate atom was less than that of
the average of the MCRs of the rst and the second CH2 groups in SDS, then the
solubilizate atom was considered to be part of the solubilizate tail in molecular-
thermodynamic modeling. The di¤erence between the MCR of a solubilizate group
and the average MCR of the last head group and the rst tail group in the surfactant
tail will be referred to as MCR. If MCR is positive, the group is part of the head,
and if MCR is negative, the group is part of the tail.
To apply the computational approach just described, the head and tail of the
surfactant must be known a priori. It is not di¢ cult to determine the head and
tail of simple anionic, cationic, zwitterionic, and nonionic surfactants [80, 82]. For
surfactants with charged (anionic, cationic, or zwitterionic), hydrophilic atoms at-
tached to a linear alkyl chain, the rst CH2 group attached to the surfactant head
is quite hydrated and should be modeled as part of the surfactant head. However,
for surfactants with nonionic hydrophilic atoms attached to a linear alkyl chain, the
rst CH2 group attached to the surfactant head is relatively unhydrated and should
be modeled as being part of the surfactant tail [80, 82]. These rules-of-thumb have
been determined based on experimental evidence and the computer simulation results
presented in Chapter 2.
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For more structurally complex surfactants where it is not immediately obvious
what portions of the molecule should be assigned to be part of the head and the tail,
the surfactant molecule may be rst simulated at a water/oil interface to determine
head and tail assignments using the analysis approach described in Section 4.2.4 and in
Chapter 2. Following such assignment, a micelle containing both the surfactant and
solubilizate may be preformed and simulated in aqueous solution in order to determine
the head and tail for each solubilizate using the method described in this section.
Determination of the surfactant head and tail may also be accomplished by simulation
in a micellar environment, but in this case analysis is complicated by the fact that
no reference condition can be dened with which to evaluate MCR values from the
MCR values computed for each surfactant group. Determination of the surfactant
head and tail may be accomplished in the micellar environment using an alternative
computer simulation/molecular-thermodynamic modeling approach (referred to as
the CS-MTmodeling approach) that is introduced in Chapters 6, 7, and 8. In the CS-
MTmodeling approach, surfactant groups that are part of the head and part of the tail
are determined by counting hydrating contacts (contacts with hydrogen bonding
or coordinate bonding atoms) in the micellar state and in bulk aqueous solution to
determine what is referred to as the fractional hydrationof each surfactant group.
In Chapter 7, a value of fractional hydration that serves as the division between
groups that are part of the head and part of the tail is proposed.
The same approach used to compute the standard errors of the SCRs described in
Section 4.2.4 was used to compute the standard errors of the MCRs. Because head
and tail assignments made from cylindrical and spherical micelle simulations requires
comparison of the MCR for a specic solubilizate group with the average MCR for the
last head and rst tail group in a surfactant, errors in all three MCR values contribute
to the uncertainty in the head and tail assignment. Fortunately, the standard error
in the MCRs computed for the surfactants were found to be very small because the
results were averaged over a large number of SDS molecules. Consequently, the
standard error in each MCR value for each solubilizate group was found to be close
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to the standard error in the MCR value for that solubilizate group. If the MCR
value for any specic solubilizate group is within a standard error of 0.0, the head or
tail assignment for that group is not considered to be statistically signicant. Using
the cylindrical micelle simulation data, the head or tail assignments made for one
group in ibuprofen, one group in benzamide, one group in acetophenone, and two
groups in p-aminobenzoate were not statistically signicant. Using the spherical
micelle simulation data, the head or tail assignment made for one group in ibuprofen,
one group in benzamide, two groups in acetophenone, one group in benzonitrile, one
group in o-aminobenzoate andm-aminobenzoate, and two groups in p-aminobenzoate
were not statistically signicant (see Section 4.3).
4.3 Simulation Results and Discussion
Head and tail assignments made for groups of atoms in each solubilizate using wa-
ter/oil interface simulations, cylindrical micelle simulations, and spherical micelle
simulations are presented in Figures 4-6, 4-7, and 4-8, respectively. In these g-
ures, averaged results for groups of several atoms (for example, CH3) are presented
to reduce the complexity of the reported data. For clarity, no hydrogen atoms are
shown in the gures. The solubilizates are shown in the same order that they appear
in Figure 4-1, which more clearly identies the chemical identity of each group. In
each gure, groups that are identied as being part of the head are colored in blue,
groups that are identied as being part of the tail are colored in red, and groups that
could not be assigned as being part of the head or the tail with statistical signicance
are colored in grey. Recall that the criteria used to determine the statistical signif-
icance of head and tail assignment was described in Section 4.2.4. In Tables 1-7 in
Appendix B, we list scaled contact ratios (SCRs), di¤erences in the solubilizate and
surfactant micellar contact ratios (MCRs), and standard errors (SEs) computed
from the water/oil interface simulation, cylindrical micelle simulation, and spherical





Figure 4-6: Head and tail identications made based on water/oil interface simula-
tions.
groups that are identied as being part of the head are shown in bold.
In general, the head and tail assignments made using water/oil interface simulation
data, cylindrical micelle simulation data, and spherical micelle simulation data are
similar. A total of 13 groups are assigned to be part of the head based on the
water/oil interface simulation data, 10 are assigned to be part of the head based on
the cylindrical micelle simulation data, and 12 are assigned to be part of the head
based on the spherical micelle simulation data. Five groups could not be assigned
to be part of the head or the tail with statistical signicance based on the water/oil
interface simulation data, ve groups could not be assigned to be part of the head
or the tail with statistical signicance based on the cylindrical micelle simulation
data, and nine groups could not be assigned to be part of the head or the tail with
statistical signicance based on the spherical micelle simulation data. Finally, a
total of 59 groups were assigned to be part of the tail based on the water/oil interface
simulation data, 62 groups were assigned to be part of the tail based on the cylindrical
micelle simulation data, and 57 groups were assigned to be part of the tail based on
the spherical micelle simulation data.










Figure 4-8: Head and tail identications made based on spherical micelle simulations.
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obtained from simulation in the three di¤erent geometries. For example, the entire
acetophenone molecule is assigned to be tail based on the water/oil interface simula-
tion results. Based on the cylindrical micelle simulation results, however, the oxygen
atom in the carbonyl group in acetophenone cannot be assigned to be part of the
head or part of the tail with statistical signicance. Based on the spherical micelle
simulation results, both the oxygen atom in the carbonyl group and the CH3 group
adjacent to the carbonyl group in acetophenone cannot be assigned to be part of the
head or part of the tail with statistical signicance.
The cylindrical and the spherical micelle simulations are expected to yield more
physically accurate head and tail assignments than the water/oil interface simulations
(albeit at the cost of greater computational expense). However, several important
di¤erences do exist between the cylindrical and the spherical micelle simulation head
and tail assignment results. For example, in addition to the di¤erence in the head
and tail assignments made for acetophenone discussed above, the entire benzonitrile
molecule is assigned to be tail based on the cylindrical micelle simulation results, while
the nitrogen in benzonitrile has no statistically signicant head or tail assignment
based on the spherical micelle simulation results.
The observed di¤erences between the head and tail assignments based on the
three methods reect two factors. The rst factor is that the degree of curvature,
the ordering present in the oil/micelle core phase, and the presence/spacing of the
surfactant heads di¤ers in the three cases, which would naturally be expected to
inuence the position and the orientation of the solubilizates relative to the micelle
core/water interface to some extent. Therefore, we would expect that real, physical
di¤erences between the head and the tail identications may be obtained for some
solubilizates using the three di¤erent methods. The second factor is that the water
contact data obtained using the three methods is quite noisy, and the results presented
here indicate that it is not always possible, even with extended simulation times
(up to 50 ns for the water/oil interface simulations and 25 ns for the cylindrical
and the spherical micelle simulations) to make statistically signicant head and tail
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assignments for solubilizates with structures such as those modeled in this chapter.
Close inspection of the actual SCR and MCR data included in Appendix B
claries this picture somewhat, providing additional information about the extent
to which the two factors discussed above contribute to the observed di¤erences in
head and tail assignments. In fact, statistically signicant di¤erences in the MCR
results obtained from cylindrical and spherical micelle simulation data do exist for a
signicant number of groups. Analysis of the results presented in Appendix B shows
that 29 of the 77 MCR results for groups in the seven solubilizates considered here
are di¤erent to a statistically signicant extent. Statistical signicance in this case
has been assessed by comparing the absolute value of the di¤erence between the
MCR value for a given group obtained based on the cylindrical and the spherical
micelle simulation data with the sum of the SE values associated with the two MCR
values. If the absolute value of the di¤erence inMCR is greater than the sum of the
two SE values, the di¤erence is considered statistically signicant. A more stringent
test of statistical signicance (corresponding to a 95% level of condence) is whether
the absolute value of the di¤erence in the MCR values is greater than twice the
sum of the two SE values. Using this more stringent criteria, 16 out of 77 MCR
assignments made using the cylindrical and the spherical micelle simulation data are
di¤erent to a statistically signicant extent.
Although statistically signicant di¤erences in the MCR values do exist, it is
not clear to what extent these di¤erences will impact the predictions made by the
molecular-thermodynamic model. One of the main free-energy contributions a¤ected
by the head and tail assignment is the transfer free-energy contribution, gtr. This
free-energy contribution is the primary driving force for micelle formation, and has
the largest (in magnitude) free-energy contribution to the free energy of micelle for-
mation in aqueous solution (see Section 4.4.3). An assumption is made in traditional
MT modeling that gtr (which is linearly related to the number of tail groups) can be
considered to be independent of micelle shape and size. The computer simulation re-
sults presented here, which indicate that to some extent the head and tail assignments
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are a function of micelle curvature, of the extent of ordering in the surfactant tails,
and/or of the spacing of the surfactant heads, indicate that this assumption is an
approximation. However, it is important to note that the molecular-thermodynamic
model has been shown to yield quantitatively, or semi-quantitatively, accurate pre-
dictions of the micellization behavior of a wide range of structurally simple nonionic,
zwitterionic, anionic, and cationic surfactants [16, 80, 81]. Consequently, we antic-
ipate that selecting heads and tails based on an average of the results presented in
Figures 4-6, 4-7, and 4-8, or based on one of the three methods discussed in this
chapter (simulation at a water/oil interface, in a cylindrical micelle, or in a spherical
micelle) should yield reasonable molecular-thermodynamic modeling results.
If reasonable results can be obtained with all three methods, for the types of solubi-
lizates considered in this chapter (which are relatively small and rigid), determination
of head and tail parameters through simulation at a water/oil interface would be rec-
ommended because it is much less computationally expensive than simulation in a
micellar environment. However, in Chapter 5, head and tail assignments made based
on the spherical micelle simulation results will be used in molecular-thermodynamic
modeling because these assignments are expected to be the most physically realistic,
and in Chapter 5 we wish to use the best possible head and tail input parameters
determined through computer simulation in order to evaluate whether the hybrid
computer simulation/molecular-thermodynamic model is capable of making accurate
predictions of micellar solubilization behavior that are in agreement with the avail-
able experimental data. Head and tail assignments obtained through simulation in
spherical micelles are expected to yield the most physically realistic of the head and
tail assignments discussed in this chapter because: (i) unlike simulation at a wa-
ter/oil interface, simulation in a spherical micelle includes the e¤ects of curvature at
the micelle/core water interface, ordering of the surfactant tails, and the presence of
the surfactant heads, and (ii) unlike simulation in a cylindrical micelle, the boundary
conditions applied during simulation in a spherical micelle are physically realistic (see
Sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.3). Groups that could not be assigned to be part of the head
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or the tail with statistical signicance based on the spherical micelle simulation data
will be modeled in a new way when implementing a mean-eld model to evaluate the
packing free-energy contribution (gpack) associated with micelle formation. In gen-
eral, those groups for which statistically signicant head and tail assignments could
not be made will be modeled as neutralgroups in the packing model presented in
Section 4.4.3.
4.4 Molecular-Thermodynamic Theory of Solubi-
lization
4.4.1 Introduction
In this section, a general molecular-thermodynamic theory of solubilization is re-
viewed and extended. The development of a molecular-thermodynamic theory of
solubilization involves combining: (i) a thermodynamic description of the surfactant
and solubilizate solution with (ii) a molecular model to evaluate the free-energy change
associated with transferring surfactants and solubilizates from their reference state in
aqueous solution to form a surfactant/solubilizate micellar aggregate.
To simplify notation, both the thermodynamic framework and the molecular
model for the free energy of micelle formation presented in this section will be for-
mulated for the solubilization of a single ionic or nonionic solubilizate species in a
micelle containing a single ionic or nonionic surfactant species, where multiple coun-
terion species may be present in aqueous solution. However, the theory presented
here may be generalized in a straightforward manner to model the self-assembly of
multiple surfactant species and multiple solubilizate species into micelles.
The molecular-thermodynamic theory of solubilization presented here builds on
the theory developed by Srinivasan and Blankschtein [28]. A number of rene-
ments, such as the introduction of a new neutral groupapproach to the mean-eld
packing model and the use of regular solution theory to more accurately model sur-
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factant/solubilizate interactions in the micelle core, are presented for the rst time
here. Both renements have been necessary to make the theory more physically
realistic for complex surfactants and solubilizates.
4.4.2 Thermodynamic Framework to Model the Free Energy
of the Micellar Solution
In the thermodynamic framework developed here, we denote the number of water
molecules by Nw and the number of micellar aggregates consisting of ns surfactant
molecules, fncjgJj=1 counterions (each species indexed by j with a total of J species
present in solution), and na solubilizates in solution by Nnsfncj gna . The distribution of
these micellar aggregates  referred to as nsfncjgna-mers  includes all monomeric
species in bulk aqueous solution: (i) surfactant monomers, corresponding to ns =
1, fncjg = f0g, and na = 0; (ii) unbound counterions, corresponding to ns = 0,
fncj 6=kg = f0g, ncj=k = 1, and na = 0, for each species k present; and (iii) solubilizate
monomers, corresponding to ns = 0, fncjg = 0, and na = 1. The mole fraction
Xnsfncj gna for a given nsfncjgna-mer is dened here to be Nnsfncj gna=N , where N is


















and the summations are
understood to range from 0 to 1 in each case. Note that this denition di¤ers






Nnsfncj gna ) [28].
In the multiple-chemical equilibrium model [16, 81], each micellar aggregate is
considered to be a distinct chemical species in equilibrium with the other aggregates
(including monomers). By equating the overall chemical potential of a micellar
aggregate, or nsfncjgna-mer, with the sum of the chemical potentials of all the ag-
gregate constituents (ns surfactants, fncjg bound counterions, and na solubilizates),
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nagg exp [ nagg  gf] (4.7)
whereXs,Xcj , andXa are the mole fractions of the surfactant monomers, the unbound
counterions of type j, and the solubilizate monomers in the bulk aqueous solution,
respectively; oi is the standard-state (innite dilution) chemical potential of species i,
where i represents a micellar aggregate, a surfactant monomer, an unbound counterion
of species j, or a solubilizate monomer; kB is the Boltzmann constant; T is the
absolute temperature; nagg is the aggregation number of the micellar aggregate (i.e.
the number of core constituents: nagg = ns+na); and gf is the modied free energy of
micelle formation. Note that all free energies, enthalpies, and entropies represented
by the symbols g, h, and s, respectively and regardless of subscript, are intensive
quantities, dened on a per nagg basis with units of kBT . This convention will be
used throughout the remainder of this chapter.
The modied free energy of micelle formation, gf, is dened as follows [79]:
gf =
h
nsfncj gna   ns

























































































where s = ns=nagg and a = na=nagg are the surfactant and solubilizate mole fractions
in the micellar aggregate, respectively; bulks = Xs=(Xs+Xa) and 
bulk
a = Xa=(Xs+Xa)
are the relative fractions of surfactant and solubilizate in the bulk state (bulks +
bulk
a =
1), respectively; and cj = ncj=nagg is the degree of counterion binding for counterion
species j.
The factor of e that appears in each of the pre-exponential factors in Eq. 4.5
results from the individual entitydenition of Xi used in the equation, rather than
the conventional mole fraction denition. In Eq. 4.7, the pre-exponential factor
(Xs + Xa)nagg captures the translational entropy loss associated with localizing the
ns monomeric surfactants and na monomeric solubilizates in the micellar aggregate,
while gf reects both: (i) the free-energy advantage associated with the transfer of
the surfactant monomers, the counterions, and the solute monomers from their cor-
responding standard-states in the bulk aqueous solution to the micellar aggregate
(given by gform), and (ii) the entropic disadvantage associated with the loss in trans-
lational entropy of the bound counterions and the solubilized solutes resulting from
their association with the micellar aggregate (given by gent).
A theoretical challenge in solving Eq. 4.9 is determining the reference state chem-
ical potentials of the micellar aggregates and monomers (including the surfactant, the
solubilizate, and the counterions of interest). Historically, the functional form of gform,
which contains these terms, has been determined by constructing a thermodynamic
path from a solution containing all the constituents in monomeric form at innite
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dilution in bulk aqueous solution to a solution containing a single micelle at innite
dilution in bulk aqueous solution. As a state function, gform may be calculated from
any reversible path; in previous research published by our group, we have postulated
the following functional form for gform, where the six terms appearing below on the
right-hand side of the equation are distinct free-energy contributions. Specically,
gform = gtr + gint + gpack + gmix + gst + gelec (4.13)
Each of these distinct free-energy contributions is computed molecularly based
on the chemical structures of the surfactants, the counterions, and the solubilizates.
The six free-energy contributions in Eq. 4.13 are discussed in detail in the following
section, which introduces a molecular model to determine the magnitude of each
contribution.
Note that, in the discussion that follows, we make frequent use of the index i to
represent either the surfactant or solubilizate species (i.e. the core constituents). In
the remainder of this chapter, we will only explicitly indicate the denition of i where
it is additionally used to index the counterion species.
4.4.3 Molecular Model of Micellar Solubilization
In the molecular model of micellar solubilization presented here, the formation of
a micellar aggregate from the surfactant monomers, the counterions, and the solu-
bilizate monomers in their standard states in aqueous solution can be modeled by
computing the free-energy contributions associated with the formation of the micelle
interfacial shell and the free-energy contributions associated with the formation of
the micelle core.
Formation of the Micelle Interfacial Shell
In this section, we discuss the evaluation of the free-energy changes associated with
assembling the micelle interfacial shell, which includes the surfactant heads, the sol-
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ubilizate heads (if present), and the bound counterions (in the case of ionic systems).
A key assumption underlying the molecular-thermodynamic modeling approach is
that the micelle is modeled as having a sharp micelle core/water interface, so that
the free-energy contributions associated with the formation of the micelle interfacial
shell are independent of the internal microstructure of the micelle (which is deter-
mined through the packing model described in Section 4.4.3), and depend solely on
the micelle geometry and composition.
The Steric Free-Energy Contribution In previous work on the micellization of
ionic surfactants with counterion binding, the e¤ect of excluded area at the inter-
face due to surfactant heads and bound counterions on the lateral mobility of these
entities across the interfacial surface has been modeled through a steric free-energy



























In Eq. 4.15, ah;a, ah;s, ah;cj are the lateral head areas of the solubilizate, the
surfactant, and the jth species of counterion, respectively, projected onto the micelle
surface of area A. Ah is the total surface area occupied by the projection of these
heads (i.e., Ah = naah,a + nsah,s +
P
j ncjah;cj), such that the ratio Ah=A represents
the occupied fraction of the micelle surface area; the argument of the logarithm is
therefore the fractional free surface area at the micelle surface. It is convenient
to divide both Ah and A in equation 4.14 by nagg to eliminate explicit reference
to the number of molecules, and the formula A=nagg = (A=V )vavg = (S=lcore)vavg
is further used to develop equation 4.15, where V is the micelle volume, S is the
micelle shape factor (S = 1 for bilayers, 2 for cylinders, and 3 for spheres), lcore is
the micelle core-minor radius, and vavg is the average core constituent tail volume
(vavg = svs + ava, with vs and va the molecular tail volumes of the surfactant and
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solubilizate, respectively). The term multiplying the logarithm in Eqs. 4.14 and 4.15,
h+
P
j cj , represents the fraction of constituents with heads relative to the number
of core constituents (nagg), where h is dened below and is dependent on whether
the solubilizate is localized entirely within the surfactant core (zero head area) or has
amphiphilic character (nonzero head area).
h =
8<: s + a = 1, if ah,a > 0s, if ah,a = 0 (4.16)
The Electrostatic Free-Energy Contribution The electrostatic free-energy con-
tribution includes two separate terms: (i) the free-energy change associated with
discharging the charged surfactant/solubilizate heads in bulk aqueous solution, gdisch,
and (ii) the free-energy change associated with charging the micellar aggregate to
the appropriate surface charge density in aqueous solution, gcharge. The electrostat-
ics free-energy model used in modeling micellar solubilization is identical to a model
developed for ionic, zwitterionic, and pH-sensitive surfactant mixtures [33, 34, 79].
Solubilizates that localize in the micelle core are typically nonionic, and therefore do
not contribute to gelec. The electrostatic free-energy contribution is computed using
the following expression:




 0 (q) dq (4.18)
where  0 (q) is the instantaneous micelle surface potential, expressed as a function of
the instantaneous micelle charge, q, and
R qf
0
 0 (q) dq is the work required to charge the
micelle surface against this instantaneous potential from an uncharged state (q = 0)
to the nal state of charge (q = qf).
The rst term in Eq. 4.17 is evaluated using the Debye-Huckel expression, and is
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given by:













where e0 is the electronic charge, b is the dielectric constant for the bulk aqueous
solvent, 0 is the dielectric permittivity of vacuum, and zi and rh,i are the charge and
the hydrated radius of species i, respectively (including the J counterion species).
Note that Eq. 4.20 contains contributions for all ionic species in the solution that are
present in the nal aggregate, including charged surfactants, bound counterions, and
solubilizates. For nonionic components zi = 0, and therefore gdisch,i = 0.
The magnitude of the integral in the second term of Eq. 4.18 is dictated by
the number and charge of the ionic constituents in the micellar aggregate and in bulk
aqueous solution. The solution of this integral involves solving a Laplace equation for
the Stern region of the micelles, and approximating the Poisson-Boltzmann equation
using the Ohshima, Healy, and White approximation [33].
Formation of the Micelle Core
In this section, the free-energy contributions associated with the formation of the
micelle core are discussed. These free-energy contributions include: (i) two free-
energy contributions associated with changes in hydration (the transfer free-energy
contribution, gtr, and the interfacial free-energy contribution, gint), (ii) a free-energy
contribution associated with mixing of the surfactants, the counterions, and the sol-
ubilizates in the micelle, gmix, and (iii) a free-energy contribution associated with the
constrained arrangement of the surfactant and the solubilizate tails in the micelle
core, gpack.
Free-Energy Contributions Due to Hydration The transfer (gtr) and the inter-
facial (gint) free-energy contributions both reect the free-energy changes associated
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with changes in surfactant and solubilizate hydration that occur during micelle forma-
tion. The transfer free-energy contribution for tail i reects the free-energy change
associated with complete dehydration of each surfactant/solubilizate tail as it is trans-
ferred to a bulk solution of tails of type i, while the interfacial free-energy contribu-
tion reects the free-energy change associated with forming the micelle core/water
interface, causing atoms in the tails that lie at or near the interface to be partially
rehydrated.
The Transfer Free-Energy Contribution The transfer free energy,
gtr,i, of the hydrophobic tail of component i is modeled by equating the chemical
potential of that tail in monomer state, aq,i, in aqueous solution with its chemical
potential in a pure bulk phase of tails, pure,i, as shown below:
aq,i = 
0
aq,i + kBT lnXaq,i = 
0
pure,i = pure,i (4.21)
where 0aq,i is the standard-state chemical potential of component i in the aqueous
bulk phase, 0pure,i is the standard-state chemical potential of component i in the pure
component i bulk tail phase, and Xaq;i is the mole fraction of component i in aqueous
solution in equilibrium with the pure tail phase resulting from the equality of the
chemical potentials in Eq. 4.21. This mole fraction is then equal to that at the
solubility limit of component i by the denition of this equilibrium. Note, however,
that this tail is often not a physically realizable independent entity in the case of
amphiphilic compounds; for example, for surfactants with linear alkane tails, the tail
does not have a methyl group connected to the surfactant head and is therefore not
a true linear alkane. In practice, in this example, we make the assumption that the
linear alkane analogous to the surfactant tail is an appropriate substitute molecule
for calculations utilizing Eq. 4.21 involving the standard-state chemical potentials
and tail solubility.
Rearranging Eq. 4.21, we arrive at an expression for the di¤erence in standard-










where Xaq,i has been written explicitly in terms of the molar solubility limit of the
hydrophobic tail of component i, Saq,i, and 55.6 corresponds to the molarity of pure
water.
To calculate gtr for a multicomponent micelle, we weight each gtr,i by the micellar
mole fraction of that component, i. Specically, in the case of a single surfactant
and a single solubilizate considered here, one obtains:
gtr = sgtr,s + agtr,a (4.23)
In practice, it is usually straightforward to estimate Saq,i for surfactant and solu-
bilizate tails with relatively simple structures that have physically realistic close ana-
logues because aqueous solubility data is readily available for a large set of organic
compounds. However, in cases where experimental solubility data is not available,
especially in cases where the tail has no immediate realistic analogue (e.g., a fragment
of an aromatic ring), the solubility must be predicted theoretically, for example by
using a group-contribution approach. Such approaches will be discussed in greater
detail in Chapter 5.
The Interfacial Free-Energy Contribution The interfacial free-energy
contribution, gint, is computed as the reversible work associated with creating an in-
terface between water and a phase consisting of a mixture of surfactant/solubilizate
tails, with this interface having a characteristic interfacial tension, . We evaluate
gint using the macroscopic interfacial tension of the micelle core/water interface, ,
and an estimate of the area of the interface; A, that is exposed to water. The value
of A is equal to the di¤erence between the total micelle area, Atot, which is obtained
geometrically based on the volume of the surfactant/solubilizate tails, and the total
area of the micelle that is shielded from water contacts by the heads that reside at
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the interface, A0. Note that, in general, A0 has a value di¤erent from Ah (which
appears in Eq. 4.14), since the two areas are conceptually di¤erent, although both
are related to the presence of head groups. Alternatively, gint can be expressed in
terms of the area per molecule in the micelle, a, which can be formulated in terms of
the micelle shape factor, S (S = 1 for bilayers, 2 for cylinders, and 3 for spheres); the











where nagg is the total number of molecules in the micellar aggregate, a = A=nagg,
a0 = A0=nagg, vavg =
P
i ivi; and a0,avg =
P
j ja0,j, where the index j includes only
surfactants and solubilizates that possess heads.
To compute , the interfacial tension between water and the micelle core, the
surfactant tail/water interfacial tension, s, and the solubilizate tail/water interfacial
tension, a, are weighted by the volume fractions of each component near the micelle
core/water interface, int,i, as follows:
 = int,ss + int,aa (4.25)
As will be discussed in Section 4.4.3, the term int,i refers to the volume fraction
of tail i in a layer within the micelle core extending from the micelle core/water
interface 1.54 Å toward the micelle center. Volume fractions in the outer layer are
used instead of area fractions at the micelle surface in order to capture the impact on
the interfacial tension of solubilizates which are located fully within the micelle core
(with no heads) but near the interface. Solubilizates present deeper in the micelle
core are assumed not to contribute to the characteristics of the interface. Due to
this construction, Eq. 4.25 is a general formula that may be used regardless of the
locus of solubilization. For solubilizates without a head, int,i must be calculated
within the context of the mean-eld model used to compute the packing free-energy
contribution, gpack. However, for solubilizates with a head, int,i can be approximated
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as being equal to i. In this case, Eq. 4.25 may be rewritten as follows:
 = ss + aa (4.26)








where 0;i is the interfacial tension of component i with water at a at interface
(having a typical value of about 50 mN/m for linear hydrocarbons),  is the Tolman
distance [116], and S is the shape factor dened above. Typically, an empirical
correlation is used to determine 0;i for alkyl chains of varying length and as a function
of temperature, although, if available, the experimental 0;i values may be used [117].
The Tolman distance, , is computed using the following expression [81].
(nt) = (nt = 11)lmax(nt)=lmax(nt = 11) (4.28)
where nt is the number of carbons in the alkyl tail, and lmax(nt) = 1:54 + 1:265nt is
the fully-extended length of the alkyl tail (in Å) [118].
For some solubilizates, experimental values of 0,a are available. When these are
not available, 0,a may be estimated using an equation developed by Girifalco and
Good, which enables estimation of the interfacial tension between two bulk phases
based on their respective surface tensions and a parameter, , which depends on the
molecular structure of the phase constituents as follows:
0,a = i + w   2iw(iw)1=2 (4.29)
where i is the surface tension of the surfactant or solubilizate tail i; w is the sur-
face tension of pure water, or 72.8 mN/m; and iw is the value of  specic to the
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component i/water interface. Note that iw is typically determined for classes of
compounds with similar chemical functionality by back-calculating using experimen-
tal measurements to determine the interfacial and surface tensions in Eq. 4.29. This
equation enables use of the larger body of literature values for surface tension to
predict interfacial tensions when experimental interfacial tension data is not avail-
able, although the determination of iw for complex molecules has not been well
characterized in the literature.
The Mixing Free-Energy Contribution The mixing free-energy contribution,
gmix, models two distinct types of mixing associated with micellar solubilization, which
we will refer to as gmix,I and gmix,II in the ensuing discussion. The rst type of mixing,
gmix,I, involves the e¤ects of mixing solubilizate tails with surfactant tails within the
micelle core. In an extension of the previous molecular-thermodynamic model of
solubilization, we have chosen to model the mixing of the surfactant/solubilizate
tails using regular solution theory, which accounts for both entropic and enthalpic
contributions to the free energy of mixing. Note that, for solubilizates that have
no head, and that therefore are free to move within the micelle core, an additional
translational entropy term is required. This additional translational entropy term is
included in gpack and will be discussed in Section 4.4.3. The second type of mixing
entropy, gmix,II, involves the mixing of counterions, surfactant heads, and solubilizate
heads (when applicable), in the micelle interfacial shell.




i i ln ai = hmixing   Tsmixing (4.30)
where, in a micellar system, i can index any of: the surfactant head or tail, the
solubilizate head or tail, and any one of the J counterion species, as applicable; i is
the mole fraction of species i (relative to nagg); and ai is the activity of species i.
In developing an expression for gmix,I from Eq. 4.30, we make use of the regular
solution model proposed by Hildebrand for a binary system [119], which in our case
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is the system comprised of the surfactant tail and solubilizate tail within the micelle
core. Specically,
kBT ln as = vs
2
a (s   a)2 + kBT lns (4.31a)
kBT ln aa = va
2
s (s   a)2 + kBT lna (4.31b)
where vi is the tail volume of species i, i = ivi=vavg is the volume fraction of species
i, and i is the solubility parameter for species i, which can be determined either
experimentally or using group-contribution methods.
By combining Eq. 4.30 with Eqs. 4.31a and 4.31b, we arrive at the following
expression for gmix,I, which has been written in a manner that emphasizes the enthalpic
and the ideal entropic contributions to the free energy:
gmix,I = (hmix,I)  T (smix,I) (4.32)
=
 





 s lns + a lna
T

In equation 4.32, it is a di¤erence in solubility parameters between the two mixed
species that captures the non-idealities of the surfactant tail/solubilizate tail mixing.
When these parameters are equal, hmix,I becomes zero, and the free energy of mixing
is a function of the ideal entropy alone, which corresponds to ideal mixing. Note that
it is by denition of a regular solution that decomposition into a nonideal enthalpic
component and an ideal entropic component is possible [119].
To evaluate gmix,II, the mixing of bound counterions, surfactant heads, and solubi-
lizate heads, as applicable, is modeled as ideal. That is, we assume that the solubility
parameters of these species are very similar, such that the enthalpic term tends to
zero. This assumption greatly simplies evaluation of the mixing free energy; for mi-
cellar solutions where multiple counterions are present, implementation of a regular
solution model to compute the mixing free energy would require consideration of all
pairwise interactions. With this in mind, the following simple expression is used to
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determine gmix,II [28]:





































, if ah;a > 0
(4.33)
where the rst case represents ideal mixing of surfactant heads and J bound counte-
rion species, and the second case represents ideal mixing of surfactant heads, solubi-
lizate heads, and J bound counterion species.
The mixing free-energy contribution, gmix, is equal to the sum of gmix,I and gmix,II:



























































, if ah;a > 0
The Packing Free-Energy Contribution The free-energy penalty associated
with attachment of the surfactant and amphiphilic solubilizate tails to the micelle
core/water interface is captured in gpack, the packing free-energy contribution. This
free-energy contribution includes: (i) the conformational penalty associated with
packing the surfactant and the solubilizate tails in the micelle core, and (ii) the
entropic gain associated with mixing the surfactant tails and unattached solubilizate
tails within the micelle core.
In this section, a chain packing theory to model protein adsorption onto solid
surfaces grafted with polymer chains originally developed by Ben-Shaul, Szleifer, and
Gelbart is generalized to model packing within micellar systems [120,121]. Here, an
extension of Szleifers model developed by Srinivasan and Blankschtein, which incor-
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porates the presence of solubilizates in the micelle core, is reviewed. Surfactant tails,
because of their chemical bonds with the surfactant heads, are e¤ectively attached
to the micelle core/water interface [28]. If an amphiphilic solubilizate is present
in the micelle, the solubilizate tail is also attached to the micelle core/water inter-
face. To make the mean-eld model more physically realistic when modeling complex
surfactants and amphiphilic solubilizates possessing head groups, a novel modeling
approach has been developed that models certain surfactant/solubilizate groups as
neutralgroups. This approach is reported for the rst time in this section.
System Denition In the mean-eld theory used to compute gpack, the micelle
hydrophobic core is divided into L concentric layers (see Figure 4-9). The label l,
where l = 1; 2; 3:::L starting from the micelle center towards the micelle surface, will
be used to number each of the layers in the micelle core. The value of L is typically
chosen so that the width of each layer is between 1.5-2.0 Å, which is close to the
length of a carbon-carbon bond [28]. The volume of the micelle core will be denoted
by V , and therefore, the overall volume fraction of the solubilized solute in the micelle
core is dened as a = nava=V , where na and va are the number and molecular tail
volume of the solubilizate present in the micelle, respectively.
In the mean-eld packing model, the conformations of a single surfactant tail and
a single solubilizate tail are considered. The intramolecular bonded interactions of
the surfactant and the solubilizate are modeled rigorously, while the intermolecular
interactions with the other surfactant and solubilizate tails are treated using a mean-
eld approximation. Both the surfactant and the solubilizate tails are modeled at
a united-atom level of detail, in which hydrogen atoms are modeled as being part of
their parent atoms (for example, each CH2 group is modeled as a single entity).
To introduce an increased level of physical realism into the model for the packing
free-energy contribution (gpack), we have introduced a new modeling approach in
which each group in a surfactant or solubilizate tail can be modeled as a head group,
a tail group, or a neutralgroup when performing packing calculations. In earlier
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Figure 4-9: Two-dimensional representation of a spherical or cylindrical micelle core.
The micelle core is divided into L layers parallel to the micelle core-water interface.
The Cartesian reference frame {X, Y, Z} is chosen with the Y-axis passing through
the surfactant head (H) and oriented normal to the micelle core/water interface.
The three Euler angles describing the overall orientation of the surfactant tail with
respect to the micelle core/water interface (, , and ) are discussed in the text. The
variable  denotes the position of the surfactant head outside the micelle core/water
interface. Figure and explanation are taken from [28].
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implementations of the packing model, all head groups were modeled as a single
combined entity (see the group denotedH in Figure 4-9). In the new implementation,
the packing model is made more physically realistic by modeling each group that
is part of the surfactant/solubilizate head explicitly. A single group in the head
(typically a very hydrophilic group, such as the charged group in an ionic surfactant
head) is selected as the group that is rooted at a position  beyond the micelle
core/water interface. Although the other head groups are not rooted at a specic
coordinate and all conformations of the head group are sampled during modeling,
they are not permitted to cross the micelle core/water interface to enter the micelle
core. Similarly, tail groups are forced to remain within the micelle core. In contrast
to both head and tail groups, neutral groups are groups that are modeled as being
allowed to adopt positions in both the aqueous phase and within the micelle core.
We believe that modeling certain groups in this manner makes the packing model
more physically realistic by relaxing the traditional approximation that the micelle
core/water interface is completely sharp. In reality (and as observed in our MD
simulations), micelles are dynamic entities characterized by a rough micelle core/water
interface. Many solubilizate groups in the 14 micelles simulated in this chapter spent
a signicant amount of time in both the aqueous phase and the micelle core. As
such, modeling the micelle core/water interface as a sharp boundary and assigning
such groups to be either head groups (which are not allowed to enter the micelle core),
or tail groups (which are not allowed to enter the aqueous solution), is not physically
realistic and can result in large, unphysical gpack values (results not shown).
The identication of an individual group in a surfactant or solubilizate as a head
group, a tail group, or a neutral group is made based on the computer simulation
results. In the new proposed implementation of gpack, neutral groups are dened
as groups that are observed to spend a signicant amount of time both outside and
inside of the micelle core during MD simulation. It is important to note that surfac-
tant/solubilizate groups that cannot be identied as head groups or as tail groups with
statistical signicance (for the solubilizates simulated in this chapter, such groups are
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shown in grey in Figures 4-6, 4-7, and 4-8) either: (i) have an average SCR value
that is very close to 1.0 or a MCR value that is very close to 0.0, or (ii) have a
high degree of variation in their SCR or MCR values. We believe that such groups
will be modeled in a more physically realistic manner if they are modeled as neutral
groups.
A single conformation of the surfactant tail is denoted by 
. This conformational
state can be separated into two components: (i) 
int; or the internal dihedral con-
formation of the tail, and (ii) 
ext; or the external conformation of the tail, which
species the rotational orientation of the tail with respect to the micelle core/water
interface [28].
If a solubilizate does not possess a head, then it may be distributed throughout the
micelle core, and therefore it is necessary to consider conformations for the molecule
throughout the micelle core. The position of a solubilizate that has no head within
the micelle core is denoted by p, where the value of p ranges from 1 to L. The value of
p can refer to the position of any arbitrarily selected segment of the solubilizate within
the micelle core. The conformation of a solubilizate positioned in layer p is denoted
by !p. Just like the surfactant tail, the conformational state of the solubilizate tail
can be separated into two components: (i) !p;int, or the solubilizate internal dihedral
conformation, and (ii) !p;ext, or the solubilizate external conformation, which species
the rotational orientation of the solubilizate tail with respect to the micelle core/water
interface [28].
Internal Conformations of the Surfactant/Solubilizate Tail Internal con-
formations reect only the dihedral, or torsional, conformations of the surfactant or
solubilizate tail; both bond angles and bond lengths are modeled as being xed at
their average values. Dihedral conformations for molecules with rotatable bonds are
modeled using the Rotational Isomeric State (RIS) model, which has been shown
to be e¤ective at describing the conformational statistics of chain-like molecules in
the liquid state [122, 123]. RIS replaces a continuous dihedral potential for a given
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rotatable bond with a set of discrete dihedral angles and energies that correspond
to the minima observed in the continuous potential. Energies are reported as dif-
ferences between each discrete state energy and the minimum state energy (typically
referred to as the trans state), . For linear alkanes, for example, each CH2-CH2
bond is assigned three states, the trans state (180) and two higher energy gauche
states (a "g " state at 60 and a "g+" state at 300). Boltzmann factors based on
these energy di¤erences, of the form exp( =kBT ), can then be used to determine the
probability of the dihedral state being occupied in a canonical ensemble of surfactant
or solubilizate tail congurations.
Although, in principle, the dihedral potential may be a function of the state of
every other dihedral in a molecule, only the e¤ect of nearest neighbor states are
considered in the RIS approximation. For example, in the case of linear alkanes,
one type of gauche state followed by the other type (e.g. g+g  or g g+) leads to
the unfavorable pentanee¤ect, which involves the steric overlap of some hydrogen
atoms. This conformation is assigned an innite energy, which leads to a Boltzmann
factor of 0.
For the seven solubilizates modeled in this chapter, several, including ibuprofen
and the aminobenzoates, have adjacent pairs of rotatable bonds that are amenable
to modeling with the RIS approach. However, the RIS model has the most impact
on the computed values of gpack when modeling longer, more exible alkyl chains,
since changes in dihedrals in one part of the tail (chain) have a large inuence on the
position of atoms further down the chain.
To implement the mean-eld model, an internal Cartesian coordinate system is
specied for each atom within the surfactant/solubilizate tail. In Figure 4-9, the
coordinate system for each carbon atom, Ck (where k ranges between 1 and n),
would be represented by a coordinate system {xk, yk, zk}. This coordinate system
has been described in detail elsewhere [28], and therefore is not discussed any further
here.
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External Conformations of the Surfactant/Solubilizate Tail External
conformations reect the orientation of the surfactant/solubilizate tail and the posi-
tion of the surfactant/solubilizate head (denoted by H in Figure 4-9), with respect
to the micelle core/water interface. Positions of the surfactant/solubilizate head
are generated randomly such that   1.5 Å, thereby allowing the surfactant head
to uctuate in the region immediately outside the micelle core/water interface (in
what is referred to as piston-likemotion). For each head position, a number of
di¤erent orientations of the surfactant/solubilizate tail are sampled, each of which is
characterized by the three Euler angles, {; ; }, which describe the orientation of
the H-C1-C2 triangle shown in Figure 4-9. As shown in Figure 4-9,  is the angle
between the projection of the H-C2 line on the X-Z plane and the X-axis,  is the
angle between the Y axis and the imaginary H-C2 line, and  is the angle describing
the rotation of the tail about the H-C2 line. Additional details of this coordinate
system and of the coordinate system used to describe the entire micelle, {X, Y, Z},
have been presented elsewhere [28], and therefore are not discussed any further here.
For solubilizates with no head, external conrmations are generated in the same
manner as for solubilizates attached to the micelle core/water interface, with the
di¤erence that piston-like motion is not considered. Because both internal and
external conformations of such solubilizates must be sampled in each layer within the
micelle core, the total number of conformations that must be included during the
analysis is increased.
Evaluation of the Conformational Free Energy In this section, the equa-
tions that must be solved to evaluate gpack are introduced and discussed briey. An
in-depth discussion of the origin of these expressions and their physical meaning has
been reported elsewhere [28]. The value of gpack in Eq. 4.13 is computed as the
composition-weighted average of gpack for the surfactant (gpack,s) and for the solubi-
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lizate (gpack,a) as follows:
gpack = sgpack,s + agpack,a (4.35)
However, it is important to note that the two packing free-energies in Eq. 4.35,
gpack,s and gpack,a, cannot be calculated independently, since the partition functions
governing the distribution of surfactant and solubilizate tail congurations are coupled
through the mean eld via space-lling constraints in the micelle core [28]. This will
be discussed in detail shortly.
The packing free-energy contribution of micelle component i, gpack,i, is equal to the
di¤erence between the conformational free energy of a surfactant/solubilizate tail of
type i in the micellar environment (Ac,s andAc,a for the surfactant and the solubilizate,
respectively) and the conformational free energy of the same surfactant/solubilizate
tail in a bulk phase of surfactant/solubilizate tails of type i (Afreec,s and A
free
c,a for the
surfactant and the solubilizate, respectively). Specically [28],
gpack,s = Ac,s   Afreec,s (4.36)
gpack,a = Ac,a   Afreec,a (4.37)
The conformational free energy of the surfactant tail is given by the following
expression [28]:












=  Pl l hs(l;
)i   kBT ln ys (4.40)
where Ec,s is the internal energy of the central surfactant tail, Scs is the conforma-
tional entropy of the central surfactant tail, s(
) is the internal energy of the central
surfactant tail in conformation 
, Ps(
) is the probability that the central surfactant
tail will adopt conformation 
, l is the Lagrange multiplier for layer l required to
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satisfy volume-lling constraints, hs(l;
)i is the average volume of the surfactant tail
in layer l, and ys is the normalization factor for Ps(




The conformational free energy of a solubilizate tail, in the case of an amphiphilic
solubilizate that is attached to the micelle interface, has a functional form which is
identical to that of the surfactant tail, since there are no translational entropy e¤ects




)i   kBT ln ya (4.41)
where ha(l;
)i and ya are the average volume of the solubilizate tail in layer i and
normalization factor, respectively, with both calculated analogously to the surfactant
case.
The conformational free energy of the solubilizate tail, in the case of a hydrophobic
solubilizate that is mobile within the micelle core, is given by the following expression,









where npa=na is the fraction of mobile solubilizates originating in layer p: The value
of npa=na is evaluated using normalization constants (see below). The conformational
free energy of the solubilizate tail in layer p is expressed as follows [28]:
Apc,a = E
p












=  Pl l ha(l; !p)i   kBT ln ypa + kBT lnnpavaVp

(4.45)
=  Pl l ha(l; !p)i   kBT ln ypa + kBT lnnpa=naFp a

(4.46)
=  Pl l ha(l; !p)i   kBT lnPLp=1 Fpypa + kBT ln a (4.47)
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where Epc,a is the internal energy of the central solubilizate tail originating in layer p;
Spc,a is the conformational entropy of the central solubilizate tail originating in layer
p; Spt,a is the translational entropy of the central solubilizate molecule originating in
layer p; a(!p) is the internal energy of the central solubilizate tail in conformation !p;
Pa(!p) is the probability that the central solubilizate tail will adopt conformation !p;





(where Vp is the volume of layer p); l, the lateral pressure in layer l, is the Lagrange
multiplier for layer l required to satisfy volume-lling constraints; ha(l; !p)i is the
average volume that the solubilizate tail originating in layer p occupies in layer l




Pa(!p) = 1; and Fp is the ratio of the volume of layer p to the total
volume of the micelle core (i.e. Fp = Vp=V ).
The conformational free energy of a surfactant tail in a bulk phase of surfactant
tails is dened as follows [28]:










The conformational free energy of a solubilizate tail is dened as follows for: (i) an
amphiphilic solubilizate attached to the interface:








and (ii) a hydrophobic solubilizate that is mobile within the micelle core:








where ! denotes a conformation of the solubilizate tail in the bulk tail phase. The
factor of L, the number of layers chosen in the micelle, in Eq. 4.50 reects the
isotropy of the bulk solubilizate tail phase. In other words, in the micelle, the
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external conformation of a mobile solubilizate tail includes the originating layer p;
this distinction between originating layers has no meaning in the bulk phase state,
and therefore, for an unbiased sampling of p, division by L prevents overcounting
in determining the Helmholtz free energy of the bulk solubilizate tail phase. The
expressions for Afreec,s and A
free
c,a are derived by setting each of the Lagrange multipliers
i equal to zero in Eqs. 4.40 and 4.47, respectively, and, for mobile solubilizates, also
by setting a equal to 1.0 in Eq. 4.47. It is important to note that all neutral groups
are included in the calculation of Afreec,s and A
free
c,a .
As shown in Eqs. 4.39 and 4.44, Ac,s and Apc,a depend on the quantities Ps(
),




a=Vp). Determination of the functional forms of
these quantities is accomplished through a minimization of a functional containingAc,s
and Apc,a, a PV work term containing the lateral pressures flg, and any additional,
coupled free energy terms. In the case of micellar solubilization, there are three
scenarios considered in this chapter: (i) the solubilizate is attached to the interface,
in which case no coupled free energy terms are included and Eq. 4.41 is used for Ac,a
(Ac,s +Ac,a +
P
l lVl is minimized); (ii) the solubilizate is mobile in the micelle core
but has the same interfacial tension against water as the surfactant (i.e. a nonpolar
solubilizate), and Eq. 4.42 is used for Ac,a (Ac,s + Ac,a +
P
l lVl is minimized); and
(iii) the solubilizate is mobile in the core but has a di¤erent interfacial tension against
water than the surfactant (i.e. a polar solubilizate), and Eq. 4.42 is used for Ac,a
(Ac,s + Ac,a + Gint +
P
l lVl is minimized). This procedure has been presented
elsewhere [28], and therefore, only the results for the three cases are presented below
[28]:























































































































































where a and s are the interfacial tensions of the mobile solubilizate and of the
interface-attached surfactant tail against water, respectively, and VL is the volume of
the outer shell (i.e. the shell in which the volume fractions of its constituents govern
the calculation of gint, as described in Section 4.4.3).
In cases (ii) and (iii), the number of solubilizates originating in layer p is found,













Given the functional forms for Ps(
), Pa(!p), and npa just described, it is possible
to solve the volume-lling constraints for the micellar system. The volume-lling







a ha(l; !p)i = Vl = FlV (4.60)
The average tail volume for tails containing neutral groups depends on hvs(
)i











where s = ns=nagg, pa = n
p
a=nagg, and nagg = ns + na. This dependence of vavg
on conformations in turn implies a similar dependence for nagg = V=vavg, which
indicates that the aggregation number, in addition to being a function of the core-
minor radius, shape, and composition, also depend upon molecular properties, such
as the component interfacial tension against water in the case of mobile solubilizates,
and the temperature, which governs the distribution of dihedral states.
A rearrangement of Eq. 4.60 into the form that is solved to determine each of the
Lagrange multipliers, l, is given below for case (i) (see Eq. 4.62) and for cases (ii)


























P (!p) [a(l; !p)  Flva(!p)] = 0 (4.63)
The Lagrange multipliers determined by solving each of the L volume-lling con-
straints given in Eq. 4.62 or Eq. 4.63 are then inserted in the expressions given in
Eq. 4.40 to determine Ac,s and either Eq. 4.41, to determine Ac,a, for case (i), or Eq.
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4.47 to determine Apc,a, for cases (ii) and (iii): Subsequently, A
free
c,s is calculated using
Eq. 4.48 and Afreec,a is calculated using Eq. 4.49 for case (i) or Eq. 4.50 for cases (ii)
and (iii), which allows the evaluation of gpack,s and gpack,a using Eqs. 4.36 and 4.37,
respectively.
4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, a hybrid computer simulation/molecular-thermodynamic modeling
approach was presented to model micellar solubilization. The objective of this new
approach is to overcome the limitations associated with molecular-thermodynamic
modeling (its applicability only to relatively simple surfactant and solubilizate sys-
tems) and computer simulations (the high computational cost of simulating self-
assembly). The hybrid modeling approach presented here utilizes MD simulations
of solubilizates at an oil/water interface (modeling the micelle core/water interface),
or solubilizates in a cylindrical or spherical micelle, to estimate the hydrated and
the unhydrated portions of each solubilizate in a micellar environment. From such
information, head and tail identications are made for each solubilizate.
We have conducted atomistic-level computer simulations of seven di¤erent sol-
ubilizates at an oil/water interface and within spherical and cylindrical SDS mi-
celles in order to make head and tail identications. The seven solubilizates simu-
lated included ibuprofen, benzamide, acetophenone, benzonitrile, o-aminobenzoate,
m-aminobenzoate, and p-aminobenzoate. Each solubilizate was selected based on
the availability of experimental solubilization data and on their appropriateness to
evaluate the validity of the hybrid modeling approach presented in this chapter.
The approaches used to initialize, equilibrate, and gather data for each water/oil
interface simulation and for each micellar simulation were discussed, including a dis-
cussion of the appropriate simulation ensemble for each type of simulation. A data
analysis approach was presented in which the solubilizate head and tail are determined
from water/oil interface simulation data by computing the scaled contact ratio (SCR)
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of each group in the solubilizate molecule. A di¤erent computational approach was
presented to analyze the micellar simulation data in which head and tail assignments
are made by computing the di¤erence in micellar contact ratios (MCR) between
each group in the solubilizate molecule and the micellar contact ratio characterizing
the division between the head and the tail for the surfactant molecules. Head and
tail identications made based on the water/oil interface, the cylindrical micelle, and
the spherical micelle simulation data were each presented.
In general, the head and tail assignments made using water/oil interface, cylindri-
cal micelle, and spherical micelle simulation data are quite similar, although several
important di¤erences were found to exist. An analysis of the cylindrical and the
spherical micelle simulation results showed that 16 out of 77 MCR assignments
made using the cylindrical and the spherical micelle simulation data were di¤erent
to a 95% condence level. For the small, relatively rigid solubilizates considered in
this chapter, reasonable assignments of head and tail appear to have been obtained
using water/oil interface simulations. Although the cylindrical and the spherical
micelle simulations are expected to yield more physically realistic head and tail as-
signments than the water/oil interface simulation, micellar simulations come at the
cost of greater computational expense.
A general molecular-thermodynamic theory of solubilization was reviewed and
extended. The molecular-thermodynamic theory of solubilization introduced in this
chapter has two components: (i) a thermodynamic description of the surfactant and
solubilizate solution, and (ii) a molecular model that is used to evaluate the free-
energy change associated with transferring surfactants and solubilizates from their
standard states in aqueous solution to form a surfactant/solubilizate micellar aggre-
gate. Several extensions to the molecular model of solubilization were introduced. A
new free-energy term, gmix, was included in the molecular model to incorporate both
the entropic and the enthalpic contributions to the free energy associated with mixing
the surfactant and the solubilizate tails in the micelle core (gmix,I, modeled using the
regular solution model proposed by Hildebrand), and the mixing of counterions with
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surfactant heads, and of solubilizate heads with surfactant heads in the head-shell
region of the micelle (gmix,II; modeled with an ideal solution model). The molecular
model was also extended by generalizing the mean-eld model for gpack to model each
group in a surfactant or solubilizate molecule in one of three ways: (i) as a head
group, (ii) as a tail group, or (iii) as a neutralgroup. By introducing the concept
of neutral groups for the rst time into the packing model, we allow groups which are
identied through computer simulation to spend a signicant amount of time in both
the micelle core and in the aqueous solution to not be constrained to lie on only one
side of the micelle core/water interface or the other. This, in turn, relaxes to some
extent the assumption made in previous implementations of the mean-eld packing
model that there is a sharp micelle core/water interface. We therefore expect this
generalization of the mean-eld model used to compute gpack to provide a signicantly
more physically realistic description of gpack for complex surfactants and for complex
amphiphilic solubilizates. Identication of whether a surfactant, or a solubilizate,
group should be modeled as being part of the head, as being part of the tail, or as
being neutral when implementing the mean-eld packing model can be made based
on the computer simulation SCR, MCR, and standard error (SE) computed for
each of the SCR and MCR results. Those groups whose SE values are too large to
permit statistically signicant head and tail assignment will be modeled as neutral
groups in the packing model.
In Chapter 5, the computer-simulation based identications of head, tail, and
neutral groups and the molecular-thermodynamic theory of solubilization presented
in this chapter will be used to model the micellar solubilization behavior of the seven
solubilizates considered here in anionic, nonionic, and cationic surfactant micelles.
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4.6 Appendix 4-A: Equilibration Results for the
Cylindrical and Spherical Micelles
As discussed in Section 4.2.3, three di¤erent metrics were used to: (i) verify that
adequate equilibration of each surfactant/solubilizate system had occurred after the
15 ns equilibration simulation runs, and (ii) assess the extent to which the data
gathered during the 10 ns data-gathering simulation should be su¢ cient to sample
the equilibrium state of the micelle with reasonable accuracy. The three metrics that
were selected include the system potential energy, the micelle solvent accessible surface
area (SASA), and the distance from the micelle center of mass (COM) to various
surfactant groups and to the solubilizate center of mass. For the seven cylindrical
and seven spherical micelles simulated, potential energy was found to equilibrate and
begin uctuating about an equilibrium value within a small fraction of the total 25
ns simulation time. Therefore, potential energy results are not presented. However,
both SASA proles and distance proles are reported in this appendix for all the seven
surfactant/solubilizate systems considered. As discussed in Section 4.2.3, SASA was
calculated using the double cubic lattice method as implemented in GROMACS with
a probe sphere of radius 0.14 nm [103]. In Figures A1 to A12, SASA proles are










































The variability observed in the SASA results for the cylindrical micelles is higher,
on average, than the variability observed in the SASA results for the spherical mi-
celles. The average di¤erence between the maximum and the minimum SASA values
calculated for all seven cylindrical micelles was 26.6% of the average SASA value for
the cylindrical micelles. In contrast, the average di¤erence between the maximum
and the minimum SASA value calculated for all seven spherical micelles was only
14.1% of the average SASA value for the spherical micelles. Examination of the
SASA proles suggests that this di¤erence is primarily due to the fact that the ini-
tial conguration of the cylindrical micelles appears to have been further away from
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the equilibrium conguration than the initial conguration of the spherical micelles.
In general, after the rst 15 ns of simulation, no consistent upwards or downwards
drift in the SASA proles is apparent, which indicates that the 15 ns of equilibration
conducted for the micellar systems was more than adequate to allow each simulated
micelle to equilibrate. In addition, because the 10 ns data-gathering simulation time
appears larger than the characteristic timescale associated with SASA uctuation, the
SASA results suggest that the data-gathering simulation run should provide reason-
ably thorough sampling of the equilibrium state of the cylindrical and the spherical
micelles. SASA does not convey any information about internal micelle structure,
however. To evaluate internal equilibration, distances have been measured between
several micelle components and the micelle center of mass.
Distance proles for all 14 cylindrical and spherical SDS/solubilizate micelles have
been computed and are reported in Figures A13 to A24 in this appendix. As discussed
in Section 4.6, the distance from the micelle center of mass to the center of mass














from the sixth CH2 group away from the sulfate group in SDS to the micelle center













results), and the distance from the terminal CH3













reported. It is important to note that each reported point reects an average value
for all surfactant molecules (49 in the cylindrical micelles and 38 in the spherical
micelles). The distance from the micelle center of mass to the solubilizate center of













results), and each reported point
reects an average value for the 5 solubilizates present in the micelle. Results are
reported for the entire 25 ns of simulation.
The average values of dSO4 MICCOM ; dCH2 MICCOM ; dCH3 MICCOM ; and dSOLCOM MICCOM
are reported in the tables accompanying each gure showing the distance results. As
discussed in Section 4.6, the solubilizates do not have a signicant impact on the dis-
tance results for the three surfactant groups because only ve solubilizates are present
in each cylindrical and spherical micelle. For example, values of dSO4 MICCOM for the
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cylindrical micelles are all between 1.70 nm and 1.73 nm, and for the spherical micelles
they are all between 1.84 nm and 1.94 nm. The most striking characteristic of each
of the distance proles is their variability  each distance uctuates substantially
(up to 2 nm) during the course of the 25 ns simulation. The high degree of distance
uctuations observed is consistent with the relatively high level of uctuations ob-
served in micelle shape upon visualizing the MD trajectories. Although signicant
uctuations in the distance values are observed, no consistent drifts in the distance
results are apparent for any of the solubilizate-containing SDS micelles considered.
Based on an average of the cylindrical and spherical micelle results, the follow-
ing ranking of solubilizate distances to the micelle center of mass was obtained:
p-aminobenzoate (1.42 nm) > benzamide (1.41 nm) > ibuprofen (1.39 nm) > m-
aminobenzoate (1.39 nm) > acetophenone (1.37 nm) > o-aminobenzoate (1.33 nm)





























































































































































































































































































































































































































) SDS/p-aminobenzoate micelles as a function of simulation
time.
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Figure 4-A8: Distances between several surfactant groups dened in the text







































Series4) and between the center of mass of ibuprofen and the micelle













) in the cylindrical (A) and the spherical (B)
SDS/ibuprofen micelles. The average values of each distance over the 25 ns of sim-
ulation are presented in the table.
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Figure 4-A9: Distances between several surfactant groups dened in the text







































Series4) and between the center of mass of benzamide and the micelle













) in the cylindrical (A) and the spherical (B)
SDS/benzamide micelles. The average values of each distance over the 25 ns of
simulation are presented in the table.
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Figure 4-A10: Distances between several surfactant groups dened in the text







































Series4) and between the center of mass of acetophenone and the micelle













) in the cylindrical (A) and the spherical (B)
SDS/acetophenone micelles. The average values of each distance over the 25 ns of
simulation are presented in the table.
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Figure 4-A11: Distances between several surfactant groups dened in the text







































Series4) and between the center of mass of benzonitrile and the micelle













) in the cylindrical (A) and the spherical (B)
SDS/benzonitrile micelles. The average values of each distance over the 25 ns of
simulation are presented in the table.
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Figure 4-A12: Distances between several surfactant groups dened in the text







































Series4) and between the center of mass of o-aminobenzoate and the mi-













) in the cylindrical (A) and the spherical
(B) SDS/o-aminobenzoate micelles. The average values of each distance over the 25
ns of simulation are presented in the table.
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Figure 4-A13: Distances between several surfactant groups dened in the text







































Series4) and between the center of mass of m-aminobenzoate and the mi-













) in the cylindrical (A) and the spherical
(B) SDS/m-aminobenzoate micelles. The average values of each distance over the
25 ns of simulation are presented in the table.
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Figure 4-A14: Distances between several surfactant groups dened in the text







































Series4) and between the center of mass of p-aminobenzoate and the mi-













) in the cylindrical (A) and the spherical
(B) SDS/p-aminobenzoate micelles. The average values of each distance over the 25
ns of simulation are presented in the table.
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4.7 Appendix B: Contact Analysis Results
In Tables B1 to B7 in this appendix, we list scaled contact ratios (SCRs), MCRs,
and standard errors (SEs) computed from the water/oil interface, cylindrical micelle,
and spherical micelle simulations for groups of atoms in each of the seven solubilizates
considered in this chapter. Groups that are identied as being part of the head are
shown in bold. A description of the way in which each SCR, MCR, and SE value














Oil/Water Interface S imulation Resu lts
G roup 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
SCR 15.27 16.44 10.95 1.00 1.74 1.31 0.98 0.84 0.55 0.48 0.47 0.23 0.28 0.17 0.24
SE 1.15 1.40 0.66 0.04 0.09 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.03 0.05 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.03
Cylindrica l M icelle S imulation Resu lts
G roup 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
MCR 0.34 0.33 0.29 0.04 0.09 0.00 -0 .06 -0 .05 -0 .14 -0 .13 -0 .15 -0 .19 -0 .18 -0 .19 -0 .17
SE 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01
Spherica l M icelle S imulation Resu lts
G roup 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
MCR 0.34 0.34 0.30 0.05 0.11 -0 .01 -0 .05 -0 .06 -0 .14 -0 .14 -0 .17 -0 .20 -0 .20 -0 .20 -0 .19
SE 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01













Oil/Water Interface Simulation Results
Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
SCR 2.52 1.59 1.71 0.99 0.74 0.73 0.39 0.39 0.27
SE 0.06 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.01
Cylindrical Micelle Simulation Results
Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
MCR 0.05 0.03 0.01 -0.07 -0.11 -0.11 -0.17 -0.17 -0.20
SE 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
Spherical Micelle Simulation Results
Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
MCR 0.11 0.09 0.06 -0.02 -0.05 -0.06 -0.10 -0.10 -0.12
SE 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01












Oil/Water Interface Simulation Results
Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
SCR 0.62 0.77 0.86 0.81 0.58 0.49 0.48 0.35 0.35
SE 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01
Cylindrical Micelle Simulation Results
Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
MCR -0.02 -0.03 0.00 -0.12 -0.14 -0.13 -0.17 -0.17 -0.18
SE 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02
Spherical Micelle Simulation Results
Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
MCR 0.00 -0.02 0.01 -0.10 -0.11 -0.11 -0.13 -0.12 -0.13
SE 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02








Oil/Water Interface Simulation Results
Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
SCR 0.64 0.57 0.46 0.41 0.41 0.32 0.31 0.27
SE 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.02
Cylindrical Micelle Simulation Results
Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
MCR -0.04 -0.07 -0.10 -0.12 -0.11 -0.13 -0.12 -0.13
SE 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.03
Spherical Micelle Simulation Results
Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
MCR 0.01 -0.04 -0.09 -0.11 -0.10 -0.12 -0.11 -0.12
SE 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01
















Oil/Water Interface Simulation Results
Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
SCR 0.36 0.57 0.47 0.67 0.80 0.58 0.91 1.18 0.82 0.43 0.25 0.26
SE 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02
Cylindrical Micelle Simulation Results
Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
MCR -0.13 -0.08 -0.14 -0.10 -0.05 -0.13 -0.03 0.03 -0.04 -0.12 -0.19 -0.21
SE 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.03
Spherical Micelle Simulation Results
Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
MCR -0.09 -0.06 -0.13 -0.11 -0.05 -0.14 -0.03 0.06 0.01 -0.09 -0.19 -0.22
SE 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03

















Oil/Water Interface Simulation Results
Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
SCR 0.27 0.38 0.37 0.49 0.58 0.55 1.02 1.04 1.31 0.68 0.34 0.27
SE 0.09 0.01 0.06 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.05 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.09 0.08
Cylindrical Micelle Simulation Results
Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
MCR -0.16 -0.16 -0.18 -0.17 -0.16 -0.16 -0.09 -0.03 0.04 -0.05 -0.16 -0.21
SE 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.04 0.01
Spherical Micelle Simulation Results
Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
MCR -0.06 -0.05 -0.12 -0.11 -0.06 -0.12 -0.04 0.00 0.06 -0.04 -0.13 -0.18
SE 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.02

















Oil/Water Interface Simulation Results
Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
SCR 0.21 0.27 0.31 0.39 0.40 0.50 0.45 0.69 1.02 1.22 0.98 0.64
SE 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.07 0.04
Cylindrical Micelle Simulation Results
Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
MCR -0.16 -0.15 -0.16 -0.15 -0.13 -0.13 -0.07 -0.01 0.01 0.06 -0.07 -0.15
SE 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
Spherical Micelle Simulation Results
Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
MCR -0.13 -0.12 -0.15 -0.13 -0.10 -0.12 -0.09 -0.01 0.03 0.09 -0.01 -0.09
SE 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
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Chapter 5
Complementary Use of Computer
Simulations and
Molecular-Thermodynamic Theory
to Model Micellar Solubilization.
II. Application
5.1 Introduction
In Chapter 4, a hybrid computer simulation/molecular thermodynamic modeling ap-
proach was developed to model micellar solubilization in aqueous solution. In this
approach, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are used to quantify the extent of
hydration of atoms within each solubilizate in a micellar environment. From this
hydration information, head, tail, and neutral groups are identied and used as in-
puts in a molecular-thermodynamic (MT) model for micellar solubilization in aqueous
solution.














































































Figure 5-1: Chemical structures of the seven solubilizates modeled in this chapter.
interface, used as a model for the water/micelle core interface, and within cylindrical
and spherical sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) micelles. The seven solubilizates mod-
eled included: ibuprofen, benzamide, acetophenone, benzonitrile, o-aminobenzoate,
m-aminobenzoate, and p-aminobenzoate. The chemical structures of these seven
solubilizates are shown again in Figure 5-1 for completeness.
In this chapter, hydration information obtained from the computer simulations
discussed in Chapter 4 will be used, along with the molecular-thermodynamic theory
of solubilization presented in Chapter 4, to model the micellar solubilization behav-
ior of these seven solubilizates in anionic, nonionic, and cationic surfactant micelles.
Theoretical predictions will be made of: (i) the modied free energy of micelle for-
mation (gf), and (ii) each of the seven free-energy contributions to gf (gtr, gint, gpack,
gmix, gst, gelec, and gent). Theoretical predictions will also be made of: (i) the micelle
shape, S (where S = 1 for bilayers, 2 for cylinders, and 3 for spheres), (ii) the micelle
core-minor radius, lc, (iii) the degree of counterion binding for each counterion type
present, cj dened as the number of bound counterions of type j per total number
of molecules in the core of the micelle (that is, per total number of surfactant and
solubilizate molecules present), (iv) the critical micelle concentration (CMC), (v) the
micelle composition, mic dened as the mole fraction of surfactant in the micelle,
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and (vi) the micelle/water partition coe¢ cients dened in Eqs. 4.1 and 4.2 in Chapter
4.
5.2 Overview of Computer Simulation Approach
and Results
In Chapter 4, head and tail identications were made for each solubilizate using
hydration data obtained from simulation of the solubilizate: (i) at a water/oil inter-
face, (ii) within a cylindrical SDS surfactant micelle, and (iii) within a spherical SDS
surfactant micelle.
Based on simulation data from the water/oil interface simulations, head and tail
assignments were made by computing contacts experienced by each of the numbered
solubilizate groups shown in Figure 5-1 with water and with oil. The degree of
hydration of each group was quantied using a scaled contact ratio (SCR), where any
solubilizate group with an SCR value greater than 1.0 was assigned as being part of
the solubilizate head while any solubilizate group with an SCR value less than 1.0
was assigned as being part of the solubilizate tail.
Based on simulation data for the cylindrical and spherical micelles, head and tail
assignments were made by computing contacts with water and with all the atoms
present in the micellar system. The degree of hydration of each group was quantied
using the micellar contact ratio (MCR), where any solubilizate group with a MCR
value greater than 0.0 (that is, the di¤erence between the solubilizate MCR value
and a reference MCR value identied as the dividing value between head and tail
as determined based on surfactant MCR data) was assigned as being part of the
solubilizate head. Conversely, any solubilizate group with a calculated MCR value
less than 0.0 was assigned as being part of the solubilizate tail (see Chapter 4 for
details).
The head and tail identications made based on computer simulation data ob-
tained in the three di¤erent environments were similar but not identical, reecting
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the fact that: (i) the water/oil interface simulation does not account for the e¤ect of
curvature, ordering of surfactant tails, or the presence of surfactant heads, (ii) the
cylindrical and spherical micelle environments have di¤erent degrees of curvature, a
di¤erent level of ordering of the surfactant tails, and a di¤erent degree of spacing be-
tween surfactant heads, and (iii) the SCR and MCR data obtained are quite noisy
and it was di¢ cult in some cases to make a statistically signicant assignment of a
specic solubilizate group as being part of the solubilizate head or tail (see Chapter
4 for details).
For completeness, the head and tail identications for the seven solubilizates shown
in Figure 5-1 made based on the water/oil interface simulations, the cylindrical mi-
celle simulations, and the spherical micelle simulations reported in Chapter 4 are
summarized in Figure 5-2. The head and tail assignments shown in Figure 5-2 pro-
vide the necessary information to implement the MT model to quantify the micellar
solubilization behavior of the seven solubilizates considered.
5.3 Overview of the Molecular-Thermodynamic
Model of Micellar Solubilization
The molecular-thermodynamic model of micellar solubilization presented in Chapter
4 determines the modied free-energy of surfactant/solubilizate micelle formation (gf)
as the sum of the following seven free-energy contributions and a conversion factor:







where gtr is the transfer free-energy contribution, gint is the interfacial free-energy
contribution, gpack is the packing free-energy contribution, gmix is the mixing free-
energy contribution, gst is the steric free-energy contribution, gelec is the electrostatic







is a conversion factor that arises from the way in which chemical
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Water/Oil Interface Simulation Results
Spherical Micelle Simulation Results

































































































































































































































Figure 5-2: Summary of the head and tail identication results presented in Chapter
4 for the seven solubilizates shown in Figure 5-1. Head groups are shown in blue,
tail groups are shown in red, and groups which could not be identied as head or tail
with statistical signicance are shown in grey.
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potentials have been dened (see Chapter 4). Theoretical models used to determine
each free-energy contribution were discussed in detail in Chapter 4.
After determining gf, the population distribution (mole fractions) of micellar ag-
gregates, Xnsfncj gna , containing ns surfactant molecules, ncj bound counterions of type







nagg exp [ nagg  gf] (5.2)
where Xs is the mole fraction of surfactant monomers, Xa is the mole fraction of
solubilizate monomers, and nagg is the total number of core constituents in the micelle
(nagg = ns + na). The modied free-energy of micelle formation, gf, depends on: the
micelle shape (S), the micelle core-minor radius (lc), the micelle composition (mic),
and the micelle degree of counterion binding of each counterion of type j (cj).
At the values of S, lc, mic, and cj that minimize gf (denoted as S
, lc , 

mic,
and ), gf has an optimal value denoted as gf . Due to the exponential dependence
of Xnsfncj gna on (nagg  gf) in Eq. 5.2, small deviations of gf from gf yield Xnsfncj gna
values that are essentially zero. Accordingly, by solving for gf , the optimal micelle
shape, S, the optimal micelle core-minor radius, lc , the optimal micelle composition,
mic, and the optimal micelle degree of counterion binding, 

cj , can be predicted. In
addition, the CMC in mole fraction units is computed from gf as follows [2]:
CMC  Xaqsurf exp
0@gf









where Xaqsurf is the mole fraction of surfactant in the aqueous solution, kB is the Boltz-
mann constant, and T is the temperature in degrees Kelvin.
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5.4 Molecular-ThermodynamicModeling Based on
Computer Simulation Inputs
5.4.1 Selection of Heads and Tails for Molecular-Thermody-
namic Modeling
Surfactants
In this chapter, solubilization will be modeled in a number of di¤erent surfactant
micelles in order to make predictions that can be compared with available experi-
mental solubilization data. The surfactants modeled in this chapter include: the
anionic surfactant sodium dodecyl sulfate, SDS, two di¤erent nonionic surfactants
(dodecyl octa(ethylene oxide), C12E8, and a commercial-grade dodecyl poly(ethylene
oxide) surfactant with an average degree of ethoxylation of 23, C12E23 or Brij-35), and
a cationic surfactant (cetyltrimethylammonium bromide, CTAB). Because of their
simple chemical structures (each surfactant has a single linear alkyl chain attached
to a single charged or uncharged hydrophilic moiety), the head and tail of each of
these surfactants can be identied without computer simulation using simple rules of
thumb described in previous publications [25]. These rules of thumb are suggested
by group-contribution approaches which indicate that the rst CH2 group attached to
a charged or dipolar head possesses hydrophilic character, while the remainder of the
CH2 groups and the terminal CH3 group in the linear alkyl chain remain hydropho-
bic [6]. As a result, the approximation is made in this chapter that the head of
each ionic surfactant (SDS and CTAB) is composed of each of the hydrophilic atoms
as well as the rst CH2 group in the linear alkyl chain attached to the hydrophilic
atoms. On the other hand, all the CH2 groups and the terminal CH3 group in a
linear alkyl chain attached to an uncharged polar head are hydrophobic in character.
Consequently, for the nonionic surfactants C12E8 and C12E23, the approximation is
made that each ethylene oxide (E) group is included in the head, and that the entire
linear alkyl chain attached to the head (C12) is the tail.
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Solubilizates
Based on the computer simulation head and tail identications summarized in Figure
5-2, we have selected appropriate head and tail groups to use as inputs when evaluat-
ing gtr and gint, and we have also identied reasonable head, tail, and neutral groups
to use as inputs when evaluating gpack in the context of molecular-thermodynamic
modeling. The head and tail group assignments made to evaluate gtr and gint are
shown in Figure 5-3, where the blue groups correspond to head groups and the red
groups correspond to tail groups. The head, tail, and neutral group assignments
made to evaluate gpack are shown in Figure 5-4, where the black group corresponds
to the reference head group that is positioned at a range of distances within 1.54 Å
of the micelle core/water interface (1.54 Å is the length of a carbon-carbon bond,
and corresponds to the distance used by Szleifer in his mean-eld packing model [7])
when implementing the mean-eld packing model (see Chapter 4), the blue groups
correspond to head groups, the red groups correspond to tail groups, and the light
grey groups correspond to neutral groups. The assignments shown in Figures 5-3
and 5-4 are discussed in the following two sections.
Assignment of Heads and Tails to Evaluate gtr and gint All surfactant/solubilizate
groups must be assigned as being part of the head or tail in order to evaluate gtr and
gint; neutral groups have no meaning in this context. In the MT modeling approach,
any group that is identied as tail will contribute to gtr to the extent that it af-
fects the overall solubility of the surfactant/solubilizate tail. In addition, any group
that is identied as tail will contribute to gint because gint is directly proportional to
the interfacial tension of the micelle core/water interface, which in turn depends on
the chemical nature of each of the groups present at the interface. In an ensemble
average of surfactant/solubilizate tail congurations, most (if not all) of the surfac-
tant/solubilizate tail groups will spend at least some time at the micelle core/water
interface.














































































Figure 5-3: Head and tail identications made for molecular-thermodynamic modeling
of gtr and gint.
pendix B of Chapter 4), there are di¤erences between the water/oil interface, the
cylindrical micelle, and the spherical micelle assignments of head and tail groups. As
discussed in Chapter 4, the head and tail assignments made using spherical micelle
simulations are expected to be the most physically realistic because: (i) unlike sim-
ulation at a water/oil interface, simulation in a spherical micelle includes the e¤ects
of curvature at the micelle/core water interface, ordering of the surfactant tails, and
the presence of the surfactant heads, and (ii) unlike simulation in a cylindrical mi-
celle, the boundary conditions applied during simulation in a spherical micelle are
physically realistic. Consequently, in this chapter, heads and tails identied based
on the spherical micelle simulation results were selected to evaluate gtr and gint. If a
particular group had a MCR value greater than 0.0 based on the spherical micelle
simulation results, it was assigned as head. Conversely, if that group had a MCR
value less than 0.0 based on the spherical micelle simulation results, it was assigned
as tail. Because all groups must be assigned as part of the head or the tail in order to
evaluate gtr and gint, the statistical signicance of the head and tail assignments was
ignored when assigning head and tail groups for MT modeling  the only information
used was the MCR data.
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As shown in Figure 5-3, groups 1-5 in ibuprofen are identied as head and groups
6-15 are identied as tail for the purpose of evaluating gtr and gint. However, to enable
direct comparison with the molecular-thermodynamic modeling results for ibuprofen
presented in Chapter 3, MT modeling was also carried out for ibuprofen where gtr
was evaluated with groups 1, 2, 3, and 5 being identied as head and groups 4 and
6-15 being identied as tail. In Chapter 3, we showed that these two modeling
limits, which we will refer to as Limit I and Limit II, respectively, yield molecular-
thermodynamic modeling predictions that slightly underpredict (Limit I) and slightly
overpredict (Limit II) the molar solubilization ratio of ibuprofen.
As shown in Figure 5-2, all acetophenone groups are assigned as part of the tail
based on the water/oil interface simulation results, while groups 1-2 and 4-9 of ace-
tophenone are assigned as part of the tail based on the cylindrical micelle simulation
results. In addition, all groups in benzonitrile are assigned as being part of the
tail based on the water/oil interface and the cylindrical micelle simulation results.
Therefore, even though molecular-thermodynamic modeling is carried out here based
on the spherical micelle simulation results (in which, as shown in the data presented
in Appendix B of Chapter 4, group 3 of acetophenone and group 1 of benzonitrile
are identied as head), in an upcoming publication we will examine an alternative
molecular-thermodynamic modeling approach in which, in accordance with the wa-
ter/oil interface and cylindrical simulation results, the entire acetophenone and ben-
zonitrile molecules are modeled as tail.
Assignment of Heads and Tails to Evaluate gpack In the mean-eld packing
model described in Chapter 4, it is necessary to dene four di¤erent types of groups:
(i) a single head group which is positioned at a range of locations outside of the
micelle core/water interface (referred to hereafter as the reference head group), (ii)
other head groups (if present) that are constrained to remain on the aqueous side
of the micelle core/water interface, (iii) tail groups, which are constrained to remain














































































Figure 5-4: Head and tail identications made for molecular-thermodynamic modeling
of gpack.
the aqueous phase and within the micelle core.
In the mean-eld model for gpack introduced in Chapter 4, neutral groups are de-
ned as groups that are observed to spend a signicant amount of time both outside
and inside of the micelle core during the course of an MD simulation. Therefore,
modeling certain solubilizate groups as neutral is expected to yield more physically
realistic estimates of gpack because it relaxes, to some extent, the approximation made
in the mean-eld packing model that the micelle core/water interface is completely
sharp. In previous implementations of the packing model, all groups were dened
as either head groups or tail groups [1, 8]. No tail groups were ever allowed to exit
the micelle, and no head groups were ever allowed to enter the micelle. A number of
groups in the seven solubilizates modeled here were observed to spend a signicant
amount of time in both the aqueous phase and the micelle core. Consequently, mod-
eling the micelle core/water interface as a sharp boundary is not physically realistic.
Solubilizate groups shown in Figure 5-2 that could not be identied as head groups
or as tail groups with statistical signicance based on the spherical micelle simulation
data either: (i) have a MCR value that is very close to 0.0, or (ii) exhibit a high
degree of variation in their MCR values. Because groups which could not be as-
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signed with statistical signicance as being part of the head or part of the tail spend
a substantial amount of time both outside and inside the micelle core, we have chosen
to model those groups without a statistically signicant head or tail assignment as
neutral groups in the evaluation of gpack.
Note that it was not necessary to model any surfactant groups as neutral groups
because: (i) the simple linear alkyl chain structure of the surfactant tails considered
here is such that at most one CH2 group (the CH2 group adjacent to the surfactant
head) may qualify as neutral based on the computer simulation results, and (ii) pre-
vious implementation of the gpack model for surfactants with linear alkyl chains has
demonstrated that reasonable estimates of gpack may be obtained without modeling
any groups as being neutral [4]. The head, tail, and neutral group assignments to
evaluate gpack were made based on the spherical micelle head and tail assignments
reported in Figure 5-2. As shown in Figure 5-4, the single head group selected to be
xed at a designated position outside the micelle core/water interface in implement-
ing the packing model is the head group closest to the micelle core/water interface
(e.g., the head group adjacent to a neutral group).
5.4.2 Molecular Parameters Used in Molecular-Thermody-
namic Modeling
Based on the head and tail assignments made for each surfactant considered, and the
head and tail assignments made to calculate gtr and gint for each solubilizate discussed
in Section 5.4.1 (see Figure 5-3), three geometric parameters were estimated for each
surfactant/solubilizate based on the chemical structures of the surfactant/solubilizate
heads, and were subsequently used as inputs in MT modeling [25, 8]. These geo-
metric parameters are reported in Table 5.1 for the four surfactants and the seven
solubilizates considered. The rst geometric parameter is ah  the cross-sectional
area of the surfactant/solubilizate head. The second geometric parameter is dcharge
 the distance from the location of the charge in the surfactant/solubilizate head to
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Surfactant Geometric Parameters
ah [Å2] dcharge [Å] lhg [Å]
SDS 25.0 3.70 6.30
C12E8 62.1 N/A 22.8
Brij-35 (C12E23) 53.3 N/A N/A
CTAB 32.0 3.80 6.40
Solubilizate Geometric Parameters
Ibuprofen 20.0 3.43 6.00
Benzamide 18.0 N/A N/A
Acetophenone 6.34 N/A N/A
Benzonitrile 8.45 N/A N/A
o-Aminobenzoate 15.0 N/A N/A
m-Aminobenzoate 15.0 N/A N/A
p-Aminobenzoate 15.0 N/A N/A
Table 5.1: Geometric parameters of the four surfactants and the seven solubilizates
considered in this chapter.
the beginning of the surfactant/solubilizate tail. The third geometric parameter is
lhg  the length of the surfactant/solubilizate head, or the distance from the tip of
the surfactant/solubilizate head to the beginning of the surfactant/solubilizate tail.
The parameter ah is needed to calculate gst (see Eq. 4.15 in Chapter 4) and the pa-
rameters dcharge and lhg are needed to calculate gelec (see Eq. 4.18 in Chapter 4) [4,8].
Note that for nonionic surfactants and solubilizates, dcharge and lhg are not needed to
implement the molecular-thermodynamic model [5]. As traditionally done in MT
modeling, the geometric parameters ah, dcharge, and lhg were estimated based on the
energy minimized geometry of the surfactant or solubilizate in vacuum [4].
5.4.3 Implementation of the Molecular Model of Micellar
Solubilization
As discussed in Chapter 4, estimates of several physical properties are also needed to
implement the MT model. These properties include: (i) the solubility of each sur-
factant/solubilizate tail i, which is needed to determine gtr, (ii) the surface tension of
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the micelle core/water interface, which is needed to determine gint, and (iii) solubility
parameters for each surfactant/solubilizate tail, which are needed to determine gmix.
The approach used to estimate each of these physical properties and to evaluate the
free-energy contributions to gf listed in Eq. 5.1 (gtr, gint, gpack, gmix, gst, gelec, and
gent) are each discussed separately below.
Evaluation of gtr
As discussed in Chapter 4, the transfer free-energy contribution of tail i is computed
using the following expression:
gtr,i = ln
Saq,i
Saq,i + 55; 600
(5.4)
where Saq,i is the aqueous solubility of tail i in mM. The value of gtr corresponding
to a multicomponent micelle is evaluated by weighting gtr,i values of each tail i by
the micelle mole fraction of that component, i. Specically, for the micellization of
a single surfactant and a single solubilizate type, one has:
gtr = sgtr,s + agtr,a (5.5)
where s is the surfactant mole fraction in the micelle, gtr,s is the transfer free energy
of the surfactant tail, a is the solubilizate mole fraction in the micelle, and gtr,a is
the transfer free energy of the solubilizate tail.
For linear alkyl tails, correlations have been developed to express solubility as a
function of alkyl chain length, temperature, and the concentration of added salt in
aqueous solution [4, 9]. These correlations were used here to estimate the solubility
of the SDS, C12E8, Brij-35, and CTAB surfactant tails. The estimated surfactant
tail solubilities are reported in Table 5.2. The solubility of each solubilizate tail i
was determined using either experimental data, or, when experimental data was not
available, using the Virtual Computational Chemistry Laboratory ALOGPS software
developed by Tetko et al. [10, 11], which is based on the use of associative neural
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Surfactants
Tail Identity Saq ;i [mM] liq ;i [g/cm
3] iw i [dyn/cm] 0;i [dyn/cm] i [MPa
1=2]
C11 (SDS) 5.3610 4 - - - 52.4 15.3
C12 (Brij35, C12E8) 1.2010 4 - - - 52.6 15.3
C15 (CTAB) 3.0510 7 - - - 53.1 15.6
Solubilizates
Tail Identity Saq ;i [mM] liq ;i [g/cm
3] iw i [dyn/cm] 0;i [dyn/cm] i [MPa
1=2]
Ibuprofen (Limit I) 0.08 0.89 0.64 33.2 42.7 17.0
Ibuprofen (Limit II) 2.2610 3 0.89 0.64 33.2 42.7 17.0
Benzamide 23.0 1.17 0.70 54.1 39.0 17.3
Acetophenone 6.17 - - - 17.4 (expt.) 17.6
Benzonitrile 6.17 - - - 28.0 (expt.) 17.6
o-Aminobenzoate 4.80 1.06 0.82 35.2 25.0 20.2
m-Aminobenzoate 4.80 1.06 0.82 35.2 25.0 20.2
p-Aminobenzoate 21.8 1.04 0.82 41.0 24.2 20.2
Table 5.2: Molecular properties of the tail fragments of each surfactant and solu-
bilizate considered in this chapter. Saq,i is the aqueous solubility of tail i, liq;i is
the liquid density of tail i, iw is the value of the parameter  (see text) specic to
the tail i/water interface, i is the surface tension of surfactant or solubilizate tail i,
0;i is the interfacial tension of surfactant or solubilizate tail i at a at interface, and
i is the Tolman distance for tail i. Valuies of liq;i, iw, and i are not reported for
surfactant/solubilizate tails for which the group-contribution approach described in
the text was not needed to evaluate 0;i .
networks. Each measured or predicted solubilizate tail solubility is also listed in
Table 5.2.
Evaluation of gint
As discussed in Chapter 4, for the surfactant/solubilizate systems modeled here
(where each solubilizate is modeled as possessing a head), gint may be computed
using the following expression (see Eq. 4.24 in Chapter 4):







where s is the curvature-corrected surfactant tail/water interfacial tension, a is
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the curvature-corrected solubilizate tail/water interfacial tension, vavg is the average
molecular volume of the surfactant and solubilizate tails (computed using the chem-
istry software Molecular Modeling Pro [6]), and a0,avg is the average area shielded by
the surfactant and solubilizate heads at the micelle core/water interface. In previous
publications, it has been assumed that each bond that crosses the interface shields 21
Å2 of area [4,12]. Accordingly, for all the molecules with heads considered here, we
have used a value of 21 Å2 for the shielded molecular area, a0,i, of molecule i.








where 0;i is the interfacial tension of tail i at a at interface (having a typical value
of about 50 dyn/cm2 for linear hydrocarbons), and  is the Tolman distance [16].
An empirical correlation was used to estimate the Tolman distance, ; for both the
surfactant and solubilizate tails [4]. Specically,
(nt) = (nt = 11)lmax(nt)=lmax(nt = 11) (5.8)
where nt is the number of carbons in the surfactant/solubilizate tail, and lmax(nt)
= 1.54 + 1.265nt (in Å) is the fully-extended length of the surfactant/solubilizate
tail [17]. The value of (nt = 11) used in this chapter is 2 Å, as justied in a
previous publication by Goldsipe and Blankschtein [2].
An empirical correlation was used to estimate 0,s for each surfactant tail [18]. For
acetophenone and benzonitrile, experimentally measured values of 0,a were found in
the literature [19, 20]. For each of the ve other solubilizates, 0,a was estimated
using an expression developed by Girifalco and Good, which enables estimation of
the interfacial tension between two bulk phases based on their respective surface
tensions and a parameter, , which depends on the molecular structure of the phase
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constituents [21]. Specically,
0,i = i + w   2iw(iw)1=2 (5.9)
where iw is the value of  specic to the tail i/water interface, i is the surface
tension of surfactant or solubilizate tail i, and w is the surface tension of water, or
72:8 dyn/cm.
Girifalco and Good determined values of iw for a variety of compounds contain-
ing a single functional group, and demonstrated that molecules containing the same
functional groups (e.g. ketones) tend to have similar values of iw. For several of the
solubilizates studied here, multiple functional groups are present, and it is not clear
how to correctly estimate iw. As a rst approximation, we decided to determine an
average value of iw for a class of compounds with a common functional group (f),
which is designated as iw,f. For each solubilizate tail i, we identify the functional
groups present, and then average each appropriate iw,f value using the number of






Although there is no theoretical basis for this type of weighting, we have found it
useful to allow modeling of simple compounds in the absence of an established group-
contribution method. Other weighting schemes may be used, and future work will
involve developing a more accurate group-contribution approach to determine iw.
Estimated values of iw obtained using this approach are listed in Table 5.2.
Equation 5.9 enables use of the larger body of literature values for surface ten-
sion to predict interfacial tensions when experimental interfacial tension data is not
available. However, for some solubilizates, liquid surface tensions are not available or
cannot be measured experimentally, since many single solubilizates are in a solid state.
Moreover, for amphiphilic solubilizates, the tail may be a fragment of a molecule (e.g.
a fraction of an aromatic ring), for which no surface tension measurements are avail-
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able. As a result of some of these limitations, we have used a group-contribution
approach to estimate an e¤ective surface tension using parachor [22]. The parachor











where i is the surface tension of tail i, Mi is the molecular weight of tail i, and liq;i
and vap;i are the liquid and vapor densities of tail i. Since liq;i  vap;i for many
organic molecules, we have neglected vap;i in Eq. 5.11.
An interesting group-contribution approach to estimate parachori was developed
by McGowan, and is given by [22]:
parachori =
P
k nk;iAk   19Nbonds,i (5.12)
where Nbonds is the total number of bonds in the molecule or molecular fragment i,
nk;i is the number of atoms of type k, and Ak is a group parameter assigned to atoms
of type k. We have used Ak = 24:7 for hydrogen, 47:6 for carbon, 41:9 for nitrogen,
and 36:2 for oxygen atoms [22].
After calculating parachor for a surfactant/solubilizate tail according to Eq. 5.12,
i may be calculated if liq;i and Mi are known. In the case of molecular fragments
and solubilizates for which liquid densities are not available (e.g. solubilizates which
are solids at room temperature), an e¤ective liquid density can be estimated using an-
other group-contribution method due to Girolami [22]. Using this group-contribution
approach, a scaled volume for species i, Vscale;i, is calculated from atomic contribu-
tions. This property, in addition to the molecular weight of the species, can be used





In implementing this approach, following the periodic table in terms of groups of
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atoms, each hydrogen contributes 1, each atom in the Li to F series contributes 2,
and each atom in the Na to Cl series contributes 4 to Vscale;i. In using Eq. 5.13, the
calculated liquid density, liq;i, must be increased by 10% for each hydroxyl group,
carboxylic acid group, primary or secondary amino group, amide group, sulfoxide
group, and unfused ring [22]. An increase of 7.5% should be used on each ring of
a system of fused rings. Estimated values of liq;i obtained using this approach are
listed in Table 5.2.
In summary, after determining liq;i using Eq. 5.13 and parachori using Eq. 5.12,
i can be calculated using Eq. 5.11 and then used with an estimate for iw, calculated
using Eq. 5.10, to calculate 0,a using Eq. 5.9. Equation 5.7 can then be used to
determine the curvature-corrected value of the micelle core/water interfacial tension,
i. Finally, gint can be estimated using Eq. 5.6. For any of the estimated quantities
reported in Table 5.2, we consider experimental inputs to be superior. Nevertheless,
the group-contribution approach outlined above has allowed the estimation of i for
ibuprofen, benzamide, and o-, m-, and p-aminobenzoate for which experimental data
was not available. Each estimated or experimentally measured value of 0;i is listed
in Table 5.2.
As an illustration, we discuss the estimation of the interfacial tension of the tail
of benzamide against water using the group-contribution approaches discussed above.
The tail of benzamide is very similar to benzene, having a six-carbon aromatic ring
but with only ve hydrogen atoms (the sixth position occupied by the bond fragment
connecting the benzamide tail to the NH2 head) and eleven total bonds. Using Eq.
5.12, parachor is calculated to be 200.1. The benzamide tail molecular weight is 77.1
g/mol. Using the approach just described, Vscale is computed to be 17, and Eq. 5.13
is used to estimate liq as being equal to 0.998 (scaled by 1.1 due to the presence
of the aromatic group). Using Eq. 5.11, the surface tension of the benzamide tail
is then calculated to be 45.0 dyn/cm. Using Eq. 5.10, and recognizing that the
aromatic group is the only functional group in the benzamide tail, iw is calculated
to be 0.70. Finally, using Eq. 5.9, the predicted interfacial tension is calculated to
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be 37.6 dyn/cm, which is in good agreement with the experimental value for liquid
benzene, 35 dyn/cm. Performing a similar calculation with six hydrogens instead of
ve reduces the predicted interfacial tension by only 0.4 dyn/cm.
Evaluation of gpack
The packing free-energy contribution, gpack, has been evaluated using the mean-eld
packing model described in Chapter 4 using information reported in Figure 5-4 as an
input. One of the head groups shown in each solubilizate in Figure 5-4 (the black
group) was positioned at a range of locations near the micelle core/water interface (a
distance denoted by  in Chapter 4). Other head groups, if present, were constrained
to remain on the aqueous side of the micelle core/water interface (the blue groups
in Figure 5-4). Conversely, all the tail groups shown in Figure 5-4 (the red groups)
were constrained to remain within the micelle core. The neutral groups shown in
Figure 5-4 (the grey groups) were allowed to be located in both the aqueous phase
and within the micelle core.
The Rotational Isomeric State (RIS) model was used to generate internal confor-
mations for each surfactant tail. In modeling the surfactant tails, the bond angle
and carbon-carbon bond length were xed at their average values of 112o and 1.53
Å, respectively. Three possible torsional states, k, were allowed for each surfactant
chain: a low energy trans state (t: t = 180
o) and two high energy gauche states (g :
g  = 60
o; g+: g+ = 300
o). For a surfactant tail containing n carbon atoms, the
total number of internal conformations for the chain is equal to 3n 2. Of these bond
sequences, bond sequences containing any g+g  or g g+ pairs were discarded because
these pairs have very high energies due to steric interactions of hydrogen atoms (i.e.
the "pentane" e¤ect). The gauche   trans energy di¤erence, g, was taken to be
500 cal/mol [23, 24]. The allowed torsional states and the energy di¤erences be-
tween those states in the RIS model used to describe the internal conformations of
the solubilizate molecules were determined using Molecular Modeling Pro [6].
For each set of torsional states, the molecule with corresponding internal con-
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formation was oriented at the interface such that the reference head group in the
molecule (the black groups in Figure 5-4) was situated at lcore. Then, a set of four
external descriptors, including 3 Euler angles (; ; ) capturing molecular rotation
and one o¤set parameter (, capturing piston-like motion), was used to specify the
external conformation of the molecule. One thousand external conformations were
selected based on random sampling of these four descriptors for each internal con-
formation. We found that increasing the number of conformations further did not
signicantly change the calculated values of gpack.
For each of the surfactant/solubilizate systems modeled in this chapter, there is a
maximum value of the core-minor radius (typically referred to as lmax) beyond which
the micelle cannot extend, which can be computed from the maximum extended
length of the surfactant and solubilizate tails and the composition of the micelle [4].
For a single-surfactant micelle of SDS, lmax is equal to 14.1 nm, for a single-surfactant
micelle of C12E8 or Brij-35, lmax is equal to 15.5 nm, and for a single-surfactant
micelle of CTAB, lmax is equal to 19.1 nm. During minimization of gf, inequality
constraints were used to ensure that the value of lc for the surfactant/solubilizate
micelle considered never exceeded lmax.
Evaluation of gmix
As discussed in Chapter 4, the mixing free-energy contribution, gmix, is computed
as the sum of gmix,I and gmix,II. The term gmix,I captures the free-energy associated
with mixing solubilizate tails with surfactant tails in the micelle core, while the term
gmix,II captures the free-energy associated with mixing counterions with surfactants,
and solubilizate heads with surfactant heads, in the head shell region of the micelle.
We chose to model gmix,I using regular solution theory, which allows one to account
for both entropic and enthalpic contributions to the free-energy of mixing.
The regular solution model expression for gmix,I has the following form (see Eq.
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( kBs lns   kBa lna)
where i = ivi=vavg is the volume fraction of component i, and i is the solubility
parameter of component i.
Evaluation of gmix,I requires estimation of the solubility parameters s and a.
To determine gmix,I for the seven solubilizates modeled in this chapter, solubility
parameters were estimated for the solubilizate tails using the three-dimensional group-
contribution method of van Krevelen and Hoftyzer, as implemented in Molecular
Modeling Pro [6].
Evaluation of gmix,II is straightforward. Because gmix,II includes only the ideal
mixing of counterions, surfactants, and solubilizate heads in the head shell region of
the micelle, it is evaluated using an expression that depends only on s, a, and cj
(see Eq. 4.33 in Chapter 4).
Evaluation of gst, gelec, and gent
Each of the three remaining free-energy contributions in Eq. 5.1 (gst, gelec, and gent)
were evaluated in a straightforward manner using the theoretical models for each con-
tribution introduced in Chapter 4 and the geometric parameters for each surfactant
and solubilizate reported in Table 5.1.
5.5 Molecular-Thermodynamic Modeling Results
We next apply the hybrid computer simulation/molecular-thermodynamic model in-
troduced in Chapter 4 to model micellar solubilization by anionic, nonionic, and
cationic surfactants. In Section 5.5.1, we use the hybrid model to predict gf and
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each of the free-energy contributions to gf for each surfactant/solubilizate system. In
Section 5.5.2, we report the predictions of the hybrid model for micelle shape, core-
minor radius, degree of counterion binding, CMC, micelle composition, and either Ks
or ln(Kx). The micelle/water partition coe¢ cients Ks and Kx were dened in Eqs.
4.2 and 4.1 in Chapter 4, respectively. Predicted values of Ks are compared with
available experimental Ks data, and predicted values of ln(Kx) are compared with
available experimental ln(Kx) data.
As discussed in Chapter 4, two separate solubilization limits are frequently in-
vestigated experimentally when characterizing micellar solubilization behavior. The
rst limit is innite dilution of the solubilizate (the Henrys Law limit) in aqueous
surfactant solution, and the second limit is the maximum concentration of solubilizate
that can be added to the aqueous surfactant solution before a separate solubilizate
phase forms (the saturation limit, or the solubility limit) [2529]. The theoretical
predictions and the experimental data reported in this chapter correspond to the
second of these two limits.
All theoretical predictions were made for aqueous surfactant/solubilizate solutions
at 25 oC containing 20 mM of surfactant and 10 mM of sodium chloride salt. The
total surfactant concentration was selected arbitrarily. The surfactant concentration
selected for modeling will not a¤ect the predictions of the solubilization model for the
reported micelle properties because the theoretical model is based on the assumption
that the solution is ideal. At low surfactant concentrations where ideal solution
behavior holds, intermicellar interactions can be safely neglected, and the optimal
characteristics of the self-assembled micelles are independent of the total surfactant
concentration. Consequently, although the total amount of solubilized solubilizate in
solution is a function of the total surfactant concentration, the characteristics of each
self-assembled micelle are independent of the total surfactant concentration above the
CMC. The salt concentration was also selected arbitrarily because: (i) our sources
of experimental data do not specify the salt concentration added to the solution, and
(ii) solubilization measurements are typically made in bu¤ered solutions which can be
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modeled reasonably well as having a low salt concentration [25,30,31]. The sensitivity
of the theoretical predictions to the salt concentration have been investigated and is
discussed in Section 5.5.3.
In this section, theoretical predictions were made only for those systems for which
experimental partition coe¢ cient data were available. For surfactant/solubilizate
systems for which experimental partition coe¢ cient data was not available (for ex-
ample, for the ibuprofen/CTAB micellar system) theoretical predictions were not
made. Theoretical predictions of Ks were made for those surfactant/solubilizate
micellar systems for which experimentally measured Ks values were available, and
theoretical predictions of ln(Kx) were made for those surfactant/solubilizate micellar
systems for which experimentally measured ln(Kx) values were available. Moreover,
due to the lack of experimental data, we have been limited to making comparisons
between theoretically predicted and experimentally measured micelle/water partition
coe¢ cients at the solubilizate saturation limit in aqueous solution. However, to
more thoroughly evaluate the accuracy of the hybrid computer simulation/molecular
thermodynamic modeling approach, experimental data on other solubilization-related
properties (such as micelle/water partition coe¢ cients at the Henrys Law limit, mi-
celle shape, core-minor radius, composition, degree of counterion binding, and CMC)
will be gathered and compared with the predictions of the hybrid model in ongoing
work being conducted in the Blankschtein group.
5.5.1 Free-Energy Predictions
The hybrid computer simulation/molecular-thermodynamic modeling approach de-
scribed in Chapter 4 was used to make free-energy predictions for the optimal surfac-
tant/solubilizate micelles which are predicted to form in aqueous solution. Note that
free-energy predictions were made only for those surfactant/solubilizate systems for
which experimental solubilization data was available in the literature. Free-energy
predictions made for solubilization in anionic SDS micelles are reported in Table 5.3.
Free-energy predictions made for solubilization in nonionic surfactant micelles (C12E8
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in the case of ibuprofen and Brij-35 in the case of benzamide, acetophenone, and ben-
zonitrile) are reported in Table 5.4. Finally, free-energy predictions for solubilization
in cationic CTAB micelles are reported in Table 5.5.
For ibuprofen, free-energy predictions were made based on two di¤erent modeling
limits (Limit I and Limit II) used to estimate gtr. As discussed in Section 5.4.1, these
two limits reect modeling group 4 in ibuprofen as being: (i) part of the head when
evaluating gtr, or (ii) part of the tail when evaluating gtr. Results obtained based on
both limits (L1 and L2) are reported in Tables 5.3 to 5.5 in order to allow comparison
with the theoretical predictions reported in Chapter 3.
The average free-energy values predicted for the solubilization of all seven sol-
ubilizates in anionic SDS micelles are as follows: gtr =  13:8 kBT; gint = 2:68
kBT , gpack = 2:26 kBT; gst = 1:13 kBT; gelec =  0:49 kBT; gmix =  1:15 kBT; and
gent = 4:41 kBT . The average value of gf is  7:63 kBT . Note that in calculating
these average values, the Limit I and Limit II modeling results for ibuprofen were
preaveraged before including them in the overall average. The average free-energy
values predicted for the solubilization of all seven solubilizates in nonionic C12E8 or
Brij-35 micelles are as follows: gtr =  15:9 kBT; gint = 2:84 kBT , gpack = 2:19 kBT;
gst = 1:42 kBT; gelec = 0:00 kBT; gmix =  0:57 kBT; and gent = 3:32 kBT . The av-
erage value of gf is  7:65 kBT . Finally, the average free-energy values predicted for
the solubilization of all seven solubilizates in cationic CTAB micelles are as follows:
gtr =  17:7 kBT; gint = 2:53 kBT , gpack = 2:21 kBT; gst = 1:03 kBT; gelec =  0:22
kBT; gmix =  1:15 kBT; and gent = 7:04 kBT . The average value of gf is  7:52 kBT .
For each of the surfactant/solubilizate systems modeled, gtr, gmix, and, in some
cases, gelec are negative, and therefore, drive micelle formation in aqueous solution.
The transfer free-energy contribution, gtr, is the largest of the seven free-energy contri-
butions in magnitude, and represents the primary driving force for micelle formation
in aqueous solution. The other free-energy contributions are positive, and therefore,
all oppose micelle formation.
Several chemical di¤erences exist between the anionic, nonionic, and cationic sur-
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Solubilization in Anionic SDS Micelles: Free-Energy Results
Surf. Sol. gf gt r gi n t gp a ck gs t ge l e c gm ix ge n t
SDS Ibuprofen (L1) -9.11 -18.5 3.49 2.14 1.78 -0.89 -1.13 5.02
SDS Ibuprofen (L2) -10.3 -18.3 3.40 2.25 1.79 -1.07 -1.45 3.04
SDS Benzamide -6.02 -13.0 2.44 2.17 0.80 0.04 -1.14 3.89
SDS Acetophenone -6.88 -14.4 2.33 2.31 0.85 -0.45 -1.36 5.15
SDS Benzonitrile -6.17 -11.4 2.24 2.26 0.36 -0.04 -0.77 2.24
SDS o-Aminobenzoate -8.45 -16.7 2.71 2.45 1.40 -0.70 -1.22 5.14
SDS m-Aminobenzoate -7.69 -14.7 2.20 2.29 1.03 -0.44 -1.04 4.34
SDS p-Aminobenzoate -8.50 -8.14 3.42 2.16 1.70 -0.86 -1.20 6.07
Table 5.3: Hybrid computer simulation/molecular thermodynamic free-energy pre-
dictions for solubilization in anionic SDS micelles. All free energies are reported in
units of kBT , and L1 and L2 denote Limits I and II for ibuprofen discussed in the
text.
Solubilization in Nonionic (C12E8 and Brij-35) Micelles: Free-Energy Results
Surf. Sol. gf gt r gi n t gp a ck gs t ge l e c gm ix ge n t
C12E8 Ibuprofen (L1) -11.1 -19.4 4.71 2.43 1.83 -0.06 -0.29 0.65
C12E8 Ibuprofen (L2) -11.3 -19.2 4.35 2.43 1.52 0.13 -0.57 1.04
Brij-35 Benzamide -6.13 -14.6 2.38 1.95 1.65 0.00 -0.64 4.11
Brij-35 Acetophenone -6.95 -15.4 2.38 2.23 1.25 0.00 -0.60 4.17
Brij-35 Benzonitrile -6.31 -14.2 2.07 2.15 1.12 0.00 -0.61 4.16
Table 5.4: Hybrid computer simulation/molecular thermodynamic free-energy pre-
dictions for solubilization in nonionic (C12E8 and Brij-35) surfactant micelles. All
free-energies are reported in units of kBT , and L1 and L2 denote Limits I and II for
ibuprofen discussed in the text.
Solubilization in Cationic CTAB Micelles: Free-Energy Results
Surf. Sol. gf gt r gi n t gp a ck gs t ge l e c gm ix ge n t
CTAB Benzamide -6.10 -16.0 2.34 2.19 1.03 0.05 -1.20 6.68
CTAB Acetophenone -6.86 -17.5 2.29 2.32 1.06 -0.38 -1.37 8.06
CTAB Benzonitrile -6.21 -15.1 2.06 2.18 0.77 -0.28 -1.17 6.56
CTAB o-Aminobenzoate -8.99 -17.4 2.46 1.89 0.83 -0.11 -0.98 5.51
CTAB m-Aminobenzoate -7.74 -17.7 2.13 2.22 1.19 -0.30 -1.00 7.00
CTAB p-Aminobenzoate -9.22 -22.4 3.90 2.47 1.32 -0.30 -1.18 8.45
Table 5.5: Hybrid computer simulation/molecular thermodynamic free-energy pre-
dictions for solubilization in cationic CTAB micelles. All free-energies are reported
in units of kBT .
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factants considered: (i) the charge state of the surfactant head (anionic, nonionic, or
cationic) and (if present) of its associated counterion, (ii) the head size (ah =25 Å2 for
SDS, 62.1 Å2 for C12E8, 53.3 Å2 for Brij-35, and 32 Å2 for CTAB), (iii) di¤erences in
lhg and dcharge, and (iv) the number of carbons in the surfactant tail (11 in SDS, 12 in
C12E8 and Brij-35, and 15 in CTAB). Because each of the free-energy contributions
to gf computed for each solubilizate are coupled through the minimization procedure
used to determine the optimal value of gf; the e¤ect of each of these chemical dif-
ferences is manifested in all the computed free-energy contributions. Therefore, the
size of each surfactant/solubilizate head, for example, not only a¤ects the value of
the steric free-energy contribution, gst (see Chapter 4), but also a¤ects the values of
gtr, gint, gpack, gelec, gmix, and gent.
Evaluating the E¤ect of Neutral Groups
As discussed in Section 5.4.1, neutral groups were identied for six of the seven solubi-
lizates and are modeled di¤erently than head or tail groups in the mean-eld packing
model. In contrast to head and tail groups, which are constrained to remain outside
and inside the micelle core, respectively, these neutral groups are allowed to adopt
positions in both the aqueous phase and within the micelle core when determining
gpack. In this section, the e¤ect of including neutral groups on the packing free-energy
contribution, gpack, and on the volume of the solubilizate tail within the micelle core,
va, are discussed for several representative cases. In Section 5.5.2, the e¤ect of in-
cluding neutral groups on the predicted micelle/water partition coe¢ cients of several
surfactant/solubilizate systems will be discussed.
In Figure 5-5, predicted gpack values (dened on a per total number of mole-
cules basis, and in kBT units) for SDS/aminobenzoate micelles are plotted for the
optimal predicted micelle shape as a function of the core-minor radius, lc, for xed
values of mic, given by: (i) mic = 0:25 ( ), (ii) mic = 0:50 ( ),
(iii) mic = 0:75 ( ), and (iv) mic = 1:00 ( ). Recall that, as dis-
cussed in Section 5.1, mic = 1:0 corresponds to a pure SDS micelle. In Figure 5-5A,
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Figure 5-5: Predicted values of gpack (in units of kBT ) corresponding to the sol-
ubilization of: o-aminobenzoate in cylindrical SDS micelles (with neutral groups,
A, and without neutral groups, A), m-aminobenzoate in cylindrical SDS micelles
(with neutral groups, B, and without neutral groups, B), and p-aminobenzoate
in cylindrical SDS micelles (with neutral groups, C, and without neutral groups,
C). Results are presented as a function of lc, and at four xed values of mic: (i)
mic = 0:25 ( ), (ii) mic = 0:50 ( ), (iii) mic = 0:75 ( ), and
(iv) mic = 1:00 ( ), where mic = 1:00 corresponds to a pure SDS micelle.
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predictions of gpack are presented for cylindrical SDS/o-aminobenzoate micelles with
neutral groups assigned, in Figure 5-5B, predictions of gpack are presented for cylin-
drical SDS/m-aminobenzoate micelles with neutral groups assigned, and in Figure
5-5C, predictions of gpack are presented for cylindrical SDS/p-aminobenzoate micelles
with neutral groups assigned. In Figure 5-5A, predictions of gpack are presented for
cylindrical SDS/o-aminobenzoate micelles with no neutral groups assigned, in Fig-
ure 5-5B, predictions of gpack are presented for cylindrical SDS/m-aminobenzoate
micelles with no neutral groups assigned, and in Figure 5-5C, predictions of gpack
are presented for cylindrical SDS/p-aminobenzoate micelles with no neutral groups
assigned.
Di¤erences between plots A and A, B and B, and C and Care most evident
at large solubilizate concentrations in the micelle (corresponding to the lower mic
values). The inclusion of neutral groups to evaluate gpack has a small e¤ect on
the gpack proles for o-aminobenzoate (see A and A) and m-aminobenzoate (see B
and B), but it does have a signicant e¤ect in the case of p-aminobenzoate (see C
and C). Indeed, comparison of Figures 5-5C and 5-5Cshows that, in general, the
gpack proles for p-aminobenzoate in SDS micelles are higher without the inclusion of
neutral groups.
The gpack values shown in Figures 5-5A, 5-5A, 5-5B, 5-5B, 5-5C, and 5-5Care
smooth functions of both lc and mic. The addition of o-aminobenzoate increases
gpack at all plotted values of lc and mic (regardless of whether or not neutral groups
are used, see A and A). In contrast, the addition of m-aminobenzoate decreases
gpack at small values of the core-minor radius (lc . 9.75 nm) and increases gpack at
large values of the core-minor radius (lc & 9.75 nm) (again, regardless of whether or
not neutral groups are used, see B and B). With inclusion of neutral groups, the
addition of p-aminobenzoate decreases gpack at small values of the core-minor radius
(lc . 10 nm) and increases gpack at large values of the core-minor radius (lc & 10
nm, see C). Without inclusion of neutral groups, the addition of p-aminobenzoate
always leads to an increase in gpack (see C). Based on the neutral group gpack results,
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at the optimal micelle shape, core-minor radius, and composition predicted for each
SDS/aminobenzoate micelle (see Section 5.5.2), the gpack values are ranked as follows:
p-aminobenzoate > m-aminobenzoate > o-aminobenzoate.
In Figure 5-6, the predicted gpack values (dened on a per total number of molecules
basis, and in kBT units) for CTAB/aminobenzoate micelles are plotted for the optimal
predicted micelle shape as a function of the core-minor radius, lc, for xed values of
mic, given by: (i) mic = 0:25 ( ), (ii) mic = 0:50 ( ), (iii) mic = 0:75
( ), and (iv) mic = 1:00 ( ). Recall that mic = 1:0 corresponds
to a pure CTAB micelle. In Figure 5-6A, predictions of gpack are presented for
spherical CTAB/o-aminobenzoate micelles with neutral groups assigned, in Figure 5-
6B, predictions of gpack are presented for cylindrical CTAB/m-aminobenzoate micelles
with neutral groups assigned, and in Figure 5-6C, predictions of gpack are presented for
spherical CTAB/p-aminobenzoate micelles with neutral groups assigned. In Figure
5-6A, predictions of gpack are presented for spherical CTAB/o-aminobenzoate micelles
with no neutral groups assigned, in Figure 5-6B, predictions of gpack are presented for
cylindrical CTAB/m-aminobenzoate micelles with no neutral groups assigned, and in
Figure 5-6C, predictions of gpack are presented for spherical CTAB/p-aminobenzoate
micelles with no neutral groups assigned.
In contrast to the results presented in Figure 5-5, the use of neutral groups in
evaluating gpack has only a minor e¤ect on the gpack proles of o-aminobenzoate
and m-aminobenzoate, but it does have a visible e¤ect on the gpack proles of p-
aminobenzoate. Comparison of Figures 5-5C and 5-5Cshows that the gpack proles
of p-aminobenzoate in the CTAB micelles are higher without the inclusion of neutral
groups.
Similar to the gpack proles computed for SDS/aminobenzoate micelles, the gpack
proles for CTAB/aminobenzoate micelles shown in Figures 5-6A, 5-6A, 5-6B, 5-
6B, 5-6C, and 5-6C are smooth functions of both lc and mic. In general, the
addition of o-aminobenzoate increases gpack (both with and without neutral groups).
The addition of m-aminobenzoate decreases gpack at small values of the core-minor
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Figure 5-6: Predicted values of gpack (in units of kBT ) corresponding to the solu-
bilization of: o-aminobenzoate in spherical CTAB micelles (with neutral groups,
A, and without neutral groups, A), m-aminobenzoate in cylindrical CTAB micelles
(with neutral groups, B, and without neutral groups, B), and p-aminobenzoate
in spherical CTAB micelles (with neutral groups, C, and without neutral groups,
C). Results are presented as a function of lc and at four xed values of mic: (i)
mic = 0:25 ( ), (ii) mic = 0:50 ( ), (iii) mic = 0:75 ( ), and
(iv) mic = 1:00 ( ), where mic = 1:00 corresponds to a pure CTAB micelle.
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radius (lc . 8.5 nm) and increases gpack at large values of the core-minor radius
(lc & 8.5 nm) (with and without neutral groups). With the inclusion of neutral
groups, the addition of p-aminobenzoate decreases gpack for all plotted values of lc
and mic, with the exception of lc & 12.8 nm and mic = 0.25. However, without
the inclusion of neutral groups, the addition of p-aminobenzoate increases gpack for all
plotted values of lc and mic. Based on the neutral group gpack results, at the optimal
micelle geometry predicted for each CTAB/aminobenzoate micelle, the gpack values
are ranked as follows: p-aminobenzoate > m-aminobenzoate > o-aminobenzoate.
The results presented in Figures 5-5 and 5-6 demonstrate that the inclusion of
the selected neutral groups does not always have a signicant e¤ect on gpack. Nev-
ertheless, as will be discussed in Section 5.5.2, the inclusion of neutral groups can
greatly a¤ect the predicted value of the micelle/water partition coe¢ cient. For ex-
ample, the micelle/water partition coe¢ cient of o-aminobenzoate in SDS micelles was
found to change signicantly with the inclusion of neutral groups (even though gpack is
very similar for o-aminobenzoate with and without the inclusion of neutral groups, as
shown in Figures 5-5A and 5-5A). This results from the fact that inclusion of neutral
groups causes a shift in the sphere-to-cylinder micelle shape transition point, which in
turn results in cylinders being predicted as the optimal micelle shape at the solubil-
ity limit. In addition, the micelle/water partition coe¢ cient of p-aminobenzoate in
SDS micelles was found to change because, as shown in Figures 5-5C and 5-5C, the
inclusion of neutral groups has a signicant e¤ect on the predicted values of gpack for
this solubilizate. In all cases tested, the micelle/water partition coe¢ cients predicted
using neutral groups are more accurate relative to the experimental values than those
predicted without the inclusion of neutral groups. Moreover, we would like to stress
that the approach used in this chapter to: (i) identify neutral groups based on the
computer simulation results, and (ii) model the neutral groups in the mean-eld pack-
ing model, is consistent with the approach that was used successfully in a separate
study to model the micellization behavior of a homologous series of DCNAB cationic
































































Figure 5-7: Predicted values of va (in units of Å3) corresponding to the solubilization
of: o-aminobenzoate in cylindrical SDS micelles (A), m-aminobenzoate in cylindrical
SDS micelles (B), and p-aminobenzoate in cylindrical SDS micelles (C). Results
are presented as a function of lc and at four xed values of mic: (i) mic = 0:25
( ), (ii) mic = 0:50 ( ), (iii) mic = 0:75 ( ), and (iv) mic =
1:00 ( ), where mic = 1:00 corresponds to a pure SDS micelle.
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When one or more solubilizate groups are modeled as neutral groups, the volume
of the solubilizate tail (va) within the micelle core is no longer a xed quantity.
Instead, va depends on both lc and mic, and must be predicted using the mean-eld
packing model. As an illustration, in Figure 5-7, predicted values of va (in units of
Å3) for o-, m-, and p-aminobenzoate solubilizates in SDS micelles are plotted for the
optimal predicted micelle shape as a function of the core-minor radius, lc, for xed
values of mic, given by: (i) mic = 0:25 ( ), (ii) mic = 0:50 ( ), (iii)
mic = 0:75 ( ), and (iv) mic = 1:00 ( ). In Figure 5-7A, predictions
of va are presented for cylindrical SDS/o-aminobenzoate micelles, in Figure 5-7B,
predictions of va are presented for cylindrical SDS/m-aminobenzoate micelles, and
in Figure 5-7C, predictions of va are presented for cylindrical SDS/p-aminobenzoate
micelles.
The va proles computed for SDS/o-aminobenzoate decrease slightly as lc increases
(ranging from approximately 200 Å3 for lc = 7 nm and mic = 1:00 to approximately
75 Å3 for lc = 13.5 nm and mic = 0.25 (see A). In contrast, the va proles for
SDS/m-aminobenzoate micelles decrease only slightly as lc increases (ranging from
approximately 275 Å3 for lc = 7 nm to approximately 225 Å3 for lc = 14.4 nm), in
spite of the fact that m-aminobenzoate, like o-aminobenzoate, has one neutral group.
The va proles computed for SDS/p-aminobenzoate decrease slightly as lc increases
(ranging from approximately 230 Å3 for lc = 7 nm and mic = 1:00 to approximately
210 Å3 for lc = 14.4 nm and mic = 0.50. The va proles computed for SDS/p-
aminobenzoate exhibit less variation as a function of lc and mic than those predicted
for SDS/o-aminobenzoate, in spite of the fact that p-aminobenzoate has two neutral
groups and o-aminobenzoate has only one. The results in Figure 5-7 demonstrate
that the predicted va values are a complex function of the chemical structures of the
surfactant/solubilizate tails, as well as of both the number and connectivity of the
identied head, tail, and neutral groups.
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5.5.2 Predictions of Micellar Solubilization Characteristics
Predictions of the hybrid computer simulation/molecular-thermodynamic model for
the optimal micelle shape, core-minor radius (as characterized by lc), degree of coun-
terion binding (j), CMC, micelle composition (characterized by the surfactant mole
fraction in the micelle, mic), and micelle/water partition coe¢ cient (Ks or ln(Kx))
are reported in Table 5.6 for solubilization in anionic SDS micelles, in Table 5.7 for
solubilization in nonionic C12E8 or Brij-35 micelles, and in Table 5.8 for solubilization
in cationic CTAB micelles.
Predictions of Micelle Shape
Both spherical and cylindrical optimal micelle shapes are predicted for the surfac-
tant/solubilizate systems modeled, although the majority of the surfactant/solubilizate
micelles (12 out of 17) are predicted to be cylindrical in shape (see Tables 5.6-5.8).
Predictions of Micelle Core-Minor Radius
There is signicant variability in the predicted lc values for di¤erent surfactant/solubilizate
systems. The smallest predicted lc value corresponds to the benzonitrile/SDS mi-
cellar system (lc = 8:97 Å), and the largest predicted lc value corresponds to the
p-aminobenzoate/CTAB system (lc = 19:6 Å). The value of the micelle core-minor
radius, lc, is predicted to be 11.9 Å on average for the SDS/solubilizate micelles, 12.6
Å on average for the C12E8 and Brij-35/solubilizate micelles, and 15.0 Å on average
for the CTAB/solubilizate micelles. In calculating these average values, the Limit I
and Limit II modeling results for ibuprofen were preaveraged before being included
in the overall average. These lc results can be rationalized by noting that the an-
ionic surfactant SDS has 11 of its carbon groups in its linear alkyl tail, the nonionic
surfactants C12E8 and Brij-35 have 12 of their carbon groups in their tails, and the
cationic surfactant CTAB has 15 of its carbon groups in its tail. In general, sur-
factants or solubilizates with long tails tend to form micelles with larger values of lc
upon self-assembly.
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Predictions of the Degree of Counterion Binding
The average predicted value of fcjg (where fcjg is the average value of cj for all the
counterions present in the micellar solution) is 0.40 for SDS/solubilizate micelles, 0.01
for C12E8/ibuprofen micelles (the only nonionic surfactant system with a non-zero de-
gree of counterion binding), and 0.33 for CTAB/solubilizate micelles (where averages
have been computed as described in Section 5.5.2). In addition, the average value of
fcjg is 0.41 for the cylindrical SDS or CTAB micelles, and 0.27 for the spherical SDS
or CTAB micelles. Cylindrical micelles have a lower area per surfactant/solubilizate
head than spherical micelles, and therefore, have a larger electrostatic potential at
the micelle surface. This, in turn, promotes more counterion binding in the case
of cylindrical micelles; consequently, the observed trend in counterion binding with
micelle shape is consistent with what would be expected intuitively [8].
Predictions of the Critical Micelle Concentration
The average predicted value of the CMC is 11.0 mM for the anionic SDS/solubilizate
system, 10.9 mM for nonionic C12E8 and Brij-35/solubilizate system, and 9.81 mM
for cationic CTAB/solubilizate system (where averages were computed as described
in Section 5.5.2). However, there is great variability in the predicted CMC values
for di¤erent surfactant/solubilizate systems. The largest predicted CMC is for the
SDS/benzamide system (18.0 mM), while the smallest predicted CMC is for the
Limit 2 modeling of the C12E8/ibuprofen system (0.50 mM). Unfortunately, we were
not able to nd experimental CMC data for these systems for comparison with the
predicted CMCs.
Predictions of Micelle Composition
The average predicted value of the micelle surfactant mole fraction, mic, is 0.66 for
anionic SDS/solubilizate micelles, 0.61 for nonionic C12E8 and Brij-35/solubilizate
micelles, and 0.57 for cationic CTAB/solubilizate micelles (where averages were com-
puted as described in Section 5.5.2), with predicted values of mic ranging from 1.00
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(predicted for Limit 1 modeling of the SDS/ibuprofen micellar system) to 0.24 (pre-
dicted for the SDS/benzonitrile micellar system). The primary driving force for the
very large value of mic for the SDS/ibuprofen micellar system is the large disparity
between the gtr values of SDS and ibuprofen (-11.55 kBT and -6.55 kBT , respec-
tively). In contrast, the primary driving force for the small value of mic for the
CTAB/benzamide micellar system is a combination of the gpack, gst, and gelec free-
energy contributions which each favor incorporation of benzamide into micelles in
place of SDS.
Predictions of Micelle Partition Coe¢ cients
The Ks and ln(Kx) values reported in Tables 5.6, 5.7, and 5.8 include both predicted
and experimentally measured micelle/water partition coe¢ cients at the solubilizate
saturation (solubility) limit in solution. Theoretical predictions ofKs are reported for
the micellar solubilization of ibuprofen, benzamide, acetophenone, and benzonitrile
because Ks values were available experimentally. Similarly, theoretical predictions
of ln(Kx) are reported for o-, m-, and p-aminobenzoate in order to match the exper-
imental data available in the literature. Partition coe¢ cient results are discussed
below separately for each surfactant/solubilizate system considered.
Ks of Ibuprofen Theoretically predicted and experimental Ks values for micellar
solutions of SDS/ibuprofen and C12E8/ibuprofen are reported in Tables 5.6 and 5.7,
respectively. As discussed in Section 5.4.1, two di¤erent modeling limits were ex-
plored for ibuprofen. In Limit I, group 4 shown in Figure 5-1 is modeled as being
head, and in Limit II, it is modeled as being tail. These two limits are reported here
because they correspond to the two modeling limits reported for ibuprofen in Chapter
3.
The Limit I theoretical predictions ofKs for the SDS/ibuprofen and C12E8/ibuprofen
micellar systems are 1.45 mol 1 and 318 mol 1, respectively, while the experimen-
tal values are 605 and 1894, respectively [3]. Both theoretical predictions are in
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Solubilization in Anionic SDS Micelles: Micellar Solubilization Results
Surf. Sol. Shape lc [Å] fcjg CMC [mM] m ic Ks [mol
 1] Expt. Ks [mol 1]
SDS Ibuprofen (L1) Cyl. 12.1 0.67 5.99 1.00 1.45 605 [3]
SDS Ibuprofen (L2) Cyl. 12.1 0.69 1.53 0.89 429 605 [3]
SDS Benzamide Sph. 14.3 0.18 18.0 0.49 9.36 7.6 [33]
SDS Acetophenone Cyl. 11.6 0.34 12.7 0.56 17.5 17, 35, 48 [33]
SDS Benzonitrile Cyl. 8.97 0.08 15.29 0.24 16.23 33 [33]
ln(Kx ) Expt. ln(Kx )
SDS o-Aminobenzoate Cyl. 12.2 0.52 8.99 0.81 7.52 9.25 [34]
SDS m-Aminobenzoate Cyl. 12.4 0.35 9.44 0.59 6.94 8.58 [34]
SDS p-Aminobenzoate Cyl. 12.0 0.65 8.89 0.97 5.88 8.81 [34]
Table 5.6: Micellar solubilization predictions made using the hybrid computer simu-
lation/molecular thermodynamic model of solubilization in anionic SDS micelles. L1
and L2 denote Limit I and Limit II for ibuprofen discussed in the text.
Solubilization in Nonionic C12E8 and Brij-35 Micelles: Micellar Solubilization Results
Surf. Sol. Shape lc [Å] fcjg CMC [mM] m ic Ks [mol
 1] Expt. Ks [mol 1]
C12E8 Ibuprofen (L1) Sph. 15.0 4.0510 4 0.77 0.91 318 1894 [3]
C12E8 Ibuprofen (L2) Sph. 15.4 0.01 0.50 0.75 908 1894 [3]
Brij-35 Benzamide Cyl. 11.2 0.00 16.7 0.56 7.27 33 [33]
Brij-35 Acetophenone Cyl. 12.3 0.00 12.1 0.58 13.7 26 [33]
Brij-35 Benzonitrile Cyl. 11.8 0.00 14.0 0.47 11.6 23, 16 [33]
Table 5.7: Micellar solubilization predictions made using the hybrid comuter
simulation/molecular-thermodynamic model of solubilization in nonionic C12E8 and
Brij-35 micelles. L1 and L2 denote Limit I and Limit II for ibuprofen discussed in
the text.
Solubilization in Cationic CTAB Micelles: Micellar Solubilization Results
Surf. Sol. Shape lc [Å] fcjg CMC [mM] m ic Ks [mol
 1] Expt. Ks [mol 1]
CTAB Benzamide Sph. 17.9 0.20 16.6 0.49 9.42 12, 10 [33]
CTAB Acetophenone Cyl. 14.4 0.55 12.4 0.55 20.2 26, 21, 18 [33]
CTAB Benzonitrile Cyl. 12.6 0.22 14.6 0.39 16.5 18, 20, 24 [33]
ln(Kx ) Expt. ln(Kx )
CTAB o-Aminobenzoate Sph. 10.8 0.22 3.18 0.53 8.40 10.07 [34]
CTAB m-Aminobenzoate Cyl. 14.9 0.33 8.07 0.55 7.00 8.87 [34]
CTAB p-Aminobenzoate Sph. 19.6 0.48 4.00 0.88 7.27 9.33 [34]
Table 5.8: Micellar solubilization predictions made using the hyrid computer
simulation/molecular-thermodynamic model of solubilization in cationic CTAB mi-
celles.
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poor agreement with the experimental data. The low values of Ks predicted by
Limit I modeling are not surprising given the high values of mic predicted for the
SDS/ibuprofen and C12E8/ibuprofen micelles. In contrast, the Limit II theoretical
predictions of Ks for the SDS/ibuprofen and C12E8/ibuprofen micellar systems are
429 mol 1 and 908 mol 1; respectively, which are in much closer agreement with the
experimental values (605 mol 1 and 1894 mol 1). The results indicate that if group
4 (see Figure 5-1) in ibuprofen is modeled as remaining fully hydrated in the micellar
state rather than as being dehydrated, the incorporation of ibuprofen into the micel-
lar environment is severely underpredicted. These results highlight the sensitivity of
the modeling results to the head and tail assignments made. It is interesting to point
out that in Chapter 3, where the solubilization of ibuprofen was modeled in a more
approximate way, the Limit I and Limit II predictions for the solubilization of ibupro-
fen in SDS and C12E8 micelles bordered the experimental data. Here, the Limit II
theoretical Ks predictions are in much better agreement with the experimental data
than the Limit I Ks predictions, indicating that the net e¤ect of implementing a
more physically realistic description of the interfacial and packing free-energy contri-
butions in the case of ibuprofen has been to decrease the driving force for ibuprofen
incorporation into the micelles.
Ks of Benzamide Theoretically predicted Ks values for micellar systems of SDS/
benzamide, Brij-35/benzamide, and CTAB/benzamide are 9.36 mol 1, 7.27 mol 1,
and 9.42 mol 1, respectively. The experimental Ks values are 7.6 mol 1, 33 mol 1,
and either 12 or 10 mol 1, respectively [33]. The predicted Ks values for the
SDS/benzamide and CTAB/benzamide micellar systems are in good agreement with
the experimental data, but the predicted Ks value for the Brij-35/benzamide micellar
system is o¤ by a factor of approximately four. Our theoretical model for gelec favors
incorporation of benzamide in anionic and cationic micelles more than it favors its
incorporation in nonionic micelles because of the electrostatic benet associated with
the incorporation of a nonionic entity into a charged micelle. This is clearly reected
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in the predicted Ks values obtained using the hybrid model. The experimental re-
sult for the solubilization of benzamide in Brij-35 is surprising because it indicates
that, in contrast to what is predicted theoretically and what would be expected in-
tuitively, more benzamide is incorporated into Brij-35 micelles than into either SDS
or CTAB micelles. The experimental data seems to suggest the existence of some
type of specic interaction between benzamide and Brij-35 that is not included in
the molecular-thermodynamic model, and that favors the incorporation of benzamide
into Brij-35 micelles. Alternatively, the solubilization of benzamide occurs to some
extent in the head-shell region (corona region) of the Brij-35 micelles. Solubilization
in the corona region has not been accounted for in the molecular-thermodynamic
model introduced in Chapter 4. Although neglecting corona-region solubilization is
reasonable when modeling solubilization in small-head surfactants such as SDS and
CTAB, it may not be a good approximation when modeling solubilization in the case
of surfactants with polymeric heads such as Brij-35 (which contains 23 ethylene oxide
groups).
Ks of Acetophenone Theoretically predictedKs values for the SDS/acetophenone,
Brij-35/acetophenone, and CTAB/acetophenone micellar systems are 17.5 mol 1,
13.7 mol 1, and 20.2 mol 1, respectively. The experimental Ks values for the
SDS/acetophenone micellar system are 17, 35, and 48 mol 1 (average = 33 mol 1),
26 mol 1 for the Brij-35/acetophenone micellar system, and 26, 21, and 18 mol 1
(average = 21.7 mol 1) for the CTAB/acetophenone micellar system [33]. The large
variability in the experimental Ks values measured for the SDS/acetophenone and
CTAB/acetophenone systems makes it di¢ cult to evaluate the accuracy of the theo-
retical results. Nevertheless, the theoretical predictions of solubilization in all three
surfactant systems considered appear reasonable. The molecular-thermodynamic
model predicts that more acetophenone is incorporated into SDS and CTAB surfac-
tant micelles than into Brij-35 surfactant micelles. The theoretical predictions make
sense molecularly because, as discussed in the context of benzamide solubilization,
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gelec favors incorporation of acetophenone into anionic and cationic micelles more
than it favors incorporation into nonionic micelles. Unfortunately, given the large
variability observed in the experimental data, it is di¢ cult to determine whether or
not the experimental Ks data support the theoretically predicted trend in Ks values.
Ks of Benzonitrile Theoretically predicted Ks values for micellar solutions of
SDS/benzonitrile, Brij-35/benzonitrile, and CTAB/benzonitrile are 16.2 mol 1, 11.6
mol 1, and 16.5 mol 1, respectively. Similar to the acetophenone experimental
data, the experimental Ks values for the solubilization of benzonitrile in SDS, Brij-
35, and CTAB micelles show large variability. The experimental Ks values for
the SDS/benzonitrile system is 33 mol 1, the experimental Ks values for the Brij-
35/benzonitrile system are 23 and 16 mol 1 (average = 19.5 mol 1), and the ex-
perimental Ks values for the CTAB/benzonitrile system are 18, 20, and 24 mol 1
(average = 20.7 mol 1) [33]. The large variability in the experimental Ks values
makes it di¢ cult to evaluate the accuracy of the theoretical Ks results, although in
general, the theoretical predictions of solubilization in the three surfactant systems
considered appear quite reasonable.
ln(Kx) of the Aminobenzoates In Tables 5.6 and 5.8, theoretically predicted
ln(Kx) values for o-,m-, and p-aminobenozate are compared with experimental ln(Kx)
values.
Theoretically predicted ln(Kx) values for micellar solutions of SDS/o-aminobenzoate
and CTAB/o-aminobenzoate are 7.52 mol 1 and 8.40 mol 1, respectively. In compar-
ison, the experimental ln(Kx) values for micellar solutions of SDS/o-aminobenzoate
and CTAB/o-aminobenzoate are 9.25 mol 1 and 10.07 mol 1, respectively [34]. The
theoretical ln(Kx) values are 17.6% smaller on average than the experimental ln(Kx)
values. To evaluate to what extent inclusion of neutral groups in the mean-eld
packing model a¤ects the predicted ln(Kx) values, we also modeled the SDS/o-
aminobenzoate system without the inclusion of any neutral groups and using the
head and tail assignments reported in Figure 5-3. Without the inclusion of neutral
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groups, the predicted ln(Kx) value is 3.34 mol 1, and the optimal micelle is predicted
to be spherical in shape. Clearly, the inclusion of neutral groups has a signicant ef-
fect on the predicted value of ln(Kx) for the SDS/o-aminobenzoate system and yields
a ln(Kx) value which is in poor agreement with the experimental ln(Kx) value (9.25
mol 1). This results from the fact that the optimal micelle shape is predicted to
be di¤erent with the inclusion (cylindrical) and without the inclusion (spherical) of
neutral groups in the evaluation of gpack.
The theoretically predicted ln(Kx) values for micellar solutions of SDS/m-aminobenzoate
and CTAB/o-aminobenzoate are 6.94 mol 1 and 7.00 mol 1, respectively. In compar-
ison, the experimental ln(Kx) values for micellar systems of SDS/m-aminobenzoate
and CTAB/m-aminobenzoate are 8.58 mol 1 and 8.87 mol 1, respectively [34]. The
theoretical ln(Kx) values are 20.1% smaller on average than the experimental ln(Kx)
values. Without the inclusion of neutral groups, the predicted ln(Kx) value for the
SDS/m-aminobenzoate system is 6.88 mol 1, and the optimal micelle is predicted
to be cylindrical in shape. For this surfactant/solubilizate system, the inclusion of
neutral groups shifts the predicted ln(Kx) value slightly away from the experimental
ln(Kx) value. The predicted ln(Kx) value for the SDS/m-aminobenzoate system
does not change appreciably because, as shown in Figures 5-5B and 5-5B, gpack is
not greatly a¤ected by the inclusion of neutral groups for this system.
Finally, the theoretically predicted ln(Kx) values for micellar systems of SDS/p-
aminobenzoate and CTAB/o-aminobenzoate are 5.88 mol 1 and 7.27 mol 1, respec-
tively. In comparison, the experimental ln(Kx) values for micellar systems of SDS/p-
aminobenzoate and CTAB/p-aminobenzoate are 8.81 mol 1 and 9.33 mol 1, respec-
tively [34]. The theoretical ln(Kx) values are 27.7% smaller on average than the
experimental ln(Kx) values. Without the inclusion of neutral groups, the predicted
ln(Kx) value for the SDS/p-aminobenozate system is 4.24 mol 1, and the optimal mi-
celle is predicted to be cylindrical in shape. For this surfactant/solubilizate system,
the signicant di¤erence in the predicted value of ln(Kx) arises from the change in
gpack associated with the inclusion of neutral groups (see Figures 5-5C and 5-5C).
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As discussed in Chapter 4, the micellar solubilization behavior of o-, m-, and p-
aminobenozate is quite interesting from a theoretical perspective. Although only
small structural di¤erences exist between these three solubilizates, there are sig-
nicant di¤erences in their micelle/water partition coe¢ cients. The experimental
ranking of micelle/water partition coe¢ cients in both SDS and CTAB surfactant
micelles is o-aminobenzoate > p-aminobenzoate > m-aminobenzoate. The ranking
predicted theoretically is o-aminobenzoate > m-aminobenzoate > p-aminobenzoate
for solubilization in SDS micelles, and o-aminobenzoate > p-aminobenzoate > m-
aminobenzoate for solubilization in CTAB micelles.
5.5.3 Sensitivity of the Theoretical Predictions to Salt Con-
centration
All theoretical predictions were made for aqueous solutions containing 10 mM of
sodium chloride. As discussed at the beginning of Section 5.5, this salt concentration
was selected because: (i) the ionic species and their concentrations in solution were
not specied in our literature sources of experimental data, and (ii) solubilization
measurements are typically made in a bu¤ered solution which can be approximated
reasonably well as a salt solution of low-concentration [2]. The sensitivity of the
predictions of the hybrid computer simulation/molecular-thermodynamic model to
salt concentration is discussed briey in this section.
Molecular-thermodynamic predictions of the micelle/water partition coe¢ cient,
Ks, for acetophenone and benzamide, as well as of the natural logarithm of the
micelle/water partition coe¢ cient, ln(Kx), for m-aminobenzoate, were made in SDS,
Brij-35, and CTAB micellar solutions with 0 mM, 10 mM, 25 mM, and 50 mM of
added sodium chloride. The predicted values of Ks and ln(Kx) were found to be
extremely insensitive to the NaCl concentration for the solubilization of the three
solubilizates considered in the nonionic Brij-35 micellar systems (results not shown).
This result is intuitively expected because the primary e¤ect of NaCl is to a¤ect the
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electrostatic free-energy contribution, gelec. Because gelec is equal to zero for each
solubilizate/Brij-35 system, the addition of NaCl to the aqueous solution has little
e¤ect on the predicted Ks or ln(Kx) values.
In contrast, the concentration of added NaCl in the aqueous solution was found to
have a signicant e¤ect on the predicted values of Ks and ln(Kx) for the solubilization
of the three solubilizates considered in the anionic SDS and in the cationic CTAB
micellar solutions. The dependence of Ks and ln(Kx) on NaCl concentration for the
solubilization of the three solubilizates in SDS micelles is reported in Figure 5-8, and
the dependence of Ks and ln(Kx) on NaCl concentration for the solubilization of the
three solubilizates in CTAB micelles is reported in Figure 5-9. In general, the e¤ect
of the inclusion of NaCl was to lower Ks or ln(Kx). As NaCl is added to the aqueous
solution, it reduces gelec by decreasing electrostatic repulsions at the micelle surface,
which serves to make the incorporation of each nonionic solubilizate into anionic SDS
or cationic CTAB micelles less thermodynamically favorable than the incorporation
of each nonionic solubilizate at lower NaCl concentrations.
5.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, a hybrid computer simulation/molecular-thermodynamic modeling
approach was used to model the solubilization of ibuprofen, benzamide, acetophenone,
benzonitrile, o-aminobenzoate,m-aminobenzoate, and p-aminobenzoate in SDS, C12E8,
Brij-35, and CTAB micelles. The hybrid modeling approach used MD simulations to
estimate the hydrated and the unhydrated portions of each solubilizate in a micellar
environment. From the computer simulation results presented in Chapter 4, inputs
were determined for each solubilizate in order to implement molecular-thermodynamic
modeling. Head and tail identications were made in order to evaluate gtr and gint,
and head, tail, neutral, and reference head group identications were made in order
to evaluate gpack. The molecular-thermodynamic model of solubilization used in this















Figure 5-8: Predicted e¤ect of the solution NaCl concentration on the micelle/water





































































Figure 5-9: Predicted e¤ect of the solution NaCl concentration on the micelle/water
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surfactant and solubilizate aqueous solution, and (ii) a molecular model that is used
to evaluate the free-energy change associated with transferring surfactants and solubi-
lizates from their reference states in aqueous solution to form a surfactant/solubilizate
micellar aggregate in aqueous solution.
Using the hybrid computer simulation/molecular-thermodynamic modeling ap-
proach, theoretical predictions were made for the free energy associated with micelle
formation and for the optimal micelle shape, core-minor radius, degree of counterion
binding, CMC, micelle composition, and micelle/water partition coe¢ cient of a total
of 17 di¤erent surfactant/solubilizate systems. Both spherical and cylindrical micelle
shapes were predicted for the surfactant/solubilizate systems modeled. The average
micelle core-minor radius was predicted to be 11.9 Å for SDS/solubilizate micelles,
12.6 Å for C12E8 and Brij-35/solubilizate micelles, and 15.0 Å for CTAB/solubilizate
micelles. The average degree of counterion binding, fcjg, was predicted to be 0.41
for the cylindrical ionic surfactant micelles, and 0.27 for the spherical ionic surfac-
tant micelles, indicating that counterion binding is higher in micelles with a higher
electrostatic potential at the micelle core/water interface. Predicted values of the
surfactant/solubilizate CMC and the micelle composition varied signicantly from
system to system, with the highest predicted CMC of 18.0 mM corresponding to
the SDS/benzamide system and the lowest predicted CMC of 0.5 mM correspond-
ing to Limit 2 modeling of the C12E8/ibuprofen system. Theoretical predictions of
the micelle/water partition coe¢ cients, Ks or ln(Kx), were also made and compared
with the experimental Ks or ln(Kx) values, for each of the 17 surfactant/solubilizate
systems modeled in this chapter.
The average absolute discrepancy between the theoretically predicted and exper-
imentally measured Ks values reported in this chapter (where the predicted Ks value
for ibuprofen was taken as the average of the Limit I and Limit II predictions) is
46.5% for solubilization in SDS micelles, 58.4% for solubilization in C12E8 or Brij-
35 micelles, and 13.7% for solubilization in CTAB micelles. The average absolute
discrepancy between the theoretically predicted and experimentally measured ln(Kx)
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values reported in this chapter is 23.7% for solubilization in SDS micelles and 19.9%
for solubilization in CTAB micelles.
The sensitivity of the theoretically predicted Ks values to the solution concentra-
tion of NaCl was investigated for the solubilization of acetophenone, benzamide, and
o-aminobenzoate in SDS, Brij-35, and CTAB micelles. It was found that for the sol-
ubilization of these solubilizates in Brij-35 micelles, the predicted Ks values were very
insensitive to the solution NaCl concentration  a nding that is expected because
the electrostatic contribution to the free energy of micelle formation is negligible for
nonionic systems. However, for some of the ionic surfactant/nonionic solubilizate
micellar systems considered, the solution NaCl concentration was found to have a
signicant e¤ect on the predicted Ks values. For example, the predicted value of Ks
for the solubilization of acetophenone in SDS and CTAB micelles decreased by 29.6%
and 28.3%, respectively, as the NaCl concentration was increased from 0 mM to 50
mM. In many cases, the composition of salt species and the ionic strength of the
aqueous solution corresponding to a specic experimentally measured micelle/water
partition coe¢ cient are not reported in the literature. Consequently, care must be
taken when comparing theoretically predicted Ks or ln(Kx) values with experimen-
tally reported values, including the experimental Ks or ln(Kx) values that were used
in this chapter for comparison with the theoretically predicted Ks or ln(Kx) values.
A useful approach to evaluate the accuracy of the hybrid computer simulation/molecular-
thermodynamic modeling approach used in this chapter is to determine the average
absolute discrepancy between the experimentalKs or ln(Kx) values and aKs or ln(Kx)
value estimated by making the assumption that each micelle is composed of 50% sur-
factant and 50% solubilizate. As discussed in Chapter 4, Ks = Xmicsol =[C
aq
sol(1 Xmicsol )]




sol is the mole fraction of solubilizate in micelles,
Xaqsol is the mole fraction of solubilizate in aqueous solution, and C
aq
sol is the concentra-
tion of solubilizate in aqueous solution in units of moles per liter. Setting Xmicsol = 0:5
in the expressions for Ks and ln(Kx) yields the following expressions: Ks = 1/C
aq
sol
and ln(Kx) = ln(0:5=X
aq
sol). These two expressions represent the best possible esti-
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mate of Ks or ln(Kx) (i.e. the estimates that on average would yield the least error in
comparison with experimental data) that can be made in the absence of a theoretical
model that allows prediction of the composition of the micelles that form in solution,
or in the absence of experimental data that suggests a more reasonable value of Xmicsol .
To be of value, a theoretical model of micellar solubilization (such as the hybrid model
used in this chapter) must yield better predictions ofKs or ln(Kx) on average than the
simple formulas Ks = 1/C
aq
sol and ln(Kx) = ln(0:5=X
aq
sol), respectively. The average
absolute discrepancy between the experimentally measured Ks and ln(Kx) values and
the predicted Ks or ln(Kx) values for all the solubilizates considered is 34.8%, while
the average absolute discrepancy between the experimentally measured Ks or ln(Kx)
values and the predictions based on Ks = 1/C
aq
sol and ln(Kx) = ln(0:5=X
aq
sol) is 47.2%.
However, as just discussed, all the Ks and ln(Kx) values predicted in this chapter
were made with an assumed value of 10 mM NaCl concentration in aqueous solu-
tion. To more rigorously evaluate the validity and accuracy of the hybrid model, it
would be necessary to know the identity and concentration of salt in aqueous solution
corresponding to the experimental data, and to make theoretical predictions of solubi-
lization behavior at the same solution conditions. Furthermore, additional testing of
the hybrid model of micellar solubilization by comparing other solubilization-related
predicted properties (including micelle shape, core-minor radius, composition, degree
of counterion binding, and CMC) with experimental data should be carried out.
Although the chemical structures of the solubilizates modeled in this chapter
are similar in the sense that they all contain a single semipolar phenyl group and
one or more hydrophilic polar groups, a broad range of micellar solubilization be-
havior is experimentally observed and was predicted using the hybrid computer
simulation/molecular-thermodynamic modeling approach used in this chapter. Sub-
tle di¤erences in solubilizate chemical structure can have a large impact on solu-
bilization behavior, as demonstrated by the very di¤erent micelle/water partition
coe¢ cients observed experimentally in the case of o-, m-, and p-aminobenzoate in
SDS and CTAB micellar solutions. This interesting solution behavior arises from a
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complex interplay of transfer, interfacial, packing, steric, electrostatic, mixing, and
entropic free-energy contributions to the free energy associated with micelle forma-
tion. Each of these free-energy contributions can be predicted and understood using
the hybrid computer simulation/molecular thermodynamic model used in this chap-
ter, thus providing a fundamental, molecular-level understanding of the predicted
properties in addition to quantifying their values.
In the next chapter, Chapter 6, a novel computer simulation/molecular-thermodynamic
(CS-MT) modeling approach will be introduced that enables more accurate quanti-
cation of the hydrophobic driving force for micelle formation. By more accurately
quantifying this hydrophobic driving force, the CS-MT model enables theoretical
modeling of the self-assembly of signicantly more complex surfactant/solubilizate
systems than has been possible to date. The CS-MT modeling approach is validated
in Chapter 6 by using it to model the formation of 15 oil aggregates in aqueous so-
lution. In Chapter 7, the CS-MT model is used to model the micellization of seven
nonionic surfactants in aqueous solution, and in Chapter 8 the CS-MT model is used
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E¤ect: I. A Computer
Simulation/Molecular-
Thermodynamic Model for the
Self-Assembly of Hydrophobic and
Amphiphilic Solutes in Aqueous
Solution
6.1 Introduction
Surfactants are molecules consisting of a hydrophilic moiety, referred to as the head,
attached to a hydrophobic moiety, referred to as the tail. This dual nature of sur-
factants leads to very interesting behavior in aqueous solution. Above a threshold
surfactant concentration, known as the critical micelle concentration, or CMC, the
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surfactant molecules self-assemble into aggregates known as micelles with their hy-
drophobic tails partly shielded from water in the aggregate interior (the aggregate
core), and their hydrophilic heads exposed to water at the aggregate surface.
The solubility of chemicals that have limited solubility in aqueous solution can
be increased through the addition of surfactants [14]. These chemicals are fre-
quently referred to as solubilizates, and they may be either completely hydrophobic
or amphiphilic (containing both hydrophilic and hydrophobic moieties). Amphiphilic
solubilizates may behave much like conventional surfactants within a micellar environ-
ment, and their incorporation into micelles can be accurately modeled using theories
developed originally to model mixed surfactant micellization [5]. However, unlike
surfactants, solubilizates have a solubility limit, rather than a CMC, in aqueous solu-
tion, and without added surfactant they do not spontaneously self-assemble to form
micelles.
The hydrophobic e¤ect, or the increase in solution free energy observed upon
addition of nonpolar solutes to water, is the primary driving force responsible for
surfactant self-assembly in aqueous solution [6]. It is also the primary driving force
responsible for solubilizate incorporation into surfactant micelles in aqueous solution.
In addition to the hydrophobic e¤ect, the process of micelle self-assembly is also
mediated by van der Waals, hydrogen-bonding, and screened electrostatic interactions
(in the case of charged surfactants) [7].
Gaining a fundamental understanding of the process of micellization and micel-
lar solubilization in aqueous solution is both of academic and practical interest. A
number of theoretical approaches have been developed to enable the prediction of
equilibrium properties of self-assembled surfactant/solubilizate systems in aqueous
solution based on the chemical structures of the solution components and the solu-
tion conditions (such as the temperature, the pressure, and the ionic strength) [813].
Among the equilibrium micellar solution properties which can be predicted are the
CMC, the micelle size distribution, the micelle shape and average size, the extent of
micellar solubilization, and the locus (or location) of solubilization within a micelle.
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Theoretical e¤orts have been most successful at modeling the self-assembly of rela-
tively simple surfactant systems, including surfactants that have linear hydrocarbon
(or uorocarbon) tails and a single, rigid head, for example, sodium dodecyl sulfate
(SDS) and cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB). Some progress has also been
made in modeling surfactants with long polymeric heads, including those of the alkyl
poly(ethylene oxide) variety [8].
The most predictive and accurate theoretical models of surfactant micellization
and micellar solubilization implement what is known as the molecular-thermodynamic
(MT) modeling approach [8, 14]. In the MT modeling approach, the free-energy
change associated with the formation of the surfactant aggregate is expressed as the
sum of several free-energy contributions, all of which can be computed molecularly
given the chemical structures of the various micellar components. The MT model
introduced by Nagarajan and Ruckenstein allows prediction of the CMC and of the
shape and size of micellar aggregates composed of nonionic, zwitterionic, and ionic
surfactants [8]. In recent years, our group has also contributed to the development
of MT models to predict surfactant behavior in aqueous solution [9,1422].
Because the hydrophobic e¤ect is the primary driving force for micelle self-assembly
in aqueous solution, it is essential to accurately model this contribution to the overall
free energy of micelle formation. In order to model the hydrophobic e¤ect in the
context of the MT approach, a reasonable a priori determination must be made about
the way in which the surfactant and the solubilizate molecules are hydrated in the
micellar state. By comparing the degree of hydration of various groups within each
solute in the micellar state with the degree of hydration of those same groups in the
bulk aqueous solution, the changes in hydration that occur upon micelle self-assembly
can be determined. From knowledge of such hydration changes, MT theory can then
be used to quantify the hydrophobic driving force for micelle formation.
To date, MT models of micellization and micellar solubilization have relied on
relatively simple approximations for the micellar hydration states of the surfactants
and the solubilizates. In the traditional MT approach, each surfactant molecule is
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modeled as being composed of two distinct portions  the head and the tail. The
surfactant head is considered to be fully hydrated in both the monomeric and the
micellar states. The surfactant tail is considered to be at least partially dehydrated
in the micellar state, with the degree of dehydration being a function of the micelle
geometry [8,14]. To identify the head and the tail, one approach involves determining
the relative degree of hydrophobicity of di¤erent groups within a solute molecule
using a group-contribution approach such as the one included in the software package
Molecular Modeling Pro [23]. Using this type of information, it is possible to make
educated guesses about which portions of a simple solute are hydrated in the micellar
state. For example, for surfactants with an alkyl group attached to a charged or
zwitterionic head, group-contribution approaches suggest that the rst CH2 group
attached to the charged or dipolar head also possesses hydrophilic character, while
the remainder of the CH2 groups and the terminal CH3 group remain hydrophobic.
Based on this information, as well as on some experimental evidence for charged and
zwitterionic surfactants [5, 14], the approximation is made that nt = nc   1; where
nc is the total number of CH2 and CH3 groups in the hydrocarbon chain and nt is
the number of CH2 and CH3 groups that should be modeled as being part of the
surfactant tail. For surfactants with an alkyl group attached to a nonionic head,
every CH2 and CH3 group attached to the hydrophilic head is assumed to be part of
the tail, such that nt = nc [22].
Unfortunately, in the case of more complex solute chemical structures, making
head and tail assignments using simple group-contribution methods is inadequate.
Examples of surfactants and solubilizates for which making head and tail assignments
is not trivial are shown in Figure 6-1. In the case of the surfactant alkyl 3-hydroxy
sulfonate (AOS), the presence of the two hydrophobic CH2 groups between the two
hydrophilic groups (SO 3 and OH) makes the head and the tail identication chal-
lenging. In the case of the surfactant decanoyl-n-methylglucamide (MEGA-10), it is
di¢ cult to determine the micellar hydration state of each of the three groups bonded





























Figure 6-1: Examples of surfactants and solubilizates for which making head and tail
assignments is not trivial. As a result, the surfactants shown here are di¢ cult to
model using the traditional molecular-thermodynamic (MT) modeling approach.
bilizates o-, m-, and p-aminobenzoate, it is unclear what e¤ect changing the relative
locations of the NH2 group and the ethyl ester group within the molecule has on the
head and the tail identication. In addition, it is unclear whether the ethyl ester
group attached to the benzene ring should be modeled as being part of the solubilizate
head or tail.
To extend the applicability of the MT modeling approach to more chemically
and structurally complex surfactants and solubilizates, there is a need to accurately
estimate the hydration states of these solutes in the micellar state. Even for the
relatively simple surfactants and solubilizates shown in Figure 6-1, the prediction of
such hydration information is beyond the scope of simple group-contribution meth-
ods, because the hydration states of the various chemical groups in the micelle are
intimately related to the connectivity of these groups within a given solute. Al-
though it may be possible to develop a suitable group-contribution approach that
accounts for this connectivity in order to predict the required hydration information,
such an approach must be parameterized based on a training set of detailed micellar
hydration data for relatively complex surfactants and solubilizates. Unfortunately, at
the present time, such data are not available. Fortunately, however, atomistic-level
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computer simulations provide a promising approach to gather such information.
With the above need in mind, we recently reported the development of a tradi-
tional MT modeling approach in which molecular dynamics (MD) computer simu-
lations of surfactant molecules at an oil/water interface (serving as a proxy for the
hydrophobic micelle core-water interface) were used to determine the head and the
tail groups of both structurally simple and relatively complex surfactants [24]. Sub-
sequently, this approach was also used to determine the head and the tail groups of
the pharmaceutically-relevant solubilizate ibuprofen [25]. In each case, traditional
MT modeling was conducted based on computer simulation assignments of heads
and tails, and the theoretical modeling results were compared with the experimental
data [24,25]. Reasonable agreement was obtained between the theoretical predictions
and the experimental data, with our results indicating that accurate head and tail
assignments for traditional MT modeling can indeed be made through the use of MD
simulations [24,25].
In this chapter, we present a new theoretical approach that combines hydration
information determined through the use of computer simulation (CS) with a new
molecular-thermodynamic (MT) model used to quantify the hydrophobic e¤ect. The
new theoretical approach can be used to predict the self-assembly behavior of solutes
in aqueous solution. This new theoretical approach, which will be referred to hereafter
as the CS-MT model, is presented generally for both hydrophobic and amphiphilic
solutes, including oil molecules, surfactants, and solubilizates.
The CS-MTmodel extends previous MTmodeling work in the following important
ways:
(i) By using hydration data obtained from computer simulation, the CS-MT mod-
eling approach avoids making some of the hydration approximations that have been
made in traditional MT models of micellization and micellar solubilization. In ad-
dition, the computer simulation results allow one to evaluate the accuracy of the
hydration approximations made in traditional MT modeling [14].
(ii) A new theoretical model is developed to make quantitatively accurate esti-
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mates of the hydrophobic driving force involved in the self-assembly of hydrophobic
and amphiphilic solutes in aqueous solution using hydration data obtained from com-
puter simulation. The CS-MT model decomposes the contribution to free energy
from the hydrophobic e¤ect into two parts: (a) a dehydrationfree-energy change
associated with the decrease in the number of solute-water contacts with respect to
the dilute aqueous solution limit and (b) a hydrationfree energy change describing
the change in the free energy of the remaining solute-water contacts as compared to
those in a dilute aqueous solution. Using this modeling approach, solute groups that
are partially hydrated and reside the majority of the time at the micelle core/water
interface can be modeled in a more physically realistic manner than is currently pos-
sible using the traditional MT model.
(iii) Through computer simulation of the micellar state, a wealth of information
about micelle microstructure can be obtained and used as an input to rene tra-
ditional MT or CS-MT modeling. Examples of such structural information are the
projected area of each solute head at the micelle core/water interface, the distribution
of conformations of the solute tails within the micelle core, the degree of counterion
binding (in the case of ionic solutes), and the locus of solubilization. Although the
e¤ect of using such structural information to improve MT modeling is not explored
in this chapter, we are pursuing such improvements as part of our ongoing research.
To validate and test the implementation of the CS-MT model, we will present
CS-MT and traditional MT modeling results for 15 di¤erent oil aggregates of various
shapes (spheres, cylinders, and slabs) and sizes. These oil aggregates were selected
as a starting point to validate the CS-MT modeling approach because they are signif-
icantly simpler to model than micelles, in which the presence of the surfactant heads
introduces additional complications. In Chapter 7 [26], we describe the implementa-
tion of the CS-MT model to predict the micellization behavior of simple and relatively
complex nonionic surfactants (where electrostatic e¤ects are absent) in aqueous solu-
tion. In Chapter 8, we describe the implementation of the CS-MT model to predict
the micellization behavior of ionic and zwitterionic surfactants (where electrostatic
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e¤ects are present) [27].
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. The traditional MT mod-
eling approach for solute self-assembly is reviewed in Section 6.2, including a descrip-
tion of the thermodynamic framework underlying the traditional MT and the CS-MT
models (Section 6.2.2) and an overview of the traditional MT model (Section 6.2.3).
The CS-MT model is introduced in Section 6.3. The model is formulated generally
for a wide class of solutes, including oil molecules, nonionic and ionic surfactants,
and nonionic and ionic solubilizates. Section 6.4 describes the computer simulation
approach used to obtain the hydration information required in the CS-MT model, in-
cluding an overview of the modeling approach (Section 6.4.2), the simulation methods
and parameters (Section 6.4.3), and a description of how each system was prepared
and equilibrated (Section 6.4.4). The data analysis method used to analyze the MD
trajectories is described in Section 6.4.5. Computer simulation results are presented
in Section 6.5. In Section 6.6, the CS-MT model is used to model oil aggregates,
results are compared with those obtained using the traditional MT model, and the
validity and accuracy of the CS-MT model is discussed. Concluding remarks are pre-
sented in Section 6.7. Finally, the CS-MT model is extended to allow the prediction
of aggregate shape and size in Appendix A, and the equivalence of the CS-MT and
the traditional MT modeling approaches is demonstrated mathematically in the case
of completely hydrophobic solutes in Appendix B.
6.2 Molecular-ThermodynamicModeling Approach
6.2.1 Introduction
In this section, we review the traditional MT model, with particular emphasis on how
the hydrophobic e¤ect is quantied. The MT model presented here is applicable to
a broad class of hydrophobic and amphiphilic solutes, including oil molecules, surfac-
tants, and solubilizates, although as discussed in Section 6.1, it can only be applied
to relatively simple solutes without additional information about the hydration states
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of each solute in the micellar environment.
The central objective of the MT modeling of micellization and solubilization in
aqueous solution is to compute gform; the free-energy change associated with trans-
ferring the surfactant monomers, the solubilizates, and any bound counterions (in
the case of ionic surfactants) from their standard states in the aqueous solution to a
micellar aggregate in its standard state [5,14,22]. Quantication of the hydrophobic
contribution to gform is essential to accurately model this transfer process. The MT
modeling approach relies on a thermodynamic framework to describe the micellar
solution [14, 15, 22]. This thermodynamic framework allows the calculation of use-
ful micellar solution properties, including the critical micelle concentration (CMC),
the distribution of aggregate shapes and sizes, and microstructural characteristics
of the micellar aggregate (such as the locus of solubilization) from gform. A brief
overview of the thermodynamic framework is presented in Section 6.2.2. Note that
this framework is formulated in the context of modeling a binary mixture of a sin-
gle surfactant species and a single solubilizate species, but can be reformulated in
a straightforward manner to model single surfactant micellization, the micellization
of n-component surfactant mixtures, and the micellar solubilization of n-component
mixtures of surfactants and solubilizates [5,14,22]. After introducing the thermody-
namic framework, we briey review the traditional MT modeling approach in Section
6.2.3.
6.2.2 Thermodynamic Framework
In the multiple-chemical equilibrium model of micellization [9, 14], each micellar ag-
gregate is considered to be a distinct chemical species in equilibrium with the other
aggregates and with the individually dispersed solutes present in the aqueous solu-
tion. By equating the chemical potentials of the micellar aggregates, the surfactant
monomers (s), the solubilizate monomers (sol), and the counterions (c), an expression
is obtained that describes the mole fraction of micellar aggregates, Xns, contain-
ing ns surfactant molecules, nsol solubilizate molecules, and   ns bound counterions
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(where  = ns=(nsol + ns) is the aggregate composition, and  is the degree of coun-
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(6.2)
In Eq. 6.2, oi is the standard-state chemical potential of species i (where i refers
to a ns micellar aggregate, to a surfactant monomer, to a solubilizate monomer, or
to an unbound counterion). The variables X1s, X1sol, and X1c in Eqs. 6.1 and 6.2 are
the mole fractions of the surfactant monomers, the solubilizate monomers, and the
counterions, respectively. As shown in Eq. 6.1, gform is a function of the aggregate
shape (S), the aggregate core-minor radius (lc), the aggregate composition (), and
the degree of counterion binding ().
At the values of S, lc, , and  that minimize gform (denoted as S, lc , 
, and
), gform has an optimal value denoted hereafter as gform. Due to the exponential
dependence of Xns on (ns  gform) in Eq. 6.1, small deviations from gform yield
Xns values that are essentially zero. Accordingly, by solving for g

form, the optimal
aggregate shape, S, the optimal core-minor radius, lc , the optimal composition, 
,
and the optimal degree of counterion binding, , can be predicted. In addition, the










6.2.3 Traditional Molecular-Thermodynamic Model of Sur-
factant Micellization and Micellar Solubilization
MT theory can be used to predict gform based on the chemical structures of each of
the solutes in the aqueous solution  whether they are oil molecules, surfactants, or
solubilizates. As discussed in Section 6.1, important inputs to the MT model are the
hydrated and the unhydrated portions of each solute in the micellar state [24]. In
the traditional MT modeling approach, gform is expressed as the sum of the following
six free-energy contributions [22]:
gform = gtr + gint + gpack + gst + gelec + gent (6.4)
Each of the six contributions in Eq. 6.4 arises from a distinct step in a thermo-
dynamic cycle used to model the process of micelle formation. The various steps
involved are shown schematically in Figure 6-2, which depicts the micelle formation
process for a binary mixture of a cationic surfactant and a nonionic hydrophobic sol-
ubilizate in aqueous solution. An analogous thought process may be used to model
the formation of a multi-component surfactant micelle or of a multi-component sur-
factant/solubilizate micelle.
In the rst step shown in Figure 6-2, the cationic surfactant heads are separated
from the surfactant tails and subsequently discharged along with the negative coun-
terions in the aqueous solution. The corresponding discharge free energy is denoted
as gdischarge [15,16].
In the second step shown in Figure 6-2, a hydrophobic micelle core composed of
the surfactant tails and the solubilizate tails (referred to collectively as the solute
tails) is formed. This step is modeled as the sum of three free-energy contributions:
gtr, gint, and gpack. The transfer free-energy contribution, gtr, represents the free-
energy change associated with transferring the solute tails from the aqueous solution
to a bulk solution of solute tails [6]. The interfacial free-energy contribution, gint,



























Figure 6-2: Sequence of steps followed in the molecular-thermodynamic cycle used in
the CS-MT modeling approach developed in this article. This sequence is presented
in the context of the micellization of a cationic surfactant and a nonionic hydropho-
bic solubilizate. Between frames (1) and (2), the solute heads (the large blue circles
carrying positive charges) are separated from the solute tails (the chains consisting
of ve brown circles), and the solute heads and the counterions (the small red circles
carrying negative charges) are discharged (as reected in gdischarge). Between frames
(2) and (3), the solute hydrophobic tails and the hydrophobic solubilizates (the black
ovals) are grouped to form the micelle core (as reected in gtr, gint, and gpack). Be-
tween frames (3) and (4), the solute heads are reattached to one end of the solute tails
(as reected in gst and gtr,head), and the solute heads and their associated counterions
are recharged (as reected in gcharge).
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solute tails and the aqueous solution [14]. The packing free-energy contribution, gpack,
represents the free-energy change required to x one end of the amphiphilic solute tails
(in the example considered here, only the surfactant tails) at the micelle core/water
interface. This free-energy contribution is estimated using a mean-eld model rst
introduced by Ben-Shaul, Szleifer, and Gelbart [2830], and requires sampling each
important conformation and orientation of the solute tail subject to the constraint
that the hydrophobic micelle core has uniform density.
In the third step shown in Figure 6-2, the surfactant heads are transferred to
the surface of the micelle (with a corresponding free-energy contribution, gst) and
recharged along with the counterions (with a corresponding free-energy contribution,
gcharge) [15, 16, 31]. The steric free-energy contribution, gst, accounts for the steric
penalty associated with placing the surfactant heads in close proximity at the aggre-
gate core/water interface [32]. In localizing the surfactant heads at the aggregate
core/water interface, the heads are transferred to a di¤erent environment than that
corresponding to the bulk water reference state. The change in free energy asso-
ciated with this transfer corresponds to gtr,head. However, in the traditional MT
modeling approach, the surfactant heads are assumed to remain fully hydrated in the
aggregate state, and therefore, gtr,head is approximated as being equal to zero. As a
result, the free-energy contribution, gtr,head, is not listed in Eq. 6.4. We dene the
electrostatic free-energy contribution, gelec, in Eq. 6.4 as being equal to the sum of
gdischarge and gcharge [15, 16]. Note that the entropic free-energy contribution, gent,
although included in Eq. 6.4, is not shown in Figure 6-2 because it can contribute
to the thermodynamic cycle at several stages. The entropic free-energy contribution
includes the translational entropy loss incurred by the solubilizates upon association
with the micelles, the translational entropy loss of the bound counterions, and the
mixing entropy associated with a multicomponent micelle [15, 16]. A more detailed
description of the conceptual thought process implemented in the traditional MT
modeling approach can be found in Refs. 14 and 15.
It is important to note that the salient characteristic of a solubilizate in the con-
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text of the MT model is that it has a solubility limit in aqueous solution rather than
a CMC. Chemically, solubilizate molecules can be amphiphilic like conventional sur-
factant molecules. If an amphiphilic solubilizate is present in the micelle, it may
localize at the micelle core/water interface in a manner analogous to a surfactant
molecule. If this is the case, only a portion of the amphiphilic solubilizate molecule
will be transferred to the hydrophobic micelle core and contribute to gtr and gint:
In addition, because one end of the solubilizate tail is constrained to reside at the
micelle core/water interface, the solubilizate tails also contribute to gpack. Finally,
the solubilizate head contributes to gst and gtr,head, and its charge state contributes
to gelec.
The sequence of steps outlined above have been used by our group for many years
to describe the process of micelle formation [9,1422]. Recently, Maibaum et al. used
a similar sequence of steps to model micelle formation, although the thermodynamic
cycle that they proposed was used solely to model nonionic surfactants [33]. Specif-
ically, Maibaum et al. broke up the formation of the hydrophobic micelle core into
two steps: the formation of a vapor cavity in aqueous solution, and the transfer of the
solute tails to this vapor cavity. The free energy of formation of the vapor cavity was
modeled as being equal to the water/vapor surface tension times the surface area of
the vapor cavity, plus a pressure-volume work term associated with cavity formation
(which is negligible for water at standard conditions). After lling the hydrophobic
core with the solute tails, the water/vapor surface tension was corrected to become
equal to the interfacial tension of a water/oil interface.
An important aspect of the thermodynamic cycle shown in Figure 6-2 that we
would like to highlight is that, in conceptually separating the solute heads from the
tails in aqueous solution, and in subsequently reattaching them in the micellar envi-
ronment, we do not allow the hydration states of the solute tails to change. Therefore,
the hydration states of the solute tails are assumed to be the same in frames (1) and
(2) as well as in frames (3) and (4) in Figure 6-2. The transition involved in moving
from frame (2) to frame (3) in Figure 6-2 reects the formation of the micelle hy-
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drophobic core. The changes in hydration incurred in the formation of this micelle
core represent the primary driving force for micelle formation. In traditional MT
modeling, this driving force is modeled by the two terms, gtr and gint: Because a more
general and accurate calculation of the hydrophobic contribution to the free energy of
micelle formation is the central aim of this chapter, we will discuss the traditional MT
modeling approach used to calculate gtr and gint in more detail in Sections 6.2.3 and
6.2.3, respectively. For a detailed discussion of the other free-energy contributions
appearing in Eq. 6.4, the interested reader is referred to Refs. 14, 15, and 22.
The Transfer Free-Energy Contribution, gtr
In the traditional MT modeling approach, only the solute tails contribute to gtr.
Therefore, to determine this free-energy contribution, it is rst necessary to identify
the head and the tail of each component present in the micelle. Various approaches
for such identication were described in Section 6.1. After identifying the solute tails,
gtr is estimated as a composition-weighted average of gtr for each micellar component
expressed on a per surfactant molecule basis. For example, in a micelle contain-
ing a single surfactant type and a single solubilizate type, the transfer free-energy
contribution is estimated as follows [5]:




where gtr,s and gtr,sol are the free-energy contributions associated with transferring
a surfactant (s) tail and a solubilizate (sol) tail, respectively, to the aggregate core.
Note that we divided by  in Eq. 6.5 to obtain an expression on a per surfactant
molecule basis. For linear alkyl tails, correlations have been developed to express
solubility as a function of alkyl chain length, temperature, and the concentration of
added salt in aqueous solution [14,34,35]. For more complex solutes, more sophisti-
cated group-contribution methods or experimental data may be used to estimate the
tail solubility [24,25]. Note that aqueous solubility is related to gtr by the relationship
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gtr = kBT ln(s), where s is the aqueous solubility of the solute expressed on a mole
fraction basis.
The Interfacial Free-Energy Contribution, gint
Some, or all, of the solute tails which are transferred to the aggregate core will reside
for some time at the micelle core/water interface. The free-energy penalty associated
with partially rehydrating these tail moieties is referred to as the interfacial free-
energy contribution (gint), and is modeled in the traditional MT approach using a
micelle core/water interfacial tension. In a two-component micelle containing a single
surfactant type and a single solubilizate type, gint is computed on a per surfactant
molecule basis using the following expression [5]:
gint = (a  a0)





where a is the area available to each solute at the micelle core/water interface, a0 is
the interfacial area that is screened by the solute heads on a per surfactant molecule
basis, int is the mole fraction of surfactant at the micelle core/water interface, and
j is the curvature-dependent interfacial tension between water and a bulk phase of
solute tails of type j (where j = s or sol) [14]. Note that we have divided by  in
Eq. 6.6 to obtain an expression on a per surfactant molecule basis. The curvature-








where 0;j is the interfacial tension of component j at a at interface (having a typical
value of about 50 mN/m for hydrocarbons),  is the Tolman distance [39], and S is
a shape factor (3 for spheres, 2 for cylinders, and 1 for disks or bilayers). We
typically use an empirical correlation to determine 0;j for alkyl chains of varying
length and as as a function of temperature, although, if available, the experimental
0;j values may be used [40]. The Tolman distance, ; is computed using the following
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expression [14].
(nt) = (nt = 11)lmax(nt)=lmax(nt = 11) (6.8)
where nt is the number of carbons in the solute tail, and lmax(nt) = 1.54 + 1.265nt
is the fully-extended length of the solute tail (in Å) [6].
6.3 The Computer Simulation/Molecular Thermo-
dynamic (CS-MT) Modeling Approach
6.3.1 Introduction
In this section, we describe a new model for the hydrophobic e¤ect that incorporates
hydration information obtained from computer simulation as an input. This new
model provides a more general approach to quantify the hydrophobic driving force
for aggregate self-assembly than what is traditionally used in MT modeling, which
was reviewed in Section 6.2. We develop this new model using a general expression
for the extent of hydration. After introducing the new modeling approach in this
Section, the simulation approach used to obtain the extent of hydration data required
to implement the CS-MT model is discussed in Section 6.4.
6.3.2 Theoretical Framework
As discussed in Section 6.2.3, and shown in Eq. 6.4, in the traditional MT modeling
approach, the hydrophobic e¤ect is quantied by the free-energy contributions, gtr
and gint. In order to more accurately quantify the hydrophobic e¤ect, we propose to
replace the terms gtr; gtr,head, and gint (see Figure 6-2) with: (i) the free-energy con-
tribution associated with dehydration (gdehydr), and (ii) the free-energy contribution
associated with hydration (ghydr), that is, to rewrite Eq. 6.4 as follows:
gform = gdehydr + ghydr + gpack + gst + gelec + gent (6.9)
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Since we propose to use computer simulation to determine gdehydr and ghydr, we
refer to this modeling approach as the CS-MT model. The models used to calculate
gdehydr and ghydr are presented in Sections 6.3.3 and 6.3.4, respectively. Each of the
remaining four free-energy contributions in Eq. 6.9 are identical to those included in
the traditional MT model for gform. Nevertheless, it is important to stress that, in
principle, computer simulations could also be used to improve the estimation of gpack
and gst (see below).
As discussed in Section 6.2.3, gpack is the free-energy penalty associated with
xing one end of the solute tails at the aggregate core/water interface [15]. In the
traditional MT modeling approach, each conformation and orientation of the solute
tails (subject to the constraint of constant aggregate core density) is sampled after
xing one end of each tail at the aggregate core/water interface, and the free-energy
di¤erence between the constrained and the unconstrained states is estimated using a
mean-eld description [2830]. An alternative to generating solute tail conformations
in a separate computational step, and using the generated conformations to determine
gpack, would be to use the tail conformations recorded during an MD simulation to
compute gpack. Such an approach could potentially allow computation of gpack with
less computational expense than is currently possible, and would also allow a more
seamless integration of the computer simulation and the MT modeling approaches.
Although this approach has not yet been implemented, we are investigating the utility
of incorporating this type of approach as part of our ongoing modeling work.
The steric free-energy contribution, gst, accounts for the free-energy penalty asso-
ciated with placing the solute heads in close proximity at the aggregate core/water
interface. To determine this contribution, the cross-sectional area of the solute head
at the aggregate core/water interface must be estimated. In the case of small, rigid
heads, it is straightforward to do so from knowledge of the head chemical structure.
However, in the case of larger, polymeric heads, such estimation is quite challeng-
ing. In such cases, the head area can be estimated from the computer simulation
results by calculating the average projected area of each solute head at the aggregate
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core/water interface over the course of the molecular dynamics simulation run. We
are investigating this use of computer simulations as part of our ongoing modeling
work.
Computer simulation results on the structure of the aggregate state can also be
used to check key structural predictions made by traditional MT theory, including:
(i) the degree of counterion binding (when ionic solutes are present in the micelle),
and (ii) the locus of solubilization (when solubilizates are present in the micelle).
By comparing the MD and the MT predictions, it is possible to ascertain to what
extent both approaches yield consistent and physically reasonable results. Accurate
MT estimates of the degree of counterion binding and of the locus of solubilization
are essential to accurately estimate the free-energy contributions in Eq. 6.9. In
future publications involving ionic surfactants and solubilizates, we will compare the
structural predictions of the MD and the MT modeling approaches, and discuss the
implications of our results on both the CS-MT and the traditional MT modeling
approaches.
6.3.3 The Free Energy of Dehydration, gdehydr
In the CS-MT model, we quantify hydration using the following general expression,
which we refer to as the fractional hydration, f , where:
f =
extent of hydration in the aggregate environment
extent of hydration in the bulk water environment
(6.10)
Note that f = 0 corresponds to complete dehydration and f = 1 corresponds to
the extent of hydration in the bulk water environment. The fractional dehydration
in the aggregate environment is equal to (1-f). The specic manner in which f will
be estimated using computer simulation data will be discussed in detail in Section
6.4. However, using the denition of the fractional hydration given in Eq. 6.10, we
present here a theoretical model to allow estimation of the hydrophobic driving force
for aggregate formation.
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Every hydrophobic group in a solute tail, and most groups in a solute head, will
experience some degree of dehydration upon aggregate formation. As we discussed
in Section 6.2.3, in traditional MT theory, the heads are assumed to remain fully hy-
drated in the micellar state and do not contribute to the hydrophobic driving force for
aggregate formation (in other words, gtr,head = 0 in Figure 6-2). Using the hydration
information obtained through computer simulation data, it is no longer necessary to
make this approximation in the context of the CS-MT modeling approach. Indeed,
here, we propose a more general approach to quantify the free-energy contribution
associated with the dehydration of any hydrophobic group in the solute, regardless of
whether the group is in the solute head or in the solute tail. Specically, we propose





where nhyd is the total number of hydrophobic groups in the solute, (1-fi) is the
fractional dehydration associated with group i upon aggregate formation, and gtri is
the free-energy change associated with transferring group i from the aqueous solution
to a bulk phase of hydrophobic tails. Note that in Eq. 6.11, hydrophilic groups are
assumed to have a negligible e¤ect on the dehydration free energy, and therefore, are
not included in the summation. The validity of this approximation is discussed in
greater detail in Chapter 7.
To compute gdehydr using Eq. 6.11, it is necessary to accurately estimate gtri for
each hydrophobic group in the solute molecule. For the oil molecules considered in
this chapter, gtri is only needed for the CH2 and the CH3 groups that comprise the oil
molecule, and is obtained using the same solubility correlations for linear alkyl tails
that are used in the traditional MT modeling approach [34].
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6.3.4 The Free Energy of Hydration, ghydr
The hydration free-energy contribution in Eq. 6.9 is necessary to account for the
di¤erence in free energy associated with hydrating contacts in bulk water and in the
core of an aggregate. Hydrating contacts have a di¤erent free energy in the two
states because the size of a single hydrophobic chain in water is much smaller than
the size of an aggregate core. This di¤erence in size, in turn, induces a di¤erent
extent of disruption of the surrounding water molecules in the two states, leading to
a di¤erent hydration free energy. The size dependence of hydration thermodynamics
is a well-known phenomenon, and has been modeled theoretically in an approach
developed by Lum, Chandler, and Weeks (the LCW Theory) [41]. For small solutes
(typically smaller than 1 nm in radius), the solute volume is su¢ ciently small that it
does not disrupt the hydrogen bonding network in the surrounding water molecules.
For larger solutes (or clusters of solutes), the hydrophobic surface is of su¢ ciently
low curvature that it disrupts the hydrogen bonding network, reducing the density of
water near the surface, and creating a solute/water interface [42].





where ncore is the total number of hydrophobic groups in the solute that adsorb onto,
or are incorporated into, the aggregate core, SASAi is the solvent accessible surface
area of group i, fi is the fractional hydration associated with group i upon aggregate
formation, and gwci is dened as the di¤erence in the free energy per unit of solvent
accessible surface area associated with hydration in the aggregate state and in the
aqueous solution for group i.
To the extent that a hydrophobic group adsorbed onto, or incorporated into,
the aggregate core remains hydrated in the aggregate state, the free-energy change
associated with hydrating contacts for that group is accounted for with the term
gwci. For amphiphilic solutes (which contain both a head and a tail), only those
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hydrophobic groups that are actually incorporated into the aggregate core contribute
to ghydr: Any hydrophobic groups that extend away from the aggregate core into the
aqueous solution are best modeled as having the same free energy associated with
water contacts in the aggregate state as in the bulk aqueous state, since the extent
of disruption of the hydrogen bonding/coordinate bonding network of the solution in
both states is very similar.
If desired, the term gwci in Eq. 6.12 may be used as a tting parameter to
obtain the closest possible agreement between: (i) the traditional MT model and the
CS-MT model, or (ii) the experimental data and the theoretical predictions of the
CS-MT model. However, in order to develop a predictive model that requires no
experimental input, we propose a theoretical approach to estimate gwci for the oil
molecules considered in this chapter.
In general, gwci depends on the chemical nature of group i. However, the only
molecules of interest in this chapter are oils. Because of the chemical similarity of
the CH2 and the CH3 groups in oil, gwci can be approximated as being equal for
both groups. Note that the size di¤erence between the CH2 and the CH3 groups is
accounted for through the SASAi term in Eq. 6.12. With this approximation in
mind, in the remainder of this chapter, we will refer to gwci as gwc when modeling
each oil aggregate considered.
By predicting gwc theoretically for oil aggregates and evaluating the accuracy
of the CS-MT modeling results, we will be able to assess the validity and range of
applicability of Eqs. 6.9, 6.11, and 6.12. In addition, we will be able to assess the
validity of the computer simulation approach that will be described in Sections 6.4
and 6.5. We propose the following theoretical model for gwc:






where core is the microscopic interfacial tension (interfacial free energy per unit
SASA) associated with the aggregate hydrophobic core/water interface, bulk is the
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microscopic interfacial tension (interfacial free energy per unit SASA) associated
with the group i (CH2 or CH3)/water interface in the aqueous solution,  is the macro-
scopic interfacial tension of the aggregate hydrophobic core/water interface (computed
using Eq. 6.7), Acore is the area of the aggregate hydrophobic core computed geomet-
rically based on the volume of the aggregate subject to the assumption of a perfectly
smooth aggregate surface, SASAcore is the solvent accessible surface area of the ag-
gregate hydrophobic core, and SASAi is the solvent accessible surface area of group
i.
In Eq. 6.13, core = Acore=SASAcore and bulk =  gtri=SASAi (recall that gtri
is < 0). By dening core = Acore=SASAcore, we demand that the microscopic
interfacial tension experienced at the aggregate interface be equal to the free energy
of the aggregate hydrophobic core/water interface per unit of interfacial SASA. By
dening bulk =  gtri=SASAi, we demand that the microscopic interfacial tension
experienced in bulk water at the group i/water interface be equal to the negative of
the transfer free energy of group i per unit of solute SASA. The di¤erence between
core and bulk is equal to the free-energy di¤erence per unit SASA associated with
the hydrating contacts in the aggregate state and in the bulk water state.
The validity of Eq. 6.13 hinges on whether it is physically reasonable to evalu-
ate gwc on a per unit SASA basis, thereby invoking the concept of a microscopic
interfacial tension, or microscopic interfacial free energy per unit area. Modeling
the aggregate hydrophobic core as having a microscopic interfacial tension (core) is
reasonable given the size of the oil aggregates considered here (1.15 to 1.48 nm in ra-
dius), the typical size of hydrophobic micellar cores (~1 nm in radius), and the success
obtained in modeling the micellar hydrophobic core using a curvature-corrected inter-
facial tension in the traditional MT modeling approach (see Eq. 6.7) [14]. However,
because a linear alkane is only ~0.25 nm in radius in its smallest dimension [14], it is
more questionable to model the solvation free energy of an oil molecule in the bulk
aqueous solution as being proportional to SASA. For very small solutes, past research
suggests that the solvation free energy can be modeled more accurately as being lin-
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early related to the solvated volume rather than to the solvated surface area [42].
Nevertheless, a number of researchers, including Tanford, have modeled solubility as
a function of SASA for linear and branched alkyl chains with reasonable accuracy,
suggesting that the relatively simple model proposed in Eq. 6.13 is adequate [43,44].
The validity of Eq. 6.13 will be discussed in greater detail in Section 6.5 based on
the values of core and bulk determined from our computer simulation results. Al-
though bulk is approximately constant, given the dependence of  on the alkyl tail
length and on the aggregate hydrophobic core curvature, core is also expected to be
a function of alkyl tail length and curvature. In addition, we note that the ratio of
Acore=SASAcore may also be a function of these variables. In Section 6.5, we will
present results for Acore=SASAcore for 15 oil aggregates of di¤erent shapes (spheres,
cylinders, and slabs) and sizes. Using the computer simulation results, we will then
be able to estimate gwc using Eq. 6.13.
6.3.5 Extension of the CS-MT Model to Predict Aggregate
Shape and Size
It is important to note that the theoretical framework that we have presented above
allows one to determine gform only for an aggregate for which hydration data is avail-
able from computer simulation. Because of the computational expense associated
with performing atomistic computer simulations of aggregate systems, it is not prac-
tical to perform simulations of many aggregates having di¤erent shapes and sizes to
identify the aggregate geometry that corresponds to the minimum value of gform, which
in turn, corresponds to the aggregate geometry that will be realized experimentally.
A salient capability of traditional MT theory is that it enables prediction of gform
as a function of aggregate shape and size [14, 15]. From this known functional
dependence, it is then possible to predict the optimal aggregate shape and size. In
Appendix A, we outline a computational strategy to extend the CS-MT modeling
approach to enable prediction of gform as a function of aggregate shape and size.
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This is accomplished by combining elements of the CS-MT and the traditional MT
models.
6.3.6 Evaluating the Validity and Accuracy of the CS-MT
Model
To validate and test the implementation of the CS-MT model, we have selected a
total of 15 di¤erent oil aggregates for simulation and modeling. Oil aggregates were
selected as a starting point to validate the CS-MT modeling approach because of
their simplicity. Indeed, unlike nonionic or ionic surfactant micelles, oil aggregates
are devoid of solute heads at the aggregate core/water interface. As a result, for
each of the 15 oil aggregates considered, there are only two contributions to gform:
gtr and gint in the traditional MT modeling approach (see Eq. 6.4), and gdehydr and
ghydr in the CS-MT modeling approach (see Eq. 6.9). In other words, gpack, gst, gelec,
and gent in Eqs. 6.4 and 6.9 are all equal to zero, because the oil aggregates: (i) are
devoid of solute heads at the aggregate core/water interface (gpack and gst = 0), (ii)
are nonionic (gelec = 0), and (iii) are single-component systems (gent = 0).
Unfortunately, experimental data for gform is not available for these oil aggregates
because these structures are not thermodynamically stable except at innite dilution.
As a result, in this chapter, we will compare the predictions of the CS-MT model
with those of the traditional MT model. However, in Chapter 7, we discuss the
implementation of the CS-MT model to predict the micellization behavior of nonionic
surfactants. In that case, the CS-MT model predictions will be compared with both
the traditional MT model predictions as well as with experimental CMC data. CMC
predictions were selected as the micellar property of interest in Chapter 7 because
the CMC depends exponentially on gform (see Eq. 6.3), and as such, it provides
an excellent quantitative metric with which to assess the predictive accuracy of the
CS-MT model.
The 15 di¤erent oil aggregates that were selected for modeling include a total of ve
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geometries: (i) a spherical oil aggregate of radius  1:16 nm (the smallspherical
oil aggregate), (ii) a spherical oil aggregate of radius  1:45 nm (the largespher-
ical oil aggregate), (iii) a cylindrical oil aggregate of radius 1.10 nm (the small
cylindrical oil aggregate), (iv) a cylindrical oil aggregate of radius  1.30 nm (the
large cylindrical oil aggregate), and (v) a planar slab of oil with a half-width 
0.85 nm (the planaroil aggregate). In addition, we selected three di¤erent types
of oil molecules for simulation and modeling in the ve chosen aggregate geometries:
octane, dodecane, and hexadecane. The three oil molecules selected cover a range
of alkyl chain lengths that are frequently encountered in surfactant and solubilizate
tails.
By conducting simulations for three di¤erent types of oil molecules in ve di¤erent
geometries possessing di¤erent curvatures, we will be able to thoroughly evaluate the
accuracy of the CS-MT modeling approach for the types of hydrocarbon tails and
aggregate geometries that are most commonly encountered in modeling micellization
and micellar solubilization. In addition, by modeling spherical oil aggregates, cylin-
drical oil aggregates, and planar oil slabs, we will be able to evaluate the ability of the
CS-MT approach to model the three idealized micellar geometries (a perfect sphere,
a perfect cylinder, or a perfect bilayer) that are used in the context of the traditional
MT modeling approach [9,14,15,22].
6.4 Molecular Dynamics Simulations
6.4.1 Introduction
In this section, we describe a general molecular dynamics simulation approach which
can be used for any hydrophobic or amphiphilic solute to determine the detailed
hydration information required to more accurately quantify the hydrophobic driving
force responsible for self-assembly. This approach is introduced here in the context
of the 15 di¤erent oil aggregates that were selected to validate the CS-MT model (see
Section 6.3.6). The approach presented here has also be used to obtain hydration
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information for nonionic surfactants in Chapter 7.
6.4.2 Modeling Approach
To more accurately quantify the hydrophobic driving force associated with the forma-
tion of each of the 15 aggregates considered here, we have used atomistic computer
simulations to determine the change in hydration of each atom (or group of atoms,
such as, a CH2 group) which is transferred from the aqueous solution environment
to the aggregate environment. To accomplish this, two simulations were performed.
The rst one  the bulk water simulation  was of a single solute in a simula-
tion cell containing water. The second one  the aggregate simulation  was
of the same solute in the aggregate environment. Since it is very computationally
expensive to simulate the self-assembly of solutes in aqueous solution into aggregates,
for each of the aggregates simulated here, the aggregate was pre-formed in vacuum
and subsequently equilibrated in a box of water [45]. Although these equilibration
times were su¢ cient to allow rearrangement and equilibration of the solutes within
the aggregate, they were not su¢ cient to allow a solute to leave the aggregate envi-
ronment and enter the aqueous environment. Accordingly, the simulated aggregate
will not necessarily have the same geometry (shape and size) that would be observed
experimentally.
6.4.3 Simulation Methods and Parameters
All the solutes considered were modeled using bonded and non-bonded interaction
potentials included in the fully-atomistic OPLS-AA force eld [46]. Water was mod-
eled using the simple extended point-charge (SPC/E) model for water. SPC/E
represents an improvement over SPC in which a correction is implemented to ac-
count for the self-polarization of water [47]. Atomic charges were assigned to each
oil molecule based on the default atomic charge values recommended in OPLS-AA.
Van der Waals interactions were incorporated using a cuto¤ distance of 0.9 nm, and
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Coulombic interactions were described using 3D particle mesh Ewald (PME) summa-
tion [48, 49]. Although the van der Waals cuto¤ used in this study is shorter than
the cuto¤s that are frequently reported in the literature (1.2 to 1.4 nm), there is a
trade-o¤ between using longer cuto¤ distances to try to more accurately capture the
non-bonded interactions present in the system and using the same cuto¤ distances
used for the original force eld parameterization. It has been demonstrated that trun-
cation schemes for electrostatic interactions give qualitatively incorrect results when
compared with newer and more accurate methods, such as, reaction eld treatment of
electrostatics or Ewald summation [50]. However, using relatively short-range cuto¤s
for van der Waals interactions yields accurate results with the inclusion of long-range
dispersion corrections, as shown in recent simulation studies using the OPLS-AA force
eld carried out by Shirts et al. [5153]. In our simulations, long-range dispersion
corrections were implemented to more accurately model the energy and the pressure
of the system. Both dispersion corrections are negative, and while the energy cor-
rection is small, the pressure correction is signicant and must be included to yield
accurate results [54]. In modeling short-range, non-bonded interactions, a neighbor
list with a cuto¤ of 0.9 nm was maintained and updated every 10 simulation steps.
Each simulation was carried out with xed bond lengths using the SHAKE algorithm
as implemented in GROMACS [55], which allowed an increase in simulation timestep
from 1 fs to 2 fs.
In each simulation, the cell temperature was maintained at 298.15 K using a
Berendsen temperature coupling algorithm, which mimics weak coupling to an exter-
nal heat bath with rst-order kinetics [54]. A Berendsen pressure coupling algorithm
was used to maintain each simulation cell at the desired pressure of 1.0 bar [54].
All simulations were conducted using a 2006 developersversion of the GROMACS
software package [56,57].
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Aggregate Type n V A lc PL C
[nm3] [nm2] [nm] [nm] [nm 1]
small sphere 25 6.75 17.27 1.17 N/A 1.71
large sphere 50 13.5 27.41 1.48 N/A 1.35
small cylinder 54 14.58 26.57 1.10 3.85 0.91
large cylinder 54 14.58 22.83 1.28 2.85 0.78
slab 192 51.84 28.88 0.90 3.80 0.0
Table 6.1: Geometric characteristics of each of the ve octane aggregates simulated,
including the aggregation number (n), the aggregate volume (V ), the aggregate sur-
face area (A), the aggregate core-minor radius (lc), the periodic length (PL) of each
cylinder and slab, and the degree of curvature (C, as dened in Eq. ??).
6.4.4 System Preparation and Equilibration
Bulk Water Simulations
The bulk watersimulation for each of the oil molecules considered was initialized
by placing a single oil molecule in a simulation cell and surrounding it with water
molecules. The simulation cell was selected to be su¢ ciently large that there would
always be at least 2.0 nm separating the oil molecule from its periodic image. Com-
puter simulation studies of the propagation of water ordering away from an interface
suggest that such a separation distance should be su¢ cient to prevent the oil mole-
cule from interacting with its periodic image [58]. After a brief equilibration under
NPT conditions until the system volume had stabilized, a 2 to 5 ns data-gathering
simulation was conducted.
Aggregate Simulations
The geometric characteristics of the ve simulated aggregates of octane, dodecane,
and hexadecane are listed in Tables 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3, respectively. In total, 15
di¤erent aggregate systems were prepared and simulated. It is important to note
that, to the extent possible (given the requirement of an integer number of molecules),
aggregation numbers for octane, dodecane, and hexadecane were selected such that
corresponding aggregate geometries would have the same dimensions. In other words,
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the small spherical octane aggregate has the same dimensions as the small spherical
hexadecane aggregate. This was done to permit direct comparison of the simulation
results for the di¤erent oil molecules considered, and to evaluate the e¤ect of the
hydrocarbon chain length on these results. The volume, V , of each aggregate reported
in Tables 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3 was computed using the formula V = 54.3nCH3 + 26.9nCH2
(Å3), where nCH2 is the number of CH2 groups and nCH3 is the number of CH3
groups in the aggregate [6]. The surface area, A, of each aggregate was computed
geometrically based on the volume of the aggregate and the assumption of a perfectly
smooth aggregate surface. The core-minor radius, or planar half-width, lc, of each
aggregate was estimated geometrically using the same assumption. The periodic
length, PL, applies only in the case of the cylindrical and the planar aggregates,
and refers to the periodic simulation cell length of the simulated innite cylinders,
as well as to the periodic simulation cell width and length of the simulated innite
planar layers. Each of the ve di¤erent geometries simulated for each oil molecule






where S is a shape factor that is equal to 3 for spheres, 2 for cylinders, and 1 for pla-
nar interfaces. As discussed in Section 6.3.6, although the actual dimensions of the
simulated aggregates were chosen arbitrarily, they cover a range of aggregate shapes
and sizes that are frequently encountered in modeling micellar systems. Representa-
tive spherical, cylindrical, and planar aggregate geometries have been simulated, with
values of lc ranging from 0.81 to 1.17 nm and curvature values ranging from zero to
1.74 nm 1.
Spherical Oil Aggregates Each large spherical oil aggregate was prepared by
rst allowing oil molecules distributed randomly in a simulation cell to self-assemble
into a spherical aggregate in vacuum (which is much less computationally expensive
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Aggregate Type n V A lc PL C
[nm3] [nm2] [nm] [nm] [nm 1]
small sphere 17 6.42 16.70 1.15 N/A 1.73
large sphere 33 12.46 25.99 1.44 N/A 1.39
small cylinder 36 13.59 25.66 1.06 3.85 0.94
large cylinder 36 13.59 22.04 1.23 2.85 0.81
slab 128 48.33 28.88 0.84 3.80 0.0
Table 6.2: Geometric characteristics of each of the ve dodecane aggregates simulated,
including the aggregation number (n), the aggregate volume (V ), the aggregate sur-
face area (A), the aggregate core-minor radius (lc), the periodic length (PL) of each
cylinder and slab, and the degree of curvature (C, as dened in Eq. ??).
to simulate than their self-assembly in water). After self-assembly, which was driven
by van der Waals attractions between the oil molecules, su¢ cient water molecules
were added to the simulation cell to ensure that each oil aggregate was at least 2 nm
away from its periodic image. An extended NPT simulation was then performed
during which the x, y, and z-dimensions of the simulation cell were allowed to change
subject to an applied pressure of 1 bar. During this equilibration period, which was
5 ns for octane and 10 ns for dodecane and hexadecane, both the system potential
energy and the solvent accessible surface area (SASA) of each oil aggregate reached
a constant value. We consider SASA to be the most important metric to measure
equilibration, because this property is directly proportional to the degree of hydration
of the oil aggregate, and obtaining accurate hydration information is the key objective
of our computer simulations. After equilibration, a 5 ns data-gathering simulation
was conducted.
Each small spherical oil aggregate was prepared by rst starting from the post-
equilibration conformation of a large spherical oil aggregate and then removing half
of the oil molecules. An NPT equilibration run was subsequently done under these
new conditions for 5 ns until both the system potential energy and the SASA of the
oil aggregate became constant. During equilibration, the simulation cell dimensions
quickly decreased to compensate for the volume of oil that was removed, forming a
new simulation cell of approximately the same density as the initial one. Each new
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Aggregate Type n V A lc PL C
[nm3] [nm2] [nm] [nm] [nm 1]
small sphere 13 6.31 16.51 1.15 N/A 1.74
large sphere 25 12.13 25.53 1.43 N/A 1.40
small cylinder 27 13.1 25.19 1.04 3.85 0.96
large cylinder 27 13.1 21.67 1.21 2.85 0.83
slab 96 46.58 28.88 0.81 3.80 0.0
Table 6.3: Geometric characteristics of each of the ve hexadecane aggregates simu-
lated, including the aggregation number (n), the aggregate volume (V ), the aggregate
surface area (A), the aggregate core-minor radius (lc), the periodic length (PL) of
each cylinder and slab, and the degree of curvature (C, as dened in Eq. ??).
oil aggregate constructed in this manner had a radius which was approximately 20%
smaller than the original radius. After equilibration, each oil aggregate was simulated
for an additional 5 ns under NPT conditions during which data was gathered.
Cylindrical Oil Aggregates Each cylindrical oil aggregate was prepared by rst
allowing oil molecules distributed randomly in a simulation cell to self-assemble into
a cylindrical aggregate in vacuum. After self-assembly, the aggregate was in contact
with the periodic boundaries on two sides of the simulation cell (which we dene as the
two sides perpendicular to the z-axis). Next, su¢ cient water molecules were added
to ensure that the cylindrical oil aggregate was always at least 2 nm away from its
periodic image in the x- and y-directions. An extended constant pressure simulation
was then performed in which only the x- and y-dimensions of the simulation cell were
allowed to change subject to an applied pressure of 1 bar, and during which both the
system potential energy and SASA became constant. This equilibration continued
for 5 ns for octane and for 10 ns for dodecane and hexadecane. Equilibration was
followed by a 5 ns data-gathering simulation.
Initially, the three types of oil molecules were simulated in a simulation cell whose
z-dimension was 3.85 nm in length. We will refer to this distance as the cylinder
length,although one should keep in mind that because of the use of periodic bound-
ary conditions, the cylinder is actually innitely long. To investigate the e¤ect of
curvature on the simulation results and to evaluate the e¤ectiveness of the CS-MT
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modeling approach for cylinders of di¤erent curvature, a new simulation cell was con-
structed for octane, dodecane, and hexadecane by simulating the original simulation
cell at constant pressure but without xing the z-dimension. During these constant-
pressure simulations, the length of the z-dimension of each simulation cell gradually
contracted in response to the new boundary conditions. These simulations were
continued for 1 to 2 ns until each simulation cell attained a cylinder length of 2.85
nm. At this point, the length of the z-dimension of each simulation cell was again
xed. Although each of the three new cylinders formed using this approach had the
same volume as the original cylinders, each cylinder core radius was approximately
16% larger than the original cylinder core radius. We will refer to the cylinders that
are 3.85 nm in length as the smallcylinders because they are comparatively thin,
and to the cylinders that are 2.85 nm in length as the largecylinders because they
are comparatively thick. After additional equilibration in the new geometry for 100
ps to ensure that the system potential energy and SASA were stable, each cylindrical
oil aggregate was simulated for an additional 5 ns during which data was gathered.
Planar Oil Aggregates Each planar oil aggregate was prepared by rst placing a
pre-equilibrated slab of octane, of dodecane, or of hexadecane within a simulation cell
surrounded on two sides by water molecules. After construction, each simulation cell
contained two oil/water interfaces perpendicular to what we dene as the z-axis. For
each oil slab, an NPT simulation was performed, in which only the z-dimension of the
simulation cell was allowed to change. This prevented contraction of the simulation
cell in the x- and y-dimensions to reduce the interfacial free energy. Equilibration
was evaluated by monitoring the total potential energy of the system and the SASA
of each oil slab, and ensuring that both properties had stabilized. For octane, a total
of 5 ns of equilibration was found to be su¢ cient. However, for dodecane and for
hexadecane, a total of 10 ns was required. After equilibration, a 5 ns data-gathering
simulation was conducted.
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Equilibration Results For the three types of oil molecules considered and for each
of the ve aggregate geometries simulated, we observed that the timescales associated
with potential energy and SASA equilibration and uctuation were much shorter than
the total simulation time, although SASA uctuation was found to occur on a much
longer timescale than potential energy uctuation. The total simulation time for each
system was su¢ cient to ensure adequate sampling of both properties. To demonstrate
this, in Figure 6-3, we plot SASA results from the 5 ns data-gathering simulation run
for three representative octane aggregate geometries: the small spherical octane
aggregate, the large cylindrical octane aggregate, and the planar octane aggregate.
As can be seen, the SASA values are stable with time and exhibit no noticeable
upward or downward drift during the data-gathering simulation.
Snapshots of the post-equilibration congurations corresponding to: (i) the large
and the small dodecane spherical aggregates, (ii) the large and the small dodecane
cylindrical aggregates, and (iii) the planar dodecane aggregate are shown in Figure 6-
4. The snapshots of the octane and the hexadecane aggregates appear very similar.
Each oil molecule is depicted using the van der Waals radius of each atom. For
clarity, the water molecules are not shown.
6.4.5 Data Analysis Method
Denition of Hydration
In Sections 6.1 and 6.3, we discussed the importance of quantifying the degree of
hydration of solutes in the bulk water and in the aggregate states. Before imple-
menting the new CS-MT modeling approach described in Section 6.3, we describe
below our specic methodology for determining the extent of hydration from the
simulation data. In particular, our denition of hydration is based on the number
of contacts with hydratingatoms, where a hydrating atom is dened as an atom
that: (i) is capable of forming hydrogen bonds, or (ii) is capable of coordinate (da-

















Figure 6-3: Solvent accessible surface area (SASA) as a function of simulation time




































































































Plane). The timescales involved
in the SASA uctuations are much shorter than the total simulation time.
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Planar SlabShort Cylinder Long CylinderSmall Sphere Large Sphere
z x
y
Figure 6-4: Snapshots of the post-equilibration structures of: (i) two dodecane spher-
ical aggregates (of aggregation numbers 17 and 33), (ii) two dodecane cylindrical
aggregates (of periodic lengths 2.85 nm and 3.85 nm), and (iii) a dodecane slab. The
water molecules are not shown for clarity.
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contact with any atom in a water molecule, with a positively-charged or negatively-
charged ion, or with a hydrophilic group in the surfactant head that is capable of
hydrogen bonding, then, that contact is considered hydrating. We adopt this de-
nition because the hydrophobic e¤ect arises from changes in the hydrogen-bonding or
coordinate-bonding network of the aqueous solution that are induced by the presence
of nonpolar, hydrophobic moieties [42]. Contact between a hydrophobic group and
water, hydrogen-bonding groups in a surfactant head, or a negatively-charged ion in
solution may break or perturb the hydrogen bonding network. Similarly, contact
between a hydrophobic group and a positively-charged ion in aqueous solution may
disrupt coordinate bonds between water and the ion. In the CS-MT model, we ap-
proximate all hydrating contacts as having the same free energy. The implications
of this approximation for modeling nonionic surfactant micellization will be discussed
in greater detail here and in subsequent chapters on micellization and micellar solu-
bilization.
Analysis of the Bulk Water and the Aggregate Simulation Results
To quantify the degree of hydration of each atom (or group of atoms) in the solute
molecule during a bulk water simulation, the number of contacts with hydrogen-
bonding or with coordinate bonding atoms experienced by di¤erent atoms in the
solute must be counted during the course of a simulation run. For the oil molecules
in water considered here, the only contacts that need to be counted as contributing
to hydration are contacts with the oxygen and the hydrogen atoms in water. How-
ever, for an ionic surfactant in aqueous solution, contacts with water atoms, ions, and
hydrogen-bonding groups in the surfactant head should each be counted as contribut-
ing to hydration. In analyzing our simulation data, a contact was dened as two
atoms being separated by less than a set distance (the cuto¤distance) at any time
during the simulation. It is important to note that the average number of contacts
counted using this method of analysis is directly proportional to the average number
of hydrating atoms located within the specied cuto¤ distance.
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Quantifying the degree of hydration of the solute molecules during the aggregate
simulations was done in the same manner (and using the same cuto¤ distance used to
identify contacts) as was done in analyzing the results of the bulk water simulations.
After counting the hydrating contacts in the bulk water and in the aggregate states,
we analyzed the hydration data using the metric introduced to quantify hydration in
Section 6.3. Recall that the relative degree of hydration, f , is dened as the extent
of hydration in the aggregate environment divided by the extent of hydration in the
bulk water environment (see Eq. 6.10). Based on this denition, f values for each
solute molecule were computed from the simulation data as follows:
f =
number of hydrating contacts in the aggregate environment
number of hydrating contacts in the bulk water environment
(6.15)
As expected intuitively, we found that f is signicantly less than unity for a
hydrophobic solute, because fewer contacts with hydrating atoms are experienced in
the aggregate environment than in the bulk water environment.
Selecting the Cuto¤Distance
In selecting the cuto¤distance used to dene contacts between atoms, we were guided
by the realization that, in implementing the CS-MT model, we are interested only
in quantifying the local environment of each hydrophobic atom or group of atoms.
Accordingly, a cuto¤ distance should be selected such that only nearest-neighbor
atoms contribute contacts to a hydrophobic group. However, to ensure that good
contact statistics are obtained, the cuto¤ distance selected should be at least as large
as the sum of the van der Waals radii of two hydrogen atoms (one that is bonded to
a CH2 or to a CH3 group, and the other that is bonded to a water molecule), or 0.24
nm.
To determine the sensitivity of the CS-MT modeling results to the value of the
cuto¤ distance selected, several di¤erent cuto¤ values were tested, including 0.25 nm,
0.3 nm, 0.4 nm, and 0.5 nm. Note that when computing f using Eq. 6.15, the same
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cuto¤ value was used to count contacts in both the bulk water and the aggregate
environments. The CS-MT modeling results were found to be weakly dependent
on the value of the cuto¤ distance when modeling planar and curved oil aggregates.
We found that by choosing the smallest value of the cuto¤ distance that yields good
statistics, only nearest-neighbor contacts with hydrating atoms were included, and the
dependence of f on curvature was minimized. As discussed in Section 6.3, the e¤ect
of curvature on gform is accounted for theoretically in the CS-MT model, and need
not be included by using a large cuto¤distance that introduces curvature dependence
into the calculated f values. We also computed radial distribution functions between
the hydrophobic CH2 and CH3 groups and water using the bulk water simulation data
to aid in determining an appropriate cuto¤ distance. Based on the results of our
sensitivity and radial distribution function tests (results not reported), we selected a
cuto¤ distance of 0.3 nm as being most appropriate when implementing the CS-MT
model. All the CS-MT modeling results reported in this chapter were generated
using this cuto¤ distance.
Error Analysis
An estimate of the standard error in f for each group of atoms in the solute molecules
was obtained through the use of block averaging [5961]. In block averaging, the
standard error is computed from the variance between averages of blocks of data, and
the block size is increased until the standard error estimate becomes constant. To
assist in identifying this asymptotic value for the simulation data reported here, a two-
exponential function was t to the block average curve [5961]. Block averaging is
useful to analyze correlated data, such as the results obtained from a MD simulation.
Data-gathering simulation runs for solute molecules in the bulk water and in the
aggregate states were conducted for su¢ cient time to ensure that the uncertainty in
each calculated value of f was su¢ ciently small  typically, less than 5%.
The block averaging approach described above provides an accurate estimate of
the standard error of the results of a single simulation. However, typically, it is also
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desirable to run multiple independent simulations to estimate the run-to-run vari-
ance. If the run-to-run variance is much larger than the variance estimated from
a single simulation, it indicates that insu¢ cient sampling has been done [50, 53, 55].
This problem has been commented upon in the context of free-energy calculations
using computer simulation [52,62]. Although the block averaged results for individ-
ual runs presented here indicate a high degree of statistical certainty, we conducted
additional independent bulk water and aggregate simulations to determine the run-
to-run variance. The run-to-run variance was found to be comparable in size to the
block average estimates of the standard error for each solute (results not reported).
Accordingly, and because of the high computational cost associated with conducting
such simulations, independent simulations were not considered to be necessary for
the surfactant systems simulated in Chapter 7.
6.5 Simulation Results and Discussion
6.5.1 Fractional Hydration Results
Simulations of a single molecule of octane, of dodecane, and of hexadecane in bulk
water were conducted to determine the average number of contacts experienced by
each of the CH2 and the CH3 groups in the oil molecules with water in the bulk
aqueous state. Subsequently, aggregate simulations were conducted for each oil type
and for the ve di¤erent aggregate geometries discussed in Section 6.4.4.
The resulting average fractional degree of hydration, f , is plotted as a function of
group number for octane in Figure 6-5, for dodecane in Figure 6-6, and for hexadecane
in Figure 6-7. The error bars shown represent the standard error of the mean for each
value of f; and are typically of the size of the various symbols shown or smaller. As
discussed in Section 6.4.4, to the extent possible (given the requirement of an integer
number of molecules), aggregation numbers were selected such that corresponding ag-
gregates of octane, dodecane, and hexadecane have the same dimensions. Therefore,
the simulation results presented here for each oil molecule can be compared directly
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to evaluate the e¤ect of the hydrocarbon chain length on f and on SASA.
As shown in Figures 6-5, 6-6, and 6-7, each of the three oil molecules considered
has a symmetric degree of hydration prole in which each structurally equivalent CH2
and CH3 group has the same degree of hydration within the error of the simulation
results. The CH3 groups on both ends of each oil molecule have the highest f values,
while the CH2 groups near the middle of each oil molecule have the lowest f values.
The average value of f for each oil aggregate is related to the exposed surface area
per molecule, a. For a perfectly smooth oil aggregate, a = S  vt=lc, where vt is
the volume of the solute tail [7]. Although the various oil aggregates simulated here
are not perfectly smooth, we have found that the inverse relationship between a and




























Planeresults in Figures 6-5, 6-6, and 6-7), for example, can be understood by
noting that this aggregate has a value of a which is approximately 4.3 times larger
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It is interesting to note that although the average value of f for oil molecules in
aggregates of the same shape and size are approximately the same for each of the three
oil molecules, the magnitude of the di¤erence between the highest and the lowest f
value in each molecule is di¤erent for the three oil molecules. For example, the average
magnitude of this di¤erence for all ve hexadecane geometries is 73% larger than the
average magnitude of this di¤erence for all ve octane geometries, it is 53% larger for
all ve dodecane geometries than for all ve octane geometries, and it is 43% larger for
all ve hexadecane geometries than for all ve dodecane geometries. Visual inspection
of the trajectories for each aggregate simulation revealed that these di¤erences are
due to a packing e¤ect. More specically, both dodecane and hexadecane exhibited
relatively high degrees of hydrocarbon chain alignment after equilibration. This































Figure 6-5: The average fractional degree of hydration (f), as dened in Eq. 6.15,
corresponding to each of the groups in octane for each of the ve simulated aggregate













































































































































Plane). Group numb rs
are identied in the molecular structure shown below the fractional hydration plot.
The error bars shown correspond to the standard error of the mean. The various


































Figure 6-6: The average fractional degree of hydration (f), as dened in Eq. 6.15,
corresponding to each of the groups in dodecane for each of the ve simulated aggre-














































































































































numbers are identied in the molecular structure shown below the fractional hydra-
tion plot. The error bars shown correspond to the standard error of the mean. The






































Figure 6-7: The average fractional degree of hydration (f), as dened in Eq. 6.15,
corresponding to each of the groups in hexadecane for each of the ve simulated














































































































































Group numbers are identied in the molecular structure shown below the fractional
hydration plot. The error bars shown correspond to the standard error of the mean.
The various lines are shown as a guide for the eye.
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the aggregate core/water interface rather than being buried in the aggregate interior,
which in turn imparts relatively high f values to the terminal CH3 groups.
6.5.2 Solvent Accessible Surface Area (SASA) Results
The values of f computed for octane, for dodecane, and for hexadecane are intimately
related to the average value of SASA associated with each oil aggregate interface. We
have computed average values of SASA for each of the 15 oil aggregate geometries
considered based on the simulation results. To calculate SASA, we used the double
cubic lattice method as implemented in GROMACS. The solvent accessible surface
was traced out by a probe sphere of radius 0.2 nm that was rolled around each
molecule within the aggregate to identify the solvent accessible regions [54]. This
probe sphere radius was selected based on the size of a water molecule (for which a
probe radius of 0.14 nm is frequently used), and the requirement of preventing the
probe from identifying any of the aggregate core region as being solvent accessible.
The values of the time-averaged SASA divided by A, the perfectly smoothsurface
areas reported in Tables 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3, are shown in Figure 6-8. Note that the
ratio, SASA/A; provides a convenient measure of surface roughness. The error bars
shown in Figure 6-8 represent the standard error of the mean. As can be seen,


























































interesting to note that for each geometry, SASA/A is lower for hexadecane than
for dodecane, and for dodecane than for octane. Our results indicate that as the
alkyl chain length decreases, the average roughness of the surface of the oil aggregate
increases. In addition, a comparison of the results for the small and large spheres, and
the results for the small and large cylinders, reveals that for each oil type considered,
SASA/A is higher for the small aggregates and lower for the large aggregates.
As discussed in Section 6.3.4, to calculate ghydr; we proposed a theoretical approach
to estimate gwc using Eq. 6.13. Recall that gwc is equal to core   bulk: As

























Figure 6-8: The ratio of the solvent accessible surface area (SASA) to the

























































Hexadecane) oil ggregat s simulated, grouped according to
geometry. The error bars correspond to the standard error of the mean.
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with hydrating contacts in the aggregate state and in the bulk water state. The
value of core is a function of both the alkyl tail length and the hydrophobic core
curvature (see Section 6.3.4). We can estimate core = Acore=SASAcore using a
value of  corresponding to an oil molecule of type j (j = octane, dodecane, or
hexadecane) calculated using Eq. 6.7. The ratio, Acore=SASAcore; is simply equal
to the inverse of the SASA/A ratios reported in Figure 6-8. We note that because
SASAcore is signicantly larger than Acore, core is signicantly smaller than . We
have performed a linear regression on the data to describe SASAcore=Acore (or the
roughnessof the oil aggregate/water interface) as a function of linear alkyl chain
length (nt) and oil aggregate curvature (C, as dened in Eq. 6.14). The resulting
expression, which has been t with an R2 value of 0.76, is given by:
SASAcore=Acore = 1:740  0:026nt + 0:078C (6.16)
Although core is di¤erent for each oil aggregate, bulk is approximately constant
(see Section 6.3.4). Using a 0.2 nm probe for water (to be consistent with the SASA
estimates for the oil aggregates), we computed SASAi values for octane, for dodecane,
and for hexadecane, and then used these values to compute bulk =  gtri=SASAi
using known values of gtri (see Section 6.3.3). Our computed values of bulk for
octane, for dodecane, and for hexadecane are within 6% of each other, demonstrating
that modeling the hydration free energy as being proportional to SASA for solutes
of the same size as that of typical surfactant tails is a reasonable approximation. In
addition, the average estimate of bulk that we obtained for octane, for dodecane, and
for hexadecane is 26.84 cal/mol/Å2 (using a 0.2 nm probe for water to be consistent
with the SASA estimates presented for the oil aggregate). As such, our result for bulk
is similar to bulk estimates given by Tanford that are between 20 and 25 cal/mol/Å2
[43].
We have predictedgwc using: (i) the actual SASAcore=Acore values obtained from
our computer simulation results, and (ii) using the correlation for SASAcore=Acore
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given in Eq. 6.16 for each of the 15 oil aggregates considered. Both predicted
values of gwc are plotted versus the oil aggregate curvature in Figure 6-9, where the
curvature is dened in Eq. 6.14. As can be seen, the agreement between the two
theoretical estimates of gwc is reasonable. In general, our results indicate that gwc
decreases with increasing curvature. In addition, the change in gwc with respect to











































6.6 Molecular-ThermodynamicM del ng Based on
Computer Simulation Inputs
We next use the CS-MT model to calculate gform for each of the 15 oil aggregates
discussed in Section 6.5. As discussed in Section 6.3.6, we have chosen oil aggregates
as a starting point to evaluate the validity and accuracy of the CS-MT model because
these structures do not require dealing with the computational challenges posed by
the presence of the surfactant heads. Because experimental data are not available
for the oil aggregates considered (since they are not thermodynamically stable except
at innite dilution), we compare our CS-MT model predictions with the predictions
of the traditional MT model.
As discussed in Section 6.3.6, for each of the simulated oil aggregates, there are
only two non-zero contributions to the free energy of aggregate formation, gform.
These contributions are gtr and gint in the traditional MT modeling approach, and
gdehydr and ghydr in the CS-MT modeling approach.
CS-MT model predictions for gform were made using Eq. 6.9 (where gpack; gst, gelec,
and gent are all equal to zero) and a 0.3 nm cuto¤ for the identication of the water
contacts. The free energy of dehydration, gdehydr, and the free energy of hydration,
ghydr, were computed using Eqs. 6.11 and 6.12, respectively. In computing ghydr,
we used the theoretical model for gwc given in Eq. 6.13 and the correlation for




















Figure 6-9: Theoretical predictions of the hydration free energy di¤erence (gwc
[mN/m]) associated with hydrating contacts in the aggregate state and in the bulk
water state are shown as a function of curvature [nm 1], where the curvature, C, is
dened using Eq. ??. Theoretical predictions based on values of SASAcore=Acore com-
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made using Eq. 6.4 (where gpack, gst, gelec, and gent are all equal to zero) and by












In Table 6.4, we report predictions of the CS-MT model and of the traditional MT
model for gform, gdehydr, and ghydr corresponding to each of the ve octane, dodecane,
and hexadecane aggregate geometries simulated and modeled in this chapter. Each
of the reported errors for the CS-MT model predictions corresponds to the standard
error of the mean, and were computed through block averaging of the simulation
results in the manner described in Section 6.4.5. Each reported  value corresponds
to the percent di¤erence between the CS-MT model and the MT model predictions
for gform: The estimated uncertainty in the CS-MT model predictions is comparable
in magnitude to the di¤erence between the predictions of the CS-MT model and those
of the traditional MT model.
The average absolute discrepancy between the predictions of the CS-MT model
and those of the traditional MT model for gform, or the average of the absolute value
of the 15  values reported in Table 6.4, is only 1.04%. The best agreement between
the predictions of the CS-MT model and those of the traditional MT model is for
the small cylinders, with an average  value of only -0.05%. This is followed by the
large sphere results (average  value = -0.56%), the large cylinder results (average
 value = 0.74%), the slab results (average  value = 1.03%), and nally the small
sphere results (average  value = -1.53%). On average, the di¤erences are negative
for the spheres and positive for the cylinders and the slabs, but in all cases, the errors
are small. It is interesting to note that although, in all cases, the magnitude of ghydr
is much smaller than that of gdehydr, it must be included in the CS-MT model for
gform in order to yield such a high level of agreement between the CS-MT model and
the traditional MT model. Given the fact that the value of gwc used to compute
ghydr in the CS-MT modeling approach was predicted theoretically using Eqs. 6.13
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Octane
Aggregate Type gdehydr [kBT ] ghydr [kBT ] gform [kBT ]
CS-MT MT  (%)
small sphere -10.86  0.04 1.82  0.01 -9.04  0.04 -9.13 -1.08
large sphere -12.09  0.03 1.74  0.01 -10.35  0.03 -10.31 0.42
small cylinder -12.63  0.02 2.03  0.02 -10.60  0.03 -10.59 0.06
large cylinder -13.16  0.02 1.66  0.01 -11.5  0.02 -11.27 1.97
slab -15.14  0.01 0.60  0.00 -14.53  0.01 -14.12 2.84
Dodecane
Aggregate Type gdehydr [kBT ] ghydr [kBT ] gform [kBT ]
CS-MT MT  (%)
small sphere -14.69  0.09 1.94  0.02 -12.75  0.09 -12.85 -0.74
large sphere -16.42  0.07 2.23  0.03 -14.19  0.07 -14.24 -0.37
small cylinder -17.01  0.06 2.52  0.03 -14.49  0.07 -14.41 0.56
large cylinder -17.80  0.05 2.33  0.03 -15.47  0.06 -15.32 0.96
slab -20.59  0.04 1.41  0.04 -19.18  0.06 -19.09 0.46
Hexadecane
Aggregate Type gdehydr [kBT ] ghydr [kBT ] gform [kBT ]
CS-MT MT  (%)
small sphere -18.62  0.06 2.14  0.01 -16.48  0.07 -16.94 -2.78
large sphere -20.73  0.05 2.56  0.02 -18.17  0.05 -18.48 -1.72
small cylinder -22.68  0.04 3.28  0.02 -18.31  0.05 -18.45 -0.78
large cylinder -23.24  0.04 2.92  0.02 -19.39  0.05 -19.53 -0.73
slab -26.12  0.02 2.10  0.03 -24.01  0.03 -24.06 -0.19
Table 6.4: Computer simulation/molecular-thermodynamic (CS-MT) and traditional
molecular-thermodynamic (MT) modeling results for gdehydr, ghydr, and gform corre-
sponding to each of the ve octane, dodecane, and hexadecane aggregate geometries
simulated and modeled in this article. The uncertainties reported for the CS-MT
model results corresponds to the standard error of the mean. Each  value pre-
sented in the table represents the percent di¤erence between the CS-MT model and
the traditional MT model predictions for gform.
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and 6.16, rather than through any type of tting procedure, the very high level of
agreement between the predictions of the CS-MT model and the traditional MT
model further supports the validity of the proposed CS-MT modeling approach. In
addition, it supports the validity of the procedure that we adopted to dene and
count hydrating contacts as well as to compute SASA values in implementing the
new CS-MT modeling approach.
For the completely hydrophobic solutes (oils) modeled in this chapter, the equiv-
alence of the CS-MT model and the traditional MT model for the hydrophobic e¤ect
can be demonstrated mathematically if the following two conditions are met: (i) each
fi value must be dened so that it only conveys information about the local environ-
ment of group i (i.e. the environment immediately surrounding the solvent accessible
surface of group i), and (ii) the approach used to determine SASAi and SASAcore
must yield physically realistic results, where the same solute probe size must be used
to quantify both values. A demonstration of the mathematical equivalence of the
CS-MT model and the traditional MT model is given in Appendix B, along with a
discussion of the criteria that must be met for the two models to be equivalent. The
close agreement between the results of the CS-MT model and the traditional MT
model for the 15 oil aggregates considered here demonstrates that criteria (i) and (ii)
above are indeed satised, and that the simulation times used to gather hydration
data were su¢ cient to provide highly accurate values of fi. It is important to note
that for amphiphilic solutes such as surfactants (which possess both a head and a
tail), the CS-MT model and the traditional MT model are not equivalent even if
criteria (i) to (ii) are met. The reasons behind this lack of equivalence are discussed
in detail in Appendix B. We believe that the CS-MT model yields more realistic es-
timates of the hydrophobic driving force for micelle formation in the case of complex
amphiphilic solutes. With this expectation in mind, in Chapter 7, we implement the
CS-MT model in the case of nonionic surfactants, and will also compare predictions
made by the CS-MT model with those made by the traditional MT model for these
surfactants.
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Using the data reported in Table 6.4, it is possible to evaluate the validity of a
computational approach that we detail in Appendix A to extend the applicability of
the CS-MT model to allow the prediction of gform as a function of aggregate shape
and size, rather than only for a specic simulated aggregate geometry. Briey, in
Appendix A, we will show that the CS-MT model can be used to predict the optimal
shape and size of solute aggregates based on fractional hydration information obtained
from simulation of a single aggregate.
6.7 Conclusions
We have developed a novel computer simulation/molecular-thermodynamic (CS-MT)
modeling approach that allows one to eliminate many of the simplifying assumptions
which were needed to quantify the magnitude of the hydrophobic e¤ect in the tra-
ditional MT modeling approach. This was accomplished by making use of detailed
hydration data obtained through atomistic computer simulations. The detailed hy-
dration information was used in a new theoretical framework to quantify the hy-
drophobic free-energy contributions associated with the self-assembly of hydrophobic
solutes. In this model, gform is computed using the expression gform = gdehydr +
ghydr + gpack + gst + gelec + gent, where gdehydr is the dehydration free-energy con-
tribution and ghydr is the hydration free-energy contribution. These two free-energy
contributions replace the transfer, gtr, and the interfacial, gint; free-energy contribu-
tions which quantify the hydrophobic e¤ect in the traditional MT modeling approach.
The remaining free-energy contributions (gpack, gst, gelec, and gent) are calculated in
the context of the new CS-MT modeling approach in the same manner that they
are calculated in the traditional MT modeling approach. However, it is important
to stress that computer simulation information obtained on the aggregate structure
may be used to improve the estimation of gpack and gst. Work along these lines is in
progress.
The free-energy contribution associated with dehydration, gdehydr, is modeled using
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the concept of a transfer free energy for each individual hydrophobic group in a
solute. These transfer free energies can be obtained from experimental solubility
data, or estimated theoretically using group-contribution methods. The free-energy
contribution associated with hydration, ghydr, accounts for the change in free energy
associated with water contacts in the aggregate and in the bulk water states. In this
chapter, we have proposed a specic method to theoretically calculate this free-energy
di¤erence in the case of oil molecules. However, the CS-MT model was formulated
in a general way, and may be used to model single nonionic and ionic surfactant
micellization, the micellization of mixtures of nonionic and ionic surfactants, and
micellar solubilization in addition to the self-assembly of oil aggregates. Although
the theoretical model forgwc presented in this chapter was formulated based only on
data obtained from oil aggregate simulations, we anticipate that it may be successfully
used to model the self-assembly of a variety of solutes and solute mixtures. The free
energy per unit SASA in the bulk water reference state, bulk, for a hydrophobic group
in a surfactant molecule should be very similar to bulk for a hydrophobic group in
an oil molecule. In addition, the success of the traditional MT modeling approach
in modeling the aggregate core/water interface using an oil/water interfacial tension
(see Section 6.2.3), does indicate that approximating the free energy per unit SASA
in the aggregate reference state, core, as being equal to core for an oil aggregate
should yield reasonable results.
In this chapter, we have demonstrated the validity and the accuracy of the new
CS-MT model by using it to model spherical, cylindrical, and planar oil aggregates,
each containing three di¤erent types of oil molecules and having di¤erent degrees
of curvature. Excellent agreement between the predictions of the CS-MT model
and those of the traditional MT model for gform was obtained for each of the 15 oil
aggregates considered, with an average absolute error of only 1.04% between the two
theoretical approaches. Our results also demonstrate that the CS-MT model can be
used to predict gform for aggregates of arbitrary shapes and sizes by using hydration
information obtained using only two independent molecular dynamics simulations.
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Because the hydrophobic e¤ect is the primary driving force for micelle formation
in aqueous solution, and it is also the largest free-energy contribution to gform, the
modeling approach presented in this chapter provides an important new approach
to more accurately model the self-assembly of hydrophobic and amphiphilic solutes
in aqueous solution. By quantifying the actual hydration changes that occur upon
self-assembly for various moieties within a solute, and by subsequently using this
information in a new theoretical model to quantify the hydrophobic e¤ect, the CS-MT
modeling approach has the potential to improve our ability to model the micellization
and the micellar solubilization behavior of complex surfactants and solubilizates in
aqueous solution. In Chapter 7 [26], we use the CS-MT modeling approach presented
here to model the micellization behavior of nonionic surfactants in aqueous solution.
In Chapter 8 [27,63], we report modeling results for the aqueous micellization of ionic
and zwitterionic surfactants.
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6.8 Appendix A: Extension of the CS-MT Model
to Predict Aggregate Shape and Size
As discussed in Section 6.3.5, a key capability of traditional MT modeling is that
it enables prediction of gform as a function of aggregate shape and size. From this
functional dependence, the optimal aggregate shape and size can be predicted. In
this appendix, we outline a computational approach to extend the CS-MT modeling
approach to enable prediction of gform as a function of aggregate shape and size.
It is important to note that the MD simulations conducted as part of the CS-MT
modeling approach do not allow direct prediction of the optimal aggregate shape and
size because the simulation timescales are too short to permit the exchange of solute
monomers between the aggregate phase and the aqueous phase.
With the exception of the transfer free-energy contribution, gtr, the other ve
free-energy contributions to gform in Eq. 6.4 are all functions of the micelle shape and
size [14]. Note that gtr is independent of the structural characteristics of the aggregate
because it corresponds to the free-energy change associated with transferring a solute
tail from innite dilution in aqueous solution to an innite bulk phase composed of
solute tails. In order for the CS-MT model to be able to predict micelle shape and
size, we will exploit this property of gtr. Specically, we combine the traditional MT
model for the hydrophobic e¤ect (gtr+gint) with the CS-MTmodel for the hydrophobic
e¤ect (gdehydr+ghydr) to obtain a CS-MT model prediction for the transfer free energy
of a solute. Specically,
gtr,CS-MT = gdehydr + ghydr   g^int (6-A1)
where gtr,CS-MT is the transfer free energy computed using the CS-MT modeling ap-
proach, and g^int is the MT prediction of the interfacial free energy of the simulated
micellar aggregate: The free energy of aggregate formation, gform, for micelles of a
di¤erent shape and size than those for which the computer simulation data was col-
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lected can then be calculated using Eq. 6.4 in the context of the traditional MT
modeling approach:
gform = gtr,CS-MT + gint + gpack + gst + gelec + gent (6-A2)
After computing gform using Eq. 6-A2, the optimal values of S, lc, , and  can be
obtained in a computationally-e¢ cient manner by minimizing gform with respect to
each of these variables (see Section 6.2.2). Using this strategy, the CS-MT modeling
approach can be used to predict gform for micelles of any shape and size using only two
independent computer simulations: one simulation of the solute in the bulk water
environment and a second simulation of the solute in an aggregate environment of
arbitrary shape and size.
We would like to stress that for the proposed computational approach to be im-
plemented successfully, during the aggregate simulation, the aggregate must remain
stable and not break apart into monomers or into several smaller aggregates. This
stability, of course, is not guaranteed when a micelle is pre-formed and simulated at a
non-optimal shape and size. Fortunately, based on our experience, surfactant micelles
in a somewhat non-optimal geometry (for example, a spherical instead of a cylindrical
geometry, or at a non-optimal aggregation number) do remain stable during the 10
to 25 ns simulations conducted in the context of the CS-MT modeling approach. As
discussed in Chapter 7, each nonionic surfactant micelle that we simulated remained
stable on these timescales, even when pre-formed at a non-optimal shape and size.
In addition, we note that all the 15 oil aggregates that we simulated in this chapter
remained stable during the equilibration and the data gathering simulation runs.
Using the CS-MT model predictions for gform presented in Table 6.4, we computed
values of gtr,CS-MT for octane, for dodecane, and for hexadecane by evaluating Eq. 6-
A1 using hydration information obtained from each of the ve simulated aggregate
geometries. Results for gtr,CS-MT calculated in this manner are reported in Table 6.5.
For the computational approach outlined here to be successful, similar estimates of
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Octane Dodecane Hexadecane
small sphere -15.90  0.04 -21.88  0.09 -27.49  0.07
large sphere -16.04  0.03 -21.92  0.07 -27.64  0.05
small cylinder -16.01  0.03 -22.06  0.07 -27.81  0.05
large cylinder -16.23  0.02 -22.13  0.06 -27.81  0.05
slab -16.41  0.01 -22.06  0.06 -27.91  0.03
mean  SD -16.12  0.20 -22.01  0.10 -27.73  0.16
Table 6.5: Predicted values of gtr,CS-MT for octane, dodecane, and hexadecane. The
results (in kBT ) were obtained using Eq. 6-A1 and computer simulation data obtained
for each of the ve aggregate geometries considered. The uncertainty reported for
each value of gtr,CS-MT corresponds to the standard error of the mean, as obtained
through block averaging (see Section 6.4.5). The meanvalues reported for octane,
for dodecane, and for hexadecane in the last row of the table are the average estimates
for gtr,CS-MT obtained from the results for each oil type, and the standard deviation
(SD) values are the standard deviations in the ve gtr,CS-MT estimates obtained for
each oil type.
gtr,CS-MT should be obtained for octane, for dodecane, and for hexadecane regardless
of which aggregate simulation was used to obtain the hydration data.
As Table 6.5 shows, the predicted values of gtr,CS-MT for octane, for dodecane,
and for hexadecane are quite consistent. The mean and standard deviation of the
gtr,CS-MT values predicted for each oil type are reported in the last row of Table 6.5.
The standard deviations reported for each oil type are quite small (between 0.10 and
0.20 kBT ), a result that supports the validity of the computational approach presented
here to predict gform for aggregates of arbitrary shapes and sizes.
To illustrate the manner in which Eq. 6-A2 may be used to reduce the number
of simulations required in the CS-MT modeling approach, we have used it to predict
gform for each of the ve dodecane aggregates considered in this chapter. The results
are reported in Table 6.6. The rst column of predictions in Table 6.6 for the free
energy of formation (reported as gform), is identical to what is reported in Table 6.4
as the CS-MT model predictions of gform for dodecane. As discussed in Section
6.3, these CS-MT model predictions of gform were made using Eq. 6.9, with gdehydr
and ghydr computed using Eqs. 6.11 and 6.12, respectively. A total of ve bulk
water and ve aggregate simulations were required to generate these results. The
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gform [kBT ] gform,max [kBT ] gform,min [kBT ] k (%)k [kBT ]
small sphere -12.75  0.09 -12.75  0.09 -12.93  0.09 1.43
large sphere -14.19  0.07 -14.14  0.07 -14.33  0.07 1.29
small cylinder -14.49  0.07 -14.32  0.07 -14.50  0.07 1.27
large cylinder -15.47  0.06 -15.22  0.06 -15.40  0.06 1.19
slab -19.18  0.06 -19.00  0.06 -19.18  0.06 0.96
Table 6.6: Predicted values of gform for the ve simulated geometries of dodecane.
CS-MT modeling results obtained using Eq. 6.9 are reported as gform (in kBT ). CS-
MT modeling results obtained using Eq. 6-A2 and the maximum value of gtr,CS-MT for
dodecane reported in Table 4 are reported as gform, max (in kBT ). CS-MT modeling
results obtained using Eq. 6-A2 and the minimum value of gtr,CS-MT for dodecane
reported in Table 4 are reported as gform, min (in kBT ). The uncertainty reported for
each value corresponds to the standard error of the mean, as obtained through block
averaging (see Section 6.4.5).
second column of predictions for the free energy of formation (reported as gform,max in
Table 6.6) were computed using the maximum value of gtr,CS-MT for dodecane given
in Table 6.5 and using Eq. 6-A2. As a result, only one bulk water and one aggregate
simulation were required to generate these results. The maximum value of gtr,CS-MT
obtained using the CS-MT model in Table 6.5 corresponds to the small spherical
dodecane aggregate (-21.88 kBT ). The third column of predictions for the free energy
of formation (reported as gform,min in Table 6.6) were computed using the minimum
value of gtr,CS-MT for dodecane given in Table 6.5 and using Eq. 6-A2. Like the
gform,max predictions, only one bulk water and one aggregate simulation were required
to generate the gform,min predictions. As shown in Table 6.5, the minimum value
of gtr,CS-MT was obtained based on simulation results for the dodecane slab (-22.06
kBT ). The absolute values of the percent di¤erences between gform,max and gform,min
(reported as k (%)k) are also reported in Table 6.6.
The level of agreement between gform, gform,max, and gform,min is very high. The
average value of k(%)k for the ve aggregate geometries considered in Table 6.6 is
only 1.23%. In addition, the reduction in computational cost associated with the
use of Eq. 6-A2 is very signicant. Accordingly, we use Eq. 6-A2 in Chapter 7 to
predict: (i) optimal micelle shapes and sizes, (ii) the corresponding values of gform,
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and (iii) CMCs of nonionic surfactants.
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6.9 Appendix B: Mathematical Demonstration of
the Equivalence of the CS-MT Model and the
Traditional MTModel for Completely Hydropho-
bic Solutes
The CS-MTmodel and the traditional MTmodel for the hydrophobic e¤ect are equiv-
alent for completely hydrophobic solutes such as the oil molecules considered in this
chapter. In this Appendix, this equivalence will be demonstrated mathematically.
For oil molecules, gdehydr and ghydr may be combined to obtain an expression analo-



















as introduced and discussed in Section 6.3 (see Eqs. 6.11 and 6.12). For oil molecules,
the sum of these two free energies represents the total contribution to gform due to
the hydrophobic e¤ect (HE). We will refer to this free-energy contribution as gHE.
































For the oil molecules considered in this chapter, nhyd = ncore because every hy-
drophobic group in each oil molecule is incorporated into the aggregate core upon
aggregate self-assembly. As a result, the second term and the last term on the right-
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hand side of Eq. 6-B4 cancel out. We note that this is not the case for amphiphilic




















where core = Acore=SASAcore was introduced in Section 6.3.4 and represents the
free energy of the hydrophobic core/water interface on a per unit SASA basis. Note








emphasize that the product of SASAi and the average value of fi obtained through
computer simulations should be equal to the average value of SASA that is exposed





and for the CS-MT
model to yield valid results, one requires that: (i) each fi value must be dened
so that it conveys information about only the local environment of group i (i.e. the
environment immediately surrounding the solvent accessible surface of group i), and
(ii) the approach used to determine SASAi and SASAcore must give physically real-
istic results, where the same solute probe size must be used to quantify both SASA
values. The close agreement between the CS-MT and the traditional MT modeling
results obtained in this chapter demonstrate that both conditions (i) and (ii) above
are satised for the analysis approach that we have presented.
The expression for gHE in Eq. 6-B6 in the context of the CS-MT model is directly
analogous to the gHE expression in the traditional MT model of the hydrophobic e¤ect
for aggregates containing solutes that are completely hydrophobic (i.e. aggregates
where no solute heads are present):






gtri + a (6-B8)
where  is the interfacial tension of the aggregate core/water interface, and a is the
area of the hydrophobic core per solute molecule as computed geometrically based on
the volume of the aggregate under the assumption of a perfectly smooth aggregate
surface (see Section 6.3.4). Comparison of Eqs. 6-B6 and 6-B8 shows that, in the
absence of solute heads, the CS-MT and the traditional MT models both include a
term that quanties the free-energy contribution associated with transferring each
hydrophobic group from bulk water to a bulk phase of group i (
Pncore
i=1 gtri), as well as
a term that quanties the free-energy contribution associated with the formation of a
hydrophobic core/water interface. In the CS-MTmodel, this free-energy contribution
is computed using SASA and core, while in the traditional MT model it is computed
using a and .
The CS-MT model and the traditional MT model are not equivalent, however,
for amphiphilic solutes possessing a head and a tail. For such solutes, nhyd is not
equal to ncore, and the CS-MT and traditional MT estimates for the free-energy
contribution associated with transferring each solute from the bulk water state to the
aggregate state will di¤er. In the CS-MT model, each of the hydrophobic groups in
a solute contributes its transfer free energy to gHE to the extent that it is dehydrated,
whereas in the traditional MT model only the hydrophobic groups in the surfactant
tail contribute their transfer free energies to gHE. The CS-MT modeling approach
avoids the all-or-nothing approximation implicit in the traditional MT modeling
approach shown in Eq. 6-B8, in which groups in the head do not contribute at all to
gtr, while groups in the tail contribute fully their individual transfer free energies.
CS-MT and traditional MT model estimates of the free-energy contribution asso-
ciated with the formation of the aggregate core/water interface are also not equivalent
for amphiphilic solutes, because the two models account di¤erently for the presence
of the solute heads at the aggregate core/water interface. For aggregates containing
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amphiphilic solutes, the CS-MT modeling approach provides a way to directly cal-
culate the hydrated SASA for each solute molecule, even when the solute heads are
present, including using this SASA to compute the interfacial free energy. In Section
6.4.5, we argued that when the CS-MT model is used to model amphiphilic solutes,
both contacts with water and with hydrogen-bonding atoms in the solute head should
be counted as hydrating contacts in computing each fi value. On the other hand,
when using the traditional MT model, an assumption must be made about the ex-
tent to which the solute heads shield the aggregate core/water interface from water
contacts. The area screened by a surfactant head is traditionally approximated as
being equal to the cross-sectional area of a single carbon-carbon bond, or approx-
imately 21 Å2 [14]. The validity of this assumption is discussed in greater detail
in Chapter 7. Another di¤erence between the CS-MT model and the traditional
MT model estimates of the free-energy contribution associated with the formation
of the aggregate core/water interface is that the CS-MT modeling approach permits
estimation of the ensemble average of this free-energy contribution. This may be
implemented in the CS-MT modeling approach by analyzing micelle microstructure
and hydration at every snapshot in the molecular dynamics trajectory, and determin-
ing the hydrophobic groups in each amphiphilic solute that are part of the aggregate
core at each instant in time. For solute groups that are part of the aggregate core,
ghydr is calculated using Eq. 6-B2. Determining the hydrophobic groups in each
solute that are part of the aggregate core at any given time may be done in a num-
ber of ways, including comparing each groups fi value to a cuto¤ value of f used
to identify groups that are part of the aggregate core, or determining each groups
position relative to the aggregate core/water interface. An estimate of gHE can then
be made by averaging the ghydr values obtained over the course of the simulation run.
In this manner, the CS-MT model avoids the all-or-nothingapproximation implicit
in the traditional MT modeling approach to compute gint, in which head and tail
assignments must be made, the aggregate core is assumed to contain only tails, and
Eq. 6-B8 is invoked. A nal di¤erence between the way in which the free-energy
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contribution associated with forming the aggregate core/water interface is estimated
in the CS-MT and in the traditional MT modeling approaches is that by using the
results from computer simulations, the CS-MT modeling approach enables estima-
tion of the free-energy contribution associated with the formation of the aggregate
core/water interface over an ensemble average of many di¤erent physically realis-
tic micellar congurations, rather than of the three idealized, static congurations
(a perfect sphere, a perfect cylinder, or a perfect bilayer) that can be successfully
modeled in the traditional MT modeling approach [14]. The manner in which the
traditional MT modeling results for these three idealized geometries are combined to
model: (i) nite cylinders with hemispherical endcaps, and (ii) nite disklike micelles
is discussed in detail in Ref. 32.
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E¤ect: II. A Computer
Simulation/Molecular-
Thermodynamic Model for the
Micellization of Nonionic
Surfactants in Aqueous Solution
7.1 Introduction
In Chapter 6, [1] we developed a computer simulation/molecular-thermodynamic (CS-
MT) modeling approach to better understand and quantify the hydrophobic driving
force for solute (surfactant and solubilizate) aggregate formation in aqueous solution.
As discussed in Chapter 6, a signicant body of literature on traditional MT modeling
has demonstrated its ability to model the micellization behavior of structurally simple
surfactants with quantitative or semi-quantitative accuracy [27]. In the traditional
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MT modeling approach, the free-energy change associated with the formation of the
surfactant aggregate in aqueous solution is expressed as the sum of several free-energy
contributions, all of which can be computed molecularly given the chemical structures
of the various micellar components and the solution conditions. To date, traditional
MT models of micellization and micellar solubilization have relied on relatively simple
approximations for the micellar hydration states of the surfactants and the solubi-
lizates. To extend the applicability of the traditional MT modeling approach to more
chemically and structurally complex surfactants and solubilizates, there is a need to
accurately estimate the hydration states of these solutes in the micellar state. The
CS-MT model represents a novel approach to obtain and analyze this type of hydra-
tion data. With the above in mind, in this chapter, we use the CS-MT model to
predict the micellization behavior of nonionic surfactants that are both simple and
challenging to model using the traditional MT modeling approach.
7.1.1 Review of the CS-MT Model
In the CS-MT model, the free energy of aggregate formation, gform, is computed as
the sum of the following six free-energy contributions [1]:
gform = gdehydr + ghydr + gpack + gst + gelec + gent (7.1)
The physical origin of each of these free-energy contributions can be understood
by representing the process of aggregate formation as a thermodynamic cycle con-
sisting of three separate steps (see Figure 6-2 in Chapter 6). Two of the free-energy
contributions in Eq. 7.1; gdehydr and ghydr, reect the hydrophobic free-energy change
associated with aggregate formation, or the hydrophobic driving force for micelle for-
mation. In the CS-MT modeling approach, both gdehydr and ghydr are computed
using hydration data obtained from computer simulations. The remaining four free-
energy contributions (gpack, gst, gelec, and gent) in Eq. 7.1 are computed in the CS-MT
model in the same manner as they are computed in the traditional MT modeling ap-
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proach [8]. However, the way in which gpack and gst are computed could, in principle,
be informed by the molecular dynamics simulation data. In Chapter 6, we pro-
posed and validated theoretical models to evaluate gdehydr and ghydr. The free-energy





where nhyd is the total number of hydrophobic groups in the solute, fi is the fractional
hydration of group i, and gtri is the free-energy change associated with transferring
group i from the aqueous solution to a bulk phase of solute tails. In Chapter 6, we
justied computing f for each group i as follows:
f =
number of hydrating contacts in the aggregate
number of hydrating contacts in bulk water
(7.3)
where a hydrating contact is dened as a contact with an atom that: (i) forms
hydrogen bonds, or (ii) is capable of co-ordinate (dative-covalent) bonding. Based
on this denition, if a hydrophobic CH2 group is in contact with the oxygen, or with
the hydrogen, atoms of a water molecule, with a positively-charged or a negatively-
charged ion, or with a hydrophilic group in the solute head that is capable of hydrogen
bonding, then the contact is considered hydrating. In Chapter 6, we also justied
the use of a 0.3 nm cuto¤ distance to count the hydrating contacts that occur during
MD simulation.





where ncore is the total number of hydrophobic groups in the solute that adsorb onto,
or penetrate into, the aggregate core, SASAi is the solvent accessible surface area of
group i, and gwci is dened as the di¤erence in the free energy per unit of solvent
accessible surface area associated with the hydration of group i in the micellar state
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and in the aqueous solution.
In Chapter 6, the CS-MT model was used to calculate the free-energy change
associated with the formation of aggregates of octane, of dodecane, and of hexadecane
having various shapes (spheres, cylinders, and slabs) and sizes. In total, ve di¤erent
aggregate geometries were considered for each oil type. To compute gform, fi data
was calculated using information on water contacts obtained by simulating a single
oil molecule in bulk water and by simulating the same oil molecule in an oil aggregate.
Values of gtri were estimated for the CH2 and the CH3 groups in each oil molecule
from aqueous solubility data of linear alkanes. Values of SASAi for the CH2 and the
CH3 groups were estimated using the double cubic lattice method as implemented in
GROMACS and a solvent probe of radius 0.2 nm [9]. We also developed an approach
to theoretically calculate gwci for oil molecules, in which gwci is calculated as the
di¤erence between two microscopic interfacial tensions, or free energies per unit
SASA. For oil molecules, gwci does not depend on i, and is given by [1]:





where core is the microscopic interfacial tension (interfacial free energy per unit
SASA) associated with the aggregate core/water interface, bulk is the microscopic
interfacial tension(interfacial free energy per unit SASA) associated with the group
i (CH2 or CH3)/water interface in the aqueous solution,  is the macroscopic inter-
facial tension of the aggregate core/water interface, Acore is the surface area of the
hydrophobic aggregate core as computed geometrically based on the volume of the
aggregate subject to the assumption of a perfectly smooth aggregate surface, and
SASAcore is the solvent accessible surface area of the hydrophobic aggregate core.
The ratio Acore=SASAcore in Eq. 7.5 was estimated using the following correlation
that was tted based on our computer simulation results for the various oil aggregates
considered [1]:
SASAcore=Acore = 1:740  0:026nt + 0:078C (7.6)
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where nt is the total number of hydrophobic groups in the solute that are part of the
hydrophobic aggregate core, and C is the curvature of the micellar aggregate, which
is dened as 2/lc for spheres, 1/lc for cylinders, and zero for planar interfaces, where
lc is the core-minor radius or planar half-width. In Chapter 6, excellent agreement
between the predictions of the CS-MT model and the traditional MT model was
obtained for gform for each of the 15 oil aggregates modeled, with an average absolute
error of only 1.04% between the two modeling approaches. The very high level of
agreement between the CS-MT and the traditional MTmodeling results demonstrates
the ability of the CS-MT model to quantify the hydrophobic e¤ect for completely
hydrophobic solutes, as well as to calculate gform with a high degree of accuracy.
In Appendix A of Chapter 6, we showed that by combining elements of the CS-
MT model and the traditional MT model, gform can be computed as a function of
aggregate shape and size after performing only two computer simulations: the rst
of the solute in a bulk water environment and the second of the same solute in
an aggregate environment (where the aggregate can have arbitrary shape and size).
Specically, we showed that [1]:
gtr,CS-MT = gdehydr + ghydr   g^int (7.7)
where gtr,CS-MT is the transfer free-energy contribution computed using the CS-MT
modeling approach, and g^int is the traditional MT prediction for the interfacial free-
energy contribution of the simulated micellar aggregate. The free energy of aggregate
formation, gform, for a micelle of a di¤erent shape and size than that at which the
computer simulation data was gathered is then calculated using the following equation
[1]:
gform = gtr,CS-MT + gint + gpack + gst + gelec + gent (7.8)
In Chapter 6, we demonstrated that consistent values of gtr,CS-MT based on hydra-
tion information obtained through computer simulation of oil aggregates of di¤erent
curvatures can be estimated using Eq. 7.7. Using the computed value of gtr,CS-MT,
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we also demonstrated that highly accurate values of gform could be obtained using Eq.
7.8 for each of the 15 oil aggregates considered.
For a micelle of the optimum shape, size, composition (in the case of mixed mi-
celles), and degree of counterion binding (in the case of ionic surfactants), gform has a
minimum value, which we denote as gform. By solving for g

form, the optimal aggregate
shape, S, the optimal core-minor radius, lc , the optimal composition, 
, and the
optimal degree of counterion binding, , can be predicted. In addition, the CMC









where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute temperature.
7.1.2 Modeling Nonionic Surfactant Micellization
In this chapter, we will use the CS-MT modeling approach introduced in Chapter
6 to model the micellization behavior of nonionic surfactants. Although the CS-MT
model enables the prediction of a wide range of solution properties, the CMC has been
selected for prediction and comparison with the experimental CMC data because the
CMC depends exponentially on gform, and as such, it provides a stringent test with
which to evaluate the predictive accuracy of the CS-MT model. We have selected
the following seven nonionic surfactants in order to test and validate the CS-MT
model: octyl glucoside (OG), dodecyl maltoside (DM), octyl sulnyl ethanol (OSE),
decyl methyl sulfoxide (C10SO), decyl dimethyl phosphine oxide (C10PO), dodecyl
octa(ethylene oxide) (C12E8), and decanoyl-n-methylglucamide (MEGA-10). These
seven nonionic surfactants have varying degrees of structural and chemical complexity,
and as such, have allowed us to thoroughly gauge the validity and predictive accuracy
of the CS-MT modeling approach.
In order to use the CS-MT modeling approach in the case of the nonionic sur-
factants considered here, we have made three approximations to calculate gdehydr and
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ghydr in a relatively simple manner. The rst approximation involves the way in which
we estimate gtri to enable the evaluation of gdehydr using Eq. 7.2. The second ap-
proximation involves introducing an approach to determine which surfactant groups
are adsorbed onto, or incorporated within, the micelle core to enable the evaluation
of ghydr using Eq. 7.4. The third approximation involves using the theoretical model
for gwc, given in Eqs. 7.5 and 7.6, which was developed for oil molecules, in the case
of nonionic surfactants (which are amphiphilic solutes). The validity of these three
approximations will be discussed in Section 7.4.
In addition to determining the validity of the CS-MT model in the case of nonionic
surfactants, we will use the detailed hydration information obtained through computer
simulation of nonionic surfactant micelles to quantitatively evaluate several of the
approximations underlying the traditional MT modeling approach. Specically, we
will evaluate: (i) the accuracy of computing the transfer free-energy contribution,
gtr, using the head and tail approximations made in the context of the traditional
MT modeling approach [1], and (ii) the extent to which the surfactant heads shield
the micelle hydrophobic core from hydrating contacts.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.2 describes the
computer simulation approach that we have used, including an overview of the model-
ing approach (Section 7.2.1), the simulation methods and parameters (Section 7.2.2),
and a description of how each system has been prepared and equilibrated (Section
7.2.3). The data analysis method used to analyze the molecular dynamics trajec-
tories is described in Section 7.2.4. In Sections 7.3.1 to 7.3.7, computer simulation
results are presented for each of the seven nonionic surfactants modeled in this chap-
ter. In Section 7.3.8, the accuracy of several approximations made in the traditional
MT modeling approach is determined based on the computer simulation results. In
Section 7.4, the CS-MT model and the traditional MT model are used to model the
micellization behavior of each of the seven nonionic surfactants considered. Finally,
concluding remarks are presented in Section 7.5.
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7.2 Molecular Dynamics Simulations
7.2.1 Modeling Approach
To quantify the hydrophobic driving force associated with the formation of nonionic
surfactant micelles, we have used atomistic-level computer simulations to determine
the change in hydration for each atom (or group of atoms, such as a CH2 group)
upon being transferred from the aqueous solution to the aggregate environment. As
described in Chapter 6, this is accomplished by performing two simulations. The
rst simulation is of a single nonionic surfactant in a simulation cell of water, which
we will refer to hereafter as the bulk water simulation. The second simulation
is of the same nonionic surfactant in a micellar environment, which we will refer to
hereafter as the aggregate simulation. Each aggregate simulation was prepared
by preforming a nonionic micelle at an arbitrary aggregation number. The nonionic
micelle was simulated for 10 to 15 ns, which provides su¢ cient time for the surfactant
molecules within the micelle to rearrange and come to local equilibrium, but does not
provide su¢ cient time for the surfactant molecules to exit the aggregate environment
and enter the aqueous solution. As a result, the computer simulation results do not
permit direct prediction of the optimal micelle shape and size that would be observed
experimentally. However, as shown in Appendix A of Chapter 6, by using the CS-MT
modeling approach, obtaining information about the hydration state of a micelle of
a single shape and size is su¢ cient to allow prediction of the optimal micelle shape
and size.
7.2.2 Simulation Methods and Parameters
The simulation methods and parameters used here are identical to those described in
Chapter 6, where we provided a detailed description of the simulation methodology
[1]. Each of the nonionic surfactants was modeled using the fully atomistic OPLS-
AA force eld [11], and water was modeled using the simple extended point-charge
(SPC/E) model. For the nonionic surfactants OG, DM, and C12E8, atomic charges
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were assigned based on the default atomic charge values recommended in OPLS-AA.
However, because the OSE, C10SO, C10PO, and MEGA-10 surfactant head structures
did not have suggested charges in the OPLS-AA force eld, we estimated the atomic
charges for these heads using the CHelpG algorithm (as implemented in Gaussian
98), in which atomic charges are assigned to t electrostatic potentials at a number
of points on the van der Waals surface [12]. We note that CHelpG was not used
to assign atomic charges for the hydrophobic tails of these four surfactants. In a
separate study, we determined that assigning atomic charges to the CH2 and the
CH3 groups in a linear alkyl chain using CHelpG yields simulation results that are
less physically realistic than those obtained by assigning atomic charges with the
recommended OPLS-AA charges (results not shown).
In two recent publications, we investigated the sensitivity of the head and tail
assignments obtained through computer simulation to the method used to assign
atomic charges [13, 14]. In general, we found that the results are sensitive to the
atomic charges used, and that the charge assignments recommended within the OPLS-
AA force eld yield more reasonable results than those obtained using the CHelpG
algorithm. However, if a specic surfactant or solubilizate does not have suggested
charges in the OPLS-AA force eld, we found that applying the CHelpG approach to
determine charges yields reasonably accurate results.
van der Waals interactions were treated using a cuto¤ distance of 0.9 nm, and
Coulombic interactions were described using 3D particle mesh Ewald (PME) summa-
tion [15,16]. A long-range dispersion correction was implemented to more accurately
calculate the energy and the pressure of the system. In modeling short-ranged,
non-bonded interactions, a neighbor list with a cuto¤ of 0.9 nm was maintained and
updated every 10 simulation steps. Each simulation was carried out with xed bond
lengths using the SHAKE algorithm as implemented in GROMACS [17], which al-
lowed for an increase in simulation timestep from 1 fs to 2 fs.
In each simulation, the cell temperature was maintained at 298.15 K using a
Berendsen temperature coupling algorithm, which mimics weak coupling to an exter-
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nal heat bath with rst-order kinetics [9]. A Berendsen pressure coupling algorithm
was used to maintain each simulation cell at the desired pressure of 1.0 bar [9]. All
simulations were conducted using a 2006 developersversion of the GROMACS soft-
ware package [18,19].
7.2.3 System Preparation and Equilibration
Bulk Water Simulation
The bulk water simulation for each of the nonionic surfactants considered was initial-
ized by placing a single surfactant molecule in a simulation cell and surrounding it
with water molecules. The simulation cell was selected to be su¢ ciently large that
there was always at least 2.0 nm of water separating the surfactant molecule from its
periodic image, where this simulation cell size was justied in Chapter 6 [1]. After
brief equilibration under NPT conditions until the system volume had stabilized, a
2 to 5 ns data-gathering simulation was carried out.
Aggregate Simulation
The method used to carry out each of the surfactant aggregate simulations was more
complex. Each nonionic surfactant micelle was preformed as a spherical aggregate
by placing a number of surfactant molecules in close proximity with each surfactant
head oriented radially outwards from the micelle center. The surfactant molecules
were placed such that the surfactant heads were approximately uniformly spaced at
the micelle surface. Next, su¢ cient water molecules were added around each micelle
such that it was separated by at least 2 nm from its periodic image. A relatively large
simulation cell size was required for C12E8 because of the large size of its polymeric
E8 head. The number of surfactant and water molecules, and the total number of
atoms included in the simulation cell for each nonionic surfactant micelle are listed
in Table 7.1.
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Surfactant No. of Surfactant Molecules No. of Water Molecules Total No. of Atoms
OG 29 3695 12477
DM 45 4283 16494
OSE 25 3750 12125
C12E8 41 15256 49663
C10PO 50 6708 22174
C10SO 50 3510 12380
MEGA-10 42 3351 12531
Table 7.1: The number of surfactant and water molecules and the total number of
atoms corresponding to each of the seven simulated nonionic surfactant micelles.
Selection of the Simulation Geometry At this point, it is worth discussing why
spherical, rather than cylindrical or bilayer, micelles were selected for simulation. As
shown in Appendix A of Chapter 6, any aggregation number and aggregate geometry
(whether spherical, cylindrical, or planar) may be used to obtain hydration informa-
tion for input to the CS-MT modeling approach [1]. An innite cylinder or bilayer
can be modeled in a computationally e¢ cient manner by simulating only a small
cross section of the cylinder or the bilayer. We have selected spherical geometries for
simulation, however, because carrying out physically realistic cylindrical and bilayer
simulations requires that each surfactant molecule has a physically realistic area avail-
able to it at the micelle core/water interface (which we will refer to hereafter as a) for
the simulated micelles to remain stable. The equilibrium area per surfactant head
in a micelle results from a complex interplay of forces (including steric, electrostatic,
van der Waals, and hydrogen bonding interactions). If a for a preformed spherical
micelle is too small, then, the micelle will simply become somewhat ellipsoidal during
simulation. On the other hand, if a for a preformed cylindrical or bilayer micelle
is too small, the simulation cell dimensions must either be allowed to expand or the
micelle will buckle during the simulation and may break apart. If a is much larger
than the experimental value, a spherical micelle will remain stable on the simulation
timescales involved in CS-MTmodeling, but a cylindrical micelle or bilayer may break
up to form smaller spherical or ellipsoidal aggregates during simulation. In addition
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to these stability concerns, we note that if a is very di¤erent from the experimental
value, we expect that Eqs. 7.7 and 7.8, in which gtr,CS-MT is assumed to be constant
and not to be a function of micelle shape and size, may not be valid.
An appropriate value of a for each surfactant molecule in a cylindrical or planar
aggregate can be determined through computer simulation by performing constant
volume simulations of a number of cylindrical or planar aggregates preformed with
di¤erent a values, and using the computer simulation results to identify the value
of a that yields the minimum energy of interface formation. Such an approach
was implemented recently by Jang et al. in determining an appropriate a value
for simulation of Newton black lms [20]. An alternative approach to ensure that
cylindrical or bilayer micelles are simulated with a reasonable value of a for each
surfactant head is to preform the micelle at an arbitrary value of a per surfactant
molecule, but then allow the simulation cell dimensions to change during simulation
subject to physically realistic boundary conditions. Unfortunately, such boundary
conditions are di¢ cult to determine. The appropriate boundary condition to use
parallel to the axis of a cylindrical micelle, or parallel to the surface of a bilayer
micelle, is a surface tension that provides a post-equilibration value of a which is
similar to the one that would be observed experimentally. Particularly in the case
of bilayer simulations, one might assume that macroscopic surface tension data could
be used to infer the appropriate surface tension value for use during simulation.
However, it is known that macroscopically observed surface tensions are di¢ cult to
predict accurately from a microscopic simulation [21, 22]. A major reason for this
is that long (micron) wavelength undulations are not included in nanometer-scale
simulation results. Other researchers have commented on this limitation, and used it
to justify applying non-zero surface tensions in accid lipid bilayer simulations where
the appropriate macroscopic surface tension is arguably zero [22]. Accordingly, a
macroscopic surface tension is not likely to be appropriate for use as a boundary
condition during cylindrical or bilayer micelle simulation.
Clearly, the simulation of cylindrical or bilayer aggregates introduces complica-
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tions that are not present during simulation of spherical aggregates. With these
complications in mind, we chose to preform each surfactant micelle in a spherical
geometry in aqueous solution. Each of the nonionic surfactant micelles was con-
structed with an aggregation number su¢ ciently small to ensure that it would exist
as a spherical aggregate during simulation. For several surfactants (OG, DM, C12E8,
and MEGA-10), this was accomplished by estimating the expected aggregation num-
ber of a spherical micelle given the head area and tail volume of each surfactant
molecule [23]. For other surfactants (OSE, C10PO, and C10SO), the surfactant head
area is su¢ ciently small that we would expect them to form cylindrical micelles with
a potentially large aggregation number [23]. Therefore, for each of these three sur-
factants, spherical micelles were preformed with an aggregation number that was
selected arbitrarily.
Micelle Equilibration After preforming each spherical micelle, an energy mini-
mization was conducted to remove close contacts. Next, an extended equilibration
run under NPT conditions was conducted for 10 ns. Results by other researchers
when conducting atomistic-level simulations of micelles in aqueous solution suggest
that a simulation time of 10 ns should be more than adequate to equilibrate a spherical
micelle [24]. One measure of equilibration for micellar systems is whether or not each
group in a surfactant molecule has come to an equilibrium distance from the micelle
center-of-mass. Bruce et al. have reported that sodium counterions are the slowest
component of an SDS surfactant/water system to come to an equilibrium distance
from the SDS micelle center-of-mass, taking only about 1 ns to equilibrated [24]. For
the nonionic surfactants considered here, no counterions were present. Equilibration
was conrmed from our simulation results by monitoring the total potential energy
(which became stable during a small fraction of the total simulation time) and the
solvent accessible surface area (SASA) of the micelle, where SASA was computed
using the double cubic lattice method as implemented in GROMACS. The solvent
accessible surface was traced out by a probe sphere of radius 0.2 nm (as justied in
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Chapter 6) [1] that was rolled around each molecule within the aggregate to iden-
tify the solvent accessible region [9]. We consider SASA to be the most important
metric to measure equilibration because this property is directly proportional to the
degree of hydration of the micelle, and obtaining accurate hydration information is
the central objective of our computer simulations. Plots of the SASA proles for
three representative nonionic surfactants (DM, C12E8, and MEGA-10) during equili-
bration are shown in Figure 7-1. The SASA values reported in Figure 7-1 for each
surfactant have been normalized by the average SASA value for that surfactant to
facilitate comparison of the results. The lack of noticeable drift in SASA towards
the end of the 10 ns equilibration simulation run conrms that water contact data
gathered during the subsequent 5 ns of data gathering should be representative of the
hydration state of the micelle in its equilibrium conguration. Plots of the normal-
ized SASA values over the course of the 5 ns data-gathering simulation runs for each
surfactant are presented in Appendix A.
Snapshots of the post-equilibration congurations of each simulated nonionic mi-
celle are shown in Figure 7-2. Each surfactant molecule is depicted using the van der
Waals radius of each atom. For clarity, the water molecules are not shown.
7.2.4 Data Analysis Method
To quantify the degree of hydration of each atom (or group of atoms) in the surfactant
molecule during the bulk water simulation, the number of contacts with hydrogen-
bonding or with co-ordinate (dative-covalent) bonding atoms per timestep experi-
enced by each atom was counted over the course of a simulation run, as justied
in Chapter 6 [1]. For the nonionic surfactants considered in this chapter, contacts
with both water atoms and with hydrogen-bonding surfactant headgroups have been
counted as contributing to hydration. In analyzing our simulation data, a contact
was dened as two atoms separated by less than 0.3 nm (the cuto¤distance) at
any time during the simulation. The average number of contacts is directly propor-


























Figure 7-1: Solvent accessible surface area (SASA) normalized by the average value
of SASA as a function of simulation time for micelles of three representative non-





























































































Figure 7-2: Snapshots of the post-equilibration structures of the seven simulated
micelles considered here. The water molecules are not shown for clarity.
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the cuto¤ distance. The degree of hydration of the surfactant molecules during the
aggregate simulations was quantied in the same manner and with the same 0.3 nm
cuto¤ distance used in analyzing the results of the bulk water simulation. From
the contacts data obtained in this manner, we computed f , the fractional degree of
hydration of each surfactant atom (or group of atoms), which is the key computer
simulation input to the CS-MT model (see Eq. 7.3).
Although a cuto¤ of 0.3 nm was used to determine the hydration data for CS-MT
modeling (which includes only f values for CH, CH2, and CH3 groups), a cuto¤ of 0.5
nm was used to generate the hydration plots presented in Section 7.3. Using a larger
cuto¤ when generating the hydration plots improved the statistics of the f values
obtained for several of the large atoms present in the surfactant heads (including
nitrogen, sulfur, phosphorous, and oxygen).
An estimate of the standard error in f for each group of atoms in the surfactant
molecule was made through block averaging, a useful approach to analyze correlated
data [2527]. A detailed discussion of this error analysis approach was presented in
Chapter 6 [1]. Data-gathering simulation runs for each surfactant molecule in the
bulk water and in the aggregate states were conducted for su¢ cient time to ensure
that the uncertainty in each calculated value of f was small  typically less than
5%.
7.3 Simulation Results and Discussion
In this section, computer simulation results for fractional hydration are presented for
each of the seven nonionic surfactants considered in this chapter. In addition to the f
values computed using Eq. 7.3, two other fractional hydration values were computed:
(i) f values in which the only contacts in the aggregate state that were counted as
hydrating were water contacts (denoted as fwater), and (ii) f values in which the only
contacts in the aggregate state that were counted as hydrating were contacts with
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hydrogen-bonding groups in the surfactant heads (denoted as fhead), where:
f = fwater + fhead (7.10)
We have computed values of fwater and fhead to gain insight into: (i) the extent
to which contacts with hydrophilic groups in the head contribute to the hydration of
hydrophobic atoms in each surfactant head and tail, and (ii) to determine whether f
or fwater values are most appropriate to use in the CS-MT modeling approach. We
can evaluate (i) based on the hydration results for each surfactant presented in this
section (see Figures 7-3 to 7-9). We will discuss (ii) in greater detail in Section 7.4.10,
where CS-MT modeling results obtained using f and fwater values will be compared.
7.3.1 Octyl Glucoside (OG)
The fractional degree of hydration of OG is plotted as a function of group number
in Figure 7-3. Three di¤erent fractional hydration proles (f , fwater, and fhead) are
shown in the gure. Hydrophilic and hydrophobic groups that are considered to be



























results) that are much larger than the f values of groups in the OG tail
(groups 13 to 20). However, to some extent, each group in the OG head is partially
dehydrated and has an f value that is less than 1.0. The average f value of the
groups in the OG head is 0.69. Clearly, the approximation made in traditional MT
modeling that the surfactant head remains completely hydrated is not very accurate,
although we note that for simple surfactants, the traditional MT modeling approach
yields quantitatively, or semi-quantitatively, accurate predictions of the micellization
behavior [2,3,8,10].
The f results in Figure 7-3 show that the degree of dehydration of the groups
in the surfactant head is a function of their distance from the surfactant tail. For
example, oxygen atom 12 (closest to the tail) has an f value of 0.4, while oxygen














































Figure 7-3: The average fractional degree of hydration, f , as dened in Eq. 7.3, for
each of the groups in octyl glucoside (OG). Results are reported for fractional hy-
dration values computed based on counting contacts with water and with hydrogen-






















































), nd for fractional hydration values based on counting contacts



























Water + He d
Water
Head). The chemical structure associated with each group is identied in the
schematic of the molecule shown below the fractional hydration plot. The error bars
shown correspond to the standard error of the mean.
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in the surfactant tail is a function of their distance from the surfactant head. For
example, the CH2 group closest to the head (group 13) has an f value of 0.41, while
the next CH2 group (group 14) has an f value of 0.25. The average f value of the
groups in the OG tail is 0.24.
Although most of the hydrating contacts experienced by the atoms in the OG tail
are made with water, these atoms also make a signicant number of contacts with
hydrogen-bonding atoms in the OG head (groups 1, 3, 5, 7, 10, and 12). The average





















































Water + He d
Water
Head) of the groups in the OG tail is 0.07. Clearly, the value of gtr,CS-MT that
is computed in the CS-MT model will depend strongly on whether or not hydrogen
bonding atoms in the surfactant head are modeled as contributing to hydration, or
in other words, on whether f or fwater are used in Eqs. 7.2 and 7.4.
7.3.2 Dodecyl Maltoside (DM)
The fractional degree of hydration of DM is plotted as a function of group number
in Figure 7-4. Three di¤erent fractional hydration proles (f , fwater, and fhead) are















































































W ter + Head
Water
Head) that are observed for OG are observed for DM. It is
interesting to note, however, that the average f value of the groups in the DM tail
(groups 24 to 35) is 0.19, which is signicantly lower than the average f value of the
groups in the OG tail (0.24). The DM tail is most likely less hydrated than the OG
tail, on average, because the simulated DM micelle has a larger lc value than the OG
micelle, imparting to the hydrophobic core a lower surface area to volume ratio. The
average f value of the groups in the DM head (groups 1 to 20) is 0.71, which is very
similar to that of the OG head (0.69).
An interesting di¤erence between the fhead proles for OG and DM is that the
average value of fhead for groups in the second ring structure in the DM head (groups
13 to 22), at 0.16, is signicantly larger than the average value of fhead in the rst































































Figure 7-4: The average fractional degree of hydration, f , as dened in Eq. 7.3,
for each of the groups in dodecyl maltoside (DM). Results are reported for frac-
tional hydration values computed based on counting contacts with water and with
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Water + H ad
Water
Head). The chemical structure associated with each group is identied
in the schematic of the molecule shown below the fractional hydration plot. The
error b rs shown correspond to the standard error of the mean.
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the average value of fhead for the ring structure of the OG head (groups 1 to 11), at
0.08. The larger values of fhead experienced by groups 13 to 22 is most likely due
to these groups being exposed to a higher concentration of hydrogen-bonding head
groups than groups 1 to 11 in OG or in DM. Inspection of the contacts data shows
that although head contacts account for only 28% of the total hydrating contacts
in OG, they account for 35% of the total hydrating contacts in DM. From these
observations, the use of fwater values, rather than of f values, in Eqs. 7.2 and 7.4 for
CS-MT modeling is expected to have an even greater e¤ect on the modeling results
for DM than for OG.
7.3.3 Octyl Sulnyl Ethanol (OSE)
Fractional degree of hydration results (f , fwater, and fhead) for OSE are plotted as


























results) for the OSE head (0.73), is similar to that for the OG and the DM heads
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Head) for OSE
(0.04) is smaller than that for OG (0.08) and for DM (0.11). This could be due to a
lower concentration of hydrogen bonding groups at the OSE micelle surface and/or
to a lower a¢ nity of the hydrogen bonding groups for each other. The average value
of f for the OSE tail groups (0.33) is more similar to that of OG (0.24) than to that
of DM (0.19). It is interesting to note that the average value of f for the OSE tail
groups is higher than that for the OG tail groups, indicating that the OSE micelle
core is more hydrated than the OG micelle core, despite the fact that the simulated
OSE micelle has a slightly smaller micelle core (lc = 1.13 nm) than the simulated OG
micelle (lc = 1.19 nm). This comparatively high degree of hydration is due to the
relatively large f values observed for hydrophobic groups 5, 6, and 7 in OSE relative
to groups 13, 14, and 15 in OG.
It is interesting to note that the f values of groups 2 and 3, which are hydrophobic,
are larger than that of group 4, which is hydrophilic. Clearly, the position of a group






































Figure 7-5: The average fractional degree of hydration, f , as dened in Eq. 7.3,
for each of the groups in octyl sulnyl ethanol (OSE). Results are reported for
fractional hydration values computed based on counting contacts with water and with
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Water
Head). The chemical structure associated with each group is identied
in the schematic of the molecule shown below the fractional hydration plot. The
error b rs shown correspond to the standard error of the mean.
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to its chemical identity, is of importance in determining the degree of dehydration
that it experiences upon micelle formation.
7.3.4 Decyl Dimethyl Phosphine Oxide (C10PO)
Fractional degree of hydration results (f , fwater, and fhead) for C10PO are plotted as
a function of group number in Figure 7-6. The average f values of the C10PO head



























results). The degree of hydration of the C10PO head is
higher than that observed in OG, DM, and OSE. It is interesting to note that groups
1, 2, and 3 have similar f values despite the hydrophobic character of groups 1 and 2.
In addition, the average f value of the C10PO tail groups (0.26) is signicantly larger
than that of the DM tail groups (0.19), despite the fact that the simulated C10PO
micelle is somewhat smaller (lc = 1.52) than the simulated DM micelle (lc = 1.56).
This comparatively high degree of hydration is due to the relatively large f values
observed for hydrophobic groups 4, 5, and 6 in C10PO relative to groups 24, 25, and
26 in DM.
7.3.5 Decyl Methyl Sulfoxide (C10SO)
Fractional degree of hydration results (f , fwater, and fhead) for C10SO are plotted as


























results) of the C10SO head groups (groups 1 and 2) and of the C10SO tail groups
(groups 3 to 12) are 0.76 and 0.29, respectively. In contrast to the results obtained
for CH3 groups 1 and 2 in C10PO, the hydrophobic CH3 group 1 in C10SO has a
lower f value than the hydrophilic groups in the head (groups 3 and 2 for C10PO
and C10SO, respectively). This di¤erence between C10PO and C10SO may reect
di¤erences in the atomic charges of the two surfactant heads. Despite the supercial
chemical similarity of these two head groups, the atomic charges predicted using the








































Figure 7-6: The average fractional degree of hydration, f , as dened in Eq. 7.3,
for each of the groups in decyl dimethyl phosphine oxide (C10PO). Results are re-
ported for fractional hydration values computed based on counting contacts with wa-



























), for fractional hydration values based on counting contacts only with water


























), nd for fractional hydration values based on





























Head). The chemical structure associated with each group is
identied in the schematic of the molecule shown below the fractional hydration plot.
The error bars shown correspond to the standard error of the mean.
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distribution that makes its dipole moment roughly twice as large as that of C10SO.
Di¤erences in the hydration proles of the C10PO and the C10SO tails could be due
both to di¤erences in the head atomic charges and to di¤erences in the shape and
size of the two surfactant heads.
7.3.6 Dodecyl Octa(Ethylene Oxide) (C12E8)
Fractional degree of hydration results (f , fwater, and fhead) for C12E8 are plotted as a



























of the C12E8 head groups (groups 1 to 25) and of the C12E8 tail groups (groups
26 to 37) are 0.81 and 0.17, respectively. The small average degree of hydration
of the hydrophobic core can be explained by the relatively large size of the micelle
hydrophobic core (lc = 1.51 nm), which is similar to that of the simulated DM micelle
(lc = 1.56 nm).
Because C12E8 and DM both have relatively large heads and the same hydrocarbon
tail length, it is instructive to compare the fractional hydration results for C12E8 and
DM. The most striking di¤erence between the fractional hydration proles of C12E8




























Head) observed for the C12E8 head groups.
The average value of fhead for the C12E8 head groups (groups 1 to 25), which have
an average value of 0.04, is signicantly smaller than the average value of fhead for
the DM head groups (0.12). A possible explanation for this di¤erence is that the
hydrogen-bonding groups in the C12E8 head are not as attracted to each other as are
the head groups in DM. The DM head contains both hydrogen bond donors and
acceptors, while the C12E8 head contains several hydrogen bond acceptors but only
a single hydrogen bond donor (OH group 1). Therefore, a DM head is capable of
forming hydrogen bonds with both water and with other DM heads, while a C12E8
head primarily forms hydrogen bonds with water, a di¤erence which is expected to







































Figure 7-7: The average fractional degree of hydration, f , as dened in Eq. 7.3,
for each of the groups in decyl ethyl sulfoxide (C10SO). Results are reported for
fractional hydration values computed based on counting contacts with water and with






















































), and for fractional hydration values based on counting



























Water + H ad
Water
Head). The chemical structure associated with each group is identied
in the schematic of the molecule shown below the fractional hydration plot. The




































































Figure 7-8: The average fractional degree of hydration, f , as dened in Eq. 7.3, for
each of the groups in dodecyl octa(ethylene oxide) (C12E8). Results are reported for
fractional hydration values computed based on counting contacts with water and with






















































), and for fractional hydration values based on counting



























Water + H ad
Water
Head). The chemical structure associated with each group is identied
in the schematic of the molecule shown below the fractional hydration plot. The
error b rs shown correspond to the standard error of the mean.
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7.3.7 Decanoyl-n-Methylglucamide (MEGA-10)
Fractional degree of hydration results (f , fwater, and fhead) for MEGA-10 are plotted as



























of the groups in the MEGA-10 tail (groups 16 to 24) is 0.21, which is somewhat smaller
than those in OG (0.24) and in OSE (0.33). The average f value of the remaining





























for the MEGA-10 head groups are more similar to those of OG and DM than to that
of C12E8: This can be understood by noting that the head structure of MEGA-10,
like those of OG and DM, contains both hydrogen bond donors and acceptors.
MEGA-10 is di¢ cult to model using the traditional MT modeling approach be-
cause it has a hydrophilic nitrogen atom (group 15) surrounded by three hydrophobic
groups (CH2 group 11, CH3 group 12, and carbonyl groups 13 and 14). A logical
starting point for traditional MT modeling would be to identify groups 16 to 24 to
be the MEGA-10 tail, and to model each of the remaining groups as being part of
the MEGA-10 head. By so doing, of course, the approximation is made that all the
MEGA-10 head groups (including groups 11, 12, 13, and 14) remain fully hydrated in
the micellar state. The hydration results presented in Figure 7-9 clearly show that
this is indeed an approximation, and that because of their hydrophobic nature and
location within the molecule, groups 11, 12, and 13 are signicantly more dehydrated
than other hydrophilic or hydrophobic groups in the MEGA-10 head. In Section
7.4.9, we will compare the CMC predicted with the CS-MT model with the CMC
predicted by the traditional MT model, and test the assumption that groups 16 to
24 are part of the MEGA-10 tail.
7.3.8 Evaluation of Approximations Made in Traditional Mo-
lecular-Thermodynamic Modeling
The accuracy of two approximations made in traditional MT modeling to quantify the






















































Figure 7-9: The average fractional degree of hydration, f , as dened in Eq. 7.3,
for each of the groups in decanoyl-n-methylglucamide (MEGA-10). Results are
reported for fractional hydration values computed based on counting contacts with



























), for fractional hydration values based on counting contacts only with water


























), nd for fractional hydration values based on





























Head). The chemical structure associated with each group is
identied in the schematic of the molecule shown below the fractional hydration plot.
The error bars shown correspond to the standard error of the mean.
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simulation data presented above. These include: (i) the accuracy of using surfactant
head and tail assignments to compute gtr, and (ii) the extent to which surfactant heads
shield the micelle core from hydrating contacts.
Accuracy of Computing gtr using the Head and Tail Approximation
As discussed in detail in Chapter 6 [1], in traditional MT modeling, the hydrophobic
contribution to micelle formation is computed as the sum of two free-energy contri-
butions: the transfer free-energy contribution, gtr, and the interfacial free-energy
contribution, gint. A key assumption underlying the traditional MT modeling ap-
proach to compute gtr is that the presence of the surfactant head at one end of the
surfactant tail does not a¤ect the change in hydration experienced by each group in
the surfactant tail as it is transfered from the aqueous solution to a bulk solution
of surfactant tails. By making this approximation, gtr may be computed as if the
surfactant heads are not present.
However, in practice, changes in the hydration state of the surfactant tail that
occur upon its transfer to a bulk phase of tails are a¤ected by the nature of the
surfactant head attached to it. This can be shown by comparing hydration data for
an oil molecule in bulk water to that of a surfactant tail in bulk water. We have
computed the average number of hydrating contacts (as dened in Section 7.2.4) in
bulk aqueous solution for each CH2 and CH3 group in hexadecane, as well as for
those in the linear alkyl tails of several representative nonionic surfactants with tails
containing either 8 or 12 CHx (x = 2 or 3) groups. A cuto¤ of 0.3 nm was used to
dene hydrating contacts. In Figure 7-10, plots of hydrating contacts as a function
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Head). In Figure 7-10, group 1 for OG and OSE is
dened as the CH2 group adjacent to the surfactant head, and group 8 for OG, OSE,
and hexadecane corresponds to the terminal CH3 group of each alkyl chain. In Figure
7-11, plots of hydrating contacts as a function of group number in the bulk aqueous
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In Figure 7-11, group 1 for the surfactants is dened as the CH2 group adjacent to
the surfactant head, and group 12 for the surfactants and for hexadecane corresponds
to the terminal CH3 group of each alkyl chain. Note that we have not compared
the OG and the OSE results with octane hydration data, or the DM and the C12E8
results with dodecane hydration data, because group 1 for each surfactant is a CH2
group, rather than a CH3, group. The hydration data presented in Figures 7-10
and 7-11 for the surfactants and hexadecane enable us to compare the hydration of
chemically identical hydrophobic groups. The error bars shown in Figures 7-10 and
7-11 represent standard errors of the mean.
A comparison of the hydration proles for OG, OSE, DM, and C12E8 with cor-
responding groups in hexadecane clearly shows that the surfactant head type has an
e¤ect on the hydration state of the adjacent CH2 group in aqueous solution. In ad-
dition, our results show that the presence of the surfactant head a¤ects the hydration
states of a signicant number of hydrophobic groups further down each linear alkyl
chain (groups 2 and 3 for OG, DM, and C12E8; and groups 2 to 6 for OSE). The total
number of hydrating contacts experienced by groups 1 to 8 of OG and OSE is 6.3%
larger and 5.16% smaller, respectively, than those experienced by the 8 correspond-
ing groups in hexadecane. The total number of hydrating contacts experienced by
groups 1 to 12 of DM and C12E8 is 4.2% larger and 10.1% greater, respectively, than
those experienced by the 12 corresponding groups in hexadecane.
Because the extent of hydration of the surfactant tail in the bulk water reference
state is a¤ected by the type of surfactant head, it follows that the change in hydration
incurred upon transfer of the surfactant tail to a bulk phase of tails is a¤ected by
the type of surfactant head. The assumption made in traditional MT modeling in
computing gtr that every tail group is dehydrated to the same degree as a tail with
no attached head is clearly an approximation [2, 8]. Nevertheless, it is important


































Figure 7-10: The number of hydrating contacts, as dened in the text, experienced

















































































Head). The rst group
listed for each surfactant corresponds to the CH2 group adjacent to the tails point of
attachment to the surfactant head, and the last group listed for all three alkyl chains
corresponds to the terminal CH3 group. The error bars shown correspond to the


































Figure 7-11: The number of hydrating contacts, as dened in the text, experienced in


















































































rst group listed for each surfactant corresponds to the CH2 group adjacent to the
tails point of attachment to the surfactant head, and the last group listed for all
three alkyl chains corresponds to the terminal CH3 group. The error bars shown
cor espond to the standard error of the mean.
or semi-quantitatively, accurate predictions of the micellization behavior of relatively
simple nonionic surfactants [2, 8]. Accordingly, the hydration approximations that
are made in traditional MT modeling to compute gtr appear reasonable in the absence
of detailed hydration data. The CS-MT modeling approach, however, eliminates the
need to make such approximations by computing the changes in hydration that occur
upon micelle formation directly from molecular dynamics simulation results.
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E¤ect of the Surfactant Heads on Aggregate Core Hydration
The interfacial free-energy contribution, gint, reects the free-energy penalty associ-
ated with forming the micelle core/water interface, and is computed in the context of
traditional MT modeling using a micelle core/water interfacial tension. Specically,
gint is computed as follows [1]:
gint = (a  a0) (7.11)
where a is the area per surfactant molecule at the micelle core/water interface, a0 is
the interfacial area that is screened by each surfactant head, and  is a composition-
weighted average of the curvature-corrected interfacial tension between water and a
bulk phase of hydrophobic tails (for complete details, see Chapter 6). In our past
work, we have estimated a0 as being equal to 21 Å2 for every surfactant head in the
micelle [8], an area which is equal to the cross-sectional area of a linear alkyl chain.
Nagarajan et al. have modeled a0 as being equal to the smaller of two areas  the
cross-sectional area of a linear alkyl chain (21 Å2) or the cross-sectional area of the
surfactant head.
The curvature-dependent interfacial tension of a surfactant tail of type j in the







where 0;j is the interfacial tension of component j at a at interface with water
(typically around 50 mN/m for hydrocarbons),  is the Tolman distance, and S is
a shape factor that is equal to 3 for spheres, 2 for cylinders, and 1 for disks or
bilayers. The estimation of 0;j for alkyl chains of varying length and as a function
of temperature, as well as the estimation of the Tolman distance, ; were discussed
in detail in Chapter 6 [1].
The simulation data reported in Sections 7.3.1 to 7.3.7 can be used to evaluate how
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physically reasonable Eq. 7.11 is as implemented in the context of the traditional MT
modeling approach. By comparing simulation results for the small spherical octane
aggregate (see Chapter 6) [1] with those for the OG and the OSE micelles, as well as
simulation results for the large spherical dodecane aggregate (see Chapter 6) [1] with
those for the DM and the C12E8 micelles, it is possible to comment on the extent
to which the surfactant heads shield the micelle hydrophobic core from hydrating
contacts. These two oil aggregates have been selected for comparison because their
surface areas are similar to those of the simulated micelles. Table 7.2 reports the
total number of hydrating contacts, Ncont, for octane, OG, OSE, dodecane, DM, and
C12E8 in the aggregate state on a per molecule basis. To allow direct comparison
of the results for the oil aggregates and for the micelles, Ncont for OG and OSE were
computed by scaling the OG and the OSE hydrating contact results by

Acore,m ic
Acore, o ct agg

;
where Acore,mic is the surface area of the surfactant micelle core and Acore,oct agg is the
surface area of the octane aggregate, to correct for di¤erences in aggregate surface
area. We consider scaling based on surface area to be appropriate because hydrating
contacts should be approximately proportional to the exposed surface area. Similarly,






; where Acore,dod agg is the surface area of the dodecane
aggregate. Table 7.2 also reports the di¤erence between the number of hydrating
contacts for OG or OSE and the number of hydrating contacts for octane, as well as
the di¤erence between the number of hydrating contacts for DM or C12E8 and the
number of hydrating contacts for dodecane, as (Ncont   Ncont,oil agg). The decrease
in the number of hydrating contacts observed for each surfactant micelle relative to
the corresponding value for each oil aggregate can be used to infer the area at the
micelle core/water interface that is e¤ectively shielded from hydrating contacts by
the surfactant heads. These results are reported in Table 7.2 as the shielded area
values. The average of these shielded area values (21.85 Å2) is very similar to the
shielded area value used in traditional MT modeling (21 Å2). However, inspection of
the shielded area results reveals that the shielded area varies signicantly among the
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Ncont Ncont  Ncont,oil agg Shielded Area [Å2]
Octane 18.25 0.00 N/A
OG 10.65 -7.61 31.22
OSE 15.28 -2.97 12.19
Dodecane 18.97 0.00 N/A
DM 12.14 -6.83 26.99
C12E8 14.66 -4.31 17.03
Table 7.2: Simulation results for the number of hydrating contacts (Ncont) on a per
oil or surfactant molecule basis experienced by: octane, octyl glucoside (OG), octyl
sulnyl ethanol (OSE), dodecane, dodecyl maltoside (DM), and dodecyl octa(ethylene
oxide) (C12E8) in the aggregate environment. The octane results correspond to the
results for a spherical octane aggregate of aggregation number 25 (see article I) [1].
The dodecane results correspond to a spherical dodecane aggregate of aggregation
number 33 (see article I) [1]. As described in the text, hydrating contacts results for
each micelle have been scaled by the ratio of the micelle core area to the area of either
the octane or the dodecane oil aggregate. The change in the number of hydrating
contacts relative to the corresponding oil aggregate (Ncont   Ncont,oil agg) is also
listed, again on a per oil or per surfactant molecule basis. The Shielded Area
reported for the surfactant micelles corresponds to the area at the micelle core/water
interface that is e¤ectively shielded from hydrating contacts by the surfactant heads.
surfactants considered. The shielded area calculated for OSE, for example, at 12.19
Å2, is less than half of the shielded area calculated for OG (31.22 Å2). An advantage
of the CS-MT modeling approach is that it permits estimation of the hydrophobic
contribution to gform (as reected in gdehyd+ ghyd) without making any assumptions
about the e¤ect of the surfactant heads on the hydration state of the micelle core.
7.4 Molecular-ThermodynamicModeling Based on
Computer Simulation Inputs
7.4.1 Using the CS-MT Modeling Approach to Predict Sur-
factant Micellization Behavior
As stressed in Chapter 6, using the CS-MT modeling approach to quantify the hy-
drophobic e¤ect for oil aggregates in water is less challenging than using it to model
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surfactant micellization. Indeed, in surfactant micellization, the presence of the sur-
factant heads at the aggregate core/water interface introduces several complications
that are absent in the oil aggregate case. To deal with these complications, we will
make a number of simplifying approximations. Following a description of these ap-
proximations in Sections 7.4.1 and 7.4.1, we will use the CS-MT model to predict
gform and the CMC for each of the seven nonionic surfactants discussed in Section
7.3. Although the CS-MT model enables the prediction of a variety of micellar
solution properties from gform (including micelle shape, size, and composition), the
surfactant CMC was selected for prediction and comparison with experimental CMC
data because the CMC depends exponentially on gform, and as such, it provides a
stringent quantative test with which to evaluate the predictive accuracy of the CS-
MT model. The CMCs predicted by the CS-MT model will be compared both with
the CMCs predicted by the traditional MT model and with the experimental CMC
values. In addition, the accuracy of the approximations made in implementing the
CS-MT model will be discussed in the context of the CS-MT and the traditional MT
modeling results.
Estimation of gdehydr
When using the CS-MT model to quantify the hydrophobic e¤ect, Eq. 7.2 is used
for every hydrophobic group in the surfactant molecule, regardless of whether the
hydrophobic group is part of the surfactant head or the surfactant tail. Accordingly,
every hydrophobic group in the surfactant molecule contributes to the hydrophobic
driving force for micelle formation to the extent that the group is dehydrated upon
micelle formation. To implement Eq. 7.2, therefore, suitable values of gtri must be
estimated for every hydrophobic group in the surfactant molecule.
In traditional MT modeling, only the surfactant tails are considered to be dehy-
drated upon micelle formation. In that case, the transfer free-energy contribution,
gtr, of these tails can be estimated in a straightforward manner using experimental
tail solubility data, or a theoretical estimate of tail solubility made using a group-
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contribution approach (see Chapter 6 for a detailed discussion) [1]. Similarly, in
CS-MT modeling, gtri values of hydrophobic groups in the surfactant tail can be de-
termined from an estimate of the solubility of group i in water. Suitable gtri values
of hydrophobic groups in the surfactant head are more di¢ cult to estimate. De-
hydration of the surfactant heads upon micelle formation may result from solvent
exclusion by other surfactant heads, from contact with hydrophobic groups in other
surfactant heads, and from contact with the micelle hydrophobic core. Due to the
highly anisotropic nature of the micelle core/water interfacial region, it is di¢ cult to
assign suitable gtri values associated with transfer from bulk water to this interfacial
environment because the required experimental solubility data is not available. To
the best of our knowledge, there are no simple theoretical approaches to predict gtri
between bulk water and such a complex, anisotropic environment. A second compli-
cation in estimating gtri values for groups in the surfactant head results from the fact
that the hydrophobicity of hydrophobic groups in the surfactant head may be a¤ected
by their being bonded to hydrophilic groups. In molecular mechanics forceelds, the
chemical e¤ect of being bonded to a hydrophilic group is captured by the fact that
the atomic charge of each atom in a molecule is a function of its adjacent atoms [11].
For example, in the OPLS-AA forceeld, the net atomic charge assigned to the CH2
group in poly(ethylene oxide) is 0.1 jej (where e is the charge of an electron), which
di¤ers from the net charge of 0 jej assigned to a CH2 group bonded to alkyl groups.
With the above complications in mind, in order to implement the CS-MT model
in a straightforward manner, in this chapter, we make the approximation that the gtri
values of hydrophobic groups in the surfactant head are identical to the gtri values of
the same hydrophobic groups in the surfactant tail. We anticipate that implementing
the CS-MT model in this approximate way should yield an improvement over the
traditional MT modeling approach for many surfactants. In the traditional MT
modeling approach, hydrophobic groups in the surfactant head do not contribute at
all to the hydrophobic driving force for micelle formation. However, it is important to
note that obtaining better estimates of gtri for hydrophobic groups in the surfactant
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head represents an important area for future research in order to improve the accuracy
of the CS-MT model.
For the seven nonionic surfactants modeled here, we only need to consider CH,
CH2, and CH3 hydrophobic groups. Accordingly, to implement the CS-MT model,
gtri values for CH2 and CH3 were estimated using the same solubility correlations for
linear alkyl tails that are used in traditional MT modeling [32]. The gtri value for
CH was estimated using solubility data for branched alkyl tails [33].
Estimation of ghydr
In Chapter 6, we presented an approach to theoretically estimate ghydr for oil mole-
cules. In our model for ghydr, we calculated gwc using Eqs. 7.5 and 7.6. In
estimating ghydr for each of the hydrophobic groups in a surfactant molecule, two
complications arise: (i) ghydr is nonzero only for those hydrophobic groups in the
surfactant molecule that are adsorbed onto, or that penetrate into, the micelle hy-
drophobic core, and (ii) for those hydrophobic groups that are adsorbed onto, or that
penetrate into, the micelle hydrophobic core, gwc may be a¤ected by the presence
of the surfactant heads at the micelle core/water interface.
Note that the free-energy contribution, ghydr, is zero for those hydrophobic groups
that are not part of the micelle hydrophobic core, because ghydr accounts for the dif-
ference in free energy associated with hydrating contacts in the bulk water and in the
aggregate environment. Fundamentally, the origin of ghydr is the size dependence of
hydration thermodynamics. An isolated hydrophobic chain in water is much smaller
in size than a typical aggregate core/water interface. Therefore, the hydrophobic
chain disrupts the hydrogen bonding and coordinate bonding network of the aqueous
solution to a di¤erent extent. Hydrophobic groups in a surfactant molecule that are
not part of the micelle hydrophobic core continue to disrupt this hydrogen bonding
and coordinate bonding network in the aggregate state in much the same way that
they do in the bulk water state. Consequently, ghydr for such groups is zero. With
this in mind, we will consider any hydrophobic group that has an f value equal to,
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or less than, 0.60 to be part of the micelle hydrophobic core (see below), and to have
a nonzero value of ghydr.
The selection of f = 0.60 as the appropriate cuto¤ value was motivated both by
physical intuition and by our computer simulation results. For a hydrophobic group
located precisely at a at oil/water interface (with half of its surface in oil and the
other half in water), the average value of f computed through molecular dynamics
simulation would be 0.5. For a hydrophobic group adsorbed at a curved, rough
oil/water interface, we would expect the average value of f to be greater than 0.5.
We note that for the small, spherical hexadecane oil aggregate simulated in Chapter
6, the average value of f for the two terminal CH3 groups was found to be 0.53, even
though each of the CH3 and the CH2 groups in the hexadecane molecules are part
of the aggregate core. We selected f = 0.6 as a suitable cuto¤ value after consid-
ering simulation results for the seven nonionic surfactants modeled here, as well as
simulation results for a number of simple, ionic surfactants, including sodium dodecyl
sulfate (SDS), cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB), and decyltrimethylammo-
nium bromide (DTAB). CS-MT modeling results for these three ionic surfactants
is presented in Chapter 8 [34]. For each of the nonionic and ionic surfactants that
we simulated, groups that would be considered to be part of the surfactant head in
traditional MT modeling had an f value greater than 0.60, and groups that would
be considered to be part of the surfactant tail in traditional MT modeling had an
f value that is less than, or equal to, 0.60. In traditional MT modeling, all the
atoms in the surfactant tail are considered to be part of the micelle core, and such an
assignment yields quantitatively, or semi-quantitatively, accurate predictions of the
micellar solution behavior of simple surfactants [8]. In this chapter, therefore, we
treat any hydrophobic groups in a surfactant molecule with an f value that is less
than, or equal to, 0.60 as being part of the micelle hydrophobic core.
For those hydrophobic groups that are identied as being part of the micelle
hydrophobic core, a reasonable value of gwc must be estimated in order to compute
ghydr using Eq. 7.4. We propose that, to a rst approximation, gwc can be evaluated
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as being equal to the value calculated for oil molecules in Chapter 6 [1]. As shown
in Eq. 7.5, gwc is the di¤erence between the free energy per unit SASA in the
aggregate core state (core) and in the bulk water state (bulk). The value of bulk
for a hydrophobic group in a surfactant molecule is very similar to that of bulk for a
hydrophobic group in an oil molecule. Furthermore, the success of the traditional MT
approach in modeling the aggregate core/water interface using an oil/water interfacial
tension (see Chapter 6) indicates that assuming that core in a micelle is equal to core
of an oil/water interface is a reasonable approximation. This approximation has been
made in modeling each of the seven nonionic surfactants considered in this chapter,
which we discuss below.
7.4.2 Modeling Results for Octyl Glucoside (OG)
Using the simplifying approximations discussed in Sections 7.4.1 and 7.4.1, we used
the CS-MT model to predict the micellization behavior for OG in aqueous solution
at 25 oC. In Table 7.3, we report CS-MT modeling results for the simulated OG
micelle, including: (i) gdehydr, (ii) ghydr, (iii) g^int, and (iv) gtr,CS-MT: The reported
uncertainty for the CS-MT modeling results corresponds to the standard error of
the mean, as computed through block averaging. The CS-MT modeling results for
gdehydr and ghydr were generated using f values, which as discussed in Section 7.3.1,
are based on contacts with water and with hydrogen-bonding groups in the surfactant
head. The value of gdehydr (-12.11 kBT ) is much larger in magnitude than that of
ghydr (1.51 kBT ). However, as shown in Table 7.4 and Table 7.5 (see below), if ghydr
is not included in the CS-MT model, accurate CS-MT modeling results would not be
obtained. Equation 7.7 was used to compute gtr,CS-MT from gdehydr, ghydr, and g^int.
In Table 7.3, we also report the traditional MT model prediction of gtr for comparison
with gtr,CS-MT. We note that the CS-MT model prediction for the transfer free-energy
contribution (gtr,CS-MT = -14.61 kBT ) is 0.63 kBT more negative than the traditional
MT model prediction (gtr = -13.98 kBT ).
In Table 7.4 and Table 7.5, we report CS-MT and traditional MT modeling results
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Surfactant gdehydr [kBT ] ghydr [kBT ] g^int [kBT ] gtr,CS-MT [kBT ] gtr [kBT ]
OG -12.11  0.06 1.51  0.02 4.01 -14.61  0.06 -13.98
DM -17.90  0.05 2.25  0.02 4.71 -20.36  0.06 -20.06
OSE -10.53  0.10 1.31  0.02 4.34 -13.55  0.10 -13.98
C10PO -14.34  0.05 1.44  0.03 3.86 -16.75  0.06 -16.96
C10SO -13.08  0.12 1.38  0.04 3.86 -15.56  0.12 -16.96
C12E8; all hyd. groups -21.04  0.22 1.29  0.06 4.90 -24.65  0.23 -19.95
C12E8; tail hyd. groups -16.76  0.09 0.55  0.05 4.90 -21.10  0.10 -19.95
MEGA-10 -14.91  0.16 1.36  0.06 3.81 -17.36  0.17 -15.47
Table 7.3: Modeling results for the simulated micelles. Computer
simulation/molecular-thermodynamic (CS-MT) and traditional molecular-
thermodynamic (MT) modeling results for each of the seven simulated nonionic
surfactant micelles considered in this article. CS-MT model predictions of gdehydr,
ghydr, g^int, and gtr,CS-MT were made as described in Section 7.1.1. The uncertainties
reported for the CS-MT model predictions correspond to the standard error of the
mean. Traditional MT modeling results for gtr are presented for comparison with
gtr,CS-MT. For C12E8, CS-MT modeling results generated by summing in Eq. 7.2
over all the hydrophobic (hyd) groups in the C12E8 molecule, as well as over only the
C12E8 tail hydrophobic groups, are reported separately (see Section 7.4.8).
for micelles of the optimal shape and size. The optimal micelle shape and size are
predicted to be the values that minimize gform [8]. Although the CS-MT model
predicts a di¤erent gform value than that obtained using the traditional MT model,
both models yield identical predictions for the optimal micelle shape and size. This
equivalence arises because the only contribution to gform that di¤ers in the two models
(the transfer free-energy contribution) does not depend on the micelle shape and size,
and therefore, does not a¤ect the minimization procedure used to determine the
optimal micelle properties. As discussed in Section 7.2.3, the computer simulation of
the OG micelles was conducted for a spherical micelle with an aggregation number
of 29, but both the CS-MT model and the traditional MT model predict that the
optimal micelles are cylindrical with a number-average micelle aggregation number
of 43. In Table 7.4, we report predictions of the CS-MT model and of the traditional
MT model for: (i) the optimal micelle shape, (ii) the number-average aggregation
number (n), (iii) gint, (iv) gpack, and (iv) gst. In Table 7.5 we report predictions of
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Surfactant Shape n gint [kBT ] gpack [kBT ] gst [kBT ]
OG cyl. 43 3.23 2.17 1.54
DM cyl. 58 4.31 2.23 1.91
OSE cyl. 535 2.71 2.39 1.07
C10PO cyl. 45 4.08 2.16 1.87
C10SO cyl. 12802 2.94 2.50 1.0
C12E8 cyl. 54 4.41 2.23 1.95
MEGA-10 sph. 22 4.96 2.39 1.97
Table 7.4: Modeling results for the optimal micelles. Computer
simulation/molecular-thermodynamic (CS-MT) and traditional molecular-
thermodynamic (MT) modeling results for each of the seven nonionic surfactants
considered in this article. Both the CS-MT model and the traditional MT
model yield identical predictions for the optimal micelle shape, the number-average
aggregation number (n), gint, gpack, and gst (see Section 7.4.2).
the CS-MT and of the traditional MT model for (i) the CS-MT model predictions
of gform and of the CMC, (ii) the traditional MT model prediction of gform and of
the CMC, and (iii) the experimental values of gform and of the CMC [35]. The
reported uncertainty for the CS-MT modeling results is the standard error of the
mean, as computed through block averaging. The CS-MT and the traditional MT
model predictions for gform were obtained by using gtr,CS-MT and gtr; respectively, as
an input to Eq. 7.8. In applying the CS-MT model and the traditional MT model,
the surfactant head area, ah, was modeled as being equal to 40 Å2 [8]. Note that
the molecular parameter, ah, is used to calculate the steric free-energy contribution,
gst [8, 36]. Traditional MT modeling results were generated using the traditional
MT modeling approach reviewed in Chapter 6 [1]. In generating the traditional MT
modeling results, each OG surfactant was modeled as having 7 CH2 groups and 1
CH3 group in the surfactant tail (groups 13-20 in Figure 7-3). The CS-MT and the
traditional MT model predictions of the CMC and the value of gform inferred using
the experimental CMC data were calculated using Eq. 7.9.
Because the shape and size of the optimal micelles predicted by the CS-MT model
and the traditional MT model are identical, the values of gint; gpack, and gst predicted
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gform [kBT ] (CMC [mM])
Surfactant CS-MT Model MT Model Experimental
OG -8.67  0.06 (9.52  0.57) -8.04 (17.97) -7.74 (24.1)
DM -12.89  0.06 (0.14  0.01) -12.60 (0.19) -12.87 (0.14)
OSE -8.39  0.10 (12.59  1.27) -8.81 (8.26) -7.62 (27)
C10PO -9.64  0.06 (3.61  0.23) -9.85 (2.93) -9.58 (3.8)
C10SO -10.13  0.12 (2.23  0.28) -11.53 (0.54) -10.38 (1.7)
C12E8 all hyd. grps: -17.06  0.23 (0.002  0.0) -12.36 (0.24) -13.22 (0.1)
tail hyd. grps: -13.51  0.10 (0.08  0.01)
MEGA-10 -9.05  0.17 (6.55  1.15) -8.12 (43.33) -9.31  0.01 (5)
Table 7.5: Modeling results for the optimal micelles. The CS-MT and the traditional
MT model predictions of gform were obtained using the values of gtr,CS-MT and gtr
reported in Table 3, respectively, as an input to Eq. 7.8. The CS-MT and the
traditional MTmodel predictions of the CMC, and the value of gform inferred using the
experimental CMC data were calculated using Eq. 7.9. The uncertainties reported
for the CS-MT model predictions correspond to the standard error of the mean.
For C12E8, CS-MT modeling results generated by summing in Eq. 7.2 over all the
hydrophobic (hyd) groups in the C12E8 molecule, as well as over only the C12E8 tail
hydrophobic groups, are reported separately (see Section 7.4.8).
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by each model are also identical [8]. Although the predicted value of gint is the same
in both the CS-MT model and the traditional MT model, as shown in Tables 7.3
and 7.4, the value of gint computed for the optimal micelle (3.23 kBT ) is signicantly
lower than the value of g^int computed for the simulated micelle (4.01 kBT ). The
free-energy contributions, gst (1.54 kBT ) and gpack (2.17 kBT ), while smaller than
gint, both contribute signicantly to gform: Values of gent and gelec are not reported
because they are equal to zero for this nonionic, single-surfactant system. The CS-
MT model, the MT model, and the experimental values of gform are all within 0.63
kBT of each other. The CS-MT and the traditional MT model predictions of the
CMC, as well as the value of gform inferred using the experimental CMC data, were
calculated using Eq. 7.9. Both the CS-MT model and the traditional MT model
predict CMC values that are somewhat lower than the experimental CMC value of
24.1 mM [35]. The CMC predicted by the CS-MT model is 61% lower than the
experimental CMC value, while the CMC predicted by the traditional MT model is
25% lower than the experimental CMC value. This discrepancy reects the di¤erent
estimates of the hydrophobic driving force for micelle formation obtained using the
two models (gtr,CS-MT and gtr; as reported in Table 7.3). Although the traditional
MT model result for the CMC is closer to the experimental CMC value than the
CS-MT result for the CMC, we consider both the CS-MT model and the traditional
MT model CMC predictions shown in Table 7.3 to be in reasonable agreement with
the experimental data, given the exponential dependence of the CMC on gform (see
Eq. 7.9).
7.4.3 Modeling Results for Dodecyl Maltoside (DM)
CS-MTmodeling results for the simulated DMmicelle are reported in Table 7.3, where
each free-energy contribution was calculated as described in Section 7.4.2. Theoret-
ical predictions for the optimal micelles obtained using the CS-MT model and the
traditional MT model, as well as the experimental data [37] for the micellization be-
havior of DM in aqueous solution at 25 oC with 0.1 M of added NaCl, are reported
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in Table 7.4 and Table 7.5. The approach described in Section 7.4.2 was used to
calculate each free-energy contribution, the gform values, and the CMC values. In
using the CS-MT model and the traditional MT model, the surfactant head area, ah,
was modeled as being equal to 52 Å2 [8].
Although computer simulation of DM was conducted in a micelle with an aggre-
gation number of 45, the optimal DM micelles that are predicted to form in solution
by the CS-MT model and by the traditional MT model are small cylinders with a
number-average aggregation number of 58. The predicted value of gint (4.31 kBT ) is
slightly lower than that of g^int (4.71 kBT ) due to this aggregation number di¤erence.
The predicted value of gst is slightly larger for the optimal DM micelle (1.91 kBT )
than the predicted value for the optimal OG micelle (1.54 kBT ), because the DM
head (groups 1 to 23) is modeled as being 12 Å2 larger in cross-sectional area than
the OG head (groups 1 to 12) [8]. As in OG, the CS-MT model prediction of the
transfer free-energy contribution (gtr,CS-MT =  20:36 kBT ) is slightly more negative
than that of the traditional MT model prediction (gtr =  20:06 kBT ). This leads
to the CS-MT model predicting a lower CMC (0.14 mM) than that predicted by the
traditional MT model (0.19 mM). In this case, the CS-MT model prediction of the
CMC agrees remarkably well with the experimental value (0.14 mM).
7.4.4 Modeling Results for Octyl Sulnyl Ethanol (OSE)
CS-MT modeling results for the simulated OSE micelle are reported in Table 7.3,
where each free-energy contribution was calculated as described in Section 7.4.2.
Theoretical predictions for the optimal micelles obtained using the CS-MT model
and the traditional MT model, as well as the experimental data [38] for the micel-
lization behavior of OSE in aqueous solution at 25 oC, are reported in Table 7.4 and
Table 7.5. The approach described in Section 7.4.2 was used to calculate each free-
energy contribution, the gform values, and the CMC values listed in 7.5. In applying
the CS-MT model and the traditional MT model, the surfactant head area, ah, was
modeled as being equal to 30 Å2 [8].
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Although computer simulation of an OSE micelle was conducted at an aggregation
number of 25, the optimal OSE micelles that are predicted using the CS-MT model
are cylinders with a number-average aggregation number of 535. The predicted value
of gint (2.71 kBT ) is signicantly lower than that of g^int (4.34 kBT ) due to this large
aggregation number di¤erence. The gint value for OSE is 1.60 kBT lower than that for
DM and 0.52 kBT lower than that for OG due to the large aggregation number of the
OSE micelle, which lowers the interfacial area per surfactant molecule [8]. For OSE,
gtr,CS-MT (-13.55 kBT ) is slightly less negative than gtr computed using the traditional
MT modeling approach (-13.98 kBT ). As a result, the CS-MT model prediction of
the CMC is higher than the MT model prediction of the CMC, and it is also slightly
closer to the experimental CMC value. As shown in Figure 7-5, groups 2 and 3 in
OSE both have relatively high f values. However, the net e¤ect of using Eqs. 7.2
and 7.4 to determine the contribution of both of these groups to the hydrophobic
driving force for micelle formation is still signicant, at -0.71 kBT . Allowing all the
hydrophobic groups in the surfactant molecule (and not just those in the surfactant
tail) to contribute to gform shifts the CS-MT model prediction of the CMC for OSE
closer to the experimental CMC value.
7.4.5 Modeling Results for Decyl Dimethyl Phosphine Oxide
(C10PO)
CS-MT modeling results for the simulated C10PO micelle are reported in Table 7.3.
Theoretical predictions for the optimal micelles obtained using the CS-MT model and
the traditional MT model, as well as the experimental data [39] for the micellization
behavior of C10PO in aqueous solution at 24 oC with 0.1 mM of added Na2CO3, are
reported in Table 7.4 and Table 7.5. All the free-energy contributions, the gform
values, and the CMC values listed in Tables 7.3, 7.4, and 7.5 were computed using
the approach described in Section 7.4.2. In applying the CS-MT model and the
traditional MT model, the surfactant head area, ah, was modeled as being equal to
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50 Å2 [8].
Although computer simulation of C10PO was done in a micelle with an aggrega-
tion number of 50, the optimal micelles predicted by the CS-MT model and by the
traditional MT model are small cylindrical micelles with a number-average aggrega-
tion number of 45. The predicted value of gint (4.08 kBT ) is slightly higher than
that of g^int (3.86 kBT ) because the optimal micelle is predicted to have a slightly
larger aggregation number than that of the simulated micelle. For this surfactant,
the predictions of the CS-MT model and the traditional MT model for gform and the
CMC are quite similar. Our estimate of gtr,CS-MT (-16.75 kBT ) is only 0.21 kBT less
negative than our estimate of gtr (-16.96 kBT ), but nevertheless, this leads to a CMC
prediction that is closer to the experimental CMC value than the CMC predicted
using traditional MT modeling. In the CS-MT model, it is interesting to note that
despite their high f values, groups 1 and 2 (as dened in Figure 7-6) contribute a
total of -0.65 kBT to the hydrophobic driving force for micelle formation. Despite
this negative free-energy contribution from the C10PO head, the CMC predicted by
the CS-MT model is higher than the CMC predicted by the MT model. This can
be explained by the fact that the CS-MT modeling approach models the hydration
of the surfactant tail and its contribution to gtr,CS-MT in a di¤erent manner than the
traditional MT model.
7.4.6 Modeling Results for Decyl Methyl Sulfoxide (C10SO)
CS-MT modeling results for the simulated C10SO micelle are reported in Table 7.3.
Theoretical predictions for the optimal micelles obtained using the CS-MT model, as
well as the traditional MT model and the experimental data [39] for the micellization
behavior of C10SO in aqueous solution at 24 oC with 0.1 mM of added Na2CO3, are
reported in Table 7.4 and Table 7.5. The results reported in Tables 7.3, 7.4, and 7.5
for C10SO were computed using the approach described in Section 7.4.2. In applying
the CS-MT model and the traditional MT model, the surfactant head area, ah, was
modeled as being equal to 30 Å2 [8].
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Like C10PO, the C10SO micelle was simulated with an aggregation number of
50. However, the CS-MT model prediction for the optimal aggregation number was
found to correspond to large cylindrical micelles with a number-average aggregation
number of 12,802. The predicted value of gint for C10SO (2.94 kBT ) is signicantly
lower than the predicted value of gint for C10PO (4.08 kBT ). For C10SO, the CS-
MT model estimate of gtr,CS-MT (-15.56 kBT ) is 1.4 kBT larger than the traditional
MT model estimate of gtr (-16.96 kBT ), making the CS-MT model estimate of the
CMC signicantly larger than that of the traditional MT model and closer to the
experimental CMC value. Group 1 of C10SO (see Figure 7-7) contributes -0.66 kBT to
gtr,CS-MT, but the overall hydrophobic driving force for micelle formation is predicted
to be higher using the CS-MT model than using the traditional MT model. In the
next section, the CMC predicted by the CS-MT model and by the traditional MT
model for binary mixtures of C10PO and C10SO will be presented, and the similarities
and di¤erences between the various free-energy contributions to gform for these two
surfactants will be discussed in greater detail.
7.4.7 Modeling Results for Binary Mixtures of C10PO and
C10SO
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Expt. Data) are resented for comparison [39]. CMC values are reported
in mM on the y-axis, and the mole fraction of C10PO is reported on the x-axis.
The mixture CMC values increase monotonically as the mole fraction of C10PO is
increased. Both the CS-MT model and the traditional MT model capture this
increase, and yield reasonable estimates of the slope associated with this increase.
However, the CMCs predicted by the CS-MT model are clearly in better agreement
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Expt. Data) CMCs of mixtures
of C10PO and C10SO, where the full line corresponds to CMCs predicted by the CS-
MT model, and the dashed line corresponds to CMCs predicted by the traditional
MT model.
model.
It is instructive to compare each of the free-energy contributions to gform for C10PO
and C10SO, as estimated using the CS-MT model and the traditional MT model
(see Tables 7.3, 7.4, and 7.5). The discrepancy between predictions made using
the CS-MT model and the traditional MT model can be explained in terms of the
di¤erence between the CS-MT model estimates of gtr,CS-MT and the traditional MT
model estimates of gtr for these two surfactants (see Table 7.3). For C10PO, gtr,CS-MT
= -16.75 kBT and gtr = -16.96 kBT , while for C10SO, gtr,CS-MT = -15.56 kBT and
gtr = -16.96 kBT . As can be seen, the traditional MT model predictions for gtr
are the same for both C10PO and C10SO, because both surfactants have the same
number of hydrophobic groups in their tails. The S-MT model predictions for the
transfer free-energy contribution are less negative than those of the traditional MT
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model, making the CMC predicted using the CS-MT modeling approach higher for
both surfactants and closer to the experimental CMC values (see Table 7.5).
Although the CS-MT model yields more accurate CMC predictions than the tra-
ditional MT model for C10PO and C10SO, both the CS-MT model and the traditional
MT model correctly predict that C10PO has a higher CMC than C10SO. In the tra-
ditional MT model, the only molecular di¤erence between C10PO and C10SO is their
di¤erent head sizes (as captured in ah). Therefore, the physical origin of the di¤er-
ence in CMC predictions for C10PO and C10SO made by the traditional MT model
is due to steric e¤ects (gst). However, since the various free-energy contributions
are coupled through the minimization of gform, the inuence of these steric e¤ects is
also manifested in the predicted values of gint and gpack. In the CS-MT modeling
approach, the predicted CMCs also di¤er because of the di¤erent gtr,CS-MT values of
C10PO and C10SO. The steric e¤ects arising from di¤erences in head size, however,
more than compensate for the more negative gtr,CS-MT value of C10PO (-16.75 kBT )
relative to that of C10SO (-15.56 kBT ) predicted using the CS-MT model, making
the predicted CMC of C10PO 1.38 mM higher than that of C10SO. In traditional
MT modeling, gtr for both surfactants is predicted to be the same, and therefore, the
predicted CMC of C10PO is 2.39 mM larger than the predicted CMC of C10SO. The
experimental CMC di¤erence for these two surfactants is 2.1 mM, which is closer to
the CS-MT model prediction for the di¤erence in the CMCs than to the traditional
MT prediction for the di¤erence in the CMCs.
7.4.8 Modeling Results for Dodecyl Octa(Ethylene Oxide)
(C12E8)
CS-MT modeling results for the simulated C12E8 micelle are reported in Table 7.3.
Theoretical predictions for the optimal micelles obtained using the CS-MT model and
the traditional MT model, as well as the experimental data [40] for the micellization
behavior of C12E8 in aqueous solution at 25 oC, are reported in Table 7.4 and Table
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7.5. The same computational approach described in Section 7.4.2 was used to gener-
ate each of the free-energy contributions to gform, and the CMC values listed in Table
7.3, although for this surfactant, the CS-MT model predictions were made using two
di¤erent approaches. In the rst approach, reported under the heading all hyd.
groups in Table 7.3, the CS-MT model for gdehyd (given in Eq. 7.2) was used to
compute the free-energy contribution of every hydrophobic group in the surfactant
molecule, regardless of whether the group is part of the surfactant head or tail. This
is the modeling approach that has been used to model each of the other nonionic
surfactants considered in this chapter. However, we also implemented CS-MT mod-
eling of C12E8 in an alternate way, reported under the heading tail hyd. groupsin
Table 7.3. In this alternate approach, only the hydrophobic groups in the surfactant
tail (i.e., groups 26 to 37 listed in Figure 7-8) are included in the sum given in Eq.
7.2 to calculate gdehyd: In both implementations of the CS-MT model, as well as in
the implementation of the traditional MT model, the surfactant head area, ah, was
modeled as being equal to 53 Å2 [8].
C12E8 di¤ers from the other six nonionic surfactants considered in this chapter
in that the traditional MT model CMC prediction (0.24 mM) and the experimental
CMC (0.1 mM) are in reasonable agreement, but the all hyd. groups CS-MT
modeling approach severely underestimates the CMC (0.002 mM). The regular CS-
MT modeling approach fails in this case because of the simplistic manner in which
we have used Eq. 7.2 for C12E8. As discussed in Section 7.4.2, the values of gtri used
in Eq. 7.2 are strictly accurate only for the transfer of a hydrophobic oil group (CH,
CH2, or CH3) from bulk water to a bulk phase of tails. For Eq. 7.2 to yield reasonable
results, an accurate estimate of gtri must rst be made for each of the CH2 groups in
the E8 head of C12E8. As discussed in Section 7.4.1, we have made the approximation
that for each of the nonionic surfactants modeled here, the gtri values corresponding
to hydrophobic groups in the surfactant head are equal to the gtri values for the
corresponding groups in the surfactant tail. For C12E8, however, we believe that this
approximation is not su¢ ciently accurate for the following reasons: (i) using a water-
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to-oil transfer free energy for the process of transferring a CH2 group in E8 from bulk
water to the corona region of a C12E8 micelle (which has a high concentration of water
and other ethylene oxide groups) is a poor approximation, (ii) each of the hydrophobic
groups in the surfactant head is bonded to a hydrophilic oxygen atom, thus a¤ecting
its hydrophobicity and gtri value, and (iii) the large number of hydrophobic groups
in the E8 head (a total of 16) amplies the e¤ect of errors inherent in (i) and (ii) to
a greater extent than that observed in the case of the other six nonionic surfactants
considered in this chapter, which have relatively small, non-polymeric heads.
The CS-MT model tail hyd. groupsapproach actually yields the most accurate
prediction of the CMC when compared with the experimental CMC. Clearly, for
C12E8, approximating each of the hydrophobic groups in the E8 head of C12E8 as
not contributing at all to the hydrophobic driving force for micelle formation is more
appropriate than modeling them as contributing to the hydrophobic driving force
with the same gtri values as those corresponding to the CH2 groups in the C12E8
tail. Based on the modeling results presented here, we conclude that care must be
taken in applying the CS-MT model to surfactants with relatively long, polymeric
heads. Without an accurate estimate of the appropriate gtri values to use for the
hydrophobic groups in the surfactant head, application of Eq. 7.2 to quantify the
hydrophobic e¤ect may not yield accurate results.
Although we do not explore these here, a number of approaches could be used
to obtain more accurate estimates of gtri values for the C12E8 head. Perhaps, the
most straightforward approach would involve using an experimental or computational
method to estimate the transfer free energy of an ethylene oxide monomer from bulk
aqueous solution to a bulk phase of water and poly(ethylene oxide) molecules that
serves as a reasonable proxy for the anisotropic corona region of the micelle. After
obtaining the gtri value of an ethylene oxide monomer, Eq. 7.2 could be used to
calculate gdehyd, albeit with the summation given in Eq. 7.2 extended to include all
the hydrophobic groups in the C12E8 tail as well as all the ethylene oxide groups
in the C12E8 head. To estimate gtri of an ethylene oxide monomer, the solvation
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free energy of an ethylene oxide group in water and the solvation free energy of an
ethylene oxide group in a bulk phase of water and poly(ethylene oxide) molecules
could be determined experimentally. Alternatively, a theoretical approach could be
used to estimate the transfer free energy or solvation free energies, for example, by
using the Flory-Hüggins approach with appropriate  parameters, or using a computer
simulation approach which uses a realistic forceeld to describe interactions between
the system components [2,41].
7.4.9 Modeling Results for Decanoyl-n-Methylglucamide
(MEGA-10)
CS-MT modeling results for the simulated MEGA-10 micelle are reported in Table
7.3, and theoretical predictions made using the CS-MT model and the traditional
MT model for the micellization behavior of MEGA-10 are reported in Table 7.4 and
Table 7.5. Experimental data is also reported in 7.5 for comparison [42]. All data
were generated for MEGA-10 in aqueous solution at 30 oC with 0.1 M of added NaCl.
Each value reported in Tables 7.3, 7.4, and 7.5 for MEGA-10 was computed using
the approach described in Section 7.4.2. In applying the CS-MT model and the
traditional MT model, the surfactant head area, ah, was modeled as being equal to
62 Å2 [8].
Computer simulation of MEGA-10 was conducted for a micelle with an aggrega-
tion number of 42. However, the optimal MEGA-10 micelle shape and size predicted
by the CS-MT model is small spheres with a number-average aggregation number of
only 22. As a result, the predicted value of gint (4.96 kBT ) is signicantly higher
than the predicted value of g^int (3.81 kBT ). The low predicted aggregation number
of MEGA-10 is due in part to its large head area, which at 62 Å2 is larger than
that of any of the other nonionic surfactants modeled here. This large head area, in
turn, results in MEGA-10 having the highest value of gst (1.97 kBT ) among all the
nonionic surfactants modeled. For MEGA-10, gtr,CS-MT (-17.36 kBT ) is signicantly
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more negative than gtr (-15.47 kBT ) computed using the traditional MT modeling
approach. This is due primarily to the hydrophobic free-energy contributions calcu-
lated in the CS-MT modeling approach for groups 11 and 12 (see Figure 7-9). In
the traditional MT modeling approach, the most reasonable estimate of the head and
tail of MEGA-10 would be to include only groups 16 to 24 in the linear alkyl chain as
part of the tail. Based on this tail assignment, the traditional MT model prediction
of gtr is less negative than the CS-MT model prediction of gtr,CS-MT: As a result, the
CMC predicted by the CS-MT model (6.55 mM) is much closer to the experimental
CMC (5 mM) than the CMC predicted by the traditional MT model (43.33 mM).
Clearly, only the CS-MT model predictions are reasonable for MEGA-10.
7.4.10 E¤ect of the Denition of Hydrating Contacts on the
Modeling Results
In Chapter 6, we stated that in the context of CS-MT modeling, an atom in contact
with a hydrophobic group is considered hydrating if the atom: (i) is capable of
forming hydrogen bonds, or (ii) is capable of coordinate (dative covalent) bonding.
Based on this denition, both water and hydrogen-bonding groups in surfactant heads
contribute hydrating contacts when computing f , and therefore, one should use f
values, rather than fwater values, in implementing the CS-MT modeling approach.
The e¤ect of the way in which hydrating contacts are dened on our modeling
results can be evaluated by comparing the CS-MT model predictions for the CMC
using f values in Eqs. 7.2 and 7.4 with the CS-MT model predictions of the CMC
using fwater values in Eqs. 7.2 and 7.4. Figure 7-13 compares the CMC predictions
for OG, DM, OSE, C10PO, C10SO, and MEGA-10 using both approaches with the
experimental CMC values. Results for C12E8 are not shown because the CS-MT
model does not yield su¢ ciently accurate CMC predictions for this surfactant (for
reasons discussed in Section 7.4.8). CMC results are reported on a log scale because of



















































) values (see Section 7.4.10) in Eqs. 7.2 and 7.4 to compute gdehydr
and ghydr, respectively. The denitions of f and fwater are given in Section 7.3.1.
















Expt. Data) are also reported for comparison with the theoretical
predictions. The CMC values are reported on a log scale.
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) in Eq. 7.2 and 7.4. If only water
molecules are considered to be hydrating, the degree of dehydration of the micelle
core is overestimated, resulting in a prediction of gform th t is often signicantly more
negative than that predicted using the traditional MTmodel. As expected intuitively,
the discrepancy between the f and fwater modeling results is largest for surfactants
with many hydrogen-bonding groups in the surfactant head. For example, for OG,
by dening hydration using fwater instead of using f , the predicted CMC is reduced
by a factor of 3.6. For DM, dening hydration using fwater instead of using f has an
even greater e¤ect and reduces the predicted CMC by a factor of 31.
Modeling contacts with hydrogen-bonding groups in the surfactant head as being
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hydrating is consistent with the approximation made in traditional MT modeling
that the surfactant heads at the micelle core/water interface shield only 21 Å2 of
the interface from hydrating contacts, an area corresponding to the cross-sectional
area of the the linear alkyl chain connected to the surfactant head, rather than to
the cross-sectional area of the surfactant head. In traditional MT modeling, if the
surfactant head is modeled as shielding its cross-sectional area, implying that the head
itself does not provide hydrating contacts, less accurate predictions of micellization
behavior would be obtained.
7.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have demonstrated the validity and accuracy of the CS-MT model
by using it to model seven nonionic surfactants. To implement the CS-MT model,
we have conducted two independent MD simulations for each nonionic surfactant
to determine information about the changes in hydration that occur upon micelle
formation. Changes in hydration were quantied by computing a fractional hydration
value, f , for each group. The f values obtained for each surfactant through MD
simulation were used as an input in a newmodel presented in Chapter 6 that computes
the magnitude of the hydrophobic free-energy contribution as the sum of gdehydr and
ghydr. In this chapter, we have used a simple computational strategy to estimate
gdehydr and ghydr for each nonionic surfactant modeled. To calculate gdehydr, gtrivalues
were estimated using the same solubility correlations for linear alkyl tails that our
group has used in the past in traditional MT modeling [32]. To calculate ghydr, we
have made the simple approximation that this contribution is equal to zero for any
hydrophobic group with a value of f greater than 0.60. For hydrophobic groups
with a value of f less than 0.60, ghydr was calculated using Eq. 7.4 and an expression
for gwc derived for oil molecules in Chapter 6. By combining elements of the CS-
MT model and the traditional MT model, the hydrophobic driving force for micelle
formation was quantied as a transfer free energy (gtr,CS-MT). After determining this
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input, the free energy of micelle formation, gform, and the CMC were calculated for
each surfactant for micelles of the optimal shape and size.
Reasonable agreement between the CS-MT model predictions and the experimen-
tal data for gform and the CMC were obtained for OG, DM, OSE, C10PO, C10SO, and
MEGA-10. For C12E8, the CS-MT model predictions were not in good agreement
with the experimental data because the simple approximations that were made in this
chapter to estimate gdehydr were not su¢ ciently accurate for this surfactant. For the
16 hydrophobic CH2 groups in the E8 head of C12E8, we believe that more accurate
values of gtri must be used to obtain accurate modeling results. Consequently, we
recommend that the simple approximations that we have made to compute gdehyd
only be used for surfactants with relatively small, non-polymeric heads.
The predictions of the CS-MT and the traditional MT modeling approaches were
found to be in reasonable agreement for OG, DM, OSE, C10PO, and C10SO. For
four of these surfactants (DM, OSE, C10PO, and C10SO), the CMCs predicted by the
CS-MT model were closer to the experimental CMC values than the CMCs predicted
by the traditional MT model. In addition, CMCs predicted for binary mixtures
of C10PO and C10SO using the CS-MT modeling approach were signicantly closer
to the experimental CMCs than those predicted using the traditional MT modeling
approach. The CMC predicted by the CS-MT model for MEGA-10 (6.55 mM) was
signicantly closer to the experimental CMC value (5 mM) than the CMC predicted
by the traditional MT model (43.3 mM).
Using the relatively simple approach to estimate gdehydr and ghydr presented in this
chapter, the CS-MT model was found to yield similar, or superior, predictions of the
CMCs of nonionic surfactants with relatively small, non-polymeric heads when com-
pared to the traditional MT model. The results obtained for the relatively complex
surfactant MEGA-10 highlight the strengths of the CS-MT modeling approach: for
surfactants where it is di¢ cult to make accurate head and tail assignments for tradi-
tional MT modeling, and for surfactants where a signicant number of hydrophobic
groups are located near the aggregate core/water interface and are partially hydrated,
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the CS-MT modeling approach is expected to yield better results than the traditional
MT modeling approach. Clearly, the more accurate predictions of the CS-MT model
come at the cost of greater computational expense. Nevertheless, given the rela-
tively small fraction of surfactants with su¢ cient structural and chemical simplicity
to be easily modeled using the traditional MT model, we conclude that the CS-MT
modeling approach represents a very promising alternative. In the next chapter,
Chapter 8, the CS-MT modeling approach will be used to model the micellization of
nine anionic, zwitterionic, and cationic surfactants in aqueous solution.
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Figure 7-A1: Solvent accessible surface area (SASA) normalized by the average value



















































































































) during the 5 ns data-gathering


























Figure 7-A2: Solvent accessible surface area (SASA) normalized by the aver-





















































































) during the 5 ns data-gathering simulation run (see text).
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E¤ect: III. A Computer
Simulation/Molecular-
Thermodynamic Model for the




The CS-MT model combines hydration data obtained through computer simulation
with a free-energy model for the hydrophobic driving force for micelle formation to
model surfactant micellization and micellar solubilization in aqueous solution. This
new modeling approach was introduced in Chapter 6 and tested by modeling oil
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aggregates [1]. The primary motivation for the development of the CS-MT model
is to extend the traditional MT model to increasingly chemically and structurally
complex surfactants and solubilizates. In Chapter 7 [2], the CS-MT model was
extended to model the micellization behavior of nonionic surfactants by outlining a
simple computational strategy to estimate gdehydr, the free-energy change associated
with dehydration, and ghydr, the change in the hydration free energy, when non-
charged hydrophilic head groups are present at the micelle core/water interface. In
Chapter 7, the CS-MT model was used to predict the micellization behavior of seven
nonionic surfactants with varying degrees of structural complexity. In this chapter,
we use the CS-MTmodel to predict the micellization behavior of ionic and zwitterionic
surfactants that are both simple and challenging to model using the traditional MT
modeling approach. The most complex of the surfactants considered in this chapter
are too complex to model accurately using the traditional MT model.
8.1.1 Overview of the CS-MT Model
The free energy of aggregate formation, gform, is computed in the CS-MT model as
the sum of the following six free-energy contributions [1,2]:
gform = gdehydr + ghydr + gpack + gst + gelec + gent (8.1)
Two of the free-energy contributions to gform, gdehydr and ghydr, reect the hy-
drophobic free-energy change associated with aggregate formation, or the hydrophobic
driving force for aggregate formation. In the CS-MT modeling approach, computer
simulation data on surfactant hydration in the bulk water and in the micellar states











where nhyd is the total number of hydrophobic groups in the solute, fi is the fractional
hydration of group i, gtri is the free-energy change associated with transferring group
i from the aqueous solution to a bulk solution composed of solute tails, ncore is the
total number of hydrophobic groups in the solute that adsorb onto, or penetrate
into, the aggregate core, SASAi is the solvent accessible surface area of group i, and
gwci is dened as the di¤erence in the free energy per unit of solvent accessible
surface area associated with the hydration of group i in the micellar state and in the
aqueous solution. In Chapters 6 and 7, we justied computing f for each group i as
follows [1,2]:
f =
number of hydrating contacts in the aggregate
number of hydrating contacts in bulk water
(8.4)
where a hydrating contactis dened as a contact with an atom that: (i) hydrogen
bonds, or (ii) is capable of co-ordinate (dative-covalent) bonding. In Chapter 6, we
justied the use of a 0.3 nm cuto¤ distance to count the hydrating contacts that
occur during MD simulation. This cuto¤ distance was shown to be appropriate in
the context of modeling nonionic surfactant micellization in Chapter 7. In Chapter
6, we developed a theoretical model to estimate gwci for oil molecules. For oil
molecules, gwci does not depend on i, and is given by [1]:





where core is the microscopic interfacial tension (interfacial free energy per unit
SASA) associated with the aggregate core/water interface, bulk is the microscopic
interfacial tension(interfacial free energy per unit SASA) associated with the group
i (CH2 or CH3)/water interface in the aqueous solution,  is the macroscopic interfa-
cial tension of the aggregate core/water interface, Acore is the area of the hydrophobic
aggregate core as computed geometrically from the volume of the aggregate and the
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assumption of a perfectly smooth aggregate surface, and SASAcore is the solvent ac-
cessible surface area of the hydrophobic aggregate core. The ratio Acore=SASAcore
in Eq. 8.5 was estimated using the following correlation [1]:
SASAcore=Acore = 1:740  0:026nt + 0:078C (8.6)
where nt is the total number of hydrophobic groups in the solute that are part of the
hydrophobic aggregate core and C is the curvature of the micellar aggregate, which
is dened as 2/lc for spheres, 1/lc for cylinders, and zero for planar interfaces, where
lc is the core-minor radius or planar half-width. In Chapter 7, we demonstrated
that the model for gwc given by Eqs. 8.5 and 8.6 can be used to model the change
in hydration free energy experienced by the hydrophobic CH; CH2; and CH3 groups
present in the hydrophobic core of a nonionic surfactant micelle.
We note that the remaining four free-energy contributions appearing in Eq. 8.1
(gpack, gst, gelec, and gent) are computed in the CS-MT model in the same way that
they are computed in the traditional MT modeling approach [3]. However, as noted
in Chapter 6, the way in which gpack and gst are computed may be informed by
molecular dynamics simulation data. With this in mind, in this chapter, we explore
an approach to use computer simulation data to accurately estimate gst for surfactants
with complex head structures.
In Appendix A of Chapter 6, we showed that by combining elements of the CS-MT
model and the traditional MTmodel, gform can be computed as a function of aggregate
shape and size after only two computer simulations  one simulation of the solute in
bulk water and one simulation of the solute in an aggregate of arbitrary shape and
size. The free energy of aggregate formation, gform, for micelles of a di¤erent shape
and size than the simulated micelle is computed using the following equation [1]:
gform = gtr,CS-MT + gint + gpack + gst + gelec + gent (8.7)
where gtr,CS-MT is the transfer free-energy contribution obtained using the CS-MT
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modeling approach. The term gtr,CS-MT is computed using the relationship gtr,CS-MT
= gdehydr + ghydr   g^int, where g^int is the traditional MT model prediction for the
interfacial free-energy contribution of the simulated micellar aggregate.
As discussed in Chapter 6 and 7, for a micelle of the optimum shape, size, com-
position, and degree of counterion binding, gform has a minimum value, which we
denote as gform. By determining g

form, the optimal aggregate shape, S
, the optimal
core-minor radius, lc , the optimal composition, 
, and the optimal degree of coun-
terion binding, , can be predicted. In addition, the CMC in mole fraction units is









where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute temperature.
The CS-MT model was used in Chapter 6 to calculate the free-energy change
associated with the formation of aggregates of octane, of dodecane, and of hexadecane
having various shapes (spheres, cylinders, and slabs) and sizes. Excellent agreement
between the predictions of the CS-MT model and of the traditional MT model was
obtained for gform for the 15 oil aggregates considered, with an average absolute error
of only 1.04% between the two modeling approaches.
In Chapter 7, the validity and accuracy of the CS-MT model was demonstrated for
nonionic surfactants by using it to model the micellization behavior of seven nonionic
surfactants: octyl glucoside (OG), dodecyl maltoside (DM), octyl sulnyl ethanol
(OSE), decyl methyl sulfoxide (C10SO), decyl dimethyl phosphine oxide (C10PO), do-
decyl poly(ethylene oxide) (C12E8), and decyl decanoyl-n-methylglucamide (MEGA-
10). To use the CS-MT model for nonionic surfactants, f values obtained from MD
simulation were used as an input to compute gdehydr and ghydr. To enable straightfor-
ward estimation of both of these free-energy contributions, a number of simplifying
approximations were introduced in Chapter 7. For each surfactant, gdehydr was cal-
culated by estimating gtrivalues using solubility correlations for linear alkyl tails [5].
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The approximation was made that gtrivalues could be estimated in this manner for
hydrophobic groups in both the surfactant head and tail, although this is only approx-
imately correct for hydrophobic groups in the surfactant head [2]. The free-energy
contribution, ghydr, was calculated for each surfactant by: (i) approximating ghydr as
being equal to zero for any hydrophobic group which is not adsorbed onto, or incor-
porated within, the micelle core, and (ii) estimating ghydr for hydrophobic groups in
the micelle core using the expression for gwc given in Eqs. 8.5 and 8.6. As justied
in Chapter 7, any hydrophobic group with a value of f greater than 0.60 was not
considered to be part of the micelle core. In computing gwc using Eqs. 8.5 and
8.6, the approximation is made that the change in hydration free energy experienced
by hydrophobic groups as they are transferred from the bulk aqueous solution to
the micelle core is una¤ected by the presence of the surfactant heads at the micelle
core/water interface.
In Chapter 7, the CS-MT model was found to yield similar, or superior, estimates
of the CMCs of nonionic surfactants with relatively small, non-polymeric heads as
compared to the traditional MT model. In addition, the CS-MT model predictions
for the micellization behavior of the most complex nonionic surfactant modeled in
Chapter 7, MEGA-10, were found to be in signicantly better agreement with the
experimental data than the traditional MT model predictions.
8.1.2 Modeling Ionic and Zwitterionic Surfactant Micelliza-
tion
In this chapter, we use the CS-MT modeling approach to model the micellization
behavior of nine ionic and zwitterionic surfactants in aqueous solution. The sur-
factants selected for modeling include three anionic surfactants (sodium dodecyl sul-
fate, or SDS, and two 3-hydroxy sulfonate surfactants with di¤erent hydrophobic
tail lengths, or AOS-12 and AOS-16), one zwitterionic surfactant (dodecylphospho-
choline, or DPC), and ve cationic surfactants (cetyltrimethylammonium bromide, or
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CTAB, and a homologous series of four DCNA bromide surfactants with a positively
charged dimethylammonium head attached to a dodecyl tail and to an alkyl sidechain
of length CN , having the chemical formula C12H25CNH2N+1N(CH3)2Br, where N = 1
for what we will refer to as DC1AB, N = 2 for DC2AB, N = 4 for DC4AB, and N =
6 for DC6AB).
To use the CS-MT modeling approach to model ionic and zwitterionic surfactant
micellization, a number of approximations must be made to account for the presence
of charged or dipolar hydrophilic groups at the micelle core/water interface. The
validity of the approximations proposed in Chapter 7 to model nonionic surfactant
micellization with the CS-MT model is discussed and evaluated in this chapter for
ionic and zwitterionic surfactant micellization. The CS-MT model is rst used to
predict the micellization behavior of a simple anionic surfactant (SDS), a simple
zwitterionic surfactant (DPC), and a simple cationic surfactant (CTAB). The CMCs
predicted using the CS-MT model for these surfactants are compared with the CMCs
predicted using the traditional MT model as well as with the experimental CMCs
taken from the literature. Based on the modeling results, we discuss whether the
theoretical approach used to derive Eqs. 8.5 and 8.6 can be used to calculate gwc in
the case of ionic and zwitterionic surfactants, or whether gwc must be t for these
surfactants.
After determining the applicability of the CS-MT model for three simple ionic and
zwitterionic surfactants, we use it to model six complex ionic surfactants (AOS-12,
AOS-16, and the homologous series of DCNAB surfactants). The CMCs predicted
using the CS-MT model for these six surfactants are compared with the CMCs pre-
dicted using the traditional MT model as well as with the experimental CMCs taken
from the literature.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 8.2 describes the
computer simulation approach used in this chapter, including an overview of the
modeling approach (Section 8.2.1), the simulation methods and parameters (Section
8.2.2), a description of how each system was prepared and equilibrated (Section 8.2.3),
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and the data analysis method used to analyze the molecular dynamics trajectories
(Section 8.2.4). Computer simulation results are presented in Section 8.3. The
CS-MT model is used to predict the micellization behavior of the nine surfactants
considered in Section 8.4. Concluding remarks are presented in Section 8.5.
8.2 Molecular Dynamics Simulations
8.2.1 Modeling Approach
As discussed in Chapter 6 and 7, the CS-MT model requires fractional hydration
data as an input. This fractional hydration data is obtained by performing two
simulations. The rst simulation is of a single surfactant molecule in a simulation
cell of water (the bulk watersimulation), and the second simulation is of the same
surfactant molecule in a micellar environment (the aggregate simulation). As
shown in Appendix A of Chapter 6, obtaining information about the hydration state
of a surfactant molecule in a micelle of a single shape and size is su¢ cient to allow
prediction of the optimal micelle shape and size.
8.2.2 Simulation Methods and Parameters
The simulation methods and parameters used in this study are identical to those
introduced in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7. Surfactants were modeled using the fully
atomistic OPLS-AA force eld [6], and water molecules were modeled using the simple
extended point-charge (SPC/E) model for water. Some additional parameters to
describe angles and angle vibrations were taken from the literature to model the
sulfate (SO 4 ) group in SDS [7]. Dodecylphosphocholine (DPC) was modeled using
the GROMACS forceeld using the same parameters that were used by Tieleman et
al. [8]. The GROMACS forceeld models methylene (CH2) groups and methyl (CH3)
groups as unied atoms [9].
The atoms in the surfactant head for each ionic surfactants considered did not have
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suggested charges in the OPLS-AA force eld, so the atomic charges for the heads
of these surfactants were estimated using the CHelpG algorithm (as implemented in
Gaussian 98) [10]. We note that CHelpG was not used to assign atomic charges for
the hydrophobic tail of each surfactant, for reasons discussed in Chapter 7. The
atomic charges used by Tieleman et al. were used in modeling DPC.
During simulation, van der Waals interactions were described using a cuto¤ dis-
tance of 0.9 nm, and Coulombic interactions were described using 3D particle mesh
Ewald (PME) summation [11,12]. Long-range dispersion corrections for energy and
pressure were implemented. Each simulation was carried out with xed bond lengths,
permitting a simulation timestep of 2 fs. The simulation cell temperature was main-
tained at 298.15 K, and the simulation cell pressure was maintained at 1.0 bar using
the Berendsen temperature and pressure coupling algorithm, respectively [13]. All
simulations were conducted using a 2006 developersversion of the GROMACS soft-
ware package [14,15].
8.2.3 System Preparation and Equilibration
Bulk Water Simulation
The bulk water simulation for each surfactant considered was initialized by placing
a single surfactant molecule in a simulation cell and surrounding it with su¢ cient
water molecules to approximation innite dilution (see Chapter 6 and Chapter 7).
A single ion (which we will refer to hereafter as the counterion) was introduced into
the simulation cell by replacing the water molecule experiencing the greatest electro-
static potential after initial energy minimization. After a brief NPT simulation to
equilibrate the cell volume, data was gathered over the course of an additional 3 ns
of NPT simulation.
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Surfactant No. of Surfactant Molecules No. of Water Molecules Total No. of Atoms
SDS 44 3,347 11,933
DPC 48 10,453 10,453
CTAB 49 10,304 33,999
AOS-12 32 3,555 12,041
AOS-16 40 6,119 20,557
DC1AB 25 3,522 11,841
DC2AB 20 3,771 12,393
DC4AB 18 3,734 12,282
DC6AB 16 3,711 12,189
Table 8.1: The geometry, the number of surfactant and water molecules, and the
total number of atoms corresponding to each of the ionic and zwitterionic micelle
simulations.
Aggregate Simulation
Each surfactant micelle was preformed as a spherical aggregate in the manner dis-
cussed in Chapter 7. To preserve electroneutrality, equal numbers of counterions and
ionic surfactant molecules were added to each simulation cell. To speed equilibra-
tion, counterions were added by replacing water molecules experiencing the greatest
electrostatic potential after initial energy minimization, with the potential being re-
calculated after every counterion insertion. In Table 8.1, we report the number
of surfactant and water molecules and the total number of atoms included in each
simulation cell.
Each micelle was built with a su¢ ciently small aggregation number to ensure that
it would be spherical during simulation by estimating the expected spherical aggre-
gation number based on the head area and tail volume of each surfactant [16]. As
shown in Appendix A of Chapter 6, a micelle of any aggregation number and geome-
try (whether spherical, cylindrical, or planar) may be simulated to obtain hydration
information for the CS-MT modeling approach. However, as discussed in Chapter 7,
it is most convenient computationally to simulate spherical aggregates because this
removes the need to either: (i) specify a physically realistic area for each surfactant
molecule within a cylindrical micelle or bilayer, or (ii) specify a poorly dened in-
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terfacial tension perpendicular to the axis of a cylindrical micelle or the plane of a
bilayer.
After preforming each spherical micelle, a 15 ns equilibration run was conducted
under NPT conditions. For reasons discussed in Chapter 7, we believe that this
equilibration time is more than adequate to thoroughly equilibrate each micelle [17].
Plots of the equilibration prole of the solvent accessible surface area (SASA) for
three representative surfactants (SDS, DPC, and AOS-12) are shown in Figure 8-1.
The SASA values reported in Figure 8-1 for each surfactant were normalized by the
average value of SASA for that surfactant to facilitate comparison of the results.
SASA was computed using a probe sphere of radius 0.2 nm (for a justication of this
choice, see Chapter 6) and using the double cubic lattice method as implemented
in GROMACS [13]. Since obtaining accurate hydration information is the primary
objective of our computer simulations, we consider SASA to be an important metric
to evaluate equilibration, because this property is directly proportional to the degree
of hydration of the micelle. As shown in Figure 8-1, after the rst 5 ns of simulation,
there is no apparent drift in SASA for these three surfactants. Plots of the normalized
values of SASA during the 5 ns data gathering simulation runs for the remaining six
surfactants considered are presented in Appendix A. All the equilibration SASA pro-
les indicate that the hydration data obtained during the data gathering simulations
are representative of the equilibrium hydration state of the micelle.
Snapshots of the post-equilibration congurations of each simulated ionic and
zwitterionic micelle are shown in Figure 8-2 (water molecules and counterions have
been omitted for clarity). Each surfactant molecule is depicted using the van der
Waals radius of each atom.
8.2.4 Data Analysis Method
The fractional hydration of each atom (or group of atoms) in the surfactant molecule
during the bulk water simulation and the aggregate simulation was quantied by





















Figure 8-1: Solvent accessible surface area (SASA) normalized by the average value
of SASA as a function of simulation time for micelles of three representative ionic














































































Figure 8-2: Snapshots of the post-equilibration structures of the simulated micelles
corresponding to each of the nine ionic and zwitterionic surfactants considered here.
The water molecules are not shown for clarity.
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f from the contact data using Eq. 8.4 (for details, see Chapter 6 and Chapter
7). For the ionic surfactants simulated in this chapter, contacts with water atoms,
with hydrogen bonding surfactant heads, and with counterions were each included
as contributing to hydration. For the zwitterionic surfactant DPC, only contacts
with water atoms and with hydrogen bonding surfactant heads were counted as being
hydrating, since no counterions were present in the simulation cell.
Although a cuto¤ of 0.3 nm was used in determining the f values for the CS-MT
model, we note that to obtain estimates of f for some of the large atoms present in
some of the surfactant heads considered (including nitrogen, sulfur, and oxygen), it
was necessary to use a larger cuto¤ of 0.5 nm in order to obtain good statistics for f .
Accordingly, a cuto¤ of 0.5 nm was used to generate all the hydration plots presented
in Section 8.3.
An estimate of the standard error in f for each group of atoms in the surfactant
molecule was obtained through the use of block averaging (for details, see Chapter
6) [1820]. Data-gathering simulation runs were conducted for su¢ cient time to
ensure that the uncertainty in each calculated value of f was small (typically less
than 5%).
8.3 Simulation Results and Discussion
8.3.1 Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate (SDS)
SDS is a widely used and extensively studied anionic surfactant. The fractional
degree of hydration, f , of SDS is plotted as a function of group number in Figure
8-3. Groups in SDS that are considered to be part of the SDS head in traditional
MT modeling (groups 1 and 2) have f values that are much larger than the f values
of groups in the SDS tail (groups 3 to 13). However, even groups in the SDS head
are partially dehydrated, with group 1 having an f value of 0.89 and group 2 having
an f value of 0.63. The average f value of the groups in the SDS tail is 0.24.














































Figure 8-3: The average fractional degree of hydration, f , as dened in Eq. 8.4,
of each of the groups in sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS). The chemical structure of
each group is identied in the schematic of the molecule shown below the fractional
hydration plot. The error bars shown correspond to the standard error of the mean.
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groups in the SDS tail is a function of their distance from the SDS head. For example,
group 3 in the tail (closest to the head) has an f value of 0.45, while group 13 (furthest
from the head) has an f value of 0.18. We note that each of the groups in the SDS
head has an f value greater than 0.60, and each of the groups in the SDS tail has
an f value less than 0.60. As discussed in Chapter 7, only hydrophobic surfactant
groups with an f value below 0.60 are considered to be part of the micelle core and
to have a nonzero value of ghydr.
8.3.2 Dodecylphosphocholine (DPC)
DPC is a zwitterionic surfactant frequently used as a model membrane lipid to study
lipid-bound peptides and proteins [21]. DPC has been widely studied both exper-
imentally and through computer simulations [8, 21]. As discussed in Section 8.2.2,
the forceeld parameters used to model this surfactant are the same as those used by
Tieleman et al. [8,21,22].
The fractional degree of hydration, f , of DPC is plotted as a function of group
number in Figure 8-4. The average f value of the groups in the DPC head (groups 1
to 8) is 0.70, while that of the groups in the DPC tail (groups 9 to 19) is 0.18. It is
interesting to note that most of the hydrophobic groups in the DPC head (1 to 3, 5,
and 6) are very hydrated, with f values of 0.69 or greater. As discussed in Chapter
7, such groups do not contribute to ghydr because they are not incorporated into the
micelle core. However, they do contribute signicantly to gdehydr. It is interesting to
note that the hydrophobic CH2 group adjacent to the DPC tail (group 8), has an f
value of 0.40, which as discussed in Chapter 7, is su¢ ciently low that it is modeled as
being part of the micelle hydrophobic core in CS-MT modeling. The low f value for
this group is closer to the f value that would be expected if the group were adjacent
to a nonionic surfactant head (for details, see Chapter 7) than to an ionic surfactant



















































Figure 8-4: The average fractional degree of hydration, f , as dened in Eq. 8.4,
of each of the groups in dodecylphosphocholine (DPC). The chemical structure of
each group is identied in the schematic of the molecule shown below the fractional
hydration plot. The error bars shown correspond to the standard error of the mean.
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8.3.3 Cetyltrimethylammonium Bromide (CTAB)
CTAB is a commonly used cationic surfactant for which extensive experimental micel-
lization data is available. The fractional degree of hydration, f , of CTAB is plotted
as a function of group number in Figure 8-5. The average f value of the groups in
the CTAB head (groups 1 to 5) is 0.85, while that of the groups in the CTAB tail
(groups 6 to 20) is 0.20. As in the case of SDS and DPC, the hydrophobic groups in
the CTAB head (1 to 3 and 5) are highly hydrated, with f values of 0.71 or greater.
In general, the hydration prole observed for the anionic surfactant SDS is similar
to the hydration prole observed for the cationic surfactant CTAB. For example,
the average f value of the groups in the SDS head is 0.85, while the average f value
of the groups in the CTAB head is also 0.85. In addition, the rst CH2 group in
the SDS tail (group 3) and in the CTAB tail (group 6) have f values of 0.45 and
0.57, respectively. In contrast, the zwitterionic surfactant DPC exhibits signicant
di¤erences in the hydration of its head groups relative to those in SDS and in CTAB
(see Section 8.3.2).
8.3.4 Sodium 3-Hydroxy Sulfonates (AOS-12 and AOS-16)
Sodium -olensulfonates (AOS) are anionic surfactants frequently used in household
and industrial formulations [23]. These surfactants are useful because of their wetting
and detergency attributes, and because of their tolerance for hard water ions. AOS,
as it is used industrially, is a mixture of several chemical species, including: 60-70%
sodium alkenesulfonate, 30% hydroxyalkanesulfonate, and 0-10% sodium disulfonate.
The hydroxyalkanesulfonate fraction is present in both the 3-hydroxy sulfonate and
the 4-hydroxy sulfonate forms, and the hydroxyalkanesulfonate backbone may contain
between 12 and 18 carbon atoms [23]. We have selected two hydroxyalkanesulfonates
for modeling to determine if computer simulations can be used to correctly identify
the headand tailportions of surfactants with two hydrophilic groups (SO 3 and














































Figure 8-5: The average fractional degree of hydration, f , as dened in Eq. 8.4,
of each of the groups in cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB). The chemical
structure of each group is identied in the schematic of the molecule shown below the
fractional hydration plot. The error bars shown correspond to the standard error of
the mean.
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(AOS-12) and sodium 3-hydroxyhexadecyl-1-sulfonate (AOS-16).
The fractional degree of hydration, f , of AOS-12 and AOS-16 is plotted as a
function of group number in Figures 8-6A and 8-6B, respectively. The non-monotonic
nature of the fractional hydration plots of both surfactants is due to the presence of
the 3-hydroxy group (group 5). The f results shown in Figure 8-6 reveal that groups
1, 2, 3, and 5 in both surfactants have f values greater than 0.60. The average value
of f for these four groups in AOS-12 and in AOS-16 is 0.79 and 0.75, respectively.
With an f value of 0.60 and 0.56 in AOS-12 and AOS-16, respectively, group 4 is
considered to be part of the micelle hydrophobic core for both surfactants. As such,
group 4 is modeled as contributing to ghydr in the CS-MT modeling approach (for
details, see Chapter 7). The average f value of the tail groups in AOS-12 and in
AOS-16 are 0.27 and 0.21, respectively.
8.3.5 C12H25CNH2N+1N(CH3)2Br Surfactants (DC1AB-DC6AB)
The micellization behavior of the DCNAB cationic surfactants is very interesting
from a theoretical perspective. The experimental CMCs of each of the four DCNAB
surfactants are ranked as follows: DC1AB > DC2AB > DC4AB > DC6AB [24]. This
CMC ranking is di¢ cult to rationalize using the traditional MT model (see discussion
in Section ??). Because of the structural complexity of the DCNAB surfactants, the
CS-MT model is expected to provide more accurate predictions of the micellization
behavior of these surfactants than the traditional MT modeling approach.
The fractional degree of hydration, f , of DC1AB, DC2AB, DC4AB, and DC6AB
are plotted as a function of group number in Figures 8-7A, 8-7B, 8-7C, and 8-7D,
respectively. The non-monotonic nature of the fractional hydration plots of the
DC2AB, DC4AB, and DC6AB surfactants reects the fact that the CN group in each
of these surfactants (group 1 in DC1AB, groups 1 to 2 in DC2AB, groups 1 to 4 in
DC4AB, and groups 1 to 6 in DC6AB) is less hydrated than the dimethylammonium
group.




















































































































Figure 8-6: The average fractional degree of hydration, f , as dened in Eq. 8.4, of
each of the groups in 3-hydroxy dodecyl sulfonate (AOS-12, see A) and 3-hydroxy
hexadecyl sulfonate (AOS-16, see B). The chemical structure of each group is iden-
tied in the schematic of the molecule shown below each of the fractional hydration













































































































































































Figure 8-7: The average fractional degree of hydration, f , as dened in Eq.
8.4, of each of the groups in decyltrimethylammonium bromide (DC1AB, see A),
C12H25C2H5N(CH3)2Br (DC2AB, see B), C12H25C4H9N(CH3)2Br (DC4AB, see C),
and C12H25C6H13N(CH3)2Br (DC6AB, see D). The chemical structure of each group
is identied in the schematic of the molecule shown below the fractional hydration
plot. The error bars shown correspond to the standard error of the mean.
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in Figure 8-5 for CTAB. This is not surprising given the chemical similarity of these
two surfactants. The average f value of the groups in the DC1AB head (groups 1
to 5) is 0.84. By comparison, the average f value of the groups in the CTAB head
(groups 1 to 5) is 0.85.
The fractional hydration proles of DC2AB, DC4AB, and DC6AB (shown in Fig-
ures 8-7B, 8-7C, and 8-7D, respectively) are more complex. Comparison of the
hydration proles of DC1AB and DC2AB reveals that the additional CH2 in the CN
group of DC2AB has a signicant impact on hydration. The f value of group 1 in
DC2AB (0.76) is signicantly lower than the f value of group 1 in DC1AB (0.87).
The f value of group 2 in DC2AB (0.78) is also relatively low compared to the average
f value of the groups in the DC1AB head (0.84). The f values of groups 1 to 4 in
DC4AB range from 0.71 to 0.79. The f values of groups 1 to 6 in DC6AB range from
0.57 to 0.92. Our results suggest that, as the length of the CN group increases, the
CN group is increasingly incorporated within the micelle hydrophobic core. Groups
1 and 2 in DC6AB both have f values that are below 0.60. Consequently, both of
these groups will be modeled as being part of the micelle hydrophobic core using the
CS-MT model.
It is interesting to note that the D group (the C12H25 group) present in each of the
four DCNAB surfactants is hydrated to a similar extent in each of the four simulated
micelles. The average f value of the D group in DC1AB, DC2AB, DC4AB, and
DC6AB is 0.34, 0.36, 0.36, and 0.31, respectively.
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8.4 Molecular-ThermodynamicModeling Based on
Computer Simulation Inputs
8.4.1 Using the CS-MT Modeling Approach to Predict the
Micellization Behavior of Ionic and Zwitterionic Sur-
factants
As discussed in Chapter 7, to use the CS-MT modeling approach to model surfactant
micellization, a number of simplifying approximations must be made to enable the
straightforward evaluation of gdehydr and ghydr. With this in mind, we make the
same approximations discussed in Chapter 7 to evaluate gdehydr and ghydr for ionic
and zwitterionic surfactants. In so doing, we will evaluate the validity of these
approximations is the case of ionic and zwitterionic surfactants.
After using the CS-MT model to predict the micellization behavior of two simple
ionic and one simple zwitterionic surfactants in Section 8.4.2, we use it to model more
complex surfactants in Section 8.4.3. To evaluate the CS-MT model, the surfactant
CMC was selected for prediction and comparison with the experimental CMC data,
as well as with the CMC predictions of the traditional MT model, because the CMC
is exponentially dependent on gform, and therefore, provides a rigorous quantitative
test for the predictive accuracy of the CS-MT model. However, we would like to
stress that the CS-MT model enables the prediction of a variety of micellar solution
properties in addition to the CMC (including micelle shape, size, composition, and
the degree of counterion binding).
As discussed in Chapter 6, to implement the traditional MT model to predict the
micellization behavior of ionic and zwitterionic surfactants, it is necessary to identify
a head and a tail for each surfactant. The head and tail assignments made for
traditional MT modeling are reported in Table 8.2, where the group numbers listed
correspond to the group numbers shown in the surfactant diagrams given in Figures
8-3 to 8-7. For reasons that will be discussed in Section 8.4.3, the head and tail
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assignments for DC2AB, DC4AB, and DC6AB may be made in a number of ways in
the traditional MT modeling approach. Based on the head and tail assignments,
three geometric parameters were estimated for each surfactant and used as inputs for
traditional MT modeling [3,4,2527]. These geometric parameters are also reported
in Table 8.2, and were determined based on the surfactant chemical structures and
the head and tail assignments made. The rst geometric parameter is ah  the cross-
sectional area of the surfactant head. The second geometric parameter is dcharge 
the distance from the location of the charge in the surfactant head to the beginning
of the surfactant tail. The third geometric parameter is lhg  the length of the
surfactant head, or the distance from the tip of the surfactant head to the start of the
surfactant tail. Note that ah is needed to calculate gst; and both dcharge and lhg are
needed to calculate gelec [3,25]. The ah, dcharge, and lhg values listed in Table 8.2 were
also used to determine gst and gelec in the CS-MT model (see Eq. 8.1). Values of ah,
dcharge, and lhg computed based on three traditional MT modeling limits (see Section
8.4.3) are also listed in Table 8.2 for DC2AB, DC4AB, and DC6AB. An additional
parameter which is not listed in Table 8.2 but that is needed to compute gelec in the
case of zwitterionic surfactants is dsep  the distance between the two charges in the
zwitterionic surfactant head. The dsep value for DPC was estimated to be 4.3 Å.
8.4.2 Modeling Results for Simple Surfactants
Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate (SDS)
We have used the CS-MT model to predict the micellization behavior of SDS in
aqueous solution at 25 oC. In Table 8.3, we report CS-MT modeling results for the
simulated SDS micelle, including: (i) gdehydr, (ii) ghydr, (iii) g^int, and (iv) gtr,CS-MT:
The reported uncertainty for the CS-MT modeling results is the standard error of
the mean, as computed through block averaging of the computer simulation data.
CS-MT modeling results for gdehydr and ghydr were obtained using the simulated f
values and Eqs. 8.2 and 8.3. As can be seen, the value of gdehydr (-15.04 kBT ) is
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Surfactant Head Groups Tail Groups ah [Å2] dcharge [Å] lhg [Å]
SDS 1-2 3-13 25 3.7 6.3
DPC 1-8 9-19 32 5.3 4.3
CTAB 1-5 6-20 32 3.8 6.4
AOS-12 1-5 6-14 23 5.3 7.2
AOS-16 1-5 6-18 23 5.3 7.2
DC1AB 1-5 6-16 32 3.8 6.4
DC2AB
Limit 1 1-6 7-17 42 3.8 6.4
Limit 2 1-6 7-17 37.4 3.8 6.4
Limit 3 2-6 1 & 7-17 32 3.8 6.4
DC4AB
Limit 1 1-8 9-19 62 3.8 6.4
Limit 2 1-8 9-19 38.3 3.8 6.4
Limit 3 4-8 1-3 & 9-19 32 3.8 6.4
DC6AB
Limit 1 1-10 11-21 82 3.8 6.4
Limit 2 1-10 11-21 39.3 3.8 6.4
Limit 3 6-10 1-5 & 10-21 32 3.8 6.4
Table 8.2: Molecular parameters used in modeling each surfactant. The traditional
MT model identications of heads and tails are reported, along with molecular pa-
rameters used to model each surfactant using the CS-MT model and the traditional
MT model. These molecular parameters were estimated geometrically based on the
structure of each surfactant molecule, and include: ah, the cross-sectional area of the
surfactant head, dcharge, the distance between the beginning of the surfactant tail and
the location of the charge in the surfactant head, and lhg, the length of the surfactant
head.
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Surfactant gdehydr [kBT ] ghydr [kBT ] g^int [kBT ] gtr,CS-MT [kBT ] gtr [kBT ]
SDS -15.04  0.03 1.73  0.01 4.38 -17.69  0.04 -18.46
DPC -15.98  0.34 1.93  0.04 4.26 -18.32  0.34 -18.46
CTAB -20.67  0.20 2.39  0.04 5.44 -23.73  0.21 -24.43
AOS-12 -12.74  0.01 1.60  0.05 4.30 -15.44  0.05 -15.37
AOS-16 -18.50  0.10 1.95  0.03 5.26 -21.81  0.10 -21.27
DC1AB -14.80  0.07 1.44  0.03 5.10 -18.46  0.07 -18.46
DC2AB -14.96  0.10 1.44  0.04 5.54 -19.06  0.11 -18.46 to -21.98
DC4AB -15.44  0.10 1.10  0.03 5.87 -20.21  0.11 -18.46 to -24.96
DC6AB -18.41  0.11 2.71  0.07 6.55 -22.24  0.13 -18.46 to -27.95
Table 8.3: Modeling results for the simulated micelles. Computer
simulation/molecular-thermodynamic (CS-MT) and traditional molecular-
thermodynamic (MT) modeling results for each of the nine simulated ionic
and zwitterionic surfactant micelles considered in this article. CS-MT model
predictions of gdehydr, ghydr, g^int, and gtr,CS-MT were made as described in Section
8.1.1. The uncertainties reported for the CS-MT model predictions correspond
to the standard error of the mean. Traditional MT modeling results for gtr are
presented for comparison with gtr,CS-MT.
much larger in magnitude than that of ghydr (1.73 kBT ). In Table 8.3, we also report
the traditional MT model prediction of gtr for comparison with gtr,CS-MT. We note
that the transfer free-energy contribution predicted by the CS-MT model (gtr,CS-MT =
-17.69 kBT ) is 0.77 kBT more positive than the prediction of the traditional MTmodel
(gtr = -18.46 kBT ).
In Table 8.4 and Table 8.5, we report CS-MT and traditional MT modeling results
for micelles of the optimal shape and size. As discussed in Section 8.1, at the optimal
micelle shape and size, gform attains a minimum value [3]. Both the CS-MTmodel and
the traditional MT model yield identical predictions for the optimal micelle shape and
size. As discussed in Chapter 7, this equivalence arises because the only contribution
to gform that di¤ers in the two models (the transfer free-energy contribution) does not
depend on micelle shape and size. The simulated SDS micelle had an aggregation
number of 44, but both the CS-MT model and the tradition MT model predict that
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Surf. Shape n gint [kBT ] gpack [kBT ] gst [kBT ] gelec [kBT ] gent [kBT ]
SDS sph. 47 4.33 2.51 1.10 3.56 -0.99
DPC sph. 39 4.61 2.47 0.65 0.48 0.00
CTAB sph. 49 5.35 2.57 1.07 5.54 -0.93
AOS-12 sph. 21 4.95 1.28 0.61 2.59 -0.71
AOS-16 sph. 45 4.83 2.53 0.77 4.82 -0.87
DC1AB sph. 47 4.24 2.87 1.45 3.67 -0.97
DC2AB sph. 47 4.24 2.83 1.78 3.85 -0.93
DC4AB sph. 47 4.24 2.85 1.82 4.30 -0.92
DC6AB sph. 41 4.49 2.92 1.67 4.97 -0.88
Table 8.4: Modeling results for the optimal micelles. Computer
simulation/molecular-thermodynamic (CS-MT) and traditional molecular-
thermodynamic (MT) modeling results for each of the nine ionic and zwitterionic
surfactants considered in this article. Both the CS-MT model and the tra-
ditional MT model yield identical predictions of the optimal micelle shape, the
number-average micelle aggregation number (n), gint, gpack, and gst (see Section
8.4.2).
the optimal SDS micelle is spherical with a number-average aggregation number of
47. In Table 8.4, we report predictions using the CS-MT model and the traditional
MT model of: (i) the micelle shape, (ii) the number-average micelle aggregation
number (n), (iii) gint, (iv) gpack, (iv) gst, (v) gelec (including the discharging, the
charging, and the counterion binding free-energy contributions [25,28]), and (vi) gent.
In Table 8.5 we report predictions of (i) gform and the CMC predicted by the CS-
MT model, (ii) gform and the CMC predicted by the traditional MT model, and (iii)
the experimental values of gform and of the CMC [16]. The reported uncertainty in
the CS-MT modeling results corresponds to the standard error of the mean. Note
that because the shape and size of the optimal micelles predicted by the CS-MT
model and by the traditional MT model are identical, free-energy contributions (iii)
to (vi) are also identical. Traditional MT modeling results were generated using the
approach reviewed in Chapter 6. The CMCs predicted by the CS-MT model and
by the traditional MT model and the value of gform inferred using the experimental
CMC data were calculated using Eq. 8.8.
For SDS, the value of gint computed for the optimal micelle (4.33 kBT ) is slightly
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gform [kBT ] (CMC [mM])
Surf. CS-MT Model Traditional MT Model Expt.
SDS -8.20  0.04 (15.28  0.58) -8.66 (9.62) -8.83 (8.1)
DPC -11.11  0.34 (0.83  0.29) -11.25 (0.72) -10.92 (1.0)
CTAB -11.14  0.21 (0.81  0.17) -11.55 (0.54) -11.03 (0.9)
AOS-12 -7.87  0.05 (21.29  1.02) -7.83 (22.18) -7.71 (24.8)
AOS-16 -10.74  0.10 (1.21  0.13) -10.42 (1.66) -10.55 (1.45)
DC1AB -8.18  0.07 (15.51  1.13) -8.22 (12.59) -8.16 (15.90)
DC2AB -8.29  0.11 (13.99  1.52) -9.85 to -7.65 (2.93 to 26.42) -8.23 (14.80)
DC4AB -8.92  0.11 (7.44  0.80) -11.56 to -6.33 (0.53 to 51.66) -8.82 (8.20)
DC6AB -10.08  0.13 (2.33  0.30) -13.73 to -5.06 (0.06 to 354.08) -9.59 (3.80)
Table 8.5: Modeling results for the optimal micelles. The CS-MT and the traditional
MT model predictions of gform were obtained using the values of gtr,CS-MT and gtr
reported in Table 4, respectively, as an input to Eq. 8.7. The CS-MT and the
traditional MT model predictions of the CMC and the value of gform inferred from the
experimental CMC data were computed using Eq. 8.8. The uncertainties reported
for the CS-MT model predictions correspond to the standard error of the mean.
lower than the value of g^int computed for the simulated micelle (4.38 kBT ) because of
the di¤erence between the simulated and the optimal micelle aggregation numbers.
The free-energy contributions, gpack (2.51 kBT ), gst (1.10 kBT ), gelec (-0.45 kBT ), and
gent (-0.99 kBT ), while all smaller in magnitude than gint, each contribute signicantly
to gform. For this surfactant, the CMC predicted by the CS-MT model is 15.28
mM, which is roughly a factor of two larger than the experimental CMC (8.1 mM).
The traditional MT model predicts a CMC of 9.62 mM, which is very close to the
experimental CMC value of 8.1 mM [16]. Given the exponential dependence of the
CMC on gform (see Eq. 8.8), we consider both the CS-MT and the traditional MT
results shown in Table 8.5 to be in reasonable agreement with the experimental data.
Dodecylphosphocholine (DPC)
CS-MT and traditional MT modeling results for the simulated DPC micelle are re-
ported in Table 8.3. Each free-energy contribution has been calculated as described
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in Section 8.4.2. Theoretical predictions for the optimal micelles obtained using the
CS-MT model and the traditional MT model as well as experimental data [21] for
the micellization behavior of DPC in aqueous solution at 25 oC are reported in Table
8.4 and Table 8.5.
The optimal DPC micelles that are predicted to form in solution by the CS-MT
model and by the traditional MT model are somewhat smaller (n = 39) than the
simulated DPC micelle (n = 48). The predicted value of gint (4.61 kBT ) is slightly
larger than that of g^int (4.26 kBT ) because of this di¤erence in aggregation numbers.
Note that gent for this surfactant is equal to zero because there is no counterion binding
for this zwitterionic surfactant. The CS-MT model prediction of the transfer free-
energy contribution (gtr,CS-MT = -18.32 kBT ) is slightly less negative than that of the
traditional MT prediction (gtr = -18.46 kBT ). The traditional MT estimate of gtr for
DPC is identical to the gtr estimate for SDS because both surfactants have identical
tails. In contrast, the CS-MT model estimate of gtr,CS-MT for DPC is 0.63 kBT
more negative than the estimate of gtr,CS-MT for SDS. As discussed in Chapter 7, the
nature of the surfactant head can have a signicant e¤ect on the degree of hydration
of the surfactant tail in bulk aqueous solution, and this is further conrmed by the
di¤erence in the gtr,CS-MT values obtained for DPC and SDS. The di¤erence between
the CS-MT estimate of gtr,CS-MT and the traditional MT estimate of gtr for DPC leads
to the CS-MT model predicting a higher CMC (0.83 mM) than that predicted by the
traditional MT model (0.72 mM). In this case, the CMC predicted by the CS-MT
model is closer to the experimental CMC (1.0 mM) [21].
Cetyltrimethylammonium Bromide (CTAB)
CS-MT and traditional MT modeling results for the simulated CTAB micelle are
reported in Table 8.3. Theoretical predictions for the optimal micelles obtained using
the CS-MT model and the traditional MT model as well as experimental data [29]
for the micellization behavior of CTAB in aqueous solution at 25 oC are reported in
Table 8.4 and Table 8.5.
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Computer simulation of CTAB was conducted in a micelle with an aggregation
number of 49, which is identical (after rounding to the nearest integer value) to the
CS-MT and the traditional MT number-average aggregation number predictions for
the optimal CTAB micelles. The predicted value of gint (5.35 kBT ) is very close
to the predicted value of g^int (5.44 kBT ), while the transfer free-energy contribution
(gtr,CS-MT = -23.73 kBT ) predicted by the CS-MT model is slightly less negative than
that predicted by the traditional MT model (gtr = -24.43 kBT ). The di¤erence
between the CS-MT estimate of gtr,CS-MT and the traditional MT estimate of gtr for
CTAB leads to the CS-MT model predicting a higher CMC (0.81 mM) than that
predicted by the traditional MT model (0.54 mM). In this case, the CMC predicted
by the CS-MT model is closer to the experimental CMC (0.9 mM) [29].
Applicability of the CS-MT Modeling Approach to Ionic and Zwitterionic
Surfactants
Based on the modeling results obtained for the simple anionic, zwitterionic, and
cationic surfactants discussed in Sections 8.4.2 to 8.4.2, it is possible to evaluate the
applicability of the CS-MT modeling approach to model the micellization behavior
of surfactants with charged hydrophilic heads. For the three surfactants considered,
the CMCs predicted by the CS-MT model are in reasonable agreement with the
experimental CMCs. For DPC and CTAB, the CMCs predicted using the CS-
MT model are more accurate than those predicted using the traditional MT model.
Based on these results, we conclude that the approximations introduced in Chapter 7
to enable straightforward calculation of gdehydr and ghydr are reasonably accurate for
non-polymeric, small-head ionic and zwitterionic surfactants.
For the three simple, small-head surfactants modeled above, three key approxima-
tions were made to enable straightforward implementation of the CS-MT model. The
rst approximation involves estimating gtri for hydrophobic groups in the surfactant
head and tail using solubility data for linear alkyl chains. This approximation has
already been shown in Chapter 7 to yield reasonable modeling results for small-head
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nonionic surfactants, and we believe that it should also be reasonably accurate (and
physically realistic) in the case of small-head ionic and zwitterionic surfactants. The
second approximation involves identifying hydrophobic groups in each surfactant as
being adsorbed onto, or incorporated within, the micelle hydrophobic core if they
have an f value which is less than 0.60. It is reasonable to make this approximation
for ionic and zwitterionic surfactants because the selection of this f value in Chapter
7 was informed by data for both nonionic and ionic surfactants. The third approx-
imation involves using the expression for gwc given in Eqs. 8.5 and 8.6 to evaluate
ghydr. This model for gwc was originally developed in Chapter 6 for oil aggregates.
In using such a model in the case of ionic and zwitterionic surfactant micelles, the
approximation is made that the change in hydration free energy experienced by hy-
drophobic groups in being transferred from the bulk aqueous solution to the micelle
hydrophobic core is una¤ected by the presence of the charged surfactant heads and
the charged counterions (if present) at the micelle core/water interface. It was not
clear a priori whether gwc could be evaluated for ionic and zwitterionic surfactants
using Eqs. 8.5 and 8.6, or whether it would be necessary to t a value of gwc to
obtain accurate predictions of the micellization behavior. Fortunately, the results for
SDS, DPC, and CTAB suggest that evaluating gwc using a model developed for oil
aggregates is reasonably accurate even for ionic and zwitterionic surfactant micelles.
As a result, when modeling each of the complex surfactants considered next in Section
8.4.3 we will calculate gwc using Eqs. 8.5 and 8.6.
8.4.3 Modeling Results for Complex Surfactants
Sodium 3-Hydroxy Sulfonates (AOS-12 and AOS-16)
CS-MT and traditional MT modeling results for the simulated AOS-12 and AOS-16
micelles are reported in Table 8.3. Theoretical predictions for the optimal micelles
obtained using the CS-MT model and the traditional MT model as well as exper-
imental data [30] for the micellization behavior of AOS-12 and AOS-16 in aqueous
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solution at 30 oC are reported in Table 8.4 and Table 8.5.
The CS-MT and the traditional MT model predictions of the optimal number-
average micelle aggregation numbers of AOS-12 (n = 21) and of AOS-16 (n = 45) are
somewhat di¤erent than the aggregation numbers of the simulated AOS-12 (n = 32)
and AOS-16 (n = 40) micelles. The predicted value of gint for AOS-12 (4.95 kBT ) is
signicantly larger than that of g^int (4.30 kBT ) because of this di¤erence in aggrega-
tion numbers. In contrast, gint for AOS-16 (4.83 kBT ) is predicted to be signicantly
smaller than g^int (5.26 kBT ). For both AOS-12 and AOS-16, the CS-MT model pre-
dictions of the transfer free-energy contribution (gtr,CS-MT = -15.44 and -21.81kBT ,
respectively) are slightly more negative than the traditional MT model predictions
of the transfer free-energy contribution (gtr = -15.37 and -21.27, respectively). This
leads to the CS-MT model predicting lower CMCs for both surfactants (21.29 mM
and 1.21 mM for AOS-12 and AOS-16, respectively) than those predicted by the tra-
ditional MT model (22.18 mM and 1.66 mM, respectively). The CMCs predicted by
the CS-MT model and by the traditional MT model are both in reasonable agreement
with the experimental CMCs (24.8 mM and 1.45 mM, respectively). However, it is
important to note that the groups in AOS-12 and in AOS-16 that should be modeled
as being part of the surfactant head and as part of the surfactant tail in traditional
MT modeling are not entirely clear. As a result, we have used head and tail assign-
ments for these surfactants determined through computer simulation in a previous
study [26]. Without such information, it would not have been possible to make such
accurate predictions using the traditional MT model.
For these two surfactants, our results indicate that although computer simulation
inputs are necessary, reasonably accurate predictions of their micellization behavior
can be made using computer simulations to make head and tail identications for use
in traditional MT modeling (as was done in Reference 26), or to obtain fractional
hydration data for use in the CS-MT model (as was done in this chapter). In
Reference 26, head and tail identications for both of these surfactants were made in
a computationally e¢ cient way by simulating both surfactants at a water/oil interface
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(serving as a proxy for the micelle core/water interface), and comparably accurate
modeling results were obtained. The four computer simulations used here to obtain
fractional hydration information for these two surfactants for input in the CS-MT
model required approximately an order of magnitude more computational expense.
C12H25CNH2N+1N(CH3)2Br Surfactants (DC1AB-DC6AB)
CS-MT and traditional MT modeling results for the simulated DC1AB, DC2AB,
DC4AB, and DC6AB micelles are reported in Table 8.3. Theoretical predictions for
the optimal micelles obtained using the CS-MT model and the traditional MT model
as well as experimental data [30] for the micellization behavior of each surfactant in
aqueous solution at 25 oC are reported in Table 8.4 and Table 8.5. The approach
described in Section 8.4.2 was used to calculate each free-energy contribution, the
values of gform, and the CMC values reported in Table 8.4 and Table 8.5.
As shown in Tables 8.3, 8.4, and 8.5, although only one value of gtr,CS-MT, gform,
and the CMC are reported for DC2AB, DC4AB, and DC6AB using the CS-MT model,
a range of gtr, gform, and CMC values are reported for these surfactants using the tra-
ditional MTmodeling approach because it is di¢ cult to determine the head and tail of
each surfactant. As discussed in Chapter 6, for simple surfactants and solubilizates,
simple guidelines can be used for head and tail identication. For ionic and zwitte-
rionic surfactants, the approximation is made that nt = nc   1; where nc is the total
number of CH2 and CH3 groups in the hydrocarbon chain and nt is the number of CH2
and CH3 groups that should be modeled as being part of the surfactant tail [3,31]. In
other words, a hydrophobic group bonded to a charged hydrophilic group is modeled
as being part of the surfactant head, while other hydrophobic groups are modeled
as being part of the surfactant tail. Unfortunately, these guidelines are inadequate
to provide accurate head and tail identications for DC2AB, DC4AB, and DC6AB
because it is unclear how to model each CN group. Because of this uncertainty, we
have implemented the traditional MT modeling approach based on three di¤erent
modeling limits. The rst limit (which we will refer to as Limit 1) involves modeling
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each atom in the CN groups as being part of the surfactant head, with the remaining
groups in each surfactant being modeled as being part of the head or the tail accord-
ing to the nt = nc   1 guideline. Using this approach, groups 1 to 6 of DC2AB are
modeled as being part of the head, while groups 7-17 are modeled as being part of
the tail (see the group numbers dened in Figure 8-7 and the ah values listed in Table
8.2). Based on the structure of the selected head, the area of the surfactant head
(ah) was computed geometrically by assuming that the entire CN group lies parallel
to the micelle core/water interface and contributes to the surfactant head area at the
interface. The second limit (Limit 2) is based on the same assignment of head and
tail made in Limit 1. However, in Limit 2, an accurate value of ah for each surfactant
has been determined from the computer simulation data by measuring the projected
area of each surfactant head at the micelle core/water interface. The same values of
ah used in Limit 2 of traditional MT modeling were also used in CS-MT modeling.
It is important to note that the estimation of ah using the computer simulation data
is expected to yield signicantly more accurate results for complex surfactants such
as DC2AB, DC4AB, and DC6AB than attempting to approximate ah based on an
assumption of what portions of the surfactant are present at the micelle core/water
interface. In the third limit (Limit 3), the head and tail portions of DC2AB, DC4AB,
and DC6AB were estimated using the nt = nc   1 guideline for both the CN chain
and each of the remaining groups in the surfactant. Using this approach, groups
2 to 6 of DC2AB were assigned as being part of the head, while groups 1 and 7 to
17 were assigned as being part of the tail (see the group numbers dened in Figure
8-7 and the ah values listed in Table 8.2). Similarly, groups 4 to 8 of DC4AB were
assigned as being part of the head, while groups 1 to 3 and 9 to 19 were assigned as
being part of the tail. Based on this assignment of heads and tails, the values of ah
for DC2AB, DC4AB, and DC6AB are identical and are equal to the value of ah for
DC1AB. Limits 1 and 3 yield upper-bound and lower-bound estimates of the CMC
using the traditional MT modeling approach, respectively. As demonstrated by the





































and the CMCs predicted using the three traditional MT modeling limits discussed


























































for decyltrimethylammonium bromide (DC1AB), C12H25C2H5N(CH3)2Br (DC2AB),
C12H25C4H9N(CH3)2Br (DC4AB), and C12H25C6H13N(CH3)2Br (DC6AB). The lines





















is very large, and the range of values increases in magnitude as the length of the CN
group increases.
The CMCs predicted using the CS-MT model and the traditional MT model are
reported graphically in Figure 8-8 on a log scale. Not only are the CMCs predicted
using the CS-MT model in remarkably good agreement with the experimental CMCs,
but they are also much more accurate than any of the CMCs predicted using the three
traditional MT modeling limits.
The traditional MT model fails to accurately model the DC2AB, DC4AB, and
DC6AB surfactants for several reasons. Limit 1 is in poor agreement with the exper-
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imental CMC data because: (i) computing ah geometrically based on the assumption
that the entire CN group is part of the surfactant head and lies at at the micelle
core/water interface overestimates ah, and consequently, leads to an overestimation
of gst, and (ii) making the approximation that the CN group is part of the surfac-
tant head (and therefore remains fully hydrated upon micelle formation) leads to a
severe overprediction of gtr. Limit 2 is in poor agreement with the experimental
CMC data because of (ii). It is interesting to note, however, that using a computer
simulation estimate of ah signicantly improves the traditional MT model CMC pre-
dictions. Limit 3 is in poor agreement with the experimental CMC data because: (i)
the head and tail assignments made in this limit imply that ah for DC2AB, DC4AB,
and DC6AB are each equal to 32 Å2, which underestimates the value of ah, and (ii)
the large number of groups included in the surfactant tail leads to an overly negative
estimate of gtr.
The length of the CN group in each DCNAB surfactant inuences the CS-MT
model estimate of gform in several interesting ways. First, as the length of the CN
group increases, the computer simulation estimate of ah increases. This serves to
increase the steric free-energy contribution, gst. At the same time, however, the
transfer free-energy contribution, gtr,CS-MT, of the CN group becomes increasingly
negative. In addition, the CN group in DC6AB has two hydrophobic groups (1 and
2) that are su¢ ciently dehydrated that they are modeled as being part of the micelle
core and that therefore a¤ect gpack. As shown in Table 8.5, the experimental CMC
values of the four DCNAB surfactants are ranked as follows: DC1AB > DC2AB >
DC4AB > DC6AB [24]. Consequently, the net e¤ect of increasing the length of the
CN group is to lower gform, which in turn lowers the value of the CMC. Not only is
this ranking of gform and CMC values correctly predicted by the CS-MT model, but
the values of gform and of the CMC predicted by the CS-MT model are in very close
agreement with the experimental data.
In Chapter 7, we concluded that care must be taken in computing gdehyd for sur-
factants with large, polymeric heads using the simplifying approximations discussed
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in Section 8.4.2. It is important to note that the DCNAB surfactants modeled here
do not fall into this category of surfactants for the following reasons: (i) the max-
imum size of the DCNAB surfactant heads is relatively small, and (ii) hydrophobic
groups in the DCNAB heads are transferred (to the extent that they are dehydrated)
to an environment that is chemically similar to a bulk solution of surfactant tails (see
additional discussion in Chapter 7).
Evaluation of the majority of the free-energy contributions that appear in Eq.
8.7 for the DCNAB surfactants is relatively straightforward. However, accurate
estimation of the packing free-energy contribution, gpack, for Limit 3 of the traditional
MT modeling and for the CS-MT modeling of DC2AB, DC4AB, and DC6AB has
required the development and implementation of a modied packing model that is
capable of accurately estimating gpack for surfactants with two tails separated by a
head. The packing free-energy contribution, gpack, represents the free-energy change
required to x one end of the surfactant tail(s) at the micelle core/water interface.
This free-energy contribution is typically estimated using a mean-eld model rst
introduced by Ben-Shaul, Szleifer, and Gelbart [3234], and requires sampling each
important conformation and orientation of the surfactant tail subject to the constraint
that the micelle hydrophobic core has a uniform density. As shown in Table 8.3,
in Limit 3 of the traditional MT modeling of DC2AB, tail groups 1 and 7-17 are
separated by head groups 2-6. A similar separation of head and tail groups is also
present in DC4AB and DC6AB. To maintain consistency between the CS-MT model
for the hydrophobic e¤ect (gdehydr and ghydr) and the evaluation of gpack for the CS-
MT model, head and tail assignments used in computing gpack for the CS-MT model
were made using the criterion that any group with an f value greater than 0.60 was
modeled as a group in the head, and any group with an f value less than 0.60 was
modeled as a group in the tail. Using this approach, each of the CN groups in DC2AB
and DC4AB was identied as being part of the head. Groups 3-6 in the CN group
in DC6AB were identied as being part of the head, while groups 1-2 were identied
as being part of the tail.
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The mean-eld approach that was implemented to determine gpack for Limit 3 of
the traditional MT model and the CS-MT model was modied to be more physically
realistic by relaxing the constraint that groups in the surfactant tail cannot exit the
micelle core. In the modied approach, each important conformation and orientation
of the CN group was sampled, and the CN group was modeled as contributing to the
volume of the micelle core for conformations where atoms in CN the group entered
the micelle core. For conformations where atoms in the CN group did enter the
micelle core, they a¤ect the lateral pressures present in the micelle core and the value
of gpack. This packing approach allowed sampling of each of the conformations that
were actually observed during the molecular dynamics simulation, where each CN
group was found to adopt a wide variety of conformations both inside and outside the
micelle core. Complete details of the modied packing approach used to compute
gpack for DC2AB, DC4AB, and DC6AB will be presented in a future publication.
Although not explored in this chapter, the predictions of the traditional MTmodel
may be improved by using computer simulations to determine the appropriate head
and tail assignments for the DC2AB, DC4AB, and DC6AB surfactants. Such an
approach (with data taken from a previous publication) [26] was used in modeling
AOS-12 and AOS-16 in Section 8.4.3. Although computer simulation determination
of head and tail groups might improve the traditional MT model predictions, this
approach is unlikely to yield predictions that are as accurate as those obtained using
the CS-MTmodel. This is due to the fact that the traditional MTmodel is limited by
the simplistic modeling approximation that groups in the surfactant head remain fully
hydrated in the micellar state. The e¤ect of this approximation can be understood
by closely examining the traditional MT modeling results for DC2AB. In Limit
2, the entire CN group (CH2-CH3) is modeled as being part of the head, while in
Limit 3, the CH2 group in CN is modeled as being part of the head and the CH3
group in CN is modeled as being part of the tail. These two limits represent the only
physically plausible head and tail assignments for the CN group in DC2AB that could
be obtained from computer simulation. As shown in Figure 8-8, both limits yield
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predicted CMCs that are less accurate than the CMC predicted using the CS-MT
model.
8.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have demonstrated the validity and accuracy of the CS-MT model
by using it to model nine ionic and zwitterionic surfactants of varying structural
complexity. To implement the CS-MT model, we have used molecular dynamics
computer simulations to determine quantitative information about the changes in
hydration that occur upon micelle formation. This detailed hydration information
was then used to quantify the hydrophobic driving force for micelle self-assembly
(gtr,CS-MT). After determining this input, the free energy of micelle formation, gform,
and the CMC were calculated for each surfactant for micelles of the optimal shape
and size.
To quantify the hydration changes that occur upon micelle formation, we con-
ducted two independent molecular dynamics simulations for each of the nine ionic
surfactants modeled. Changes in hydration were quantied by computing a frac-
tional hydration value, f , for each group. The f values obtained for each surfactant
through MD simulation were used as an input in a free-energy model to compute the
magnitude of the hydrophobic driving force for micelle formation (gdehydr and ghydr).
In this chapter, we have used the approximations discussed in Chapter 7 to estimate
gdehydr and ghydr. These approximations were found to be reasonably accurate in
modeling ionic and zwitterionic surfactants. In particular, we found that gwc could
be modeled using Eq. 8.2 and 8.3, and need not be tted to obtain accurate results
for ionic and zwitterionic surfactants.
Reasonable agreement between the CS-MT model predictions and the experi-
mental data for gform and the CMC were obtained for each of the nine ionic and
zwitterionic surfactants modeled in this chapter. For ve of these surfactants (SDS,
DPC, CTAB, AOS-12, AOS-16, and DC1AB) the CMCs predicted using the CS-MT
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model were found to be in reasonable agreement with the CMCs predicted using the
traditional MT model. However, for DC2AB, DC4AB, and DC6AB, the predictions
of the CS-MT model were in much closer agreement with the experimental data than
the predictions of the traditional MT model.
The results obtained for the relatively complex surfactants DC2AB, DC4AB, and
DC6AB highlight the strengths of the CS-MT modeling approach: for surfactants
where a signicant number of hydrophobic groups are located near the aggregate
core/water interface and remain partially hydrated upon micelle formation, the CS-
MT modeling approach eliminates the guesswork involved in traditional MT mod-
eling. Furthermore, because the CS-MT modeling approach uses a more realistic
free-energy model to quantify the hydrophobic driving force for micelle formation, it
yields more accurate predictions of the micellization behavior than the traditional MT
modeling approach. Obviously, the additional accuracy of the CS-MT model comes
at the expense of greater computational e¤ort. Nevertheless, given the relatively
small fraction of surfactants with su¢ cient structural and chemical simplicity to be
accurately modeled using the traditional MT modeling approach, we believe that the
CS-MT model represents a very attractive and useful alternative.
In Part I of this thesis, I have described several approaches to use molecular
dynamics simulations to obtain inputs for molecular thermodynamic modeling. In
Chapters 2 and 3, computer simulations were used to identify surfactant and solu-
bilizate heads and tails. In Chapters 4 and 5, computer simulations were used to
identify solubilizate heads, tails, and neutral groups. Finally, in Chapters 6, 7, and 8,
computer simulations were used to obtain fractional hydration information. In Part
II of this thesis, the application of computer simulation free-energy methods to evalu-
ate the free-energy change associated with mixed micelle formation will be explored.
In Chapter 9, an introduction to computer simulation free-energy methods and the
theoretical framework underlying what will be referred to as the CS-FE (computer
simulation-free-energy)/MT modeling approach will be introduced. In Chapter 10,
implementation of the CS-FE/MT model will be discussed and CS-FE/MT modeling
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results will be presented for a total of 5 mixed surfactant/solubilizate and surfac-
tant/cosurfactant systems. In Part III of this thesis, direct prediction of surfactant
solution properties using molecular dynamics simulations will be explored.
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Figure 8-A1: Solvent accessible surface area (SASA) normalized by the average
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Figure 8-A2: Solvent accessible surface area (SASA) normalized by the aver-















































































































































DC6AB) during the 5 ns data-gathering simu-
lation run (see text).
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In Part I of this thesis, several modeling approaches were described in which computer
simulations are used to determine input parameters for molecular-thermodynamic
(MT) modeling. These input parameters are determined from microstructural infor-
mation obtained through molecular dynamics (MD) simulation, including informa-
tion about the average local environment of di¤erent surfactant/solubilizate groups
or about the average fractional hydration of di¤erent surfactant/solubilizate groups.
Using this information, the free energy associated with micelle formation, or gform, was
determined. A thermodynamic description of the surfactant and solubilizate solution
was used to make predictions of solution properties such as the CMC, the shape and
size distribution of micelles, the micelle composition, the degree of counterion binding,
and the locus and the extent of solubilization from the calculated value of gform. In
Part II of this thesis, a di¤erent modeling strategy is explored in which computer sim-
ulation free-energy methods are used to predict gform. The new modeling approach
will be referred to as the computer simulation-free energy/molecular thermodynamic
(CS-FE/MT) model to reect the fact that computer simulations are used to estimate
free energies. Part II of this thesis is divided into two chapters. In Chapter 9, the
theoretical basis for the CS-FE/MT model is described, including a description of
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the thermodynamic framework underlying the CS-FE/MT model and the computer
simulation approach that will be used to estimate free-energy di¤erences. In Chapter
10, predictions of surfactant micellization and micellar solubilization behavior made
using the CS-FE/MT model will be presented and discussed.
9.1 Background
Two di¤erent approaches may be used to estimate the free energy of micelle forma-
tion through computer simulation. The rst approach involves simulating hundreds
to thousands of surfactant monomers, solubilizates, counterions, and water molecules
distributed randomly within a simulation cell until self-assembly occurs and all the
simulation cell components come to equilibrium. Unfortunately, such an approach
can be extremely computationally expensive because of the large system size and the
long simulation times involved. This approach is particularly intractable if the sur-
factant/solubilizate system of interest has a low CMC value. To correctly identify
the CMC from simulations of self-assembly, a number of simulations must be per-
formed at low concentrations of surfactant and solubilizate, implying that the total
number of water molecules that must be included in the simulation cell is very large.
The high ratio of water molecules to surfactant and solubilizate molecules required
for such simulations leads to large system sizes and long timescales associated with
the self-assembly process.
The second approach to determine the free energy of micelle formation involves
using computer simulation free-energy methods to determine gform as a function of
the number of surfactant and solubilizate molecules located in a micelle (i.e., as a
function of the micelle aggregation number and composition). Determination of
gform as a function of micelle size and composition may be accomplished by using
computer simulations alone, or by using a hybrid modeling approach.
Only a few computer simulation studies have been reported in the literature in
which computer simulation free-energy methods are used to determine gform. Mo-
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hanty et al. described a hybrid modeling approach where computer simulations are
combined with MT modeling [1]. They used their model to predict the CMC and the
sphere-to-wormlike micelle shape transition for the cationic surfactant cetyltrimethy-
lammonium bromide (CTAB) and the partially hydrophobic counterion sodium sal-
icylate (Sal ) [1]. In their modeling approach, which they refer to as the Comple-
mentary Model,Monte Carlo (MC) simulations are used to evaluate the free-energy
contribution associated with forming the head-shell region of the micelle, and MT
theory is used to calculate the free-energy contribution associated with forming the
micelle core. The core of the micelle is modeled in the same way as in the traditional
MT model, except that the core radius is assumed to correspond only to the core
region where no solubilizates are present. The extent of penetration of Sal  into the
micelle core was determined by Mohanty et al. by performing isobaric MC simula-
tions (constant NPT ) of an entire spherical micelle, or of a section of a cylindrical
micelle, having various CTAB and Sal  compositions. The core region of the micelle
was dened as the spherical, or the cylindrical, region around the aggregate center
that had zero concentration of salicylate counterions. The head-shell region of the
micelle was dened as the remaining portion of the micelle, which contained a high
concentration of CTA+ heads, Sal  counterions, and two CH2 groups in the cetyl alkyl
chain. It is important to note that to reduce computational expense, Mohanty et
al. used a mean-eld approach to model water and the counterions. The free-energy
contribution associated with the head-shell region was calculated with respect to a
pure CTA+ head shell through the use of semi-grand-canonical (constant Ntot, P , T ,
and Sal-) MC simulation. The free energy of the head-shell region was added to that
of the core region to obtain gmic, or the free-energy change associated with transfer-
ring the surfactant monomers and the Sal  counterions from bulk aqueous solution
to the micelle head-shell region. The computed value of gmic was then combined with
a thermodynamic description of self-assembly to predict the CMC, the micelle shape,
the micelle aggregation number, and the degree of counterion binding.
Pool et al. recently described the use of a computer simulation approach to
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calculate gform as a function of aggregation number using free-energy methods [2].
In their approach, MC simulation was conducted in a semi-grand ensemble (constant
NtotPT) in which solvent and surfactant molecules were exchanged. Congurational
bias MC was used to improve insertion probability, and surfactants were only inserted
in the region adjacent to the simulated micelle to improve acceptance statistics. Iso-
baric hybrid MC was used to e¢ ciently reach thermal equilibrium. Determination of
the CMC was facilitated by using umbrella sampling to obtain statistically signicant
results in unlikely regions of the micelle size distribution. Pool et al. conclude that
their approach is more computationally e¢ cient than identication of the CMC by
direct simulation of surfactant self-assembly. Although, to date, this computer simu-
lation approach has been implemented only to estimate the CMC for simple Lennard
Jones surfactants, Pool et al. assert that their simulation approach opens up the way
to perform similar calculations using a realistic, atomistic-level forceeld.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 9.2, an overview
of the CS-FE/MT modeling approach is presented, including a description of the in-
puts and outputs of the model. In Section 9.3, a thermodynamic framework is devel-
oped to enable predictions of micellar solution properties using the free-energy values
obtained in CS-FE/MT modeling. Although presented in the context of modeling
two-component micelles (binary surfactant micellization and micellar solubilization),
the framework presented in Section 9.3 may be generalized in a straightforward man-
ner to describe the micellization and micellar solubilization behavior of n-component
systems. In Section 9.4, an introduction to computer simulation free-energy methods
is presented, including an introduction to the approach used in the CS-FE/MT model
to determine the free-energy change associated with changing micelle composition. In
Section 9.5, a description of the free-energy calculations made in the context of the





















Figure 9-1: Computational strategy used in the CS-FE/MT model.
9.2 Overview of the CS-FE/MTModeling Approach
The proposed CS-FE/MT model is a hybrid approach in which computer simulations
are used to nd the free-energy change associated with changing micelle composition
from a single (pure) surfactant micelle reference state. A owchart outlining the
computational approach applied in the CS-FE/MT model is shown in Figure 9-1.
As shown in Figure 9-1, the CMC of a single surfactant system is taken as the
starting point for the CS-FE/MT model. This CMC may be determined experi-
mentally or predicted using the MT model. In the next step shown in Figure 9-1,
the CMC is converted to the free energy associated with single surfactant micelle
formation (gform,single). Next, computer simulations are used to nd the free-energy
change associated with changing the micelle composition. When added to gform,single,
the computer simulation result enables determination of the free energy associated
with mixed micelle formation (gform,mixed). The computed value of gform,mixed is then
used in a thermodynamic description of micelle self-assembly to make predictions of
all relevant micellization properties, including the CMC, the micelle shape, the mi-
celle aggregation number, the locus and the extent of solubilization, and the degree
of counterion binding.
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Direct computer simulation determination of gform using free-energy methods is
very computationally expensive (requiring months of simulation time on todays com-
puters) [2]. In contrast, using MT modeling it is possible to predict gform with
very little computational expense (requiring only seconds using todays computers).
However, the traditional MT model is capable of making quantitatively or semi-
quantitatively accurate predictions of gform only for relatively simple surfactants and
solubilizates. It was hoped that the CS-FE/MT modeling approach, by combining
an experimental or an MT value of gform,single with computer simulation free-energy
methods to nd the free-energy change associated with changing micelle composition,
would enable evaluation of gform,mixed in a computationally e¢ cient way. Further-
more, it was hoped that successful implementation of the CS-FE/MT model would:
(i) improve our fundamental understanding of multicomponent surfactant micelliza-
tion and of micellar solubilization phenomena by providing additional insight into the
thermodynamics associated with changes in micelle composition, and (ii) advance the
current state-of-the-art in computer simulation free-energy methods. To the best of
our knowledge, the CS-FE/MT modeling approach presented here represents the rst
attempt to evaluate the free energy associated with mixed micelle formation using
atomistic-level computer simulations.
9.3 Formulation of the Thermodynamic Framework
Used in the CS-FE/MT Model
A thermodynamic framework to describe single and mixed surfactant systems in the
context of traditional MTmodeling has been described in detail elsewhere [3,4]. Here,
nevertheless, the essential elements of this framework are briey reviewed to provide
the proper context to understand the CS-FE/MTmodel. The thermodynamic frame-
work described in this section is formulated in the context of two-component surfac-
tant micellization and two-component micellar solubilization. To simplify notation,
the thermodynamic framework is formulated only for nonionic surfactants and solu-
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bilizates. However, the framework can be reformulated in a straightforward manner
to describe n-component surfactant micellization and micellar solubilization, as well
as the micellization and micellar solubilization of ionic surfactants and solubilizates.
As discussed in Section 9.2, in the CS-FE/MT modeling approach, the free-energy
change associated with changing the composition of a single (pure) surfactant micelle
is evaluated using computer simulations. Throughout the remainder of this section,
the surfactant present in the single surfactant micelle is denoted as component A, and
the surfactant or solubilizate that is added through computer simulation is denoted
as component B.
At thermodynamic equilibrium, the chemical potential of a micelle of aggregation
number n and composition  (n) can be related to the the chemical potential of the
monomers of component A (A) and of component B (B) in bulk aqueous solution
as follows:
nAA + nBB = n (9.1)
where nA is the number of component A molecules in the micelle, nB is the number
of component B molecules in the micelle, n is equal to nA+nB, and  = nA=n. Each
chemical potential appearing in Eq. 9.1 can be expressed as follows:
i = 
o
i + kBT ln(ai) (9.2)
where oi is the standard-state chemical potential of component i, where the standard
state is innite dilution in the bulk aqueous solution, kB is Boltzmanns constant,
T is the absolute temperature, and ai is the activity of component i in the aqueous
solution. Because the CS-FE/MT model will only be used to model micellization
and micellar solubilizate at low monomer and micelle concentrations, the term ln(ai)
in Eq. 9.2 may be replaced by ln(Xi), where Xi is the mole fraction of component i
in the aqueous solution.
Substituting the expression for i given in Eq. 9.2 for each component i in Eq.
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9.1 yields the following expression:
nA[
o
A + kBT ln(XA)] + nB[
o
B + kBT ln(XB)] = n[
o
n + kBT ln(Xn)] (9.3)









where Gform = on   nAoA   nBoB, and represents the total free-energy change as-
sociated with transferring component A and B monomers from their standard states
in bulk aqueous solution to form a micelle of aggregation number n and composition




















where n = nA; (1   )n = nB, 1 = X1A=X1, and (1-1) = X1B/X1, where 1 is
the monomer composition. Equation 9.6 can be rearranged to move the entropic
free-energy contribution associated with the composition of the monomeric phase














whereGf = Gform kBT [n ln1+(1 )n ln(1 1)] and is referred to as the modied
free energy of mixed micellization [5]. Note that in Chapter 2, Gform was expressed
as an intensive quantity (on a per surfactant molecule basis) and was denoted as
gform. In this chapter, intensive free-energy contributions are represented with a
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lower-case g, and extensive free-energy contributions are represented with an upper-
case G. The free-energies Gf and Gform in Eqs. 9.7 and 9.8, respectively, are given
as extensive quantities because it is most intuitive to develop the CS-FE/MT model
on an extensive basis.
In the traditional MT model, Gform is modeled as a series of reversible steps, each
of which is computed molecularly based on the chemical structures of components A
and B. This series of steps was reviewed in detail in Chapter 4. In the traditional
MT model, Gf is computed using the following expression:
Gf = n [gtr + gint + gpack + gst + gelec + gent] kBT [n ln1+(1 )n ln(1 1)] (9.9)
where each of the six free-energy contributions appearing in Eq. 9.9, whose sum is
equal to gform introduced in Chapter 4, is multiplied by n because they are expressed
on a per surfactant molecule basis.
In the CS-FE/MT model, in contrast, Gf is formulated in terms of variables which
can be determined through computer simulation. In the CS-FE/MT modeling ap-
proach, computer simulations are used to nd the free-energy change associated with
exchanging molecules of component A with molecules of component B. This free-
energy change will be referred to hereafter as Gi, where Gi is the free-energy
change associated with the ith exchange of component B with component A, and i is
an index which ranges from 1 to nB = n(1 ) (the number of component B molecules
in the micelle). The free-energy change is referred to as Gi rather than as Gi
because (as will be discussed in Section 9.5), in implementing the CS-FE/MT model,
exchanging molecules of component A with molecules of component B in the micelle
also requires a corresponding transformation in bulk aqueous solution, and it is the
di¤erence between these two transformation free energies that is used in CS-FE/MT
modeling Accordingly, Gf is computed using the following expression:
Gf = Gform,single( = 0) +
n(1 )X
i=1
Gi +Gent1 +Gent (9.10)
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or
Gf = Gform,mixed +Gent1 +Gent (9.11)
where Gform,single( = 0) is equal to n  gform,single (see Figure 9-1), and is determined
from the experimental CMC value or is computed using the traditional MT model,
Gform,mixed is equal to n  gform,mixed (see Figure 9-1), Gent1 =  kBT [n ln1 + (1  
)n ln(1   1)] and represents the entropic contribution to Gf associated with the
monomer composition, and Gent =  kBT [n ln+(1 )n ln(1 )] and represents
the entropic contribution to Gf associated with the micelle composition. Note that
the free-energy contribution Gent must be included because all molecules modeled
during a MD computer simulation are distinguishable; hence, the entropic e¤ect as-
sociated with changing n indistinguishable (identical) molecules of component A into
nA molecules of component A and nB molecules of component B, where molecules
of type A are distinguishable from molecules of type B, gives rise to an entropy of
mixing free-energy contribution that is not accounted for in the computer simulation
result for Gi. Therefore, by adding Gent to Gf, this entropy of mixing free-energy
contribution is accounted for. A detailed description of the manner in which Gi
is obtained using computer simulations is presented in Section 9.4.
To use the CS-FE/MTmodel to make predictions of surfactant solution properties,
an iterative procedure is required to determine the optimum (minimum) value of Gf,
which we denote hereafter as Gf . From G

f , the surfactant solution properties of
interest can be obtained. For example, the size and composition of the micelles
that will be observed experimentally are determined as the size and composition of
the micelles that yield the optimal value of Gf, or Gf . In addition, the CMC can
be estimated using the expression exp(Gf =nkBT ). The sequence of steps that are
required to implement the CS-FE/MT model include:
1. Guess a value of 1.
2. At the specied value of 1, solve for the value of  that yields the minimum
value of Gf (or equivalently, solve for the value of  that yields the maximum
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value of Xn, see Eq. 9.8). This value of  represents the most thermodynam-
ically favorable micelle composition at the specied value of 1.
3. After solving for the optimal value of  at the specied value of 1; update 1
by evaluating Eq. 9.7 with the current estimate of Gf and by solving a mass
balance for the solution [6, 7]. The implementation of this mass balance has
been discussed by previous researchers in the context of the traditional MT
modeling approach [3,4,6,7].
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until the value of 1 becomes constant.
5. Compute Gf using Eq. 9.11.
For reasons that will be discussed in detail in Section 9.4, steps 1 to 5 outlined
above are su¢ cient to determine the optimal aggregation number for a cylindrical or a
discoidal micelle because the value of lc (the core-minor radius of a cylindrical micelle
or the half width of a bilayer) is free to come to an equilibrium value at any micelle
composition given the NT (constant N , interfacial tension, and T ) periodic bound-
ary conditions that are applied during simulation. On the other hand, to determine
the optimal value of lc for spherical micelles, the iterative procedure outlined above
must be modied slightly to permit changes in the aggregation number (because lc
for spherical micelles can only change if the aggregation number changes). In Step
1, a value must be guessed for both 1 and n. In Step 2, the computer simula-
tion procedure used to compute Gi must be modied to evaluate the free-energy
change associated with exchanging one component A molecule with one component
B molecule (a process that keeps n constant), one component A molecule with two
component B molecules (a process that increases that value of n), and two component
A molecules with one component B molecule (a process that decreases the value of
n): By evaluating the free-energy change associated with these three exchanges, Eq.
9.11 can be used to solve for Gf for the optimal value of  and n associated with a
specied value of 1. In Step 3, 1 would be updated by solving a mass balance
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for the solution. In Step 4, Steps 2 and 3 would be repeated until the value of 1
becomes constant, and in Step 5, Gf would be computed using Eq. 9.11.
To reduce the computational expense associated with determining the optimal
value of  (Step 2 of the iterative procedure outlined above), it may be possible
to express Gi as an analytical function of : If the dependence of Gi on 
is found to be smooth and monotonic, it may be necessary to perform only a few
exchanges of molecules of component A with molecules of component B to determine
the dependence of G on . Once this dependence is determined, identifying
the value of  that minimizes Gf in Eq. 9.11 may be accomplished by taking the
derivative of Eq. 9.11 with respect to , and solving for the value of  for which the

















9.4 Introduction to Computer Simulation Free-
Energy Methods
Calculation of free-energy changes for physical and chemical systems is one of the
most important applications of computer simulations. All molecular behavior, from
the self-assembly of surfactants to form micelles to protein-ligand binding, can be
directly linked to free energy and free-energy changes. Consequently, an accurate
computer simulation approach to determine free energy and free-energy changes would
allow the prediction of any molecular property of interest. Computer simulation
estimates of free energy have been made in many di¤erent contexts, including protein
folding [8], protein stability [9], enzyme reaction paths [10], ligand binding [11], ion
transport [12], solvation processes [13,14], and conformational equilibria [15]. In this
section, I discuss methods for the evaluation of free-energy di¤erences (Section 9.4.1),
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as well as the thermodynamic integration free-energy method (Section 9.4.2).
9.4.1 Methods for the Evaluation of Free-Energy Di¤erences
There are only two methods which may be used to determine the free-energy dif-
ference between two states I and II from either experiment or computer simulation:
(i) evaluation of the probability of nding the system in state I or state II, and (ii)
evaluation of the reversible work required to move from state I to state II [?]. Free
energy perturbation and thermodynamic integration are two of the most generally
applicable and accurate free-energy methods developed to date [16]. In free en-
ergy perturbation, the free-energy di¤erence between two states is evaluated with
approach (i), while in thermodynamic integration, it is evaluated with approach (ii).
The equations involved in free energy perturbation and thermodynamic integration
are exact [16], and the two methods yield the same solution in the limit of innite
sampling of phase space (coordinate and momentum space) [17]. However, a number
of other methods have been developed to estimate free-energy di¤erences, including
quantum mechanical methods [1820], Poisson-Boltzmann based continuum meth-
ods [21, 22], integral equation methods [2325], and linear response theory [2628].
Quantum mechanical methods can be used to determine free-energy changes only
for very small systems because of the computational expense associated with solving
Schrödingers equation. To model larger systems, quantummechanical methods must
be combined with molecular dynamics simulations [29,30]. Poisson-Boltzmann based
continuum methods are relatively computationally inexpensive, but because they do
not model the solvent explicitly, they are approximate and are not well-suited for
capturing the free-energy changes involved in hydrophobic interactions [28]. Inte-
gral equation methods [31] and linear response theory [2628] also involve a number
of approximations, and linear response theory requires parameterization for specic
systems.
With the above in mind, we have chosen thermodynamic integration as the free-
energy method to implement the CS-FE/MT model because we expect it to be well
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suited for determining the free-energy changes involved in changing micellar com-
position. Because surfactant micellization and micellar solubilization are driven by
the hydrophobic e¤ect, explicit simulation of water molecules is expected to be nec-
essary to accurately predict Gf . As a result, continuum free-energy methods are
not suitable. Similarly, integral equation methods and linear response theory are
expected to be too approximate. Implementation of quantum mechanical methods
would be much too computationally expensive, because explicit simulation of water
implies that simulations of several thousand atoms will be required to implement the
CS-FE/MT model. The thermodynamic integration method is discussed in detail in
the next section.
9.4.2 Thermodynamic Integration
In thermodynamic integration, the free-energy di¤erence between two states of a
system is computed from the integrated work required to move from one state to the
other along a reversible path [32]. The path between the two states may be physical
or non-physical. In thermodynamic integration, the two states of the system are
connected by an articial coordinate referred to as the coupling parameter  which
ranges from 0 to 1 [33].
The Hamiltonian H of a molecular system describes the total energy of the system
in terms of coordinates, q, and their conjugated momenta, p, (where the bolded











where pN  (p1; p2; :::; pN) represents the momenta of each of the N atoms, qN 





is the potential energy function, which dependends on the coordinates of
each atom in the system [34].











), is made an analytical function
of  as follows:





such that HI = H(pN ;qN ;  = 0) and HII = H(pN ;qN ;  = 1), where the Hamiltoni-
ans HI and HII characterize states I and II.
For the isothermal, isobaric systems that are simulated in the CS-FE/MT mod-













where h is Plancks constant, H () is the -dependent Hamiltonian, P is the pressure,
and V is the volume.
The Gibbs free energy can be expressed as a function of this partition function as
follows:
G() =  kBT ln () (9.16)
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where h@H()=@i represents the ensemble average of the quantity @H()=@ at a
specic value of . Equation 9.18 is referred to as the thermodynamic integration
formula [33]. The ensemble average given in Eq. 9.18 can be obtained directly
through molecular simulation results and used to determine the free-energy di¤erence
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between two states:

















In Cartesian coordinates, the kinetic energy term in the Hamiltonian (K(pN ; )
in Eq. 9.14) depends only on pN ; and therefore, can be separately integrated and
eliminated from Eq. 9.19. If the masses of the simulated atoms are not altered
during simulation, the kinetic energy makes no contribution to G. However, if the





) (in the absence
of constraints), where mI is the mass in state I and mII is the mass in state II [34].
Upon elimination of the kinetic-energy contribution, Eq. 9.19 can be expressed as
follows:









where H() is now replaced by V (), which is the potential energy function expressed
as a function of the coupling parameter .
In multiconguration thermodynamic integration (MCTI), G is evaluated nu-











On the other hand, in single-conguration thermodynamic integration (SCTI),
the approximation is made that the sum over ensemble averages can be replaced by











9.5 Free-Energy Calculations Made in the
CS-FE/MT Model
As discussed in Section 9.3, the starting point for the CS-FE/MT model is a micelle
containing only surfactant (component) A. The free-energy change associated with
exchanging molecules of surfactant A with molecules of a cosurfactant or solubilizate
(component) B; or Gi, must be determined through computer simulation, where
Gi refers to the free-energy change associated with the ith exchange of component
A with component B. As discussed in Section 9.4.2, thermodynamic integration will
be used to compute Gi. To implement thermodynamic integration, a free-energy
pathway must be chosen to move between state I and state II. The free-energy
pathway that was selected to implement the CS-FE/MT model was inspired by a
thermodynamic cycle that has proven useful in performing substrate-enzyme binding
calculations in aqueous media.
In Figure 9-2A, we present a typical thermodynamic cycle used to nd the dif-
ference in binding free energies between two di¤erent substrates and an enzyme, or
Gbind. Experimentally, the di¤erence in binding free energies for the two sub-
strates can be determined by measuring the free energies Gbind,1 and Gbind,2 associ-
ated with the physical binding processes represented by the two horizontal arrows.
Gbind would then simply be evaluated asGbind,2 Gbind,1. However, computer sim-
ulation determinations of Gbind,1 and Gbind,2 may be di¢ cult for two reasons: (i) the
process of bringing a substrate and an enzyme together may lead to conformational
rearrangements of the substrate and/or the enzyme, which may require extended sim-
ulation time to adequately sample, and (ii) choosing an e¢ cient reaction coordinate
for binding can be di¢ cult, and the free-energy changes experienced along this coor-
dinate may require signicant sampling in order to converge. Even if conformational
rearrangements of the substrate and/or the enzyme do not occur, many of the water
molecules associated with the substrate and the enzyme in the bulk aqueous state













Figure 9-2: Comparison of alchemical pathways used to determineG for substrate-
enzyme binding (A), and for composition change in a micelle (B).
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expense to sample adequately.
Instead of following the physical pathways represented by the two horizontal ar-
rows labeled Gbind,1 and Gbind,2 in Figure 9-2A, it is much more computationally
e¢ cient in practice to determine the free-energy changes associated with the non-
physical processes G1 and G2, as represented by the vertical arrows in Figure
9-2A [16]. Note that G1 represents the free-energy change associated with chemi-
cally modifying a substrate in aqueous solution, and G2 represents the free-energy
change associated with chemically modifying a substrate that is bound to an enzyme
in aqueous solution. In contrast to the two physical processes associated with the
free-energy changes Gbind,1 and Gbind,2, the non-physical processes associated with
the free-energy changes G1 and G2 typically: (i) do not involve signicant confor-
mational rearrangements of the substrate and/or the enzyme, (ii) do not require the
denition of a reaction coordinate, and (iii) do not require displacement of large num-
bers of water molecules, thus greatly reducing the computational expense associated
with making accurate free-energy estimates [16]. Since the thermodynamic cycle in
Figure 9-2A satises: Gbind,1 + G2   Gbind,2   G1 = 0, it follows that Gbind
= Gbind,2   Gbind,1 = G2  G1. In the limit of innite sampling of phase space,
the value of Gbind computed as Gbind,2   Gbind,1 or as G2   G1 are identical
because free energy is a state function. Consequently, the computed free-energy
di¤erence does not depend on the reversible path taken to move from one state to
the other. The type of unphysical path associated with the evaluation of G1 or
G2 is referred to as an alchemicalpath or as computer alchemybecause of the
chemical transformations involved [36,37].
The thermodynamic cycle proposed for use in the CS-FE/MT model of micel-
lization or micellar solubilization is shown in Figure 9-2B. Determining the free-
energy changes associated with transferring a surfactant A molecule from aqueous
solution to the micellar environment, or with transferring a surfactant/solubilizate B
molecule from aqueous solution to the micellar environment, are expected to require
long simulation times to give accurate free-energy estimates because such transi-
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tions involve: (i) structural rearrangements within the micelle, and (ii) signicant
rearrangement of the water molecules surrounding the surfactant or solubilizate and
the micelle. Therefore, we propose an alternative path involving alchemical trans-
formations, as shown by the two non-physical processes G1 and G2 in Figure
9-2B. Note that G1 represents the free-energy change associated with chemically
modifying one surfactant A molecule (represented by the brown circular head) into
a surfactant/solubilizate B molecule (represented by the brown rectangular head) in
aqueous solution, and G2 represents the free-energy change associated with chem-
ically modifying a surfactant A molecule into a surfactant/solubilizate B molecule
in a simulated micelle. Since the thermodynamic cycle in Figure 9-2B satises:
Gform,single+G2 Gform,mixed G1 = 0, it follows thatG = Gform,mixed Gform,single
= G2  G1.
To compute the free-energy di¤erences involved in the thermodynamic cycle shown
in Figure 9-2B, computer simulations of surfactant to cosurfactant, or surfactant to
solubilizate, transformations must be conducted in bulk aqueous solution and in a
micellar environment. Because di¤erences in Gibbs free energy are being computed,
all bulk aqueous solution simulations should be conducted in the NPT ensemble [34].
When implementing the CS-FE/MT model to determine Gf for spherical micelles,
simulations in the micellar environment will also be conducted in the NPT ensemble.
However, when implementing the CS-FE/MT model to determine Gf for cylindrical
or discoidal micelles, simulation in the NPT ensemble in the micellar environment
is not appropriate because only a slice of an innite cylinder or a plug of an
innite bilayer are simulated. The appropriate boundary condition to use parallel
to the axis of a cylindrical micelle, or parallel to the surface of a bilayer, during
micellar simulation is a surface tension that provides a post-equilibration value of area
per surfactant/solubilizate head that is similar to the area that would be observed
experimentally [38]. Therefore, for cylindrical and discoidal micelles, simulation
in the NT ensemble is required, where  is the appropriate surface tension (see
additional discussion in Chapters 4 and 6).
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9.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, a theoretical approach was introduced to use computer simulation
free-energy methods to evaluate the free-energy change associated with changing mi-
celle composition (as reected in Gi). In this approach, experimental CMC
data, or the traditional MT model, is rst used to evaluate the free energy asso-
ciated with single (pure) surfactant micelle formation, gform,single, where the single
surfactant micelle contains only surfactant A molecules. An iterative approach was
proposed to combine the estimated value of Gform,single with free-energy computer
simulation estimates of Gi to determine the optimal free energy of mixed mi-
celle formation, the optimal micelle aggregation number and composition, and the
optimal bulk solution composition. A variety of free-energy methods were briey re-
viewed, and the selection of the thermodynamic integration free-energy method was
justied for implementing the CS-FE/MT model and subsequently discussed in some
detail. An alchemical free-energy pathway was proposed to allow evaluation of the
free-energy change associated with exchanging a surfactant A molecule with a sur-
factant/solubilizate B molecule through thermodynamic integration. In Chapter 10,
the implementation of the CS-FE/MT model to make predictions of surfactant mi-
cellization and micellar solubilization for several surfactant/solubilizate systems will
be discussed, and the predictions of the CS-FE/MT model will be compared with
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In Chapter 9, the CS-FE/MT model, a theoretical approach that uses computer
simulations to evaluate the free-energy change associated with changing micelle com-
position, was formulated. In the CS-FE/MT model, experimental CMC data or
the traditional MT model is used to evaluate the free energy associated with single
surfactant micelle formation, or Gform,single. An iterative approach is then used to
combine the estimated value ofGform,single with free-energy estimates obtained through
computer simulation for the exchange of a surfactant of type A with a cosurfactant
or solubilizate of type B to determine the optimal micelle aggregation number, the
optimal micelle and bulk solution composition, and the optimal free energy of mixed
micelle formation, or Gform,mixed. In Chapter 9, the thermodynamic integration free-
energy method was discussed, and an alchemical free-energy pathway was proposed to
allow evaluation of the free energy associated with exchanging a surfactant molecule of
type A with a surfactant/solubilizate molecule of type B. This alchemical free-energy
pathway is reviewed in Figure 10-1. In this chapter, the CS-FE/MT model is used to








Figure 10-1: Alchemical free-energy pathway used in the CS-FE/MT model.
tion of several surfactants into cosurfactants or solubilizates. The systems selected
for study include: sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)/ibuprofen (IBU) mixed micelles,
octyl glucoside (OG)/p-aminobenzoate (PAB) mixed micelles, n-decyl dimethyl phos-
phine oxide (C10PO)/n-decyl methyl sulfoxide (C10SO) mixed micelles, octylsulnyl
ethanol (C8SE)/decylsulnyl ethanol (C10SE) mixed micelles, and n-decyl methyl sul-
foxide (C10SO)/n-octyl methyl sulfoxide (C8SO) mixed micelles. Each system was
selected for investigation because of the availability of experimental mixture CMC
data. Taken collectively, these systems permit evaluation of the accuracy of the
CS-FE/MT model for a wide range of surfactant to cosurfactant and surfactant to
solubilizate structural transformations. To evaluate the accuracy and validity of the
CS-FE/MT model, free-energy predictions made with the model will be compared
with the predictions of a traditional MT model that has been t to experimental
CMC data in order to yield highly accurate free-energy predictions.
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10.1 Implementation of Alchemical Free-Energy
Calculations
10.1.1 Selection of -Dependent Energy Functions
The thermodynamic integration method discussed in Chapter 9 is implemented in
the open source MD software GROMACS [1, 2], the same software package used
to perform the MD simulations discussed in Parts I and III of this thesis. The
 dependence of the potentials used for the free-energy calculations made in this
chapter is discussed in this section. All bonded interactions have been modied
during alchemical transformation as a function of the coupling parameter  through
linear interpolation of the interaction potentials. The harmonic bonded potential





(1  ) kAb + kBb
  
r   (1  ) bA0   bB0
2
(10.1)
where Vbonded is the potential energy associated with the bonded interaction, kAb is the
bond spring constant in state A, kBb is the bond spring constant in state B, r is the
distance between the two bonded atoms, bA0 is the equilibrium bond distance in state
A, and bB0 is the equilibrium bond distance in state B. The derivative of Vbonded with









r   (1  ) bA0   bB0
2
+ (10.2)
(bA0   bB0 )(r   (1  ) bA0   bB0 )

(1  ) kAb + kBb

The angle potential and the Ryckaert-Bellemans dihedral potential used during
simulation have more complex functional forms than the harmonic bonded poten-
tial (Vbonded), and therefore, these will not be presented here [3]. For the systems
modeled in this chapter, bond constraints have been used in order to remove bond
vibrations, which represent the highest frequency motions present in the system, in
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order to enable taking a larger simulation timestep. A detailed description of the
constraint algorithm used during our simulations and the free-energy contribution
of these constraints, is given in [3]. Bond constraints have been implemented by
changing the unconstrained coordinates to a set of coordinates that satisfy all of the
distance constraints. This change in coordinates is accomplished by solving a set of
Lagrange multipliers. Bond and angle constraints imposed on a simulated system
a¤ect the Hamiltonian of the system, and hence, they a¤ect the system free energy.
With bond constraints implemented, the equations of motion fulll a set of constraint
equations gk, dened as:
gk = rk   dk (10.3)
where rk is the distance vector between two atoms and dk is the constraint distance
between the two atoms. Because dk may be di¤erent in states A and B, it is expressed
as a function of , and the -dependent constraint distance can be expressed as
follows [3]:
gk = rk   ((1  )dAk + dBk ) (10.4)














k   dAk ) (10.6)
In contrast to the bonded interactions, nonbonded interactions have not been
linearly interpolated in order to avoid problems which can occur when growing atoms
out of nothing (i.e., changing a dummy atom into an interacting atom, see Section
10.1.3) or when making atoms disappear (changing from an interacting atom to a
dummy atom). Linear interpolation of van der Waals potentials can be particularly
problematic because, at short distances, the repulsive term (r 12) in the Lennard-
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Jones potential yields very large potential energies. This problem is referred to as
the end-point catastrophe [4, 5]. Two approaches used to resolve this problem
include: (i) the bond-shrink approach [6], in which dummy atoms are initially
modeled as being bonded with a very short bond length to an interacting atom,
and (ii) the gradual increase of the bond length as a function of , and the use
of separation-shifted scaling or soft-core potentials [7, 8]. For the alchemical
simulations implemented in this chapter, soft-core potentials (Vsc) were used to avoid
the end-point catastrophe. The functional form of the soft-core potential used during
alchemical transformation to switch interactions from those consistent with being in
state A to those consistent with being in state B is as follows [3]:




2 + r6)1=6 (10.8)
rB = (
6
B(1  )2 + r6)1=6 (10.9)
where VA and VB are the normal, hard-corepotentials in state A and state B,  is
the soft-core parameter, which controls the height of the potential Vsc(r) around r = 0
(for our simulations, it was set equal to 1.51 [3]),  is the radius of the interactions,
which is equal to (C12=C6)1=6. The two parameters C6 and C12 correspond to the
two parameters characterizing the shape of the Lennard-Jones potential: V (r) =
C12=r
12   C6=r6. When C12 or C6 are equal to zero, which occurs when computing
the interactions between dummy atoms and interacting atoms (see Section 10.1.2), 
is set equal to a predened value (in our simulations, it was set equal to 0.3 nm [3]).
When r is less than 1=6, rA and rB switch Vsc to a nearly constant value, while when
r is greater than 1=6, rA and rB have little a¤ect on the nonbonded interactions and
Vsc resembles a simple linear interpolation of the VA and VB van der Waals or Lennard-
Jones potential energies. The derivative of Vsc with respect to , and therefore, its
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contribution to free energy, is equal to [3]:
@Vsc(r)
@







where FA =  @VA(rA)=@rA and FB =  @VB(rB)=@rB are the hard-coreforces. A
detailed description of the soft-core algorithm implemented in GROMACS can be
found in [3].
10.1.2 Single versus Dual Topology Approaches
For the alchemical simulations that are performed in the CS-FE/MT model, the state
corresponding to  = 0 is dened as a surfactant molecule of type A, and the state
corresponding to  = 1 is dened as a surfactant or a solubilizate molecule of type B.
Generally speaking, there are two approaches that are used to interpolate between
two states A and B in alchemical free-energy simulations. These two approaches
are the single topology approach [9, 10] and the dual topology approach, which are
discussed next [11,12].
10.1.3 Description of Alchemical Topologies
In the single topology approach, alchemical changes are accomplished by changing
nonbonded (van der Waals and electrostatic) and bonded (bond, angle, dihedral) in-
teractions as a function of the coupling parameter . Frequently, the total numbers of
atoms present in state A and state B are di¤erent. If this is the case, dummyatoms
 or atoms which have no nonbonded interactions  are used to represent atoms
which exist in one state but have no counterpart in the other state [13]. Dummy
atoms are modeled as having the same mass as the physical atoms that they represent
when they interact with other components in the simulation cell.
In the dual topology approach, two complete versions of any atoms that are dif-
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ferent in the initial and the nal states are simulated. These two versions exist
simultaneously during alchemical simulation and both interact with the other system
components, but not with each other. The atom types and the bonded (bond, angle,
and dihedral) interactions do not change during simulation. Using the dual topology
approach, dummy atoms are present in the simulation cell in both state A and state
B. In state A, each of the atoms in the version of the topology that corresponds
to state B are modeled as dummy atoms, and in state B, each of the atoms in the
version of the topology that corresponds to state A are modeled as dummy atoms.
Dummy atoms interact with other simulated atoms through nonbonded van der
Waals or electrostatic interactions, but until recently, it was not well understood
whether, or how, bonded interactions to dummy atoms should be modeled. Boresch
and Karplus [14,15] recently conducted a detailed study of such bonded interactions.
These authors concluded that vibrational and Jacobian factor contributions to the
free energy, G, are not included in certain dual topology approaches that are included
when using single topology approaches. As a result, G values associated with mov-
ing from state A to state B obtained using the two approaches frequently cannot be
compared directly. Nevertheless, identical G values should be obtained in all
cases using both approaches. In the CS-FE/MT model, one is interested only in
calculating a G value (i.e. the value of G2   G1 shown in Figure 10-1), and
therefore, articial free-energy contributions associated with using the dual topology
approach are not a concern. Due to convergence issues which arise when remov-
ing bonds and angle terms during an alchemical simulation, Boresch and Karplus
suggest that it is most appropriate to keep the harmonic bond and angle terms in
the nonbonded interaction potentials for dummy atoms unaltered during alchemical
transformation. However, these authors recommend that the nonharmonic dihedral
interaction potentials for these atoms be changed to zero so that no dihedral po-
tentials are present in the dummy state. In alchemical simulations reported in the
literature, bond and angle terms for dummy atoms are typically kept constant, but
the treatment of proper (nonharmonic) dihedral and improper (harmonic) dihedral
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terms varies [14,15].
Pearlman et al. conducted a detailed study to evaluate the convergence rates as-
sociated with using the single topology and dual topology approaches by investigating
the self-transformationof ethane into ethane [16]. These authors found that the
single topology approach yields more rapid convergence than the dual topology ap-
proach. The main advantage associated with using the single topology approach is
that fewer atoms are simulated and modied during alchemical simulation, and there-
fore, the magnitude of the free-energy change at a given value of  is lower. This
leads to faster convergence of the free energy results. The main advantage associated
with the dual topology approach is that it can be used to model any two endpoints,
including endpoints where a ring structure is present in one state but not in the other
state.
The single topology and dual topology approaches are contrasted in Figure 10-2,
which depicts two alternative pathways to transform an alkyl sulfate surfactant with
a linear alkyl tail into an alkyl sulfate surfactant with a branched alkyl tail. Note
that the dual topology approach involves separate representation of the two tails,
while the single topology approach involves modication of a single representation.
In Figure 10-2, DUM represents dummy groups.
Topologies for Surfactant to Solubilizate Transformation
The state A and state B topologies associated with the transformation of sodium
dodecyl sulfate (SDS) into ibuprofen (IBU) and with the transformation of octyl
glucoside (OG) into p-aminobenzoate (PAB) are shown in Figure 10-3. The SDS
(see groups 1-18 in the gure) and IBU (groups 1-7 and 19-27) topologies are shown
on the left, and the OG (groups 1-12 and 15-22) and PAB (groups 12-14 and 23-
33) topologies are shown on the right. For atoms whose identity is changed during
alchemical simulation, the atom type present in state A is listed rst, followed by
the atom type present in state B. For example, for the SDS/IBU topology shown











































Figure 10-2: Comparison of the single and dual topology approaches.
B. Oxygen atoms are labeled as O,carbon atoms are labeled as C,sulfur atoms
are labeled as S, and atoms labeled as DUM are dummy atoms that have no
nonbonded interactions with their environment.
The approach selected here to morph SDS into IBU cannot be categorized simply
as either single topology or dual topology. In morphing SDS into IBU, two separate
versions of the tail atoms in the two molecules (groups 7-18 in SDS and groups
7 and 19-27 in IBU) are simulated. The tail portions of the two molecules may
therefore be considered as being modeled using the dual topology approach. This
dual topology approach was needed because SDS possesses a linear alkyl tail while
IBU possesses a benzene ring. The head atoms present in SDS and IBU (groups
1-6 in SDS and IBU), however, were modeled using a single topology approach to
minimize the total number of atoms simulated and the magnitude of the free-energy
change which will be experienced at each  value [16]. The single topology approach
was used only for atoms that are head atoms (implying that they extend into the































































Figure 10-3: Topologies for surfactant to solubilizate transformation. The sodium
dodecyl sulfate (SDS)/ibuprofen (IBU) topology is shown on the left, where SDS
corresponds to state A and IBU corresponds to state B: The octyl glucoside (OG)/p-
aminobenzoate (PAB) topology is shown on the right, where OG corresponds to state
A and PAB corresponds to state B. For an explanation of notation, see the text.
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As a result, the simulated SDS/IBU molecule will not have change its position or
orientation signicantly within the micelle during alchemical transformation to come
to equilibrium. This is expected to improve the rate of free-energy convergence
during alchemical transformation.
The approach used to morph OG into PAB is a dual topology approach. Selection
of the dual topology approach was needed because the head and tail structures of both
of these molecules are quite di¤erent, and because OG possesses a linear alkyl tail
while PAB possesses a benzene ring. Apart from group 12, which is an oxygen atom
that is part of OG in state A and is a nitrogen atom that is part of PAB in state B,
there is no overlap between the topologies used to model both molecules. To improve
the rate of free-energy convergence for this alchemical transformation, the atom that
was selected as the common atom for both OG and PAB (group 12) is a head atom
in states A and B. This assignment is expected to improve the rate of free-energy
convergence.
Topologies for Surfactant to Cosurfactant Transformation
The state A and state B topologies associated with the transformation of C10PO into
C10SO, with the transformation of C8SE into C10SE, and with the transformation of
C10SO into C8SO are shown in Figure 10-4. The C10PO (see groups 1-14 in the gure)
and C10SO (groups 1 and 314) topologies are shown on the left, the C8SE (groups
1-11) and C10SE (groups 1-13) topologies are shown in the center, and the C10SO
(groups 1-13) and C8SO (groups 1-11) topologies are shown on the right. For atoms
whose identity is changed during the alchemical simulation, the atom type present in
state A is listed rst, followed by the atom type present in state B. Oxygen atoms
are labeled as O,carbon atoms are labeled as C,sulfur atoms are labeled as S,
phosphorous atoms are labeled as P, and atoms labeled as DUM are dummy
atoms that have no nonbonded interactions with their environment.
A single topology approach was used to morph each of these three surfactants










































Figure 10-4: Topologies for surfactant to cosurfactant transformation. The n-decyl
dimethyl phosphine oxide (C10PO)/n-decyl methyl sulfoxide (C10SO) topology is
shown on the left, the octylsulnyl ethanol (C8SE)/decylsulnyl ethanol (C10SE)
topology is shown in the center, and the n-decyl methyl sulfoxide (C10SO)/n-octyl
methyl sulfoxide (C8SO) topology is shown on the right. For an explanation of the
notation used, see text.
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number of atoms simulated, the magnitude of the free-energy change which will be
experienced at each  value, and the rate of free-energy convergence. The trans-
formation of C10PO into C10SO involves changing the identity of group 3 from a
phosphorus to a sulfur atom and the transformation of group 2 from an interacting
methyl group to a non-interacting group of dummy atoms. The transformation of
C8SE into C10SE involves adding two additional CH2 groups to the original surfactant
(groups 12 and 13). The transformation of C10SO into C8SO involves removing two
CH2 groups from the original surfactant (groups 12 and 13). The transformations of
C8SE into C10SE and C10PO into C10SO are expected to have a negative free-energy
change, because the CMCs of both cosurfactants of type B are lower than the CMCs
of the surfactants of type A (recall that the CMC is exponentially related to the
free-energy associated with micelle formation). The transformation of C10SO into
C8SO is expected to have a positive free-energy change because the CMC of C8SO is
higher than the CMC of C10SO.
10.2 Simulation Methods and Parameters
All the surfactants, cosurfactants, and solubilizates considered in this chapter were
modeled using the bonded and nonbonded interaction potentials included in the fully-
atomistic OPLS-AA force eld [17]. Some additional parameters needed to describe
angles and angle vibrations were taken from the literature to model the sulfate (SO 4 )
group in SDS [18]. For molecules undergoing alchemical transformation, -dependent
bonded and nonbonded interaction potentials were computed as described in Section
10.1.1. Water was modeled using the simple extended point-charge (SPC/E) model
for water. SPC/E represents an improvement over SPC in which a correction is
implemented to account for the self-polarization of water [19]. Atomic charges were
assigned to each surfactant and solubilizate molecule based on the default atomic
charge values recommended in OPLS-AA. Van der Waals interactions were modeled
using a cuto¤distance of 1.2 nm, and Coulombic interactions were described using the
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reaction eld method and a cuto¤ distance of 1.4 nm. In the reaction eld method,
electrostatic interactions between molecules within a specied cuto¤ distance are
modeled explicitly, and molecules located beyond the cuto¤ distance are modeled as
a continuous dielectric [5]. In our simulations, long-range dispersion corrections were
implemented to more accurately model the energy and the pressure of the system.
Both dispersion corrections are negative, and while the energy correction is small, the
pressure correction is signicant and must be included to yield accurate results [3].
In modeling short-range, nonbonded interactions, a neighbor list with a cuto¤ of 0.9
nm was maintained and updated every 5 simulation steps. Each simulation was
carried out with xed bond lengths using the SHAKE algorithm as implemented in
GROMACS [20], which allowed an increase in simulation timestep from 1 fs to 2 fs.
The e¤ect of these bond constraints on the free energy was taken into account using
the approach discussed in Section 10.1.1.
In each simulation, the cell temperature was maintained at 300 K using a Berend-
sen temperature coupling algorithm, which mimics weak coupling to an external heat
bath with rst-order kinetics [3]. A Berendsen pressure coupling algorithm was used
to maintain each simulation cell at the desired pressure of 1.0 bar [3]. All simu-
lations were conducted using a 2006 developersversion of the GROMACS software
package [1,2].
10.3 Simulation Preparation and Equilibration
10.3.1 Aqueous Simulations
Each alchemical simulation in aqueous solution in the CS-FE/MT modeling approach
was initialized by placing a single alchemical topology in a simulation cell and sur-
rounding it with water molecules. The simulation cell was selected to be su¢ ciently
large that there would always be at least 2.0 nm separating the alchemical topology
from its periodic image. Computer simulation studies of the propagation of wa-
ter ordering away from an interface suggest that such a separation distance should
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be su¢ cient to prevent the molecule from interacting with itself through the peri-
odic boundary conditions [21]. Brief equilibration was then conducted under NPT
conditions until the system simulation volume had stabilized.
10.3.2 Micellar Simulations
The starting point for each alchemical simulation in the micellar environment in the
CS-FE/MT modeling approach is an equilibrated surfactant A micelle surrounded by
water molecules. To evaluate the accuracy and the applicability of the CS-MTmodel,
which is the goal of the present study, any micelle aggregation number could have
been selected to construct the single surfactant micelles. Consequently, an arbitrary
aggregation number was selected to form micelles composed of C10PO, C8SE, and
C8SO. These aggregation numbers were 50, 25, and 50, respectively. From previous
studies (see Chapters 7 and 8), the post-equilibration conguration of an SDS and of
an OGmicelle of aggregation numbers 44 and 29, respectively, were available and were
used as the starting point for the surfactant to solubilizate transformations studied
in this chapter. Both aggregation numbers correspond to the optimal aggregation
numbers predicted by the molecular-thermodynamic theory for SDS and OG micelles
that form in solution at the CMC.
Each surfactant micelle was preformed as a spherical aggregate, which was con-
structed by placing a number of surfactant molecules in close proximity with each
surfactant head oriented radially outwards from the micelle center. The surfactant
molecules were placed such that the surfactant heads were approximately uniformly
spaced at the micelle surface. Next, su¢ cient water molecules were added around
each micelle such that it was separated by at least 2 nm from its periodic image.
Counterions were added to the simulation cell in equal proportion to the number of
ionic surfactant molecules in order to maintain electroneutrality. To speed equili-
bration, these counterions were added by replacing water molecules experiencing the
greatest electrostatic potential after initial energy minimization, with the potential
being recalculated after every counterion insertion [3]. In Table 10.1, we report the
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Surfactant Surfactant Molecules Water Molecules Total Atoms
SDS 44 3,347 11,960
OG 29 6,611 21,247
C10PO 50 6,708 22,174
C8SE 25 3,750 12,131
C8SO 50 3,510 12,380
Table 10.1: The number of surfactant molecules, water molecules, and the total
number of atoms corresponding to the starting point for each alchemical simulation
in the micellar environment.
number of surfactant and water molecules and the total number of atoms included in
each simulation cell.
After preforming each spherical micelle, a 10 ns equilibration run was conducted
under NPT conditions. Results obtained by other researchers conducting atomistic-
level simulations of micelles in aqueous solution and results presented in Chapter 4
suggest that a simulation time of 10 ns should be more than adequate to equilibrate
a spherical micelle [22]. Bruce et al. reported that although the sodium counte-
rions are the slowest components to equilibrate, they take only 1 ns to come to an
equilibrium distance from the micelle center of mass after beginning simulation of a
preformed SDS micelle [22]. In addition, the simulation time required to equilibrate
each of the surfactant/solubilizate micelles discussed in Chapter 4 (where the simu-
lation parameters and methodology are the same as those used in the present study)
was signicantly less than 10 ns. Equilibration of surfactant/solubilizate micelles was
conrmed in Chapter 4 by: (i) monitoring the system potential energy (which stabi-
lized very quickly), (ii) computing the micelle solvent accessible surface area (SASA)
as a function of equilibration time, and (iii) computing the distance between several
system components and the micelle center of mass as a function of equilibration time.
These three metrics indicated that equilibration occurred in less than 10 ns.
Equilibration was conrmed for each single component surfactant micelle simu-
lated in this chapter by monitoring the total potential energy (which became stable
within a small fraction of the total simulation time) and by monitoring the micelle
solvent accessible surface area (SASA). Plots of SASA for the SDS and OG micelles
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are shown in Figure 10-5, and plots of SASA for the C8SE, C10SO, and C10PO mi-
celles are shown in Figure 10-6. The solvent accessible surface areas reported in
both gures were determined using the double cubic lattice method implemented in
GROMACS [3]. A probe sphere of radius 0.14 nm was rolled around each surfactant
molecule comprising the micelle to identify the micelle solvent accessible region.
As shown in Figures 10-5 and 10-6, after the rst 1 ns of simulation, there is no ap-
parent upwards or downwards drift in SASA for the ve simulated micelles. However,
signicant uctuations in SASA occur even after the rst nanosecond of simulation.
For example, after the rst nanosecond of simulation, the computed values of SASA
for the SDS micelle range from 89 nm2 to 77 nm2 (a range which represents 15% of
the average micelle SASA value). Similarly, after the rst nanosecond of simulation,
the OG, C10PO, C8SE, and C10SO micelles have uctuations in SASA that represent
24%, 16%, 25%, and 29% of their respective average SASA values.
Snapshots of the post-equilibration congurations of each of the simulated surfac-
tant A micelles are shown in Figure 10-7 (note that the water molecules have been
omitted for clarity). Each surfactant molecule is depicted using the van der Waals
radius of each atom.
After equilibrating each surfactant A micelle, a single molecule of surfactant A
was removed and replaced with one of the alchemical topologies shown in Figures 10-3
and 10-4. To prevent perturbation of the system from its equilibrium state, atoms
in the alchemical topology corresponding to atoms in the surfactant A molecule be-
ing replaced were placed in the same position as the atoms present in the original
surfactant A molecule. For example, all the SDS atoms in the alchemical topology
representation of SDS/IBU were placed in the same location as the atoms in the SDS
molecule that were being removed. The inserted topology was then transformed
from a surfactant A molecule into a surfactant B molecule as a function of the cou-
pling parameter . Details of this alchemical transformation and of the alchemical






































Figure 10-5: Solvent accessible surface area (SASA) as a function of simulation time
for the sodium dodecyl sulfate (A) and octyl glucoside (B) micelles during the 10 ns


























































Figure 10-6: Solvent accessible surface area (SASA) as a function of simulation time
for the C10PO (A), C8SE (B), and C10SO (C) micelles during the 10 ns of equilibration




Figure 10-7: Snapshots of the post-equilibration structures of the SDS, OG, C10PO,
C8SE, and C10SO micelles used as the starting point for free-energy calculations. The
water molecules are not shown for clarity.
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10.4 Alchemical Simulations and Results
To evaluate the accuracy and applicability of the CS-FE/MT modeling approach, the
free-energy changes associated with transforming a single surfactant of type A into a
single surfactant/solubilizate of type B in the aqueous solution (G1 in Figure 1) and
in the micellar environment (G2 in Figure 1) were determined. Note that the dif-
ference between these two free-energy changes (G2 G1) is equal to the di¤erence
in the free-energy change associated with forming a mixed micelle and the free-energy
change associated with forming a single surfactant micelle (Gform,mixed   Gform,single).
To simplify notation, throughout the remainder of this chapterGform,mixed Gform,single,
or G2  G1, will be referred to as G.
10.4.1 Evaluation of G from G1 and G2
To determine G1 and G2 for each surfactant to cosurfactant or surfactant to
solubilizate transformation, the ensemble average of @G=@, h@G=@i, was computed
at a number of di¤erent  values and numerically integrated to determine the area
under the h@G=@i versus  curve [23] (see discussion in Chapter 9). At each value
of , equilibration was conducted prior to recording the @G=@ results.
To assess the rate of convergence in the free-energy results, h@G=@i values were
determined based on several di¤erent equilibration and data-gathering simulation
times. Results for each surfactant A to surfactant/solubilizate B transformation
in aqueous solution (G1) and in the micellar environment (G2) are presented in
Table 10.2 along with the equilibration time (E.T.), data-gathering time (D.G.T.),
and the number of di¤erent values of  at which h@G=@i was evaluated. Each of
the  values selected was evenly spaced between 0 and 1. Values of G, or G2 
G1, are also reported in Table 10.2. The free-energy results are discussed in detail
in Section 10.4.1.
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SDS  ! IBU (aqueous) SDS  ! IBU (micelle) Gf o rm ,m ix e d  Gf o rm ,s in g l e
E.T. [ps] D.G.T. [ps]  G1 [kB T ] E.T. [ps] D.G.T. [ps]  G2 [kB T ] (=G = G2  G1)
100 200 30 -19.6  1.48 100 200 20 21.4  1.92 41.0  2.43
200 200 30 -19.4  1.47 200 200 20 22.6  1.99 42.0  2.47
200 500 30 -24.6  1.68 200 200 20 25.4  1.54 50.0  2.27
OG  ! PAB (aqueous) OG  ! PAB (micelle)
200 400 30 -19.7  0.64 200 400 30 -68.6  0.88 -49.0  1.09
600 800 30 -19.6  0.58 600 800 30 -74.9  0.76 -55.3  0.96
1400 1600 30 -18.8  0.57 1400 1600 30 -81.3  0.89 -62.5  1.06
3000 3200 30 -20.2  0.33 3000 2700 30 -78.0  0.54 -57.8  0.64
C10PO  ! C10SO (aqueous) C10PO  ! C10SO (micelle)
200 200 20 87.6  0.92 100 100 20 92.7  53.5 5.08  53.54
400 200 20 82.7  0.36 200 200 20 88.8  1.05 6.10  1.11
600 400 20 86.9  0.28 400 400 20 87.5  0.87 0.60  0.91
C8SE  ! C10SE (aqueous) C8SE  ! C10SE (micelle)
200 200 20 6.29  0.25 40 100 20 6.32  0.75 0.03  0.79
200 400 20 6.44  0.19 400 400 20 5.45  0.37 -0.99  0.42
600 800 20 6.45  0.11 800 800 20 5.00  0.31 -1.45  0.33
C10SO  ! C8SO (aqueous) C10SO  ! C8SO (micelle)
100 100 20 -5.05  0.20 200 400 20 -4.74  0.33 0.32  0.39
200 400 20 -5.17  0.20 600 800 20 -4.07  0.38 1.10  0.43
600 800 20 -4.98  0.19 1400 1600 20 -1.81  0.30 3.18  0.35
Table 10.2: Transformation free energies computed using the CS-FE/MT model.
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Error Analysis
Each error in G1 and G2 reported in Table 10.2 corresponds to the standard
deviation of the reported value. To determine this standard deviation, (i) block
averaging was used to determine the standard error of the mean of h@G=@i at each
value of , and (ii) the computed standard errors of the mean were used to estimate
the error associated with the integral of the h@G=@i vs.  curve. In block averaging,
the standard error is computed from the variance between averages of blocks of data,
and the block size is increased until the standard error estimate becomes constant.
To assist in identifying this asymptotic value for the simulation data reported here,
a two-exponential function was t to the block average curve [2426]. To convert
the standard error of the mean determined for each h@G=@i value to an estimate
of the error associated with the integral of the h@G=@i vs.  curve, a Monte Carlo
approach was used in which 10,000 h@G=@i values were generated at each value of .
Each h@G=@i value was selected randomly from a Gaussian distribution centered
around the simulation value of h@G=@i, and with a standard deviation equal to the
block averaging estimate of the standard error in h@G=@i. After generating the
h@G=@i values, 10,000G1 orG2 estimates were made by numerically integrating
each of the 10,000 generated h@G=@i vs.  curves. The standard deviation of
the distribution of computed G1 and G2 values is reported in Table 10.2 as the
uncertainty in the free-energy results. The error reported in Gform,mixed  Gform,single,
or G = G2  G1, was evaluated by propagating the errors calculated for G1
and G2.
It is important to note that the computed errors reported in Table 10.2 for G1,
G2, and G should be regarded as lower bound estimates of the standard devia-
tion associated with the free-energy estimates, because they have been computed from
a single data-gathering simulation conducted at each value of . Results obtained
from a single simulation are generally not statistically relevant [23, 27]. It is usu-
ally necessary to run multiple independent simulations to determine whether phase
space has been sampled adequately and whether the uncertainty determined based
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on a single simulation is reasonable. Additional insight into the statistical signi-
cance of the free-energy results can therefore be gained by comparing the free-energy
results obtained using di¤erent equilibration and data-gathering times reported in
Table 10.2, and by comparing the results presented in Table 10.2 with the indepen-
dent micellar simulation results reported in Table 10.3 (see Section 10.3). The G
results reported in Table 10.2 exhibit a large amount of variation as a function of the
total length of equilibration and simulation time, an e¤ect which will be discussed in
greater detail in subsequent sections.
Discussion of the G Free-Energy Results Reported in Table 10.2
Surfactant to Solubilizate G Results The value of G for the SDS to IBU
transformation obtained using the longest simulation times (200 ps E.T. and 500 ps
D.G.T. at each  value in aqueous solution, and 200 ps E.T. and 200 ps D.G.T. at each
 value in the micelle, for a total of 29 ns of simulation) is 50.0  2.27 kBT , a value
which is too positive to be physical. Indeed, the exchange of one surfactant molecule
for one solubilizate molecule should have a G value of no more than a few kBT (as
shown by experimental data on changes in CMC that accompany changes in solution
composition, see Section 10.4.1). One possible reason for this poor free-energy result
is that the systems simulated in determining G1 and G2 for the transformation of
SDS into IBU are charged, and it is possible that the reaction eld approach used to
model electrostatic interactions may have led to errors in the evaluation of G1 and
G2 that did not cancel when computing G. Indeed, as discussed in Appendix
A, poor free-energy results were obtained in a validation study in which alchemical
and non-alchemical free-energy methods were used to determine the di¤erence in the
hydration free energies associated with the charged species benzoate and propionate.
In contrast, reasonable free-energy results were obtained in a similar validation study
in which alchemical and non-alchemical free-energy methods were used to determine
the di¤erence in hydration free energies associated with the uncharged species benzene
and hexane.
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Another possible reason for the poor estimate of G obtained for the SDS to
IBU transformation is insu¢ cient sampling of phase space. The possibility that
inadequate sampling of phase space is responsible for the poor G estimate is
supported by the observation that there are large variations in the computed values
of G for the transformation of SDS into IBU as a function of the total simulation
time (ranging from 41.0 2.43 kBT for the shortest simulation time to 50.0 2.27 kBT
for the longest simulation time). We note that if the simulation time was adequate
but more values of  were needed to accurately estimate G, the computed G
values would not be a strong function of the total simulation time. The observed
level of variation suggests that the poor estimates of G obtained are not due only
to performing simulations at an insu¢ cient number of  values to allow an accurate
numerical integration of the h@G=@i versus  prole. The extent to which the
electrostatics model and inadequate sampling of phase space are responsible for the
poor estimate of G can be better understood by examining the G results
obtained for the OG to PAB transformation, which involves only uncharged species.
The calculated value of G for the OG to PAB transformation obtained using
the longest simulation times (3,000 ps of E.T. and 3,200 ps of D.G.T. at each  value
in aqueous solution, and 3,000 ps of E.T. and 2,700 ps of D.G.T. at each  value in
the micelle, for a total of 414 ns of simulation) is -57.8  0.64 kBT , a result which is
too negative to be physical. For the OG to PAB transformation, very long simulation
times were used in an attempt to determine whether or not the computed value of
G would converge to a reasonable value with su¢ cient simulation time. The OG
and PAB results demonstrate that accurate estimates of G are not obtained even
for uncharged species, indicating that insu¢ cient phase space sampling is the most
probable source of the poor free-energy results. The data presented in Table 10.2,
which shows that the computed values of G range from -49.0  1.09 kBT to -62.5
 1.06 kBT for di¤erent total simulation times suggests that the poor estimates of
G obtained are not due only to performing simulations at an insu¢ cient number
of  values. As discussed in the context of the SDS to IBU transformation results,
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if simulation at an insu¢ cient number of  values was the only source of the poor
G estimates, the computed G values should not be a strong function of the
total simulation time.
As shown in Figure 10-3, the structural transformations involved in morphing
SDS into IBU and OG into PAB are quite large. Because of the large structural
changes being made, it is likely that relevant regions of phase space associated with
surfactant, solubilizate, and each of the intermediate  states in which both surfactant
and solubilizate interact to some extent with the environment, may not be sampled
adequately even after 29 ns of simulation in the case of the SDS to IBU transformation
and 414 ns of simulation in the case of the OG to PAB transformation. The fact that
even very lengthy simulation of the OG to PAB transformation fails to yield accurate
(and consistent) estimates ofG suggests that the structural transformations which
were made in morphing these two surfactants into solubilizates are too large to permit
adequate sampling of relevant regions of phase space and thereby obtain accurate
estimates of h@G=@i. In general, when large structural changes are attempted,
free-energy calculations may not converge even after long simulation times [23]. In
this respect, it is instructive to compare the surfactant to solubilizate G estimates
with the surfactant to cosurfactant G estimates, where much smaller structural
changes are made during alchemical transformation. This comparison is presented
next.
Surfactant to Cosurfactant G Results In contrast to the surfactant to sol-
ubilizate G predictions, which were unphysically large, the surfactant to cosur-
factant G values reported in Table 10.2 range between 6.10  1.11 kBT and -1.45
 0.33 kBT in magnitude. Specically, the computed value of G for the C10PO
to C10SO transformation based on the longest simulations conducted (600 ps E.T.
and 400 ps D.G.T. at each  value in aqueous solution, and 400 ps E.T. and 400 ps
D.G.T at each  value in the micelle, for a total of 36 ns of simulation) is 0.60 
0.91 kBT , which has the wrong sign based on the experimental observation that, in
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general, surfactants with smaller heads have lower CMCs than surfactants with larger
heads and the same tail, and the fact that C10SO has a head which is smaller than
that of C10PO. The calculated value of G for the C8SE to C10SE transformation
from the longest simulations conducted (600 ps E.T. and 800 ps D.G.T. at each 
value in aqueous solution, and 800 ps E.T. and 800 ps D.G.T. at each  value in the
micelle, for a total of 60 ns of simulation) is -1.45  0.33 kBT , which has the correct
sign based on the experimental observation that surfactants with longer alkyl tails
have lower CMCs than surfactants with shorter alkyl tails and the same head, which
is the case for C10SE and C8SE. The computed value of G for the C10SO to
C8SO transformation based on the longest simulations conducted (600 ps E.T. and
800 ps D.G.T. at each  value in aqueous solution and 1,400 ps E.T. and 1,600 ps
D.G.T. at each  value in the micelle, for a total of 88 ns of simulation) is 3.18 
0.35 kBT , which again has the correct sign based on the experimental observations
for surfactants having the same head and longer (C10) and shorter (C8) alkyl tails.
Comparison of CS-FE/MT Model Predictions with MT Model Predic-
tions of G To enable quantitative evaluation of the accuracy of the G pre-
dictions of the CS-FE/MT model presented in Table 10.2, experimental CMC data
for C10PO/C10SO, C8SE/C10SE, and C10SO/C8SO surfactant mixtures were used in
conjunction with MT theory to determine the G values for each of these three
systems. Note that a theoretical model was needed to determine G using the
experimental CMC data because the experimental CMC data for the mixed surfac-
tant/cosurfactant systems considered is complicated by the fact that the aggregation
numbers of the micelles that form in aqueous solution are not known and are un-
likely to correspond to the aggregation numbers of the simulated micelles (50 for the
C10PO/C10SO system, 25 for the C8SE/C10SE system, and 50 for the C10SO/C8SO
system) for which G was evaluated using the CS-FE/MT model. With the
above in mind, to determine values of G for the C10PO/C10SO, C8SE/C10SE,
and C10SO/C8SO systems which are consistent with the experimental CMC data,
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the following procedure was adopted:
 Experimental CMC data for mixtures of C10PO/C10SO [28], C8SE/C10SE [29],
and C10SO/C8SO [30] was obtained from the literature.
 A molecular-thermodynamic (MT) model of single surfactant micellization was
used to predict the CMCs of the single surfactants C10PO, C10SO, C8SE, C10SE,
C10SO, and C8SO [31].
 The head areas of C10PO, C10SO, C8SE, C10SE, C10SO, and C8SO were adjusted
such that the CMCs predicted by the MT model for each single surfactant
considered matched the experimental CMC values. The tted head areas of
C10PO, C10SO, C8SE, C10SE, and C8SO were 52.4 Å2, 44.9 Å2, 44.2 Å2, 46.4
Å2, 43.8 Å2, respectively. As expected, the tted head areas for C10SO and
C8SO, and the tted head areas for C8SE and C10SE, are quite similar because
these surfactants have the same heads.
 Next, the MT model based on the tted head areas was used to predict the
mixture CMCs of C10PO/C10SO, C8SE/C10SE, and C10SO/C8SO at several dif-
ferent compositions corresponding to solutions for which experimental data was
available. The mixture CMC predictions made by the MTmodel and the exper-
imental mixture CMCs were found to be nearly identical. The observed level of
agreement is not surprising because the MT model was t to experimental CMC
data at both single surfactant limits, and each of the surfactant/cosurfactant
systems modeled are quite simple (the surfactant and cosurfactant only di¤er
in the length of their linear alkyl tails or in the size of their heads).
 Having developed an accurate MT model to model the mixed micellization be-
havior of C10PO/C10SO, C8SE/C10SE, and C10SO/C8SO, the model was used to
predict G for each surfactant/cosurfactant system. The CS-FE/MT model
prediction of G for the C10PO/C10SO system corresponds to the di¤erence
between the free energy associated with forming a micelle containing 49 C10PO
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surfactants and 1 C10SO surfactant and the free energy associated with forming
a micelle containing 50 C10PO surfactants. Similarly, the CS-FE/MT model
prediction of G for the C8SE/C10SE system corresponds to the di¤erence
between the free energy associated with forming a micelle containing 24 C8SE
surfactants and 1 C10SE surfactant and the free energy associated with forming
a micelle containing 25 C8SE surfactants, and the CS-FE/MT model prediction
of G for the C10SO/C8SO system corresponds to the di¤erence between the
free energy associated with forming a micelle containing 49 C10SO surfactants
and 1 C8SO surfactant and the free energy associated with forming a micelle
containing 50 C10SO surfactants. The MT models of single and mixed surfac-
tant micellization were used to make free-energy predictions for each of these
six micellar systems, thereby allowing determination of the three free-energy
di¤erences corresponding to the G predictions of the CS-FE/MT model. It
is important to note that to allow direct comparison of the CS-FE/MT and the
MT model estimates of G, when evaluating G using the MT model, the
ideal mixing entropy between the surfactants and the cosurfactants, or between
the surfactants and solubilizates (the gmix free-energy contribution discussed in
Chapter 4), were set equal to zero. As discussed in Chapter 9, each of the mole-
cules in an MD simulation is distinguishable, and therefore, the ideal mixing
entropy is not accounted for in the computer simulation estimate of G.
 The predicted values ofG for C10PO/C10SO, C8SE/C10SE, and C10SO/C8SO
using the MT model following the procedure outlined above are:  0:60 kBT ,
 1:70 kBT , and 2:74 kBT , respectively.
Comparison of the CS-FE/MT model estimates of G for the transformation
of C10PO into C10SO (0.60 kBT based on the longest computer simulation results)
is 1.2 kBT larger than the MT model estimate of G (-0.60 kBT ) for the same
transformation. The discrepancy between the CS-FE/MT model and MT model
estimates in this case is su¢ ciently large that the sign of G predicted by the CS-
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FE/MT model is incorrect. Consequently, while the CS-FE/MT model predicts that
the exchange of C10SO with C10PO is thermodynamically unfavorable, the MT model
predicts that it is thermodynamically favorable. The experimental CMC data for
mixtures of C10PO and C10SO clearly demonstrates that the exchange of C10SO with
C10PO is thermodynamically favorable, because adding C10SO to a solution of C10PO
reduces the mixture CMC. Comparison of the CS-FE/MT model estimate of G
for the transformation of C8SE into C10SE (-1.45 kBT based on the longest computer
simulation results) with the MT model estimate of G (-1.70 kBT ) for the same
transformation shows that the two predictions are in reasonable agreement. The
CS-FE/MT model overestimates the G associated with the exchange of a C10SE
molecule with a C8SE molecule by approximately 0.25 kBT . Finally, the CS-FE/MT
model estimate of G for the transformation of C10SO into C8SO (3.18 kBT based
on the longest computer simulation results) is also in reasonable agreement with the
MT model estimate of G (2.74 kBT ) for the same transformation. In this case,
the CS-FE/MT model prediction of G overestimates the MT model prediction of
G by approximately 0.44 kBT .
Characteristics of the @G=@ Proles
To provide insight into the convergence rate associated with the computed values
of h@G=@i, in Figures 10-8A and 10-9A, we plot @G=@ as a function of data-
gathering time for the transformation of SDS into IBU and OG into PAB in aqueous
solution, respectively. In Figures 10-8B and 10-9B, we plot @G=@ as a function of
data-gathering time for the transformation of SDS into IBU and OG into PAB in the
micellar environment. In each gure, results are presented for three  values: 0.0
(the black prole), 0.5 (the red prole), and 1.0 (the green prole). Each reported
@G=@ prole has been taken from the longest simulation reported in Table 10.2
(for example, the @G=@ prole presented in Figure 10-8A was taken from the 500

























Figure 10-8: Computed values of @G=@ as a function of data gathering time for
the transformation of SDS into IBU in aqueous solution (A) and in the micellar
environment (B). Results are presented for simulation at three values of : 0.0 (the
























Figure 10-9: Computed values of @G=@ as a function of data gathering time for
the transformation of OG into PAB in aqueous solution (A) and in the micellar
environment (B). Results are presented for simulation at three values of : 0.0 (the
black prole), 0.5 (the red prole), and 1.0 (the green prole).
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The noise in the @G=@ proles reported in Figures 10-8 and 10-9 is quite high,
particularly for the @G=@ results computed at  = 0.5 (the red proles, where
both the surfactant and the solubilizate atoms interact to some extent with their
environment). In addition, the magnitude of the @G=@ values is quite large, ranging
from approximately 500 to -1750 kJ/mol. The high levels of noise present in the
@G=@ proles suggest that, phase space sampling issues aside, a signicant amount
of simulation time is required to obtain an accurate estimate of both G1 and G2.
This reality is reected in the large uncertainties in the G values reported in
Table 10.2. However, none of the @G=@ proles exhibit any noticeable upwards
or downwards drift over the course of the data-gathering simulation, suggesting that
each system is adequately equilibrated and that the @G=@ data obtained should be
representative of the equilibrium state of the system at each  value examined.
In Figures 10-10A, 10-11A, and 10-12A, we plot @G=@ as a function of data-
gathering time for the C10PO to C10SO transformation, the C8SE to C10SE transfor-
mation, and the C10SO to C8SO transformation in aqueous solution, respectively. In
Figures 10-10B, 10-11B, and 10-12B, we plot @G=@ as a function of data-gathering
time for the same three transformations in the micellar environment. In each gure,
results are presented for three  values: 0.0 (the black proles), 0.5 (the red proles),
and 1.0 (the green proles). Like the surfactant to solubilizate transformation results
reported in Figures 10-8 and 10-9, each @G=@ prole reported for the surfactant to
cosurfactant transformation was taken from the longest simulations reported for each
system in Table 10.2.
Each of the 18 @G=@ proles shown in Figures 10-10 to 10-12 show a signicant
level of noise. The highest level of noise in the @G=@ proles is observed for  = 0:5.
No noticeable upwards or downwards trends in the @G=@ proles is noticable for
the surfactant to cosurfactant transformations in either the aqueous or the micellar
environments. In general, although the level of noise in the proles shown is quite
























Figure 10-10: Computed values of @G=@ as a function of data gathering time for
the transformation of C10PO into C10SO in aqueous solution (A) and in the micellar
environment (B). Results are presented for simulation at three values of : 0.0 (the
























Figure 10-11: Computed values of @G=@ as a function of data gathering time for
the transformation of C8SE into C10SE in aqueous solution (A) and in the micellar
environment (B). Results are presented for simulation at three values of : 0.0 (the
























Figure 10-12: Computed values of @G=@ as a function of data gathering time for
the transformation of C10SO into C8SO in aqueous solution (A) and in the micellar
environment (B). Results are presented for simulation at three values of : 0.0 (the
black prole), 0.5 (the red prole), and 1.0 (the green prole).
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Characteristics of the h@G=@i Proles
In Figures 10-13 and 10-14, we report h@G=@i ; or the ensemble average of @G=@
at a constant value of , as a function of  in aqueous solution (the black proles) and
in the micellar environment (the red proles) for the transformation of SDS to IBU
and OG to PAB, respectively. Each reported h@G=@i versus  prole corresponds
to the longest simulations reported in Table 10.2, and reects the time averaged value
of @G=@ measured at each  value. Therefore, the h@G=@i values reported for
 = 0;  = 0:5; and  = 1:0 were obtained by averaging the @G=@ versus time
proles presented in Figures 10-8 and 10-9.
The h@G=@i proles for the SDS to IBU transformation in both aqueous solution
and in the micellar environment are rough and irregular, suggesting that simulation
at additional values of  may be necessary to accurately estimate the area under the
h@G=@i versus  curve and accurately determine G1 and G2. In addition, the
magnitudes of the h@G=@i values are quite large, ranging from approximately 750
kJ/mol to 500 kJ/mol.
Although not as irregular, the h@G=@i proles for the OG to PAB transforma-
tion exhibit sharp discontinuities at  = 0:47 and 0:5 in both the aqueous solution
and in the micellar environment. The lack of a smooth h@G=@i versus  prole
in both cases suggests that simulation at additional values of  may be necessary to
obtain an accurate estimate of G1 and G2. The magnitudes of the h@G=@i
values for the OG to PAB transformations range from approximately 500 kJ/mol to
-1100 kJ/mol, a range of values that is even larger than that measured for the SDS
to IBU transformations.
In Figures 10-15, 10-16, and 10-17 the same information presented in Figures
10-13 and 10-14 is reported for the surfactant to cosurfactant transformations of
C10PO to C10SO, C8SE to C10SE, and C10SO to C8SO, respectively. Calculated
values of h@G=@i are reported for transformation in aqueous solution (the black
proles) and transformation in the micellar environment (the red proles). Each













Figure 10-13: Computed values of h@G=@i as a function of  for the transformation














Figure 10-14: Computed values of h@G=@i as a function of  for the transformation
of OG into PAB in aqueous solution (the black line) and in the micellar environment
(the red line).
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simulations reported in Table 10.2.
The C10PO to C10SO h@G=@i versus  prole is quite rough and irregular (sim-
ilar to the proles associated with the SDS to IBU and with the OG to PAB transfor-
mations). In particular, the proles assoicated with the C10PO to C10SO transforma-
tion exhibit sharp discontinuities at  = 0:05 and 0:95 in both the aqueous solution
and in the micellar environment. Like the free-energy results presented in Figures
10-13 and 10-14, the free-energy results presented in Figure 10-15 suggests that sim-
ulation at additional values of  may be necessary to accurately estimate the area
under the h@G=@i versus  curve. The C8SE to C10SE and the C10SO to C8SO
h@G=@i versus  proles are comparatively smooth and well-behaved, although
they also exhibit a discontinuity in the h@G=@i prole at around  = 0:05. It is
interesting to note that the free-energy results obtained for the C8SE to C10SE and
the C10SO to C8SO transformations in aqueous solution are signicantly smoother
than the results obtained for transformations in the micellar environment.
The magnitude of the h@G=@i values calculated for the C10PO to C10SO trans-
formations are signicantly larger than those calculated in transforming C8SE into
C10SE and C10SO into C8SO, and range from approximately 550 kJ/mol to -50
kJ/mol. The larger magnitude of the h@G=@i values calculated for the C10PO
to C10SO transformations reects the larger structural changes associated with the
exchange of C10SO for C10PO; namely, changing both the identity of phosphorus to
sulfur and the removal of a CH3 group within the surfactant head. The magnitude
of the h@G=@i values calculated for the C8SE to C10SE transformations range from
approximately 150 kJ/mol to -100 kJ/mol. The magnitude of the h@G=@i val-
ues calculated for the C10SO to C8SO transformations range from approximately 100
kJ/mol to -150 kJ/mol. The h@G=@i proles calculated for the C8SE to C10SE
and for the C10SO to C8SO transformations appear to be roughly the inverse of each
other, a result that would be intuitively expected because the chemical modica-
tion made to C8SE (the addition of two CH2 groups) is the inverse of the chemical













Figure 10-15: Computed values of h@G=@i as a function of  for the transforma-
tion of C10PO into C10SO in aqueous solution (the black line) and in the micellar













Figure 10-16: Computed values of h@G=@i as a function of  for the transforma-
tion of C8SE into C10SE in aqueous solution (the black line) and in the micellar













Figure 10-17: Computed values of h@G=@i as a function of  for the transforma-
tion of C10SO into C8SO in aqueous solution (the black line) and in the micellar
environment (the red line).
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mind, however, that: (i) the heads of the two surfactants are di¤erent (SE versus
SO), and (ii) when transforming C8SE into C10SE, the transformation occurs in a
micelle composed of surfactants with eight carbon tails and an aggregation number
of 25, while when transforming C10SO into C8SO, the transformation occurs in a
micelle composed of surfactants with ten carbon tails and an aggregation number of
50. Consequently, the free-energy proles shown in Figures 10-15 and 10-16 are not
expected to be exactly inversely related.
In comparison with the SDS to IBU and OG to PAB transformations, the C10PO to
C10SO, C8SE to C10SE, and C8SO to C10SO transformations involve relatively small
structural transformations. The G1 and G2 results for the C10PO to C10SO,
C8SE to C10SE, and C8SO to C10SO transformations reported in Table 10.2 exhibit
less variation as a function of the length of equilibration and simulation time than the
G1 and G2 results reported for the SDS to IBU and OG to PAB transformations.
In addition, the G1 and G2 results for the C8SE to C10SE and the C10SO to C8SO
transformations exhibit less variation as a function of the length of equilibration and
simulation time than the C10PO to C10SO transformation.
10.4.2 G Results Based on Simulations at Additional 
Values
As discussed in Section 10.4.1, the h@G=@i versus  proles for each surfactant to
solubilizate and for one of the surfactant to cosurfactant transformations are relatively
rough and irregular, suggesting that simulation at additional values of  may result in
a more accurate determination of the area under the h@G=@i versus  curve. With
this in mind, the number of  values at which the @G=@ data was gathered for the
transformations of C10PO into C10SO, C8SE into C10SE, and C10SO into C8SO in the
micellar environment was increased from 20 to 40 to evaluate the e¤ect of increasing
the number of  values on the accuracy of the CS-FE/MT model estimates of G:
Each of the  values selected were evenly spaced between 0 and 1. In Table 10.3, we
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C10PO  ! C10SO (micelle) Gform,mixed  Gform,single
E.T. [ps] D.G.T. [ps]  G2 [kBT ] (=G = G2  G1)
50 50 40 88.9  0.80 2.02  0.84
100 200 40 87.9  0.73 1.09  0.78
300 600 40 86.9  0.69 0.05  0.74
C8SE  ! C10SE (micelle)
50 50 40 3.98  0.35 -2.47  0.37
100 200 40 4.24  0.52 -2.21  0.53
300 600 40 4.63  0.31 -1.82  0.33
C10SO  ! C8SO (micelle)
25 25 40 -2.38  0.31 2.60  0.36
50 50 40 -3.11  0.47 1.87  0.50
100 200 40 -3.23  0.57 1.75  0.60
300 600 40 -2.12  0.32 2.86  0.37
Table 10.3: Transformation free energies computed using the CS-FE/MT model with
additional  values.
report the equilibration simulation time (E.T.), the data-gathering simulation time
(D.G.T.), the number of  values at which simulations were conducted, G2, and
Gform,mixed   Gform,single (evaluated as the di¤erence between the computed value of
G2 and the value of G1 reported in Table 10.2, denoted as G1, determined from
the longest aqueous state transformation of each surfactant into its cosurfactant).
The values of G1 = G G2 for the C10PO to C10SO, the C8SE to C10SE, and
the C8SO to C10SO transformations are equal to 86.9 kBT , 6.45 kBT , and -4.98 kBT ,
respectively (see Table 10.3).
The surfactant to cosurfactant G predictions reported in Table 10.3 range
between 2.86  0.37 kBT and -2.47  0.37 kBT . The computed value of G
for the C10PO to C10SO transformation based on the longest simulations conducted
(1,000 ps of simulation at each  value in aqueous solution, as shown in Table 10.2,
and 300 ps E.T. and 600 ps D.G.T. at each  value in the micelle (see Table 10.3), for
a total of 56 ns of simulation) is 0.05  0.74 kBT; which is within 0.65 kBT of the MT
model prediction for G (-0.60 kBT , see Section 10.4.1). The computed value of
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G for the C8SE to C10SE transformation from the longest simulation conducted in
aqueous solution and in the micelle (1,400 ps of simulation at each  value in aqueous
solution, and 300 ps E.T. and 600 ps D.G.T. at each  value in the micelle, for a
total of 64 ns of simulation) is 1.82  0.33 kBT . This estimate is only 0.12 kBT
more negative than the MT model prediction of G (-1.70 kBT , see Section 10.4.1).
Finally, the computed value of G for the C10SO to C8SO transformation based on
the longest simulations conducted (1,400 ps of simulation at each  value in aqueous
solution, and 300 ps E.T. and 600 ps D.G.T. at each  value in the micelle, for a
total of 64 ns of simulation) is 2.86  0.37 kBT . The CS-FE/MT model prediction
of G for this surfactant to cosurfactant transformation is within 0.12 kBT of the
MT model prediction for G (2.74 kBT , see Section 10.4.1). Each of these G
predictions are in better agreement with the MT model prediction of G than the
G values obtained based on micellar simulation at only twenty values of .
10.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, the CS-FE/MT modeling approach introduced in Chapter 9 was
implemented to predict the free-energy change associated with surfactant to solubi-
lizate and surfactant to cosurfactant transformations (as reected in G) through
alchemical computer simulation. As discussed in Chapter 9, to make predictions of
solution behavior using the CS-FE/MT modeling approach, it would be necessary
to evaluate G for multiple surfactant to solubilizate or surfactant to cosurfactant
transformations. The goal of the research presented in this chapter, however, has
simply been to evaluate the ability of the alchemical computer simulation method
used in the CS-FE/MT modeling approach to evaluate G for a single surfactant
to solubilizate or a single surfactant to cosurfactant transformation. For the three
surfactant to cosurfactant transformations considered in this chapter, the theoretical
predictions of the CS-FE/MT model for G were compared with G predictions
made by an accurate MT model developed by tting to experimental CMC data.
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In implementing the CS-FE/MT model, a number of decisions must be made
about the way in which the alchemical transformations should be performed. Such
decisions can have a signicant impact on the computational expense required to
obtain accurate free-energy estimates [16,23]. For the alchemical simulations imple-
mented in this chapter, soft-core potentials (Vsc) were used to avoid the end-point
catastrophe. The advantages and limitations associated with using single topology
and dual topology approaches in implementing alchemical transformations was dis-
cussed. A hybrid single/dual topology approach was used to morph SDS into IBU,
a dual topology approach was used to morph OG into PAB, and a single topology
approach was used to morph C10PO into C10SO, C8SE into C10SE, and C10SO into
C8SO. The alchemical topology used for each surfactant to solubilizate transforma-
tion, or for each surfactant to cosurfactant transformation, was selected based on: (i)
the extent of structural changes required to morph one molecule into the other, and
(ii) the desire to minimize the total number of atoms simulated and the total number
of atoms whose interactions with the environment are altered.
For each alchemical transformation, thermodynamic integration was used to eval-
uate the di¤erence in free energy associated with forming a micelle composed of n 1
surfactant A molecules and one surfactant/solubilizate B molecule, and with forming
a micelle composed of n surfactant A molecules. This free-energy di¤erence, re-
ferred to as Gform,mixed Gform,single (or G), is a necessary input to the CS-FE/MT
model that ultimately allows prediction of the solution behavior of mixed surfac-
tant/solubilizate or surfactant/cosurfactant micelles (see Chapter 9). Each G
value was computed by determining the di¤erence in free energy associated with: (i)
transforming a surfactant molecule of type A into a cosurfactant/solubilizate mole-
cule of type B in a micellar environment (referred to as G2), and (ii) transforming
a surfactant molecule of type A into a cosurfactant/solubilizate molecule of type B
in aqueous solution (referred to as G1).
CS-FE/MT model predictions of G for SDS to IBU, OG to PAB, C10PO
to C10SO, C8SE to C10SE, and C10SO to C8SO transformations were made at a
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number of simulation conditions, including: (i) di¤erent equilibration times at each 
value, (ii) di¤erent data-gathering times at each  value, (iii) simulation at a di¤erent
number of  values.
Even after performing lengthy equilibration and data gathering at each  value,
physically unrealistic values of G were predicted by the CS-FE/MT model for
the transformation of SDS into IBU and the transformation of OG into PAB. The
predictions of the CS-FE/MT model were unphysically large for the transformation
of SDS into IBU, and they were unphysically small for the transformation of OG into
PAB. TheG results for these two surfactant to solubilizate transformations, which
involved signicant structural changes, suggests that with the alchemical approach
discussed in this chapter and present-day computational resources, the CS-FE/MT
model cannot be used to accurately compute free-energy changes that are associated
with large structural transformations.
The G predictions of the CS-FE/MT model were more physically realistic for
the transformations of C10PO into C10SO, C8SE into C10SE, and C10SO into C8SO,
which each involved signicantly less extensive structural changes than the surfactant
to solubilizate transformations considered above. To enable quantitative evaluation of
the G predictions of the CS-FE/MT model for these three surfactant to cosurfac-
tant transformations, experimental CMC data for C10PO/C10SO, C8SE/C10SE, and
C10SO/C8SO surfactant/cosurfactant mixtures were used to develop a highly accurate
MT model of the micellization behavior of each surfactant/cosurfactant mixture by
adjusting the head area of each surfactant as a tted parameter until the MT model
predictions matched the pure surfactant and pure cosurfactant CMCs. This MT
model was then used to predict a value of G corresponding to the same change in
micelle composition accomplished alchemically through computer simulation in the
CS-FE/MT model. For each surfactant to cosurfactant transformation, the resulting
MT model was used to predict the free-energy di¤erence associated with forming a
micelle containing n 1 surfactant A molecules and 1 surfactant B molecule and with
forming a micelle containing n surfactant A molecules. Because the MT model was
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t to experimental CMC data, we believe that it provides an excellent prediction of
the true physical value of G, and also serves as an excellent quantitative indica-
tor with which to evaluate the accuracy of the G predictions of the CS-FE/MT
model.
The CS-FE/MT model estimate of G for the C10PO to C10SO transformation
based on simulation at 20 di¤erent  values in the micellar environment (0.60 kBT
for the longest computer simulations conducted) was found to be 1.2 kBT larger than
the MT model estimate of G (-0.60 kBT ) for this system. The CS-FE/MT model
estimate of G for the C10PO to C10SO transformation based on simulation at
40 di¤erent  values in the micellar environment was found to be 0.05  0.74 kBT
based on the longest simulations conducted, a prediction which is 0.65 kBT larger
than the MT model prediction of G for this system. Unfortunately, the sign of
G predicted by the CS-FE/MT model for the C10PO to C10SO transformation is
incorrect for both the 20 and 40  value simulation results. Consequently, the CS-
FE/MT model predicts that exchange of C10SO with C10PO is thermodynamically
unfavorable when it is actually favorable. The CS-FE/MT model estimate of G
for the C8SE/C10SE system based on simulation at 20 di¤erent  values in the micellar
environment (-1.45 kBT for the longest computer simulations conducted) and the MT
model estimate of G (-1.70 kBT ) were found to be in reasonable agreement. The
CS-FE/MT model estimate of G for the C8SE/C10SE system based on simulation
at 40 di¤erent  values in the micellar environment was found to be 1.82  0.33 kBT
for the longest simulations conducted, a prediction that is only 0.12 kBT more negative
than the MT model estimate of G for this system. Finally, the CS-FE/MT model
estimate of G for the C10SO to C8SO transformation based on simulation at 20
di¤erent  values in the micellar environment (3.18 kBT for the longest computer
simulations conducted) was also found to be in reasonable agreement with the MT
model estimate of G (2.74 kBT ) for this system. The CS-FE/MT model estimate
of G based on simulation at 40 di¤erent  values in the micellar environment for
the C10SO to C8SO transformation was found to be 2.86  0.37 kBT for the longest
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simulations conducted, which is only 0.12 kBT greater than the MT model prediction
of G for this system.
All three G predictions for the surfactant to cosurfactant transformations are
in better agreement with the MT model predictions of G when simulations are
conducted at 40 values of  to evaluate G2 than when simulations are conducted at
20 values of  to evaluateG2, suggesting that further improvement in the predictions
of the CS-FE/MTmodel may be obtained by simulating at additional  values in both
the micellar environment and the aqueous solution to obtain more accurate estimates
of the h@G=@i versus  integrals.
It is interesting to point out that the accuracy of the G predictions obtained
using the CS-FE/MT model can be correlated with the magnitude of the h@G=@i
values calculated during each alchemical transformation. The magnitude of the
h@G=@i values calculated during SDS to IBU, OG to PAB, and C10PO to C10SO
transformations are all quite large (see Figures 10-13, 10-14, and 10-17), indicating
that additional simulation time (and possibly simulation at many more  values) may
be necessary to accurately determine G for these systems. As discussed in Sec-
tion 10.4.1, the range of h@G=@i values calculated for the transformation of SDS
into IBU is approximately 1,250 kJ/mol. The range of h@G=@i values calculated
for the transformation of OG into PAB is 1,600 kJ/mol. For the transformations of
C10PO into C10SO, C8SE into C10SE, and C10SO into C8SO, the range of h@G=@i
values calculated are approximately 600 kJ/mol, 250 kJ/mol, and 250 kJ/mol, respec-
tively. Not surprisingly, the largest h@G=@i values calculated are for the alchemical
transformations that involve that largest structural changes (see Figures 10-3 and 10-
4). The three transformations with the largest h@G=@i values were each poorly
modeled using the CS-FE/MT modeling approach, while the two transformations
with the smallest h@G=@i values were modeled with reasonable accuracy using the
CS-FE/MT model.
The statistical uncertainties in G1 and G2 determined based on the error
analysis approach discussed in Section 10.4.1 are ranked as follows for each alchemical
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transformation (from largest to smallest, and as ranked based on the longest com-
puter simulation result): SDS into IBU, OG into PAB, C10PO into C10SO, C10SO
into C8SO, and C8SE into C10SE. Close examination of the G values obtained for
the three alchemical transformations for which poor G predictions were obtained
(SDS into IBU, OG into PAB, and C10PO into C10SO) shows that the predicted
value of G varies signicantly depending on the length of the equilibration and
the data-gathering simulations conducted, suggesting that phase space was insu¢ -
ciently sampled and more simulation is required to obtain an accurate estimate of
G. For the free-energy results to be accurate, a large fraction of the phase space
states that contribute signicantly to the overall free-energy change associated with
surfactant/solubilizate morphing must be sampled adequately [32]. Most alchemical
free-energy studies reported in the literature describe successful results for relatively
modest structural changes. The larger the structural changes attempted, the more
di¢ cult it is to adequately sample phase space and to obtain an accurate estimate
of the free-energy change [23]. Determining the free-energy change associated with
large structural modications could be particularly di¢ cult within a micellar environ-
ment due to slow dynamics and conformational sampling within the micelle core. It
is instructive to note that there are uctuations in SASA shown in Figures 10-5 and
10-6 that occur on relatively long, nanosecond time scales. Simulation over extended
periods of time may be required to thoroughly sample the congurations adopted
by a micelle uctuating at equilibrium and to observe convergence in the free-energy
results when large structural changes are attempted.
The CS-FE/MT modeling results presented in this chapter suggest that with
present-day computational resources, it may not be possible to make accurate pre-
dictions of the free-energy changes (and therefore, of the micelle and the micellar
solution properties) associated with forming mixed surfactant/cosurfactant and sur-
factant/solubilizate micelles where the chemical structures of the surfactant and the
cosurfactant or the solubilizate are signicantly di¤erent. However, the CS-FE/MT
modeling approach appears to yield reasonably accurate results for G when it is
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used to evaluate the free-energy change associated with relatively small structural
transformations, such as the transformation of C8SE into C10SE and the transforma-
tion of C10SO into C8SO.
To the best of our knowledge, the free-energy results presented in this chapter rep-
resent the rst attempt to use alchemical free-energy methods to model the micelliza-
tion behavior of mixed surfactant/cosurfactant and surfactant/solubilizate systems.
While certainly of interest from an academic perspective, and although this approach
may become practical in the future as the computational power of computers in-
creases, at the present time, more accurate estimates of Gform,mixed can be obtained
with less computational expense using traditional MT modeling with computer simu-
lation estimates of surfactant/solubilizate heads and tails (see Chapters 2-5), or using
the CS-MT modeling approach (see Chapters 6-8). As computer power increases and
as advances in alchemical free-energy methods are made, the computational expense
of the CS-FE/MT model may no longer pose a signicant barrier to its use. In
addition, it may become possible to apply the CS-FE/MT model to make accurate
predictions of the free-energy changes associated with forming multicomponent sur-
factant and solubilizate micelles where the chemical structures of the surfactants, the
cosurfactants, and/or the solubilizates di¤er signicantly.
In Part I of this thesis, several approaches were introduced to use molecular dy-
namics simulations to obtain inputs for molecular thermodynamic modeling. In Part
II of this thesis, the application of computer simulation free-energy methods to evalu-
ate the free-energy change associated with mixed micelle formation has been explored.
In Part III of this thesis, direct prediction of surfactant solution properties using
molecular dynamics simulations is investigated through the exploration of: (i) the
interfacial characteristics of surfactant monolayers, and (ii) the self-assembly behav-
ior of complex surfactants in aqueous solution. In Chapter 11, results are presented
for the simulation of monolayers of a series of bolaamphiphilic poly(uorooxetane)
surfactants at an air/water interface. In this study, properties such as the saturated
interfacial area per surfactant molecule, the interfacial area per surfactant molecule
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as a function of surface tension, density proles, order parameters, the degree of hy-
dration of various atoms in each surfactant molecule, and the degree of counterion
binding were determined directly through molecular dynamics simulation. In Chap-
ter 12, molecular dynamics simulations to investigate the self-assembly behavior of
the triterpenoids asiatic acid (AA) and madecassic acid (MA) in aqueous solution are
described. In this study, properties such as the kinetics of micelle formation, struc-
tural characteristics of the self-assembled micellar aggregates, the local environment
of atoms in AA and MA in the micellar environment, the degree of counterion bind-
ing, and the thermodynamics of AA and MA micelle formation were each determined
directly through molecular dynamics simulation.
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10.6 Appendix: Validation of Alchemical Free-
Energy Methods Used to Implement the CS-
FE/MT Model
To evaluate the accuracy of the free-energy methods discussed in this chapter that
were used to implement the CS-FE/MT modeling approach, free-energy calculations
were made for several starter systems. These validation studies include computer
simulation determinations of hydration free energies (Ghyd), and computer simula-
tion determinations of alchemical transformation free energies (Gal).
Using the bonded and the nonbonded -dependent interaction potentials described
in Section 10.1.1, a single topology approach, and the simulation methods and pa-
rameters described in Section 10.2, Ghyd for methane and hexane were computed
by transforming each of the atoms in both molecules into dummy (non-interacting)
particles in vacuum (Gvacuo), transferring the dummy particles into a simulation
cell of water molecules (G = 0), and transforming each of the dummy particles
into interacting atoms in aqueous solution (Gwater). The computed value of Ghyd
using 20 values of , 200 ps of equilibration and data gathering at each  value, and
the data analysis approach discussed in Section 10.4 was found to be 8.21 kJ/mol
for methane and 9.67 J/mol for hexane. These results are in good agreement with
the experimental data, which is 8.08 kJ/mol for methane [33] and 10.40 kJ/mol for
hexane [34]. Ashbaugh et al. report Ghyd values of 10.97 kJ/mol and 16.41 J/mol
for methane and hexane, respectively, estimated using computer simulations and a
united atom OPLS forceeld [33]. The h@G=@i values computed for hexane are
shown in Figure A1.
To evaluate the accuracy and the free-energy convergence behavior of the alchem-
ical methods described in Section 10.1.1, the self-transformation of ethane into
ethane (Geth!eth) and propane into propane (Gpro!pro) were implemented and

















Figure 10-A1: Proles of h@G=@i versus  calculated for hexane in vacum (the
black line) and in water (the red line) as a function of the value of the coupling
parameter . The values of Gvacuo and Gwater were obtained by integrating the
corresponding h@G=@i versus  proles.
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the OPLS-AA forceeld. Values of h@G=@i were obtained at 50 values of . A
total of 12 ps of equilibration and 12 ps of data gathering was performed at each 
value. Numerical integration of the h@G=@i results gave an estimate of Geth!eth
equal to 0.24 kJ/mol, and an estimate of Gpro!pro equal to 0.33 kJ/mol. Because
the starting and ending states of the simulated molecules are identical, the computer
simulation estimate of Geth!eth and Gpro!pro should converge to 0 kJ/mol in the
limit of innite sampling of phase space. We found that the G results converged
toward 0 kJ/mol roughly as fast as the ethane to ethane self-transformation results
reported by Pearlman et al. [16].
To evaluate the free-energy convergence behavior and the self-consistency of the
alchemical and the nonalchemical free-energy methods, the free-energy di¤erences
present in two thermodynamic cycles were determined through computer simulation
and are shown in Figures A3 and A4. The free-energy changes represented by the
horizontal lines are determined through alchemical transformation (Gal), while those
represented by the vertical lines are determined by changing each interacting molecule
into dummy particles in vacuum, transferring the dummy particles into water, and
changing the dummy particles into an interacting molecule in water (Ghyd,DUM).
In Figure A3, results are presented for the hydration free energies of benzene and
hexane and for the alchemical transformations of benzene into hexane in vacuum
and in water. Simulation results were generated using 50 values of , with 50 ps of
equilibration and 100 ps of data gathering at each  value. Results for each G value
are given in units of kJ/mol. The sum of the four free-energy di¤erences, which in
the limit of innite sampling of phase space would equal 0 kJ/mol, was computed to
be 3.19 kJ/mol. The computer simulation prediction of Ghyd,DUM for benzene is
-4.52 kJ/mol, while the experimental value is -3.64 kJ/mol (an error of 24.1%). The
computer simulation prediction of Ghyd,DUM for hexane is 9.67 kJ/mol, while the
experimental value is 10.40 kJ/mol (an error of -7.00%) [34]. Below the schematic
of the thermodynamic cycle, the di¤erence in the hydration free energies of the two
molecules is reported. The computer simulation prediction for this di¤erence in
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Figure 10-A2: Schematic representations of the ethane into ethane self-
transformation (Geth !eth) and the propane into propane self-transformation
(Gpro !pro). Below the schematics, proles of h@G=@i versus  calculated for
the ethane into ethane and for the propane into propane self-transformations(the
red and the black proles, respectively) are shown as a function of the value of the
coupling parameter . The values of Geth !eth and Gpro !pro were obtained by
integrating the corresponding h@G=@i versus  proles.
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hydration free energies using dummy atoms (Ghyd,DUM) is equal to 14.19 kJ/mol,
while the prediction for this di¤erence using alchemical methods (Ghyd,al) is equal
to 17.42 kJ/mol. The experimental value (Ghyd,expt.) is equal to 14.32 kJ/mol. The
average of the two computer simulation predictions for the di¤erence in hydration free
energy is 10.37% larger than the experimental value. These results suggest that: (i)
the alchemical methods used to calculate Ghyd,al and the free-energy methods used
to calculate Ghyd,DUM are thermodynamically consistent (because they yield similar
results for the di¤erence in the hydration free energies of benzene and hexane), and
(ii) the number of  values, the equilibration simulation time used at each value of
, and the data-gathering simulation time used at each value of  were su¢ cient to
obtain a reasonably accurate estimate of each free-energy di¤erence.
In Figure A4, results are presented for the hydration free energies of benzoate
and propionate and for the alchemical transformation of benzoate into propionate in
vacuum and in water. Simulation results were generated using 50 values of , with
50 ps of equilibration and 100 ps of data gathering at each  value. Results for each
G value are given in units of kJ/mol. The sum of the four free-energy di¤erences,
which in the limit of innite sampling of phase space would equal 0 kJ/mol, was
computed to be 0.3 kJ/mol. The computer simulation prediction of Ghyd,DUM for
benzoate is -289.4 kJ/mol, while the experimental value is -318.2 kJ/mol (an error of
-9.07%). The computer simulation prediction of Ghyd,DUM for propionate is -252.9
kJ/mol, while the experimental value is -331.2 kJ/mol (an error of -23.6%). Below the
schematic of the thermodynamic cycle, the di¤erence in the hydration free energies
of the two molecules is reported. The computer simulation prediction for this dif-
ference in hydration free energies using dummy atoms (Ghyd,DUM) is equal to 36.47
kJ/mol, while the prediction for this di¤erence using alchemical methods (Ghyd,al)
is equal to 36.17 kJ/mol. The experimental value (Ghyd,expt.) is equal to -12.98
kJ/mol. The average of the two computer simulation predictions for the di¤erence in
hydration free energy is 380% larger than the experimental value. Similar to the ben-








DGal,vac = -21.06 kJ/mol
DGal,wat = -3.68 kJ/mol
DGhyd,DUM = -4.52 kJ/mol DGhyd,DUM =9.67 kJ/mol
DDGhyd,DUM = 14.19 kJ/mol
DDGhyd,al = 17.42 kJ/mol
Vacuum
Water
DGhyd,expt. = -3.64 kJ/mol
} DDGhyd,expt. = 14.32 kJ/mol
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error = 24.1% error = -7.00%
avg. error = 10.37%
Figure 10-A3: Schematic representation of the alchemical and the non-alchemical
free-energy paths used to evaluate the di¤erence in the hydration free energies of
benzene and hexane (see text).
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suggest that the alchemical methods used to calculate Ghyd,al; and the free-energy
methods used to calculate Ghyd,DUM are thermodynamically consistent because they
yield similar results for the di¤erence in the hydration free energies of benzoate and
propionate. However, the predictions made using both free energy approaches for
benzoate/propionate are in poor agreement with the experimental data. The most
likely explanation for this poor agreement is that the reaction eld method was used
to evaluate electrostatic interactions, an approach which involves approximations and
which is not expected to yield as accurate results as those obtained using Ewald sum-
mation [35]. Another possible explanation for the poor agreement is that the large
magnitude of the free-energy changes associated with the hydration of ionic species
such as benzoate and propionate causes these simulations to require longer simula-
tion times to properly converge, although this explanation is not consistent with the
high degree of agreement between the Ghyd,expt. and the Ghyd,al free-energy results.
Additional independent simulations would be required to determine conclusively why
















DGal,vac = -76.83 kcal/mol
DGal,wat = -40.65 kJ/mol
DGhyd,DUM = -289.35 kcal/mol DGhyd,DUM =-252.88 kcal/mol
DDGhyd,DUM = 36.47 kJ/mol
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Vacuum
Water
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}
DDGhyd,expt. = -12.98 kJ/mol
DGhyd,expt. =-331.18 kcal/mol
avg. error = -380%
error = -9.07% error = -23.6%
Figure 10-A4: Schematic representation of the alchemical and the non-alchemical
free-energy paths used to evaluate the di¤erence in the hydration free energies of
benzoate and propionate (see text).
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Determination of the Interfacial






Fluorosurfactants play important technological roles in many industries [1]. They
are used in the polymerization of uoropolymers, as repellents in clothing, and to re-
duce surface tension and level irregularities in microelectronics coatings, paints, and
oor polishes. These surfactants typically contain a cationic, anionic, or nonionic
hydrophilic group and a relatively long uorocarbon tail. Many studies have shown
that given a series of such uorosurfactants with di¤erent tail lengths, the minimum
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surface tension is attained with C8F17 [1]. Serious environmental and health concerns
have arisen in recent years as tests have shown that traditional C8F17 uorosurfac-
tants are pervasive throughout the environment [2]. Traditional uorosurfactants are
degraded in the environment by enzymes to peruorooctanioc acid (F (CF2)7COOH,
or PFOA) or peruorooctane sulfonic acid (F (CF2)8SO3H, or PFOS), but no further,
making them highly persistent [3, 4]. The lipophilicity of PFOA and PFOS makes
bioaccumulation in fatty tissue a concern, and the detection of these compounds
in the tissue of wild animals demonstrates their persistence in the environment. In
addition, studies conducted by 3M beginning in the mid 1990s show that PFOA is
present in the blood of more than 90 percent of Americans [5]. Recently, the EPA
has announced a new level of emphasis on PFOA toxicity due to these concerns and
in response to laboratory studies showing it causes developmental toxicity in rats [3].
In addition, the EPA has been investigating PFOS more closely since late 1999, and
recently released a signicant new use rule for peruoroalkyl sulfonates [6].
When the peruoroalkyl chain length is four or less, bioaccumulation in fatty tissue
is reduced signicantly; however, a single-chain surfactant such as F (CF2)4CH2COO 
does not yield su¢ cient reductions in surface tension and coating irregularities to
make it commercially viable. A novel approach to synthesize uorosurfactants
has recently been developed in which short peruoroalkyl chains are attached as
side-chains to an oligomeric poly(uorooxetane) backbone [7]. The cyclic molecule
CH2   CH2   O   C(CH3)Br is substituted to yield a monomer, CH2   CH2  
O   C(CH3)   O   CH2   (CF2)xF that undergoes cationic ring-opening polymer-
ization to produce short backbone chains of approximately seven monomer units [7].
These chains are then end-terminated with SO 3 groups to yield molecules that have
hydrophilic groups at the ends as well as oxygen atoms spaced regularly along a
backbone chain. Short peruoroalkyl chains are attached to this backbone. Al-
though such chains are poor surfactants as single molecules, when linked together in
this manner onto an oligomeric backbone, experimental studies conducted by Kausch

























1 Rf = CH2CF3
2 Rf = CH2CF2CF3
3 Rf = CH2CH2(CF2)4F







Figure 11-1: Chemical structures of three poly(uorooxetane)s and 3M Fluorad FC-
129.
favorable interfacial rheological properties that make for good ow-and-leveling per-
formance [1, 8]. The structures of the surfactants Kausch et al. characterized are
shown in Figure 11-1. Surfactant 4, as a typical long peruoroalkyl chain surfactant,
was included in the Kausch et al. study for comparison with surfactants 1-3.
Kausch et al. report that the target degree of polymerization for surfactants 1-
3 was 7. Preliminary matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI) mass
spectroscopy indicated that the polydispersities obtained were in the 1-2 range. Sur-
factants 1-3 were found to reach approximately the same minimum surface tension of
 28 mN/m in a pH 8 bu¤ered water solution. When tested under the same condi-
tions, surfactant 4 decreased the surface tension to a minimum of  17 mN/m. The
surface tension data was t parametrically to the Davies adsorption isotherm, which
takes into account the e¤ect of double-layer charging, giving an estimate of molec-
ular interfacial area (Å2/molecule) for each surfactant. A pseudo-single-surfactant
approach was used to analyze the adsorption isotherm. Values regressed by Kausch
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Surfactant Molecular Area (Å2/molecule) Molecular Area (Å2/molecule)
from Davies Isotherm Fit from Gibbs Adsorption Equation
1 47:4 2 46:0 1
2 48:8 1 35:1 0:7
3 68:7 1 64:4 2
4 24:3 1 31:5 2
Table 11.1: Values of the interfacial area per surfactant molecule at saturation re-
ported by Kausch et al. based on tting experimental surface tension data to the
Davies and Gibbs adsorption isotherms [1].
et al. from a t to the Davies and Gibbs adsorption isotherms are shown in Table
11.1 [1].
The molecular interfacial areas reported for surfactants 1-3 are quite small given
these surfactants sizes. Kausch et al. speculated that this might be due to the
surfactants adopting a bentconformation with the SO 4 head groups buried in the
solvent and some of the uorocarbon chains being oriented as a loopin the vapor
phase [1]. However, prior to the research presented here, no study had been con-
ducted to determine the structure of these surfactants at a water/air interface. To
better understand the properties of these novel surfactants and explore the origin of
their ability to reduce surface tension, constant surface tension molecular dynamics
simulations have been performed on surfactants 1-4 to determine the equilibrium
interfacial area of each of these uorosurfactants at di¤erent applied surface tensions.
The interfacial structure of these surfactants was also visualized at the innite dilution
and saturation limits. Density proles as a function of distance from the interface
have been generated for water, surfactant, and groups of surfactant atoms. The
results allow quantitative comparison of the ability of each surfactant to shield water
from air, a key factor in determining surface tension. A penetration parameter
based on a study by Stone et al. has been dened to characterize the ability of each
surfactant to separate air from water [9]. The degree of hydration of various atoms
in each surfactant was calculated to gain quantitative information about local envi-
ronment. Finally, order parameters for the peruoroalkyl side chains of surfactants
1-3 were calculated and compared with the order parameters for surfactant 4 to gain
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insight into the average structure of these compounds at the water/air interface.
A number of computer simulation studies of surfactant monolayers at water/air,
oil/water, and water/CCl4 interfaces has been reported in the literature [921]. da
Rocha et al. have applied NPT and NV T simulations to study the behavior of a
peruoropolyether ammonium carboxylate surfactant monolayer at a high-pressure
CO2/water interface [18]. Stone et al. have reported constant normal pressure sim-
ulations of dichain hydrocarbon and uorocarbon phosphate surfactants and have
analyzed structural information they obtained about the CO2/surfactant/water in-
terface to explore the molecular origins of di¤erences in the ability of hydrocarbon
and uorocarbon surfactants to lower surface tension [9]. They dened an interfacial
parameter, which they refer to as the penetration parameter (P ), which characterizes
the ability of a surfactant at an interface to separate two bulk phases and thereby
reduce surface tension. Molecular dynamics simulations have been conducted on
the uorosurfactants F(CF2)11COOH and F(CF2)10CH2COOH at a water/air inter-
face [2224]. Other computer simulation studies of surfactants at interfaces in-
clude the work of Berkowitz et al., who simulated sodium dodecyl sulfate at the
water/vapor and water/CCl4 interface [12,13]. Dominguez has applied molecular dy-
namics simulations to study sodium dodecyl sulfate at the water/CCl4 interface and
investigated the e¤ect of surfactant charge and surfactant concentration on interfacial
structure [14,21]. Tarek et al. have simulated cetyltrimethylammonium bromide at
the water/air interface [10]. Rehage et al. have studied a monododecyl pentaethylene
glycol monolayer at a water/air and oil/water interface to determine its orientational
behavior and dynamics [1517]. As computer power increases, computer simulations
are playing an increasingly important role in providing detailed information about
the structure and dynamics of surfactant monolayers at interfaces.
The results obtained from simulation studies complement a number of experi-
mental techniques which can also be used to probe surfactant interfacial behavior.
These experimental approaches include X-ray di¤raction [2225], surface pressure-
area isotherm analysis [2225], vibrational sum frequency spectroscopy [2628], time-
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resolved quasi-elastic laser scattering studies [29], second-harmonic-generation stud-
ies [30], neutron reection [31], uorescence [32], resonance Raman spectra [33], and
ellipsometric measurements [34].
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 11.2 we present
the simulation methodology, including a discussion of the simulation parameters (Sec-
tion 11.2.1) and system preparation and equilibration (11.2.2). In Section 11.3 we
present and discuss our simulation results, including the saturated interfacial area per
surfactant molecule (Section 11.3.1), interfacial area as a function of surface tension
(Section 11.3.2), visualization of surfactant conformation (Section 11.3.3), interfacial
density proles (Section 11.3.4), a discussion of the degree of hydration and extent
of counterion binding for each surfactant (Section 11.3.5), and order parameters for
each surfactant chain (Section 11.3.6).
11.2 Simulation Methodology
11.2.1 Simulation Parameters
All simulations were done with the GROMACS software package, version 3.2 [35,36].
Surfactants 1-4 were simulated with a force eld based on the OPLS-AA frame-
work [37, 38] with additional parameters added both for the peruoroalkanes [39]
and SO 4 head groups [40]. NH
+
4 counterions for each poly(uorooxetane) and
the K+ counterion for Fluorad FC-129 were also modeled using the OPLS-AA force
eld [41]. Water was treated explicitly using the simple extended point-charge model
(SPC/E) [42]. The SPC/E model for water was used because it was found to give
excellent estimates of the water/air surface tension at 300 K (68 mN/m in our tests
compared to an experimental value of 73 mN/m). For initial equilibration, long-
range interactions were treated with a Coulombic and van der Waals cut-o¤ distance
of 11 Å to decrease simulation time. Later, the Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) summa-
tion technique was implemented to describe electrostatic interactions more accurately.
During constant surface tension (NT ) simulation, a relatively small timestep (0.5
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fs) was required by the Berendsen pressure scaling algorithm [43] to retain stability.
After equilibration, data was gathered in constant-volume (NV T ) simulations. In
these data-gathering runs, a van der Waals cut-o¤ of 11 Å and PME were used to
describe nonbonded interactions and bond constraints were applied with the SHAKE
algorithm to allow a larger simulation timestep of 2 fs [43].
11.2.2 System Preparation and Equilibration
The boundary conditions for each NT and NV T simulation were selected to ensure
that the results from our simulations would permit direct comparison with the ex-
perimental results for surface tension and area per surfactant molecule reported by
Kausch et al [1]. Several di¤erent boundary conditions for computer simulation of
surfactant monolayers have been reported in the literature. In simulations of phos-
phatidylcholine and sodium dodecyl sulfate at water/air and CCl4/water interfaces,
Dominguez and Berkowitz report placing surfactant between two bulk phases and
then placing reecting walls at opposite sides of the simulation box parallel to the
interface to prevent the two bulk phases from contacting [14]. Such a congura-
tion permits use of 3D periodic boundary conditions and hence the use of 3D Ewald
summation for treatment of electrostatics. In simulations of a uorosurfactant at a
CO2/water interface, da Rocha et al. also applied 3D periodic boundary conditions,
but instead chose to simulate a CO2/water and CO2/uorosurfactant/water interface
within their simulation cell [18]. An alternative to the approach of da Rocha et al. is
to simulate two separate monolayers located on opposites sides of a continuous layer
of water. We have chosen to use the approach of da Rocha et al. during initial
equilibration of our simulation cell (to minimize simulation time), but to create two
separate monolayers separated by water for nal equilibration and data gathering.
Such an approach permits application of 3D periodic boundary conditions and 3D
Ewald summation treatment of electrostatics during both initial equilibration and
nal equilibration and data gathering.
The approach used to construct simulation cells containing monolayers of surfac-
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tants 1-4 is shown in Figure 11-2, with surfactant 3 being shown as a representative
example. Simulation cells for surfactants 1-3 were constructed by rst placing a uni-
form monolayer of 16 surfactant molecules parallel to the x-y plane. The simulation
cell for surfactant 4 was constructed by placing 25 surfactant molecules parallel to
the x-y plane. Next, an energy minimization was performed to remove high energy
contacts. To break the symmetry of the system, a 25 ps simulation at 400 K was done
with the surfactant heads fully constrained. Berendsen temperature coupling [43]
was used to maintain the simulation cell at the desired temperature, and van der
Waals and electrostatic interactions were modeled with a 11 Å cut-o¤. Note that
a cut-o¤ method to model electrostatics was used for initial equilibration because
tests showed that the cuto¤ method was over three times faster than Particle Mesh
Ewald Summation (PME). Two 10 ps simulations were performed at T = 350 K and
300 K to gradually cool the surfactants to the nal simulation temperature. Next,
32 NH+4 counterions were added randomly in the vicinity of the surfactant 1-3 head
groups to make the simulation cell electrically-neutral. Similarly, 25 K+ counterions
were added in the vicinity of the surfactant 4 head groups. These counterions were
chosen to match the surfactant solutions studied by Kausch et al. At this point each
simulation cell resembled the snapshot shown in frame 1 of Figure 11-2.
Next, a layer of  20 Å of SPC/E water molecules was added to the hydrophilic
side of the surfactant interface, and a short equilibration run of 10 ps was performed
with the surfactant heads xed to allow the water molecules and counterions to relax
around the surfactant heads. A number of nitrogen molecules were added to the
simulation cell to give a pressure in the vapor phase of  1 atm. At this point
each simulation cell was composed of a layer of air, a  20 Å thick layer of water,
16-25 surfactant molecules, and a nal layer of air. Our initial guess for the optimal
surface area per molecule (which determined the spacing in the uniform monolayer
constructed within the simulation cell) was based on the surfactant molecular areas
parametrically tted from the Davies isotherm data reported in Table 11.1. However,





Figure 11-2: Sequence of steps followed to form and equilibrate simulation cells con-
taining monolayers of surfactants 1-4.
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t at the interface, particularly for surfactants 1-3. Even after repeated energy
minimization runs, the resulting interfaces were too closely packed to be stable and
quickly buckled and twisted during the simulation runs. To create a stable interface,
the Davies isotherm areas estimated by Kausch et al. were tripled for surfactants 1-3
and doubled for surfactant 4 as an initial guess for the surface area per molecule. This
increased area per surfactant head was found to be both a stable initial conguration
for the interface and reasonably close to the nal equilibrated area per headgroup.
Each simulation cell was reconstructed and equilibrated in the manner described
above using this increased surface area for each surfactant.
Constant surface tension (NT ) simulations were then performed for 3,000 ps on
each simulation cell. Because each simulation cell at this point contained both a
water/air and a water/surfactant/air interface (see Figure 11-2, frame 2), the applied
surface tension for these simulations was set equal to the sum of the minimum (satu-
rated) surface tension values reported by Kausch et al. for the water/surfactant/air
interface and the surface tension of the water/air interface (which was determined in
a separate simulation for pure SPC/E water). Berendsen temperature coupling was
used to maintain the cell temperature at 300 K. To prevent buckling of the interface,
the surfactant head groups were constrained to remain within their original x-y plane
during this simulation. This constraint permitted motion of the head groups in the
x and y directions, but not in the z direction normal to the interface. A Berendsen
pressure coupling algorithm implemented in GROMACS [43] was used to change the
x and y cell dimensions, while enforcing the constraint that the x and y cell dimen-
sions remain equal. At the end of the 3,000 ps run, the x and y dimensions of each
cell were found to have equilibrated to the point that the applied surface tension
roughly matched the internal surface tension of the simulation cell. After this initial
equilibration each simulation cell resembled the snapshot shown in frame 2 of Figure
11-2, which depicts a roughly equilibrated monolayer of surfactant 3.
At this point each simulation cell contained a water/surfactant/air and water/air
interface. Such an asymmetric composition at two interfaces will impose a net shear
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stress on the water molecules within the simulation cell because of the di¤erence in
surface tension on both sides of the water layer. Although simulations have been
reported in the literature of interfaces with such an asymmetric composition [18],
we decided instead to conduct simulations of two separate surfactant monolayers to
remove the compositional asymmetry and eliminate any articial e¤ect shear stress
from compositional asymmetry could have on the behavior of the surfactant mono-
layer. This was accomplished by making a copy of each simulation cell and rotating
it 180 about the x axis. The copy was then translated and added to the original
simulation cell to create two surfactant/air interfaces connected by a continuous layer
of water, as shown in frame 3 of Figure 11-2. After forming the new interfaces, the
simulation cell was equilibrated for 50 ps with the surfactant headgroups constrained
to their original position in the x-y plane.
The advantages of this initialization and equilibration approach for constructing
surfactant monolayers are two-fold: 1) it allows the simulator to improve the initial
stability of the system by imposing an x-y constraint on the motion of the surfactant
head groups until the simulation cell size has roughly equilibrated, and 2) it reduces
simulation time signicantly by allowing simulation of only half of the molecules
present in the nal simulation cell during initial equilibration.
After forming the two water/surfactant/air interfaces, position constraints on the
surfactant headgroups were removed. Additional equilibration was done for 2.5 ns
with van der Waals and electrostatic interactions modeled using an 11 Å cut-o¤ to
minimize simulation time. Further equilibration was then done using PME instead
of a distance cut-o¤ to describe electrostatic interactions. A snapshot of the fully
equilibrated simulation cell structure for surfactant 3 is shown in frame 4 of Figure
11-2.
Figure 11-3 shows how the simulation cell x (or equivalently y) dimension changed
over the course of these equilibration runs for surfactants 1-4. Surfactants 1 and 3
were equilibrated for a total of 5 ns, and surfactant 2 was equilibrated for a total of
4.5 ns. Because surfactant 4 is much smaller than surfactants 1-3 it was possible to
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simulate this surfactant system for a total of 12.5 ns. It is clear from Figure 11-3 that
PME treatment of electrostatics has a signicant e¤ect on the simulation results as
soon as PME was initialized in place of an 11 Å cut-o¤ for electrostatic interactions
the simulation cells containing surfactants 1, 3, and 4 expanded signicantly in the
x and y directions.
The time scales involved in allowing each of the four surfactants to approach their
equilibrium interfacial area were quite large. However, the plots of simulation cell
dimension as a function of simulation time shown in Figure 11-3 suggest that each
surfactant molecule has been simulated su¢ ciently long to come to an equilibrium
conguration and interfacial area. Although it is never possible to prove that the
results from a simulation are ergodic, each cell has been equilibrated until the cell
size appears to be uctuating about an equilibrium value.
After equilibration, a 1 ns data gathering run was conducted for each surfactant.
During this data gathering run, pressure scaling was turned o¤ and the simulation
cell size was xed. Simulation data from these NV T simulations have been used
to analyze structural characteristics of the surfactant monolayers, such as density
proles, degrees of hydration, and uorocarbon chain order parameters.
Surface tension was also set at several values below the saturated (minimum)
values reported by Kausch et al. to determine the sensitivity of the surfactant mole-
cular area to the applied surface tension. At each specied surface tension, the cell
was allowed to come to a new equilibrium conguration. The equilibration curves
for each externally-applied surface tension appear qualitatively the same as what is
shown in Figure 11-3. As would be expected, the equilibrated x and y cell dimensions
































































































































Figure 11-3: Simulation cell x (or equivalently y) dimension (nm) equilibration curves.
The x-y plane is parallel to the water/air interface. Results are presented for 1)
surfactant 1, 2) surfactant 2, 3) surfactant 3, and 4) surfactant 4. The vertical
line in each gure indicates when electrostatic interactions were switched from being
modeled using an 11 Å cut-o¤ to using Particle Mesh Ewald summation.
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Surfactant Molecular Area (Å2/molecule) Molecular Area (Å2/Rf chain) Molecular Area (Å2/molecule)
from MD Results from MD Results from Davies Isotherm Fit
1 152:9 21:8 47:4 2
2 164:6 23:5 48:8 1
3 220:2 31:5 68:7 1
4 55:2 55:2 24:3 1
Table 11.2: Computer simulation estimates of the interfacial area per surfactant
molecule at saturation for surfactants 1-4.
11.3 Results and Discussion
11.3.1 Saturated Interfacial Areas per Surfactant Molecule
The nal simulation cell dimensions after the extended equilibration runs shown in
Figure 11-3 have been used to determine the saturated interfacial areas per surfactant
molecule. The interfacial areas are presented in Table 11.2 for surfactants 1-4, and
are compared with the interfacial areas obtained by Kausch et al. through parametric
tting to the Davies adsorption isotherm. The areas per uorocarbon chain (Rf)
have also been calculated and are reported in Table 11.2.
There is signicant discrepancy between the predictions obtained from this mole-
cular dynamics study and the tted results of Kausch et al. To check the validity
of our MD results, it is instructive to look closely at the results for surfactant 4.
Although to our knowledge no studies have been published describing the saturated
interfacial area for this specic surfactant, some studies have been done on related
peruoroalkyl chain surfactants. X-ray di¤raction, surface pressure-area isotherm
analysis with a Teon trough, and molecular dynamics simulations have been con-
ducted on F(CF2)11COOH and F(CF2)10CH2COOH surfactants at an water/air in-
terface [2225]. These surfactants have a signicantly smaller hydrophilic moiety
than surfactant 4 and also lack an ethyl branch within the hydrophilic portion of
the surfactant. MD simulations indicate the saturated interfacial head group area
of F(CF2)10CH2COOH is 29.4  0.1 Å2 at 300 K and 8.0 dyn/cm of applied surface
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tension and 29.7  0.2 Å2 at 300 K and 0.16 dyn/cm of applied surface tension, where
the reported errors represent the standard deviations of the means [22,23]. MD simu-
lations also indicate that the saturated interfacial head group area of F(CF2)11COOH
is 29.8  0.1 Å2 at 300 K and 8.0 dyn/cm of applied surface tension [22]. These
values were in close agreement with experimental measurements [22, 24]. Saturated
interfacial area per head group measurements have also been made for a series of
peruoroalkyl chain surfactants with the general structure F(CF2)n-(CH2)mCOOH
at a pH of 8.6, giving the following areas per surfactant: 37.2 Å2 (n = 10, m = 10),
37.5 Å2 (n = 8, m = 10), and 37.0 Å2 (n = 7, m = 10) [44]. The measured and
predicted saturated interfacial head group areas for these surfactants are all larger
than those obtained by Kausch et al. (24.3  1 Å2) for surfactant 4 by parametri-
cally tting to the Davies adsorption isotherm. The surfactants considered in each
of these theoretical and experimental studies have smaller hydrophilic moieties than
that of surfactant 4, and therefore have a smaller cross-sectional area. The head
group of surfactant 4 has a cross-sectional area of roughly 12.5 Å2, which is a factor
of three larger than the cross-sectional area of F(CF2)10CH2COOH. Consequently,
it would be surprising if surfactant 4 occupies only 24.3 Å2 at the water/air interface
when F(CF2)10CH2COOH occupies 29-30 Å2.
The cross-sectional area of each SO 4 head group in poly(uorooxetane) is 6.3
Å2, meaning that the total interfacial area per surfactant (that contains two SO 4
head groups) cannot be less than 12.6 Å2. This is a factor of three larger than
the cross-sectional area of F(CF2)10CH2COOH. Making the rough approximation
that interfacial area is directly proportional to surfactant cross-sectional area, the
interfacial surface area of poly(uorooxetane) would be approximately 87 Å2 at the
interface. Although this estimate is below the interfacial area values determined
from our MD simulations, it does suggest that the Kausch et al. surface area esti-
mates for surfactants 1 and 2 (47.4 and 48.8 Å2) may be too small. In addition,
as discussed earlier, our attempts to initialize surfactants 1-3 with the Kausch et al.
values for surfactant interfacial area of 27.3 Å2, 48.8 Å2, and 68.7 Å2, respectively,
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resulted in interfaces that appeared much too closely packed and that were unstable.
This analysis suggests that the Davies isotherm t applied by Kausch et al. under-
estimates the interfacial area occupied by surfactants 1-4. It is also possible that
our MD simulation results overestimate the required interfacial area for each surfac-
tant because the time scales involved in poly(uorooxetane) movement and entwining
at the water/air interface are larger than our simulation time, preventing adequate
equilibration of the water/surfactant/air interface. To check for this possibility, sur-
factant 3 was equilibrated (under NT conditions) for an additional 2 ns. However,
during this additional simulation the simulation cell size continued to uctuate about
an equilibrium value and showed no upwards or downwards drift. The nal x and y
box dimensions after additional simulation were only 0.09 % larger than the initial
dimensions.
11.3.2 Interfacial Areas per Surfactant Molecule as a Func-
tion of Applied Surface Tension
Macroscopically-observed surface tensions are di¢ cult to predict properly from a mi-
croscopic simulation. A major reason for this is that long (micron) wavelength un-
dulations are not included in nanometer-scale simulation results. Other researchers
have commented on this limitation, and used it to justify applying non-zero surface
tensions in accid lipid bilayer simulations where the appropriate macroscopic sur-
face tension is arguably zero [45]. Although the SPC/E water model was chosen
for this study specically because the surface tension measured from a microscopic
simulation compares well with the macroscopic surface tension of water, it would be
surprising if the OPLS forceeld parameters implemented to describe surfactants 1-4
were to give excellent predictions of macroscopic surface tension from nanometer-scale
simulations.
To ensure that the applied surface tension in our simulations is not the source
of the discrepancy between the surfactant interfacial areas tted by Kausch et al.
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1 130:46 Å2 (3 ns) 141:76 Å2 (3 ns) 148:09 Å2 (3 ns)
2 156:68 Å2 (3:5 ns) 158:93 Å2 (3:5 ns) 157:05 Å2 (3:5 ns)
3 201:31 Å2 (2:25 ns) 203:59 Å2 (2:25 ns) 206:33 Å2 (2:25 ns)
4 50:05 Å2 (6:5 ns) 51:77 Å2 (6:5 ns) 52:66 Å2 (6:5 ns)
Table 11.3: E¤ect of applied surface tension on the interfacial area per surfactant
molecule for surfactants 1-4.
and our simulation results, several NT simulations have been run at di¤erent values
of surface tension to probe the sensitivity of our simulation results to the applied
surface tension. The initial conguration for each NT simulation was the same as
conguration used to initialize the equilibration runs shown in Figure 11-3. Simu-
lations were conducted for each surfactant at two-thirds of the saturated (minimum)
surface tension measured by Kausch et al., one-third of the saturated surface tension,
and no applied surface tension. Each simulation was run until the simulation cell
appeared roughly to equilibrate in size. Results are presented in Table 11.3, with
the simulation times reported in parentheses.
The results suggest that the predicted interfacial area per surfactant is rela-
tively insensitive to the applied surface tension, varying on average only 11% from
the full applied surface tension to no applied surface tension. Other researchers
have also found that surfactant interfacial area is not a strong function of the ap-
plied surface tension [22, 23, 46]. In particular, in MD simulations conducted on
F(CF2)10CH2COOH the observed molecular interfacial area only changed by 1% as
the applied surface tension decreased from 8.0 dyn/cm to 0.16 dyn/cm [22,23]. Our
results indicate that the value of the external surface tension applied during equili-
bration is not responsible for the discrepancy between our MD simulation results and
the interfacial molecular area results reported by Kausch et al.
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b.  Saturationa.  Low Surface Concentration
Figure 11-4: Representative snapshots of surfactant 3 at the water/air interface at (a)
low surface concentration and (b) saturation. For clarity, only a single surfactant 3
molecule is shown in frame b, although other surfactant 3 molecules are also present
at the water/air interface. The size of water atoms has been reduced for clarity.
11.3.3 Visualization of Surfactant Conformation
To better understand the relationship between surfactant interfacial area and surfac-
tant conformation we have visualized surfactants 1-4 at low surface concentration and
at saturation (based on simulation cell dimensions obtained from NT simulation at
the saturated surface tensions measured by Kausch et al.). Representative snapshots
of surfactant 3 at (a) low surface concentration and (b) saturation are presented in
Figure 11-4. In the gure, van der Waals radii are used to display each surfactant
atom, but the size of each water atom has been reduced signicantly to permit a
clearer view of the surfactant.
It is clear from these snapshots that at high surface concentrations, the backbone
connecting the SO 4 head groups and the uorocarbon chains attached along this
backbone are forced into the air phase. This greatly reduces the area requirement of
each surfactant, and is responsible for the low interfacial molecular area required by
each poly(uorooxetane), despite their high molecular weight.
Visualization of an entire monolayer of surfactants reveals that there is a sig-
nicant amount of intertwining at the water/surfactant/air interface, i.e. that when
viewed from above a signicant number of the surfactant backbone loopscross each
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Table 11.4: Estimates of the amplitude of uctuations for surfactants 1-4 at the
water/air interface expected based on 1 kBT of energy.
other. Such visualization also reveals that there is a signicant amount of uctua-
tion in the z direction (perpendicular to the water/surfactant/air interface). These
uctuations can be clearly seen in Figure 11-5 in the case of surfactant 2, where the
water molecules have been removed to allow a better view of the surfactant mono-
layer. The level of uctuations observed in the surfactant 1, 3, and 4 monolayers was
quite similar. Visualization of each surfactant monolayer showed that the amplitude
of uctuations occurring perpendicular to the water/air interface is approximately
0.19 nm (corresponding to the length an SO 4 head group). These uctuations are
consistent in magnitude with those to be expected from random shape uctuations
of a uid-uid interface. Considering the lowest-energy uctuation consistent with
the periodic boundary conditions, a one-dimensional sinusoidal wave of the same
length as the simulation cell, the amplitudes of waves that increase the contact free
energy (through creating additional surface area) by 1 kBT are reported in Table
11.4. These simple estimates neglect any steric e¤ects, but the agreement between
this primitive one-dimensional sine wave model based on 1 kBT of energy uctua-
tion and the observed level of interfacial uctuations perpendicular to the interface
is reasonable. A two-dimensional sine wave model was also tested, but because a
two-dimensional uctuation results in a greater surface area than a one-dimensional
uctuation, the calculated maximum amplitude was lower than what was predicted
with the one-dimensional model. Visualization of the MD trajectories showed that
one-dimensional uctuations appeared to dominate over two-dimensional uctuations.
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Figure 11-5: Representative snapshot (from below the water surface) of a monolayer
of surfactant 2. The degree of roughness present in the interface surface is typical of
what was observed for surfactants 1-3 during NV T simulation. To permit a clear
view of the surfactants, water molecules are not shown.
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11.3.4 Interfacial Density Proles
To quantitatively assess the average structure of each surfactant monolayer, atom
number density proles have been computed for each surfactant over the course of the
post-equilibration, 1 ns NV T data-gathering runs described in Section 11.2.2. These
density proles, which have the units of number of atoms per nm3, are reported in
Figures 11-6 to 11-9 for surfactants 1-4 as a function of the z simulation cell dimension
(which is perpendicular to the water/surfactant/air interface). As indicated by the
water density prole (the thick black line in each gure), the bulk air phase is located
at the left side of each gure, and the bulk water phase is located at the right side.
Because the density of atoms in the air phase is so low, only the density proles of
groups of surfactant atoms, the counterions, and water are shown in Figures 11-6 to
11-9. Note that the density proles shown were generated based on density data from
only one of the two surfactant monolayers present in each simulation cell. To facilitate
comparison between the density prole results for each surfactant monolayer, the z
axis of each gure has been centered about the peak of the overall density distribution
for each surfactant. The location of this peak was determined by tting the density
prole for the surfactant monolayer to a Gaussian distribution (see Eq. 11.1).
Density proles are reported for ve groups of atoms in surfactants 1-3 to provide
detailed information about organization within the monolayer and the extent of hy-
dration of di¤erent atoms within each surfactant. The ve groups reported include:
the two sulfur atoms in each surfactant (S), each of the four oxygen atoms bonded
to each sulfur atom (O-S), each oxygen atom present in the carbon-oxygen backbone
of the surfactant (O-back), the average density of each carbon atom present in the
carbon-oxygen backbone of the surfactant (C-back), and nally the average density
of each carbon and uorine atom in the Rf group (as dened in Figure 11-1) and the
oxygen that connects the Rf sidechain to the surfactant backbone (O-Rf). Density
proles are reported for six groups of atoms in surfactant 4. These include: the CO2
group at the hydrophilic terminus of the surfactant (CO2), the CH2 group attached
























Figure 11-6: Number density prole for surfactant 1 at the water/air interface. S
refers to the two sulfur atoms in each surfactant, O-S to each of the four oxygen atoms
bonded to each sulfur atom, O-back to each oxygen atom present in the carbon-oxygen
surfactant backbone, C-back to the average density of each carbon atom in the carbon-
oxygen surfactant backbone, and O-Rf to the average density of each Rf group (as
dened in Figure 1) and the oxygen atom connecting the Rf group to the surfactant
























Figure 11-7: Number density prole for surfactant 2 at the water/air interface. S
refers to the two sulfur atoms in each surfactant, O-S to each of the four oxygen atoms
bonded to each sulfur atom, O-back to each oxygen atom present in the carbon-oxygen
surfactant backbone, C-back to the average density of each carbon atom in the carbon-
oxygen surfactant backbone, and O-Rf to the average density of each Rf group (as
dened in Figure 1) and the oxygen atom connecting the Rf group to the surfactant
























Figure 11-8: Number density prole for surfactant 3 at the water/air interface. S
refers to the two sulfur atoms in each surfactant, O-S to each of the four oxygen atoms
bonded to each sulfur atom, O-back to each oxygen atom present in the carbon-oxygen
surfactant backbone, C-back to the average density of each carbon atom in the carbon-
oxygen surfactant backbone, and O-Rf to the average density of each Rf group (as
dened in Figure 1) and the oxygen atom connecting the Rf group to the surfactant



























Figure 11-9: Number density prole for surfactant 4 at the water/air interface. CO2
refers to the carboxylate group, CH2-CO2 to the CH2 group attached to the CO2
group, N to the nitrogen atom, CH3CH2-N to the ethyl group attached to the ni-
trogen atom, SO2 to the sulfur atom and the two oxygen atoms attached to it, and
F(CF2)8 to the average density of the carbon and uorine groups comprising the
linear uorocarbon chain. Density proles for K+ counterions and water are also
shown.
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this nitrogen (CH3CH2-N), the sulfur atom with two oxygen atoms attached to it
(SO2), and nally the average density of the eight carbon and 17 uorine groups in
the linear uorocarbon chain comprising the hydrophobic portion of the surfactant
(F(CF2)8).
The distribution of densities for each of the reported surfactant segments is in
qualitative agreement with density proles reported for a number of amphiphiles at
water/air interfaces [10, 12, 13]. As would be expected, both the sulfur and oxygen
atoms within each SO4 group in surfactants 1-3 are largely surrounded by water.
Similarly, for surfactant 4 the CO2 group, the CH2 group attached to the CO2 group,
the nitrogen atom, and even the ethyl group (CH2CH3) attached to the nitrogen
atom appear largely within the water phase. For surfactant 4, the peak of the
density prole for the SO2 group is just to the left of the density prole for the water
phase.
As would be expected, the number density distribution of oxygen atoms and car-
bon atoms in each surfactant backbone for surfactants 1-3 is peaked at approximately
the same value of z and mirror each other fairly closely. However, it is interesting to
note that the oxygen and carbon atoms in the backbone are located predominantly
within the air phase. This is in agreement with visual observation of the looped
conformation of the surfactant backbone atoms, which force these atoms away from
the water phase and into the air. The average density prole reported for each atom
in the O-Rf group also indicates they spend the majority of their time in contact
with the air phase. Similarly, each of the carbon and uorine groups comprising the
linear uorocarbon chain in surfactant 4 remains primarily in the air phase.
To better understand and compare the average conguration of each surfactant
at the water/air interface, we have scaled the surfactant density data by the peak










where 0surf is the surfactant density scaled by the peak surfactant density (
peak),
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zosurf is the center of the Gaussian distribution, and  is the standard deviation of the
Gaussian distribution. On this basis the density of surfactant ranges between 0 and
1. In addition, the scaled density prole of water was found by dividing each water













where 0water is the water density scaled by the bulk density of water (
bulk), zowater
is the location of the water interface, and wwater is the width of the water interface.
The scaled water density ranges between 0 and 1. For the purpose of analysis we
would like to be able to dene a similar function for the scaled density of the air
phase which also ranges between 0 and 1. However, because of the low number of air
molecules present in the simulation cell such an analysis approach gave results with
poor statistics. Because of this, we have computed an air density fractionat each
value of z from the density data gathered for both the surfactant and water phases
using the following equation:
0air = 1  0surf   0water (11.3)















where, as for water, zoair is the location of the air interface and wair is the width of
the air interface. A plot of each of these density proles for surfactants 3 and 4
is shown in Figures 11-10 and 11-11, respectively. It is immediately apparent from
the gures that surfactant 3 has a signicantly wider distribution than surfactant 4
at the water/air interface. In addition, it is interesting to note that the decrease in
the density of vacuum and water as they approach the surfactant monolayer is more
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symmetric for surfactant 3 than surfactant 4.
The average location of surfactant, the location of the air interface, and the lo-
cation of the water interface has been determined by tting the density data to the
functional forms shown in Eq. 11.1, Eq. 11.2, and Eq. 11.4. Each of these values is
reported in Table 11.5. The uncertainty reported in the table for each tted para-
meter is the 95% condence interval. Also reported in the table is the width of the
surfactant density prole (wsurf), which has been estimated as 2 1:96  = 3:92  (to
include 95% of the area under the density prole), and the width of the air (wair) and
water (wwater) interfaces as determined by Eqs. 11.2 and 11.4. To better understand
the ability of each surfactant to reduce surface tension, we also report the absolute
value of the distance between the location of the air and water interfaces (jzoair zowaterj,
or jzj). At a fundamental level, surface tension arises from the excess free energy
present at an interface due to unfavorable contacts between two bulk phases. In so
far as a surfactant reduces the number of unfavorable interactions between the two
bulk phases and replaces it with favorable interactions it reduces the surface tension.
The extent to which the number of unfavorable contacts between the bulk phases is
reduced due to the presence of surfactant should be related to both (i) the distance
between the location of the air and water interfaces, and (ii) the width of the air
and water interfaces. To characterize di¤erences between the ability of hydrocarbon
and uorocarbon surfactants to reduce the surface tension at a CO2/water interface,
Stone et al. reported jzj values for both types of surfactants and also dened what
they refer to as a penetration parameter (P ), which reects the degree to which the
two bulk phases come into contact at the interface. The penetration parameter is
directly proportional to the width of both interfaces and inversely proportional to the





Values of the penetration parameter, P , are reported for surfactants 1-4 in Table
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Figure 11-10: Scaled density proles for surfactant 3 at the water/air interface. Sim-
ulation data is shown as points, and the curve ts generated by tting Eqs. 11.1, 11.2,
and 11.4 to the data are shown as solid lines. The air density datawas determined
from the water and surfactant density data as 0air = 1  0surf   0water: The bulk air
phase is located on the left side of the plot, surfactant 3 is in the center, and the bulk
water phase is located to the right side of the plot. The z axis has been centered
based on the center of the Gaussian distribution tted to the surfactant 3 density
data.
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Figure 11-11: Scaled density proles for surfactant 4 at the water/air interface. Sim-
ulation data is shown as points, and the curve ts generated by tting Eqs. 11.1, 11.2,
and 11.4 to the data are shown as solid lines. The air density datawas determined
from the water and surfactant density data as 0air = 1  0surf   0water: The bulk air
phase is located on the left side of the plot, surfactant 4 is in the center, and the bulk
water phase is located to the right side of the plot. The z axis has been centered
based on the center of the Gaussian distribution tted to the surfactant 4 density
data.
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Surf. A ir Water Surfactant separation , p enetration
Type wair (nm ) z
o
air (nm ) wwater (nm ) z
o
water (nm ) wsurf (nm ) z
o
surf (nm ) jzj (nm ) param eter, P
1 0.34  0.04 -0 .69  0.02 0.43  0.02 0.63  0.01 2.20  0.04 0.0 1.33  0.02 0.59  0.03
2 0.29  0.02 -0 .74  0.01 0.27  0.01 0.66  0.01 2.23  0.08 0.0 1.40  0.02 0.40  0.02
3 0.26  0.03 -0 .67  0.02 0.31  0.02 0.73  0.01 2.13  0.05 0.0 1.40  0.02 0.41  0.02
4 0.21  0.04 -0 .49  0.02 0.54  0.05 0.48  0.03 1.58  0.07 0.0 0.97  0.04 0.77  0.07
Table 11.5: The width (wair) and location (zoair) of the air interface in nanometers
as determined by tting scaled density prole data to Eq. 11.4. The width (wwater)
and location (zowater) of the water interface in nanometers as determined by tting
the scaled density prole data to Eq. 11.2. The width of the Gaussian distribution
of surfactant density () (based on Eq. 11.1), and the location (zosurf) of the peak of
the Gaussian distribution in nanometers. All distances are reported relative to zosurf .
The separation distance between the location of the air and water interfaces, jzj, is
reported in nanometers. Values of the penetration parameter, as dened in the text,
are also listed for each surfactant.
11.5. Again, the uncertainty reported for each tted parameter is the 95% condence
interval. In the study of Stone et al., it was found that the penetration parameter
P is signicantly larger for hydrocarbon surfactants than uorocarbon surfactants,
suggesting why uorocarbon surfactants are better able to reduce interfacial surface
tension between CO2 and water than hydrocarbon surfactants. As can be seen in
Table 11.5, of the four surfactants considered, surfactant 4 has the greatest value of
the penetration parameter (0.77). Surfactant 1 has a penetration parameter which
is signicantly smaller (0.59), and surfactants 2 and 3 have virtually the same value
of the penetration parameter (0.40 and 0.41, respectively).
The fact that surfactants 1-3 are capable of e¤ectively separating the water from
the air phase, as reected in the relatively small values of the penetration parameter
for these interfaces, suggests why they are so e¤ective at reducing surface tension. Ob-
viously, however, the penetration parameter does not completely explain the surface
tension behavior of these surfactants. Despite having the largest penetration para-
meter, surfactant 4 actually reduces the surface tension to the greatest extent. Also,
surfactants 1-3 are all roughly equally e¤ective at reducing surface tension, despite
the fact that the penetration parameter for surfactant 1 is greater than that of surfac-
tants 2 and 3. Other factors that could play an important role in determining surface
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tension which are not taken into account in the penetration parameter (which only
takes into account enthalpic interactions between the two bulk phases) include sur-
factant entropy and the degree to which the surfactant makes enthalpically-favorable
contacts with both bulk phases.
11.3.5 Degree of Hydration and Counterion Binding
To quantitatively determine and compare the degree of hydration of the atoms in each
surfactant monolayer, the average number of oxygen water atoms within 0.5 nm of
groups of atoms in surfactants 1-4 has been computed. The results for each surfactant
are shown in Figure 11-12. The trends in the hydration data shown in Figure 11-
12 remain the same if this distance is increased to 0.6 nm or decreased to 0.4 nm.
Results were averaged over similar atoms within each surfactant (for surfactants 1-3)
and over the surfactants in both monolayers. The degree of hydration was calculated
using data from the same 1 ns, NV T molecular dynamics simulation described in
Section 11.2.2.
The degree of hydration data matches what would be intuitively expected given
the snapshots of surfactant conformation presented in Figure 11-4 b). The large
SO 4 head groups in surfactants 1-3, which are buried within the solvent, have the
greatest degree of hydration. However, the backbone oxygen atoms, the backbone
carbon atoms, the oxygen atom at the base of each peruoroalkyl chain, and the
atoms in each peruoroalkyl chain all experienced a similar degree of hydration for
all three poly(uorooxetane) surfactants. The fact that the degree of hydration data
is very similar for surfactants 1-3 suggests why each of these surfactants are almost
equally e¤ective at reducing surface tension at the water/air interface.
Comparison of the hydration data for the single-chain surfactant 4 and the short-
chain oligomeric surfactants 1-3 provides insight into the question of why short per-
uoroalkyl chains (such as the CH2 (CF2)x groups attached to surfactants 1-3) do
not provide adequate surface tension reduction when attached directly to the sur-

































































































































































































Figure 11-12: Average degree of hydration for surfactants 1-4, as measured by the
number of water oxygen atoms within 0.5 nm of selected groups of surfactant atoms.
Results are presented for 1) surfactant 1, 2) surfactant 2, 3) surfactant 3, and 4)
surfactant 4.
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units are at positions 4 and higher, and the average degree of hydration for each of
these groups is less than 2.0. By contrast, a comparably water-free environment is
not experienced by the CF2 units of surfactant 4 until group 10, or the fourth CF2
unit. This di¤erence is attributed to the loopconguration evident in Figure 11-4,
which presents the backbone carbon and oxygen atoms and each CH2 (CF2)x chain
into the hydrophobic (air) phase and away from the water.
The degree of counterion binding has been determined for each surfactant by an-
alyzing headgroup-counterion radial distribution functions. For surfactants 1-3, the
radial distribution function was computed between each sulfur atom and the nitro-
gen atom in NH+4 . For surfactant 4, the radial distribution function was computed
between the carbon atom in the carboxylate group and K+. Radial distribution
function results were averaged over each surfactant in both monolayers. The number
of counterions associated with each surfactant head, or the degree of counterion bind-
ing, can be computed by integrating the rst peak of the radial distribution function.
The degree of counterion binding was found to be 0.71 for surfactant 1, 0.64 for sur-
factant 2, 0.45 for surfactant 3, and 0.66 for surfactant 4. The results for surfactants
1-3 match what would be intuitively expected based on the average areas per head-
group reported in Table 11.2. The smaller the area per headgroup, the greater the
electrostatic potential at the water/surfactant interface and the greater the driving
force for counterion binding. The results for surfactant 4 do not fall neatly into this
trend, but direct comparison is not possible because the headgroup and counterion
of surfactant 4 is di¤erent than that of surfactants 1-3.
11.3.6 Order Parameters
Average bond-bond order parameters have been calculated for the uorocarbon chains
in surfactants 1-4 based on the sameNV T simulation data discussed in Section 11.2.2.











Surfactant 1 Surfactant 3 Surfactant 4
(C-O-CH2-CF3) (C-O-CH2-CH2-CF2-CF2-CF2-CF3) (CF2;1-CF2;7)
x y z x y z x y z
0.086 0.019 -0.106 -0.062 -0.096 0.158 -0.251 0.049 0.202
0.062 0.013 -0.075 -0.072 -0.107 0.180 -0.226 0.030 0.196
Surfactant 2 -0.086 -0.094 0.180 -0.287 -0.186 0.473
(C-O-CH2-CF2-CF3) -0.083 -0.091 0.174 -0.096 -0.066 0.162
0.066 -0.020 -0.046 -0.064 -0.095 0.159 -0.021 -0.077 0.097
0.049 -0.029 -0.021 -0.060 -0.027 0.087 -0.007 -0.095 0.102
0.036 -0.016 -0.020
Table 11.6: Order parameters with respect to the x, y, and z-axis for the side chains of
surfactants 1-3 and the uorocarbon chain of surfactant 4. The rst x, y, and z order
parameters listed for each surfactant correspond to the rst three atoms adjacent to
the chains point of attachment. Order parameters are listed starting from the left of
the structure as drawn (for example, the rst order parameters listed for Surfactant
1 are dened based on C-O-CH2).
where z is the angle between the z -axis of the simulation box and an axis dened
by the vector connecting atoms i   1 and i + 1 along the uorocarbon chain. Sx
and Sy are dened in a similar manner. Using the denition given in Eq. 11.6, Sz
is equal to 1 when there is complete ordering along the z -axis, 0 when the system is
isotropic, and  1
2
when there is complete ordering perpendicular to the z -axis. At
each instant in time, the simulation data for cos2 z;i was averaged over every i atom
in each peruoroalkyl chain. These results were averaged over the entire simulation
timespan for surfactants 1-3. With the order parameter dened in this way, n   2
order parameters can be dened for a chain containing n atoms. Order parameter
results are presented in Table 11.6, where the rst order parameter listed corresponds
to the rst three atoms adjacent to the chains point of attachment to the surfactant
backbone.
Our data indicates that there is very little ordering of the peruoroalkyl chains
for surfactants 1-3 with respect to the x, y, and z-axes. This is not surprising given
the snapshots shown in Figure 11-4. The loopformed by the carbon and oxygen
backbone that connects each SO 4 head group does not support the uorocarbon
chains in any consistent x, y, or z orientation. The Sz values for surfactant 4 are not
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atypical of chains packed in bilayers [47]. The data indicates that although ordering
with respect to the z-axis is present in the carbons closest to the surfactant 4 head,
carbons near the terminal CF3 group are quite disordered.
11.4 Conclusions
Molecular dynamics simulations have been conducted at both constant surface tension
(for equilibration) and constant volume (to gather equilibrium data) for a series of
bolaamphiphilic poly(uorooxetane)s with peruoroalkyl chain lengths ranging from
-CF3 to -(CF2)4F. Similar MD simulations have been conducted for a typical small-
molecule, long-uorocarbon chain anionic surfactant. Relatively long simulations
of 3-9 ns were required to observe approximate equilibration of the simulation cell
geometry in the presence of an externally-applied surface tension. Accurate treatment
of electrostatics was found to be quite important in determining the nal simulation
cell geometry.
The equilibrated values for interfacial area per surfactant molecule obtained in
this study di¤er signicantly from the tted values obtained by Kausch et al. There
are several possible reasons for this discrepancy, ranging from errors associated with
tting molecular areas using the Davies isotherm to insu¢ cient simulation time to
permit complete equilibration. An additional series of NT simulations conducted
at several reduced surface tension values revealed that the interfacial area of each
surfactant is not a strong function of the applied surface tension. Direct visualiza-
tion of typical conformations adopted by each surfactant at low surface concentration
and at saturated surface concentration clearly reveal that upon packing with other
surfactants, each bola amphiphile extends much of its carbon and oxygen backbone
into the air phase. This allows each of these surfactants to occupy a relatively small
area at the water/air interface despite their high molecular weight. Density proles
were generated for groups of atoms in each surfactant to investigate ordering and
levels of hydration for each atom in surfactants 1-4. In addition, scaled density
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proles for the water, surfactant, and a mathematically dened air volume fraction
were tted to mathematical expressions describing the density prole that allowed
determination of the average location of the air and water interfaces. Based on these
ts, we determined that surfactants 1-3 actually separate the air and water phases
to a greater extent than surfactant 4. In addition, the degree of penetration between
the air and water phases, as revealed by a geometrical dened penetration parame-
ter, is higher for surfactant 4 than for surfactants 1-3. Degree of hydration data
was obtained from NV T MD simulations, and the results corroborate the conforma-
tional information inferred from surfactant visualization. The surfactant SO 4 head
groups have a high degree of hydration in comparison with other atoms in the surfac-
tant backbone and the uorocarbon chains, conrming that these surfactants adopt
a loopedconformation at the water/air interface and that the uorocarbon chains
are forced into the vapor phase. When viewed in the context of the penetration para-
meter analysis, this hydration data suggests why each poly(uorooxetane) is capable
of signicantly reducing surface tension when other uorosurfactants with similarly
short peruoroalkyl moieties provide surface tension reduction that is inadequate for
practical ow-and-leveling applications. Order parameters computed for surfactants
1-4 indicate a lower degree of ordering with respect to the x, y, and z -axes for each
peruoroalkyl chain in surfactants 1-3 in comparison with the uorocarbon chain of
surfactant 4.
In the next chapter, Chapter 12, molecular dynamics simulations are used to inves-
tigate the self-assembly behavior of the triterpenoids asiatic acid (AA) and madecassic
acid (MA) in aqueous solution. In that chapter, properties such as the kinetics of
micelle formation, structural characteristics of the self-assembled micellar aggregates,
the local environment of atoms in AA and MA in the micellar environment, and the
degree of counterion binding are reported as determined directly through molecular
dynamics simulation. In addition, a modied version of the CS-MT modeling ap-
proach described in Chapters 6, 7, and 8 (referred to as the MCS-MT model) is used
in conjunction with computer simulation data on the hydrophobic solvent accessible
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Chapter 12
Molecular Dynamics Simulation of
the Self-Assembly of the
Triterpenoids Asiatic Acid and
Madecassic Acid in Aqueous
Solution
12.1 Introduction
Asiatic acid (AA) and madecassic acid (MA) are two triterpenoids present in Centella
asiatica and other tropical plants. Both compounds have recently been the subject
of investigation because of their anti-cancer activity [14]. The chemical structures
of AA and MA are related to the structures of bile salts found in animals, the prin-
cipal di¤erence being that AA and MA are pentacyclic in structure, while bile salts
are tetracyclic [5]. The chemical structures of AA and MA are shown schematically
in Figure 12-1. Like bile salts, AA and MA are surface active [6, 7]. Recently,
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Figure 12-1: The chemical structures of asiatic acid (AA) and madecassic acid (MA).
perimentally through measurement of their critical micelle concentrations (CMCs) in
water, phosphate bu¤ered saline (PBS), and 1% dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)/ethanol
in PBS [8]. In addition, a lower-bound estimate of the aggregation number of both
AA and MA micelles was obtained experimentally through matrix-assisted laser des-
orption/ionization (MALDI), and was found to be approximately ve for both mole-
cules [8].
The self-assembly behavior of bile salts and bile salt analogues such as AA and
MA is not well understood. Unlike more traditional surfactants, which typically pos-
sess a hydrophilic group bonded to a linear hydrocarbon or uorocarbon chain [9,10],
AA and MA possess multiple hydrophilic groups separated by ringed hydrophobic
structures (see Figure 12-1). For relatively simple surfactants, it is possible to use
molecular-thermodynamic theory [1115] to make predictions of micellization behav-
ior in aqueous solution (including the CMC, micelle shape, size, composition, and
microstructure). However, the structural complexity of surfactants like AA and
MA makes them di¢ cult to model using the molecular-thermodynamic modeling
approach. Computer simulations provide an alternative approach to model the self-
assembly behavior of more complex surfactant systems and to gain insight into the
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process of micelle formation. When conducted at an atomistic level of detail, com-
puter simulations have the advantage, in principle, of being capable of modeling the
self-assembly of arbitrarily complex surfactants in aqueous solution.
As computer power increases, computer simulations are playing an increasingly
important role in providing detailed information about the self-assembly of surfac-
tants in aqueous solution. Currently, simulations of micelle formation with atomistic-
level detail are possible; however, because simulation time is severely limited by the
size and density of micellar systems, such simulations have only been performed well
above the CMC [16]. Several researchers have simulated spontaneous micelle, vesi-
cle, and bilayer formation in water at an atomistic level of detail. Maillet et al.
conducted large-scale molecular dynamics (MD) simulation of the self-assembly of
short and long chain cationic surfactants [17]. In their studies, simulations of n-
nonyltrimethylammonium chloride (C9TAC) and erucyl bis [2hydroxyethyl] methy-
lammonium chloride (EMAC) surfactants were conducted for up to 3 ns. Starting
from an isotropic distribution of surfactant molecules in solution, spontaneous micelle
formation was observed and analyzed in terms of generalized classical nucleation the-
ory. The authors concluded that for systems far from equilibrium, or for systems at
high surfactant concentration, the basic aggregation and fragmentation mechanism is
of Smoluchowski type (cluster-cluster coalescence and break up); however, for systems
closer to equilibrium, or for systems at lower surfactant concentration, the aggregation
and fragmentation mechanism followed a Becker-Döring process (stepwise addition
or removal of surfactant monomers) [17]. Marrink et al. simulated the spontaneous
aggregation of phospholipids into bilayers in simulations between 10 and 100 ns in
duration. From the self-assembly results, the authors identied several time scales
characterizing the aggregation process, and determined that the rate-limiting process
in phospholipid bilayer formation is the gradual disappearance of hydrophilic, water-
lled transmembrane pores [18]. Marrink et al. also simulated the self-assembly
of 54 dodecylphosphocholine (DPC) surfactant molecules at high and low concentra-
tions (both of which were above the CMC) in water, and observed self-assembly into
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cylindrical and spherical micelles after 1 ns and 12 ns of simulation, respectively [19].
In a separate study, Marrink et al. simulated the formation, structure, and dynamics
of small dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) vesicles [20]. These authors found
that by adding 25% dipalmitoylphosphatidylethanolamine (DPPE) or lysoPC to the
DPPC solution, the aggregation process took less time to come to completion. From
their results, Marrink et al. were able to shed light on the mechanism of vesicle
fusion [21]. More recently, de Vries et al. studied the spontaneous formation of
an oblong DPPC vesicle in water through 90 ns of MD simulation [22]. Starting
from isotropically distributed SDS monomers in an aqueous solution, Braun et al.
simulated the formation of a complete SDS micelle around glycophorin A (GpA)
transmembrane helices over the course of 32 ns of MD simulation [23]. These au-
thors found that the characteristics of the self-assembled SDS micelle around the GpA
dimer were indistinguishable from those of an SDS micelle preformed around the GpA
dimer and equilibrated for 2.5 ns.
To our knowledge, only one self-assembly study involving bile salt surfactants
has been reported in the literature. Specically, Marrink et al. studied the self-
assembly and structure of micelles modeling human bile through MD simulation [24].
In their study, Marrink et al. compared results for the internal structure of mixed
micelles composed of long-chain phosphatidylcholine lipids and bile salts with two
proposed structures for the mixed micelles, the stacked diskmicelle structure and
the radial shellmicelle structure. Their MD results, which included data gathered
in simulations of up to 50 ns in duration, revealed that phospholipids were packed
radially in the simulated micelles with bile salts wedged between the phospholipid
headgroups, a result that supported the radial shell micelle structure. To our
knowledge, to date, no computer simulation studies of the self-assembly behavior
of pure bile salts has been reported in the literature. In addition, no computer
simulation studies of pentacyclic bile salt analogues, such as the triterpenoids AA
and MA, has been reported in the literature.
To better understand the dynamics of AA and MA micelle formation and the
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structure of self-assembled AA and MA micelles, we have performed a series of ex-
tended MD simulations. Experimental data on the approximate aggregation number
of the AA and MA micelles (5 [8]) suggested that simulating a relatively small num-
ber of AA and MA molecules in aqueous solution would be su¢ cient to realistically
model the process of micelle self-assembly. In general, to realistically simulate mi-
celle self-assembly, the number of simulated surfactant molecules must be signicantly
larger than the aggregation number of a single micelle so that an equilibrium can be
established between monomers and a number of micellar aggregates of (potentially)
di¤erent shapes and sizes [1724]. In our simulations, molecules of AA and MA
distributed randomly in aqueous solution and modeled at an atomistic level of detail
were observed to aggregate into micelles during 75 ns of MD simulation. In this
chapter, the dynamics of self-assembly, the structure of the self-assembled micelles,
the local environment of the various micelle components, and a hybrid computer
simulation/molecular-thermodynamic modeling approach to quantify AA and MA
micellization thermodynamics are each characterized using the computer simulation
results.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Methods are described in
Section 12.2, including a discussion of the simulation methodology and parameters
(Section 12.2.1) and a discussion of system preparation and equilibration (Section
12.2.2). Computer simulation results are presented in Section 12.3, including a gen-
eral discussion of the AA and MA self-assembly behavior (Section 12.3.1), the number
of micelles and micelle aggregation number (Section 12.3.2), monomer concentration
(Section 12.3.3), micelle principal moments of gyration (Section 12.3.4), orientational
order parameters (12.3.5), radial distribution functions (Section 12.3.6), the degree
of hydration of selected atoms within AA and MA (Section 12.3.7), and the solvent
accessible surface area (Section 12.3.8). A hybrid computer simulation/molecular-
thermodynamic modeling approach to quantify micellization thermodynamics is in-
troduced and discussed in Section 12.4, including a discussion of the thermodynamic
framework used to describe the micellar solution (Section 12.4.1), a molecular model
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of single-surfactant micellization (Section 12.4.2), and the implementation of the hy-
brid model to describe AA and MA micelle self-assembly (Section 12.4.3). Finally,
concluding remarks are presented in Section 12.5.
12.2 Methods
12.2.1 Simulation Methodology and Parameters
All simulations were conducted using a 2006 developersversion of the GROMACS
software package [25,26]. Both AA and MA were simulated at an atomistic level of
detail using the OPLS-AA force eld [27]. The carboxylate group of each molecule
was modeled as being fully dissociated based on the pH of the solutions in which
experimental CMC data was gathered, imparting to each AA and MA molecule a net
charge of -1. Sodium ions were added as needed to preserve electroneutrality. Water
was simulated explicitly using the simple extended point-charge model (SPC/E) [28].
Atomic charges were assigned to each AA and MA molecule based on the default
atomic charge values specied in the OPLS-AA force eld.
van der Waals interactions were modeled using a cuto¤ distance of 9.0 Å, and
Coulombic interactions were evaluated using 3D particle mesh Ewald (PME) sum-
mation. A long-range dispersion correction was applied to more accurately estimate
the energy and pressure of the system. The van der Waals cuto¤ selected has been
shown to be accurate with the inclusion of long-range dispersion corrections for en-
ergy and pressure for the OPLS-AA forceeld by Shirts et al. [2931]. In modeling
short-ranged nonbonded interactions, a neighbor list of 9.0 Å was maintained and
updated every 10 simulation timesteps. Each simulation was carried out using xed
bond lengths, which allowed an increase in simulation timestep from 1 fs to 2 fs.
Bond lengths were constrained using the SHAKE algorithm [32].
Simulations were conducted in the NPT (constant number of particles, constant
pressure, and constant temperature) ensemble. In each simulation, the cell tempera-
ture was maintained at 298.15 K using a Berendsen temperature coupling algorithm,
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which mimics weak coupling to an external heat bath with rst-order kinetics [33]. A
Berendsen pressure coupling algorithm was applied to maintain each simulation cell
at the specied pressure of 1.0 bar [33].
12.2.2 System Preparation and Equilibration
Two separate MD simulations were conducted to investigate AA andMA self-assembly
 one simulation of AA molecules and sodium ions in water, and one simulation of
MA molecules and sodium ions in water. The AA and MA simulations were ini-
tialized by randomly distributing the AA and MA molecules in water. To provide
a more physically realistic initial conguration, the sodium ions were inserted into
the simulation cell by replacing those water molecules experiencing the greatest elec-
trostatic potential, with the electrostatic potential being recalculated after every ion
insertion [33].
The AA simulation was initialized by placing 15 AA molecules randomly in a
simulation cell with 6,147 water molecules and 15 sodium ions, yielding a total of
19,686 simulated atoms. Similarly, the MA simulation was initialized by placing
15 MA molecules randomly in a simulation cell with 6,171 water molecules and 15
sodium ions, yielding a total of 19,773 atoms. The initial size of the AA and MA
simulation cells was 5.81 nm x 5.81 nm x 5.81 nm, yielding an initial concentration
of AA and MA monomers in solution of 126 mM.
After energy minimization to remove close contacts, the AA and MA simulation
cells were simulated underNPT conditions for 75 ns. Completion of these simulations
was expedited by dividing the computational expense among multiple processors. In
total, the two extended simulations required approximately 9,000 CPU hours.
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12.3 Computer Simulation Results and Analysis
12.3.1 Self-Assembly Behavior
After beginning MD simulation, aggregation of the AA and the MA monomers com-
menced immediately, and dimers and trimers were observed to form within tens of
picoseconds. Because of the relatively high concentration of AA and MA molecules
(126 mM), individual AA and MA monomers only had to di¤use short distances be-
fore encountering other AA or MA molecules in the simulation cell. A quantitative
analysis of the self-assembly process is presented in Sections 12.3.2 and 12.3.3.
Snapshots of the initial and nal congurations of the AA and MA simulation
cells are shown in Figures 12-2A and 12-2B, respectively. As suggested by the post-
self-assembly snapshots shown in Figures 12-2A and 12-2B, the AA and MA micelles
present in the aqueous solution exhibit a broad distribution of shapes and aggregation
numbers. The micelle shapes observed range over the course of simulation from quite
spherical (typical of micelles with small aggregation numbers) to rather cylindrical
and elongated (typical of micelles with relatively large aggregation numbers). A
quantitative analysis of the average shape of the self-assembled AA and MA micelles
is presented in Section 12.3.4.
12.3.2 Number of Micellar Aggregates and Micelle Aggrega-
tion Number
Two criteria were examined to quantitatively analyze the simulation results and to
identify the number of micellar aggregates present in the AA and MA simulation
cells over the course of MD simulation. The simplest of the two criteria involved
identifying two surfactants (AA or MA) as being in the same micellar aggregate if
the centers of mass of the two molecules were within a specied cuto¤ distance. A
range of cuto¤s was tested and the micellar aggregates identied using each cuto¤
were compared with snapshots taken over the course of MD simulation to visually
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Figure 12-2: Starting and ending congurations of the AA (A) and MA (B) simula-
tions (see Section 12.2.2).
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assess the validity of this analysis approach. Although a range of cuto¤s was tested,
the center of mass criterion to identify micellar aggregates was found to be inadequate
at the relatively high surfactant concentrations present in our simulation cells. In
particular, direct visualization of the simulation snapshots revealed that even using
the best possible cuto¤, identication of micellar aggregates using molecular center of
mass data occasionally resulted in two micelles being incorrectly categorized as being
part of one larger micelle when the micelles were in close proximity but remained
separated by a layer of water molecules.
The second criterion used to identify micellar aggregates was based on the premise
that two surfactant molecules having hydrophobic contacts should be identied as
being in the same micellar aggregate. A hydrophobic contact was dened as a
hydrophobic atom in one surfactant molecule being located within a specied cuto¤
distance from a hydrophobic atom in another surfactant molecule. In our analysis, all
carbon atoms except those in carboxylate (COO ) moieties, as well as all hydrogen
atoms except those in OH moieties, were identied as hydrophobic. Based on the
van der Waals radii of the hydrophobic atoms, a cuto¤ distance of 3.0 Å was assumed
to be adequate for identifying hydrophobic contacts, and was subsequently used to
identify micellar aggregates. Direct visualization of the simulation results conrmed
that identication of micellar aggregates based on hydrophobic contacts correctly
identied separate micelles in cases where making micellar aggregate identications
based on center of mass data gave incorrect results. Since the criterion based on
hydrophobic contacts appeared to be the most reliable of the two criteria considered,
it is the criterion that is used to identify micellar aggregates throughout the remainder
of this chapter.











































identied using the hydrophobic contact criterion are reported in Figure 12-3 for the
entire 75 ns of MD simulation. To make the results shown in Figure 12-3 more
clear, the aggregation number data have been block averaged, with 10 data points


























Figure 12-3: The number of micellar aggregates identied using the hydrophobic












































cells as a function of simulation time. Results have been block averaged as described
in the text.
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the gure (due to this block averaging, the number of identied aggregates is not
always an integer value). Because even a dimer is identied as a micellar aggregate
using the hydrophobic contact criterion, some micellar aggregates were identied
immediately upon commencing MD simulation. The number of identied micellar
aggregates approached what appears to be an equilibrium value very quickly for AA;
specically, the average number of micellar aggregates observed during the rst 10
ns of simulation (3.02) is quite similar to the average number of micellar aggregates
observed during the last 10 ns of simulation (3.26). In contrast, the number of
identied micellar aggregates slowly decreased over a signicant period of the MA
simulation; the average number of micellar aggregates observed during the rst 10 ns
of simulation (3.52) is larger than the average number of micellar aggregates observed
during the last 10 ns of simulation (2.75). Based on an average over the last 50 ns
of simulation, the average number of identied micellar aggregates is 2.76  0.04 for
the AA simulation and 3.17  0.03 for the MA simulation, where the uncertainties
reported are the standard errors of the mean.












































) micellar aggregates over the course of MD simulation is shown in
Figure 12-4. The number-average aggregation number reported at each simulation
time, which will be referred to hereafter as hnin, represents an average of the number-
average aggregation number associated with each micellar aggregate in the simulation
cell. To make the results shown in Figure 12-4 more clear, values of hnin have been
block averaged, with 10 data points recorded during simulation being averaged to
generate one data point included in the gure. Upon beginning MD simulation, the
value of hnin for both the AA and MA micellar aggregates increased rapidly from
2.15 and 2.38 at 0 ns for AA and MA, respectively, to 3.25 and 2.73 at 2.5 ns, to 4.4
and 3.32 at 5.0 ns. The average value of hnin for AA over the last 50 ns of simulation
is 5.65  0.08, and the average value of hnin for MA over the same time period is
4.35  0.05, where the uncertainties reported for both aggregation numbers are the

























































) micelles identied using the hydrophobic contact criterion as a function
of simulation time. Results have been block averaged as described in the text.
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12.3.3 Monomer Concentration
Any surfactant molecule which was not identied as having hydrophobic contacts
with another surfactant molecule (see Section 12.3.2) was identied as a monomer.











































simulation cells is reported on the y-axis shown on the left in Figure 12-5 as a function
of simulation time. To make the results shown in the gure more clear, the reported
monomer data have been block averaged, with 10 data points being averaged to
generate one data point included in the gure.
For single surfactant systems at equilibrium, above the CMC, the surfactant
monomer concentration remains approximately constant at a concentration close to
the CMC [10]. Making the approximation that the equilibrium surfactant monomer
concentration is equal to the CMC, the CMC of AA and MA may be evaluated di-
rectly from the monomer concentrations observed during computer simulation. The
CMC values (in units of mM) that would correspond to the observed number of sur-
factant monomers in the AA and MA simulation cells at each instant in time are
reported on the y-axis on the right in Figure 12-5. Obviously, the observed monomer
concentration is related to the CMC only after simulation has been conducted for a
su¢ ciently long time that the surfactant monomer concentration is uctuating about
its equilibrium value. In addition, the simulation must be conducted for a su¢ -
ciently long time to obtain an accurate average value of the monomer concentration
at equilibrium.
Based on the average number of surfactant monomers observed during the last 25
ns of AA and MA simulation (i.e., from 50 ns to 75 ns), the CMC of AA is equal
to 2.39 mM, and the CMC of MA is equal to 11.3 mM. On the other hand, the
experimental CMCs of AA and MA in pure aqueous solution are 17 M and 62 M,
respectively [8]. Although the computer simulation results correctly predict that
the monomer concentration of MA is higher than that of AA, and therefore that the
CMC of MA is higher than that of AA, the computer simulation CMC estimates



















































































) simulation cells as a function of simulation time (see the y-axis on the
left) and the critical micelle concentration (CMC) corresponding to that monomer
concentration (see the y-axis on the right) as a function of simulation time. Results
have been block averaged as described in the text.
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The results reported in Figure 12-5, which show that the timescales associated with
monomer entry and exit from the AA and MA micelles are quite long (on the order of
tens of nanoseconds for AA and nanoseconds for MA, as shown by the characteristic
lengths of time separating jumps in the monomer concentration proles shown in
the gure), suggest that simulation over a longer period of time would be necessary
to obtain a statistically accurate estimate of the average monomer concentration at
equilibrium and of the CMC. To avoid the high computational expense associated
with performing additional MD simulation, I will instead use a hybrid computer
simulation/molecular-thermodynamic modeling approach to quantify the free energy
associated with AA and MA micelle formation, and use this estimated free energy to
predict the CMCs of AA and MA. This hybrid modeling approach will be introduced
and discussed in Section 12.4.
12.3.4 Micelle Principal Moments of Gyration
Micelle structure was characterized by computing the principal moments of the gy-
ration tensor associated with each micelle identied using the hydrophobic contact
criterion discussed in Section 12.3.2. The coordinates of each of the N atoms in the
AA or MAmolecules identied as being part of a single micelle were used to determine











where r(i)m denotes themth Cartesian coordinate of atom i, r
(com)
m is themth Cartesian
coordinate of the micelle center of mass (com), r(i)n denotes the nth Cartesian coor-
dinate of atom i, and r(com)n is the nth Cartesian coordinate of the micelle center of






z) are known as the principal moments of
the gyration tensor. Following standard conventions, we have sorted the eigenvalues




z . The moments are related to the micelle radius of gyration,
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Simulation AA
Time [ns] x [nm] y [nm] z [nm] Rg [nm]
0  25 3.04  0.01 4.03  0.01 7.06  0.05 8.68  0.07
25  50 3.20  0.01 4.00  0.01 6.50  0.04 8.28  0.05
50  75 3.07  0.01 3.97  0.01 6.26  0.04 8.03  0.06
0  75 3.11  0.00 4.00  0.01 6.59  0.02 8.31  0.04
Simulation MA
Time [ns] x [nm] y [nm] z [nm] Rg [nm]
0  25 2.47  0.01 3.44  0.01 5.74  0.03 7.13  0.05
25  50 2.67  0.01 3.49  0.01 4.83  0.01 6.52  0.03
50  75 2.94  0.01 3.90  0.01 5.39  0.02 7.28  0.04
0  75 2.70  0.00 3.62  0.01 5.31  0.01 6.97  0.02
Table 12.1: Principal moments of the gyration tensor (x, y, z) and the radius of
gyration (Rg) computed for the AA and MA micelles based on data obtained over
0-25 ns, 25-50 ns, 50-75 ns, and the entire 0-75 ns of MD simulation.









Note that the micelle is approximately spherical if the three principal moments of the
gyration tensor are nearly equal, while it is approximately cylindrical or discoidal if
two of the three principal moments of the gyration tensor are nearly equal.
Principal moment of gyration and radius of gyration results are presented in Table
12.1 for AA and MA micelles based on data obtained over 0-25 ns, 25-50 ns, and 50-75
ns, and the entire 0-75 ns of MD simulation. Comparison of the 0-25 ns, 25-50 ns,
and 50-75 ns results shows that the computed values of x, y; z; and Rg do not
exhibit any consistent upwards or downwards drift as the MD simulations progress.
For all four periods of simulation time reported in Table 12.1, Rg of the AA micelles
is computed to be larger than Rg of the MA micelles. The average values of Rg were
8.31  0.04 nm and 6.97  0.02 nm for the AA and MA micelles over the entire 75
ns of simulation, respectively.
Analysis of the radius of gyration values in Table 12.1 and the aggregation number
data reported in Figure 12-4 suggests that both AA and MA exhibit one-dimensional
growth. As the aggregation number increases, micelles change from being approxi-
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mately spherical to being approximately cylindrical. However, the micelles are not
perfectly cylindrical because the two smaller axes (x and y, see Table 12.1) are
not equal. Therefore, the typical shape of a micelle with a large aggregation number
could perhaps best be described as a squashed cylinder. Based on all the AA and
MA simulation data, the following correlation between z (in units of nm) and the
number-average micelle aggregation number, hnin, has been determined:
z = 0:1 + 0:1hnin (12.3)
12.3.5 Orientational Order Parameters
The relative orientation of the surfactant molecules within each AA and MA micelle
was examined by computing two di¤erent orientational order parameters. The ori-
entation of each AA or MA molecule was characterized by dening a molecular axis
for each molecule as the vector parallel to the longest axis of the AA or the MA
molecule.
The rst of the two orientational order parameters computed is the micelle ori-
entational order parameter. For each surfactant pair ij in a micelle, the angle ij
between the molecular axis vectors of surfactant molecules i and j was calculated.








where n is the total number of AA or MA molecules in a single micelle. The order
parameter Pmic provides information about orientational ordering averaged over an
entire micelle. To quantify the extent to which local ordering exists between adjacent
molecules within a micelle, the nearest neighbor of each AA or MA molecule in the
micellar environment was identied and used to compute a nearest neighbor (n.n.)
orientational order parameter. The nearest neighbor orientational order parameter,
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Simulation AA MA
Time [ns] Pmic Pn.n. Pmic Pn.n.
0  25 -0.11  0.01 0.00  0.00 -0.22  0.01 -0.18  0.01
25  50 0.03  0.01 0.13  0.01 -0.05  0.01 0.01  0.01
50  75 -0.02  0.01 0.08  0.01 -0.24  0.01 -0.19  0.01
0  75 -0.03  0.00 0.07  0.00 -0.17  0.01 -0.12  0.01
Table 12.2: Micelle (Pmic) and nearest neighbor (Pn.n.) orientational order parameters
computed for AA and MA micelles based on data obtained over 0-25 ns, 25-50 ns,
50-75 ns, and the entire 0-75 ns of MD simulation.
Pn.n., is dened as follows:
Pn.n.  cos (2ij) (12.5)
where i and j refer to the indices of two AA or MA molecules identied as nearest
neighbors.
Values of Pmic or Pn.n. which are close to 1 indicate that surfactant molecules in
the micelle, or nearest neighbor surfactant molecules in the micelle, are parallel to
each other. Conversely, values of Pmic or Pn.n. which are close to -1 indicate that
surfactant molecules in the micelle, or nearest neighbor surfactant molecules in the
micelle, are perpendicular to each other.
The computed values of Pmic and Pn.n. were found to uctuate signicantly and
rapidly about their average values, with large changes in Pmic and Pn.n. being observed
on nanosecond time scales (results not shown). Average orientational order parameter
results are presented in Table 12.2 based on data averaged over 0-25 ns, 25-50 ns, 50-
75 ns, and the entire 0-75 ns of MD simulation. The Pmic values reported in the
table have been averaged over all micelles, and the Pn.n. values reported have been
averaged over all nearest neighbors identied in the surfactant micelles. As shown in
Table 12.2, the computed Pmic and Pn.n. values for all four simulation time periods are
similar. In addition, most of the values are fairly close to zero, indicating that, on
average, there is little orientational bias for the AA and MA molecules towards being
oriented either parallel or perpendicular to each other in the micellar environment,
either at the level of an entire micelle or at the level of adjacent molecules within a
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micelle. However, it is interesting to note that each of the Pn.n. values reported in
Table 12.2 for AA and MA are more positive than the corresponding values of Pmic
computed during the same time period. For example, based on an average of all
the simulation data (0-75 ns), the average Pn.n. value for AA is 0.07  0.00, while
the average value of Pmic is -0.03  0.00. Similarly, the average value of Pn.n. for
MA is -0.12  0.01, while the average value of Pmic is -0.17  0.01. These results
indicate that, as would be expected intuitively, on average nearest neighbor AA or MA
molecules are oriented slightly more parallel to each other than AA or MA molecules
that are not adjacent to each other within the micelle.
12.3.6 Radial Distribution Functions
To quantify the local environment of atoms in the AA and MA molecules following
their self-assembly into micelles, radial distribution functions, g(r), have been com-
puted between each of the carboxylate oxygen atoms (O  groups) in AA and MA
(see Figure 12-1) and all the atoms in water (g (r)O H2O). Recall that the radial
distribution function yields the probability of nding an atom at a distance r from
a reference atom [35]. Each g (r)O H2O prole was computed using data gathered
over the last 50 ns of AA or MA simulation and represents an average over all the
O  groups present in the simulation cell. Radial distribution functions between the
oxygen in the OH groups and the atoms in water (g (r)OHH2O) have been computed
using data taken from the last 50 ns of AA and MA simulation. Each g (r)OHH2O
prole represents an average for the three OH groups present in each AA molecule
and the four OH groups present in each MA molecule (see Figure 12-1), as well as
over each of the AA or MA molecules in the simulation cell.
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MA o- to h2o) are shown in Figure 12-6. Both the g (r)O H2O and g (r)OHH2O radial
distribution functions exhibit a shell structure. The peaks in the g (r)O H2O prole
are signicantly larger than the peaks in the g (r)OHH2O prole, indicating that, on
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and MA than around the uncharged OH groups. However, the g (r)O H2O proles
for AA and MA, as well as the g (r)OHH2O proles for AA and MA, are quite similar,
indicating that the extent of hydration of chemically equivalent groups in the AA and
MA molecules are quite similar.
To determine the number of sodium ions bound, or closely associated with, each
O  group (typically referred to as the degree of counterion binding) in AA and MA,
radial distribution functions between the O  atoms present in AA andMA and sodium
counterions (Na+) have been computed for AA andMA (g (r)O Na+) using data taken
from the last 50 ns of simulation. The g (r)O Na+ proles for AA and MA are shown
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the g (r)O Na+ proles is very large. The highest value of g (r)O Na+ for AA is 168,
while the highest value of g (r)O Na+ for MA is 66. Integration of this rst peak in the
radial distribution function (from r = 0 to 0.3 nm) allows evaluation of the degree of
counterion binding, which is dened here as the number of Na+ counterions in the rst
coordination shell associated with O . The degree of counterion binding computed
for AA is 0.27  0.05, and the degree of counterion binding computed for MA is
0.14  0.03, where both uncertainties are standard errors of the mean. The degree
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micelle aggregation number for AA is larger, on average, than that for MA (5.65
versus 4.35 averaged over the last 50 ns of simulation), and (ii) the average monomer
concentration of AA is signicantly lower than that of MA (1.39 mM versus 14.2 mM
averaged over the last 50 ns of simulation). The electrostatic potential (which drives
counterion binding) is higher for a surfactant molecule in a large micelle (having lower
curvature) than in a small micelle (having higher curvature), and for a surfactant
molecule in a micelle than for a surfactant monomer [14,36].
12.3.7 Extent of Hydration
Although the radial distribution functions g (r)O H2O and g (r)OHH2O reported in
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water molecules surrounding O  and OH groups during the last 50 ns of simulation,
to better understand the local environment experienced by both hydrophilic and
hydrophobic groups in the AA and MA molecules as a function of simulation time,
we have computed the average number of water molecules (which we refer to as
the hydration number) within 0.5 nm of each O  atom, each OH group, and the
carbon atoms in the central, six-membered ring of AA and MA (see Figure 12-1)
at each moment of MD simulation. Hydration number results are presented in
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avg. ring c) as a function of simulation time. The hydratio numbers reported
for O  are an average of the hydration numbers determined for the two carboxylate
oxygen atoms in each molecule, those reported for OH are an average of the hydration
numbers determined for the OH groups in each molecule (3 for AA and 4 for MA),
and those reported for the carbon ring atoms are an average of the hydration numbers
determined for the six carbons in the central, six-membered ring in each molecule.
As shown in Figure 12-8, the hydration number of O  decreased only slightly
as AA and MA micelle self-assembly occurred. From approximately 60 to 75 ns,
the hydration number of O  in AA increased slightly and then began to decrease
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again (trends that accompany an increase and subsequent decrease in the number
of identied micellar aggregates, as shown in Figure 12-3). The average hydration
number of O  during the last 50 ns of simulation for AA is 11.16  0.01, while for
MA it is 11.67  0.01, where the uncertainties reported represent the standard errors
of the mean.
The hydration number of OH, in contrast to that of O , decreased signicantly
during simulation. A steep decrease in the hydration number of OH occurred within
the rst 5 ns of simulation for both AA and MA, after which the hydration number
continued to decrease at a slower rate. The hydration number of AA increased after
approximately 50 ns of simulation before beginning to decrease once again. The
average hydration number of OH during the last 50 ns simulation is 8.42  0.02 for
AA and 9.00  0.01 for MA.
The hydration number of the carbon ring atoms throughout MD simulation was
much lower than the hydration number of O  and OH at the beginning of simulation.
However, the percent decrease in the extent of hydration of the ring carbons occurring
during the entire 75 ns of simulation (-23.6% for AA and -23.7% for MA) is greater
than the percent decrease in the extent of hydration of O  (-5.12% for AA and -1.16%
for MA) and of OH (-19.8% for AA and -14.2% for MA). Similar to the hydration
number proles for OH, the hydration number proles for the ring carbons decreased
sharply within the rst 5 ns of simulation (particularly for AA), and then decreased
more slowly.
12.3.8 Solvent Accessible Surface Area
The primary driving force for AA and MA micelle self-assembly in aqueous solu-
tion is unfavorable contacts between water and the hydrophobic atoms in AA and
MA [37,38]. The number of unfavorable contacts may be approximated reasonably
well as being proportional to the solvent accessible surface area (SASA) (see Section
6.3 in Chapter 6). To calculate SASA, I used the double cubic lattice method as









































































solvent accessible surface area (SASA) measured during molecular dynamics simula-
tion for the 15 AA molecules (A) and the 15 MA molecules (B) in their respective
simulation cells.
a probe sphere of radius 0.14 nm that was rolled around each of the 15 AA or MA
molecules in the simulation cell to identify the total (all atoms), hydrophobic (carbon
and hydrogen bonded to carbon), and hydrophilic (oxygen and hydrogen bonded to
oxygen) solvent accessible regions at each simulation time [3941].
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avg. ring c) SASA values began to decre se immediately upon the start of
simulation as aggregation of the AA and MA molecules commenced. Only relatively
small changes were observed in hydrophilic SASA values during MD simulation. Hy-
drophilic SASA decreased slightly during the rst 5 ns of the AA and MA simulations
and subsequently became relatively constant. The rst 5 ns corresponds to the same
amount of simulation time over which a sharp decrease in the hydration number of
the OH groups is observed in Figure 12-8. For AA, hydrophilic SASA increased
slightly during the last 10 ns of simulation before beginning to decrease again.
The hydrophobic SASA values measured for AA and MA decreased both to a
greater extent and over longer timescales than the hydrophilic SASA values for these
molecules. The hydrophobic SASA of AA decreased sharply within the rst 20 ns
of simulation, remained approximately constant for an additional 40 ns, and then
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increased and began to decrease again during the last 15 ns of simulation. The
hydrophobic SASA of MA decreased over a period of approximately 20 ns (though less
sharply than what was observed for AA), and then became approximately constant,
although a slight decrease in SASA continued for the remainder of the simulation. As
will be discussed in Section 12.4, the reduction in hydrophobic SASA shown in Figure
12-7 may be used to quantify the hydrophobic driving force for micelle formation
in aqueous solution using a modied version of the computer simulation/molecular-
thermodynamic modeling approach presented in Chapters 6, 7, and 8 [38,42,43].
12.4 Computer Simulation/Molecular-Thermody-
namicModel to InvestigateMicellization Ther-
modynamics
Computer simulation studies of self-assembly provide considerable information on
the kinetics of micelle formation (as reected in the rate at which micelles form and
the monomer concentration decreases), micelle structure, and the arrangement of
surfactant molecules within a micelle. However, as illustrated by the results presented
in Section 12.3.3, it can be very computationally expensive to obtain statistically
accurate estimates of surfactant monomer concentration. Therefore, it is not possible
to accurately determine the CMC of AA and MA in aqueous solution using the self-
assembly simulation data reported in this chapter.
Instead, if a thermodynamic model of micelle self-assembly in aqueous solution is
used to make CMC predictions, considerable computational expense that would other-
wise be required to obtain a statistically accurate estimate of surfactant monomer con-
centration may be saved. Currently, the most accurate theoretical models of surfac-
tant micellization make use of a molecular-thermodynamic approach [12]. Molecular-
thermodynamic models combine thermodynamic descriptions of self-assembly with a
molecular model to estimate the free energy of micellization. The free energy of mi-
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cellization is calculated as the sum of several free-energy contributions, each of which
can be computed molecularly given the chemical structures of the surfactants present
in the aqueous solution and the solution conditions. The free energy of micellization
can then be related in a straightforward manner to the surfactant CMC (see Section
2.2 in Chapter 2). Traditional molecular-thermodynamic models allow prediction
of solution properties for relatively simple surfactants and solubilizates where it is
possible to identify a priori what equilibrium position each component will adopt in
a self-assembled micellar aggregate. Unfortunately, for many surfactants possessing
more complex chemical structures (including AA and MA), it is not clear a priori
how the system components will assemble and locate themselves within a micellar
environment.
As part of this thesis, I have developed several theoretical approaches to use
computer simulations and molecular-thermodynamic modeling in a complementary
manner to enable the modeling of more complex surfactant systems than has been pos-
sible to date. Two main strategies to combine computer simulations with molecular-
thermodynamic modeling include: i) using information determined from computer
simulation of surfactants and solubilizates at a water/oil interface, or in a micellar
environment, to identify head and tail input parameters for molecular-thermodynamic
modeling [11, 15] (see also Chapters 2-5), ii) using fractional hydration information
obtained from computer simulations of surfactants in a micellar environment in a
thermodynamic model to quantify the hydrophobic driving force for micelle forma-
tion in aqueous solution [38, 42, 43] (see also Chapters 6-8). The second of these
two approaches is referred to as the computer simulation/molecular-thermodynamic
(CS-MT) modeling approach.
To investigate the thermodynamics associated with AA and MA micelle forma-
tion in aqueous solution, in this section I will formulate a modied CS-MT modeling
approach (referred to as the MCS-MT modeling approach). This modied approach
will make use of: (i) the aggregation number and hydrophobic SASA simulation re-
sults presented in Sections 12.3.2 and 12.3.8, respectively, (ii) experimental solubility
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data, and (iii) experimental surface tension data to predict the CMCs of AA and
MA in aqueous solution. The accuracy of the CMCs predicted using the MCS-MT
modeling approach will be compared with the CMCs of AA and MA inferred from
the computer simulation data on AA and MA monomer concentration (see Section
12.3.3). The thermodynamic framework and the molecular model of micellization
used to predict the CMCs of AA and MA are presented in Sections 12.4.1 and 12.4.2,
respectively. Note that both the thermodynamic framework and the molecular model
of micellization will be formulated for single surfactants, because the objective here
is to predict the CMCs of single-component AA and MA surfactant systems.
12.4.1 Thermodynamic Framework
In the multiple-chemical equilibrium model [12,13], each micellar aggregate is consid-
ered as a distinct chemical species in equilibrium with other micellar aggregates and
with individually-dispersed surfactant molecules (monomers) present in the aqueous
solution. By relating the chemical potentials of the micellar aggregates, the surfactant
monomers and the counterions, an expression is obtained that describes the popula-
tion distribution (mole fractions) of micellar aggregates, Xn, containing n surfactant











gmic (S; lc; )

(12.6)
where X1s is the mole fraction of the surfactant monomers, X1c is the mole fraction
of the counterions, S is the micelle shape factor (S = 3 for spherical micelles, 2
for cylindrical micelles, and 1 for bilayers), lc is the micelle core-minor radius (the
radius of a spherical or cylindrical micelle and the planar half-width of a bilayer), 
is the degree of counterion binding (the number of bound counterions divided by the
number of surfactant molecules in the micelle), and the free energy of micellization,
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) (12.7)
In Eq. 12.7, o
n
is the standard-state chemical potential of a micelle containing
n surfactant molecules and n bound counterions, os is the standard-state chemical
potential of the surfactant monomers, oc is the standard-state chemical potential of
the counterions, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the absolute temperature
[11]. The free energy of micellization, gmic, reects the free-energy change associated
with transferring the surfactant monomers and the counterions in their corresponding
standard states from the aqueous solution to form a micellar aggregate in its standard
state in the aqueous solution. As shown in Eq. 12.6, gmic is a function of the aggregate
shape, S, the aggregate core-minor radius, lc, and the degree of counterion binding,
.
For the values of S, lc, and  that minimize gmic (denoted as S, lc , and 
),
gmic has a minimum value denoted as gmic. Due to the exponential dependence of
Xn on n  gmic in Eq. 12.6, small deviations of gmic from gmic yield Xn values that
are essentially zero. Note that the optimal aggregate shape, S, the optimal core-
minor radius, lc , and the optimal degree of counterion binding, 
, characterize the
micelles that form in aqueous solution at equilibrium. In addition, the CMC of the









Instead of using the molecular-thermodynamic modeling approach in the conven-
tional way in which it is typically implemented (to predict S, lc , 
, and gmic), in the
modeling conducted in this chapter, I will take the equilibrium micelle shape, micelle
size, and degree of counterion binding determined through computer simulation (see
Section 12.3) as an input to the molecular-thermodynamic model. Using this com-
puter simulation data as an input greatly simplies the molecular-thermodynamic
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modeling problem by reducing it from one of nding the global minimum of gmic with
respect to S, lc, and  to one of simply evaluating gmic for specied values of S, lc,
and  determined through computer simulation.
12.4.2 Molecular Model of Single-Surfactant Micellization
Molecular-thermodynamic models of single-surfactant micellization enable estimation
of gmic based on the chemical structures of the surfactants and the counterions present
in the aqueous solution and the solution conditions [12]. The free energy associated
with single-surfactant micellization, gmic, can be expressed as the sum of the following
ve free-energy contributions [36]:
gmic = gtr + gint + gpack + gst + gelec (12.9)
Each of the ve contributions in Eq. 12.9 arises from a distinct step in a ther-
modynamic cycle used to model the process of micelle formation. The various steps
involved are shown schematically in Figure 12-10, which depicts the micellization
process for AA. An analogous thought process may be used to model the formation
of the MA micelles. In the gure, AA molecules are depicted using the van der
Waals radius of each atom. Oxygen atoms are shown in red, hydrogen atoms are
shown in white, carbon atoms are shown in grey, and the sodium ions are shown in
yellow. The blue background shown in frames (1), (2), (4), (5), and (6) represents
the bulk aqueous solution (water molecules are not shown explicitly, and are modeled
as a continuum), and the light grey background shown in frame (3) represents a bulk
surfactant tail solution (the bulk surfactant tails are not shown explicitly, and are
modeled as a continuum).
The free-energy change associated with transferring the surfactants (AA) and the
counterions from their standard states in the aqueous solution to form a micelle in
the aqueous solution (the transition from frame (1) to frame (6) shown in Figure
12-10) is equal to gmic given in Eq. 12.9. To evaluate gmic, it is computationally
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Figure 12-10: Illustrative thermodynamic cycle used to evaluate the free energy of
micellization, gmic, associated with AA micelle formation. Oxygen atoms are shown
in red, hydrogen atoms are shown in white, carbon atoms are shown in grey, and
the sodium ions are shown in yellow. The aqueous solution is shown as a blue
background, and the bulk (continuum) solution of surfactant tails described in the
text is shown as a grey background.
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convenient to construct a thermodynamic cycle to move from frame (1) to frame (6).
This cycle involves the following steps  (1)  ! (2): separating the hydrophilic
atoms (the heads carboxylate oxygens, OH oxygens, and OH hydrogens) from
hydrophobic atoms (the tails  carbon atoms and hydrogen atoms bonded to
carbons) and discharging the charged oxygen atoms and the sodium counterions in
aqueous solution; (2)  ! (3): transferring the surfactant tails from aqueous solution
to a bulk tail solution; (3)  ! (4): transferring the surfactant tails in the micellar
conguration from bulk tail solution to aqueous solution; (4)  ! (5): arranging the
surfactant tails in the conguration they adopt within a micelle; and (5)  ! (6):
attaching the surfactant heads at the micelle surface and recharging the carboxylate
groups and the sodium counterions. The free-energy contributions associated with
each step are as follows  (1)  ! (2): the discharge free-energy contribution,
gdisch [36]; (2)  ! (3): the transfer free-energy contribution, gtr [9]; (3)  ! (4): the
interfacial free-energy contribution, gint [38]; (4)  ! (5): the packing free-energy
contribution, gpack [12]; and (5)  ! (6): the steric free-energy contribution, gst [12],
and the reversible work associated with recharging the surfactant heads at the micelle
core/water interface in the presence of the counterions, grech [36]. The free-energy
contributions gdisch and grech are traditionally added together and referred to as the
electrostatic free-energy contribution, gelec, that appears in Eq. 12.9 (see Section 4.4.3
in Chapter 4). Note that two free-contributions present in the thermodynamic cycle
shown in Figure 12-10  the free-energy contribution associated with separating the
surfactant heads from the surfactant tail in the transition from frame (1) to frame
(2), gsep, and the free-energy contribution associated with connecting the surfactant
heads to the surfactant tails in the transition from frame (5) to frame (6), gcon  are
not shown in Figure 12-10, or listed in Eq. 12.9, because gsep and gcon are identical in
magnitude but opposite in sign, and therefore cancel out [12].
The transfer free-energy contribution, gtr, captures the free-energy change associ-
ated with transferring the surfactant tails from the aqueous solution to a bulk solution
of surfactant tails [9, 38]. The interfacial free-energy contribution, gint, captures the
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free-energy change associated with forming an interface between the surfactant tails
and the aqueous solution [38]. It is important to stress that gint does not account for
the overall translational entropy loss associated with micelle formation, an entropic
penalty which is accounted for in the thermodynamic framework used to describe
micelle formation (given by the Xn1s term in Eq. 12.6). The packing free-energy
contribution, gpack, captures the free-energy change associated with the translational
constraints associated with pinning the surfactant tails at the micelle core/water in-
terface (as required by each tail being chemically bonded to a surfactant head). The
steric free-energy contribution, gst, reects the steric repulsions between the surfactant
heads and the bound counterions at the micelle core/water interface [44]. The elec-
trostatic free-energy contribution, gelec, reects the electrostatic repulsions between
charged surfactant heads in the presence of counterions [14,36].
AA and MA are signicantly more structurally complex than surfactants that can
be easily modeled using molecular-thermodynamic theory without computer simula-
tion input. As shown in Figure 12-1, AA and MA contain ve hydrophobic ringed
groups as part of their chemical structure and several widely separated hydrophilic
groups (the O  and OH groups). Based on their chemical structures, we believe that
it is physically justiable to approximate two of the ve free-energy contributions
listed in Eq. 12.6 (specically, gpack and gst) as being equal to zero (see below).
For traditional surfactants with a linear or branched alkyl tails, gpack may be
estimated using a mean-eld model rst introduced by Ben-Shaul, Szleifer, and Gel-
bart [4547], and requires sampling each important conformation and orientation of
a central surfactant tail in a micellar environment subject to the constraint that the
hydrophobic micelle core has uniform density. Because of the relatively rigid nature
of the AA and MA molecules, gpack may reasonably be approximated as being equal
to zero for the formation of AA and MA micelles (see Chapter 5). Reecting this
fact, frames (4) and (5) in Figure 12-10 are identical, reecting the fact that the
congurations adopted by the surfactant tails after implementing packing constraints
are modeled as being identical to the congurations adopted prior to implementing
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packing constraints. It is important to note that without a priori knowledge of the
optimal micelle shape and size (knowledge available from computer simulation), mak-
ing the approximation that gpack = 0 would not be acceptable, because an inequality
constraint is traditionally included in gpack to ensure that lc never exceeds lmax [12].
Recall that lmax is the maximum value of the core-minor radius that can be adopted
by a micelle given the geometry of the surfactant tail (see Section 4.4.3 in Chapter 4).
For the simple surfactants typically modeled using molecular-thermodynamic theory
(surfactants with linear hydrocarbon or uorocarbon chains), lmax can be computed
from the maximum extended length of the surfactant tail. Because of the complex
chemical structures of AA and MA, it is di¢ cult to evaluate an appropriate value of
lmax; fortunately, however, because the shape and size of the micelles that form in so-
lution are taken as an input from the computer simulation results, it is not necessary
to impose a constraint on lc in the modeling conducted here.
Like gpack, it is reasonable to approximate the steric free-energy contribution, gst,
as being equal to zero because: (i) the O  and OH heads are small in size, and (ii)
the surfactant heads and counterions are present at the micelle surface at a low con-
centration, and therefore occupy only a small fraction of the total micelle core/water
interfacial area. Both of these factors result in gst being small in magnitude (see
Section 4.4.3 in Chapter 4).
After setting gpack and gst equal to zero, Eq. 12.9 can be expressed as follows as
it applies to the micelles observed to form in solution during computer simulation
















where gtr = ln
Saq
Saq+55:6
, gint = 
00SASAcore=n, Saq is the molar solubility limit of the
hydrophobic tails, 55:6 corresponds to the molarity of pure water in molar units, 00 is
the interfacial tension of the micelle core/water interface expressed on a per unit SASA
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basis, SASAcore is the hydrophobic solvent accessible surface area of the micelle core,
and hnin is the number-average micelle aggregation number [38,42,43]. As shown in
Eqs. 12.10 and 12.11, gtr can be related to the solubility of the hydrophobic tails in
aqueous solution, and gint can be related to the reversible work (on a per surfactant
molecule basis) associated with forming an interface of area SASAcore between the
hydrophobic AA or MA tails and the aqueous solution against the interfacial tension
00. The interested reader is referred to Chapter 6 for a complete discussion of the
CS-MT model, and to Chapters 4 and 6 for additional information on the molecular





12.4.3 Implementation of the MCS-MT Model
As discussed in Section 12.4.1, in the MCS-MT model implemented in this chapter, I
will make the assumption that the equilibrium micelle shape, size, and degree of coun-
terion binding can be taken as inputs from the computer simulation results presented
in Section 12.3. Because the parameters S, lc, , and the value of SASAcore (see
Eq. 12.11) that must be known to implement the MCS-MT model vary from micelle
to micelle and over time during simulation, MCS-MT modeling will be implemented
here based on the average values of S, lc, , and SASAcore observed during a suitable
simulation timeframe. The computer simulation data reported in Figures 12-3 to
12-9 provide considerable information with which to identify an appropriate time-
frame over which to evaluate the required average values of S, lc, , and SASAcore.
Inspection of the results presented in Figures 12-3 to 12-9 reveals that each calculated
property, ranging from the number of micelles in solution to the solvent accessible
surface area, change most signicantly during the rst 25 ns of simulation. During
the subsequent 50 ns of simulation, most of the measured properties change only
slightly or appear to uctuate about an equilibrium value. Consequently, the MCS-
MT model will be implemented here using inputs taken from computer simulation
data corresponding to the last 50 ns of simulation.
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Evaluation of gtr
To evaluate gtr, a solubility estimate is required for the AA and MA tails. The tails
of both molecules are identical, and were taken as the chemical structures shown in
Figure 12-1 without the hydrophilic carboxylate oxygens and OH groups. Because
experimental solubility data was not available for both tails, their solubility was
estimated to be Saq = 4.710 11 M in aqueous solution using a group-contribution
approach implemented in the Advanced Chemistry Development Software v8.19 [48],
resulting in gtr evaluated using Eq. 12.11 being equal to  27:8 kBT .
Evaluation of gint
Evaluation of gint for the AA and MA micelles which form in aqueous solution was
carried out using Eq. 12.11 and average values of SASAcore obtained through com-
puter simulation. In so doing, the assumption is made that the hydrophobic SASA
values measured during the last 50 ns of computer simulation provide an accurate es-
timate of the hydrophobic SASA values characterizing the micelles at equilibrium in
the aqueous solution. The physical property 00, or the interfacial tension of the mi-
celle core/water interface, was calculated using the following expression (see Section





where  is the curvature-dependent interfacial tension between water and a bulk phase
of surfactant tails, Acore is the area of the aggregate hydrophobic core computed geo-
metrically based on the volume of the aggregate and the assumption of a perfectly
smooth aggregate surface, and SASAcore is the solvent accessible surface area of the
aggregate hydrophobic core obtained through computer simulation. The physical
property  was estimated using experimental interfacial tension data for the cyclo-
hexane/water interface (51 mN/m [49]), and by correcting for the curvature of the
micelle core/water interface using the Gibbs-Tolman-Koenig-Bu¤ equation [5053],
yielding values of 36.4 mN/m and 35.6 mN/m for the AA and MA micelles, respec-
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tively. Note that experimental interfacial tension data for the cyclohexane/water
interface has been used because experimental data for the interfacial tension of the
AA and MA tail/water interface was not available, and because cyclohexane is similar
in structure to the carbon rings present in the AA and MA surfactant tails. The
quantity SASAcore, or the average hydrophobic solvent accessible surface area for a
single self-assembled micelle, is equal to 19.48 nm2 and 16.27 nm2 for AA and MA,
respectively. The 00 values estimated using the , Acore, and SASAcore values re-
ported above in Eq. 12.12 are 25.5 mN/m for AA and 25.6 mN/m for MA. Note
that the estimated 00 values for AA and MA are di¤erent not because they have
di¤erent tail structures (in fact, their tails are identical), but because the AA and
MA micelles observed during computer simulation have di¤erent sizes and di¤erent
average values of SASAcore. Using Eq. 12.11, along with the estimated values of 00,
gint was estimated to be 13.98 kBT for the formation of an AA micelle and 13.94 kBT
for the formation of an MA micelle.
Evaluation of gelec










 0 (q) dq (12.14)
where  0 (q) is the instantaneous micelle electrostatic surface potential, expressed as
a function of the instantaneous micelle charge, q, and
R qf
0
 0 (q) dq is the work required
to charge the micelle surface against this instantaneous electrostatic surface potential
from an uncharged state (q = 0) to the nal state of charge (q = qf). Details
about the electrostatic method used have been presented in previous publications,
and therefore, are not discussed here [14, 36]. The gelec value predicted using Eq.
12.14 associated with the formation of an AA micelle with the same average shape,
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size, and degree of counterion binding observed during the last 50 ns of AA simulation
is equal to 0.07 kBT . Similarly, the gelec value predicted using Eq. 12.14 associated
with the formation of a MA micelle with the same characteristics observed during the
last 50 ns of MA simulation is equal to 0.59 kBT . Although the self-assembled MA
micelles were smaller, on average, than the self-assembled AA micelles (which serves
to decrease gelec), the predicted value of gelec is higher for MA than for AA because
the degree of counterion binding observed for MA was lower than that observed for
AA.
CMC Predictions
After determining gmic using Eq. 12.11, the CMCs of AA and MA could be esti-
mated using Eq. 12.8. The predicted CMC of AA is 59 M, compared with the
experimentally measured CMC of 17 M [8]. The predicted CMC of MA is 96 M,
compared with the experimentally measured CMC of 62 M [8]. Both predicted
CMCs are larger than the experimental CMCs. Specically, the predicted CMC of
AA is a factor of 3.4 larger than the experimental CMC of AA and the predicted
CMC of MA is a factor of 1.5 larger than the experimental CMC of MA. Never-
theless, we consider the predicted CMC accuracy to be very good, since as shown in
Eq. 12.8, the CMC is exponentially dependent on gmic. Consequently, small errors
in the predicted gmic value lead to large errors in the predicted CMC [38]. The pre-
dicted gmic value for AA micelle formation ( 13.8 kBT ) is only 8.1% smaller than the
experimental value ( 15.0 kBT , as inferred from the experimental CMC value and
Eq. 12.8), and the predicted gmic value for MA micelle formation ( 13.3 kBT ) is only
2.9% smaller than the experimental value ( 13.7 kBT ). It is important to note that
a number of assumptions were made in the theoretical approach used here to predict
gmic, ranging from approximations that are not expected to introduce a signicant
error (setting gpack = 0 and gst = 0 in Eq. 12.9), to more signicant approximations
(the use of a group-contribution approach to evaluate Saq and the use of experimen-
tal cyclohexane/water interfacial tension data to estimate ). Nevertheless, even
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after making these approximations, it is important to stress that the CMCs predicted
using the MCS-MT model formulated here are signicantly more accurate than the
CMCs inferred from the computer simulation results for the AA and MA monomer
concentration.
12.5 Conclusions
A series of extended molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed to gain
insight into the self-assembly behavior of the triterpenoids AA and MA in aqueous
solution. AA and MA molecules initially distributed randomly in aqueous solution
were observed to aggregate into micelles during 75 ns of MD simulation. Two criteria
were examined to identify micellar aggregates during MD simulation. The rst
criterion tested was to identify two AA or MA molecules as being part of the same
micellar aggregate if the centers of mass of the two molecules were within a specied
cuto¤ distance. The second criterion tested was to identify micellar aggregates by
determining which AA or MA molecules experienced hydrophobic contacts with other
AA or MAmolecules. Direct visualization of the computer simulation results revealed
that identication of micelles using the hydrophobic contacts criterion yields the most
reasonable micelle identications. The average number of identied micelles over the
last 50 ns of simulation using the hydrophobic contacts criterion is 2.76  0.04 for
the AA simulation and 3.17  0.03 for the MA simulation. The average aggregation
number of the AA micelles during the last 50 ns of simulation is 5.65  0.08, and the
average aggregation number of the MA micelles during the same time period is 4.35
 0.05.
Any AA or MA molecule that experienced no hydrophobic contacts with other
AA or MA molecules was identied as a monomer. The CMCs of AA and MA were
evaluated directly from the average monomer concentrations observed during the last
25 ns of AA and MA simulation. Using this approach, the predicted CMCs of both
AA and MA were much larger than the experimental CMCs, although the CMC
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of AA was correctly predicted to be lower than that of MA. Because of the large
timescales associated with monomer entry and exit from micelles, simulation over
a longer period of time would have been necessary to make a statistically accurate
estimate of the CMCs directly from the computer simulation results on the AA and
MA monomer concentrations. The poor convergence of the computer simulation
results for the AA and MAmonomer concentrations suggested that a hybrid computer
simulation/molecular-thermodynamic modeling approach should be used instead to
predict the CMCs of AA and MA.
To characterize the structure of the self-assembled AA and MA micelles, the prin-
cipal moments of the radius of gyration tensor were computed for each identied
micelle. Evaluation of the radius of gyration data and of the aggregation number
data revealed that both AA and MA exhibit one-dimensional growth. The following
relationship between the largest eigenvalue of the radius of gyration tensor, z (in
units of nm), and the number-average micelle aggregation number, hnin, was deter-
mined: z = 0:1+0:1hnin: As the micelle aggregation number increases, the AA and
MA micelles were found to change from being spherical to resembling a squashed
cylinder. To quantify the level of internal ordering present in each AA and MA
micelle, two di¤erent orientational order parameters were computed: (i) Pmic, a mea-
sure of the orientational ordering present throughout an entire micelle, and (ii) Pn.n.,
a measure of the orientational ordering that exists between nearest neighbor AA or
MA molecules in a micelle. The computed values of Pmic and Pn.n. were found to
uctuate signicantly and rapidly about their average values, with large changes in
Pmic and Pn.n. being observed on nanosecond time scales. The computed value of
Pmic, averaged over all micelles and over the entire 75 ns simulation, and the com-
puted value of Pn.n., averaged over all nearest neighbors and over the entire 75 ns of
simulation, were found to be fairly close to zero, suggesting that, on average, the AA
and MA molecules within the self-assembled micelles are not preferentially oriented
either parallel or perpendicular to each other.
The local environment of atoms within the AA and MA molecules in micelles
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was characterized by computing radial distribution functions between the O  and
water and between OH groups and water (g (r)O H2O and g (r)OHH2O, respectively),
as well as between the O  group and the sodium ions present in the simulation cell
(g (r)O Na+). The extent of counterion binding was computed by integrating the
rst peak in the g (r)O Na+ prole, and was found to be 0.27 and 0.14 for AA and
MA, respectively, based on data taken from the last 50 ns of simulation. The extent
of hydration experienced by OH, O , and selected carbon atoms within the AA and
MAmolecules was quantied by measuring the degree of hydration, which was dened
as the number of water atoms within 0.5 nm of the group in question. As would
be expected intuitively, the extent of hydration of each group decreased as micelle
self-assembly occurred, and the decrease in hydration was found to be the largest
for the hydrophobic carbon atoms. The total, hydrophobic, and hydrophilic solvent
accessible surface areas associated with all the AA and MA molecules present in the
AA and MA simulation cells was also measured over the course of MD simulation.
The hydrophobic SASA was found to decrease to a much greater extent than the
hydrophilic SASA for both AA and MA, as well as to decrease more rapidly for the
AA micelles than for the MA micelles.
Motivated by the high computational cost that would have been required to obtain
an accurate estimate of the CMC from the average monomer concentration observed in
the AA and MA simulation cells, a hybrid, modied computer simulation/molecular-
thermodynamic model (referred to as the MCS-MTmodel) was formulated to quantify
the free-energy change associated with AA and MA micelle formation (gmic) in order
to predict the CMCs of AA and MA. The theoretical model required as inputs: (i) the
average micelle aggregation number at equilibrium, (ii) the average hydrophobic sol-
vent accessible surface area of the self-assembled AA and MA micelles at equilibrium,
(iii) solubility estimates of the hydrophobic portions of the AA and MA molecules,
and (iv) an estimate of the interfacial tension at the micelle core/water interface to
determine gmic; and from it, to predict the CMCs of AA and MA. The predicted g

mic
value for AA micelle formation (-13.8 kBT ) was found to be only 8.1% smaller than
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the experimental gmic value, and the predicted g

mic value for MA micelle formation
(-13.3 kBT ) was found to be only 2.9% smaller than the experimental gmic value. The
predicted CMC of AA was found to be 59 M, compared with the experimentally
measured CMC of 17 M, and the predicted CMC of MA was found to be 96 M,
compared with the experimentally measured CMC of 62 M [8]. Although the the-
oretically predicted CMCs of AA and MA overestimate the experimentally measured
CMCs of AA and MA by a factor of 3.4 and 1.5, respectively, both predicted CMCs
are much more accurate than the CMCs inferred from the monomer concentrations
of AA and MA found in the simulation cells after micelle self-assembly. The CMCs
inferred directly from the computer simulation results for the AA and MA monomer
concentrations resulted in predicted CMCs that are a factor of 140 and 182 larger
than the experimentally measured CMCs of AA and MA, respectively. The theoret-
ical modeling results obtained for AA and MA indicate that by combining computer
simulation inputs with molecular-thermodynamic models of surfactant self-assembly
in aqueous solution, reasonably accurate estimates of CMCs can be obtained with a
fraction of the computational expense that would be required otherwise.
In the CS-MT modeling approach introduced in Chapters 6, 7, and 8, theoretical
predictions of surfactant solution properties are made after performing two indepen-
dent computer simulations: (i) simulation of a single surfactant molecule in aqueous
solution, and (ii) simulation of a surfactant molecule in a micelle in aqueous solution
(requiring equilibration of a preformed surfactant micelle in aqueous solution). From
(i) and (ii), fractional hydration information is obtained that is subsequently used to
quantify the hydrophobic driving force for micelle self-assembly. In comparison with
the CS-MT model, the modied CS-MT (MCS-MT) model used in this chapter to
predict gmic and the CMC for AA and MA surfactants in aqueous solution is more
computationally expensive because it involves simulation of micelle self-assembly. It
is important to note, however, that the CS-MT model requires computer simula-
tion fractional hydration inputs in conjuction with the application of a molecular-
thermodynamic model in order to determine S, lc , 
, and gmic  a complexity
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that is not present in the MCS-MT model (see Section 12.4.1). In the MCS-MT
modeling approach, S, lc , and 
 are obtained directly from the computer simu-
lation results rather than being predicted using a molecular-thermodynamic model.
Consequently, the molecular-thermodynamic modeling problem is greatly reduced in
complexity from one of nding the global minimum of gmic with respect to S, lc, and 
to one of simply evaluating gmic for specied values of S
, lc , and 
 obtained through
computer simulation. To use the CS-MTmodel to predict the micellization behavior
of structurally complex surfactants such as AA or MA, an accurate model for packing
constraints would be required in order to allow prediction of S and lc . For such
structurally complex surfactants, using a mean-eld modeling approach to evaluate
gpack (such as the approach described in Section 4.4.3 of Chapter 4) is not feasible
because is is not possible to estimate lmax. Furthermore, it is not clear that apply-
ing a simple geometric constraint such as lmax in a mean-eld packing model would
be adequate to capture the physics involved in complex surfactant self-assembly and
yield accurate predictions of S and lc . As a result, the MCS-MT modeling approach
formulated in this chapter is the only viable approach developed to date to model the
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Chapter 13
Conclusions and Future Research
Directions
The central objective of this thesis has been to develop modeling approaches to enable
prediction of micellar solution properties based on the chemical structures of the solu-
tion components and the solution conditions. In addition to the obvious benet that
such prediction would provide to formulators in industry and scientists in academia,
the development of such approaches will improve our fundamental, molecular-level
understanding of self-assembly phenomena. With this objective in mind, this chap-
ter is organized as follows. Section 13.1 summarizes the main results of the thesis.
Section 13.2 discusses extensions that may be made to research described in Part I of
this thesis, in which computer simulations were used to obtain input parameters for
molecular-thermodynamic modeling. Section 13.3 discusses several future directions
which may be explored to extend the research described in Part II of this thesis, in
which computer simulations were used to compute free-energy changes. Section 13.4
describes future work which may be undertaken in the research areas described in
Part III of this thesis, in which computer simulations were used to directly predict




The main results of this thesis are summarized below. In Chapter 2, a computer sim-
ulation/ molecular-thermodynamic modeling approach was described in which com-
puter simulations were used to obtain head and tail input parameters for molecular-
thermodynamic (MT) modeling. To identify heads and tails for MT modeling, sim-
ulations were conducted of a single surfactant molecule at innite dilution at a at
water/oil interface (modeling the water/micelle core interface) to determine how the
surfactant would locate itself between the two phases. From each water/oil interface
simulation, the extent of hydration of di¤erent portions of each surfactant molecule
was determined. A computational approach was developed to identify the head and
tail groups of each surfactant using the hydration data. The approach was used
to determine heads and tails for simple surfactants such as sodium dodecyl sulfate
(SDS), cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB), dodecylphosphocholine (DPC),
and octa(ethylene oxide) (C12E8), as well as of three more complex surfactants, 3-
and 4-hydroxy sulfonate (AOS) and decanoyl-n-methylglucamide (MEGA-10). The
sensitivity of the head and tail assignments obtained to the method used to assign
atomic charges was evaluated and discussed. The modeling results presented in
Chapter 2 demonstrate that computer simulations at a water/oil interface can be
used to obtain reasonable head and tail input parameters for simple and complex
surfactants in the context of MT modeling.
In Chapter 3, the micellar solubilization of the drug ibuprofen in aqueous solu-
tion was investigated theoretically and experimentally for three surfactants  the
anionic surfactant SDS, the cationic surfactant dodecyltrimethylammonium bromide
(DTAB), and the nonionic surfactant C12E8  each having the same hydrocarbon
tail length but di¤ering in their hydrophilic heads. The goal of this research was
to theoretically and experimentally determine the e¤ect of changes in the surfactant
head on the micellar solubilization capacity. Simulations of ibuprofen were conducted
at a water/oil interface to identify the head and tail portions of this molecule. Using
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the input parameters determined from computer simulation, MT theory was used to
predict: (i) the micelle composition as a function of surfactant concentration, (ii) the
aqueous solubility of ibuprofen as a function of surfactant concentration, and (iii) the
micellar solubilization capacity. Theoretical predictions were compared with exper-
imental solubilization data provided by our research collaborators at the University
of São Paulo in Brazil [1]. For ibuprofen, the same head and tail identication was
obtained using both OPLS-AA and CHelpG atomic charges. Without the computer
simulation inputs, it would not have been possible to obtain the level of agreement
with the experimental results that was obtained.
In Chapter 4, computer simulations were used to determine head and tail input pa-
rameters for 12 structurally diverse solubilizates (o-aminobenzoate,m-aminobenzoate,
p-aminobenzoate, ibuprofen, benzene, chlorobenzene, acetophenone, naphthalene,
benzophenone, benzonitrile, benzamide, and anthracene). To accomplish this, 36
extended molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of solubilizates in the following en-
vironments were performed: (i) a water/oil interface, (ii) a spherical SDS micelle,
and (iii) a cylindrical SDS micelle. By identifying heads and tails using computer
simulation data obtained from (i), (ii), and (iii), the e¤ects of curvature, ordering of
the surfactant tails, and the presence of the surfactant heads were thoroughly inves-
tigated. Micellar solubilization is a process that has not been widely investigated
theoretically using the MT modeling approach. Consequently, signicant e¤ort was
required to implement MT modeling for the 12 solubilizates considered in Chapter
4. Specically, the evaluation of gtr, gint, and gpack required generalization of the
traditional MT modeling approach to estimate these free-energy contributions. A
detailed description of the generalizations made to the MT model to permit accurate
modeling of micellar solubilization was presented.
In Chapter 5, MT modeling results were presented for each of the 12 solubilizates
considered in Chapter 4. MT modeling was implemented using each of the head
and tail identications made in Chapter 4. For the 12 solubilizates modeled, simu-
lation at a water/oil interface was found in most cases to be adequate in providing
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accurate hydration information for MT modeling. MT predictions of: (i) the micelle
composition as a function of surfactant concentration, (ii) the aqueous solubility of
the solubilizate as a function of surfactant concentration, (iii) the micelle/water par-
tition coe¢ cient, and (iv) structural characteristics of the micelle were evaluated and
reported. When possible, the theoretical predictions were compared with available
experimental data. The predictions of the theoretical model were found to be in
resonable agreement with experimental data on micelle/water partition coe¢ cients.
In Chapter 6, a computer simulation/molecular-thermodynamic (CS-MT) mod-
eling approach was introduced. Although using computer simulations for head and
tail identication improves the accuracy of the traditional MT modeling approach
for complex solutes (surfactants and solubilizates) with a minimum of computational
expense, the limitation remains that individual groups in the solute molecule are
modeled as being in only one of two states  head or tail  while in reality, there
is a continuous spectrum of hydration states between these two limits. In the CS-
MT modeling approach, atomistic MD simulations were rst used to quantify the
hydration changes that take place during self-assembly. This hydration informa-
tion was then used in a new MT model to quantify the hydrophobic e¤ect, which is
decomposed into two components: (1) the free-energy change associated with the
dehydration of solute hydrophobic groups that accompanies aggregate self-assembly
(as captured in gdehydr), and (2) the change in hydration free energy experienced by
these same hydrophobic groups during aggregate self-assembly (as captured in ghydr).
The CS-MT model was formulated to allow the prediction of the free-energy change
associated with aggregate formation of solute aggregates of any shape and size by
performing only two computer simulations  one of the solute in bulk water and the
second of the solute in an aggregate of arbitrary shape and size. To test the validity
and accuracy of the new CS-MT modeling approach, it was used to model the for-
mation of 15 di¤erent oil aggregates of various shapes (spheres, cylinders, and slabs)
and sizes in aqueous solution, where the additional complexities associated with the
presence of the solute heads are absent. Excellent agreement was obtained between
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the theoretically predicted values of gform obtained using the CS-MT model and a tra-
ditional MT model of self-assembly. For the 15 oil aggregates modeled, the average
discrepancy between the predictions of the CS-MT model and those of the traditional
MT model was only 1.04%. The CS-MT modeling results also demonstrated that
the model can accurately predict gform for aggregates of any shape and size using
hydration information obtained from only two independent MD simulations.
In Chapter 7, the validity and accuracy of the CS-MT model was evaluated by
using it to predict the micellization behavior of seven di¤erent nonionic surfactants
in aqueous solution. Detailed information about the changes in hydration that occur
upon the self-assembly of each surfactant into micelles was obtained through MD
simulation, and subsequently used to compute the hydrophobic driving force for mi-
celle formation. To enable a relatively simple estimation of gdehydr and ghydr in the
case of nonionic surfactants, a number of approximations were made. Although the
CS-MT model enables the prediction of a rich variety of micellar solution properties
from gform (including micelle shape, size, and composition), the CMC was selected
for prediction and comparison with available experimental data because the CMC
depends exponentially on gform, and as such, it provides a stringent quantitative test
with which to evaluate the predictive accuracy of the CS-MT model. Reasonable
agreement between the CMC predictions made using the CS-MT model and the ex-
perimental CMCs was obtained for octyl glucoside (OG), dodecyl maltoside (DM),
octyl sulnyl ethanol (OSE), decyl methyl sulfoxide (C10SO), decyl dimethyl phos-
phine oxide (C10PO), and decanoyl-n-methylglucamide (MEGA-10). For ve of these
surfactants, the CMCs predicted using the CS-MT model were closer to the experi-
mental CMCs than the CMCs predicted using traditional MT modeling. In addition,
the CMCs predicted for mixtures of C10PO and C10SO using the CS-MTmodeling ap-
proach were signicantly closer to the experimental CMCs than those predicted using
the traditional MT modeling approach. For dodecyl octa(ethylene oxide) (C12E8),
the CMC predicted using the CS-MT model was not in good agreement with the
experimental CMC data or with the CMC predicted using the traditional MT model,
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because the simplifying approximations made to estimate gdehydr and ghydr in this
case were not su¢ ciently accurate. Consequently, it is recommended that these sim-
plifying approximations only be used to model nonionic surfactants with relatively
small, non-polymeric heads. For MEGA-10, which is the most structurally complex
of the seven nonionic surfactants modeled, the CMC predicted by the CS-MT model
(6.55 mM) was found to be in much closer agreement with the experimental CMC
value (5 mM) than the CMC predicted by the traditional MT model (43.3 mM). For
complex nonionic surfactants where it is di¢ cult to accurately quantify the hydropho-
bic driving force for micelle formation using the traditional MT modeling approach,
our results indicate that the CS-MT modeling approach yields better results than
those obtained using the traditional MT modeling approach. In addition, the results
suggest that even after making simplifying approximations to allow relatively straight-
forward estimation of gdehydr and ghydr, the CS-MT model is still capable of making
reasonable predictions of the aqueous micellization behavior of nonionic surfactants
possessing non-polymeric heads.
In Chapter 8, the validity and accuracy of the CS-MTmodel was further evaluated
by utilizing it to model the micellization behavior of ionic and zwitterionic surfac-
tants in aqueous solution. Both the CS-MT model and the traditional MT model
were used to predict the micellization behavior of simple and complex ionic and
zwitterionic surfactants. The most complex ionic surfactants considered included a
homologous series of cationic surfactants with two tails attached to a single dimethy-
lammonium head. Reasonable agreement between the CMCs predicted using the
CS-MT model and the experimental CMCs were obtained for sodium dodecyl sulfate
(SDS), dodecylphosphocholine (DPC), cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB),
two 3-hydroxy sulfonate surfactants (AOS-12 and AOS-16), and a homologous series
of four cationic DCNA surfactants with a dimethylammonium bromide head attached
to a dodecyl alkyl tail and to an alkyl sidechain of length CN , having the chemical
formula C12H25CNH2N+1N(CH3)2Br, with N = 1 (DC1AB), 2 (DC2AB), 4 (DC4AB),
and 6 (DC6AB). For six of these surfactants, the CMCs predicted using the CS-
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MT model were closer to the experimental CMCs than the CMCs predicted using
the traditional MT model. For DC2AB, DC4AB, and DC6AB, which are the most
structurally complex of the ionic surfactants modeled, the CMCs predicted using the
CS-MT model were in remarkably good agreement with the experimental CMCs,
while the CMCs predicted using the traditional MT model were quite inaccurate.
These results suggest that the CS-MT model accurately predicts the hydrophobic
driving force for micelle formation for ionic and zwitterionic surfactants.
Chapter 9 discussed the development of a new computer simulation-free energy/molecular-
thermodynamic (CS-FE/MT) modeling approach. In the CS-FE/MT model, tradi-
tional MT modeling, or experimental data, are used to determine the free energy
of formation of a single-surfactant micelle and the aggregation number of a single-
surfactant micelle. A micelle with the theoretically, or the experimentally, deter-
mined aggregation number is then built and equilibrated in aqueous solution in a
simulation cell. At this point, alchemical computer simulations are used to com-
pute the free-energy change associated with: (i) changing the identity of surfactant
molecules of type A to solubilizate molecules of type B (to model micellar solubi-
lization) in the micellar environment and in bulk aqueous solution, and (ii) changing
the identity of surfactant molecules of type A to cosurfactant molecules of type B
(to model binary surfactant micellization) in the micellar environment and in bulk
aqueous solution. The di¤erence between the free-energy change associated with
alchemical transformation in the micellar environment and the free-energy change
associated with alchemical transformation in bulk aqueous solution is referred to as
G. A theoretical framework was outlined to use computer simulation estimates
of G with the free energy of single-surfactant micelle formation to determine the
free energy associated with mixed micelle formation.
In Chapter 10, the CS-FE/MT modeling approach was implemented to make
predictions of G for two surfactant to solubilizate exchanges and for three sur-
factant to cosurfactant exchanges. The CS-FE/MT model was implemented using
a dual-topology thermodynamic integration approach. Molecules of type A were
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transformed into molecules of type B as a function of a coupling parameter, . To
evaluate the accuracy of the CS-FE/MT model, MD simulation results for G were
compared with the predictions of a MT model developed by tting to experimental
CMC data. Reasonable predictions of G were obtained for: (i) the exchange
of octyl sulfoxide with decyl sulfoxide, and (ii) the exchange of octylsulnyl ethanol
with decylsulnyl ethanol. However, the computational cost required to obtain even
qualitatively correct modeling results was very high. Consequently, given present-day
computational power, the CS-FE/MTmodeling approach is not a practical method to
model mixed surfactant micellization or micellar solubilization. Although computer
simulation free-energy methods are certainly of interest from an academic perspec-
tive, and although these methods may enable the accurate prediction of surfactant
solution properties as the computational power of computers increases, at the present
time, more accurate estimates of gform can be obtained with less computational ex-
pense using traditional MT modeling with computer simulation estimates of heads
and tails, or using the CS-MT model.
In Chapter 11, atomistic-level MD simulations were used to determine and under-
stand the interfacial behavior of a homologous series of structurally complex uoro-
surfactants. Although the computational expense of atomistic-level MD simulations
limits their use to the evaluation of a limited subset of surfactant solution properties,
these simulations can provide a great deal of insight into the structural characteristics
of surfactant assemblies, including surfactant monolayers. Constant surface tension
(NT ) and constant volume (NV T ) MD simulations were conducted on a series of
bolaamphiphilic ;$-(diammonium disulfato)poly(uorooxetane)s with several per-
uoroalkyl chain lengths and a typical long-chainanionic uorosurfactant used to
improve the ow-and-leveling characteristics of aqueous coatings, in order to com-
pare their behavior at a water/air interface. Recent research has shown that these
poly(uorooxetane) surfactants are an e¤ective substitute for traditional uorosurfac-
tants used in ow-and-leveling applications [2]. From MD simulation, the saturated
interfacial area per surfactant molecule, interfacial area per surfactant molecule as a
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function of surface tension, density proles, order parameters, the degree of hydration
of various atoms in each surfactant molecule, and the degree of counterion binding
were each determined. The simulation results shed light on experimental data which
indicates that these surfactants occupy very low interfacial areas at the water/air
interface. The low interfacial areas occupied by each poly(uorooxetane) molecule
result from their ability to adopt a loopedconformation, in which the carbon and
oxygen backbone of each surfactant molecule and the attached peruoroalkyl chains
are forced into the air phase. A geometrically dened penetration parameter was
calculated from the density proles, which revealed that each poly(uorooxetane)
surfactant is more e¤ective at separating the air and water phases than a traditional
long-chainanionic uorosurfactant. The degree of hydration measured for di¤erent
atoms in poly(uorooxetane) during simulation also conrmed that a loopedcon-
formation is adopted in which the surfactant backbone and the peruoroalkyl chains
are lifted away from the water surface. When viewed in the context of the penetra-
tion parameter analysis, the hydration data suggests why each poly(uorooxetane)
molecule is capable of signicantly reducing surface tension while other uorosurfac-
tants with similarly short peruoroalkyl moieties provide inadequate surface tension
reduction for practical ow-and-leveling applications.
In Chapter 12, extended MD simulations were used to study the self-assembly
of the triterpenoids asiatic acid (AA) and madecassic acid (MA) in aqueous solu-
tion. The two initial congurations for the simulations reported in this chapter
were a simulation cell containing 15 AA molecules distributed isotropically in water,
and a simulation cell containing 15 MA molecules distributed isotropically in water.
Self-assembly of the AA and the MA molecules into micelles began to occur almost
immediately upon commencing MD simulation. However, approximate equilibration
of micelle aggregation numbers and monomer concentrations was not observed until
after 25 to 50 ns of simulation. The computer simulation results were used to obtain
information about: i) the kinetics of micelle formation, ii) the average aggregation
numbers of the self-assembled AA and MAmicelles, iii) the AA and the MA monomer
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concentrations, iv) structural characteristics of the AA and MA micelles, v) the local
environments of hydrophobic and hydrophilic groups in AA and MA molecules in
the micellar environment, and vi) the thermodynamics associated with AA and MA
micelle formation (through application of a modied CS-MT modeling approach).
Direct observation of the monomer concentrations of AA and MA after micelle self
assembly and the CS-MT modeling results suggested that MA has a lower CMC than
AA, an observation that is consistent with the experimental CMC data.
13.2 Future Research Directions: Application of
Computer Simulation to Obtain Inputs for
MT Theory
In this section, future research directions related to the modeling approaches devel-
oped in Part I of this thesis, in which computer simulations were used to determine
input parameters for MT modeling, are discussed. The extensions discussed in this
section are particularly signicant in that the modeling approaches described in Part
I represent the most quantitatively accurate approaches developed in this thesis to
predict properties such as the critical micelle concentration, the shape and size of
micelles that form in solution, and the extent of solubilization. Further exploration
of the modeling approaches presented in Part I is expected to contribute signicantly
to both our ability to accurately predict complex surfactant and solubilizate self-
assembly in aqueous solution, as well as to enhance our fundamental understanding
of such self-assembly phenomena.
13.2.1 Head and Tail Identication through Water/Oil In-
terface Simulation
In this thesis, we have discussed several alternative approaches to make head and
tail identications for traditional MT modeling of surfactant micellization and micel-
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lar solubilization in aqueous solution. The least computationally expensive of these
approaches is to simulate a single surfactant or solubilizate molecule at a water/oil
interface. Although such an interface lacks the curvature, the ordering of the sur-
factant/solubilizate tails, and the presence of the additional surfactant heads that
characterizes the micelle core/water interface, results presented in Chapters 2, 3, and
4 indicate that, in many cases, water/oil interface simulations can provide accurate
head and tail identications for traditional MT modeling.
Having said that, additional investigation is warranted to identify the classes of
surfactants and solubilizates for which water/oil interface simulations provide rea-
sonable head and tail input parameters for MT modeling. Given the sensitivity of
the head and tail identication to not only the atom types present in a surfactant or
solubilizate, but also to the connectivity of those atoms, such an investigation will
most likely require simulation of a large set of structurally diverse molecules as well
as careful categorization of the molecules into classes exhibiting chemical and archi-
tectural similarity. To characterize the accuracy of the head and tail identications
obtained through water/oil interface simulation, it will be necessary to: i) compare
the head and tail identications made with identications made through simulation
in a micellar environment, and ii) to compare predictions of micellization and micellar
solubilization behavior made using the head and tail identications as inputs in the
traditional MT model with the available experimental data.
To facilitate the generation of large amounts of head and tail data for many
surfactants and solubilizates, it will be helpful to better characterize the minimum
simulation time required for water/oil interface simulations to yield statistically sig-
nicant identication of heads and tails. Because the results presented in Chapter
5 suggest that the minimum simulation time is a function of the surfactant and the
solubilizate chemical structure, it may be most practical to continually evaluate the
statistical signicance of head and tail identications as the computer simulation pro-
gresses, and to terminate the simulation as soon as a reasonable degree of certainty
has been attained, where a reasonable degree of certaintymight be dened as 95%
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condence in the head and tail assignments.
Results presented in Chapter 2 also demonstrated that head and tail identication
through simulation at a water/oil interface is sensitive to the method used to assign
atomic charges to each atom in a surfactant or solubilizate molecule. For atoms
for which atomic charges were not suggested in the OPLS-AA forceeld, the CHelpG
algorithm (as implemented in Gaussian 98 ) was used to estimate atomic charges [3,4].
Although reasonable head and tail assignments can be made using charges determined
using the CHelpG algorithm, the default atomic charges recommended in OPLS-
AA were found to give more accurate simulation results when they were available.
Optimal selection of atomic charges for computer simulation is an important area of
research with many outstanding issues. A recent publication by Heintz and Suter
concludes that the assignment of atomic charges using electronic structure methods
exhibits 5-fold variation from using di¤erent basis sets and 5-fold variation depending
on the method used to partition the atomic charges among di¤erent atoms within a
molecule [5]. In future work, it would be valuable to systematically test di¤erent
approaches to assign atomic charges (for a discussion of possible approaches, see
Ref. [5]), and to evaluate the accuracy of the traditional MTmodeling results obtained
using the head and tail identications made with each set of atomic charges through
comparison with the appropriate experimental data.
13.2.2 Head and Tail Identication through Micellar Simu-
lation
Although simulation of a surfactant or a solubilizate in a micellar environment is more
computationally expensive than simulation at a water/oil interface, results presented
in Chapter 4 demonstrate that head and tail identications obtained with the two
methods are not always in agreement. Head and tail identications made through
simulation in a micellar environment are expected to be superior to head and tail
identications made through simulation at a water/oil interface, because simulation
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in a micellar environment accounts explicitly for: (i) the curvature of the micelle,
(ii) the ordering of the surfactant/solubilizate tails in the micelle core, and (iii) the
presence of the hydrophilic surfactant/solubilizate heads.
Although micellar simulation is expected to yield the most accurate head and
tail assignments, for classes of surfactants and solubilizates for which simulation in a
micellar environment is necessary to accurately determine heads and tails, it is recom-
mended that the CS-MT model be used for modeling and property prediction rather
than the traditional MT model. As discussed in Chapter 6, implementing the CS-MT
model requires two independent MD simulations  one of the surfactant/solubilizate
in bulk aqueous solution and the second of the surfactant/solubilizate in a micellar
environment. The rst of these simulations requires very little computational ex-
pense relative to a micellar simulation because the total number of molecules that
must be simulated is relatively small (see the discussion in Chapter 6). The second
of these two simulations  simulation in a micellar environment  is also required to
make head and tail identications for traditional MT modeling. Consequently, im-
plementing the CS-MT model is almost as computationally e¢ cient as making head
and tail identications through simulation in a micellar environment. Because the
CS-MT model is more physically realistic than the traditional MT model, the CS-MT
model should be used in these cases.
13.2.3 CS-MT Modeling of Surfactants and Solubilizates
As discussed in Chapter 6, the CS-MT model is a powerful approach to accurately
quantify the hydrophobic driving force associated with surfactant micellization and
micellar solubilization. The primary advantage of the CS-MT model is that it allows
one to eliminate several assumptions which must be made in the traditional MT
modeling approach  most importantly, the assumption that the surfactant head
remains fully hydrated in the micellar environment, and an assumption about the
extent to which the surfactant heads shield the micelle core from being hydrated.
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Minimization of Computational Expense
Because the CS-MT model requires only equilibration of a pre-formed micelle and ad-
equate sampling of the hydration states of surfactants/solubilizates within the equili-
brated micelle, implementation of the CS-MTmodel for a specic surfactant/solubilizate
system requires signicantly less computational expense than that required to directly
simulate micelle self-assembly. Nevertheless, additional characterization of the mini-
mum time required to obtain statistically signicant fractional hydration data would
be very valuable to minimize the computational expense associated with the CS-
MT model. The minimum simulation time required to obtain accurate fractional
hydration data is expected to be a function of the surfactant/solubilizate chemical
structure. Consequently, it may be most convenient and computationally e¢ cient
to continually evaluate the statistical signicance of the fractional hydration data
gathered as the computer simulation progresses, and to terminate the simulation as
soon as a reasonable degree of certainty has been attained in the fractional hydration
results, where a reasonable degree of certaintymight be dened as a standard error
that is less than 5% of the fractional hydration value.
Improved Estimation of gdehydr
As discussed in Chapter 6, in the CS-MTmodeling approach, the hydrophobic driving
force for micelle formation is decomposed into two free-energy contributions  gdehydr,
or the free-energy change associated with dehydration upon micelle formation, and
ghydr, or the change in hydration free energy experienced upon micelle formation.





where nhyd is the total number of hydrophobic groups in the solute, fi is the fractional
hydration of group i, and gtri is the free-energy change associated with transferring
group i from the aqueous solution to a bulk solution composed of solute tails. A key
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approximation made in Chapters 6, 7, and 8 in evaluating gdehydr was to estimate gtri
for hydrophobic groups in the surfactant head and tail using solubility data for linear
alkyl chains. This approximation gave reasonable modeling results for small-head
nonionic surfactants and for small-head ionic and zwitterionic surfactants. However,
it did not give accurate modeling results for surfactants with large, polymeric heads,
as shown in Chapter 7 for the nonionic surfactant C12E8. For surfactants with large,
polymeric heads, computing gtri for hydrophobic groups in the surfactant head using
solubility data for those hydrophobic groups in aqueous solution is not su¢ ciently
accurate for the following reasons: (i) using a water-to-oil transfer free energy for
the process of transferring a hydrophobic group from bulk water to the corona region
of a micelle (which has a high concentration of water and surfactant heads) is a poor
approximation, (ii) in many cases, a large number of the hydrophobic groups present
in large, polymeric surfactant heads are bonded to hydrophilic atom(s), thus a¤ecting
their hydrophobicity and associated gtri values, and (iii) the number of hydrophobic
groups which may be present in a surfactant with a polymeric head may be quite
large, which serves to amplify the e¤ect of the errors inherent in (i) and (ii) above.
In future work, it will be very instructive to explore a number of approaches to
obtain more accurate estimates of the gtri values. Such extension will be particu-
larly important to accurately model the micellization and the micellar solubilization
behavior of surfactants with large, polymeric heads. The general strategy that must
underlie all such potential improvements is to approximate as accurately as possible
the actual free-energy change associated with the transfer from a bulk aqueous phase
to the environment experienced by group i in a micelle. Because the environment ex-
perienced in the micelle core and in the corona region are quite di¤erent, it is helpful
to think about improving the estimate of gtri for groups which localize in the micelle
core and the corona region separately. Below, I propose possible ways to accomplish
this.
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Accurate Evaluation of Transfer Free Energies of Groups in the Mi-
celle Core For groups which localize in the micelle core, a free-energy change must
be estimated for each group which is transferred from bulk aqueous solution to a
bulk, unordered phase of surfactant tails during self-assembly. In traditional MT
modeling of surfactants with simple linear alkane tails, gtr has historically been esti-
mated using aqueous solubility data for each tail [6]. An equivalent approximation
that one can make in the context of CS-MT modeling is to estimate gtri from an
estimate of the solubility of group i in aqueous solution. When modeling multicom-
ponent surfactant micellization or micellar solubilization, however, such an approach
is only accurate when the enthalpy of mixing is equal to zero for each component
(Hmix = 0). If Hmix is not equal to zero (which is expected to be the case when
the surfactant/solubilizate tails are chemically dissimilar), evaluation of Hmix may
be accomplished using regular solution theory [7] with the appropriate solubility pa-
rameters [8], or using Flory-Huggins theory with the appropriate  parameters [9].
Some preliminary work in this direction has been described in Chapter 6 of this thesis.
Accurate Evaluation of Transfer Free Energies of Groups in the Corona
Region For groups which localize in the corona region, a free-energy change must
be estimated for each group which is transferred from bulk aqueous solution to an
anisotropic, partially ordered phase of surfactant heads and water molecules during
self-assembly. A number of approaches could be used to compute accurate transfer
free energies for these groups. Perhaps, the most straightforward approach would
be to use an experimental, or a computational, method to estimate the transfer free
energy associated with transferring a monomeric head group unit from bulk aqueous
solution to a bulk phase of water and head group units that serves as a reasonable
proxy for the anisotropic corona region of the micelle. To estimate this contribution,
the solvation free energy of the monomer in water and the solvation free energy of the
monomer in a bulk phase of water and head group units could be determined experi-
mentally, or a theoretical approach could be used to estimate the transfer free energies
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or the solvation free energies (for example, by using Flory-Huggins theory with the
appropriate  parameters, or by using computer simulations and a realistic force eld
to describe interactions between the system components) [10, 11]. In this respect,
Soda et al. have outlined a computer simulation strategy which enables the estima-
tion of the transfer free energy from one phase to another using computer simulations
and atomic transfer parameters (ATPs), or transfer free energies per unit of accessible
surface area. Their approach, although formulated in the context of predicting the
hydration free energy of biomolecules such as proteins, is also relevant in determining
gtri for groups in surfactant molecules. Their analysis decomposes the interactions
which are relevant in determining the transfer free energy into two separate classes:
(i) intramolecular interactions of solutes where the shielding e¤ect of the solvent is
included, and (ii) various solvation e¤ects which are characteristic of the constituent
atoms of each solute [1215]. After obtaining gtri for a surfactant head monomer,
Eq. 13.1 can be used to calculate gdehyd, but with the summation extended to include
both the hydrophobic groups in the surfactant tail and the monomeric units in the
surfactant head.
Improved Estimation of ghydr






where ncore is the total number of hydrophobic groups in the solute that adsorb onto,
or penetrate into, the aggregate core, SASAi is the solvent accessible surface area
of group i, and gwci is dened as the di¤erence in free energy per unit of solvent
accessible surface area associated with the hydration of group i in the micellar state
and in the aqueous solution.
As discussed in Chapter 7, two main approximations are made in evaluating ghydr
for surfactants and solubilizates. The rst approximation is related to the approach
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used to determine which surfactant or solubilizate groups are part of the micelle core
(note that the summation in Eq. 13.2 extends only from i = 1 to i = ncore). As
it was implemented in this thesis, hydrophobic groups in each surfactant/solubilizate
that have an f value which is less than 0.60 are modeled as being part of the micelle
core. The selection of this cuto¤ value of f was justied in Chapter 7.
In the future, it would be instructive to investigate a number of di¤erent ap-
proaches to more accurately identify whether each group i is, or is not, part of the
micelle core. One approach may involve evaluating the average location of each
group i relative to the location of the micelle core/water interface. The location of
the water/octane interface might be determined by rst normalizing the water and
the surfactant density proles by the bulk densities of pure water and pure surfactant,
respectively, and then by identifying the point at which the water and the surfactant
densities are equal. With su¢ cient simulation time, the density prole for each
surfactant atom should generate a smooth Gaussian curve [1618]. However, prelim-
inary density prole analysis results discussed in Chapter 2 suggest that noise in the
density prole data may prevent accurate identication of whether or not each group
i is part of the micelle core. It is not clear whether or not the increased simulation
times used to generate the results reported in Chapters 6, 7, and 8 would provide
su¢ cient averaging to reduce the noise in the density prole data to an acceptable
level. An alternative approach to identify groups that are part of the micelle core
involves characterizing the local environment of each group i by integrating the rst
coordination shell of the radial distribution function between group i and water and
between group i and other surfactant/solubilizate atoms. Alternatively, the method
of Voronoi polyhedra could be used to rigorously determine the local environment of
group i. [1924]
An improvement to the current implementation of the CS-MT modeling approach
that should be implemented in future work is to calculate ghydr using a snapshot-
by-snapshotanalysis approach in which Eq. 13.2 is evaluated at every snapshot of
an MD simulation (or, in other words, at every set of coordinates recorded during an
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MD simulation). By implementing such an approach, each group i would no longer
be modeled as being part of the micelle core based on an average value of fi. Instead,
each group i would be identied as being part of the micelle core at a given instant
in time if it satises the criteria selected to identify groups in the micelle core. For
example, using the micelle core-identication criteria discussed in Chapters 7 and 8,
each group i would be identied as being part of the micelle core in a given snapshot
if its fi value is less than 0.60, and its contribution to ghydr would then be evaluated
using Eq. 13.2. Implementation of a snapshot-by-snapshot analysis approach to
determine ghydr would yield an estimate of the ensemble average of ghydr, which would
be more physically realistic than the current approach in which ghydr is evaluated
based on an estimate of the ensemble average value of fi. It is worth noting that
a snapshot-by-snapshot analysis approach would not change the computed value of
gdehydr, because gdehydr is a continuous function of fi (recall that Eq. 13.1 is used to
compute gdehydr for every hydrophobic group i in a surfactant molecule regardless of
the value of fi for that group). In contrast, ghydr is a noncontinuous function of fi
(recall that Eq. 13.2 is used to compute ghydr only for hydrophobic groups i that are
part of the micelle core).
One of the most signicant approximations made in Chapters 7 and 8 in applying
the CS-MT model was to estimate gwc using a model derived in Chapter 6 for oil
aggregates. In so doing, the approximation was made that the change in hydration
free energy experienced by hydrophobic groups upon transfer from the bulk aqueous
solution to the micelle core is una¤ected by the presence of surfactant heads and
(if present) charged counterions at the micelle core/water interface. Although rea-
sonable modeling results for surfactants (including nonionic, zwitterionic, and ionic
surfactants) and solubilizates were obtained using this approximation, further inves-
tigation into the accuracy of this approximation, as well as into the availability of
other approaches that could be used to relax this approximation, would be valuable.
In Chapter 6, we noted that gwc is a function of the chemical nature of group
i. Although the approximation was made that gwc is identical for each of the hy-
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drophobic groups in a linear alkyl chain (CH2 and CH3 groups), gwc will certainly
be di¤erent for semipolar groups (such as phenyl groups) present in surfactant or
solubilizate tails. To estimate gwc for semipolar groups in a micelle, a theoretical
approach that is similar to what was implemented to estimate gwc for oil molecules
could be utilized. First, a number of aggregates of di¤erent shapes and sizes com-
posed of the semipolar tails would be pre-formed in aqueous solution and allowed to
equilibrate. After equilibration, an extended computer simulation run would be con-
ducted to determine the ensemble average value of SASAcore=Acore. In the case of oil
aggregates, the SASAcore=Acore results obtained from computer simulation were tted
to a mathematical expression describing SASAcore=Acore as a function of the number
of carbons in each oil molecule and the curvature of the oil aggregate. SASAcore=Acore
results for aggregates of semipolar tails could be t to a similar expression. Next,
gwc would be evaluated using the following equation:





where core is the microscopic interfacial tension (interfacial free energy per unit
SASA) associated with the aggregate core/water interface, bulk is the microscopic
interfacial tension(interfacial free energy per unit SASA) associated with the group
i/water interface in the aqueous solution, and  is the curvature-corrected macroscopic
interfacial tension of the aggregate core/water interface. To evaluate Eq. 13.3, an
estimation of  must be made, which would involve developing a theoretical approach
to model the curvature dependence of the tail/water interfacial tension. As discussed
in Chapter 6, for oil molecules the curvature-dependent interfacial tension, j, is







where 0;j is the interfacial tension of component j at a at interface,  is the Tolman
distance [28], and S is a shape factor (3 for spheres, 2 for cylinders, and 1 for disks
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or bilayers). An estimate of 0;j could be obtained from experimental data [29],
and the Tolman distance for the semipolar tail could be inferred using an approach
described in earlier work done in the Blankschtein group to evaluate this quantity for
linear alkyl chains [6].
Improved Estimation of gint
As discussed in Chapter 7, the CS-MT modeling approach can be used to evaluate
the e¤ective area at the micelle core/water interface shielded from hydrating contacts
by each surfactant head (a0). To improve the accuracy of both the traditional MT
model and the CS-MT model, it would be valuable to build a library of a0 values for
di¤erent types of surfactant heads. As shown in Chapter 7, values of a0 may vary
signicantly from surfactant to surfactant. In that chapter, the smallest estimate of
a0 (12.19 Å2 for OSE) was less than half the value of the largest estimate of a0 (31.22
Å2 for OG).
13.3 Future Research Directions: Application of
Computer Simulation to Determine Free-Energy
Changes
In Part II of this thesis, the CS-FE/MT modeling approach was described to quantify
the free-energy change associated with changing the composition of a single (pure)
surfactant micelle through the addition of a cosurfactant or a solubilizate. Because
of the computationally expensive nature associated with determining alchemical free-
energy changes, particularly in a constrained environment such as a micelle core, the
CS-FE/MT modeling approach was shown to give qualitatively accurate results only
when the chemical structure of the added surfactant or solubilizate was very similar to
the chemical structure of the original surfactant. The CS-FE/MTmodeling approach
nevertheless represents an interesting application of alchemical free-energy methods
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in the case of micellar systems. As computing power increases, the quantitative
accuracy of such free-energy methods will improve as it becomes more and more
computationally feasible to adequately sample all the important regions of phase
space. In addition, it may become possible to make quantitatively accurate estimates
of the free-energy change associated with morphing a surfactant into a cosurfactant,
or into a solubilizate, that is signicantly di¤erent in structure than the original
surfactant.
13.3.1 Selection of the Optimal Transition Path
In future work, a number of strategies may be investigated to reduce the compu-
tational expense associated with the CS-FE/MT modeling approach. Additional
research should be conducted to identify the most computationally e¢ cient alchem-
ical path that may be taken to morph the original surfactant into a cosurfactant or
a solubilizate. Identication of the most e¢ cient path between two states A and
B in an alchemical free-energy calculation is not trivial, and can make an enormous
di¤erence in the computational expense required to converge to an accurate estimate
of the free-energy di¤erence between the two states.
As discussed in Chapter 10, soft core potentials [30] have been used in the free-
energy computer simulations conducted in this thesis to avoid the end-point catastro-
phe,and to improve convergence of the free-energy results obtained at large and small
values of the coupling parameter, . In future work, alternative implementations of
the soft-core potential could be investigated, as well as slow growth approaches in
which atoms are gradually extended (or grown) from the atom(s) to which they
are bonded in order to prevent excessive free-energy changes at large and small value
of  [31]. One potential area for improvement is making adjustments to the value
of  (the soft core parameter) and  (the radius of interaction) used in the soft-core
potentials [32]. Some researchers suggest that the optimal value of the dimensionless
parameter  is 0.5, but further testing is warranted [3336].
In addition to implementing a strategy to avoid the end-point catastrophe, iden-
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tication of the most e¢ cient alchemical path to move between two states, A and B,
will require selection of an optimal approach to alter the interactions of the morphing
particles with their local environments. Some researchers have suggested that when
evaluating the free-energy change associated with changing an atom into a dummy
particle, it is most computationally e¢ cient to rst gradually remove the Coulombic
interactions between the atom and its environment, and then to gradually remove the
van der Waals interactions between the atom and its environment [33].
Additional research is also warranted to determine the optimal approach to con-
struct the dual topology that is used to morph a system from state A to state B
(see the discussion in Chapter 10). Although identifying the optimal dual topol-
ogy to estimate the free-energy change associated with morphing one molecule into
another is relatively simple if the two molecules are similar in structure, it is more
di¢ cult when the two molecules are quite di¤erent in structure. Information about
the best approach to construct dual topologies is hard to nd in the alchemical free-
energy literature, and research contributions in this area could be of great value to
researchers who seek to estimate free-energy changes through alchemical computer
simulations. Trial-and-error experimentation will likely be required to identify the
optimal dual-topology simulation approach.
13.3.2 Alternative Free-Energy Methods
In addition to further exploring the dual-topology, thermodynamic integration free-
energy approach used in this thesis to estimate free-energy changes, in future work,
alternative free-energy methods may be identied which could reduce the computa-
tional expense associated with determining the free-energy change associated with
altering the micelle composition. Other free-energy methods that have been dis-
cussed in the literature include free energy perturbation, acceptance ratio techniques,
weighted histogram analysis, particle insertion methods, and energy distribution ap-
proaches [37]. Improved free-energy methods for computer simulation are an active
area of research, and are routinely published in the literature [3850].
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Using Monte Carlo (MC) computer simulations, rather than MD simulations, to
determine the free-energy change associated with changes in micelle composition may
permit better sampling of phase space with less computational expense, and its use
should be explored. Recent research published by Pool and Bolhuis describes a
promising MC simulation approach to calculate the free energy of micelle formation
as a function of aggregation number [51]. In their approach, MC simulation in a
semi-grand ensemble was conducted in which solvent and surfactant molecules were
exchanged. Congurational bias MC was used to improve insertion probabilities,
and surfactants were only inserted in the region around the micelle to improve the
acceptance statistics. Isobaric hybrid MC was used to e¢ ciently reach thermal
equilibrium. In addition, determination of the CMC was accomplished by using
umbrella sampling to obtain statistically signicant results in unlikely regions of the
micelle size distribution. Although the authors only described the implementation
of this approach to estimate the CMC for simple Lennard-Jones surfactants, they
conclude that their research opens up the way to perform similar calculations using
a realistic atomistic-level forceeld.
13.4 Future Research Directions: Application of
Computer Simulation to Make Direct Predic-
tions of Surfactant Solution Properties
In Part III of this thesis (Chapters 11, 12, and 13), atomistic level MD simulations
were used to make predictions of surfactant solution properties. Because the simula-
tions reported in Chapters 11, 12, and 13 were done at an atomistic level, the length
and timescales that could be modeled were limited. In Chapters 11 and 12, MD
simulations were used to equilibrate and analyze the structure of pre-formed surfac-
tant monolayers and pre-formed surfactant/solubilizate aggregates, respectively. In
Chapter 13, MD simulations were used to investigate the self-assembly of triterpenoid
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surfactants that form relatively small micelles in aqueous solution.
Despite the computational expense inherent in atomistic level simulation, it is
di¢ cult to accurately quantify surfactant monolayer and micelle microstructure in
aqueous solution using a coarse-grained description of either the surfactant or the
solubilizate. Surfactant micellization and micellar solubilization phenomena are very
sensitive to the specic chemical structures of the surfactant and the solubilizate. For
example, it is known experimentally that the CMC of a surfactant generally increases
as the degree of branching in the surfactant tail increases [52, 53]. In addition, the
solubilization capacity of a surfactant depends on the degree of branching in the
surfactant tail [52, 53]. If such structural details of the surfactant are removed or
obscured as a result of coarse graining, accurate prediction of surfactant solution
properties will not be possible.
Coarse graining of water, or the use of an implicit solvent model, have the po-
tential to greatly reduce the computational cost associated with simulation. Un-
fortunately, however, both approaches may remove or distort essential physics that
must be captured in order to accurately model surfactant self-assembly and to obtain
accurate predictions of surfactant monolayer and micelle microstructure. Lazaridis
et al. have recently implemented an implicit solvent model to model DPC micelle
formation which was originally developed as a solvation model for proteins [54]. In














where Gslvi is the solvation free energy of atom i, fi(rij) is the solvation free-energy
density (which is modeled as a Gaussian function) of group i at distance rij, and Vj
is the volume of group j. In Eq. 13.5, the solvation free energy of atom i is com-
puted as being equal to the solvation free energy of the atom when it is fully exposed
to solvent (represented by Grefi ) minus the solvation free energy lost due to the





simulated using MD with this implicit solvent model were found to be more irregular
than micelles simulated in explicit water [54]. Another implicit solvent model formu-
lated by Morisada et al. accounts for the e¤ect of the solvent using solvent-averaged
interactions between the surfactant segments in water [55]. Langevin dynamics
(LD) simulation has been used by Shinto et al. to simulate the self-assembly of n-
decyltrimethylammonium chloride surfactants in aqueous solution [56]. In their LD
simulations, the e¤ect of the solvent was considered via a frictional and random force
on the solute, and by computing e¤ective forces between the solutes. The authors
conclude that their simulation results are in fair agreement with those obtained us-
ing atomistic MD simulations and experimental measurements. Yamamoto et al.
have described a dissipative particle dynamics simulation study of the spontaneous
vesicle formation of amphiphilic molecules [57]. In their simulations, the surfactant
molecules were modeled as containing one or two hydrophilic head beads and three
to six hydrophobic tail beads, and water was modeled as a hydrophilic bead of the
size of several water molecules. In the Brownian dynamics model of Bourov et al.,
the self-assembly of amphiphiles has also been investigated [58]. Amphiphilicity
was introduced into their model system by introducing a repulsive cuto¤ distance for
head-head and for head-tail interactions, and an attractive cuto¤ distance for tail-tail
interaction.
The extent to which proper parameterization of a coarse-grained water model, or
of an implicit solvent model, can permit accurate prediction of surfactant aggregate
microstructure and free energy is poorly understood and represents an important area
of future research. Valuable research contributions could be made by carefully re-
viewing each of the approaches described in the literature to determine the advantages
and disadvantages of each approach in the context of predicting surfactant solution
properties, and selecting the most promising approach for use and extension.
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13.5 Concluding Remarks
This thesis has presented a detailed, atomistic-level computer simulation and molecular-
thermodynamic investigation of the micellar solution behavior of nonionic, zwitteri-
onic, and ionic surfactants in aqueous solutions, as well as of the aqueous micellar
solubilization of solubilizates by surfactants. It is hoped that the approaches devel-
oped in this thesis to use computer simulations and molecular-thermodynamic theory
in a complementary way will not only extend our ability to make accurate predictions
of surfactant solution behavior, but will also contribute to our fundamental knowl-
edge of the solution behavior of surfactants and solubilizates. It is further hoped that
this thesis will provide a solid foundation for future research in the area of surfactant
science, and, more generally, that it will assist future researchers working to con-
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